
Abhayad
Kamaf/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS

03/27/2007 01:56 PM

ToRichard R
Kirn/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@a,DBAmericas

cc
bec

SubjectRe: Fw: ******URGENT**********

yes sure, but i think we should keep those requests separate from the CDO warehouse
valuation requests... the relevant salesperson can take care of those monthly valuation
marks... let me know how you want to proceed.

Richard R
Kim/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa

03/27/2007 01:43
PM

To

Abhayad
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas
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Abhayad 
KamatlNewYorkIDBNAIDeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

031271200701:56 PM 

ToRichardR 
KimINewYorkIDBNAIDeuBa@..DBAmericas 

cc 
bee 

SUbjectRe: Fw: *· .... URGENT· .. • .. •••• 

yes sure, but i think we should keep those requests separate from the CDO warehouse 
valuation requests ... the relevant salesperson can take care of those monthly valuation 
marks ... let me know how you want to proceed. 

Richard R 
Kim/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa 

03/27/2007 01:43 
PM 

To 

Abhayad 
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis 
CONFIDENTIAL - PRODUCED TO M&T PURSUA1\ Report Footnote #1462 DBSI_00423053 

DB_PSL00423053 



cc

Subject

Re: Fw: ******URGENT**********(Document link: Abhayad

Kamat)
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cc 

Subject 

Re: Fw: ******URGENT**********(Document link: Abhayad 
Karnat) 
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won't our managers want to receive monthly marks for their own monitoring purposes?
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won't our managers want to receive monthly marks for their own monitoring purposes? 
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Abhayad
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa

03/27/2007 01:29

PM

To

Chehao Lu/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa, Sara M

Chan/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas,
doug.hamilton@db.com

cc

Richard R Kim/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas, Sourav
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Abhayad 
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa 

03/27/2007 01:29 
PM 

To 

Chan/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas, 
doug.hamilton@db.com 

Chehao Lu/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa, Sara M 

cc 

Richard R Kim/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas, Sourav 
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Sen/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa

Subj ect

Fw:
******URGENT**********

.i
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Sen/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa 

Subject 

Fw: 
******URGENT********** 
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when our CDOs close, we need to convey to valuations group that we no longer need these
valuations. see eg. Gemstone 7 below. they still keep pushing trading desk to give
valuations... pls can you take care of this for the deals that you work on?

thanks.

----- Forwarded by Jordan Milman/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa on 03/27/2007 11:50 AM -----

Richard
Leclezio/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa
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when our CDOs close, we need to convey to valuations group that we no longer need these 
valuations. see ego Gemstone 7 below. they still keep pushing trading desk to give 
valuations ... pls can you take care of this for the deals that you work on? 

thanks. 

----- Forwarded by Jordan Milman/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa on 03/27/2007 11:50 AM -----

Richard 
Leclezio/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa 
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03/27/2007 11:23
AM

To.

Jordan
Milman/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas

cc

Subj ect

" I
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03/27/2007 11:23 
AM 

To. 

Jordan 
Milrnan/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas 

cc 

Subject 
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****** URGENT**********
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******URGENT********** 

• 
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Hi Jordan,

Please can you help,

I have HBK on my back to get the following spreads.

Please can you provide the parameters ....... tks

[attachment "JordanMilman daily requests 20070326.xls" deleted by Richard R
Kim/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa]

Richard Leclezio
Assistant Vice President
Valuation Services Group . Redacted by the Permanent
Deutsche Bank [/] - New York I Subcommittee on Investigations
(t) +1 212 250 2485
(m) +1 646
Email: richard.leclezio@db.com
BBG: leclri.nydb@bloomberg.net
_______________________________________________
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Hi Jordan, 

Please can you help. 

I have HBK on my back to get the following spreads. 

Please can you provide the parameters ....... tks 

[attachment "Jordan "Milman daily requests 20070326.xls" deleted by Richard R 
Kim/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBaJ - - -

Richard Leclezio 
Assistant Vice President 
Valuation Services Group 
Deutsche Bank [/J - New York 
(t) +1 212 250 2485 

_ WI Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

(m) +1 646 _ •• _ 
Email: richard.leclezio@db.com 
BBG: leclri.nydb@bloomberg.net 
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From: Paul Mazzilli
Sent: Thursday, February 8, 2007 08:12:59 AM
To: Kevin Jenks
CC: Jason Lowry
Subject: FW. Gemstone CDO 7 - price diff between purchase price and current mark

Attachments: Prices to Kevinxls

We found the overall loss to be down 0.9% or $9.4mm.

-- Original Message-
From: Paul Mazzilli
Sent Wednesday, January 24, 2007 12:44 PM
To: Kevin Jenks
Cc: Jason Lowry
Subject: RE: Gemstone CDO 7 - price diff between purchase price and current mark

We see the whole portfolio down 0.9% or $9.4mm compared to DBS's 1.7%($19mm). Attached is DBS's
email with our prices included.

---Original Message--
From: Kevin Jenks
Sent Wednesday, January 24, 2007 4:27 AM
To: Paul Mazzilli; Jason Lowry
Subject: Fw: Gemstone CDO 7 - price diff between purchase price and current mark

I need the gem 7 portfolio priced using our ye marks and then override where you think appropiate. I need
this asap

--- Original Message-
From: Abhayad Kamat
To: Marco Lukesch; Kevin Jenks; Rachel Wish
Cc: Chehao Lu; Sourav Sen; Konstantin Kulev <konstantn.kulev@db.com>
Sent: Tue Jan 23 20:16:50 2007
Subject: Gemstone CDO 7 - price diff between purchase price and current mark

Some investors are asking for current marks on the Gemstone CDO 7 portfolio. The attached file has the
purchase price and the current marks that we got from our desk. There are many bonds where the price
difference between purchase price and current mark is more than 4% - highlighted in yellow. I have asked
Jordan to review the marks but it would be great if you could have someone at HBK review also to check if
the current marks seem correct. It seems as if the entire portfolio price has dropped since purchase by
1.74% which does not show well to investors.

thanks.
Abhayad

Abhayad Kamat
Global CDO Group I __ _ -Retted by the Permanent
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. - Subcommitteeon IvstiU6tio0 S
60 Wall Street, 19th Floor,
New York, NY 10005-2858
(212) 250-0526 work
(9117incell
(732) 578-2890 fax

This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient (or

Confidential Treatment GEM7-000031 01
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

cc: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Paul Mazzilli 

Thursday, February 8,200708:12:59 AM 

Kevin Jenks 

Jason Lowry 

FW: Gemstone COO 7 - price diff between purchase price and current marl< 

Prices to Kevin.xls 

We found the overall loss to be down 0.9% or $9.4mm. 

--Original Message
From: Paul Mazzilli 
Sent Wednesday, January 24, 2007 12:44 PM 
To: Kevin Jenks 
Cc: Jason Lowry 
Subject: RE: Gemstone COO 7 - price diff between purchase price and current mark 

We see the whole portfolio down 0.9% or $9.4mm compared to DBS's 1.7%($19mm). Attached is DBS's 
email with our prices included. 

---Original Message-
From: Kevin Jenks 
Sent: Wednesday, January 24, 2007 4:27 AM 
To: Paul Mazzilli; Jason Lowry 
Subject: Fw: Gemstone COO 7 - price cliff between purchase price and current mark 

I need the gem 7 portfolio priced using our ye marks and then override where you think appropiate. I need 
this asap 

--- Original Message -
From: Abhayad Kamat 
To: Marco Lukesch; Kevin Jenks; Rachel Wish 
Cc: Chehao Lu; Sourav Sen; Konstantin Kulev <konstantin.kulev@db.com> 
Sent: Tue Jan 23 20:16:502007 
Subject: Gemstone COO 7 - price diff between purchase price and current mark 

Some investors are asking for current marks on the Gemstone COO 7 portfolio. The attached file has the 
purchase price and the current marks that we got from our desk. There are many bonds where the price 
difference between purchase price and current mark is more than 4% - highlighted in yellow. I have asked 
Jordan to review the marks but it would be great if you could have someone at HBK review also to check if 
the current marks seem correct. It seems as if the entire portfolio price has dropped since purchase by 
1.74% which does not show well to investors. 

thanks. 
Abhayad 

Abhayad Kamat 
Global COO Group 
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. 
60 Wall Street, 19th Floor, 
New York, NY 10005-2858 
(212) 250-0526 work 

-- Redacted by the Permanent 
Subeolllmittee on Investigations 

(917) cell 
(732) 578-2890 fax 

This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient (or 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis 
Report Footnote #1464 

Confidential Treatment Request~-""""IIiiiIIIIIiIiI"' __ -- GEM7-00003101 



Abhayad
KamatINewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS

01/23/2007 08:14 PM

ToJordan
Milman/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas,
Jashin
PatelVNewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas

ccChehao Lu/NewYorkIDBNA/DeuBa, Konstantin
Kulev/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa, Sourav
Sen/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa

bcc
SubjectHBK -price diff between purchase price and

current mark

The attached file has the purchase price and current mark for the bonds in the HBK / Gemstone
CD0 7 warehouse.

There are many bonds where the price difference between purchase price and current mark is more
than 4% -- highlighted in yellow. Before we send these over to CDO investors, pls could you
review to check if the current marks are correct. It seems as if the entire portfolio price has
dropped since purchase by 1.74% which does not show well to investors.

thanks.

(See attached file: Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w Prices).xls)

Abhayad Kamat
Global CDO Group
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
60 Wall Street, 19th Floor,
New York, NY 10005-2858
(212) 250-0526 work
(917) _ cell
(732) 578-2890 fax

I - Redacted by the Permanent l
Subeormittee on Investigations

: Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w Prices).xs T e: applicaionmsecel
..J uName: Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w Prices).xls

~~~~~~~~~~;:...... ...... ... . .. ...... .... ... ........ . . ... ... o. ..... ...mo ;:: ...... ... .... . . . ......... ....... .. .......... .. ...
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Abbayad 
KamatlNewYorkIDBNAlDeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

To Jordan 
Mihuan/NewYor:k/DBNAIDeuBa@DBAmericas, 
Jashin 
Patel/NewYorkIDBNAIDeuBa@DBAmericas 011231200708:14 PM 

ccChehao LulNewYorkIDBNAlDeuBa, Konstantin 
. KulevlNewYorklDBNAlDeuBa, Sourav 

SenJNewYorkIDBNAIDeuBa 
bcc 

SubjectHBK - price diff between purchase price and 
current mark 

The attached file has the purchase price and current mark for the bonds in the HBK / Gemstone 
CDO 7 warehouse. 

There are many bonds where the price difference between purchase price and current mark is more 
than 4% -- highlighted in yellow. Before we send these over to CDO investors, pIs could you 
review to check if the current marks are correct. It seems as if the entire portfolio price has 
dropped since purchase by 1.74% which does not show well to investors. 

thanks. 

(See attached file: Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w Prices) .xls) 

Abhayad Kamat 
Global CDO Group 
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. 
60 Wall Street, 19th Floor, 
New York, NY 10005-2858 
(212) 250-0526 work 
(917) cell 
(732) 578-2890 fax 

CONFIDENTIAL - PRODUCED TO M&T PURSUANT 

_... Redacted by tbe Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis 
Report Footnote #1465 DBSI_00465462 
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Jashin
PateIINewYork/DBNA/DeutBa@DBAMERICAS

01/24/2007 01:01 PM

ToJordan
Milman/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas

cc
bcc

SubjectFw: HBK - price diff between purchase price and
current mark

I checked the names Abhayad highlighed are most are marked within the context of recent color

there are 4 which should be tightened.

there's one cash bond which he highlighted... HEAT 2006-7 Bl: we just offered prot at 465;

you had a cash bid of 94-00 (362DM at 10OPPC) for Fidelity in late October

(See attached file: Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w Prices) JP.xls)

Jashin Patel
Securitized Product Group Trading

Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.

212 250 7730 (t)

----- Forwarded by Jashin Patel/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa on 01/24/2007 12:46 PM -----

Abhayad
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa

01/23/2007 08:14

PM
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Jashin 
PatellNewYorkIDBNAIDeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

ToJordan 
MilmanlNewYorkIDBNAIDeuBa@DBAmericas 

01124/200701:01 PM 
cc 

bec 
SubjectFw: HBK - price diff between purchase price and 

current mark 

I checked the names Abhayad highlighed are most are marked within the context of recent color 
there are 4 which should be tightened. 

there's one cash bond which he highlighted ... HEAT 2006-7 B1: we just offered prot at 465; 
you had a cash bid of 94-00 (362DM at 100PPC) for Fidelity in late October 

(See attached file: Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w prices)_JP.xls) 

Jashin Patel 
Securitized Product Group Trading 
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. 
212 250 7730 (t) 
----- Forwarded by Jashin Patel/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa on 01/24/2007 12:46 PM 

Abhayad 
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa 

01/23/2007 08: 14 
PM 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis 
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To

Jordan Milman/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas, Jashin

Patel/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAinericas

cc

Chehao Lu/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa, Konstantin

Kulev/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa, Sourav

Sen/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa

Subject

HBK - price diff between purchase price and current

mark
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To 

~ordan Milman/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas, Jashin 
Patel/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas 

Kulev/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa, Sourav 
Sen/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa 

mark 

cc 

Chehao Lu/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa, Konstantin 

Subject 

HBK - price diff between purchase price and current 
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The attached file has the purchase price and current mark for the bonds in the HBK / Gemstone

CDO 7 warehouse.

There are many bonds where the price difference between purchase price and current mark is
more than 4% -- highlighted in yellow. Before we send these over to CDO investors, pls could
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The attached file has the purchase price and current mark for the bonds in the HBK I Gemstone 
CDO 7 warehouse. 

There are many bonds where the price difference between purchase price and current mark is 
more than 4% -- highlighted in yellow. Before we send these over to CDO investors, pls could 
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you review to check if the current marks are correct. It seems as if the entire portfolio

price has dropped since purchase by 1.74% which does not show well to investors.

thanks.

[attachment "Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w Prices).xls" deleted by Jashin

Patel/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa]

__________________________

Abhayad Kamat
Global CDO Group
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
60 Wall Street, 19th Floor,
New York, NY 10005-2858
(212) 250-0526 work

(917)% _ cell
(732) 578-2890 fax

I - - Redacted by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

* Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w Prices .Type: application/msexcel
Name: Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w Prices)

JP.xls _JP.xls
- ,,,..........,,..,....... ...
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you review to check if the current marks. are correct. It seems as if the entire portfolio 
price has dropped since purchase by 1.74% which does not show well to investors. 

thanks. 

[attachment "Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w Prices).xls" deleted by Jashin 
Patel/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBaj 

Abhayad Kamat 
Global coo Group 
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. 
60 Wall ~treet, 19th Floori 
New York, NY 10005-2858 
(212) 250~0526 work 
(917) cell 
(732) 578-2890 fax 

t~J. Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w Prices) 

lP.xls 

_ so Redac:ted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

Type: application/msexcel 
Name: Gemstone VII Portfolio 01.23.07 (w Prices) 
_lP.xls 
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Abhayad
KamatINewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAMIERICAS

01/24/2007 04:15 PM

ToChehao Lu/NewYorkfDBNA/DeuBa, Hlinca R
Bogza/NewYork/DBNAIDeuBaeDBNA@DEUBAINT,
Konstantin Kulev/NewYork/DBNAJDeuBa

cc
bec

SubjectRe: We priced the port

for investors who have asked for current marks on the Gemstone CDO 7 portfolio, tell them: HBK says

that the overall current portfolio is down USD 9mm.
no need to provide current prices on a line item level.

"Kevin Jenks'
<kjenks@hbk. corn>

01/24/2007 01:14
PM

To

Abhayad
Karnat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas
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Abhayad 
Kamat/NewYorklDBNA!DeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

011241200704: 15 PM 

ToChehao LulNewYorkIDBNNDeuBa, Ilinca R 
BogzalNewYorkIDBNNDeuBa@DBNA@DEUBAINT, 
Konstantin KulevlNewYorkIDBNNDeuBa 

ee 
bee 

SubjectRe: We priced the port 

for investors who have asked for current marks on the Gemstone COO 7 portfolio, tell them: HBK says 
that the overall current portfolio is down USD 9rnm. 
no need to provide current prices on a line item level. 

"Kevin Jenks" 
<kjenks@hbk.co~ 

01/24/2007 01:14 
PM 

Abhayad 
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas 

To 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis 
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cc

Subj ect

We priced the
port
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We priced the 
port 
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It is down 9mm
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It is down 9mm 
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ilinca R
BogzaINewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS

02/07/2007 12:55 PM

ToAbhayad
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa(a,@DBAMERICAS@,DEUBAINT

cc
boo

SubjectRe: Fw: Gemstone CDO 7 - portfolio mark

Can you ask him.. We need him to provide

Abhayad
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS

02/07/2007 12:54
PM

To

Ilinca R

Bogza/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAPERICAS@DEUBAINT

cc

CONFIDENTIAL - PRODUCED TO M&T DBSI_00434692

DBPSI_00434692
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llines R 
Bogza/NewYorkIDBNAIDeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

02/07/2007 12:55 PM 

Can you ask him .. We need him to provide 

Abhayad 
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

02/07/2007 12:54 

Bogza /NewYork/DBNA/ DeuBa@DBA}1ERlCAS@DEUBAINT 

cc 

ToAbhayad 
KamatlNewYorkIDBNAJDeuBa@DBAMERlCAS@DEUBAINT 

cc 
bee 

SubjectRe: Fw: Gemstone COO 7 - portfolio mark 

Ilinca R 

To 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis 
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Subject

Re: Fw: Gemstone
CDO 7 - portfolio mark(Document link: Ilinca R
Bogza)

CONFIDENTIAL - PRODUCED TO M&T PURSUANT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER DBSI_00434693
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Subject 

COO 7 - portfolio mark (Document link: Ilinca R 
Bogza) 

CONFIDENTIAL - PRODUCED TO M&T PURSUANT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER 

Re: £'vI: Gemstone 

DBSI 00434693 
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the marks we got from jordan are too low... and it will take quite some time if we try to take on an
exercize where we try to get kevin and jordan to agree on the correct marks. so alternatively we ask kevin
to provide us the detailed marks. worth asking.

Ilinca R
Bogza/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa ODBAMERICAS

PM
02/07/2007 12:52

To

Abhayad.Kamatedb.com
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the marks we got from jordan are too low ... and it will take quite some time if we try to take on an 
exercize where we try to get kevin and jordan to agree on the correct marks. so alternatively we ask kevin 
to provide us the detailed marks. worth asking. 

Ilinca R 
Bogza/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

02/07/2007 12:52 
PH 

Abhayad.Kamat@db.com 
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portfolio 
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cc 
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Why can we not show a priced portfolio?? we need to show this

----- Forwarded by Ilinca R Bogza/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa on 02/07/2007 12:52
PM -----

Abhayad Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS
02/07/2007 12:51 PM

To
kjenkshbk.com, MLukesch@hbk.com, rwish@hbk.com
cc
Ilinca R Bogza/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBNA@DEUBAINT, Chehao
Lu/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa
Subject
Gemstone CDO 7 - portfolio mark

Kevin,
what is the overall gain/loss (based on current marks) on
7 portfolio?

__________________________

Abhayad Kamat
Global CDO Group
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
60 Wall Street, 19th Floor,
New York, NY 10005-2858
(212) 250-0526 work
(917))cell
(732) 578-2890 fax

the Gemstone CDO

I _ - Redacted by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigation|

I,
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Why can we not show a priced portfolio?? we need to :ohow this 

_____ Forwarded by Ilinca R Bogza/Ne,,,York/DBNA/DeuBa on 02/07/2007 12: 52 

J;'M -----

Abhayad Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS 
02/07/2007 12:51 PM 

To 
kjenks,@hbk.com, MLukesch@hbk.com, rwish@hbk .com 

cc 
Ilinca R Bogza/NeWYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBNA@DEUBJI.INT, Chehao 

Lu/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa 
Subject 
Gemstone CDO 7 - portfolio mark 

Kevin, what is the overall gain/loss (based on current marks) on the Gemstone CDO 

7 portfolio? 

--------------------------
Abhayad Kamat 
Global CDO Group 
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. 
60 Wall Street, 19th Floor, 
New York, NY 10005-2858 

_. Redacted by the Penn8Dent 
Sulleommittee on Investigations 

(212) 250-0526 work 
(917) cell 
(732) 578-2890 fax 
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ilinca R
Bogza/NewYork/DBNAIDeuBa@DBAMERICAS

02/07/2007 02:46 PM

ToAbhayad
KamatfNewYorkfDBNA/DeuBa(DBAMERICAS(aDEUBAINT

ccChehao LuJNewYorkIDBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas
bcc

SubjectRe: Fw: New simpler pricing

Can we include that in the disclaimer?

Abhayad
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DaPMERICAS

02/07/2007 02:14

PM

To

Chehao

Lu/NewYork/D3NA/DeuBa, Ilinca R
Bogza/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBNA@DEUBAINT

cc

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
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llinea R 
8ogza/NewYorkIDBNAlDeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

ToAbhayad 
KamatINewYorkIDBNAlDeuBa@DBAMERlCAS@DEUBAINT 

ccChehao LulNew Y orkIDBNAlDeuBa@DBAmerieas 

02/07/2007 02:46 PM 

Can we include that in the disclaimer? 

Abhayad 
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBJlMERICAS 

02/07/2007 02:14 
PM 

Lu/Ne"""York/DBN}I./DeuBa, Ilinca R 
Bogza/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBNA@DEUBAINT 

cc 

bee 
SubjectRe: Fw: New simpler pricing 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis 
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To 

Chehao 
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Fw: New simpler
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Subject 

pricing 
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use this for the current prices to be sent to investors, but pls note to investors that this is frm hbk.

Abhayad Kamat
Global CDO Group
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
60 Wall Street, 19th Floor,
New York, NY 10005-2858
(212) 250-0526 work
(917) cell
(732) 578-2890 fax
----- Forwarded by Abhayad Kai

I -. - Redacted by the Permanent
Subcommittee on InvestigationsI

.nat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa on 02/07/2007 02:13 PM -----

"Kevin Jenks"
<kjenks@hbk.com>

PM
02/07/2007 02:06

To

Abhayad
Kamat /NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAPmericas
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use this for the current prices to be sent to investors, but pIs note to investors that this is frm hbk. 

Abhayad Kamat 
Global COO Group 
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. 
60 Y,all Street, 19th Floor, 
New York, NY 10005-2858 
(212) 250-0526 work 
(917) cell 
(732) 578-2890 fax 

_... Redaded by tbe Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 
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<kjenks@hbk.com> 

02/07/2007 02:06 
PM 
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pricing 
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[attachment "Pricing of gem 7.xls" deleted by Ilinca R Bogza/Ne-WYork/DBNA/DeuBa]
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From: Kevin Jenks

Sent:

To:

Subject:

WAednesday, February 7, 2007 01:23:58 PM

Jason Lowry

FW. Gernstone CDO 7 - portfolio nark

Need line Item marks for cdo portfolio use dec or jan depending on which is better

From: Abhayad Kamat
Sent: Wednesday, February 07, 2007 12:51 PM
To: Kevin Jenks; Marco Lukesch; Rachel Wish
Cc: flinca R Bogza; Chehao Lu
Subject: Gemstone CDO 7 - portfolio mark

Kevin,
what is the overall gain/loss (based on current marks) on the Gemstone CDO 7 portfolio?

Abhayad Kamat
Global CDO Group
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
60 Wall Street, 19th Floor,
New York, NY 10005-2858
(212) 250-0526 work
(917)in cell
(732) 578-2890 fax

This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you
are not the intended recipient (or have received this e-mail in error)
please notify the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Any
unauthorized copying, disclosure or distribution of the material in this
e-mail is strictly forbidden.

Confidential Treatment Requested

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Report Footnote #1471

I _ Redatd by the Permanent

S =be ,littm on Invesigation
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Jenks 

ItWdnesday, February 7, 2007 01 :23:58 PM 

Jason Lowry 

FW: Gemstone COO 7 • portfolio mark 

Need line Item marks for cdo portfolio use dec or jan depending on which is better 

From: Abhayad Kamat 
Sent: Wednesday, February 07, 2007 12:51 PM 
To: Kevin Jenks; Marco Lukesch; Rachel Wish 
Cc: Ilinca R Bogza; Chehao Lu 
Subject: Gemstone COO 7 - portfolio mark 

Kevin, 
what is the overall gainlloss (based on current marks) on the Gemstone COO 7 portfolio? 

Abhayad Kamat 
Global COO Group 

.. 

Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. 
60 Wall Street, 19th Floor, 
New York, NY 10005-2858 
(212) 250-0526 work 
(917) cell 

_. Redacted by tfle Pennanent 
SubcOm.ittee on Investigations 

(732) 578-2890 fax 

This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you 
.are not the intended recipient (or have received this e-mail in error) 
please notify the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Any 
unauthorized copying, disclosure or. distribution of the material in this 
e-mail is strictly forbidden. 

Confidential Treatment Requested 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis 
Report Footnote #1471 

GEM7 -00003084 



From: Kevin Jenks

Sent: Wednesday, March 7,2007 08:44:15 AM

To: Abhayad Kamat;'llinca R Bogza'[ilinca.r.bogzasdb.comr

Subject: FW. Updated prices

Attachments: prices sent to kevin 20070306.xis

This is our estimate of our portfolio marks currently. This is not 3rd party as we have not gotten all for
February. We are approx down 30mm

From: Paul Mazzill
Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2007 6:20 PM
To: Kevin Jenks
Cc: Jason Lowry
Subject: Updated prices

Confidential Treatment GEIV17-00001958
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Kevin Jenks 

Wednesday, March 7, 2007 08:44:15 AM 

Abhayad Kamat; 'liinea R Bogza'(ilinca.r.bogza@db.com] 

FW: Updated prices 

prices sent to kevin 20070306.xls 

This is our estimate of our portfolio marks currently. This is not 3rd party as we have not gotten all for 
February. We are approx down 30mm 

From: Paul MazzliU 
Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 20076:20 PM 
To: Kevin Jenks 
Cc: Ja son lowry 
Subject: Updated prices 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis 
Report Footnote #1475 

Confid entia I Treatment Req uestc;t=I--..... iiIiiiiiI ... iiiiIii .............. GEM7 -00001958 



Greg To"Richard Dalbert"
Lippmann/NewYorlcDBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS <richard.dalbertidb.com>

cc

03/03/2007 07:44 AM bcc
SubjectFw: Fremont Shut Down Sub-prime

business

Call me if you want.

Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld.

From: Rajeev Misra

Sent: 03/03/2007 05:34 AM

To: Greg Lippmann

Cc: Richard DAlbert; Anshu Jain

Subject: Re: Fremont Shut Down Sub-prime business

Well, no regrets. Let's hold tight on our shorts now. It will be a bumpy mkt to mkt

ride but we will prevail.
_________________

Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld.

From: Greg Lippmann

Sent: 03/02/2007 06:44 PM

To: Rajeev Misra

Cc: Richard DAlbert

Subject: Fw: Fremont Shut Down Sub-prime business

Well, we covered some a bit too early.

NEW to CCC Watch Neg at S&P from B- Watch Neg

*NEW CENTURY SAYS U.S. ATTORNEY CONDUCTING CRIMINAL PROBE

*NEW CENTURY SAYS U.S. ATTY PROBE ON TRADING, ACCOUNTING ERRORS

*NEW CENTURY SAYS NYSE REVIEWING TRANSACTIONS IN ITS SECURITIES

*NEW CENTURY SAYS SEC REQUESTED MEETING ON RESTATEMENT

*NEW CENTURY SEEKING TO OBTAIN WAIVERS FROM LENDERS

*NEW CENTURY SEES REPORTING PRETAX LOSS FOR 4Q, YEAR

*NEW CENTURY SEES CONCLUDING MATERIAL WEAKNESSES WERE PRESENT
_________________

Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld.

From: Ryan Stark

Sent: 03/02/2007 05:53 PM

To: Greg Lippmann; Hiroki Kurita; Jordan Milman

Cc: Philip Weingord; Frank Byrne; Anilesh Ahuja; Michael Commaroto; Andrew Peisch;

Glenn Minkoff

Subject: Fremont Shut Down Sub-prime business

This is real - not a rumor.

Ryan Stark

Director

Deutsche Bank Securities

60 Wall St. Rd by The PerMeent
NY, NY 10005 Subomfittee Of 1InwutgtiOns
212-250-8473

917- _ cell

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Report Footnote #1476 D
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Greg 
LippmannlNewYorl<fI)BNAJDeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

To"Riehard Dalbert" 
<riehard.dalbert@db.com> 

03/0312007 07:44 AM 
ee 

bee 
SubjectFw: Fremont Shut Down Sub-prime 

business 

Call me if you want. 

sent from my BlackBerry Handheld. 

From: Rajeev Misra 
Sent: 03/03/2007 05:34 AM 
To: Greg Lippmann 
Cc: Richard DAlbert; Anshu Jain 
Subject: Re: Fremont Shut Down Sub-prime business 

Well, no regrets. Let's hold tight on our shorts now. It will be a bumpy mkt to mkt 
ride but we will prevail. 

Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld. 

From: Greg Lippmann 
Sent: 03/02/2007 06:44 PM 
To: Rajeev Misra 
Cc: Richard DAlbert 
Subject: Fw: Fremont Shut Down sub-prime business 

Well, we covered some a bit too early. 

NEW to CCC Watch Neg at S&P from B- Watch Neg 
*NEW CENTURY SAYS U.S. ATTORNEY CONDUCTING CRIMINAL PROBE 
*NEW CENTURY SAYS U.S. ATTY PROBE ON TRADING, ACCOUNTING ERRORS 
*NEW CENTURY SAYS NYSE REVIEWING TRANSACTIONS IN ITS SECURITIES 
*NEW CENTURY SAYS SEC REQUESTED MEETING ON RESTATEMENT 
*NEW CENTURY SEEKING TO OBTAIN WAIVERS FROM LENDERS 
*NEW CENTURY SEES REPORTING PRETAX LOSS FOR 4Q, YEAR 
*NEW CENTURY SEES CONCLUDING MATERIAL WEAKNESSES WERE PRESENT 

Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld. 

From: Ryan Stark 
Sent: 03/02/2007 05:53 PM 
To: Greg Lippmann; Hiroki Kurita; Jordan Milman 
Cc: Philip Weingord; Frank Byrne; Anilesh Ahuja; Michael Commaroto; Andrew Peisch; 

Glenn Minkoff 
Subject: Fremont Shut Down Sub-prime business 

This is real - not a rumor. 

Ryan Stark 
Director 
Deutsche Bank Securities 
60 Wall st. 
NY, NY 10005 
212-250-8473 
917 •••• cell 

Confidential Treatment Requested bv DBSI 
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Fremont General Corporation (the "Company") could not file its Annual Report on

Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2006 by March 1, 2007 without

unreasonable effort or-expense for the reasons set forth below.

In light of the current operating environment for subprime mortgage lenders and

recent legislative and regulatory events, Fremont Investment & Loan, the

Company's wholly owned industrial bank subsidiary ("FIL"), intends to exit its

subprime residential real estate lending business. Management and the board of

directors are engaged in discussions with various parties regarding the sale of

the business.

Additionally, the Company expects that it, FIL and the Company's wholly owned

subsidiary, Fremont General Credit Corporation ("FGCC"), will enter into a

voluntary formal agreement, to be designated as a cease and desist order (the

"Order"), with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (the "FDIC"). Among

other things, the Order will require FIL to cease and desist from the following:

o Operating with management whose policies and practices are detrimental

to FIL;

o Operating FIL without effective risk management policies and

procedures in place in relation to FIL's brokered subprime mortgage

lending and commercial real estate construction lending businesses;

o Operating with inadequate underwriting criteria and excessive risk in
relation to the kind and quality of assets held by FIL;

o Operating without an accurate, rigorous and properly documented
methodology concerning its allowance for loan and lease losses;

o Operating with a large volume of poor quality loans;

o Engaging in unsatisfactory lending practices;

o Operating without an adequate strategic plan in relation to the
volatility of FIL's business lines and the kind and quality of assets

held by FIL;

o Operating with inadequate capital in relation to the kind and quality

of assets held by FIL;

o Operating in such a manner as to produce low and unsustainable
earnings;

o Operating with inadequate provisions for liquidity in relation to the
volatility of FIL's business lines and the kind and quality of assets

held by FIL;

o Marketing and extending adjustable-rate mortgage ("ARM") products to

subprime borrowers in an unsafe and unsound manner that greatly
increases the risk that borrowers will default on the loans

2

…=================PAGE BREAK==================

or otherwise cause losses to FIL, including (1) ARM products that
qualify borrowers for loans with low initial payments based on an
introductory rate that will expire after an initial period, without

adequate analysis of the borrower's ability to repay at the fully
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Fremont General Corporation (the "Company") could not file its Annual Report on 
Form 10-K for the .fiscal year ended December 31, 2006 by March 1, 2007 without 
unreasonable effort or expense for the reasons set forth below. 

In light of the current operating environment for subprime mortgage lenders and 
recent legislative and regulatory events, Fremont Investment & Loan, the 
Company's wholly owned industrial bank subsidiary ("FIL"), intends to exit its 
subprime residential real estate lending business. Management and the board of 
directors are engaged in discussions with various parties regarding the sale of 
the business. 

Additionally, the Company expects that it, FIL and the Company's wholly owned 
subsidiary, Fremont General Credit corporation ("FGCC"), will enter into a 
voluntary formal agreement, to be designated as a cease and desist order (the 
"Order"), with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (the "FDIC"). Among 
other things, the Order will require FIL to cease and desist from the following: 

o Operating with management whose policies and practices are detrimental 
to FIL; 

o Operating FIL without effective risk management policies and 
procedures in place in relation to FIL's brokered subprime mortgage 
lending and commercial real estate construction lending businesses; 

o Operating with inadequate underwriting criteria and excessive risk in 
relation to the kind and quality of assets held by FIL; 

o Operating without an accurate, rigorous and properly documented 
methodology concerning its allowance for loan and lease losses; 

o Operating with a large volume of poor quality loans; 

o Engaging in unsatisfactory lending practices; 

o Operating without an adequate strategic plan in relation to the 
volatility of FIL's business lines and the kind and quality of assets 
held by FIL; 

o Operating with inadequate capital in relation to the kind and quality 
of assets held by FIL; 

o Operating in such a manner as to produce low and unsustainable 
earnings; 

o Operating with inadequate provisions for liquidity in relation to the 
volatility of FIL's business lines and the kind and quality of assets 
held by FIL; 

o Marketing and extending adjustable-rate mortgage ("ARM") products to 
subprime borrowers in an unsafe and unsound manner that greatly 
increases the risk that borrowers will default on the loans 

2 

==================================PAGE BREAK==================================== 

or otherwise cause losses to FIL, including (1) ARM products that 
qualify borrowers for loans with low initial payments based on an 
introductory rate that will expire after an initial period, without 
adequate analysis of the borrower's ability to repay at the fully 
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indexed rate, (2) ARM products containing features likely to require
frequent refinancing to maintain affordable monthly payment or to
avoid foreclosure, and (3) loans or loan arrangements with
loan-to-value ratios approaching or exceeding 100 percent of the value
of the collateral;

o Making mortgage loans without adequately considering the borrower's
ability to repay the mortgage according to its terms;

o operating in violation of Section 23B of the Federal Reserve Act, in
that FIL engaged in transactions with its affiliates on terms and
under circumstances that in good faith would not be offered to, or
would not apply to, nonaffiliated companies; and

o operating inconsistently with the FDIC's Interagency Advisory on
Mortgage Banking and Interagency Expanded Guidance for Subprime
Lending Programs.

The Order will also require FIL to take a number of steps, including (1) having
and retaining qualified management; (2) limiting the Company's and FGCC's
representation on FIL's board of directors and requiring that independent
directors comprise a majority of FIL's board of directors; (3) revising and
implementing written lending policies to provide effective guidance and control
over FIL's residential lending function; (4) revising and implementing policies
governing communications with consumers to ensure that borrowers are provided
with sufficient information; (5) implementing control systems to monitor whether
FIL's actual practices are consistent with its policies and procedures; (6)
implementing a third-party mortgage broker monitoring program and plan; (7)
developing a five-year strategic plan, including policies and procedures for
diversifying FIL's loan portfolio; (8) implementing a policy covering FIL's
capital analysis on subprime residential loans; (9) performing quarterly
valuations and cash flow analyses on FIL's residual interests and mortgage
servicing rights from its residential lending operation, and obtaining annual
independent valuations of such interests and rights; (10) limiting extensions of
credit to certain commercial real estate borrowers; (11) implementing a written
lending and collection policy to provide effective guidance and control over
FIL's commercial real estate lending function, including a planned material
reduction in the volume of funded and unfunded nonrecourse lending and loans for
condominium conversion and construction as a percentage of Tier I capital; (12)
submitting a capital plan that will include a Tier I capital ratio of not less
than 14% of FIL's total assets; (13) implementing a written profit plan; (14)
limiting the payment of cash dividends by FIL without the prior written consent
of the FDIC and the Commissioner of the California Department of Financial
Institutions; (15) implementing a written liquidity and funds management policy
to provide effective guidance and control over FIL's liquidity position and
needs; (16) prohibiting the receipt, renewal or rollover of brokered deposit
accounts without obtaining a Brokered Deposit Waiver approved by the FDIC; (17)
reducing adversely classified assets; and (18) implementing a comprehensive plan
for the methodology for determining the adequacy of the allowance for loan and
lease losses.

In addition, the Company is analyzing, in connection with the preparation of the
Company's consolidated financial statements as of and for the period ended
December 31, 2006, the FDIC's criticism with respect to the Company's
methodology for determining the carrying value of the Company's residential real
estate loans held for sale.
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indexed rate, (2) ARM products containing features likely to require 
frequent refinancing to maintain affordable monthly payment or to 
avoid foreclosure, and (3) loans or loan arrangements with 
loan-to-value ratios approaching or exceeding 100 percent of the value 
of the collateral; 

o Making mortgage loans without adequately considering the borrower's 
ability to repay the mortgage according to its terms; 

o operating in violation of section 23B of the Federal Reserve Act, in 
that FIL engaged in transactions with its affiliates on terms and 
under circumstances that in good faith would not be offered to, or 
would not apply to, nonaffiliated companies; and 

o operating inconsistently with the FDIC's Interagency Advisory on 
Mortgage Banking and Interagency Expanded Guidance for Subprime 
Lending Programs. 

The Order will also require FIL to take a number of steps, including (1) having 
and retaining qualified management; (2) limiting the Company's and FGCC's 
representation on FIL's board of directors and requiring that independent 
directors comprise a majority of FILis board of directors; (3) revising and 
implementing written lending policies to provide effective guidance and control 
over FIL's residential lending function; (4) revising and implementing policies 
governing communications with consumers to ensure that borrowers are provided 
with sufficient information; (5) implementing control systems to monitor whether 
FIL's actual practices are consistent with its policies and procedures; (6) 
implementing a third-party mortgage broker monitoring program and plan; (7) 
developing a five-year strategic plan, including policies and procedures for 
diversifying FIL's loan portfolio; (8) implementing a policy.covering FIL's 
capital analysis on subprime residential loans; (9) performing quarterly 
valuations and cash flow analyses on FIL's residual interests and mortgage 
servicing rights from its residential lending operation, and obtaining annual 
independent valuations of such interests and rights; (10) limiting extensions of 
credit to certain commercial ~eal estate borrowers; (11) implementing a written 
lending and collection policy to provide effective guidance and control over 
FIL's commercial real estate lending function, including a planned material 
reduction in the volume of funded and unfunded nonrecourse lending and loans. for 
condominium conversion and construction as a percentage of Tier I capital; (12)· 
submitting a capital plan that will include a Tier I capital ratio of not less 
than 14% of FIL's total assets; (13) implementing a written profit plan; (14) 
limiting the payment of cash dividends by FIL without the prior written consent 
of the FDIC and the Commissioner of the California Department of Financial 
Institutions; (15) implementing a written liquidity and funds management policy 
to provide effective guidance and control over FIL's liquidity position and 
needs; (16) prohibiting the receipt, renewal or rollover of brokered deposit 
accounts without obtaining a Brokered Deposit Waiver approved by the FDIC; (17) 
reducing adversely classified assets; and (18) implementing a comprehensive plan 
for the methodology for determining the adequacy of the allowance for loan and 
lease losses. 

In addition, the Company is analyzing, in connection with the preparation of the 
Company's consolidated financial statements as of and for the period ended 
December 31, 2006, the FDIC's criticism with respect to the Company's 
methodology for determining the carrying value of the Company's residential real 
estate loans held for sale. 
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Michael
Lamont/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS

03/15/2007 08:33 AM

ToGreg
LippmannlNewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@oDBAmericas

cc
bcc

SubjectFw: HBK-pls read

lets discuss this when you have a chance. long story

----- Forwarded by Michael Lamont/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa on 03/15/2007 08:33 AM -----

Anshu Jain/DMGGM/DMG
UK/DeuBa@DBEMEA

03/14/2007 06:36
PM

To

Fred Brettschneider/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas@DBAMERICAS@DEUBAINT, Rajeev
Misra/DMGGM/DMG UK/DeuBa@DBEMEA, Yassine Bouhara/DMGEQ/DMG UK/DeuBa@DBEMEA, Pablo
Calderini/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas, Barry Bausano/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas, Jonathan
Hitchon/DMGEQ/DMG
UK/DeuBa@DBEMEA
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Michael 
Lamont/NewY orkIDBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

ToG reg 
LippmannINewYorlclDBNAlDeuBa@)DBAmericas 

03/151200708:33 AM 

lets discuss this when you have a chance. long story 

ee 
bee 

SubjectFw: HBK-pls read 

----- Forwarded by Michael Lamont/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa on 03/15/2007 08:33 AM -----

Anshu Jain/DMGGM/DMG 
UK/DeuBa@DBEMEA 

03/14/2007 06:36 
PM 

To 

Fred Brettschneider/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas@DBAMERICAS@DEUBAINT, Rajeev 
Misra/DMGGM/DMG UK/DeuBa@DBEMEA, Yassine Bouhara/DMGEQ/DMG UK/DeuBa@DBEMEA, Pablo 
Calderini/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas, Barry Bausano/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas, Jonathan 
Hitchon/DMGEQ/DMG 
UK/DeuBa@DBEMEA 
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cc

Michael Lamont/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas, Richard
DAlbert/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas

Subject

read
Re: HBK-pls
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cc 

Michael Lamont/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas, Richard 
DAlbert/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas 

Subject 

Re: HBK-pis 
read 
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Well done..

From: Fred Brettschneider
Sent: 03/14/2007 06:25 PM EDT
To: Anshu Jain; Rajeev Misra; Yassine Bouhara; Pablo Calderini; Barry Bausano; Jonathan

Hitchon
Cc: Michael Lamont; Richard DAlbert
Subject: HBK-pls read

We believe that we have reached an acceptable compromise with HBK. We will be restructuring the

unsold mezz Aaa and we will underwrite the senior portion leaving them with the junior piece. We

are still hopeful of selling the entire tranche but this "re-tranching" vastly mitigates our

risk. HBK seems pleased with the outcome and was appreciative of our efforts.

Freddie

Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld.

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI DBSI-PSI-EMAEL02064812
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Well done .. 

From: Fred Brettschneider 
Sent: 03/14/2007 06:25 PM EDT 
To: Anshu Jain; Rajeev Misra; Yassine Bouhara; Pablo Ca.lderini; Barry Bausano; Jonathan 

Hitchon 
Cc: Michael Lamont; Richard DAlbert 
Subject: HBK-pls read 

We believe that we have reached an acceptable compromise with HBK. We will be restructuring the 
unsold mezz Aaa and we will underwrite the senior portion leaving them with the junior piece. We 
are still hopeful of selling the entire tranche but this "re-tranching" vastly.mitigates our 
risk. HBK seems pleased with the outcome and was appreciative of our efforts. 

Freddie 

Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld. 
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Larry
Pike1NewYork/DBNAIDeuBa(¢DBAMERICAS

03/27/2007 10:34 AM

ToSean WhehM/db/dbco1m DBAknercas,
michaeLjonesadb.oom

cc
bcc

Subjectks sent to Bill Healy on -BK

Discussion points:

** On Feb 21 HBK priced GEMSTONE 7 in a weak market for CDOs

** Only about half the deal cleared up and down the 
capital structure with HBK taking

down the balance as agreed in advance.

** Earlier during the structuring phase, we had advised them against adding a 2-year

revolving (reinvestment) period rather than leaving it a static deal as in past deals

but they insisted on this new feature. This process 
pushed the deal marketing back 2 to

3 weeks into a worse time for CDOs and added a feature 
not favored by investors.

** 400mm of the unsold bonds were a middle (mezz) AAA class that were expected to be

purchased by an investor who backed out at a late 
stage due to a deteriorating market.

** HBK was upset about this and wanted DB to take 
these bonds down, threatening to

curtail business globally with HBK if we didn't.

** In the end we agreed to carve this 400mm into a senior 
and junior piece and DB took

down the senior 200mm, with HBK keeping the junior 200mm.

Bill- side note that they did increase the deal size from 750mm to l.lbb but we did not

have any problem with that or advise against it.

If you think I have still left out some info that 
clarifies anything, please let me know.

Larry Pike, CFA
Director
Deutsche Bank Securities, Inc.

225 Franklin St., 24th Floor

Boston, MA 02110
(617) 217-6422

Gemstone 7

DB holds
200mm Class A-lbl

HBK owns
200mm A-lb II
31.9mm Class B
38.3mm Class C

36.1mm Class D

(about a third of this class)

(a little over half of this class)

(about 2/3 of this class)

They take down the BBs and equity in their deal

Below is the capital structure. The A-lb was expected to be sold but the account 
backed

out and is NOT considered to be still actively looking 
at it. The class is being split

further with DB keeping the senior 200mm of risk in 
that class and HBK keeping the

junior 200mm of risk.

CLASS
A-la
A- lb
A-2

RATING(M/S)
Aaa/AAA
Aaa/AAA
Aaa/AAA

SIZE (MM)
244.0
400.0
159. 0

SIZE (%)
22.2
36.3
14.4

WAL (YR)
2.1
3.1
4.9

COUPON
NA

L+ 0.35%
L+ 0.47%

Permanent Subcommittee on Investieations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis

CONFIDENTIAL - PRODUCED TO M&T PURS Report Footnote #1479

PRICE
NA

DM
MA

100% L+ 0.47%

DBSI_0085961:

DBPSI_00859611
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Larry 
Pike/NewYorkIDBNAlDeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

ToSean 'Wb.elanldb/dbcom@DBAmericas. 
michaeLjones(Wfo·com 

cc 
0312712007 10:34 AM bee 

SubjectAs sent to Bill Healy on HBK 

Discussion p·oints: 
** On Feb ·21 HBK priced GEMSTONE 7 in a weak market for CDOs 
** Only about half the deal cleared up and· down the capital structure with HBK taking 
down the balance as agreed in advance. 
** Earlier during the structuring phase, we had advised them against adding a 2-year 
revolving (reinvestment) period rather than leaving it a static deal as in past deals 
but they insisted on this new feature. This process pushed the deal marketing back 2 to 
3 weeks into a worse time for CDOs and added a feature not favored by investors. 
** 400mm of the unsold bonds were a middle (mezz) AAA class that were expected to be 
purchased by an investor who backed out at a late stage due to a deteriorating market. 
** HBK was upset about this and wanted DB to take these bonds down, threatening to 
curtail business globally with HBK if we didn't. 
** In the end we agreed to carve this 400mm into a senior and junior piece and DB took 
down the senior 200mm, with HBK keeping the junior 200mm. 

Bill- side note that they did increase the deai size from 750mm to l.lbb but we did not 
have any problem with that or advise against it. 
If you think I have still left out some info that clarifies anything, please let me know. 

Larry Pike, CFA 
Director 
Deutsche Bank securities, Inc. 
225 Franklin St., 24th Floor 
Boston, MA 02110 
(617) 217-6422 

Gemstone 7 

DB holds 
200mm Class A-1bl 

HBK owns 
200mm A-1b II 
31. 9IT1lIl Class 
3B.3mm Class 
36.1mm Class 

B 
C 
D 

(about a third of this class) 
(a little over half of this class) 
(about 2/3 of this class) 

They take down the BBs and equity in their deal 

Below is the capital structure. The A-1b was expected to be sold but the account backed 
out and is NOT considered to be still actively looking at it. The class is being split 
further with DB keeping the senior 200mm of risk in that class and HBK keeping the 
junior 200mm of risk. 

CLASS 
A-1a 
A-lb 
A-2 

RATING (M/S) 
Aaa/AAA 
Aaa/AAA 
Aaa/AAA 

SIZE (MM) 

244.0 
400.0 
159.0 

CONFIDENrIAL - PRODUCED TO M&T PURSU 

SIZE(%) WAL(YR) 
22.2 2.1 

COUPON 
NA 

PRICE 
NA 

36.3 3.1 
14.4 4.9 

L+ 0.35% 
L+ 0.47% 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis 
Report Footnote #1479 

100% 

DM 
NA 

L+ 0.47% 

DBSI_0085961 

DB_PSL00859611 



L+ 0.68% 100%

L+ 2.25% 97.02640%

L+ 4.75% 98.91859%

NA NA

CONFIDENTIAL - PRODUCED TO M&T PURSUANT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER
DBSI 0085961:

DBPSI_00859612

B
C
D
E
SUB

Aa2/AA
A2/A

Baa2/BBB
Bal/BB+

96.9
68. 3
55.1
18.7
59.5

8.8
6.2
5.0
1.7
5.4

* 5.8
6.2
5.7
6.3

L+ 0.68%

L+ 2.85%
L+ 5.00%

NA -

Footnote Exhibits  - Page 2202B Aa2/AA 96.9 8.8 5.8 L+ 0.68% 100% L+ 0.68% 
C A2/A 68.3 6.2 6.2 L+ 2.25% 97.02640% L+ 2.85% 
D Baa2/BBB 55.1 5.0 5.7 L+ 4.75% 98.91859% L+ 5.00% 
E Ba1/BB+ 1B.7 1.7 6.3 NA NA NA 
SUB 59.5 5.4 

CONFIDENTIAL - PRODUCED TO M&T PURSUANT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER DBSI _0085961: 

DB PSI_00859612 



Greg
Lippmann/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAMERICAS

02/20/2007 05:36 PM

ToRich
Rizzo/NewYork/DBNA/DeuB a@,DE

cc
bec

SubjectRe: Gemstone CDO 7 - HBK - repos

we dont have much choice....either we repo for them or we take it down...so we will need

to mark it etc...

Greg H. Lippmann

Managing Director
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.

3rd Floor

60 Wall Street

New York, New York 10005

Phone (212) 250-7730

Fax (212) 797-2201

Mobile (917)
greg.lippmann~db.com

I w Redacted by the Permanent
Subeommittee on Investigations

Rich

Rizzo/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa

02/20/2007 09:32

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Report Footnote #1481

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI
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Greg 
LippmannfNewYorklDBNAlDeuBa@DBAMERICAS 

ToRich 
. RizzolNew YorkIDBNAlDeuBa@l))E 

cc 

02/201200705:36 PM bee 
SUbjectRe: Gemstone CDO 7 - HBK - repos 

we dont have much choice .... either we repo for them or we take it down ... 50 we will need 
to mark it etc ... 

Greg H. Lippmann 
Managing Director 
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. 
3rd Floor 
60 Wall street 
New York, New York 10005 
Phone (212) 250-7730 
Fax (212) 797-2201 
Mobile (917) ...... 1I1t 
greg.lippmann@db.com 

Rich 
Rizzo/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa 

02/20/2007 09:32 

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI 

- - Redacted by tbe Permanent 
Subcommittee on hwutigations 
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PM

To

Greg

Lippmann/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas

cc

Subject

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI DBSI-PSI-EMAEL02377304
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PM 

To 

Greg 
Lippmann/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas 

cc 

Subject 
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Re: Gemstone CDO 7 - HBK -

repos

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI DBSI-PSI-EMAIL02377305
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Re: Gemstone CDO 7 - HBK -

repos 

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI DBSI]SI_EMAll.,02377305 



Your call here
My concern is mostly about monitoring - seems like this requires the pool to be priced

and hbk generally views market as tighter than it is

Also recall ilinca I think took 10-20MM of gemst 4 and 5 BBs back from jenks - they've

been trying to sell and got a 25bid (from deveaney)

_________________

Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld.

From: Greg Lippmann
Sent: 02/20/2007 04:06 PM
To: Abhayad Kamat
Cc: Rich Rizzo
Subject: Re: Gemstone CDO 7 - HBK - repos

i dont understand these... seems backward.... i would say 20% haircut on A and 30 on BBB

at the moment... .seems you are 15 and 25....

Abhayad
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI DBSI-PSI-EMAIL0237730(
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Your.call here 
My concern is mostly about monitoring- seems like this requires the pool to be priced 
and hbk generally views market as tighter than it is 

Also recall ilinca I think took 10-20MM of gemst 4 and 5 BBs back from jenks - they've 
been trying to sell and got a 25bid (from deveaney) 

Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld. 

From: Greg Lippmann 
Sent: 02/20/2007 04:06PM 
To: Abhayad Kamat 
Cc: Rich Rizzo 
Subject: Re: Gemstone CDO 7 - HBK - repos 

i dont understand these ... seems backward .... i would say 20% haircut on A and 30 on BBB 
at the moment .... seems you are 15 and 25 ... . 

Abhayad 
Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa 

, ,. 
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02/20/2007 09:02

Lippmann/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa

cc

Rizzo/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI

PM

To

Greg

Rich

t
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02/20/2007 09:02 
PM 

To 

Greg 
Lippmann/NeWYork/DBNA/DeuBa 

cc 

Rich 
Rizzo/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa@DBAmericas 

r -"; 
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Subj ect

Gemstone CDO 7 - HBK -

repos

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI DBSI-PSI-EMAIL02377308

Footnote Exhibits  - Page 2208

subject 

Gemstone CDO 7 - HBK -
repos 
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Greg,

HBK's Gemstone CDO 7 is pricing tomorrow and we will probably have 40-50% of the As and
BBBs unsold -- about $35m As and $30m BBBs. HBK will take these tranches back but we
would like to offer them repos on these tranches if possible.

Would you be ok to offer repos at the following advance rates:
Rating Advance Rate %
A2/A 85%
Baa2/BBB 75%

Rating Advance Rate % (based on par) Advance Rate % (based on pool market
value)
A2/A 12.0% 6.5%
Baa2/BBB 7.0% 1.5%
- CDO purchased pool at price of -96.5% (27% BB assets); based on current market, pool
is down 2.0% since purchase.

Once you confirm if ok on the advance rates, I will check with Alain Van-Loo for
interest rates to be charged.

thanks.
Abhayad

Abhayad Kamat
Global CDO Group

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI DBSI-PSI-EMAIL02377309
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Greg, 

HBK's Gemstone CDO 7 is pricing tomorrow and we will probably have 40-50% of the As and 
BBBs unsold -- about $35m As and $30m BBBs. HBK will take these tranches back but we 
would like to offer them repos on these tranches if possible. 

Would you be ok to offer repos at the following advance rates: 
Rating Advance Rate % 
A2/A 85% 
Baa2/BBB 75% 

Rating 
value) 
A2/A 

Advance Rate % (based on par) Advance Rate % (based on pool market 

12.0% 
Baa2/BBB 7.0% 
- CDO purchased pool at price 
is down 2.0% since purchase. 

6 .. 5% 
1. 5% 

of -96.5% (27% BB assets); based on current market, pool 

Once you confirm if ok on the advance rates, I will check with Alain Van-Loo for 
interest rates to be charged. 

thanks. 
Abhayad 

Abhayad Kamat 
Global CDO Group 
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Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
60 Wall Street, 19th Floor,
New York, NY 10005-2858
(212) 250-0526 work
(917) ^ | cell

(732) 578-2890 fax

----- Forwarded by Abhayad Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa on 02/20/2007 03:44 PM

"ILINCA BOGZA, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI"
<ibogza@bloomberg.net>

Sent by:
ibogza@bloomberg.net

To

undisclosed-

recipients:;

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI
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Deutsche Bank securities Inc. 
60 Wall street, 19th Floor, 
New york, NY 10005-2858 
(212) 250-0526 work 
(917) 32 cell 
(732) 578-2890 fax 

Forwarded by Abhayad Kamat/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa on 02/20/2007 03:44 PM -----

"ILINCA BOGZA, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI" 

<ibogza@b1oomberg.net> 

sent by: 
ibogza@bloomberg.net 

To 

recipients: ; 
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02/20/2007 03:17

PM

cc

Subject

** UPDATE $[1.1]BLN GEMSTONE VII **

REVISED TALK
**
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02/20/2007 03:17 
PM 

cc 

SUbject 

** UPDATE $[1.1jBLN GEMSTONE VII ** 
REVISED TALK 

** 
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** UPDATE GEMSTONE CDO 7, A $[1.1]BLN MEZZANINE ABS CDO MANAGED BY HBK

** EXPECTED PRICING FEB [21ST].

RATING(M/S)

Aaa/AAA

Aaa/AAA

Aa2/AA

A2/A

Baa2/BBB

Bal/BB+

SIZE (MM)

[716.0]

[87.0]

[96.9]
[68.3]

[55.1]

[18.7]

[59.5]

SIZE (%)

[65.0)

[7.9]
[8.8]
[6.2]

[5.0]

[1.7]

[5.4]

WAL (YR)

[3.2)
[5.3]
[6.0]
[6.3]

[5.7]

[6.3]

PRICE TALK

* CALL DESK *
* NOT OFFERED *
L+ [0.62% AREA]

L+ [2.65% AREA]

L+ [5.00% AREA]

* CALL DESK *

This has been prepared solely for informational purposes. It is not an offer,

recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell, nor is it an official confirmation of

terms. It is based on information generally available to the public from sources

believed to be reliable. No representation is made that it is accurate or complete or

that any returns indicated will be achieved. Changes to assumptions may have a material

impact on any returns detailed. Past performance is not indicative of future returns.

Price and availability are subject to change without notice. Additional information is

available upon request.

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI

CLASS

A-1

A-2

B

C
D

E

SUB

IOI

90%
75%

75%
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** UPDATE GEMSTONE CDO 7, A S[l.l]BLN MEZZANINE ABS CDO MANAGED BY HBK 

** EXPECTED PRICING FEB [21ST] . 

CLASS RATING(M/S) SIZE(MM) SIZE(%) WAL (YR) PRICE TALK 101 

A-l Aaa/Jl.AA [716.0) [65.0] [3.2] * CALL DESK * 
A-2 Aaa/Jl.AA [B7.0] [7.9) [5.3] * NOT OFFERED * 
B Aa2/AA [96.9] [B. B] [6.0) L+ [0.62% AREA] 90% 
C A2/A [6B.3] [6.2] [6.3) L+ [2.65% AREA] 75% 
D Baa2/BBB [55.1) [5.0] [5.7] L+ [5.00% AREA] 75% 
E Bal/BB+ [lB.7) [1. 7] [6.3] * CALL DESK * 
SUB [59.5) [5.4) 

This has been prepared solely for informational purposes. It is not an.offer, 
recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell, nor is it an official confirmation of 
terms. It is based on information generally available to the public from sources 
believed to be reliable. No representation is made that it is accurate or complete or 
that any returns indicated will be achieved. Changes to assumptions may have a material 
impact on any returns detailed. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. 
Price and availability are subject to change without notice. Additional information is 
available upon request. 
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Raftp Serces

STANDARD
&POOR'S

55 Water Street, 4 ist. Roor
New York N 1Y041-Oo
212 438 2000 Tel
212 438 2650 Fax

March 15, 2007

Gemstone CDO VII Ltd.
c/o Deutsche Bank (Cayman) Limited
P.O. Box 1984 GT
Elizabethan Square, Grand Cayman
Cayman Islands
Attention: The Directors

Re: Gemstone CDO VII Ltd./Gemstone CDO VII Corp.
U.S.$244,000,000 Class A-la Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045
U.S.$400,000,000 Class A-lb Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045
U.S.$159,000,000 Class A-2 Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045
U.S.$96,900,000 Class B Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045
U.S.$68,300,000 Class C Floating Rate Deferrable Interest Notes Due December
2045
U.S.$55,100,000 Class D Floating Rate Deferrable Interest Notes Due December
2045
U.S.$18,700,000 Class E Floating Rate Deferrable Interest Notes Due December
2045

Dear Sir or Madam:

Pursuant to your request for a Standard & Poor's rating on the above-referenced obligations, we
have reviewed the information submitted to us and, subject to the enclosed Terms and
Conditions, have assigned ratings to the classes as follows:

Amount
U.S.$244,000,000
U.S.$400,000,000
U.S.$159,000,000
U.S.$96,900,000
U.S.$68,300,000
U.S.$55,100,000
U.S.$18,700,000

Maturit1
December 12,2045
December 12, 2045
December 12, 2045
December 12, 2045
December 12, 2045
December 12, 2045
December 12, 2045

The rating is not investment, financial, or other advice and you should not and cannot rely upon
the rating as such. The rating is based on information supplied to us by you or by your agents
but does not represent an audit We undertake no duty of due diligence or independent
verification of any information. The assigmnent of a rating does not create a fiduciary
relationship between us and you or between us and other recipients of the rating. We have not
consented to and will not consent to being named an "expert" under the applicable securities

www.standardandpoors.com

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Confidential Treatment Reques Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Report Footnote #1484

,,j

GEM7-00001 658

Class
A-la
A-lb
A-2
B
C
D
E

RatinA
AAA
AAA
AAA
AA '
A

BBB
BB+

E - - E- ; .
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STANDARD 
&POOR'S 

Gemstone CDO vn Ltd. 
c/o Deutsche Bank (Cayman) Limited 
P.O. Box 1984GT 
Elizabethan Square, Grand Cayman 
Cayman Islands , 
Attention: The Directors 

March 15,2007 

Re: Gemstone CDO VII LtcL/Gemstone CDO VII Corp. 

55 water Street, 41St. Roor 
NewYorit, NY 10041-(00) 
212 438 2000 Tel 
212 438 2650 Fax 

U.S.S244,OOO,OOO Class A-Ia Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045 
U.S.$400,OOO,000 Class A-Ib Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045 
U.S.$159,OOO,000 Class A-2 Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045 
U.S.S96,900,OOO Class B Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045 
U.S.$68,300,000 Class C Floating Rate Deferrable Interest Notes Due December 
2045 
U.S.S55,IOO,000 Class 0 Floating Rate Deferrable Interest Notes Due December 
2045 
U.S.SI8,700,OOO Class E Floating Rate Deferrable Interest Notes Due December 
2045 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Pursuant to your request for a Standard & Poor's rating on the above-referenced obligations, we 
have reviewed the infonnation submitted to us and, subject to the enclosed Terms and 
Conditions. have assigned ratings to the classes as follows: 

Class Amount Maturity Rating 
A-la U.S.$244,000,OOO December 12, 2045 AAA 
A-lb U.S.$400,000,000 December 12,2045 AAA 
A-2 U.S.$159,000,000 December 12, 2045 AAA 
B U .S.$96,900,000 December 12, 2045 AA 
C U.S.$68,300,OOO December 12, 2045 A 
D U.S.$55,100,000 December 12, 2045 BBB 
E U.S.$18,700,00O December 12,2045 BB+ 

The rating is not investment, financial, or other advice and you should not and cannot rely upon 
the rating as such. The rating is based on information supplied to us by you or by your agents 
but does not represent an audit We undertake no duty of due diligence or independent 
verification of any infonnation. The assignment of a rating does not create a fiduciary 
relationship between us and you or between us and other recipients of the rating. We have not 
consented to and will not consent to being named an "expert" under the applicable securities 

www.standardandpoors.com 

-
,.~- , 
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laws, including without limitation, Section 7 of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933. The rating is not
a "market rating" nor is it a recommendation to buy, hold, or sell the obligations.

This letter constitutes Standard & Poor's permission to you to disseminate the above-assigned
rating to interested parties. Standard & Poor's reserves the right to inform its own clients,
subscribers, and the public of the rating.

Standard & Poor's relies on the issuer and its counsel, accountants, and other experts for the
accuracy and completeness of the information submitted in connection with the rating This
rating is based on financial information and documents we received prior to the issuance of this
letter. Standard & Poor's assumes that the documents you have provided to us are final. If any
subsequent changes were made in the final documents, you must notify us of such changes by
sending us the revised final documents with the changes clearly marked.

To maintain the rating, Standard & Poor's must receive all relevant financial information,
including all reports submitted to the trustee, as soon as such information is available. Placing us
on a distribution list for this information would facilitate the process. You must promptly notify
us of all material changes in the financial information and the documents. Standard & Poor's
may change, suspend, withdraw, or place on CreditWatch the rating as a result of changes in, or
unavailability of, such information. Standard & Poor's reserves the right to request additional
information, if necessary, to maintain the rating. Please send all information available via
electronic delivery to: SCDO surveillance(psandR.com. In addition, please send hard copies of
all information to: Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, 55 Water Street, 42nd floor, New York,
New York 10041-0003, Attention: SCDO Surveillance Group.

Standard & Poor's is pleased to have the opportunity to be of service to you. For more
information please visit our website at www.standardandpoors.com. If we can be of help in any
other way, please contact us. Thank you for choosing Standard & Poor's and we look forward to
working with you again.

Very truly yours,

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services,
a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

v A f a nI

Analytical Contact: William Leong
212-438-1387
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laws, including without limitation, Section 7 of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933. The rating is not 
a "market rating" nor is it a recommendation to buy, hold, or sell the obligations. 

This letter constitutes Standard & Poor's permission to you to disseminate the above-assigned 
rating to interested parties. Standard & Poor's reserves the right to inform its own clients, 
subscribers, and the public of the rating. 

Standard & Poor's relies on the issuer and its counsel, accountants, and other experts for the 
accuracy and completeness of the information submitted in connection with the rating. This 
rating is based on financial information and documents we received prior to the issuance of this 
letter. Standard & Poor's assmnes that the documents you have provided to us are final. If any 
subsequent changes were made in the final documents, you must notify us of such changes by 
sending us the revised final documents with the changes clearly marked. 

To maintain the rating, Standard & Poor's must receive all relevant financial information, 
including all reports submitted to the trustee, as soon as such information is available. Placing us 
on a distribution list for this information would facilitate the process. You must promptly notify 
us of all material changes in the financial information and the documents. Standard & Poor's 
may change, suspend, withdraw, or place on CreditWatch the rating as a result of changes in, or 
unavailability of, such information. Standard & Poor's reserves the right to request additional 
information, if necessary, to maintain the rating. Please send all information available via 
electronic delivery to: sena surveillance@Sandp.com. In addition, please send hard copies of 
all information to: Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, 55 Water Street, 42nd floor, New York, 
New York 10041-0003, Attention: scna Surveillance Group. 

Standard & Poor's is pleased to have the opportunity to be of service to you. For more 
information please visit our website at www.standardandpoors.com. Ifwe can be of help in ariy 
other way, please contact us. Thank you for choosing Standard & Poor's and we look fOlWard to 
working with you again. 

Very truly yours, 

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, 
a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. 

"~'~"J'h 
I I 

Analytical Contact: William Leong 
212-438-1387 
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STANDARD
&POOR'S

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services
Terms and Conditions

Applicable To
U.S. Structured Finance Ratings

Scone of Rating You understand and agree that (i) an issue rating reflects Standard & Poor's current opinion of the
likelihood that payments of principal and interest will be made on a timely basis in accordance with the terms of the
obligations, (ii) a rating is an opinion and is not a verifiable statement of fact, (iii) ratings are based on infomtion
supplied to Standard & Poor's by an issuer or its agents and upon other information obtained by Standard & Poor's
from other sources it considers reliable, (iv) Standard & Poor's does not perform an audit in connection with any rating
and a rating does not represent an audit by Standard & Poor's, (v) Standard & Poor's relies on the issuer, its accountant,
counsel, and other experts for the accuracy and completeness of the information submitted in connection with the rating
and surveillance process, (vi) Standard & Poors undertakes no duty of due diligence or independent verification of any
information, (vii) Standard & Poor's does not and cannot guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the
information relied on in connection with a rating or the results obtained from the use of such information, (viil)
Standard & Poor's may raise, lower, suspend, place on CreditWatch, or withdraw a rating at any time, in Standard &
Poor's sole discretion, and (ix) a rating is not a "mardt rating nor a recommendation to buy, hold, or sell any financial
obligation

Publication. Standard & Poor's reserves the right to publish, disseminate or license others to publish or disseminate
the rating and the rationale for the rating unless you specifically request that the rating be assigned and maintained on a
confidential basis. If a confidential rating subsequently becomes public through disclosure by the issuer or a third
party other than Standard & Poor's, Standard & Poor's reserves the right to publish it. As a matter of policy,
Standard & Poor's publishes ratings for all public issues and 144A issues in the U.S. market Standard & Poor's may
release analytical reports describing the transaction and explaining the basis of our rating in our sole discretion, and we
acknowledge that these reports are not issued by or on behalf of you or at your request. Standard & Poor's may publish
explanations of Standard & Poor's ratings criteria from time to time and nothing in this Agreement shall be construed
as limiting Standard & Poor's ability to modify or refine Standard & Poor's criteria at any time as Standard & Poor's
deems appropriate.

Information to be Provided by You. You shall meet with Standard & Poor's for an analytic review at any reasonable
time Standard & Poor's requests. You also agree to provide Standard & Poor's promptly with al information
relevant to the rating and surveillmance of the rating including information on material changes to information
previously supplied to Standard & Poor's. The rating may be affected by Starndard & Poor's opinion of the
accuracy, completeness, timeliness, and reliability of information received from you or your agents. Standard &
Poor's undertakes no duty of due diligence or independent verification of information provided by you or your agents.
Standard & Poor's reserves the right to withdraw the rating if you or your agents faMls to provide Standard & Poor's
with accurate, complete, timely, or reliable information.

Confidential Information. For purposes of this Agreement, "Confidential Information" shall mean information
received by Standard & Poor's from you or your agents which has been marked "Proprietary and Confidential' or in
respect of which Standard & Poor's has received specific written notice of its proprietary and confidential nature.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, information disclosed by you or your agents shall not be deemed to be Confidential
Information, and Standard & Poor's shall have no obligation to treat such information as Confidential Information,
if such information (i) was substantially known by Standard & Poor's at the time of such disclosure, (ii) was known
to the public at the time of such disclosure, (iii) becomes known to the public (other than by Standard & Poor's act)
subsequent to such disclosure, (iv) is disclosed lawfully to Standard & Poor's by a third party subsequent to such
disclosure, (v) is developed independently by Standard & Poor's without reference to the Confidential Information,
(vi) is approved in writing by you for public disclosure, or (vii) is required by law to be disclosed by you or Standard
& Poor's, provided that notice of such required disclosure is given to you. Commencing on the date hereof,
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STANDARD 
&POORS 

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services 
Tenns and Conditions 

Applicable To 
U.S. Structured Finance Ratings 

Scope of Rating You tmderstand and agree that (i) an issue rating reflects Standard & Poor's current opinion of the 
likelihood that payments of principal and interest will be made on a timely basis in accordance with the terms of the 
obligations, (n) a rating is an opinion and is not a verifiable statement of filet, (iiI) ratings arc based on information 
supplied to Standard & Poor's by an issuer or its agents and upon other information obtained by Standard & Poor's 
from other sources it considers reliable, (iv) Standard & Poor's docs not perform an IIUdit in connection with any rating 
and a rating ~ not represent an audit by Standard & Poor's, (v) Standard & Poor's relies on the issuer, its accountant, 
counsel, and other experts for the accuracy and completeness of the information submitted in connection with the rating 
and surveillance process, (VI) Standard & Poor's undertakes no duty of due diligence or independent verification of any 
information, (vii) Standard & Poor's docs not and cannot guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the 
infonnation relied on in connection with a rating or the results obtained from the use of such information, (viiI) 
Standard & Poor's may raise, lower, suspend, place on CreditWatch, or withdraw a rating at any time, in Standard & 
Poor's sole discretion, and (ix) a rating is not a "market" rating nor a recommendation to buy, hold, or sell any financial 
obligation 

Publication. Standard & Poor's reserves the right to publish, disseminate, or license others to publisb or disseminate 
the rating and the rationale for the rating unless you specifically request that the rating be assigned and maintained on a 
confidential basis. If a confidential rating subsequently becomes public through disclosure by the issuer or a third 
party other than Standard & Poor's, Standard & Poor's reserves the right to publish it. As a matter of policy, 
Standard & Poor's publishes ratings for all public issues and 144A issues in the U.S. market. Standard & Poor's may 
release analytical reports descn'bing the transaction and explaining the basis of our rating in our sole discretion, and we 
aclmowlcdge that these reports are not issued by or on behalf of you or at your request Standard & Poor's may publish 
explanations of Standard & Poor's ratings criteria from time to time and nothing in this Agreement sha11 be construed 
as limiting Standard 8i Poor's ability to modify or refine Standard & Poor's criteria at any time as Standard & Poor's 
deems appropriate. 

Infonnation to be Proyided bv You. You shall meet with Standard & Poor'S for an analytic review at any reasonable 
time Standard & Poor's requests. You also agree to provide Standard & Poor's promptly with all information 
relevant to the rating and surveillance of the rating including information on material changes to information 
previously supplied to Standard & Poor's. The rating may be affected by Standard & Poor's opinion of the 
accuracy, completeness, timeliness, and reliability of informiltion received from you or your agents. Standard & 
Poor's undertakes no duty of due diligence or independent verification of information provided by you or your agents. 
Standard & Poor's reserves the right to withdraw the rating if you or your agents fails to provide Standard & Poor's 
with accurate, complete, timely, or reliable information. 

Confidential Information For purposes of this Agreement, "Confidential Information" shall mean information 
received by Standard & Poor's from you or your agents which has been marked ''Proprietary and Confidential" or in 
respect of which Standard & Poor's has received specific written notice of its proprietary and confidential nature. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, information disclosed by you or your agents shall not be deemed to be Confidential 
Information, and Standard & Poor's shall have no obligation to treat such information as Confidential Information, 
if such information (i) was substantially known by Standard & Poor's at the time of such disclosure, (n) was known 
to the public at the time of such disclosure, (iii) becomes known to the public (other than by Standard & Poor's act) 
subsequent to such disclosure, (iv) is disclosed lawfully to Standard & Poor's by a third party subsequent to such 
disclosure, (v) is developed independently by Standard & Poor's without reference to the Confidential Information, 
(vi) is approved in writing by you for public disclosure, or (vb) is required by law to be disclosed by you or Standard 
& Poor's, provided that notice of such required disclosure is given to you. Commencing on the date hereof, 
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Standard & Poor's will use Confidential Information only in connection with the assignment and monitoring of
ratings and will not directly disclose any Confidential Information to any third party. Standard & Poor's may also
use Confidential Infirmation for research and modeling purposes provided that the Confidential Information is not
presented in a way that can be directly tied to you. You agree that the Confidenta Information may be used to
raise, lower, suspend, withdraw, and place on CreditWatch any rating if the Confidential Information is not directly
disclosed

Standard & Poor's Not an Advisor. Fiduciary, or Exteri You understand and agree that Standard & Poor's is not
acting as an investment, financial, or other advisor to you and that you should not and cannot rely upon the rating or
any other information provided by Standard & Poor's as investment or financial advice. Nothing in this Agreement
is intended to or should be construed as creating a fiduciary relationship between Standard & Poor's and you or
between Standard & Poor's and recipients of the rating. You understand and agree that Standard & Poor's has not
consented to and will not consent to being named an "expert" under the applicable securities laws, including without
limitation, Section 7 of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933.

Limitation on Damanges. You agree that Standard & Poor's, its officers, directors, shareholders, and employees shall
not be liable to you or any other person for any actions, damages, claims, liabilities, costs, expenses, or losses in any
way arising out of or relating to the rating or the related analytic services provided for in an aggregate amount in
excess of the aggregate fees paid to Standard & Poor's for the rating, except for Standard & Poor's gross negligence
or willful misconduct In no event shall Standard & Poor's, its officers, directors, shareholders, or employees be
liable for consequential, special, indirect, incidental, punitive or exemplary damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or
losses (including, without limitation, lost profits and opportunity costs). In furtherance and not in limitation of the
foregoing, Standard & Poor's will not be liable in respect of any decisions made by you or any other person as a
result of the issuance of the rating or the related analytic services provided by Standard & Poor's hereunder or based
on anything that appears to be advice or recommendations. The provisions of this paragraph shall apply regardless
of the form of action, damage, claim, liability, cost, expense, or loss, whether in contract, statute, tort (including,
without limitation, negligence), or otherwise. You acknowledge and agree that Standard & Poor's does not waive
any protections, privileges, or defenses it may have under law, including but not limited to, the First Amendment of
the Constitution of the United States of America.

Term. This Agreement shall terminate when the ratings are withdrawn. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
paragraphs above, "Confidential Information", "Standard & Poor's Not an Advisor, Fiduciary, or Expert", and
"Limitation on Damages", shall survive the termination of this Agreement or any withdrawal of a rating.

Third Parties. Nothing in this Agreement, or the rating when issued, is intended or should be construed as creating
any rights on behalf of any third parties, including, without limitation, any recipient of the rating. No person is
intended as a third party beneficiary to this Agreement or to the rating when issued.

Binding Effect This Agreement shall be binding on, and inure to the benefit of, the parties hereto and their successors
and assigns.

Severability In the event that any term or provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid, void, or
unenforceable, then the remainder of this Agreement shall not be affected, impaired, or invalidated, and each such
term and provision shall be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.

Comolete Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the complete agreement between the parties with respect to its
subject matter. This Agreement may not be modified except in a writing signed by authorized representatives of both
parties.

Governing This Agreement and the rating letter shall be governed by the internal laws of the State of New
York. The parties agree that the state and federal courts of New York shall be the exclusive forums for any dispute
arising out of this Agreement and the parties hereby consent to the personal jurisdiction of such courts.
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Standard & Poor's will use Confidential Information only in connection with the assigmnent and monitoring of 
ratings and will not directly disclose any Confidential Information to any third party. Standard & Poor's may also 
use ConfidentiallDfonnation for research and modeling pwposes provided that the ConfidentiallDformation is not 
presented in a way that can be directly tied to you. Yon agree that the Confidential Information may be used to 
raise,lower, suspend, withdraw, and place on CreditWatch any rating if the Confidential Information is not directly 
disclosed. 

Standm! & Poor's Not an Advisor. Fiduciary. or Expert. You understand and agree that Standard & Poor's is not 
actmg as an investment, financial, or other advisor to you and that you should not and cannot rely upon the rating or 
any other information provided by Standard & Poor's as investment or financial advice. Nothing in this Agreement 
is intended to or should be construed as creating a fiducimy relationship between Standard & Poor's and you or 
between Standard & Poor's and recipiems of the rating. You understand and agree that Standard & Poor's has not 
consented to and will not consent to being named an "expert" under the applicable securities laws, including without 
limitation, Section 7 of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933. 

Limitation on Damages. You agree that Standard & Poor's, its officers, directors, shareholders, and employees shall 
not be liable to you or any other person for any actions, damages, claims, liabilities, costs, expenses, or losses in any 
way arising out of or relating to the rating or the related analytic services provided for in an aggregate amount in 
excess of the aggregate fees paid to Standard & Poor's for the rating, except for Standard & Poor's gross negligence 
or willful misconduct In no event shall Standard & Poor's, its officers, directors, shareholders, or employees be 
liable for consequential, special, indirect, incidental, punitive or exemplary damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or 
losses (including, without limitation, lost profits and opportunity costs). In furtherance and not in limitation of the 
foregoing, Standard & Poor's will not be liable in respect of any decisions made by you or any other person as a 
result of the issuance of the rating or the related analytic services provided by Standard & Poor's hereunder or based 
on anything that appears to be advice or recommendations. The provisions of this paragraph shall apply regardless 
of the form of action, damage, claim, liability, cost, expense, or loss, whether in contract, statute, tort (including, 
without limitation, negligence), or otherwise. You acknowledge and agree that Standard & Poor's does not waive 
any protections, privileges, or defenses it may have under law, inclUding but not limited to, the First Amendment of 
the Constitution of the United States of America. 

Im!!. This Agreement shall terminate when the ratings arc withdrawn. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the 
paragraphs above, ''Confidentiallnfurmation", "Standard & Poor's Not an Advisor, Fiduciary, or Expert", wid 
"Limitation on Damages", shall survive the termination of this Agreement or any withdrawal of a rating. . 

Third Parties. Nothing in this Agreement, or the rating when issued, is intended or should be construed as creating 
any rights on behalf of any third parties, including, without limitation, any recipient of the rating. No person is 
intended as a third party beneficiary to this Agreement or to the rating when issued. 

Binding Effect This Agreement shall be binding on, and inure to the benefit of, the parties hereto and their successors 
and assigns. 

Severability. In the event that any tenD or provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid, void, or 
unenforceable, then the remainder of this Agreement shall not be affected, impaired, or invalidated, and each such 
tenD and provision shall be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

Complete Agreement This Agreement constitutes the complete agreement between the parties with respect to its 
subject matter. This Agreement may not be modified except in a writing signed by authorized rcprcsentatives of both 
parties. 

Governing Law. This Agreement and the rating letter shall be governed by the intemaIlaws of the State of New 
York. The parties agree that the state and federal courts ofNcw York shall be the exclusive fonuns for any dispute 
arising out of this Agreement and the parties hereby consent to the personal jurisdiction of such courts. 
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March 15, 2007 Moody's Investors Seioe

Gemstone CDO VI[ Ltd.
clo Deutsche Bank (Cayman) LHmited 99 Church Street

P.O. Box 1984 GT, Elizabetha Squae New Yorkc New York 10007
George Town, Grand Cayman
Caymnan Island

Gemstone CDO VII Corp.
c/o Puglisi & Associates
B50 Library Avenue Suite 204
Newark, Delaware 19711

Deutsche Bank Trst Company Amnencas
1762 East SL Andrew Place
Santa Ana, California 92705

Re: U.S. $244,000,000 Class A-la Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045 (dte "Class A-I a Notes')
U.S. $400,000,000 Clams A-lb Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045 (the "Class A-lb Notes")
U.S. S159,000,000 Class A.2 Floating Rate Notes Due December2045 (th "Class A-2 Notes")
U.S. $96,900,000 Class B Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045 (the "Class B Notes')
U.S. S68,300,000 Clas C Floating Rate Deferrable Interest Notes Due December 2045 (t Class C

Notes-)
U.S. $55,100,000 Class D Floating Rate Deferrable Interest Notes Due December 2045 (the "Class D

Notes")
U.S. 18,700,000 Cass B Floating Rate Defrrable Interst Notes Due Dcembr2045 (the 'Class E

Notes")

Ladies and Gentlenmen

At your request, Moody's Investors Service has rviodee for rating purposes the information
submitted to Moodys i; coneCtion with the Issusnce of the above-captioned Notts Capitalized terms
used but not defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to such terms In the Indenture dated as of
March 15, 2007 among Gemstone CDO Vll Ltd., as Issuer, Gemstone CDO VII Corp. as Co-lssur and
Deutsche Bank Trust Company Am tr:a as Trustee (die "Iudenture").

Based upon the information submitted, Moody's has assigned the following ratings to the Notes:
"Aas" to the Class A-1 a Notes, "Aas" to the Class A-lb Notes, "Aaa" to the Clan A-2 Notes, "As2"
to the Clans B Note","A2" to the Clan C Notes, "Baa2" tn the Class D Notes and "Bal" to the Clas
E Notes.

The rating assigned to the Notes addresses the ultimate cash meipt by the Noteholders of all
requfred interest and principal payments as proided by the Notes governing documents. The ratings am
based on the expected Lows posed to the Notes relative to the promise of receiving te present value of such
payments. The ratings are also based upon dte legal structure of the transaction and the characteristics of the
Underlying Assets.

Moody's will publish notice of the ratings and will monitor the ratin nh ratings are subject to
reconsideradon at Moody's sole discretion. The ratings are contingent upon recelpt by Moody's, within 30
days of the date of this lener, of all executcd documents in electronic formet (eg. Acrobat PDF).

Stc .oce0 QLy
Vc President and Senior Credit Oficr SIr

TOTAL P.02

Permanent Subcommittee on Investizations
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MOODY' 5 INVESTORS P.B2 

MardI IS, 2007 

Gemstone COO vn LtcL 

Moody's Investors Service 

clo Deutsehe Bank (Cayman) Limited 
P.O. Box 1984 OT, EIizabcthanSquare 
George Town, Grand Cayman 
Cayman Islands 

Gemstone coovn Corp. 
clo Pu£lisi & Associates 
850 Library AvClllle Suite 204 
Newark. Delaware 19711 

Dcu~ Bank Trust Company AJneriCIIII 

1762 E~ St. Audrew P1ac:o 
Santa Ana, California 92705 

99 Church Street 

New York. New York 10007 

Re: U.S. $244,000.000 Class A-la Floating Rate Notes Due Dccembcr 2045 (me "Class A-J a Notes") 
U.S. S4OO,OOO,OOO ClasH A-I b Floating Rate Notes Due December 2045 (the "Class A-I b Notes") 
U.S. SIS9,000,000 Class A.2 FloatiDg Rare Notes Due December lO45 (the ''Class A-2 Notes") 
U.S. $96,900,000 Class B FIQI1ting Rate Notes Due December 2045 (the "Class B Notes'') 
U.S. $68,300,000 Class C Floating Rate Deferrable Iotcrc:st Notes Due December 204S (this "Class C 

Notes") 
U.S. 555,100,000 Class D Floating Ratt: Deferrable Interest Notes Due December 2045 (tbe ''Class D 

Notes") 
u.s. 18,700,000 Class B 'Floating Rate Ocfenable Interest Notes Due December 2045 (Ihc "Class E 

Notes'') 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

At)'OW' requeSt, Moody's InveslO1'S Service bas reviewed for rating putposes the information 
submitted to Moody's in conuection with the issuance ofthc above-captioned Notes.. Capitalized terms 
used but not defined herein sball have the meanings ascribed to IRICb temu In the Indenture daltJd as of 
March 15. 2007 amone Gemstone COO vn Ltd., as lsSller, Gemstone CDO VJJ Colp. BII Co-Issuer aud 
OCUlSCbe Bank Tr\lSt Compa1ly Americas, as TtllStee (cho "IDdentllre"). 

Based upon the infonnation submitted, Moody's bas assigned the fuUowillg ratings to the Notes: 
"Asa" to the Class A-la Notes. 'fAaa" to the ClaM A·lb Notct, "AlIa" to the Clan A-2 Notes, "Aal" 
to the Class B Note.","Al" to the Clan C Nota, "Baal" to the Class D Notes and "Bat" to the C11U11 
ENotes. 

The rating assi&Ded to the N0te3 addresses lbc ultlmato eash receipt by the Noteho1dcm of all 
required interest and p~ipa1 payments IU provided by !be NoleS govemiDa documents. The ratings arc 
based on the expcctod loss posed to the Notes relatIve to the pl'OD1ise of rec:eivillg Ihe present value of such 
payments. The ratiDgll are also based upon the legal stnIt:tUfe of the transaction and the characteristics of the 
UndI:rlyiDa Assets. 

Moody's will publish notiee of the ratings and will monilO1' the ratln&s, The ratings are 61Ihject to 
rcconsideradon at Moody', sole discretion. The ratings arc c:onthlgent upon receipt by Moody· ... within 30 

a;::~·~~~~~-J(~_m~. 

;r;;~~~and Senior Credit Officer s;;o~~ 
. . 

TOTAL P.B2 
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STATE OF NEW YORK
SUPREME COURT : COUNTY OF ERIE

M&T BANK CORPORATION
One M&T Plaza
Buffalo, New York 14203

Plaintiff,

V.

GEMSTONE CDO VII, LTD.
c/o Deutsche Bank (Cayman), Ltd.
P.O. Box 1984
Grand Cayman KY] -1104

GEMSTONE CDO VII CORP.
c/o Donald Puglisi
850 Liberty Avenue, Suite 204
Newark, Delaware 19711

DEUTSCHE BANK SECURITIES, INC.
60 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005

SUMMONS

pCflOS & OED1

%WN 1 6 2008

ERIE COUW l
CLERK'S OFFVICE

DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS
60 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005

DEUTSCHE BANK AG
60 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005

HBK INVESTMENTS, LP
300 Crescent Court
Dallas, Texas 75201

HBK PARTNERS II LP
300 Crescent Court
Dallas, Texas 75201

HBK MANAGEMENT LLC
300 Crescent Court
Dallas, Texas 75201

Defendants.

CONFIDENTIAL - PRODUCED TO M&T PURSUANT DBSI_00000027

DBPSI_00000027
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STATE OF NEW YORK 
SUPREME COURT .: COUNTY OF ERlE 

M&T BANK CORPORATION 
One M&TPlaza 
Buffalo, New York 14203 

v. 

GEMSTONE CDO VII, LTD. 
c/o Deutsche Bank (Cayman), Ltd. 
P.O. Box 1984 
Grand Cayman KY1·1104 

GEMSTONE COO VII CORP. 
c/o Donald Puglisi 
850 Liberty A venue, Suite 204 
Newark, Delaware 19711 

Plaintiff, 

DEUTSCHE BANK SECURITIES, INC. 
60 Wall Street 
New York, New York' 10005 

DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS 
60 Wall Street 
New York, New York 10005 

DEUTSCHE BANK AG 
60 Wall Street 
New York, New York 10005 

HBK INVESTMENTS, LP 
300 Crescent Court 
Dallas, Texas 75201 

HBK PARTNERS II LP 
300 Crescent Court 
Dallas, Texas 75201 

HBK MANAGEMENT LLC 
300 Crescent Court 
Dallas, Texas 75201 

Defendants. 
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TO DEFENDANT(S):

YOU ARE SUMMONED to appear in this action by serving your answer to the

complaint on the plaintiffs attorney within the time limits stated below.

Erie County is designated as the county where this action will be tried, because

one or more of the parties to this action resides in that county. If this action is based upon a
consumer credit transaction, that county is designated because one or more of the defendants
resides in that county or because the transaction sued upon occurred in that county.

TIME LIMITS TO ANSWER:

(1) If this summons is served by delivery to you personally within New York
State, you must answer the complaint within TWENTY (20) days after
such delivery.

(2) If this summons is not served by delivery to you personally within New
York State, and not served pursuant to CPLR 312-a, you must answer the
complaint within THIRTY (30) days after service is complete.

(3) If this summons is served pursuant to CPLR 312-a, see accompanying
STATEMENT OF SERVICE BY MAIL for time limits to answer.

IF YOU FAIL TO ANSWER THE COMPLAINT within the time stated,
judgment will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint.

Dated: Buffalo, New York
June 16, 2008

HODGSON RUSS LLr
Attorneysfor M&TBank Corporation

By ` b)

Jodyann Gall ~/
The Guaranty Building
140 Pearl Street, Suite 100
Buffalo, New York 14202
Telephone: (716) 856-4000

0200069 BFLDOCS 2312411v1
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TO DEFENDANT(S): 

YOU ARE SUMMONED to appear in this action by serving your answer to the 
complaint on the plaintiffs attorney within the time limits stated below. 

Erie County is designated as the county where this action will be tried, because 
one or more of the parties to this action resides in that county. If this action is based upon a 
consumer credit transaction, that county is designated because one or more of the defendants 
resides in that county or because the transaction sued upon occurred in that county. 

T1ME LIMITS TO ANSWER: 

(1) If this summons is served by delivery to you personally within New York 
State, you must answer the complaint within TWENTY (20) days after 
such delivery. 

(2) If this summons is not served by delivery to you personally within New 
York State, and not served pursuant to CPLR 312-a, you must answer the . 
complaint within TIIIRTY (30) days after service is complete. 

(3) If this summons is served pursuant to CPLR 312-a, see accompanying 
STATEMENT OF SERVICE BY MAIL for time limits to answer. 

IF YOU FAIL TO ANSWER THE COMPLAINT within the time stated, 
judgment will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 

Dated: Buffalo, New York 
June 16, 2008 

002000109406 BFLODOCS 2312411v1 

HODGSON RUSS LLP 

Attorneys for M&T Bank Corporation 

o rt 
Jodyann Gal 

The Guaranty Building 
140 Pearl Street, Suite 100 
Buffalo, New York 14202 
Telephone: (716) 856-4000 
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STATE OF NEW YORK
SUPREME COURT: COUNTY OF ERIE

M&T BANK CORPORATION,

Plaintiff

V.

GEMSTONE CDO VII, LTD.; GEMSTONE
CDO VII CORP.; DEUTSCHE BANK SECURITIES, INC.;
DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS;
DEUTSCHE BANK AG; HBK INVESTMENTS, LP;
HBK PARTNERS II LP; and HBK MANAGEMENT LLC,

Defendants.

t- I LE C _
ACTIONS & PROCEEQ1'vI

3u~ 1 6 2008

ERIE COU1"YE
CLE¶8K'S ofF 1(..'E

COMPLAINT

M&T BANK CORPORATION, by its attorneys, Hodgson Russ LLP and

Komstein Veisz Wexler & Pollard, LLP, alleges for its complaint:

Parties

1. M&T Bank Corporation ("M&T") is a New York corporation with its

principal office at One M&T Plaza, Buffalo, New York 14203.

2. Defendant Gemstone CDO VI1, Ltd. ("Gemstone Ltd.") is a Cayman

Islands limited partnership with its principal office at c/o Deutsche Bank (Cayman), Ltd., P.O.

Box 1984, Grand Cayman KY]1-1104. Gemstone Ltd. is the issuer of the notes sold to M&T

which are the subject of this action (the "Gemstone VII notes').

3. Defendant Gemstone CDO VI] Corp. ("Gemstone Corp.") is a Delaware

corporation with its principal office at c/o Donald Puglisi, 850 Liberty Avenuej Suite 204,
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.STATE OF NEW YORK 
SUPREME COURT : COUNTY OF ERIE 

M&T BANK CORPORATION, 

Plaintiff 

v. 

GEMSTONE CDO vn, LTD.; GEMSTONE 
CDO VII CORP.; DEUTSCHE BANK SECURITIES, INC.; 
DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS; 
DEUTSCHE BANK AG; HBK INVESTMENTS, LP; 
HBK PARTNERS II LP; and HBK MANAGEMENT LLC, 

Defendants. 

COMPLAINT 

t"llEU 
ACTI~S & PRQCEEP\l-hZ: 

JUN 1 62008 

E.RIE. COUNTY 
CLEg)(,S OFFIC,E 

M&T BANK CORPORATION, by its attorneys, Hodgson Russ LLP and 

Komstein Veisz Wexler & Pollard, LLP, alleges for its complaint: 

1. M&T Bank Corporation ("M&T') is a New York corporation with i~ 

principal office at One M&T Plaza, Buffalo, New York 14203. 

2. Defendant Gemstone COO VII, Ltd. ("Gemstone Ltd.") is a Cayman 

Islands limited partnership with its principal office at c/o Deutsche Bank (Cayman), Ltd., P.O. 

Box 1984, Grand Cayman KYl-l ]04. Gemstone Ltd. is the issuer of the notes sold to M&T 

which are the subject of this action (the "Gemstone VII notes"). 

3. Defendant Gemstone COO VII Corp. ("Gemstone Corp.") is a Delaware 

corporation with its principal office at clo Donald Puglisi, 850 Liberty Avenue; Suite 204, 
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Newark, Delaware 19711. Gemstone Corp. is the co-issuer of the Gemstone VII notes.

4. Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas ("Deutsche Bank Trust") is a

New York banking corporation with its principal office at 60 Wall Street, New York, New York.

Deutsche Bank Trust acted as trustee of the trust formed to hold and administer the collateral

underlying the Gemstone VII notes (the "Gemstone Trust").

5. Defendant Deutsche Bank Securities, Inc. ("DBSI") is a Delaware

corporation with its principal office at 60 Wall Street, New York, New York. DBSI is a

registered broker-dealer, and it was the direct seller to M&T of the Gemstone VII notes. DBSI is

the owner of a Class A-lb note. The Class A-lb notes are referred to in the Gemstone VII

offering circular and in the indenture for the Gemstone Trust as the "Controlling Class." The

Controlling Class noteholders have rights superior to M&T, including higher priority to interest

and principal and rights to determine whether the Gemstone Trust collateral is liquidated under

certain circumstances.

6. Deutsche Bank AG is a German corporation with an office at 60 Wall

Street, New York, New York. Deutsche Bank AG acted as counterparty on the credit default

swaps which constituted $600 million of the collateral for the Gemstone VI] notes.

7. HBK Investments, LP ("HBK") is a Delaware limited partnership with its

principal office at 300 Crescent Court, Dallas, Texas 75201, and with an office at 350 Park

Avenue, New York, New York. HBK is the collateral manager for the Gemstone VII trust.

HBK is also the owner of the $18.7 million Class E note and (together with DBSI) $400 million

in Class A-lb notes issued by the Gemstone Ltd. and Gemstone Corp.
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Newark. Delaware 19711. Gemstone Corp. is the co-issuer of the Gemstone VII notes. 

4. Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas ("Deutsche Bank Trust") is a 

New York banking corporation with its principal office at 60 Wall Street, New York, New York. 

Deutsche Bank Trust acted as trUstee of the trust fonned to hold and administer the collateral 

underlying the Gemstone VII notes (the "Gemstone Trust''). 

5. Defendant Deutsche Bank Securities, Inc. ("DBSI") is a Delaware 

corporation with its principal office at 60 Wall Street, New York, New York. DBSI is a 

registered broker-dealer, and it was the direct seller to M&T of the Gemstone VII notes. DBSI is 

the owner of a Class A-I b note. The Class A-I b notes are referred to in the Gemstone VII 

offering circular and in the indenture for the Gemstone Trust as the "Controlling Class." The 

Controlling Class noteholders have rights superior to M&T, including higher priority to interest 

and principal and rights to determine whether the Gemstone Trust col1ateral is liquidated under 

certain circumstances. 

6. Deutsche Bank AG is a German corporation with an office at 60 Wall 

Street, New York, New York. Deutsche Bank AG acted as counterparty on the credit default 

swaps which constituted $600 million of the collateral for the Gemstone VII notes. 

7. HBK Investments, LP ("HBK") is a Delaware limited partnership with its 

principal office at 300 Crescent Court, Dallas, Texas 75201, and with an office at 350 Park 

Avenue, New York, New York. HBK is the collateral manager for the Gemstone VII trust. 

HBK is also the owner of the $18.7 million Class E note and (together with DBSI) $400 million 

in Class A-I b notes issued by the Gemstone Ltd. and Gemstone Corp. 
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8. HBK Partners H LP ("HBK Partners") is a Delaware limited partnership

with its principal office at 300 Crescent Court, Dallas, Texas 75201. HBK Partners is a general

partner of HBK.

9. HBK Management LLC ("HBK Management") is a Delaware limited

liability company with its principal office at 300 Crescent Court, Dallas, Texas 75201. HBK

Management is a general partner of HBK Partners.

Summary of this Action

10. This action seeks recovery of more than $82 million of losses suffered by

M&T as a result of a fraud and other wrongful conduct by DBSI, HBK, and their affiliates.

Between early 2004 and 2007, DBSI and HBK marketed several series of notes known

generically as "collateralized debt obligations" ("CDOs"), primarily under the name

"Gemstone," representing that these notes were safe, secure, and nearly risk-free. On February

21, 2007, DBSI sold to M&T two Gemstone VII notes, each due December 12, 2045: (1) a Class

A-2 note in the amount of $42 million, which was rated AAA by Standard & Poor's ("S&P") and

which paid interest at the annual rate of 1-month LIBOR plus .47% (initially 5.82%); and (2) a

Class B note in the amount of $40 million, which was rated AA by S&P and paid interest at the

annual rate of 1-month LIBOR plus .68% (initially 6.03%). On February 21, 2007, 30-day U.S.

Treasury bills, which were essentially risk-free, paid 5.253% annual interest; 30-day commercial

paper from a high-grade corporation such as General Electric paid 5.23% annual interest and I -

month LIBOR, which is generally assumed to represent AA-rated bank debt, paid 5.32% annual

interest. The Gemstone VII notes purchased by M&T were marketed by defendants as providing

a higher interest rate than Treasury bills or high-grade corporate bonds, with a risk level lower
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8. HBK Partners n LP ("HBK Partners'') is a Delaware limited partnership 

with its principal office at 300 Crescent Comt, Dallas, Texas 75201. HBK Partners is a general 

partner ofHBK. 

9. HBK Management LLC ("HBK Management") is a Delaware limited 

liability company with its principal office at 300 Crescent Court, Dallas, Texas 75201. HBK 

Management is a general partner ofHBK Partners. 

Summary of this Action 

10. This action seeks recovery of more than $82 million oflosses suffered by 

M&T as a result of a fraud and other wrongful conduct by DBSI, HBK, and their affiliates. 

Between early 2004 and 2007, DBSI and HBK marketed several series of notes known 

generically as "collateralized debt obligations" ("COOs"), primarily under the name 

'·Gemstone," representing that these notes were safe, secure, and nearly risk-free. On February 

21,2007, DBSI sold to M&T two Gemstone vn notes, each due December 12,2045: (1) a Class 

A-2 note in the amount of $42 million, which was rated AAA by Standard & Poor's ("S&P',) and 

which paid interest at the annual rate of I-month LIBOR plus .47% (initially 5.82%); and (2) a 

Class B note in the amount of $40 million, which was rated AA by S&P and paid interest at the 

annual rate of I-month LIBOR plus .68% (initially 6.03%). On February 21, 2007, 30-day U.S. 

Treasury bills, which were essentially risk-free, paid 5.253% annual interest; 30-day commercial 

paper from a high-grade corporation such as General Electric paid 5.23% annual interest and 1-

month LmOR, which is generally assumed to represent AA-rated bank debt, paid 5.32% annual 

interes:t. The Gemstone VII notes purchased by M&T were marketed by defendants as providing 

a higher interest rate than Treasury bills or high-grade corporate bonds, with a risk level lower 
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CONFIDENTIAL -

than high-grade bonds and approaching the risk-free level of Treasury bills.

11. While the representation that the Gemstone VI notes were safe, secure,

and nearly risk-free may or may not have been true for earlier Gemstone CDOs, it was entirely

false for the Gemstone VI] notes sold to M&T in February 2007. By February 2007, DBSI and

HBK had dramatically reduced the underwriting standards and due diligence performed in

selecting and assembling the collateral underlying the notes they marketed. This reduction in

underwriting and due diligence standards was not disclosed to M&T. As a result of their reduced

underwriting and due diligence standards, defendants were able to structure the Gemstone VI]

CDO with impaired and non-conforming collateral, directly contrary to their representations that

the Gemstone VII notes were a safe, secure, and nearly risk-free investment.

12. Defendants marketed the Gemstone CDO offerings, including Gemstone

VII, by emphasizing the ratings awarded to the Gemstone notes by S&P and Moody's - the two

leading debt rating companies. M&T's Class A-2 note was rated AAA by S&P and Aaa by

Moody's. These are the highest ratings for safety and ability to repay. M&T's Class B note was

rated AA by S&P and Aa2 by Moody's. These are the second highest ratings for safety and

ability to repay. Defendants knew that these ratings were misleading and inflated, because

defendants had withheld from the rating agencies material information about the quality and

default problems defendants were experiencing with subprime collateral under their control in

late 2006 and early 2007. Upon information and belief, defendants also withheld from the rating

agencies information about the extent and scope of fraud and other problems with their subprime

loan-backed portfolios and that subprime originators were refusing to stand behind their

contractual warranties relating to such loans. Upon information and belief, if this information
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than high-grade bonds and approaching the risk-free level of Treasury bills. 

1 I . While the representation that the Gemstone VII notes were safe, secure, 

and nearly risk-free mayor may not have been true for earlier Gemstone COOs, it was entirely 

false for the Gemstone VII notes sold to M&T in February 2007. By February 2007, DBS) and 

HBK had dramatically reduced the underwriting standards and due diligence performed in 

selecting and assembling the collateral underlying the notes they marketed. This reduction in 

underwriting and due diligence standards was not disclosed to M&T. As a result of their reduced 

underwriting and due diligence standards, defendants were able to strucmre the Gemstone VIl 

COO with impaired and non-conforming collateral, directly contrary to their representations that 

the Gemstone vn notes were a safe, secure, and nearly risk-free investment. 

12. Defendants marketed the Gemstone CDO offerings, including Gemstone 

VII, by emphasizing the ratings awarded to the Gemstone notes by S&P and Moody's - the two 

leading debt rating companies. M&T's Class A-2 note was rated AAA by S&P and Aaa by 

Moody's. These are the highest ratings for safety and ability to repay. M&T's Class B note was 

rated AA by S&P and Aa2 by Moody's. These are the second highest ratings for safety and 

ability to repay. Defendants knew that these ratings were misleading and inflated, because 

defendants had withheld from the rating agencies material information about the quality and 

defauh problems defendants were experiencing with subprime collateral under their control in 

late 2006 and early 2007. Upon information and belief, defendants also withheld from the rating 

agencies information about the extent and scope offraud and other problems with their subprime 

loan-backed portfolios and that subprime originators were refusing to stand behind their 

contracmal warranties relating to such loans. Upon information and belief, if this information 
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had been disclosed to the rating agencies, the notes purchased by M&T would have received

lower ratings, and M&T would not have purchased them.

13. Among the other material misrepresentations made by defendants in

marketing the Gemstone VI notes to M&T were:

a. The Gemstone VII notes were sold as safe, secure, and nearly risk-

free investments, similar to (but safer than) high-grade corporate

bonds. In fact, defendants were aware, and failed to disclose, that

the collateral underlying the Gemstone VII notes was impaired and

rapidly deteriorating at the time the notes were offered for sale.

b. Defendants represented that they applied stringent underwriting

standards in assembling and selecting the subprime mortgage

collateral underlying the Gemstone VII notes and that they

performed extensive, detailed, and state-of-the-art loan level and

market due diligence in assembling and selecting that collateral,

utilizing proprietary analytical systems and tools. Defendants

marketed these features as assuring the safety and strong

performance of the Gemstone VII notes. In fact, defendants knew

that their underwriting standards and due diligence efforts had

declined substantially from the earlier Gemstone offerings and

that, as a result, the collateral underlying the Gemstone VII notes

was impaired and deteriorating.

c. Defendants represented that HBK possessed unique and
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had been disclosed to the rating agencies, the notes purchased by M&T would have received 

lower ratings, and M&T would not have purchased them. 

13. Among the other material misrepresentations made by defendants in 

marketing the Gemstone VII notes to M&T were: 

a. The Gemstone VII notes were sold as safe, secure, and nearly risk-

free investments, similar to (but safer than) high-grade corporate 

bonds. In fact, defendants were aware, and failed to disclose, that 

the collateral underlying the Gemstone VII notes was impaired and 

rapidly deteriorating at the time the notes were offered for sale. 

b. Defendants represented that they applied stringent underwriting 

standards in assembling and selecting the subprime mortgage 

collateral underlying the Gemstone VII notes and that they 

performed extensive, detailed, and state-of-the-art loan level and 

market due diligence in assembling and selecting that collateral, 

utilizing proprietary analytical systems and tools. Defendants 

marketed these features as assuring the safety and strong 

performance of the Gemstone VII notes. In fact, defendants knew 

that their underwriting standards and due diligence efforts had 

declined substantially from the earlier Gemstone offerings and 

that, as a result, the collateral underlying the Gemstone VII notes 

was impaired and deteriorating. 

c. Defendants represented that HBK possessed unique and 
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extraordinary skills as a collateral manager, which ensured the high

quality of the Gemstone VII notes and the strong performance of

its collateral.

d. Defendants represented that the ratings assigned to the Gemstone

notes by independent ratings agencies (S&P's and Moody's) were

objective and reliable indicators that the Gemstone notes had the

highest degree of safety. The Class A-2 note purchased by M&T

was rated AAA by S&P and Aaa by Moody's. The Class B note

purchased by M&T was rated AA by S&P and Aa2 by Moody's.

In soliciting M&T, defendants emphasized that these ratings

indicated that the notes M&T purchased were high-quality, low-

risk investments and that the capacity of the issuer to meet all

commitments under the notes was "extremely strong" and/or "very

strong." In fact, defendants actually negotiated the structure of the

Gemstone VII offering with the rating agencies with a specific

view toward obtaining particular ratings for classes of notes for

marketing purposes. Defendants knew that the ratings they

obtained for the Gemstone VII notes were fraudulent and false,

overstated the safety and security and understated the risk of the

notes, and did not accurately reflect the impaired and deteriorating

quality of the collateral underlying the Gemstone VI] notes.

e. Defendants represented that the structure of the Gemstone VII
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extraordinary skills as a coIJateral manager, which ensured the high 

quality of the Gemstone VII notes and the strong perfonnance of 

its co lIateral. 

d. Defendants represented that the ratings assigned to the Gemstone 

notes by independent ratings agencies (S&P's and Moody's) were 

objective and reliable indicators that the Gemstone notes had the 

highest degree of safety. The Class A-2 note purchased by M&T 

was rated AAA by S&P and Aaa by Moody's. The Class B note 

purchased by M&Twas rated AA by S&P and Aa2 by Moody's. 

In soliciting M&T, defendants emphasized that these ratings 

indicated that the notes M&T purchased were high-quality, low-

risk investments and that the capacity of the issuer to meet all 

commitments under the notes was "extremely strong" and/or "very 

strong." In fact, defendants actually negotiated the structure of the 

Gemstone VII offering with the rating agencies with a specific 

view toward obtaining particular ratings for classes of notes for 

marketing purposes. Defendants knew that the ratings they 

obtained for the Gemstone VII notes were fraudulent and false, 

overstated the safety and security and understated the risk of the 

notes, and did not accurately reflect the impaired and deteriorating 

quality of the collateral underlying the Gemstone VI] notes. 

e. Defendants represented that the structure of the Gemstone VII 
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CDO provided a high degree of safety, due to the

overcollateralization and tranching of the CDO.

"Overcollateralization" means that there was more collateral than

necessary to pay the senior and mezzanine-level notes.

"Tranching" refers to the fact that the Gemstone VI notes were

organized by level of seniority (or "tranche"). Because the claims

to interest and principal of the less senior notes were subordinated

to the claims of the more senior notes, any losses would be borne

entirely by the less senior notes until their investment was

exhausted. This structure was marketed as conferring a high-

degree of safety on the more senior notes (such as the notes

purchased by M&T).

14. In fact, all of these representations were false. The structure of the

Gemstone VI CDO did not ensure its safety; that structure did not and could not protect it from

massive losses. The ratings given the Gemstone VII notes by S&P and Moody's were not

indicative of safety, defendants had misrepresented the collateral underlying the notes to the

ratings agencies and the Gemstone VII notes did not objectively earn the ratings that defendants

touted in their marketing. Defendants' representations that HBK had conducted extensive due

diligence to eliminate problem loans was simply false; HBK was aware that there was a

substantial percentage of non-conforming mortgages underlying the Gemstone VII collateral.

Finally, the representations that HBK's alleged management skills conferred safety on the

Gemstone VII notes was false; HBK and DBSI knowingly and intentionally included low-quality

and unstable collateral in the Gemstone VII offering for the purpose of closing the offering and
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COO provided a high degree of safety, due to the 

overcollateralization and tranching of the COO. 

"Overcollateralization" means that there was more collateral than 

necessary to pay the senior and mezzanine-level notes. 

''Tranching'' refers to the fact that the Gemstone VII notes were 

organized by level of seniority (or "tranche"). Because the claims 

to interest and principal of the less senior notes were subordinated 

to the claims of the more senior notes, any losses would be borne 

entirely by the less senior notes until their investment was 

exhausted. This structure was marketed as conferring a high-

degree of safety on the more senior notes (such as the notes 

purchased by M&1). 

14. In fact, all of these representations were false. The structure of the 

Gemstone vn COO did not ensure its safety; that structure did not and could not protect it from 

massive losses. The ratings given the Gemstone VII notesby S&P and Moody's were not 

indicative of safety; defendants had misrepresented the collateral underlying the notes to the 

ratings agencies and the Gemstone VII notes did not objectively earn the ratings that defendants 

touted in their marketing. Defendants' representations that HBK had conducted extensive due 

diligence to eliminate problem loans was simply false; HBK was aware that there was a 

substantial percentage of non -conforming mortgages underlying the Gemstone VII collateral. 

Finally, the representations that HBK's alleged management skills conferred safety on the 

Gemstone VO notes was false; HBK and DBSI knowingly and intentionally included low-quality 

and unstable collateral in the Gemstone YO offering for the purpose of closing the offering and 
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earning fees.

FACTS RELEVANT TO M&T'S CLAIMS

Background of the Subprime
Morteage Market and CDOs

15. Prior to 2003, the subprime sector of the mortgage market was relatively

small, consisting of only 8% of originated mortgages. In 2003, that figure rose to 18%. In 2005

and 2006, subprime mortgages consisted of 20% of all originated mortgages. By 2007, there was

$1.3 trillion in outstanding subprime mortgage debt, $600 billion of which was originated in

2006.

16. Prior to 2002, subprime mortgage-backed securitizations involved the

issuance of bonds backed by subprime mortgages or the sale of interests in trusts that held

subprime mortgages. In 2002, it became more common for the financial services industry to

package subprime mortgages into CDOs. CDOs are entities that issue debt securities (often

notes) collateralized by other debt instruments (typically bonds, loans, or other financial

obligations) which generate a stream of cash flows in the form of interest payments, as well as a

return of principal. The cash flow from the collateral is used to repay the notes issued by the

CDO. The purchase of securities issued by the CDO is essentially a purchase of a right to

participate in the cash flows from the collateral portfolio owned by the CDO.

17. CDOs are distinguished from simpler mortgage-backed securities, such as

bonds, by a number of features. First, CDOs typically own a large number of separate mortgage

backed bonds; the Gemstone VII CDO, for example, owns approximately 105 mortgage or loan-

backed bonds. CDO promoters marketed this as an advantage, claiming that the number of

different bonds comprising the collateral provides "diversification," that there is little default
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earning fees. 

FACTS RELEVANT TO M&T'S CLAIMS 

Background of the Subprime 
Mortgage Market and enos 

15. Prior to 2003, the subprime sector of the mortgage market was relatively 

small, consisting of only 8% of originated mortgages. In 2003, that figure rose to 18%. In 2005 

and 2006, subprime mortgages consisted of2001o of all originated mortgages. By 2007, there was 

SI.3 trillion in outstanding subprime mortgage debt, $600 billion of which was originated in 

2006. 

16. Prior to 2002, subprime mortgage-backed securitizations invo lved the 

issuance of bonds backed by subprime mortgages or the sale of interests in trusts that held 

subprime mortgages. In 2002, it became more common for the financial services industry to 

package subprime mortgages into COOs. CDOs are entities that issue debt securities (often 

notes) collateralized by other debt instruments (typically bonds, loans, or other financial 

obligations) which generate a stream of cash flows in the form of interest payments, as well as a 

retum of principal. The cash flow from the collateral is used to repay the notes issued by the 

coo. The purchase of securities issued by the COO is essentially a purchase of a right to 

participate in the cash flows from the collateral portfolio owned by the COO. 

17. COOs are distinguished from simpler mortgage-backed securities, such as 

bonds, by a number of features. First, COOs typically own a large number of separate mortgage 

backed bonds; the Gemstone VII COO, for example, owns approximately 105 mortgage or loan-

backed bonds. CDO promoters marketed this as an advantage, claiming that the number of 

different bonds comprising the collateral provides "diversification," that there is little ·default 
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correlation among the bonds, and that this contributes to safety. Second, CDOs are structured

into different levels (or "tranches") of risk. Investors who buy debt in the bottom tranche receive

higher interest, but their interest is the first to be impaired on default. The rights of the lower-

level tranches to receive interest payments are subordinate to the rights of the higher-level

tranches to receive their interest payments. Investors who purchase notes from the higher

tranches are paid less interest, but in return receive a higher degree of safety. In essence, the

principal and interest that should be available to pay the lower tranches if the collateral performs

as projected acts as "back-up" collateral for the higher tranches. This is referred to as

"overcollateralization," and it acts as credit enhancement supporting the higher tranches. This

structure allowed CDO issuers to sell notes that were AAA rated to investors seeking a high

degree of safety and to sell notes that were rated below investment grade to investors seeking

high returns.

18. While subprime mortgage originations rose dramatically from 2001

through 2005 (from $120 billion to over $625 billion), the demand for subprime mortgages as

collateral for securitizations grew even more quickly. The investment banking industry had

created flexible debt products that it marketed to fill the needs of institutional investors with a

wide range of investment goals, from those seeking relatively high returns with moderate risk to

those seeking a high degree of safety with more moderate returns. The AAA and AA rated

tranches (which accounted for far more than half of the value in a typical subprime CDO

offering) were marketed as alternatives to high-grade corporate bonds and other fixed-income

securities, offering equal or greater safety and modestly higher returns.

19. The demand for subprime mortgage-backed bonds (both for direct sale and
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correlation among the bonds, and that this contributes to safety. Second, CDOs are structured 

into different levels (or ''tranches'') of risk. Investors who buy debt in the bottom tranche receive 

higher interest, but their interest is the fll'St to be impaired on defauh. The rights of the lower-

level tranches to receive interest payments are subordinate to the rights of the higher-level 

tranches to receive their interest payments. InveStors who purchase notes from the higher 

tranches are paid less interest, but in return receive a higher degree of safety. In essence, the 

principal and interest that should be available to pay the lower tranches if the collateral perfonns 

as projected acts as "back-up" collateral for the higher tranches. This is referred to as 

"overcollateralization," and it acts as credit enhancement supporting the higher tranches. This 

structure allowed CDO issuers to sell notes that were AAA rated to investors seeking a high 

degree of safety and to sell notes that were rated below investment grade to investors seeking 

high returns. 

] 8. While subprime mortgage originations rose dramatically from 2001 

through 2005 (from $120 billion to over $625 billion), the demand for subprime mortgages as 

collateral for securitizations grew even more quickly. The investment banking industry had 

created flexible debt products that it marketed to fill the needs of institutional investors with a 

wide range of investment goals, from those seeking relatively high returns with moderate risk to 

those seeking a high degree of safety with more moderate returns. The AAA and AA rated 

tranches (which accounted for far more than half of the value in a typical subprime COO 

offering) were marketed as alternatives to high-grade corporate bonds and other fixed-income 

securities, offering equal or greater safety and modestly higher returns. 

]9. The demand for subprime mortgage-backed bonds (both for direct sale and 
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to serve as collateral in CDOs) was so strong that by 2004 it was common for more than half of

the collateral underlying a CDO to be made up of derivatives known as "credit default swaps,"

the performance of which mirrored an identified group of subprime mortgage-backed bonds

(known as "Reference Obligations"). A "credit default swap" is a securities derivative under

which one party sells credit insurance to another (known as the "credit default swap

counterparty"). In return for a premium or stream of premium payments, the seller of the credit

default swap agrees to pay the counterparty any shortfall in interest or principal payments that

occurs as a result of any default in payments under the Reference Obligation. While the

purchase of a credit default swap could be part of a plan to hedge the risk of default on a bond

owned by the counterparty, the counterparty need not own the Reference Obligation and could

be purchasing the credit protection purely as a speculative investment strategy.

20. The premiums received in return for selling credit default swaps become

additional collateral that are reinvested by the CDO to generate increased cash flow to pay

interest and principal pursuant to the CDO's terms for each tranche. The effect of selling credit

default swaps is to create "virtual" investments in the subprime mortgage-backed bonds

identified as Reference Obligations. There was a secondary motivation for utilizing credit

default swaps in CDOs. It made it easier to assemble the required collateral for closing the CDO

offering. For example, if 50% of the CDO collateral was credit default swaps, then the value of

actual cash bonds to be purchased was reduced by half.

21. In retrospect, the widespread use of credit default swaps in place of actual

cash bonds (which were in short supply) was indicative of an industry that was growing

recklessly and speculatively, without proper controls. Out of the approximately $1.1 billion
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to serve as collateral in COOs) was so strong that by 2004 it was conunon for more than half of 

the collateral underlying a COO to be made up of derivatives known as "credit default swaps," 

the perfonnance of which mirrored an identified group of subprime mortgage-backed bonds 

(known as "ReferenCe Obligations"). A "credit default sWap" is a securities derivative under 

which one party sells credit insurance to another (known as the "credit default swap 

counterparty"). In return for a premium or stre.am of premium payments, the seller of the credit 

default swap agrees to pay the counterparty any shortfall in interest or principal payments that 

occurs as a result of any default in payments under the Reference Obligation. While the 

purchase of a credit default swap could be part of a plan to hedge the risk of default ·on a bond 

owned by the counterparty, the counterparty need not own the Reference Obligation and could 

be purchasing the credit protection purely as a speculative investment strategy. 

20. The premiums received in return for selling credit default swaps become 

additional collateral that are reinvested by the COO to generate increased cash flow to pay 

interest and principal pursuant to the COO's tenns for each tranche. The effect of selling credit 

default swaps is to create "virtual" investments in the subprime mortgage-backed bonds 

identified as Reference Obligations. There was a secondary motivation for utilizing credit 

default swaps in COOs. It made it easier to assemble the required collateral for closing the COO 

offering. For example, if 50% of the CDO collateral was credit default swaps, then the value of 

actual cash bonds to be purchased was reduced by half. 

21. In retrospect, the widespread use of credit default swaps in place of actual 

cash bonds (which were in short supply) was indicative of an industry that was growing 

recklessly and speculatively, without proper controls. Out. of the approximately $1.1 billion 
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raised in the Gemstone VII offering, $600 million was committed as potential security for credit

default swaps.

M&T's Investment Decision

22. In early 2007, M&T's Treasury Department began investigating the

possibility of investing in mortgage-backed CDOs. M&T contacted a number of broker-dealers

and gathered information on several different CDO offerings. One of the broker-dealers was

DBSI, which had a long-standing relationship with M&T. Sean Whelan, a salesman at DBSI,

provided M&T with general information regarding the Gemstone VII CDO (all positive in

nature).

23. The Gemstone VII CDO comprises two entities: Gemstone Ltd. (the

"Issuer") and Gemstone Corp. (the "Co-Issuer"). All shares of the Issuer are owned by a

Deutsche Bank Cayman Islands affiliate. All shares of the Co-Issuer are owned by the Issuer.

Thus, the Issuers of the Gemstone VII notes are Deutsche Bank affiliates. The Gemstone VII

notes were sold by the Issuers to DBSI for re-sale to investors like M&T. Accordingly, Mr.

Whelan was selling a deal that was essentially a proprietary product formed and owned by

Deutsche Bank and its affiliates.

24. In early February 2007, M&T met with HBK Investments at its 350 Park

Avenue offices to discuss the Gemstone VII CDO. At that meeting or shortly afterward, M&T

was provided with a copy of the preliminary offering circular and a document entitled:

"Gemstone CDO VI] Ltd. - Debt Investor Presentation," dated February 8, 2007. These

documents, which are collectively referred to as the "Gemstone offering materials," contain

numerous representations about the structure of the Gemstone VII CDO and the risk level
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raised in the Gemstone VII offering, $600 million was committed as potential security for credit 

default swaps. 

M&T's Investment Decision 

22. In early 2007, M&T's Treasury Department began investigating the 

possibility of investing in mortgage-backed CDOs. M&T contacted a number of broker -dealers 

and gathered infonnation on several different CDO offerings. One of the broker-dealers was 

DBSI, which had a long-standing relationship with M&T. Sean Whelan, a salesman at DBSI, 

provided M&T with general infonnation regarding the Gemstone VII COO (all positive in 

nature). 

23. The Gemstone VII COO comprises two entities: Gemstone Ltd. (the 

"Issuer") and Gemstone Corp. (the "Co-Issuer''). All shares of the Issuer are owned by a 

Deutsche Bank Cayman Islands affiliate. All shares of the Co-Issuer are owned by the Issuer. 

Thus, the Issuers of the Gemstone VII notes are Deutsche Bank affiliates. rhe Gemstone VII 

notes were sold by the Issuers to DBSI for re-sale to investors like M&T. Accordingly, Mr. 

Whelan was selling a deal that was essentially a proprietary product fonned and owned by 

Deutsche Bank and its affiliates. 

24. In early February 2007, M&T met with HBK Investments at its 350 Park 

A venue offices to discuss the Gemstone VII COO. At that meeting or shortly afterward, M&T 

was provided with a copy of the preliminary offering circular and a document entitled: 

"Gemstone CDO VII Ltd. - Debt Investor Presentation," dated February 8, 2.007. These 

documents, which are collectively referred to as the "Gemstone offering materials," contain 

numerous representations about the structure of the Gemstone VII CDO and the risk level 
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associated with each of its tranches.

25. M&T placed its order for $82 million in Gemstone VII notes on February

21, 2007. In deciding to invest in the Gemstone VII CDO, M&T relied on the Gemstone

offering materials, the ratings of the Gemstone VII notes, and oral representations by DBSI and

HBK Investments. M&T purchased a $42 million Class A-2 note (AAA rated) and a $40 million

Class B note (AA rated).

26. According to S&P, a AAA rating is defined as follows:

"An obligation rated 'AAA' has the highest rating assigned
by Standard & Poor's. The obligor's capacity to meets its
financial commitment on the obligation is extremely
strong."

S&P defines a AA rating as follows:

"An obligation rated 'AA' differs from the highest-rated
obligations only to a small degree. The obligor's capacity
to meet its financial commitment on the obligation is very
strong."

27. S&P represents that its long-term issue credit ratings are based on: (I)

likelihood of payment - capacity and willingness of the obligor to meets its financial

commitment on an obligation in accordance with the terms of the obligation; (2) nature of and

provisions of the obligation; and (3) protection afforded by, and relative position of, the

obligation in the event of bankruptcy. S&P further represents that "issue ratings are an

assessment of default risk, but may incorporate an assessment of relative seniority or ultimate

recovery in the event of a default." Finally, in explaining its ratings, S&P indicates that an "issue

credit rating is a current opinion of the creditworthiness of an obligor with respect to a specific
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associated with each of its tranches. 

25. M&T placed its order for $82 million in Gemstone vn notes on February 

21,2007. In deciding to invest in the Gemstone VII COO, M&T relied on the Gemstone 

offering materials, the ratings of the Gemstone VII notes, and oral representations by DBSI and 

HBK Investments. M&T purchased a $42 million Class A-2 note (AAA rated) and a $40 million 

Class B note (AA rated). 

26. According to S&P, a AAA rating is defined as follows: 

"An 'obligation rated 'AM' has the highest rating assigned 
by Standard & Poor's. The obligor's capacity to meets its 
financial commitment on the obligation is extremely 
strong." 

S&P defines a AA rating as follows: 

"An obligation rated 'AA' differs from the highest-rated 
obligations only to a small degree. The obligor's capacity 
to meet its financial commitment on the obligation is very 
strong." 

27. S&P represents that its long-term issue credit ratings are based on: (I) 

likelihood of payment ~ capacity and willingness of the obligor to meets its financial 

commitment on an obligation in accordance with the terms of the obligation; (2) nature of and 

provisions of the obligation; and (3) protection afforded by, and relative position of, the 

obligation in the event of bankruptcy. S&P further represents that "issue ratings are an 

assessment of default risk, but may incorporate an assessment of relative seniority or ultimate' 

recovery in the event of a default." Finally, in explaining its ratings, S&P indicates that an "issue 

credit rating is a current opinion of the creditworthiness of an obligor with respect to a specific 

· ;': 
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financial obligation, a specific class of financial obligations, or a specific financial program....

It takes into consideration the creditworthiness of guarantors, insurers, or other forms of credit

enhancement on the obligation and takes into account the currency in which the obligation is

denominated. The opinion evaluates the obligor's capacity and willingness to meet its financial

commitments as they come due, and may assess terms, such as collateral security and

subordination, which could effect ultimate payment in the event of a default."

28. The AAA and AA ratings were major considerations in M&T's

determination to invest in the Gemstone VII notes, because they indicated that the notes were

safe, stable, and nearly risk-free investments. DBSI and HBK represented, expressly and/or

impliedly, that the ratings were accurate and based on access by the rating agencies to the

Gemstone VII financial information, including information about the collateral portfolio, and

that all material information was provided to the rating agencies. In marketing the Gemstone VII

notes based substantially on their S&P and Moody's ratings, DBSI, HBK, and the Issuers were

representing that those ratings were accurate and were based on complete information.

29. This is further supported by the fact that the rating agencies were directly

involved in the process of structuring the Gemstone series of CDOs. An issuer seeking an S&P

or Moody's rating provides a preliminary deal structure to the ratings agencies, advising which

rating it seeks to procure for each tranche. In response, the ratings agencies will provide

feedback, indicating that additional credit support is (or is not) necessary to obtain the desired

rating.

Representations in the
Gemstone VII Offerine Circular

30. The Gemstone VII offering circular (the "GOC") states that the "net
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financial obligation, a specific class of financial obligations, or a specific financial program .... 

It takes into consideration the creditworthiness of guarantors, insurers, or other fonns of credit 

enhancement on the obligation and takes into account the currency in which the obligation is 

denominated. The opinion evaluates the obligor's capacity anq willingness to meet its fmancial 

com:mitments as they come due, and may assess tenns, such as collateral security and 

subordination, which could effect ultimate payment in the event of a default." 

28. The AAA and AA ratings were major considerations in M&T's 

detennination to invest in the Gemstone vn notes, because they indicated that the notes were 

safe, stable, and nearly risk-free investments. DBSI and HBK represented, expressly andlor 

impliedly, that the ratings were accurate and based on access by the rating agencies to the 

Gemstone VII financial infonnation, including infonnation about the collateral portfolio, and 

that all material infonnation was provided to the rating agencies. In marketing the Gemstone VII 

notes based substantially on their S&P and Moody's ratings, DBSI, HBK, and the Issuers were 

representing that those ratings were accurate and were based on complete infonnation. 

29. This is further supported by the fact that the rating agencies were directly 

involved in the process of structuring the Gemstone series of CDOs. An issuer seeking an S&P 

or Moody's rating provides a preliminary deal structure to the ratings agencies, advising which 

rating it seeks to procure for each tranche. In response, the ratings agencies will provide 

feedback, indicating that additional credit support is (or is not) necessary to obtain the desired 

rating. 

Representations in the 
Gemstone VII Offering Circular 

30. The Gemstone VII offering circular (the "GOC') states that the "net 
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proceeds from the issuance and sale of the Notes . .. will be used by the Issuer to purchase a

diversified portfolio of interests in Underlying Assets having the characteristics described

herein." GOC at 106. The offering circular describes the Underlying Assets as 'Asset-Backed

Securities" (e.g., bonds) and "Synthetic Securities," consisting of credit default swaps. GOC at

109, 122. With respect to Synthetic Securities, the S&P or Moody's rating shall be the rating of

the underlying Reference Obligation. GOC at 66-67. The offering circular further states that

there are certain "Collateral Quality Tests" that "will be used to establish that the characteristics

of the Issuer's portfolio on the Closing Date satisfy certain threshold levels." There are six

Collateral Quality Tests, four of which rely upon S&P and Moody's ratings for the Underlying

Assets. GOC at 132-33.

31. The offering circular also describes various "overcollateralization" tests,

which measure the excess value of the collateral supporting each of the notes over the

outstanding principal balance of the notes; the greater the excess, the safer the notes. M&T

purchased Class A-2 Notes and Class B Notes. The Class A/B overcollaterization test requires

that the Net Outstanding Underlying Asset Balance divided by the aggregate outstanding

principal amount of the Class A and Class B notes be at least 1 7.37%. GOC at 72. As of

March 31, 2008, the Class A/B overcollateralization ratio was 70.09% - over 40% below the

required overcollateralization value.

32. The calculation of the "Net Outstanding Underlying Asset Balance" is

reliant upon S&P and Moody's ratings for the underlying asset-backed securities or Reference

Obligations. GOC at 66-67. For example, Underlying Assets with an S&P rating of B+, B, or

B- are valued at 80 percent of their actual aggregate principal/notional balance. Underlying
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proceeds from the issuance and sale of the Notes ... will be used by the Issuer to purchase a 

diversified portfolio of interests in Underlying Assets having the characteristics described 

herein." GOC at 106. The offering circular describes the Underlying Assets as "Asset-Backed 

Securities" (e.g., bonds) and "Synthetic Securities," consisting of credit default swaps. GOC at 

109,122. With respect to Synthetic Securities, the S&P or Moody's rating shall be the rating of 

the underlying Reference Obligation. GOC at 66-67. The offering circular further states that 

there are certain "Collateral Quality Tests" that "will be used to establish that the characteristics 

of the Issuer's portfolio on the ClOSing Date satisfy certain threshold levels." There are six 

Collateral Quality Tests, four of which rely upon S&P and Moody's ratings for the Underlying 

Assets. GOC at 132-33. 

31. The offering circular also describes various "ov.ercollateralization" tests, 

which measure the excess value of the collateral supporting each of the notes over the 

outstanding principal balance of the notes; the greater the excess, the safer the notes. M&T 

purchased Class A-2 Notes and Class B Notes. The Class AlB overcoJ\aterization test requires 

that the Net Outstanding Underlying Asset Balance divided by the aggregate outstanding 

principal amount of the Class A and Class B notes be at least I 17.37%. GOC at 72. As of 

March 31, 2008, the Class AlB overcoIJateralization ratio was 70.09% - over 40% below the 

required overcollateralization value. 

32. The calculation of the ''Net Outstanding Underlying Asset Balance" is 

reliant upon S&P and Moody's ratings for the underlying asset-backed securities or Reference 

Obligations. OOC at 66-67. For example, Underlying Assets with an S&P rating ofB+, B, or 

B- are valued at 80 percent of their actual aggregate principaVnotional balance. Underlying 
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Assets rated below B- are valued at 70 percent of their actual aggregate principal/notional

balance. If the portion of Underlying Assets rated BB+, BB, or BB- exceeds 8.6 percent of the

portfolio, then the aggregate principal/notional balance of such assets shall be deemed to be

equal to 90 percent of the actual aggregate principal/notional balance. GOC at 67. The offering

circular states that the S&P and Moody's ratings of the Class A-2 notes and Class B notes

purchased by M&T would be AAA/Aaa and at least AA/Aa2, respectively. GOC at 22.

33. Thus, taken in its entirety, the offering circular makes clear that the

Gemstone VII notes were marketed with an overriding emphasis on the S&P and Moody's

ratings of the notes and the representations of safety and low risk conveyed by those ratings.

Representations in the Gemstone
CDO Debt Investor Presentation

34. The February 8, 2007 Gemstone CDO "Debt Investor Presentation"

("DIP") contains a number of material representations. Some of these are set forth below.

* HBK is an "experienced CDO manager with a strong alignment of
economic interest with investors." DIP at 5 (emphasis added).

* HBK represented to M&T that it selected the collateral underlying the
Gemstone VII CDO in three ways: (I) loans were screened, purchased
from originators, and packaged into pools that were securitized in the form
of bonds by investment banks working with HBK (such- as Deutsche
Bank); (2) HBK purchased new issue bonds after extensive loan-level due
diligence; and (3) HBK purchased existing bonds on the secondary
market. DIP at 29-30.

* "HBK's investment process integrates expertise in capital markets,
structural analysis, collateral and loan-level analysis, due diligence, and
in-house surveillance. HBK is seen as not as trader, but as a vigilant
investor that maximizes value through intensive analysis and
surveillance." Id (emphasis added).

* "Structured products [like the Gemstone VII CDO] exhibit relatively
stable performance and low default history." . . . "Structured products
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Assets rated below B- are valued at 70 percent of their actual aggregate principal/notional 

balance. If the portion of Underlying Assets rated BB+, BB, or BB- exceeds 8.6 percent of the 

portfolio, then the aggregate principal/notional balance of such assets shall be deemed to be 

equal to 90 percent of the actual aggregate principal/notional balance. GOC at 67. The offering 

circular states that the S&P and Moody's ratings of the Class A-2 notes and Class B notes 

purchased by M&T would be AAAJAaa and at least AAJAa2, respectively. GOC at 22. 

33. Thus, taken in its entirety, the offering circular makes clear that the 

. Gemstone VII notes were marketed with an overriding emphasis on the S&P and Moody's 

ratings of the notes and the representations of safety and low risk conveyed by those ratings. 

Representations in tbe Gemstone 
CDO Debt Investor Presentation 

34. The February 8, 2007 Gemstone COO "Debt Investor Presentation" 

("DIP") contains a number of material representations. Some of these are set forth below. 

• HBK is an "experienced CDO manager with a strong alignment of 
economic interest with investors." DIP at 5 (emphasis added). 

• HBK represented to M&T that it selected the collateral underlying the 
Gemstone VII COO in three ways: (1) loans were screened, purchased 
from originators, and packaged into pools that were securitized in the form 
of bonds by investment banks working with HBK (such as Deutsche 
Bank); (2) HBK purchased new issue bonds after extensive loan-level due 
diligence; and (3) HBK purchased existing bonds on the secondary 
market. DIP at 29-30. 

• "HBK's investment process integrates expertise in capital markets, 
structural analysis, collateral and loan-level analysis, due diligence, and 
in-house surveillance. HBK is ."teen as not as trader, but as a vigilant 
investor that maximizes value through intensive analysis and 
surveUlance." ld (emphasis added). 

• "Structured products [like the Gemstone VII COO] exhibit relatively 
stable perfomiance and low default history." . .. "Structured products 
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[like the Gemstone VII CDO] have historically priced and continue to
price wider than similarly rated due to liquidity and complexity premium
that can be arbitraged through buy-and-hold cash flow CDO structure."
DIP at 5. This is a statement that CDO products like Gemstone VII
deliver higher returns at lower risk

* Page 14 of the DIP contains a chart entitled "Breakeven Analysis." It
indicates that the cashflow waterfall of the Gemstone VII CDO produces
enough excess interest to withstand cumulative losses of $517 million
(47% of the original collateral balance) without any impact on interest or
principal payments under the M&T notes. This represents that the notes
were safe and secure investments.

* I"HBK's Structured Products Group is one of the leading purchasers and
long-term investors in credit sensitive mortgages . . . HBK's investment
model utilizes proprietary default, prepay, and severity loan level models
to make investments in the residential market.... HBK has retained 100%
of the equity from CDO transactions resulting in strong alignment of

Interest between HBK and investors." DIP at 23 (emphasis added).

* HBK "focus[es] on (the] new issue market" and "purchases loans directly
from originators." DIP at 29. "HBK analyze[s] originators for
underwriting consistency and [to] monitor changes to the competitive
landscape." DIP at 29.

* HBK "conduct[s] due diligence of underlying loan collateral to formulate
investment assumptions," and it develops loan level models, with
delinquency and default forecasts, loss severity forecasts, and prepayment
forecasts. DIP at 30 (emphasis added).

* HBK conducts "loan level due diligence and analysis' (DIP at 32), and
HBK "aggressively pursues exit strategies when investments
underperform, especially where fraud is a factor" (DIP at 31) (emphasis
added). HBK "monitors collateral performance and measures it to original
and subsequent default on loss assumptions." Id. This represents that
HBK will protect noteholders against originator and mortgagor fraud.

* HBK performs detailed ongoing due diligence, monitoring, and
surveillance, together with analysis of the collateral to identify potential
losses and to mitigate losses, all using proprietary analytical systems. DIP
at 33-37.

* HBK's "proprietary Default/Prepay and Severity MSA-level model allows
for predictive power of future deal performance.... HBK is able to pick
up on trends before they adversely impact the CDO." DIP at 41
(emphasis added).
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[like the Gemstone VII CDO] have historically priced and continue to 
price wider than similarly rated due to liquidity and complexity premium 
that can be arbitraged through buy-and-hold cash flow CDO structure." 
DIP at 5. This is a statement that CDO products like Gemstone VII 
deliver higher returns at lower risk. 

• Page 14 of the DIP contains a chart entitled "Breakeven Analysis." It 
indicates that the cashflow waterfall of the Gemstone VII CDO produces 
enough excess interest to withstand cumulative losses of $517 million 
(47% of the original coUateral balance) without any impact on interest or 
principal payments under the M&T notes. This represents that the notes 
were safe and secure investments. 

• "HBK's Structured Products Group is one of the leading purchasers and 
long-term investors in credit sensitive mortgages ... HBK's investment 
model utilizes proprietary default, prepay, and severity Joan level models 
to make investments in the residential market. ... HBK has retained 100% 
of the equity from CDO transactions resulting in strong alignment of 
Interest between HBK and investors." DIP at 23 (emphasis added). 

• HBK "focus[es] on [the] new issue market" and "purchases loans directly 
from originators." DIP at 29. "HBK analyze[s] originators for 
underwriting consistency and [to) monitor changes to the competitive 
landscape." DIP at 29. 

• HBK "conduct[s] due diligence of underlying loan collateral to formulate 
investment assumptions," and it develops loan level models, with 
delinquency and default forecasts, loss severity forecasts, and prepayment 
forecasts. DIP at 30 (empbasis added). 

• HBK conducts "loan level due diligence and analysis" (DIP at 32), and 
HBK "aggressively pursues exit strategies when investments 
underperform, especially where fraud is a factor' (DIP at 3]) (emphasis 

. added). HBK "monitors collateral performance and measures it to original 
and subsequent default on loss assumptions." Id. This represents that 
HBK will protect noteholders against originator and mortgagor fraud. 

• . HBK performs detailed ongoing due diligence, monitoring, and 
surveillance, together with analysis of the collateral to identity potential 
losses and to mitigate losses, all using proprietary analytical systems. DIP 
at 33-37. 

• HBK's "proprietary DefaultlPrepay and Severity MSA-Ievel model allows 
for predictive power of future deal performance .... HBK is able to pick 
up on trends before they adversely impact the CDO." DIP at 41 
(emphasis added). 
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* `HBK works with dealers and originators to customize pools by kicking
out problem loans." DIP at 41 (emphasis added). "Because all whole
loan packages and every primary deal issued in the market is analyzed, in
addition to our own loan level surveillance systems, HBK is able to pick
up on trends before they adversely impact the CDO." DIP at 41 (emphasis
added).

Oral Representations by DBSI and HBK

35. In conversations with M&T beginning in January 2007, DBSI salesman

Sean Whelan touted the high quality of the Gemstone VII CDO and its management team,

indicating that it was far superior to any other available CDO. Mr. Whelan also represented that

HBK was an extraordinarily experienced purchaser of credit instruments, that HBK provided

extremely high quality and low-risk credit management, that HBK had its own money in the

Gemstone VI] deal and that this protected M&T, and that the Gemstone VII collateral was very

clean, ie., of high quality and safety.

36. Mr. Whelan also made the following representations to M&T:

a. In a February 6, 2007 conversation, Mr. Whelan represented that

HBK does constant maintenance and surveillance on the market

and makes numerous technological investments in its collateral

evaluation and monitoring processes; that investing in Gemstone

VII "was like a layup ... it would've been my number I pick, and

we're happy to be doing a deal for him."

b. In a February 7, 2007 phone call with M&T, Mr. Whelan

explained the structure of Gemstone VII and said it will go

extremely well.
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• ''HBK works with dealers and originators to customize pools by kicking 
out problem loans." DIP at 41 (emphasis added). "Because all whole 
loan packages and every primary deal issued in the market is analyzed, in 
addition to our own loan lwei surveillance systems, HBK is able to pick 
up on trends before they adversely impact the CDO." DIP at 41 (emphasis 
added). 

Oral Representations by DBSI and HBK 

35. In conversations with M&T beginning in January 2007, nBSI salesman 

Sean Whelan touted the high quality of the Gemstone VII COO and its management team, 

indicating that it was far superior to any other available COO. Mr. Whelan also represented that 

HBK was an extraordinarily experienced purchaser of credit instruments, that HBK provided 

extremely high quality and 'Iow-risk credit management, that HBK had its own money in the 

Gemstone VII deal and that this protected M&T, and that the Gemstone VII collateral was very 

clean, i.e., of high quality and safety. 

36. Mr. Whelan also made the following representations to M&T: 

a. In a February 6, 2007 conversation, Mr. Whelan represented that 

HBK does constant maintenance and surveillance on the market 

and makes numerous technological investments in its collateral 

evaluation and monitoring processes; that investing in Gemstone 

VII "was like a layup ... it would've been my number I pick, and 

we're bappy to be doing a deal for him." 

b. In a February 7, 2007 phone call with M&T, Mr. Whelan 

explained the structure of Gemstone VII and said it will go 

extremely well. 
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c. In a February 13, 2007 phone call with M&T, Mr. Whelan stated

that '"BK ... wouldn't buy stuff that didn't have good interest

rate cap protection" and the "underlying structures in these bonds

are built to withstand" adverse conditions.

d. In a February 14, 2007 phone call with M&T, Mr. Whelan

"assures" M&T that "HBK understands where the market is," and

he describes the Gemstone VI] deal as being "in the upper end of

good assets."

e. In a February 15, 2007 phone call with M&T, Mr. Whelan

described the Gemstone VII deal as having no interest rate risk and

no derivative risk, and generally low risk.

f. In a February 20, 2007 phone call with M&T, Mr. Whelan states

that the Gemstone VII deal has $10 million of Class B notes left to

sell, but the AAA mezz level is "two times over[sold] and fully

rock solid."

37. On February 21, 2007, M&T purchased $82 million of Gemstone VI]

notes, in reliance on Whelan's representations, the representations in the Gemstone offering

materials, the AAA/AA ratings of the notes, and the other representations concerning the notes

made by defendants. On March 15, 2007, the Gemstone VII offering closed and the trades

pursuant to which M&T purchased its Gemstone VII notes settled.
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c. In a February 13,2007 phone call with M&T, Mr. Whelan stated 

that ''HBK ... wouldn't buy stuff that didn't have good interest 

rate cap protection" and the "underlying structures in these bonds 

are built to withstand" adverse conditions. 

d. In a February 14, 2007 phone call with M&T, Mr. Whelan 

"assures" M&T that "HBK understands where the market is," and 

he descnbes the Gemstone VIl deal as being "in the upper end of 

good assets." 

e. ]n a February 15,2007 phone call with M&T, Mr. Whelan 

described the Gemstone VII deal as having no interest rate risk and 

no derivative risk, and generally low risk. 

f. In a February 20, 2007 phone call with M&T, Mr. Whelan states 

that the Gemstone VII deal has $10 milIion of Class B notes left to 

sell, but the AAA mezz level is ''two times over[sold] and fully 

rock solid." 

37. On February 21, 2007, M&T purchased $82 million of Gemstone Vll 

notes, in reliance on Whelan's representations, the representations in the Gemstone offering 

materials, the AAA/AA ratings of the notes, and the other representations concerning the notes 

made by defendants. On March 15, 2007, the Gemstone VII offering closed and the trades 

pursuant to which M&T purchased its Gemstone Vll notes settled. 
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The Facts Emerne

38. In early July 2007, only four months after the closing of the Gemstone

VII CDO offering, the Gemstone VII notes were placed on negative "Credit Watch" for possible

downgrade by S&P. This is strong evidence that the collateral underlying the notes was already

impaired and deteriorating before M&T purchased the notes.

39. Beginning in spring 2007, the mortgage-backed bonds that serve as

collateral for the Gemstone VII CDO began to suffer numerous and substantial downgrades in

their S&P and Moody's ratings. This reflected the increasing default rate on the subprime

mortgages underlying those bonds.

40. By July 2007, the subprime mortgage crisis was in full bloom. Housing

prices had experienced substantial declines, subprime mortgage default rates were skyrocketing,

the rating companies had downgraded a significant number of subprime mortgage-backed bonds

and had placed a much larger number on "credit watch" for potential downgrade. Gemstone VI]

notes had been placed on credit watch for potential downgrade. Concerned about the

deteriorating condition of the subprime market, M&T asked for a meeting with HBK.

41. On July 19, 2007, M&T met with Kevin Jenks of HBK. In the meeting,

Mr. Jenks, who was HBK's senior collateral manager for Gemstone VII, provided analysis and

expressed the conclusion that, while the overcollateralization cushion supporting M&T's notes

was eroding, neither M&T's AAA rated note nor its AA rated note were at risk of losing

principal or becoming delinquent in interest payments. Mr. Jenks also pointed out that, as the

owner of the equity tranche, HBK controlled special servicing rights which allowed it to modify

underlying loans, if necessary. HBK hired third-party loan reviewers, such as Clayton Holdings,
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The Facts Emerge 

38. In early July 2007, only four months after the closing of the Gemstone 

VII CDO offering, the Gemstone VII notes were placed on negative "Credit Watch" for possible 

downgrade by S&P. This is strong evidence that the collateral underlying the notes was already 

impaired and deteriorating before M&T purchased the notes. 

39. Beginning in spring 2007, the mortgage-backed bonds that serve as 

collateral for the Gemstone VII COO began to sufTer numerous and substantial downgrades in 

their S&P and Moody's ratings. This reflected the increasing default rate on the subprime 

mortgages underlying those bonds. 

40. By July 2007, the subprime mortgage crisis was in full bloom. Housing 

prices had experienced substantial declines, subprime mortgage default rates were skyrocketing, 

the rating companies had downgraded a significant number of subprime mortgage-backed bonds 

and had placed a much larger number on "credit watch" for potential downgrade. Gemstone VII 

notes had been placed on credit watch for potential downgrade. Concerned about the 

deteriorating condition of the subprime market, M&T asked for a meeting with HBK. 

41. On July 19,2007, M&T met with Kevin Jenks ofHBK. In the meeting, 

Mr. Jenks, who was HBK's senior collateral manager for Gemstone VII, provided analysis and 

expressed the conclusion that, while the overcollateralization cushion supporting M&T's notes 

was eroding, neither M&T's AAA rated note nor its AA rated note were at risk of losing 

. principal or becoming delinquent in interest payments. Mr. Jenks also pointed out that, as the 

owner of the equity tranche, HBK controlled special servicing rights which allowed it to modify 

underlying loans, if necessary. HBK hired third-party loan reviewers, such as Clayton Holdings, 
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to conduct due diligence on any loan that is delinquent for 60 days or more. Mr. Jenks stated

that if fraud is uncovered, HBK will force the originator to re-purchase the loan. Mr. Jenks

further represented that while some subprime originators lack the financial strength to do so,

many originators were still (as of July 2007) able to do so. This information was presented to

HBK as proof that its Gemstone VII notes continued to be safe and secure.

42. Prior to purchasing the Gemstone VII notes, M&T was advised by DBSI

that it had conducted a stress test concluding that M&T's AA rated Class B note could withstand

up to a 14.5% constant default rate with a 50% severity before losing a dollar of principal.'

Obviously, the AAA rated Class A-2 notes could withstand an even higher default level without

losses. This information was presented to M&T as support for DBSI's representation that the

Gemstone VII notes were safe, secure, and nearly risk-free. At the July 19, 2007 meeting, Mr.

Jenks stated that a 14.5% constant default rate was far greater than projected by HBK, even as of

July 2007. HBK predicted an 8% constant default rate, with a 35% severity. Mr. Jenks

represented to M&T that would not come close to generating losses for the AA rated notes.

43. On September 21, 2007, Alexander Craig, M&T's Administrative Vice

President and Portfolio Manager, met with the new collateral manager for the Gemstone VII

CDO, Marco Lukesch. The original collateral manager, Mr. Jenks, had been fired. Upon

information and belief, Mr. Jenks was fired because of the disastrous performance of the

Gemstone CDOs and, in particular, the Gemstone VII CDO. At the September 21, 2007

meeting, Mr. Lukesch described HBK's business model as: buy a pool of loans, securitize it

The "constant default rate" is the percentage of underlying collateral (bonds backed by subprime
mortgages) defaulting on an annual basis. "Severity" is the percentage of principal lost, on average, as a
result of defaults. For example, a 35% severity indicates that 65% of the principal amount of defaulted
collateral is recovered, by foreclosure and sale or otherwise.
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to conduct due diligence on any loan that is delinquent for 60 days or more. Mr. Jenks stated 

that if fraud is uncovered, HBK will force the originator to re-purchase the loan. Mr. Jenks 

further represented that while some subprime originators lack the financial strength to do so, 

many originators were still (as of July 2007) able to do so. This infonnation was presented to 

HBK as proof that its Gemstone VII notes continued to be safe and secure. 

42. Prior to purchasing the Gemstone VlJ notes, M&T was advised by DBSI 

that it had conducted a stress test concluding that M&T's AA rated Class B note could withstand 

up to a 14.5% constant default rate with a 50% severity before losing a dollar of principal. I 

Obviously, the AAA rated Class A-2 notes could withstand an even higher default level without 

losses. This infonnation was presented to M&T as support for DBSl's representation that the 

Gemstone VII notes were safe, secure, and nearly risk-free. At the july 19, 2007 meeting, Mr. 

Jenks stated that a 14.5% constant default rate was far greater than projected by HBK, even as of 

July 2007. HBK predicted an 8% constant default rate, with a 35% severity. Mr. Jenks 

represented to M&T that would not come close to generating losses for the AA rated notes. 

43. On September 21,2007, Alexander Craig, M&T's Administrative Vice 

President and Portfolio Manager, met with the new collateral manager for the Gemstone VII 

COO, Marco Lukesch. The originalcoJlateral manager~ Mr. Jenks, had been fired. Upon 

infonnation and belief, Mr. Jenks was fired because of the disastrou~ performance of the 

Gemstone COOs and, in particular, the Gemstone VII COO. At the September 21,2007 

meeting, Mr. Lukesch described HBK's business model as: buy a pool ofloans, securitize it 

The "constant default rate" is the percentage of underlying collateral (bonds backed by subprime 
mortgages) defaulting on an annual basis. "Severity" is the percentage of principal lost, on average, as a 
result of defaults. For example, a 35% severity indicates that 65% of the principal amount of defaulted 
collateral is recovered, by foreclosure and sale or otherwise. . 
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with a Wall Street investment banker, sell the AAA through A bonds, buy the BBB bonds into a

CDO, and retain the equity tranche at HBK.

44. At the same meeting, Mr. Lukesch disclosedfor thefirst time that HBK

had been fghting with one of its largest subprime mortgage originators, Fremont General

Corp. (Fremont'), for 9 months, that it had a large number of claims against Fremont and had

scheduled a four-day long meeting with it for early October 2007. The disputes with Fremont

related to the representations and warranties Fremont provided on loans it originated: it agreed

to repurchase loans that defaulted in the first 60 days and loans made on the basis of fraudulent

representations by the borrower (usually relating to the borrower's employment status, income,

or intention to occupy the mortgaged premises). In essence, the basis of HBK's demands that

Fremont repurchase large numbers of loans underlying the Gemstone VII CDO collateral was

that these loans did not meet the standards represented to Gemstone VII investors.

45. Mr. Lukesch also stated that HBK had been fighting with a total offive

originatorsfrom which it had purchased loans for the Gemstone CDOs, and that these

disputes related to loans that defaultedfrom the third quarter of 2006 through December

2006.

46. This information had previously been concealed by HBK and DBSI from

M&T, and M&T could not, in the exercise of reasonable diligence, have learned it earlier. These

admissions by Mr. Lukesch established that HBK knew in late 2006 - well before the sale of

the Gemstone VII notes to M&T - that there were major quality and default problems with the

subprime loan collateral underlying the Gemstone CDOs, including the Gemstone VII CDO. In

addition, prior to M&T's purchase of the Gemstone VII notes, HBK had major disputes with its
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with a Wall Street investment banker, sell the AAA through A bonds, buy the BBB bonds into a 

COO, and retain the equity tranche at HBK. 

44. At the same meeting, Mr. Lukesch disclosed/or thefirst time that HBK 

had been fighting with one 01 its largest subprime mortgage originators, Fremont General 

Corp. ("Fremont"),lor 9 months, that it had a large number of claims against Fremont and had 

scheduled a four-day long meeting with it for early October 2007. The disputes with Fremont 

related to the representations and warranties Fremont provided on loans it originated: it agreed 

to repurchase loans that defaulted in the first 60 days and loans made on the basis of fraudulent 

representations by the borrower (usually relating to the borrower's employment status, income, 

or intention to occupy the mortgaged premises). In essence, the basis ofHBK's demands that 

Fremont repurchase large numbers of loans underlying the Gemst~ne VII COO collateral was 

that these loans did not meet the standards represented to Gemstone VII investors. 

45. Mr. Lukesch also stated thatHBK had beenjighting with a totalolfwe 

originators Irom which it had purchased loans lor the Gemstone eDOs, and that these 

disputes related to loans that delaultedfrom the third quarter 011006 through December 

2006. 

46. This infonnation had previously been concealed by HBK and DBSI from 

M&T, and M&T could not, in the exercise of reasonable diligence, have learned it earlier. These 

admissions by Mr. Lukesch established that HBK knew in late 2006 - well before the sale of 

the Gemstone VII notes to M&T .,.- that there were major quality and default problems with the 

subprime loan collateral underlying the Gemstone COOs, including the Gemstone VII COO. In 

. addition, prior to M&rs purchase of the Gemstone VII notes, HBK had major disputes with its 
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top originators about loan quality and repurchase obligations - indicating that the originators

could not be relied on to provide conforming subprime loans or to honor their repurchase

obligation with respect to nonconforming loans. Thus, the Gemstone VII notes were much

riskier than represented to investors.

47. This was material information that HBK failed to disclose and

affirmatively concealed from M&T. Upon information and belief, DBSI, Deutsche Bank Trust,

and Deutsche Bank AG were aware of this information due to their proprietary involvement in

the prior Gemstone CDOs and their constant communication with HBK. DBSI, Deutsche Bank

Trust, and Deutsche Bank AG also failed to disclose and concealed this information from M&T.

If M&T had been aware of this information, it would not have purchased the Gemstone VII

notes.

48. Upon information and belief, defendants failed to disclose and concealed

from the rating agencies the quality and default problems defendants were experiencing with

subprime collateral under their control in late 2006 and early 2007. Defendants also failed to

disclose and concealed from the rating agencies the problems they were having with subprime

originators refusing to honor their repurchase obligations. Upon information and belief, if this

information had been disclosed to the rating agencies, the notes purchased by M&T would have

been rated lower than AAA and AA, and M&T would not have purchased them.

49. By October 31, 2007 (less than eight months after the Gemstone VII CDO

closed), over 53 bonds (of approximately 105 owned by the Gemstone VII CDO) had been

downgraded; 24 were listed by the trustee as in default, as defined in the Gemstone VI] offering

materials.
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top originators about loari quality and repurchase obligations - indicating that the originators 

could not be relied on to provide conforming subprime loans or to honor their repurchase 

obligation with respect to nonconforming loans. Thus, the Gemstone VI1 notes were much 

riskier than represented to investors. 

47. This was material information that HBK failed to disclose and 

affinnatively concealed from M&T. Upon information and belief, DBSI, Deutsche Bank Trust, 

and Deutsche Bank AG were aware of this information due to their proprietary involvement in 

the prior Gemstone CDOs and their constant communication with HBK. DBSI, Deutsche Bank 

Trust, and Deutsche Bank AG also failed to disclose and concealed this information from M&T, 

IfM&T had been aware of this information, it would not have purchased the Gemstone Vll 

notes. 

48. Upon information and belief, defendants failed to disclose and concealed 

from the rating agencies the quality and default problems defendants were experiencing with 

subprime collateral under their control in late 2006 and early 2007. Defendants also failed to 

disclose and concealed from the rating agencies the problems they were having with subprime 

originators refusing to honor their repurchase obligations. Upon information and belief, if this 

information had been disclosed to the rating agencies, the notes purchased by M&T would have 

been rated lower than AAA and AA, and M&T would not have purchased them. 

49. By October 31, 2007 (less than eight months after the Gemstone VII CDO 

closed), over 53 bonds (of approximately 105 owned by the Gemstone vn CDO) had been 

downgraded; 24 were listed by the trustee as in default, as defined in the Gemstone VII offering 

materials. 
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50. On October 25, 2007, M&T had a phone call with Sean Whelan (DBSI

salesman) and Richard Parkus (DBSI analyst). They were negative on the performance of and

prospects for the Gemstone VII notes. Parkus indicated his belief that the rating agency loss

projection models used to rate M&T's Gemstone VII notes as AAA/AA were simply wrong. He

further indicated that there was much greater correlation (and therefore less risk-reducing

diversification) among the subprime collateral than had been believed. He questioned whether

the Gemstone VII CDO or subprime CDOs in general should have been sold at all.

51. On November 21, 2007, the Gemstone Class B notes were downgraded by

S&P from AA to BBB- and the Gemstone Class A-2 notes were downgraded from AAA to AA-.

52. In December 2007, M&T reviewed the status of its investment in the

Gemstone VII notes. It sought bids from specialists in an effort to establish a market value for

the notes. Based on that effort, M&T wrote down the value of its Gemstone VII notes from $82

million to $1.87 million -a loss of over 95% of the notes' original purchase price in only nine

months. As of April 30, 2008, M&T carried its Gemstone VII notes on its books at a value of

$1.031 million.

53. On February 5, 2008, less than one year after M&T purchased its notes,

the Class B notes were further downgraded to CC and the Class A-2 notes were downgraded to

CCC-. An S&P rating of CC means the note "is highly vulnerable to nonpayment." An S&P

rating of CCC- means the note is "currently vulnerable to nonpayment" and that "[i]n the event

of adverse business, financial, or economic conditions, the obligor.is not likely to have the

capacity to meet its financial commitment on the obligation." The minus sign indicates that the

note is at the low end of this rating, close to the CC "highly vulnerable" category. By April 28,
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50. On October 25,2007, M&T had a phone call with Sean Whelan (DBS] 

salesman) and Richard Parkus (DBSI analyst). They were negative on the perfonnance of and 

prospects for the Gemstone VII notes. Parkus indicated his belief that the rating agency loss 

projection models used to rate M&T's Gemstone VII notes as AAAiAA were simply wrong. He 

further indicated that there was much greater correlation (and therefore less risk-reducing 

diversification) among the subprime collateral than had been believed. He questioned whether 

the Gemstone VII CDO or subprime COOs in general should have been sold at all. 

51. On November 21, 2007, the Gemstone Class B notes were downgraded by 

S&P from AA to BBB- and the Gemstone Class A-2 notes were downgraded from AAA to AA-. 

52. In December 2007, M&T reviewed the status of its investment in the 

Gemstone VII notes. It sought bids from specialists in an effort to establish a market value for 

the notes. Based on that effort, M&T wrote down the value of its Gemstone VII notes from $82 

million to $1.87 million - a loss of over 95% of the notes' original purchase price in only nine 

months. As of April 3D, 2008, M&T carried its Gemstone VII notes on its books at a value of 

$1. 031 million. 

53. On February 5, 2008, less than one year after M&T purchased its notes, 

the Class B notes were further downgraded to CC and the Class A-2 notes were <Jowngraded to 

CCC-. An S&P rating ofCC means the note "is highly vulnerable to nonpayment." An S&P 

rating ofCCC- means the note.is "currently vulnerable to nonpaymenf' and that "[i]n the event 

of adverse business, financial, or economic conditions, the obJigor.is not likely to have the 

capacity to meet its financial commitment on the obligation." The minus sign indicates that the 

note is at the low end of this rating, close to the CC "highly vulnerable" category. By April 28, 
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2008, Moody's had downgraded the Gemstone VI] Class A-2 notes (originally rated Aaa) to Ca

and had downgraded the Class B notes-(originally rated Aa2) to Ca.

54. As of April 30, 2008, the Gemstone VII collateral bonds had suffered 167

separate downgrades by S&P and 202 separate downgrades by Moody's. The trustee listed as in

default 58 bonds with a face value of over $498 million. The April 30, 2008 trustee's report

listed the "Principal Recovery" value of those bonds as $13.6 million- less than 3% of their

original value.

55. The radical and rapid downgrade of M&T's notes from the highest

possible safety/quality ratings to "junk" status demonstrates that the collateral supporting the

notes was impaired and deteriorating prior to M&T's purchase of the notes. HBK and DBSI

knew or acted recklessly in failing to know this because:

a. HBK represented that it had performed extensive loan-level due

diligence on the collateral, with proprietary state-of-the-art

analytical tools.

b. HBK represented that it was carefuilly monitoring the collateral and

would take action to avoid losses by putting non-conforming loans

back to originators.

c. The Gemstone offering materials represent that the collateral was

owned by and would be purchased from (in part) DBSI and HBK

and their affiliates.

56. On January 17, 2008, media reports were published indicating that the
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2008, Moody's had downgraded the Gemstone VI) Class A-2 notes (originally rated Aaa) to Ca 

and had downgraded the Class B notes (originally rated Aa2) to Ca. 

54. As of April 30, 2008, the Gemstone VII col1ateral bonds had suffered 167 

separate downgrades by S&P and 202 separate downgrades by Moody's. The trustee listed as in 

defauh 58 bonds with a face value of over $498 million. The April 30, 2008 trustee's report 

listed the "Principal Recovery" value of those bonds as $13.6 million -less than 3% of their 

original value. 

55. The radical and rapid downgrade ofM&T's notes from the highest 

possible safety/quality ratings to "junk" status demonstrates that the collateral supporting the 

notes was impaired and deteriorating prior to M&T's purchase of the notes. HBK and DBSI 

knew or acted recklessly in failing to know this because: 

a. HBK represented that it had performed extensive loan-level due 

diligence on the collateral, with proprietary state-of-the-art 

analytical tools. 

b. HBK represented that it was carefully monitoring the collateral and 

would take action to avoid losses by putting non-conforming loans 

back to originators. 

c. The Gemstone offering materials represent that the collateral was 

owned by and would be purchased from (in part) DBSI and HBK 

and their affiliates. 

56. On January] 7, 2008, media reports were published indicating that the 
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New York Attorney General had reached a deal with Clayton Holdings under which Clayton

agreed to cooperate with an investigation into the activities of issuers and underwriters of

subprime mortgage-backed securities. Clayton Holdings was the largest provider of subprime

loan due diligence services to securitizers and subprime mortgage loan purchasers. The Attorney

General is investigating whether issuers and underwriters were aware that the pools of subprime

mortgages underlying subprime-backed securities were impaired at the time of sale, whether the

ratings assigned to subprime-backed securities were inflated, and whether issuers and

underwriters withheld information from the rating agencies that would have materially changed

the evaluation of these securities. DBSI was one of Clayton's two largest clients, and HBK was

a client of Clayton's as well.

57. HBK advised M&T that Clayton reviewed the subprime loans underlying

the Gemstone VII notes.

M&T's Claims

58. M&T's claims are based on the material misrepresentations, inaccuracies,

omissions, breaches of duty, and breaches of contract by defendants in connection with

structuring, marketing, and selling the Gemstone VII CDO. Some of the principal acts of

wrongdoing are described below.

59. On an overall basis, the Gemstone offering materials and the DBS] and

HBK sales materials and oral statements, all represented that the notes purchased by M&T were

high quality, safe, secure, and nearly risk-free. This was conveyed by means of the AAA/AA

ratings, the representation that up to 47% of principal could be lost without impacting the notes,

the description of extensive loan-level due diligence and aggressive and innovative collateral
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New York Attorney General had reached a deal with Clayton Holdings under which Clayton 

agreed to cooperate with an investigation into the activities of issuers and underwriters of 

subpriroe mortgage~backed securities. Clayton Holdings was the largest provider of subpriroe 

loan due diligence services to securitizers and subprime mortgage loan purchasers. The Attorney 

General is investigating whether issuers and underwriters were aware that the pools of subprime 

mortgages underlying subprime-backed securities were impaired at the time of sale, whether the 

ratings assigned to subprime-backed securities were inflated, and whether issuers and 

! . 
underwriters withheld information from the rating agencies that would have materially changed 

the evaluation of these securities. DBSI was one of Clayton's two largest clients, and HBK was 

a client of Clayton's as well. 

57. HBK advised M&T that Clayton reviewed the subprime loans underlying 

the Gemstone VII notes. 

M&T's Claims 

58. M&T's claims are based on the material misrepresentations, inaccuracies, 

omissions, breaches of duty, and breaches of contract by defendants in connection with 

structuring, marketing, and selling the Gemstone VII COO. Some of the principal acts of 

wrongdoing are described below. 

59. On an overall basis, the Gemstone offering materials and the DBS] and 

HBK sales materials and oral statements, all represented that the notes purchased by M&T were 

high quality, safe, secure, and nearly risk~free. This was conveyed by means of the AAAiAA 

ratings, the representation that up to 47% of principal could be lost without impacting the notes, 

the description of extensive loan~level due diligence and aggressive and innovative collateral 
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monitoring and management, and the description of the collateral as "diversified," among other

things. It is now clear that the representations of safety, security, and low risk conveyed by the

Gemstone offering materials and the associated oral statements were false.

60. By the fourth quarter of 2006, at the latest, HBK and DBSI and its

affiliates were experiencing substantial problems with non-performing subprime loans that were

collateral for the earlier Gemstone CDO deals. They were involved in disputes with at least five

subprime mortgage originators about the originators' refusal to honor their contractual

obligations to repurchase non-conforming and defaulted loans. Thus, HBK and DBSI and its

affiliates had knowledge that the subprime loans purchased from the group of originators they

dealt with had quality problems that were resulting in rapidly rising defaults, materially different

than the statistical experience from 2003, 2004, and 2005. Yet HBK and DBSI failed to respond

by appropriately modifying their default and loss projection models, their due diligence, and

their collateral management and administration practices. Accordingly, prior to M&T's

February 21, 2007 purchase of the Gemstone VI] notes, HBK and DBSI and its affiliates knew

that their default and loss projection models were wrong and that their due diligence and

collateral management administration practices were inadequate to provide the safety and

security that they had represented for the Class A and Class B Gemstone VII notes. None of this

information was disclosed to M&T during the sales process for the Gemstone VII notes.

61. The Gemstone VII offering circular discloses that bonds for the collateral

pool are purchased from DBSI (or its affiliates) and/or HBK. Upon information and belief, the

subprime loans underlying the bonds sold by HBK and DBSI to Gemstone VII were the subject

of large numbers of pending repurchase demands to originators. HBK and DBSI failed to
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monitoring and management, and the description of the collateral as "diversified," among other 

things. It is now clear that the representations of safety, security, and low risk conveyed by the 

Gemstone offering materials and the associated oral statements were false: 

60. By the fourth quarter of2006, at the latest, HBK and DBSI and its 

affiliates were experiencing substantial problems with non-performing subprime loans that were 

collateral for the earlier Gemstone CDO deals. They were involved in disputes with at least five 

subprime mortgage originators about the originators' refusal to honor their contractual 

obligations to repurchase non-conforming and defaulted loans. Thus, HBK and DBSI and its 

affiliates had knowledge that the subprime loans purchased from the group of originators they 

dealt with had quality problems that were reSUlting in rapidly rising defaults, materially different 

than the statistical experience from 2003, 2004, and 2005. Yet HBK and DBSI failed to respond 

by appropriately modifying their default and loss projection models, their due diligence, and 

their collateral management and administration practices. Accordingly, prior to M&T's 

February 21,2007 purchase of the Gemstone VII notes, HBK and DBSI and its affiliates knew 

that their default and loss projection models were wrong and that their due diligence and 

collateral management administration practices were inadequate to provide the safety and 

security that they had represented for the Class A and Class B Gemstone VII notes. None of this 

information was disclosed to M&T during the sales process for the Gemstone VII notes. 

6]. The Gemstone VII offering circular discloses that bonds for the collateral 

pool are purchased from DBS] (or its affiliates) andlor HBK. Upon information and belief, the 

subprime loans underlying the bonds sold by HBK and DBS} to Gemstone VII were the subject 

of large numbers of pending repurchase demands to originators. HBK and DBS] failed to 
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disclose this material information to M&T. This constituted an undisclosed conflict of interest

and fraudulent self-dealing.

62. Clayton Holdings is the largest provider of due diligence services

reviewing and evaluating mortgage loans for securitizations. Media reports have stated that

Clayton began noting, and reporting to securitizers, substantial deterioration in the quality of

subprime mortgages as early as the second half of 2005, with problems increasing throughout

2006. For example, the New York Times reported this in a January 27, 2008 article entitled:

Loan Reviewer Aiding Inquiry Into Big Banks. On January 28, 2008, the Wall Street Journal

published a similar article, entitled: Due Diligence Firm to Aid New York Subprime Probe.

63. The increasing deterioration of subprime mortgage quality was measured

by the percentage of loans categorized by Clayton as "exception loans." An "exception loan"

was a loan that did not meet the originator's underwriting standards. With regard to subprime

loans, this frequently occurred because the required borrower documentation had not been

obtained or because the borrower misrepresented his income, employment status, or intent to

occupy the premises. DBSI and its affiliates were among Clayton's largest customers. HBK

was also was a customer of Clayton's. Upon information and belief, in 2006, Clayton provided

due diligence reports to HBK and DBSI (or its affiliates) that reflected steeply increasing levels

of subprime exception loans, fraud, and defaults, and sharply deteriorating subprime loan quality

and underwriting. As a result, HBK and DBSJ (and its affiliates) had knowledge even before

2007 that the subprime collateral being assembled for the Gemstone VII CDO was deteriorating

and impaired. This was not disclosed to M&T. If it had been, M&T would not have purchased

the Gemstone VI notes.
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disclose this material infonnation to M&T. This constituted an undisclosed conflict of interest 

and fraudulent self-dealing. 

62. Clayton Holdings is the largest provider of due diligence services 

reviewing and evaluating mortgage loans for securitizations. Media reports have stated that 

Clayton began noting, and reporting to securitizers, substantial deteriomtion in the quality of 

subprime mortgages as early as the second half of 2005, with problems increasing throughout 

2006. For example, the New York Times reported this in a January 27, 2008 article entitled: 

Loan Reviewer Aiding Inquiry Into Big Banks. On January 28,2008, the Wall Street Journal 

published a similar article, entitled: Due Diligence Firm to Aid New York Sub prime Probe. 

63. The increasing deteriomtion of subprime mortgage quality was measured 

by the percentage of loans categorized by Clayton as "exception loans." An "exception loan" 

was a loan that did not meet the originator's underwriting standards. With regard to subprime 

loans, this frequently occurred because the required borrower documentation had not been 

obtained or because the borrower misrepresented his income, employment status, or intent to 

occupy the premises. DBSI and its affiliates were among Clayton's largest customers. HBK 

was also was a customer of Clayton's. Upon infonnation and belief, in 2006, Clayton provided 

due diligence reports to HBK and DBSI (or its affiliates) that reflected steeply increasing levels 

of sub prime exception loans, fraud, and defaults, and sharply deterioratingsubprime loan quality 

and underwriting. As a result, HBK and DBS] (and its affiliates) had knowledge even before 

2007 that the subprime collateral being assembled for the Gemstone VII COO was deteriomting 

and impaired. This was not disclosed to M&T. If it had been, M&T would not have purchased 

the Gemstone VII notes. 
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64. HBK and DBSI and its affiliates were aware that the loss projection

models used in structuring and rating the Gemstone VII CDO tranches and in making the

representations set forth in the Gemstone offering materials regarding overcollateralization and

credit protection were false. These loss projection models were not modified to properly take

account of the deteriorating subprime mortgage market. This was material information that was

not disclosed to M&T. If it had been, M&T would not have purchased the Gemstone VI] notes.

65. HBK and Deutsche Bank were aware that the ratings assigned to the

Gemstone VII CDO tranches and the underlying bonds were inaccurate and inflated and did not

accurately represent the level of risk associated with those tranches and bonds. The rating

agencies have stated publicly that they were not provided with the Clayton due diligence reports

when rating subprime mortgage-backed CDOs and that they would have considered those reports

material. Moody's has stated that "the completeness and veracity [of the information provided

by subprime issuers to the rating agencies] was deteriorating" in 2006. Inquiry Focuses on

Withholding ofData on Loans, New York Times, January 12, 2008; Loan Reviewer Aiding

Inquiry Into Big Banks, New York Times, January 27, 2008.

66. The HBK/DBSI Debt Investor Presentation contains specific and positive

representations about the performance of prior Gemstone deals. Because HBK and DBSI were

already involved in repurchase disputes with their major originators, these representations were

misleading, incomplete, and false at the time they were made.

67. The Gemstone offering materials provided to M&T (particularly, the Debt

Investor Presentation) contain detailed representations regarding HBK's due diligence with

regard to the collateral underlying the Gemstone VII CDO. These include representations that
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64. HBK and DBSI and its affiliates were aware that the loss projection 

models used in structuring and rating the Gemstone VII COO tranche!> and in making the 

representations set forth in the Gemstone offering materials regarding overcoUateralization and 

credit protection were false. These loss projection models were not modified to properly take 

account of the deteriorating subprime mortgage market. This was material information that was 

not disclosed to M&T. If it had been, M&T would not have purchased the Gemstone VII notes. 

65. HBK and Deutsche Bank were aware that the ratings assigned to the 

Gemstone VII CDO tranches and the underlying bonds were inaccurate and inflated and did not 

accurately represent the level of risk associated with those tranches and bonds. The rating 

agencies have stated publicly that they were not provided with the Clayton due diligence reports 

when rating subprime mortgage-backed COOs and that they would have considered those reports 

material. Moody's has stated that ''the completeness and veracity [of the information provided 

by subprime issuers to the rating agencies] was deteriorating" in 2006. Inquiry Focuses on 

Withholding of Data on Loans, New York Times, January 12, 2008; Loall Reviewer Aiding 

Inquiry Into Big Banks, New York Times, January 27, 2008. 

66. The HBKlDBSI Debt Investor Presentation contains specific and positive 

representations about the performance of prior Gemstone deals. Because HBK and DBS} were 

already involved in repurchase disputes with their major originators, these representations were 

misleading, incomplete, and. false at the time they were made. 

67. The Gemstone offering materials provided to M&T (particularly. the Debt 

Investor Presentation) contain detailed representations regarding HBK's due diligence with 

regard to the collateral underlying the Gemstone vn COO. These include representations that 
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HBK "builds" the bond collateral from the bottom up, assembling and evaluating the specific

loans and loan pools underlying the bonds. The DIP also indicates that HBK has in place

proprietary processes for review and evaluation of loans and that it "kicks back" problem loans

to originators before they even enter the pool underlying the bonds purchased for the CDO

collateral. Finally, the DIP indicates that HBK may purchase some of the bonds on the open

market, but that it will first conduct careful due diligence with regard to the loan pools

underlying those bonds. Given the fact that the Gemstone VII subprime collateral began to

perform poorly almost immediately after the March 15, 2007 settlement date, it is clear that HBK

did not conduct the represented due diligence or that it conducted it and found quality problems

with the loan pools, but nevertheless incorporated those loans into the Gemstone VII CDO,

without disclosing this to M&T.

68. The Gemstone offering materials repeatedly refer to the collateral

underlying the Gemstone CDO as a "diversified portfolio of interests in asset-backed securities."

See, e.g., GOC at 5. This represents, among other things, that while there may be losses in

individual bonds, there will be no strong correlation in losses among the various bonds in the

pool. Loss correlation across the bonds in the Gemstone VII CDO turned out to be very high. It

is now evident that the bonds were not truly diversified. They were not appropriately

geographically diversified to reduce risk, and they all had common characteristics that made

them likely to experience correlated poor performance. All of the bonds, and their underlying

loans, were dependent on continued and uninterrupted home price appreciation to avoid default

or underperformance. As a result, the bonds were highly correlated and were not diversified,

contrary to the false representations in the Gemstone offering materials.
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HBK "builds" the bond collateral from the bottom up, assembling and evaluating the specific 

loans and loan pools underlying the bonds. The DIP also indicates that HBK has in place 

proprietary processes for review and evaluation of loans and that it ''kicks back" problem loans 

to originators before they even enter the pool underlying the bonds purchased for the CDO 

collateral. Finally, the DIP indicates that HBK may purchase some ofthe bonds on the open 

market, but that it will first conduct careful due diligence with regard to the loan pools 

underlying those bonds. Given the fact that the Gemstone VII subprime collateral began to 

perform poorly almost immediately after the March 15,2007 settlement date, it is clear that HBK 

did not conduct the represented due diligence or that it conducted it and found quality problems 

with the loan pools, but nevertheless incorporated those loans into the Gemstone VII CDO, 

without disclosing this to M&T. 

68. The Gemstone offering materials repeatedly refer to the collateral 

underlying the Gemstone CDO as a "diversified portfolio of interests in asset-backed securities." 

See, e.g., GOC at 5. This represents, among other things, that while there may be losses in 

individual bonds, there will be no strong correlation in losses among the various bonds in the 

pool. Loss correlation across the bonds in the Gemstone VII CDO turned out to be very high. It 

is now evident that the bonds were not truly diversified. They were not appropriately 

geographically diversified to reduce risk, and they all had common characteristics that made 

them likely to experience correlated poor performance. All of the bonds, and their underlying 

loans, were dependent on continued and uninterrupted home price appreciation to avoid default 

or underperformance. As a result, the bonds were highly correlated and were not diversified, 

contrary to the false representations in the Gemstone offering materials. 
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69. M&T learned for the first time in September 2007 that HBK (through an

affiliate) owned a major portion of the Class A-lb notes (designated as the "Controlling Class"

in the offering circular). M&T learned for the first time in late May 2008 that DBSI owned the

balance of the Class A-l b notes. This was material information because it indicates that HBK

and DBSI were not able to sell the Controlling Class A-lb notes to outside, independent

investors who did not have a proprietary interest in the success of the deal. Instead, DBSI and

HBK were required to intervene and purchase the Class A- I b notes themselves to "save" the

deaL This information was not disclosed to M&T. If M&T was aware of this, it would not have

purchased the Gemstone VII notes.

70. In addition, the Gemstone offering materials contain numerous

representations that HBK's financial interests are aligned with the interests of the noteholders,

because HBK purchased the equity tranche, which is the lowest rated tranche and the first to

suffer loss. In fact, while HBK invested $18.7 million in the Gemstone VII equity tranche, it

owned (together with DBSI) $400 million of Class A-l b notes which carry the "Controlling

Class" rights and are senior to M&T's Class A-2 and Class B notes. The interests of the Class

A-lb noteholders are in conflict with M&T's interests in a default or liquidation scenario

because the Class A- lb noteholders have the unilateral right upon an Event of Default to direct

that all of the Gemstone VI] collateral be sold and that the proceeds be distributed in accordance

with certain Event of Default priorities. In that circumstance, it is highly likely that M&T's

Class A-2 notes would be paid very little of its outstanding principal and that the Class B note

would be paid nothing. This puts the Class A-lb noteholders in conflict with the Class A-2 and

Class B noteholders because its interest could be to liquidate the collateral quickly, before further

losses, while the Class A-2 and Class B noteholders would prefer to hold the collateral in the -
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69. M&T learned for the first time in September 2007 that HBK (through an 

affiliate) owned a major portion of the Class A-lb notes (designated as the "Controlling Class" 

in the offering circular). M&T learned for the first time in late May 2008 that DBSI owned the 

balance of the Class A-Ib notes. This was material information because it indicates that HBK 

and DBSI were not able to sell the Controlling Class A-lb notes to outside, independent 

investors who did not have a proprietary interest in the success of the deal. Instead, DBSI and 

HBK were required to intervene and purchase the Class A-Ib notes themselves to "save" the 

deal This information was not disclosed to M&T. IfM&T was aware of this, it would not have 

purchased the Gemstone VII notes. 

70. In addition, the Gemstone offering materials contain numerous 

representations that HBK's financial interests are aligned with the interests of the noteholders, 

because HBK purchased the equity tranche, which is the lowest rated tranche and the first to 

suffer loss. In fact, while HBK invested $18.7 million in the Gemstone VII equity tranche, it 

owned (together with DBSI) $400 million of Class A-lb notes which carry the "Controlling 

Class" rights and are senior to M&T's Class A-2 and Class B notes. The interests of the Class 

A-lb noteholders are in conflict with M&T's interests in a default or liquidation scenario 

because the Class A-I b noteholders have the unilateral right upon an Event of Default to direct 

that all of the Gemstone VIJ collateral be sold and that the proceeds be distributed in accordance 

with certain Event of Default priorities. In that circumstance, it is highly likely that M&T's 

Class A-2 notes would be paid very little of its outstanding principal and that the Class B note 

would be paid nothing. This puts the Class A-I b noteholders in conflict with the Class A-2 and 

Class B noteholders because its interest could be to liquidate the collateral quickly, before further 

losses, while the Class A-2 and Class B noteholders would prefer to hold the collateral in the 
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hope that the mortgage market might recover - or at least to continue sharing in interest

distributions (which are cut off on liquidation). The conflict of interest of HBK and DBSI, as

owners of Class A- lb "Controlling Class" notes, was not disclosed to M&T, and M&T would

not have purchased the Gemstone VII notes if it had been.

71. In addition, the fees (approximately $3.1 million per year) and other

compensation due to IBK in connection with the Gemstone VII CDO over the life of the CDO

far exceeded the value of its equity tranche. This is another way in which HBK's interests

conflicted with M&T's.

72. On April 18, 2008, Deutsche Bank Trust issued notice to Gemstone VII

noteholders that an Event of Default had occurred. The Gemstone VII CDO failed the Class A-I

overcollateralization test, which provides that if the Class A-I overcollateralization ratio (as

computed pursuant to a formula in the GOC) falls below 100%, an Event of Default occurs.

Thus, as of March 31, 2008, the interests of M&T and HBK were concretely adverse in a way

that was concealed from M&T at the time it purchased the Gemstone VII notes.

73. Pursuant to section 10.10(b) of the Gemstone VII Indenture, the Issuers

were required to obtain a Note Valuation Report from an independent accountant on an annual

basis. The 2007 report was due on March 13, 2008 under the terms of section 10.10(b). The

Note Valuation Report is required to include detailed information about the performance of the

Gemstone VII notes and the underlying collateral. The Issuers are currently in default of their

obligations to provide a Note Valuation Report by an independent accountant; the report is

nearly three months overdue. This reflects that defendants continue to withhold material

information from M&T.
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hope that the mortgage market might recover - or at least to continue sharing in interest 

distributions (which are cut off on liquidation). The conflict of interest ofHBK and DBSI, as 

owners of Class A-I b "Controlling Class" notes, was not disclosed to M&T, and M&T would 

not have purchased the Gemstone vn notes if it had been. 

71. In addition, the fees (approximately $3.1 million per year) and other 

compensation due to HBK in connection with the Gemstone vn COO over the life of the CDO 

far exceeded the value of its equity tranche. This is another way in which HBK's interests 

conflicted with M&T's. 

72. On April ] 8, 2008, Deutsche Bank Trust issued notice to Gemstone VII 

noteholders that an Event of Default had occurred. The Gemstone Vll CDO failed the Class A-I 

overcolJateralization test, which provides that if the Class A-I overcolJateralization ratio (as 

computed pursuant to a formula in the GOC) falls below ]00%, an Event of Default occurs. 

Thus, as of March 31, 2008, the interests ofM&T and HBK were concretely adverse in a way 

that was concealed from M&T at the time it purchased the Gemstone VII notes. 

73. Pursuant to section 10.lO(b) of the Gemstone VII Indenture, the Issuers 

were required to obtain a Note Valuation Report from an independent accountant on an annual 

basis. The 2007 report was due on March 13,2008 under the terms of section 10.1 O(b). The 

Note Valuation Report is required to include detailed information about the performance of the 

Gemstone VII notes and the underlying collateral. The Issuers are currently in default of their 

obligations to provide a Note Valuation Report by an independent accountant; the report is 

nearly three months overdue. This reflects that defendants continue to withhold material 

information from M&T. 
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74. Reports published by S&P and Moody's over the last nine months have

revealed facts that are contrary to the HBK/DBSI claims in the DIP that rigorous loan-level due

diligence was conducted and that poor quality loans were identified and eliminated from the loan

pools underlying the Gemstone VII collateral.

a. Gemstone VII was placed on credit watch by S&P in early July

2007 - onlyfour months after the deal closed. See S&PCorrect:

Global CDO Deals Exposed to Subprime RMBS Reviewed, July

10, 2007.

b. S&P published a report questioning the "data quality" provided

during the rating process by CDO issuers. S&P's analysis

indicates that it was provided with inaccurate information

"regarding the loan and borrower characteristics" (including FICO

scores, LTV, ownership status, etc.). 2 The same report states that

underwriting standards declined and misrepresentations increased

"in excess of historical precedents and our initial assumptions"

with respect to 2006 subprime loan originations. S&PCorrect:

612 UP.S. Subprime RMBS Classes Put on Watch Neg;

Methodology Revisions Announced, July I1, 2007. This supports

the position that issuers were aware of the declining quality of

subprime mortgages but did not disclose it to the ratings agencies.

2 A "FICO score" is a method of rating borrower ability to pay. "LTV" is the loan to value ratio, a measure
of the likelihood that the mortgage collateral may be sufficient in the event of default
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74. RePorts published by S&P and Moody's over the last nine months have 

revealed facts that are contrary to the HBKlDBSl claims in the DIP that rigorous loan-level due 

diligence was conducted and that poor quality loans were identified and eliminated from the Joan 

pools underlying the Gemstone VIl collateral. 

a. Gemstone VII was placed on credit watch by S&P in early July 

2007 - only four months after the deal closed. See S&PCorrect: 

Global CDO Deals Exposed 10 Sub prime RMBS Reviewed, July 

10,2007. 

b. S&P published a report questioning the "data quality" provided 

during the rating process by COO issuers. S&P's analysis 

indicates that it was provided with inaccurate infonnation 

"regarding the loan and borrower characteristics" (including FICO 

scores, LTV, ownership status, etc.).2 The same report states that 

underwriting standards declined and misrepresentations increased 

"in excess of historical precedents and our initial assumptions" 

with respect to 2006 subprime loan originations. S&PCorrecl: 

612 u.P.S. Subprime RMBS Classes Put on Walch Neg; 

Methodology Revisions Announced, July 11, 2007. This supports 

the position that issuers were aware of the declining quality of 

subprime mortgages but did not disclose it to the ratings agencies. 

A "FICO score" is a method ofraling borrower ability to pay. "LTV" is the loan 10 value ratio, a measure 
of the likelihood that the mortgage collateral may be sufficient in the event of default 
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c. The same S&P report states that S&P's rating methodology for

subprime CDOs was revised such that "a higher degree of

correlation will be used" in evaluating risk of subprime bonds.

This shows that the diversification and non-correlation

assumptions underlying the Gemstone VI] CDO were false.

d. S&P has reported that "almost 65% of the bonds and indexes that

track subprime mortgage debt don't meet the ratings criteria in

place when they were sold." In addition, "of the 300 bonds and

ABX indexes ... 190 failed to meet the credit support standard"

associated with their ratings and "I 15 of 120 securities in the BBB

or BBB- rated portions of the mortgage-backed securities would

have failed S&P's criteria." S&P, Moody's Masking S200 Billion

of Subprime Bond Risk (Bloomberg, June 29, 2007). This

indicates that the ratings assigned to subprime bonds and tranches

of subprime CDOs were inaccurate and did not reflect the true

level of risk associated with those investments.

e. Even today, the ratings associated with subprime bonds and CDOs

are inflated and inaccurate. A recent Bloomberg article indicates

that "all but 6 of the 80 AAA [bonds underlying the ABX index]

failed an S&P test for investment-grade status, which requires

credit support to be twice the percentage of troubled collateral."

Moody's, S&P Defer Cuts on AAA Subprime, Hiding Loss
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subprime COOs was revised such that "a higher degree of 

correlation will be used" in evaluating risk of subprime bonds. 

This shows that the diversification and non-correlation 

assumptions underlying the Gemstone VII CDO were false. 

d. S&P has reported that "almost 65% of the bonds and indexes that 

track subprime mortgage debt don't meet the ratings criteria in 

place when they were sold." In addition, "of the 300 bonds and 

ABX indexes ... 190 failed to meet the credit support standard" 
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or BBB- rated portions of the mortgage-backed securities would 

have failed S&P's criteria." S&P, Moody's Masking $200 Billion 

of Sub prime Bond Risk (Bloomberg, June 29, 2007). This 

indicates that the ratings assigned to subprime bonds and tranches 

of subprime COOs were inaccurate and did not reflect the true 

level of risk associated with those investments. 

e. Even today, the ratings associated with subprime bonds and CDOs 

are inflated and inaccurate. A recent Bloomberg article indicates 

that "all but 6 of the 80 AAA [bonds underlying the ABX index] 

failed an S&P test for investment-grade status, which requires 

credit support to be twice the percentage of troubled collateral." 

Moody's, S&P Defer Cuts on AAA Sub prime, Hiding Loss 
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(Bloomberg, March 11, 2008). The same article identified, as an

example, Deutsche Bank Bond ACE 2005-HE-7 A2D, which was

rated AAA in early March 2008, even though 43% of the

underlying mortgages were delinquent, 1 80/% of its loans were in

foreclosure, 15% of the properties have been seized by lenders, and

about 10% had been delinquent for more than 90 days. When this

bond was created, Moody's and S&P required capital support to

cover a loss rate of no more than 7% for the last three loss

categories combined.

f. Subprime bonds issued in 2006 and early 2007 were the "worst

performing ever." Subprime Mortgages Slipping Into Default at a

Rapid Pace (International Herald Tribune, October 8, 2007). This

shows that underwriting standards were materially relaxed in 2006

without disclosure to investors and that the quality of loans

underlying subprime securities substantially deteriorated during

that timeframe, again without disclosure.

75. Other media reports have disclosed additional relevant information

reflecting that defendants' representations relating to mortgage quality and due diligence were

false.

a. Clayton Holdings, the largest subprime loan due diligence provider

and a vendor for HBK and DBSI, estimates that in 2006, 30% of

the loans included in securitized portfolios were "exception" loans
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underlying mortgages were delinquent, 18010 of its loans were in 

foreclosure, 15% of the properties have been seized by lenders, and 

about 10% had been delinquent for more than 90 days. When this 

bond was created, Moody's and S&P required capital support to 

cover a loss rate of no more than 7% for the last three loss 

categories combined. 

f. Subprime bonds issued in 2006 and early 2007 were the "worst 

performing ever." Sub prime Mortgages Slipping Into Default at a 

Rapid Pace (International Herald Tribune, October 8, 2007). This 

shows that underwriting standards were materiidly relaxed in 2006 

without disclosure to investors and that the quality ofloans 

underlying subprime securities substantially deteriorated during 

that timeframe, again without disclosure. 

75. Other media reports have disclosed additional relevant information 

reflecting that defendants' representations relating to mortgage quality and due diligence were 

false. 

a. Clayton Holdings, the largest subprime loan due diligence provider 

and a vendor for HBK and DBSI, estimates that in 2006, 30% of 
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(i.e., nonconforming loans which did not meet underwriting

standards often due to indicia of fraud); some securitizations

contained more than 50% exception loans. The Securitization

Bubble (National Law Journal, March 17, 2008).

b. Some investment bank securitizers entered into agreements with

originators that no more than 2.5% of subprime loans offered for

sale would be rejected. Auditor: Supervisors Covered Up Risky

Loans (National Public Radio Website, May 28, 2008).

c. Between 2001 and 2006, the number of loan review contractors

working for Clayton rose from 150 to 900. Clayton's revenues

rose from $19 million in 2000 to $239 million in 2006. This sort

of growth indicates declining quality of the due diligence reviews

that were being conducted. Sub-Prime Mortgage Watchdogs Kept

on Leash (LA. Times, March 17, 2008). "As time passed, Clayton

executives said, Wall Street firms and their investor customers

accepted increasing levels of default and fraud in subprime loans

as they grew to trust software designed- to offset those risks by

charging higher interest rates....." Id. These increased risks were

not disclosed. This is especially misleading in view of the fact that

Gemstone VII was marketed by emphasizing the performance of

earlier Gemstone deals, which utilized stricter underwriting

standards.
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of growth indicates declining quality of the due diligence reviews 

that were being conducted. Sub-Prime Mortgage Watchdogs Kept 

on Leash (LA. Times, March 17, 2008). "As time passed, Clayton 

executives said, Wall Street firms and their investor customers 

accepted increasing levels of default and fraud in subprime loans 
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charging higher interest rates .... " Id. These increased risks were 

not disclosed. This is especially misleading in view of the fact that 
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earlier Gemstone deals, which utilized stricter underwriting 
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d. "Early in the decade, a securities firm might have asked Clayton to

review 25% to 40% of the sub-prime loans in a pool, compared

with typically 10% in 2006." Id 'Loan buyers who kept the

mortgages as an investment instead of packaging them into

securities would have 50% to 100% of the loans examined." This

shows that underwriting standards declined dramatically in 2006,

which was not disclosed to M&T, and that the due diligence

representations in the HBK/DBSI offering materials were

misleading. It would also show that using the performance of the

earlier Gemstone deals to market the Gemstone VII CDO was

misleading and fraudulent.

e. Early in the decade, originators would not make subprime loans for

more than 80% of a property's value. During 2006, loans for

100% of the home's value were common. Id. This decline in

underwriting standards was clearly known to HBK and DBSI, but

was not disclosed.

f. Adjustable Rate Mortgages: Almost all of the major subprime

originators, including those used by HBK and DBSI, evaluated

borrowers' "ability to pay" solely on their ability to pay the initial

"teaser" rates. Many borrowers were demonstrably unable to pay

at the re-set rates. This risk was not disclosed in the Gemstone

offering materials. HBK's representations regarding "loan-level"
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more than 80% of a property's value. During 2006, loans for 

100% of the home's value were common. Id. This decline in 

underwriting standards was clearly known to HBK and DBSI, but 
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f. Adjustable Rate Mortgages: Almost all ofthe major subprime 

originators, including those used by HBK and DBSI, evaluated 
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"teaser" rates. Many borrowers were demonstrably unable to pay 
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due diligence indicates that it should have identified, disclosed,

and mitigated any risks of this type. There are no disclosures in

the Gemstone offering materials regarding the risks attendant to

ARM re-sets and whether borrowers will be able to pay the higher

rates. Recent media reports have forecast massive defaults in mid-

2008 because of borrowers' inability to pay re-set, higher rates. If

these risks had been disclosed to M&T, it would not have

purchased the Gemstone VI notes.

76. If M&T had been aware of the true facts regarding the Gemstone VII

notes, the underlying collateral, the due diligence and underwriting practices relating to the

collateral, the ratings of the Gemstone VII notes, the dependence of the notes on continued home

price appreciation, the earlier Gemstone deals, or the other matters discussed above, M&T would

not have purchased the notes.

77. M&T acted with reasonable diligence in connection with its purchase of

the Gemstone VII notes. A reasonably diligent investor would not have discovered defendants'

misrepresentations or omissions relating to the notes.

78. M&T's damages from its investment in the Gemstone VII notes were

directly caused by the very matters that defendants misrepresented, omitted, and failed to

truthfully and completely disclose.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Common Law Fraud)

79. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs I through 78.
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collateral, the ratings of the Gemstone VII notes, the dependence of the notes on continued home 

price appreciation, the earlier Gemstone deals, or the other matters discussed above, M&T would 

not have purchased the notes. 

77. M&T acted with reasonable diligence in connection with its purchase of 

the Gemstone VII notes. A reasonably diligent investor would not have discovered defendants' 

misrepresentations or omissions relating to the notes. 

78. M&T's damages from its investment in the Gemstone VII notes were 

directly caused by the very matters that defendants misrepresented, omitted, and failed to 
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80. As described above, the Gemstone offering materials contain numerous

material misrepresentations and omissions. In addition, DBSI and HBK made numerous

material oral misrepresentations and omissions to M&T in connection with the Gemstone VII

notes, many of which are set forth above in paragraphs 12 and 30-36.

81. Gemstone Ltd. and Gemstone Corp. (as issuers of the Gemstone VII

notes) are directly responsible and liable for these misrepresentations and omissions. DBSI, as

the broker-dealer that sold the notes directly to M&T, and HBK, as the Collateral Manager,

drafted the Gemstone offering materials and directly solicited M&T to purchase the notes. They

are liable for their oral misrepresentations and omissions and the misrepresentations and

omissions in the Gemstone offering materials. The misrepresentations and omissions by

Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK Investments were intentional and were made

with knowledge of their falsity or were (at the very least) reckless.

82. M&T justifiably relied on the misrepresentations described above. The

Gemstone VII CDO is an extraordinarily complex financial instrument. It would not have been

possible to discover defendants' misrepresentations and omissions without extensive expertise,

and unreasonable expenditure of resources to analyze the Gemstone VII CDO and the collateral,

all of which M&T justifiably relied on defendants to do. Indeed, defendants solicited M&T to

purchase the notes specifically on the basis of their expertise in conducting this sort of due

diligence and analysis and sold the fact that investors could rely on them rather than conduct

such due diligence themselves.

83. HBK Partners and HBK Management, as general partners of HBK, are

liable for HBK's fraud.
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80. As described above, the Gemstone offering materials contain numerous 
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omissions in the Gemstone offering materials. The misrepresentations and omissions by 
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84. As a result of the foregoing, M&T is entitled to judgment directing

rescission of its purchase of the Gemstone VI] notes and directing return to M&T of the purchase

price of the notes, together with interest. M&T hereby tenders the notes to DBSI.

85. In the alternative, as a result of the foregoing, Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone

Corp., DBSI,, HBK, HBK Partners, and HBK Management are liable to M&T in an amount

sufficient to compensate for the damages suffered by M&T as a result of their fraud, which

amount exceeds $82 million.

86. In addition, because the fraud of DBSI, Gemstone Corp., Gemstone Ltd.,

and HBK was intentional, willful, and malicious, M&T is entitled to an award of punitive

damages in an amount exceeding $100 million.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Aiding and Abetting Common Law Fraud)

87. Repeats the allegations in paragraph I through 86.

88. As described in paragraphs 4-5, 19-20, 23, 65, and 69 above, Deutsche

Bank Trust, the trustee of the trusts which purchased and held the Gemstone VII collateral, and

Deutsche Bank AG, the counterparty on the credit default swaps, provided substantial and

material assistance to advance the fraud described in the first cause of action.

89. Because of their affiliation with DBSI and their close, ongoing business

relationship with HBK, Deutsche Bank Trust and Deutsche Bank AG had knowledge of the

fraud described in the first cause of action and intentionally assisted in its commission.

90. Deutsche Bank Trust and Deutsche Bank AG are liable to M&T for the
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84. As a result of the foregoing, M&T is entitled to judgment directing 

rescission of its purchase of the Gemstone vn notes and directing return to M&T of the purchase 

price of the notes, together with interest. M&T hereby tenders the notes to DBSI. 
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sufficient to compensate for the damages suffered by M&T as a result of their fraud, which 

amount exceeds $82 million. 

86. In addition, because the fraud ofDBSI, Gemstone Corp., Gemstone Ltd., 

and HBK was intentional, willful, and malicious, M&T is entitled to an award of punitive 

damages in an amount exceeding $100 million. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Aiding and Abetting Common Law Fra,.d) 

87. Repeats the allegations in paragraph 1 through 86. 

88. As described in paragraphs 4-5, 19-20, 23, 65, and 69 above, Deutsche 

Bank Trust, the trustee of the trusts which purchased and held the Gemstone VII collateral, and 

Deutsche Bank AG, the counterparty on the credit default swaps, provided substantial and 

material assistance to advance the fraud described in the first cause of action. 

89. Because of their affiliation with DBSI and their close, ongoing business 

relationship with HBK, Deutsche Bank Trust and Deutsche Bank AG had knowledge of the 
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damage caused by their unlawful conduct, in an amount exceeding $82 million.

91. In addition, because the unlawful conduct of Deutsche Bank Trust and

Deutsche Bank AG was intentional, willful, and malicious, M&T is entitled to an award of

punitive damages in an amount exceeding $100 million.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(Negligent Misrepresentation)

92. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs I through 91.

93. Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK were each aware that its

misrepresentations and omissions would be used and relied on by M&T in determining to

purchase the Gemstone VII notes.

94. Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK intended that M&T rely

on their misrepresentations and omissions in purchasing the Gemstone VII notes, and M&T did

so. If M&T had been aware of the true facts regarding the Gemstone VII notes, the underlying

collateral, the dependence of the notes on continued home price appreciation, and the due

diligence and underwriting practices relating to the collateral, it would not have purchased the

notes.

95. DBSI was the direct seller of the Gemstone VI] notes to M&T. HBK, as

Collateral Manager for the Gemstone Trust, owed a fiduciary duty to M&T. As issuers of the

Gemstone VII notes, Gemstone Ltd. and Gemstone Corp. have a direct contractual relationship

with M&T. DBSI and HBK communicated directly with M&T (on behalf of themselves and

Gemstone Ltd. and Gemstone Corp.) in making the misrepresentations and omissions described

above, in soliciting M&T to purchase the Gemstone VII notes in reliance on their
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misrepresentations and omissions, and in procuring and consummating the sale of the Gemstone

VI] notes based on their misrepresentations and omissions.

96. As a result of the foregoing, M&T is entitled to judgment directing

rescission of its purchase of the Gemstone VII notes and directing return to M&T of the purchase

price of the notes, together with interest. M&T hereby tenders the notes.

97. In the alternative, as a result of the foregoing, Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone

Corp., DBSI, and HBK are liable to M&T in an amount sufficient to compensate for the damage

caused by their unlawful conduct, which amount exceeds $82 million.

98. HBK Partners and HBK Management, as general partners of HBK, are

liable for its negligent misrepresentations.

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty)

99. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs I through 98.

100. M&T, as an owner of two of the Gemstone VII notes, is a beneficiary of

the Gemstone Trust. Deutsche Bank Trust, as trustee of the Gemstone Trust, owes a fiduciary

duty to M&T.

101. HBK, as collateral manager for the Gemstone Trust, owes a fiduciary duty

to the Gemstone VI] noteholders, including M&T.

102. Deutsche Bank Trust and HBK breached their fiduciary duties to the

Gemstone VII noteholders, including M&T, by, among other things, failing to properly monitor

the collateral and mitigate losses to the Trust, and by failing to disclose known quality and
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to the Gemstone VII noteholders, including M&T. 

102. Deutsche Bank Trust and HBK breached their fiduciary duties to the 

Gemstone VII noteholders, including M&T, by, among other things, failing to properly monitor . 

the collateral and mitigate losses to the Trust, and by failing to disclose known quality and 
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performance problems with the subprime loans underlying the collateral and thereby aiding and

abetting the fraud of the primary wrongdoers identified in the first cause of action. Finally, HBK

breached its fiduciary duties to M&T by making the misrepresentations and omissions referenced

in the first cause of action.

103. HBK Partners and HBK Management, as general partners of HBK, are

liable for HBK's breaches of fiduciary duty.

104. Deutsche Bank Trust, HBK, HBK Partners, and HI3K Management are

liable to M&T for the damage caused by their breaches of fiduciary duty, in an amount

exceeding $82 million.

105. In addition, M&T is entitled to an accounting of all amounts received by

HBK and Deutsche Bank Trust from M&T or in connection with the Gemstone VII notes,

together with judgment imposing a constructive trust on all such amounts for the benefit of

M&T.

106. In addition, because the breaches of fiduciary duty by Deutsche Bank

Trust and HBK were intentional, willful and malicious, M&T is entitled to an award of punitive

damages in an amount exceeding $100 million.

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Aiding and Abetting Breach of Fiduciary Duty)

107. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs I through 106.

108. DBSI, as seller of the Gemstone VII notes, and Deutsche Bank AG, as

counterparty on the credit default swaps, aided and abetted the breaches of fiduciary duty by
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performance problems with the subprime loans Wlderlying the collateral and thereby aiding and 

abetting the fraud of the primary wrongdoers identified in the first cause of action. Finally, HBK 

breached its fiduciary duties to M&T by making the misrepresentations and omissions referenced 

in the fust cause of action. 

103. HBK Partners and HBK Management, as general partners ofHBK, are 

liable for HBK's breaches of fiduciary duty. 

104. Deutsche Bank Trust, HBK, HBK Partners, and HBK Management are 

liable to M&T for the damage caused by their breaches of fiduciary duty, in an amount 

exceeding $S2 million. 

lOS. In addition, M&T is entitled to an accoWlting of all amounts received by 

HBK and Deutsche Bank Trust from M&T or in connection with the Gemstone VII notes, 

together with judgment imposing a constructive trust on all such amounts for the benefit of 

M&T. 

106. In addition, because the breaches of fiduciary duty by Deutsche Bank 

. Trust and HBK were intentional, willful and malicious, M&T is entitled to an award of punitive 

damages in an amount exceeding $100 million. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Aiding and Abetting Breach of Fiduciary Duty) 

107. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 106. 

lOS. DBSI, as seller of the Gemstone VII notes, and Deutsche Bank AG, as 

counterparty on the credit default swaps, aided and abetted the breaches of fiduciary duty by 
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Deutsche Bank Trust and HBK by knowingly providing material assistance to such breaches of

fiduciary duty.

109. DBSI provided that assistance by purchasing the Gemstone VII notes and

offering them for sale in an unregistered offering, purportedly under SEC Rule 144A. In

addition, the Gemstone offering materials (published in the name of DBSI, among others) were

materially false. DBSI was aware of this and participated in making the misrepresentations and

omissions contained in those offering materials.

110. Deutsche Bank AG assisted with the breaches of fiduciary duty of

Deutsche Bank Trust and HBK by providing $600 million of collateral through the credit default

swaps. The Reference Obligations underlying the credit default swaps were subject to the same

misrepresentations and omissions regarding inflated ratings, quality and performance, exception

loans, dependence on continued home price appreciation, and due diligence and underwriting, as

were the cash bonds discussed above. As counterparty on the credit default swaps, Deutsche

Bank AG was aware of these misrepresentations and omissions and failed to disclose them.

Deutsche Bank AG was aware that its conduct provided material and substantial assistance to

Deutsche Bank Trust and HBK in breaching their fiduciary duties.

111. DBSI and Deutsche Bank AG are liable to M&T for the damages caused

by their unlawful conduct, in an amount exceeding $82 million.

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Breach of Contract)

112. Repeats the allegations in paragraph I through 111.

113. On February 21, 2007, M&T and DBSI entered into a contract pursuant to
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Deutsche Bank Trust and HBK by knowingly providing material assistance to such breaches of 

fiduciary duty. 

109. DBSI provided that assistance by purchasing the Gemstone VII notes and 

offering them for sale in an unregistered offering, purportedly under SEC Rule I44A. In 

addition, the Gemstone offering materials (published in the name ofDBSI, among others) were 

materially false. DBSI was aware of this and participated in making the misrepresentations and 

omissions contained in those offering materials. 

110. Deutsche Bank AG assisted with the breaches of fiduciary duty of 

Deutsche Bank Trust and HBK by providing $600 million of collateral through the credit default 

swaps. The Reference Obligations underlying the credit default swaps were subject to the same 

misrepresentations and omissions regarding inflated ratings, quality and performance, exception 

loans, dependence on continued home price appreciation, and due diligence and underwriting, as 

were the cash bonds discussed above. As counterparty on the credit default swaps, Deutsche 

Bank AG was aware of these misrepresentations and omissions and failed to disclose them. 

Deutsche Bank AG was aware that its conduct provided material and substantial assistance to 

Deutsche Bank Trust and HBK in breaching their fiduciary duties. 

111. DBS} and Deutsche Bank AG are liable to M&T for the damages caused 

by their unlawful conduct, in an amount exceeding $82 million. 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breacb of Contract) 

112. Repeats the allegations in paragraph 1 through 111. 

113. On February 21, 2007, M&T and DBSI entered into a contract pursuant to 
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which M&T purchased, and DBSI sold, the Gemstone VII notes. It was a material term of that

contract that the representations made orally by DBSI and HBK and set forth in writing in the

Gemstone offering materials were true and correct and that all material information had been

disclosed to M&T. DBSI breached its contract with M&T, and breached its implied covenant of

good faith and fair dealing in connection with that contract, because the representations made in

connection with the sale of the notes were false and DBSI failed to disclose material information

to M&T, including without limitation the fact that the notes were a high-risk bet that housing

prices in the United States would continue to rise, the fact that the collateral underlying the notes

was low-quality and impaired, the fact that the due diligence and monitoring of the Gemstone

VII collateral was inadequate, the fact that the loss projection and default models used in the

Gemstone VII CDO were unreliable and wrong, the fact that the ratings of the notes were falsely

inflated, and the fact that the tranched structure of the notes did not confer the safety benefits

represented by DBSI.

114. Deutsche Bank Trust entered into a Indenture Agreement, dated as of

March 15, 2007 (the "Indenture") with Gemstone Ltd. and Gemstone Corp. The Indenture

Agreement provided, among other things, the terms on which Deutsche Bank Trust acted as

trustee of the Gemstone VII collateral. As a Gemstone VII noteholder, M&T was a third-party

beneficiary of the Indenture.

115. Under the Indenture, Deutsche Bank Trust agreed, expressly and/or

impliedly, to disclose all material information to M&T and that it would exercise its rights under

the Indenture and associated agreements (including without limitation the Management

Agreement) to protect M&T's interests as a noteholder. Deutsche Bank Trust breached its
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which M&T purchased, and DBS} sold, the Gemstone VII notes. It was a material tenn of that 

contract that the representations made orally by DBSI and HBK and set forth in writing in the 

Gemstone offering materials were true and correct and that all material information had been 

disclosed to M&T. DBSI breached its contract with M&T, and breached its implied covenant of 

good faith and fair dealing in connection with that contract, because the representations made in 

connection with the sale of the notes were false and DBSI failed to disclose material information 

to M&T, including without limitation the fact that the notes were a high-risk bet that housing 

prices in the United States would continue to rise, the fact that the collateral underlying the notes 

was low-quality and impaired, the fact that the due diligence and monitoring of the Gemstone 

VII collateral was inadequate, the fact that the loss projection and default models used in the 

Gemstone VII COO were unreliable and wrong, the fact that the ratings ofthe notes were falsely 

inflated, and the fact that the tranched structure of the notes did not confer the safety benefits 

represented by DBSI. 

114. Deutsche Bank Trust entered into a Indenture Agreement, dated as of 

March 15, 2007 (the "Indenture") with Gemstone Ltd. and Gemstone Corp. The Indenture . 

Agreement provided, among other things, the terms on which Deutsche Bank Trust acted as 

trustee of the Gemstone VII collateral. As a Gemstone VII noteholder, M&T was a third-party 

beneficiary of the Indenture. 

115. Under the Indenture, Deutsche Bank Trust agreed, expressly and/or 

impliedly, to disclose all material information to M&T and that it would exercise its rights under 

the Indenture and associated agreements (including without limitation the Management 

Agreement) to protect M&T's interests as a noteholder. Deutsche Bank Trust breached its 
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contractual obligations under the Indenture, because it did not remove HBK as collateral

manager or require HBK to mitigate losses under the Indenture by selling collateral. In addition,

HBK breached its obligations under the Indenture by failing to disclose to M&T that the ratings

of the Gemstone VII collateral were inflated, the known quality and performance problems with

the collateral, that the due diligence and monitoring of the Gemstone VII collateral was

inadequate, that the loan loss and default projection models used in the Gemstone VII CDO were

unreliable and wrong, and that the collateral was dependent on continued home price

appreciation. This conduct also constituted a breach of Deutsche Bank Trust's obligation of

good faith and fair dealing under the Indenture.

116. DBSI and Deutsche Bank Trust are liable to M&T for the damages caused

by their breaches of contract, in an amount exceeding $82 million.

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(General Business Law § 350)

117. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs I through 116.

118. The Gemstone offering materials constituted "advertising" under General

Business Law § 350. The Gemstone offering materials were prepared and used to solicit

investors by defendants Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK. As discussed above,

those materials were materially misleading.

119. The conduct of DBSI and HBK in issuing the Gemstone offering materials

violated General Business Law § 350.

120. Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HIBK are liable to M&T for

the damages caused by their unlawful false advertising, in an amount exceeding $82 million.
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contractual obligati~ns under the Indenture, because it did not remove HBK as collateral . 

manager or require HBK to mitigate losses under the Indenture by seIling collateral. In addition, 

HBK breached its obligations under the Indenture by failing to disclose to M&T that the ratings 

of the Gemstone VII collateral were inflated, the known quality and perfonnance problems with 

the collatera~ that the due diligence and monitoring of the Gemstone VII collateral was 

inadequate, that the loan loss and default projection models used in the Gemstone VII CDO were 

unreliable and wrong, and that the collateral was dependent on continued home price 

appreciation. This conduct also constituted a breach of Deutsche Bank Trust's obligation of 

good faith and fair dealing under the Indenture. 

116. DBSI and Deutsche Bank Trust are liable to M&T for the damages caused 

by their breaches of contract, in an amount exceeding $82 million. 

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(General Business Law § 350) 

117. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 116. 

118. The Gemstone offering materials constituted "advertising" under deneral 

Business Law § 350. The Gemstone offering materials were prepared and used to solicit 

investors by defendants Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK. As discussed above, 

those materials were materially misleading. 

119. The conduct ofDBSl and HBK in issuing the Gemstone offering materials 

violated General Business Law § 350. 

120. Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK are liable to M&T for 

the damages caused by their unlawful false advertising, in an amount exceeding $82 million. 
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121. The conduct of Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK in

violating General Business Law § 350 was intentional willful and malicious. As a result, they

are liable to M&T for punitive damages in an amount exceeding $100 million.

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(General Business Law § 349)

122. Repeats the allegations in paragraph I through 121.

123. The Gemstone offering materials were materially misleading, as set forth

above.

124. The sale of the Gemstone VII notes was within the scope of General

Business Law § 349. It was not an individually negotiated transaction. Upon information and

belief, the notes were offered to a wide variety of different purchasers on uniform terms that

were not subject to negotiation.

125. The misrepresentations and material omissions in the Gemstone offering

materials were likely to (and did) mislead reasonable purchasers acting reasonably under the

circumstances.

126. The conduct of Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBS1, and HBK, in

soliciting investors and offering the Gemstone VII notes through use of the Gemstone offering

materials was in violation of General Business Law § 349.

127. Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK are liable to M&T for

the damages caused by their unlawful conduct, in an amount exceeding $82 million.

128. The conduct of Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK in
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121. The conduct of Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK in 

violating General Business Law § 350 was intentional willful and malicious. As a result, they 

are liable to M&T for punitive damages in an amount exceeding $100 million. 

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(General Business Law § 349) 

122. Repeats the allegations in paragraph I through 121. 

123. The Gemstone offering materials were materially misleading, as set forth 

above. 

124. The sale of the Gemstone VII notes was within the scope of General 

Business Law § 349. It was not an individually negotiated trarisaction. Upon information and 

belief, the notes were offered to a wide variety of different purchasers on uniform terms that 

were not subject to negotiation. 

125. The misrepresentations and material omissions in the Gemstone offering 

materials were likely to (and did) mislead reasonable purchasers acting reasonably under the 

circumstances. 

126. The conduct of Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK, in 

soliciting investors and offering the Gemstone VII notes through use of the Gemstone offering 

materials was in violation of General Business Law § 349. 

127. G~mstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK are liable to M&T for 

the damages caused by their unlawful conduct, in an amount exceeding $82 million. 

128. The conduct of Gemstone Ltd., Gemstone Corp., DBSI, and HBK in 
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violating General Business Law § 349 was intentional willful and malicious. As a result, they

are liable to M&T for punitive damages in an amount exceeding $100 million.

NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Rescission of Contract)

129. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 128.

130. As a result of the material misrepresentations and omissions described

above, M&T is entitled to judgment rescinding the contract of sale for the Gemstone VII notes

and directing DBSI to return the purchase price for the notes, together with interest. M&T

hereby tenders its Gemstone VII notes to DBSL.

TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Rescission of Contract/Iflegality)

131. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 130.

132. The contract of sale pursuant to which DBSI sold the Gemstone VII notes

to M&T was unlawful because it included misrepresentations and material omissions in violation

of New York and federal law, including the New York Martin Act (N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law § 352-

c), General Business Law § 349, General Business Law § 350, and section 17 of the Securities

Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C. § 77q, and the regulations promulgated thereunder.

133. Because the contract of sale was illegal, M&T is entitled to judgment

rescinding the contract of sale for the Gemstone VII notes and directing return of the purchase

price for the notes, together with interest. M&T hereby tenders its Gemstone VII notes to DBSI.
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violating General Business Law § 349 was intentional willful and malicious. As a result, they 

are liable to M&T for punitive damages in an amount-exceeding $100 million. 

NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Rescission of Contract) 

129. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 128. 

130. As a resuh of the material misrepresentations and omissions described 

above, M&T is entitled to judgment rescinding the contract of sale for the Gemstone VII notes 

and directing nBSI to return the purchase price for the notes, together with interest. M&T 

hereby tenders its Gemstone VII notes to DBSI. 

TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Rescission of ContractJIUegaUty) 

131. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 130. 

132. The contract of sale pursuant to which DBSI sold the Gemstone VII notes 

to M&T was unlawful because it included misrepresentations and material omissions in violation 

of New York and federal law, including the New York Martin Act (N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law § 352-

c), General Business Law § 349, General Business Law § 350, and section 17 of the Securities 

Act of 1933,15 U.S.C. § 77q, and the regulations promulgated thereunder. 

133. Because the contract of sale was illegal, M&T is entitled to judgment 

rescinding the contract of sale for the Gemstone vn notes and directing return of the purchase 

price for the notes, together with interest. . M&T hereby tenders its Gemstone VII notes to DBSI. 
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ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Mutual Mistake)

134. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 133.

135. M&T pleads this tenth cause of action in the alternative to its contention

that DBSI intentionally defrauded it.

136. M&T entered into the contract to purchase the Gemstone VII notes based

on the following mistakes of fact:

a. That the collateral underlying the Gemstone VII notes was

diversified and not correlated.

b. That the Gemstone VII notes had actually and objectively satisfied

the standards to be rated AAA by S&P and Aaa by Moody's.

c. That the same underwriting and due diligence standards had been

applied to Gemstone VII as to the earlier Gemstone CDOs.

d. That the overcollateralization and tranched structure of the

Gemstone VI] CDO would protect M&T's notes from losses or

declines in value.

e. That the safety and stability of the Gemstone VI] was not

dependent upon continuing appreciation of home prices in the

United States market.

f. That the safety and stability of the Gemstone VII notes was
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ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Mutual Mbtake) 

134. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 133. 

135. M&T pleads this tenth cause of action in the alternative to its contention 

that DBSI intentionally defrauded it. 

136. M&T entered into the contract to purchase the Gemstone VlI notes based 

on the following mistakes offaet: 

a. That the collateral underlying the Gemstone VII notes was 

diversified and not correlated. 

b. That the Gemstone VII notes had actually and objectively satisfied 

the standards to be rated AAA by S&P and Aaa by Moody's. 

c. That the same underwriting and due diligence standards had been 

applied to Gemstone VII as to the earlier Gemstone CDOs. 

d. That the overcollateralization and tranched structure ofthe 

Gemstone Vll CDO would protect M&T's notes from losses or 

declines in value. 

e. That the safety and stability of the Gemstone VU was not 

dependent upon continuing appreciation of home prices in the 

United States market 

f. That the safety and stability of the Gemstone VII notes was 
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commensurate with other debt instruments paying interest at the

rate of approximately 3.37% to 3.58%.

g. That the loss and default models applied by the rating companies

and by defendants to the Gemstone VII notes were reasonable,

accurate, and reliable for predicting the performance of the

Gemstone VII notes.

137. If DBSI was also unaware of and mistaken about any of the foregoing

facts, then the contract of sale for the Gemstone notes was based upon a mutual mistake of

material fact.

138. In that event, M&T is entitled to rescission of that contract and return of

its purchase price for the notes, together with interest. M&T hereby tenders the Gemstone VH

notes to DBSI.

TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Unjust Enrichment)

139. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs I through 138.

140. As a result of their fraud and other wrongful conduct, defendants have

been unjustly enriched. It would be inequitable and unjust to permit defendants to retain the

proceeds of their unlawful conduct.

141. M&T is entitled to judgment directing defendants to disgorge all amounts

received as a result of their fraudulent and wrongful conduct in connection with notes sold by

Gemstone VlI, including without limitation: the proceeds of the sales of the notes, all collateral
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commensurate with other debt instruments paying interest at the 

rate of approximately 3.37% to 3.58%. 

g. That the loss and default models applied by the rating companies 

and by defendants to the Gemstone vn notes were reasonable, 

accurate, and reliable for predicting the performance of the 

Gemstone VII notes. 

137. IfDBSI was also unaware of and mistaken about any of the foregoing 

facts, then the contract of sale for the Gemstone notes was based upon a mutual mistake of 

material fact. 

138. In that event, M&T is entitled to rescission of that contract and return of 

its purchase price for the notes, together with interest. M&T hereby tenders the Gemstone VII 

notes to DBSI. 

TWELFI1I CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Unjust Enrichment) 

139. Repeats the allegations in paragraphs I through 138. 

] 40. As a result of their fraud and other wrongful conduct, defendants have 

been unjustly enriched. It would be inequitable and unjust to permit defendants to retain the 

proceeds of their unlawful conduct. 

141. M&T is entitled to judgment directing defendants t~ disgorge a1l amounts 

received as a result of their fraudulent and wrongful conduct in connection with notes sold by 

Gemstone VII, including without limitation: the proceeds of the sales of the notes, all collateral 
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management fees, trustee fees, collateral administration fees, amounts received by Deutsche

Bank AG as counterparty on credit default swaps, distributions of any type from Gemstone VII,

commissions or sales fees, and amounts received from the Gemstone Vii CDO in transactions

involving the purchase of collateral.

WHEREFORE, M&T demands judgment as follows:

(I) On the first through eighth causes of action, monetary damages in an

amount sufficient to compensate M&T for its losses, which amount exceed $82 million.

(2) On the first, third, ninth, tenth, and eleventh causes of action, judgment

determining that the contract of sale between DBSI and M&T is rescinded, and directing DBSI

to return to M&T the purchase price for the Gemstone VII notes.

(3) On the fourth cause of action, judgment directing an accounting of all

amounts received by HBK and DBSI from M&T or in connection with the Gemstone VII notes,

together with judgment imposing a constructive trust on all such amounts for the benefit of

M&T.

(4) On the twelfth cause of action, judgment directing defendants to disgorge

all amounts received as a result of their wrongful conduct in connection with the Gemstone VII

CDO.

(5) On all causes of actions, an award of interest, costs and disbursements,

and anomeys' fees.

(6) An award of punitive damages in an amount exceeding $100 million.
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management fees, trustee fees, collateral administration fees, amoWlts received by Deutsche 

Bank AG as counterparty on credit default swaps, distributions of any type from Gemstone VII, 

commissions or sales fees, and amoWlts received from the Gemstone VII COO in transactions 

involving the purchase of collateral. 

WHEREFORE, M&T demands judgment as follows: 

(1) On the fIrst through eighth causes of action, monetary damages in an 

amount suffIcient to compensate M&T for its losses, which amount exceed $82 million. 

(2) On the first, third, ninth, tenth, and eleventh causes of action, judgment 

determining that the contract of sale between DBSI and M&T is rescinded, and directing DBSI 

to return to M&T the purchase price for the Gemstone VII notes. 

(3) On the fourth cause of action, judgment directing an accounting of all 

amounts received by HBK and DBSI from M&T or in connection with the Gemstone VII notes, 

together with judgment imposing a constructive trust on all such amounts for the benefit of 

M&T. 

(4) On the twelfth cause of action, judgment directing defendants to disgorge 

all amounts received as a result of their wrongful conduct in connection with the Gemstone VII 

CDO. 

(5) On all causes of actions, an award of interest, costs and disbursements, 

and attorneys' fees. 

(6) An award of punitive damages in an amount exceeding $100 million. 
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(7) Such further relief as the Court deems proper.

Date: June 16, 2008

HODGSON RUSS LLP

Jennifer Mucha
The Guaranty Building
140 Pearl Street, Suite 100
Buffalo, New York 14202
Telephone: (716) 856-4000

and

KORNSTEIN VEISZ WEXLER & POLLARD, LLP
Daniel J. Kornstein
Kevin J. Fee
757 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
Telephone: (212) 418-8610

BFLODOCS 2276050 vA
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(7) Such fw1her relief as the Court deems proper. 

Date: June 16, 2008 

BFLODOCS 2276050 vI 

e, 
Jody alvin 
Jennifer Mucha 

The Guaranty Building 
140 Pearl Street, Suite 100 
Buffalo, New York 14202 
Telephone: (716) 856-4000 

and 

KORNSTEIN VEISZ WEXLER & POLLARD, LLP 
Daniel J. Komstein 
Kevin J. Fee 
757 Third Avenue 
New York, NY 10017 
Telephone: (212) 418-8610 
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From: Stuber, Laura (HSGAC)
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2010 5:25 PM
To: 'barbara.wrightewellsfargo.com'
Subject: RE: Gemstone VII Information

Yes, thanks very much.

----- Original Message-----
From: barbara.wright()wellsfargo.com [mailto:barbara.wrightawellsfargo.comI
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2010 4:53 PM
To: Stuber, Laura (HSGAC)
Subject: RE: Gemstone VII Information

At this point the Gemstone bonds are not anticipated to pay anything, which is why they are currently'marked at

$0 (i.e., their current market value) in the Longshore III trustee reports. However, the bonds did pay some

interest over the years, as set forth on the attached chart. As you can see, the Class B's did pay some interest

into Longshore III until recently, on a declining basis. Longshore III has not liquidated, which is why there are

still trustee reports; Sagittarius has liquidated and the bonds were worthless at the liquidation, since the Class
C's had stopped'cash-flowing in 2007. Does this help?

----- Original Message-----
From: Stuber, Laura (HSGAC) rmailto:Laura Stuber(ihsgac.senate.gov1
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2010 2:38 PM
To: Wright, Barbara H
Subject: RE: Gemstone VII Information

Barbara,
Hi. I want to make sure I understand what you sent me. Did Longshore receive any return on its $30 million

purchase of Gemstone 7? I know you said that the bonds are currently marked at zero, but I wasn't sure if that

meant that the mark had changed post liquidation. Please let me know if I'm not understanding this correctly.

Thank you.

----- Original Message-----
From: barbara.wright(Qwellsfargo.com [mailto:barbara.wright().wellsfargo.com]
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2010 3:01 PM
To: Stuber, Laura (HSGAC)
Subject: RE: Gemstone VII Information

Hi Laura. First, I am attaching the most recent trustee's report for the Longshore III transaction which shows

the Gemstone 7 bonds marked at $0. (Note that these are not Wachovia's assets (or losses), but are collateral

held in a CDO.) I was also able to locate the "missing" $ 10 million -- SAI purchased $ 10 million of the Class

C's for another CDO it was managing called Sagittarius. Sagittarius went into default and was liquidated and no

value was received for the Gemstone 7 bonds at the time of liquidation. I hope this is helpful.
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$20MM GEMST 2007·7A B held by Longshore III $10MM GEMST 2007·7A C held by Longshore III $10MM GEMST 2007·7A C held by Sagittarius 

Period Date Principal Interest Period Date Principal Interest Period Date Principal Interest 

0 3/15/2007 0 0 0 3/15/2007 0 0 0 3/15/2007 0 0 

1 6/12/2007 0 298,320 1 6/12/2007 0 187,974 1 6/12/2007 0 187,974 

2 7/1212007 0 0 2 7/12/2007 0 0 2 7/12/2007 0 0 

3 8/13/2007 0 0 3 811312007 0 0 3 8/13/2007 0 0 

4 9/12/2007 0 308,711 4 9/12/2007 0 194,478 4 9/12/2007 0 194,478 

5 10/12/2007 0 0 5 10/1212007 0 0 5 10/12/2007 0 0 

6 11/13/2007 0 b 6 11/13/2007 0 0 6 11/13/2007 0 0 

7 1211212007 0 322,734 7 1211212007 0 0 7 12/1212007 0 0 

8 1/14/2008 0 0 8 1/14/2008 0 0 .8 1114/2008 0 0 

9 2/12/2008 0 0 9 2/12/2008 0 0 9 2/12/2008 0 0 

10 3/12/2008 0 293,854 10 3/12/2008 0 0 10 3/12/2008 0 0 

11 4/14/2008 0 0 11 4/14/2008 0 0 11 4/14/2008 0 0 

12 5/12/2008 0 0 12 5/12/2008 0 0 12 5/12/2008 0 0 

13 ·6/1212008 0 183,042 13 6/12/2008 0 0 13 6/12/2008 0 0 

14 7114/2008 0 0 14 7/14/2008 0 0 14 7/14/2008 0 0 

15 8112/2008 0 0 15 8/12/2008 0 0 15 811212008 0 0 

16 9/12/2008 0 177,164 16 9/12/2008 0 0 16 9112/2008 0 0 

17 10/14/2008 . 0 0 17 10/14/2008 0 0 17 10114/2008 0 0 

18 11/12/2008 0 0 18 11/12/2008 0 0 18 11/12/2008 0 0 

19 12/12/2008 0 176,881 19 12/12/2008 0 0 19 12/12/2008 0 0 

20 1/12/2009 0 0 20 111212009 0 0 20 111212009 0 0 

21 211212009 0 0 21 2/12/2009 0 0 21 2/12/2009 0 0 

22 3/12/2009 0 138,938 22 3/12/2009 0 0 22 3/12/2009 0 0 

23 4/14/2009 0 0 23 4/14/2009 0 0 23 4/14/2009 0 0 

24 5/12/2009 0 0 24 5/1212009 0 0 24 5/12/2009 0 0 

25 6/12/2009 0 102,797 25 6/12/2009 0 0 25 6/12/2009 0 0 

26 7/13/2009 0 0 26 7/13/2009 0 0 26 7/13/2009 0 0 

27 8/12/2009 0 0 27 811212009 0 0 27 8/12/2009 0 0 

28 9/14/2009 0 67,403 28 9/14/2009 0 0 28 9/14/2009 0 0 

29 10/13/2009 0 0 29 10/13/2009 0 0 29 10/13/2009 0 0 

30 11/12/2009 0 0 30 11/12/2009 0 0 30 11/12/2009 0 0 

31 12/14/2009 0 .49,529 31 12/14/2009 0 0 31 12/14/2009 0 0 

32 1/12/2010 0 0 32 111212010 0 0 32 111212010 0 0 

33 2/12/2010 0 0 33 2/1212010 0 0 33 2/12/2010 0 0 

34 3/12/2010 0 46,712 34 3/12/2010 0 0 34 3/12/2010 0 0 

35 4/12/2010 0 0 35 4/12/2010 0 0 35 4/12/2010 0 0 

36 5/12/2010 0 0 36 5/12/2010 0 0 36 5/12/2010 0 0 

37 6/14/2010 0 47,821 37 6/14/2010 0 0 37 6/14/2010 0 0 

38 7/1212010 0 0 38 7/12/2010 0 0 38 7/12/2010 0 0 

39 8/12/2010 0 0 39 8/12/2010 0 0 39 8/12/2010 0 0 

40 9/13/2010 0 170 40 9/13/2010 0 0 40 9/13/2010 0 0 

41 10/12/2010 0 0 41 10/12/2010 0 0 41 10/12/2010 0 0 



From: Farber, Seth [sfarberadeweyleboeuf.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 07, 2010 8:43 AM
To: Stuber, Laura (HSGAC)
Cc: Farber, Seth; Careiro, Vanessa (HSGAC); Petrella, Christina; Coleman, Ilona
Subject: Re: Another matter

Laura - in response to your question about the ultimate result of Commerzbank's Gemstone VII investment, the
investment has been transferred to the Bank's London branch and has been written down to zero. Seth

On Nov 22, 2010, at 10:12 AM, "Stuber, Laura \(HSGAC\)" <Laura Stuber(ahsgac.senate.gov> wrote:

Thanks Seth. I will give you a call after 2:00.

From: Farber, Seth [mailto:sfarber@deweyleboeuf.com]
Sent: Saturday, November 20, 2010 3:59 PM
To: Stuber, Laura (HSGAC)
Cc: Careiro, Vanessa (HSGAC); Petrella, Christina; Coleman, Ilona
Subject: RE: Another matter

Laura - I tried you on Friday at 4 pm, as we discussed, but just got voicemail. If you'd like to follow up on
Monday, my schedule is pretty clear after 2pm. Seth

Seth Farber

Partner

Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP

1301 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY 10019

Direct: +1 212 259 7227

General: +1 212 259 8000

Fax: +1 212 259 6333

sfarbercDdl.com

www.dl.com
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Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Farber, Seth [sfarber@deweyleboeuf.com) 
Tuesday, December 07,20108:43 AM 
Stuber, Laura (HSGAC) 

Subject: 
Farber, Seth; Careiro, Vanessa (HSGAC); Petrella, Christina; Coleman, Ilona 
Re: Another matter 

Laura - in response to your question about the ultimate result of Commerzbank's Gemstone VII investment, the 
investment has been transferred to the Bank's London branch and has been written down to zero. Seth 

On Nov 22,2010, at 10:12 AM, "Stuber, Laura \(HSGAC\)" <Laura Stuber@hsgac.senate.gov> wrote: 

Thanks Seth. I will give you a call after 2:00. 

From: Farber, Seth [mailto:sfarber@deweyleboeuf,com] 
Sent: Saturday, November 20, 20103:59 PM 
To: Stuber, Laura (HSGAC) 
Cc: careiro, Vanessa (HSGAC); Petrella, Christina; Coleman, Ilona 
Subject: RE: Another matter 

Laura - I tried you on Friday at 4 pm, as we discussed, but just got voicemail. If you'd like to follow up on 
Monday, my schedule is pretty clear after 2pm. Seth 

Seth Farber 

Partner 

Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP 

1301 Avenue of the Americas 

New York, NY 10019 

Direct: +1 2122597227 

General: +1 2122598000 

Fax: +1 2122596333 
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greglip~bbotgTO: jmcpassport(bbotg
cc:

08/23/2006 Subject: Re: Fwd: Wall Street Journal Today Wednesday August 23
11:31 AM

Message Sent: 08/23/2006 12:31:41
From: GREGLIP@BBOTGIGREG LIPPMANNIDEUTSCHE BANK SECUR117261328663
To: JMCPASSPORT@BBOTGIJEREMY COONIPASSPORT MANAGEMENTI

yes.. .as they r buying equity and shorting the single names..a bit deviou=
S..

----- Original Message -----
From: JEREMY COON, PASSPORT MANAGEMENT,
At: 8/23 12:27:13

and this chicago fund is rather bearish on housing yes?.....
----- Original Message ----
From: GREG LIPPMANN, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI
At: 8/23 12:24:20

chicago based hedge fund that is buying tons of cdo equity and shorting t=
he
single names...will send u a siiarl trade idea (thought we had discussed =
before)
----- Original Message -----
From: JEREMY COON, PASSPORT MANAGEMENT,
At: 8/23 11:34:58

what is magnetar?
----- Original Message -----
From: GREG LI[PPMANN, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI
At: 8/23 11:34:12

i do indeed when magnetar gets full which is soon it will be off to the r=
aces..
----- Original Message -----
From: JEREMY COON, PASSPORT MANAGEMENT,
At: 8/23 11:32:46

sounds good... .we are waiting for some new European funds to come in and =
then
plan on doing some more CDS with you.....u think we have a chance at crac=
king
the infernal CDO bid this fall and actually trading on fundamentals and
widening?
----- Original Message -----
From: GREG LIPPMANN, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI
At: 8/23 11:30:27

lets make a plan closer to the date
----- Original Message -----
From: JEREMY COON, PASSPORT MANAGEMENT,
At: 8/23 11:28:15

Permanent Subcommittee on Investivations
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greglip@bbotgTo: jmcpassport@bbotg 
cc: 

08/23/2006 
1l:31AM 

Message Sent: 08123/200612:31:41 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Wall Street Journal Today Wednesday August 23 

From: GREGLIP@BBOTGIGREG LIPPMANNIDEUTSCHE BANK SECURI117261328663 
To: JMCPASSPORT@BBOTGIJEREMY COONIPASSPORT MANAGEMENT, I I 

yes ... as they r buying equity and shorting the single names .. a bit deviou= 
s .. 
----- Original Message -----
From: JEREMY COON, PASSPORT MANAGEMENT, 
At: 8/23 12:27: 13 

and this chicago fund is rather bearish on housing yes? .... 
----- Original Message -----
From: GREG LIPPMANN, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURl 
At: 8/23 12:24:20 

chicago based hedge fund that is buying tons of cdo equity and shorting t= 
he 
single names ... will send u a siiarltrade idea (thought we had discussed = 
before) 
----- Original Message -----
From: JEREMY COON, PASSPORT MANAGEMENT, 
At: 8/23 11:34:58 

what is magnetar? 
----- Original Message -----
From: GREG LIPPMANN, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURl 
At: 8/2311:34:12 

i do indeed when magnetar gets full which is soon it will be off to the r= 
aces .. 
----- Original Message -----
From: JEREMY COON, PASSPORT MANAGEMENT, 
At: 8/23 11 :32:46 

sounds good .... we are waiting for some new European funds to come in and = 
then 
plan on doing some more CDS with you ..... u think we have a chance at crac= 
king 
the infernal CDO bid this fall and actually trading on fundamentals and 
widening? 
----- Original Message -----
From: GREG LIPPMANN, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI 
At: 8/23 11 :30:27 

lets make a plan closer to the date 
----- Original Message -----
From: JEREMY COON, PASSPORT MANAGEMENT, 
At: 8/23 11 :28: 15 
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cool... .hope to see ya down there
----- Original Message-
From: GREG LIPPMANN, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI
At: 8/23 11:25:22

absolutely...
----- Original Message-
From: JEREMY COON, PASSPORT MANAGEMENT,
At: 8/23 11:21:53

are you attending the ABS East Nov 5-8?
----- Original Message -----
From: GREG LIPPMANN, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI
At: 8/23 11:10:41

----- Original Message -----
From: Greg Lippmann <greg.lippmann(db.com>
At: 8/23 11:09:55

August 23, 2006

After the Boom
Housing Slump Proves Painful
For Some Owners and Builders
'Hard Landing' on the Coasts
Jolts Those Who Must Sell;
Ms. Guth Tries an Auction
'We're Preparing for the Worst'

By JAMES R. HAGERTY and MICHAEL CORKERY
August 23, 2006; Page Al
HERNDON, Va. -- For years, real-estate brokers and home builders promised=

that the soaring property market eventually would glide to a soft landing=

These optimists predicted that home prices, which had more than doubled i=
n
parts of the country between 2000 and 2005, would continue to rise, but a=
t
a more normal pace of 5% or 6% a year.
It isn't working out that way. The rapid deterioration of the market over-

Confidential Treatment Requested by DBSI DBSI-PSI-EMAILO 1603122
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After the Boom 
Housing Slump Proves Painful 
For Some Owners and Builders 
'Hard Landing' on the Coasts 
Jolts Those Who Must Sell; 
Ms. Guth Tries an Auction 
'We're Preparing for the Worst' 

ByJAMESR.HAGERTYandNflCHAELCORKERY 
August 23,2006; Page Al 
HERNDON, Va. -- For years, real-estate brokers and home builders promised= 

that the soaring property market eventually would glide to a soft landing= 

These optimists predicted that home prices, which had more than doubled i= 
n 
parts of the country between 2000 and 2005, would continue to rise, but a= 
t 
a more normal pace of 5% or 6% a year. 
It isn't working out that way. The rapid deterioration of the market over= 
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the past 12 months has caught many homeowners and builders off guard. Som=
e
are being forced to cut prices far below what their homes could have
fetched a year ago. It's too early to say how hard the landing will be,
but at a minimum it will be bumpy for many people who need to sell homes.=

And the economy as a whole, buoyed in recent years by the housing frenzy,=

could suffer.
The pain that homeowners and home builders are now feeling follows a
raging national house party. As Americans soured on the stock market afte=
r
the tech bubble burst in 2000, they poured money into real estate, spurre=
d
on by the lowest interest rates in four decades and looser lending
standards. Surging demand created home shortages in California, Florida
and the Northeast. Over the five years ending Dec. 31, average U.S. home

prices jumped by 58%, according to a federal housing index.
But mortgage rates began rising and surging inventories of homes for sale=

finally caught up with demand. Though economists had been predicting a
slowdown in housing for years, many homeowners and builders were surprise=
d
by how fast the market changed. "It's just like somebody flipped a
switch," says Lynn Gardner, a real-estate auctioneer who works in Norther=
n
Virginia.
"It would be difficult to characterize the position of home builders as
other than in a hard landing," says Robert Toll, chief executive of luxur=
y
home builder Toll Brothers Inc., which reported yesterday that net income=

fell 19% in the third quarter ended July 31. (See related article2.)
In his 40 years as a home builder, Mr. Toll says, he has never seen a
slump unfold like the current one. "I've never seen a downturn in housing=

without a downturn in employment or... some macroeconomic nasty condition=

that took housing down along with other elements of the economy," he says=

"This time, you've got low unemployment, you've got job creation, you've

got a stable stock market and relatively low interest rates."
Joan Guth is one homeowner who was taken by surprise. Last September, she=

put her stately five-bedroom home in Herndon, Va., on the market for abou=
t
$1.1 million. She was confident she would get something near that price,
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and planned to use the proceeds to buy a retirement home in Florida. But

her home in the Washington suburbs attracted few serious lookers, and in

March, she cut her asking price to $899,900. Still there were no takers.

Finally, on the advice of her broker, she called in an auction firm,
beginning a process that would eventually reveal to her just how weak the=

Northern Virginia market had become.
In much of the country, property markets began cooling rapidly in the
second half of last year. Home builders were still turning out houses at
a
rapid clip, and the surge of new and previously occupied homes on the
market convinced buyers there was no need to hurry. Over the past year,
the number of previously occupied homes listed for sale nationwide has
risen nearly 40%. In some metropolitan areas, including Orlando and
Phoenix, the supply has quadrupled.
Investors who during the boom had been snapping up properties from the
outskirts of Phoenix to the slums of Baltimore began dumping them on the

market, hoping to get out with a profit before it was too late.
The resulting slump, thus far, is being felt mainly on the East and West

coasts and in Florida, where home prices had soared beyond the average
working family's ability to pay. In California's San Diego County, the
median home-sale price was $487,000 in July, down 1.8% from a year
earlier, according to DataQuick Information Systems, a research firm in
San Diego. Prices in the Northern Virginia counties of Fairfax and
Arlington and in nearby towns, near Washington, averaged $537,731 in July=

down 3.9% from a year earlier, according to the Northern Virginia
Association of Realtors.

Joan Guth, outside the Herndon, Va., home she agreed to sell earlier this=

month.

In some other parts of the country, notably Texas and the Seattle area,
local housing markets remain robust. Texas' low housing costs are
attracting new residents and investors, while Seattle's strong job market--

and shortage of homes have kept prices rising.
Nationwide, the median sale price of previously occupied homes in June wa=
s

0.9% higher than it was a year earlier, the smallest year-to-year increas=
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e
since May 1995, according to the National Association of Realtors, a trad=
e
group. Over the next few months, the median price may decline from
year-earlier periods, a spokesman for the association says, something tha=
t
hasn't happened since February 1993.
The market may be weaker than the Realtors' widely followed monthly
reports suggest. The group's data don't reflect the latest transactions.

Its report on July home sales, for instance, due today, will mainly
reflect sales that were agreed upon in May or June and closed in July.
Moreover, when the market turns down, many home sellers initially let
their homes sit instead of cutting prices enough to entice buyers.
Allen Sinai, chief economist at Decision Economics Inc., a New York
research firm, contends that housing is poised for something "harder than=

a soft landing but softer than a hard landing." The weaker market will
hurt the economy by eliminating jobs in construction and other
housing-related fields and by reducing the ability of consumers to financ=
e
spending by borrowing against their home equity. Mr. Sinai predicts these=

factors could shave as much as a percentage point off economic growth ove=
r
the next year or so. Taking that into account, he expects the economy to

grow at a relatively sluggish annual rate of 2.5% to 2.75% in 2007,
compared with 2.5% in this year's second quarter and 5.6% in the first
quarter.
In a speech yesterday, Michael Moskow, president of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago, noted: "While we factor a housing slowdown into our
outlook, there is some evidence -- such as higher rates of cancellation i=
n
home-building contracts -- that the slowdown could be more extensive."
With fewer consumers applying for home loans, some big mortgage lenders
are already retrenching. Countrywide Financial Corp. last month announced=

plans to reduce costs by $500 million. Earlier this year, Washington
Mutual Inc. eliminated 2,500 jobs at loan-processing centers.
Builders, who were optimistic about prospects until a few months ago, are=

cutting back too. KB Home, a big home builder based in Los Angeles, has
eliminated 7% of its work force, or 440 jobs. In July, U.S. home builders=

started construction at an annual rate of 1.45 million single-family
homes, down 20% from the January peak.
Last August, when Horsham, Pa.-based Toll Brothers reported that its
quarterly profit had doubled, Mr. Toll boasted: "We've got the supply, an=
d
the market has got the demand. So it's a match made in heaven." Since
then, Toll has cuts its guidance four times on the number of homes it
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expects to close on, and its share price has fallen by more than 45%.
Yesterday, the company said orders for new homes in the third quarter wer=
e
down 48% from a year earlier.
Mr. Toll blames a "drop in confidence" among prospective home buyers, who=

he says are worried about "the direction of America" and the situation in=

Iraq. The retreat of speculators who were buying and "flipping" homes als=
0

hurt the market, he says. Such speculative buyers, who Mr. Toll estimates=

accounted for about 10% of demand one year ago, are now sellers.
Even so, Mr. Toll contends that new household formation, immigration, job=

creation and rising affluence are currently producing a pent-up demand fo=
r
housing. Once Americans believe that home prices have bottomed, he argues=
I

they will rush back into the market, although he is unwilling to predict

when that will happen.
At D.R. Horton Inc., the nation's largest home builder by units built per=

year, executives said late last year they were confident that quarterly
earnings would continue to increase even during a housing-market slump. I=
n
July, Horton reported a 21% decline in net income for the third quarter
ended June 30, the first quarter in 28 years in which it didn't report
year-over-year profit growth. Horton's chief executive, Donald Tomnitz,
said the surge in home prices had priced many people out of the market.
"Every time we've gone into a downturn in the home-building industry,
they've always been longer and deeper than we've all imagined," Mr.
Tomnitz told analysts in a July 20 conference call. "So we're preparing
for the worst, and we think this one will be longer and deeper than just

the last six months."
For some homeowners who bought as the market was peaking last year, the
downturn is already creating a financial pinch.
In April 2005, Jennifer Bloom paid about $229,000 for a condominium in
Yarmouth Port on Massachusetts's Cape Cod, where her son planned to live.=

After his plans changed, Ms. Bloom, a software specialist for a computer

company, decided early this year to sell the condo. She initially listed

it at $229,000, and then gradually shaved the price to $199,000 as the
market weakened. Earlier this month, she gave up on finding a buyer at a
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price she could bear to accept. Instead, she is renting out the condo for=

$1,000 a month, which she says is more than $200 below her monthly costs

for mortgage payments, insurance, taxes and other items. She says she
intends to hold off on selling it until the market improves.
The slump has been particularly harsh in Northern Virginia, where in
recent years, large home builders have turned open fields and wooded lots=

into new subdivisions. Inventories of unsold homes here have risen 147%
over the past year, compared to a 40% increase nationally.
Would-be sellers such as Tahir Javed, a 36-year-old management consultant=

are growing frustrated. One year ago, Mr. Javed decided to move up from
his town house in Ashburn, Va. He signed a contract to buy for $983,000 a=

four-bedroom brick colonial that a developer planned to build in nearby
Leesburg. He put down a $60,000 deposit and planned to move into the new

house in October 2006.
In May, Mr. Javed put his town house on the market for $499,900, which he=

says is far above the $212,000 he paid in 1999, but in line with asking
prices for similar homes in the neighborhood. He hasn't been able to find=

a buyer, and the balance he owes on his new house -- about $920,000 -- is=

due in about six weeks.
Mr. Javed says he asked the builder for a price break, but the answer was=

no. He's considering cutting the asking price for his town house to
slightly under $470,000, and if that doesn't work, he may try to find a
renter. He had planned to use the money from selling the town house as a

20% down payment on what he owes on his new home, and to borrow the other=

80%. Now he may need a bigger loan, which could carry a higher interest
rate, he says. "That is the painful part," he says.
Ms. Guth, whose home in Herndon, Va., had failed to attract a buyer after=

months on the market, eventually turned to Tranzon Fox, an auction firm
based in Burke, Va. Ms. Guth had based her initial $1.1 million asking
price on a 2005 appraisal of her home, which now appeared far off the
mark. She and her family decided they would accept the highest bid of at

least $675,000.
Kristin Eddy, a 35-year-old pediatric occupational therapist living in a

town home in Reston, Va., had noticed Ms. Guth's dark-green turreted home=
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with its wraparound verandas while riding her bike along a nearby trail.

"I've had my eye on that house for a long time - as a dream," Ms. Eddy
says. When it first went on the market, it was far beyond her price range=

Then she noticed the sign announcing the auction.
On the morning of Aug. 5, the auctioneer, Stephen Karbelk, set up
loudspeakers on Ms. Guth's side lawn. Ms. Guth handed bottles of chilled

water to the several dozen bidders and curious neighbors who showed up.
I
have a whole stomach full of butterflies," Ms. Guth said.
Ms. Eddy figured her chances of winning were near zero. When the auction

began, it became clear that there were only two serious bidders. Although=

Mr. Karbelk tried to stir excitement, the bidding petered out within
minutes. Ms. Eddy was the high bidder, at $475,000.
Looking stricken, Ms. Guth and one of her sons huddled with their broker

for a few minutes. Then they told the auctioneer they wouldn't accept the=

bid, which fell below the stipulated minimum that hadn't been revealed to=

bidders. The auction was over.
Ms. Guth said she would move and leave the house empty until she could
sell it at a reasonable price. Late that afternoon, Ms. Eddy raised her
offer to $525,000. The Guths wavered for two days before agreeing to
accept about $530,000. Ms. Eddy is getting a home with five bedrooms, fou=
r
full bathrooms, a half-acre lot and a three-car garage for about what som=
e
people had been paying until recently for town houses in the area.
Ms. Guth has revised her retirement plan. The disappointing auction resul=
t
made it difficult for her to afford the kind of home she wanted in
Florida. She has decided to buy a home in South Hill, a rural area of
south-central Virginia where home prices are cheaper than they are in
either Florida or the Washington suburbs. She thinks she can find a home

there for $175,000 or less.
Write to James R. Hagerty at bob.hagerty~wsj.com3 and Michael Corkery at

michael.corkery(wsj .com4
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Please see www.db.com for full research report.

This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If yo=
u are
not the intended recipient (or have received this e-mail in error) please=
notify
the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Any unauthorized copying,=

disclosure or distribution of the material in this e-mail is strictly for=
bidden.
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greglip~bbotgTo: wdowd(bbotg
cc:

08/31/2006 Subject
01:27 PM

Message Sent: 08/31/2006 13:27:41
From: GREGLIP@BBOTGIGREG LIPPMANNIDEUTSCHE BANK SECUR1117261328663
To: WDOWD@BBOTGIWARREN DOWDIDEUTSCHE BANK SECUR1 1726114580

can u do a call with chris james at partner funds at 12:30 est
today?
Reply:
YES
Reply:
quick question- he asked me a follow up on email. wants to
know how magnetar distorted the market...
Reply:
EASY BUT LENGTHY ANSWWER GET HIM ON THE PHONE AND CALL ME..

OrgSmtpMsg.eml

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Report Footnote #1496
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Michael To: Greg Lippmann/NewYork/DBNA/DeuBa(@DBAmericas
Raynes@DBEMEAcc:

Subject: Pricing of 2 important ABS CDOs

10/10/2005 11:53
AM

FYI - We priced 2 important ABS CDOs on Friday with pnl of $14mm total and more importantly, firmly
established 2 new business lines for the CDO Group:

- The $Mbillion START 2005-B trade was backed by a static pool of CDS on mezzanine RMBS for Paulson
Advisors ( $4 bin risk arb hedge fund). Paulson retained the bottom 6% of the trade and we sold the rest of the
capital structure. Paulson, who came to us with the strong desire to short the US housing market, wrote CDS on
underlying ABS (over 100 names) to DB and DB intermediated them into the deal. Deal team was headed by
Michael Lamont who was supported by Rick Kim and Ilinca Bogza on structuring and marketing,
respectively Greg Lippmann also played a critical role in deal execution. Stephanie Ruhle from sales was
critical in originating the opportunity.

- We also priced an innovative cash flow ABS CDO for State Street last week (called Diogenes)- this is the first
true relative value strategy in the CDO market, long $400mm mezzanine RMBS and short $300mm CDS on
RMBS related corporates (homebuilders, banks w high mortgage focuses, monolines, etc). Strategy exploits the
very large differential between secured and unsecured in this space (L+190 long BBB pool and 40 bps
protection cost on BBB+ shorts). We are out with a similar strategy now for TCW, long ABS short corporate
with the shorts more index focused. In addition we are about to execute an engagement letter with TCW for a
separate CDO with a strategy long BB RMBS and short BBB RMBS on the same deals. As with the START
trade, Lamont played a critical role spearheading the deal from origination to pricing.
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Michael To: Greg Lippmann/New YorkIDBNAlDeuBa@DBAmericas 
Raynes@DBEMEAcc: 

Subject: Pricing of 2 important ABS CDOs 

10110/2005 11:53 
AM 

FYI - We priced 2 important ABS CDOs on Friday with pnl of$14mm total and more importantly, firmly 
established 2 new business lines for the CDO Group: 

- The $1 billion START 2005-B trade was backed by a static pool of CDS on mezzanine RMBS for Paulson 
Advisors ($4 bin risk arb hedge fund). Paulson retained the bottom 6% of the trade and we sold the rest of the 
capital structure. Paulson, who came to us with the strong desire to short the US housing market, wrote CDS on 
underlying ABS (over 100 names) to DB and DB intermediated them into the deal. Deal team was headed by 
Michael Lamont who was supported by Rick Kim and Ilinca Bogza on structuring and marketing, 
respectively .Greg Lippmann also played a critical role in deal execution. Stephanie Ruhle from sales was 
critical in originating the opportunity. 

- We also priced an innovative cash flow ABS CDO for State Street last week (called Diogenes)- this is the first 
true relative value strategy in the CDO market, long $400mm mezzanine RMBS and short $300mm CDS on 
RMBS related corporates (homebuilders, banks w high mortgage focuses, monolines, etc). Strategy exploits the 
very large differential between secured and unsecured in this space (L + 190 long BBB pool and 40 bps 

. protection cost on BBB+ shorts). We are out with a similar strategy now for TCW, long ABS short corporate 
with the shorts more index focused. In addition we are about to execute an engagement letter with TCW for a 
separate CDO with a strategy long BB RMBS and short BBB RMBS on the same deals. As with the START 
trade, Lamont played a critical role spearheading the deal from origination to pricing. 
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GREGLIP~bloomberg.net ToSABHTAR.LNDB]3bloomberg.net
Mc

12/14/2006 06:26 AM bec
SubjectRe: Four lists for tomorrow 12/14 - Summary

=====Begin Message=====
Message#: 61358
Message Sent: 12/14/2006 06:26:32
From: GREGLIP@bloomberg.netIGREG LIPPMANNIDEUTSCHE BANK SECURII17261328663
To: SABHTAR.LNDB@bloomberg.netiTARANJIT SABHARWALIDEUTSCHE BANK SECURI117261328663
Subject: Re: Four lists for tomorrow 12/14 - Summary

Agreed. Start is crap you should short because I bet we'll have to. Buyback cash
ones next year.

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG

---- Original Message ----
From: TARANJIT SABHARWAL, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI <sabhtar.lndb@bloomberg.net>
At: 12/13/2006 23:04

yes Greg will be completely passing on the cash TABS equity and the high-grade
OWIC .. there are some START single-A on the protection BWIC as well, so will
try and get out of our cash longs if we get a decent level - dont particularly
like those despite the spreads.

----- Original Message -----
From: GREG LIPPMANN, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI
At: 12/13 22:59:55

Let's pass on tabs anf get some more cds done.

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG

Original Message ----
From: TARANJIT SABHARWAL, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI <sabhtar.lndb@bloomberg.net>
At: 12/13/2006 21:48

We have one cash BWIC, two BWICs for protection and one OWIC for protection

tomorrow, 12/14/06.

List 1 - Cash BWIC - Due 11:00 AM EST

Bid for Equity tranche of Mezz ABS CDO due on Thursday, December 14th at 11am
EST. Reserve levels apply.

Security Name CUSIP MM Manager Vintage
TABS 2005-2A SUB 87337LAF1 8 Tricadia 6/05

List 2 - CDS BWIC - Due 11:00 AM EST

Bids on protection on A and BBB tranches of Mezz ABS CDO due on Thursday,
December 14th at 11am EST. $15MM per name. Prefer Variable Cap/No Implied
Writedown. Will consider Fixed Cap/Implied Writedown. Reserve levels apply.
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•. : .•...... ~ ....... :. GREGLIP@bloomberg.net ToSABHTAR.LNDB@bloomberg.net 
~.~ . ~'. " cc 
, i21l4/2006 06:26 AM bee 

.... 

=====Begin Message===== 
Message#: 61358 
Message Sent: 12/14/2006 06:26:32 

SubjectRe: Four lists for tomorrow 12/14 - Summary 

From: GREGLIP@bloomberg.netIGREG LIPPMANNIDEUTSCHE BANK SECURII17261328663 
To: SABHTAR.LNDB@bloomberg.netITARANJIT SABHARWALIDEUTSCHE BANK SECURII17261328663 
Subject: Re: Four lists for tomorrow 12/14 - Summary 

Agreed. Start is crap you should short because I bet we'll have to. Buyback cash 
ones next year. 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

Original Message ----
From: TARANJIT SABHARWAL, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI <sabhtar,lndb@bloomberg.net> 
At: 12/13/2006 23:04 

yes Greg will be completely passing on the cash TABS equity and the high-grade 
OWIC ..... there are some START single-A on the protection BWIC as well, so will 
try and get out of our cash longs if we get a decent level - dont particularly 
like those despite the spreads. 

----- Original Message -----
From: GREG LIPPMANN, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI 
At: 12/13 22:59:55 

Let's pass on tabs anf get some more cds done. 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

---- Original Message ----
From: TARANJIT SABHARWAL, DEUTSCHE BANK SECURI <sabhtar.lndb@bloomberg.net> 
At: 12/13/2006 21:48 

We have one cash BWIC, two BWICs for protection and one OWIC for protection 
tomorrow, 12/14/06. 

List 1 - Cash BWIC - Due 11:00 AM EST 
Bid for Equity tranche of Mezz ABS CDO due on Thursday, December 14th at 11am 
EST. Reserve levels apply. 

Security Name 
TABS 2005-2A SUB 

CUSIP 
87337LAFl 

MM Manager 
8 Tricadia 

Vintage 
6/05 

List 2 - CDS BWIC - Due 11:00 AM EST 
Bids on protection on A and BBB tranches of Mezz ABS CDO due on Thursday, 
December 14th at 11am EST. $15MM per name. Prefer Variable Cap/No Implied 
Writedown. Will consider Fixed cap/Implied Writedown. Reserve levels apply. 
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Security Name

GEMST 05-2A C

GEMST 05-3A C

START 05-AA C
START 05-BA C
ACCDO 4A Cl

ACCDO 7A C

DUKEF 04-7A 4A

GEMST 05-2A D
GEMST 05-3A D

START 05-AA D

START 05-BA D

START 05-CA E

BWIC 06-1A D
ACABS 04-1A Cl

CUSIP
36867VAE7

36868AAJ1
85768PAC1

85768QAE5

00388FAC2

00388YAC1

264403AD8
36867VAF4

36868AAL6

85768PAD9

85768QAF2

85768TAH2
11161RAG7
000809AD5

M/S/F

A2/A/-

A2/A/-

A2/A/-

Aa3/AA-/-

Baa2/BBB/-

A2/A/-

Baa2/BBB/-

A3/A-/-

Baa2/BBB/-

Baa2/BBB/-

A3/A-/-

Baa2/BBB/-

Baa2/BBB/-

Baa2/BBB/BBB+

List 3 - CDS BWIC - Due 11:30 AM EST
Bids for protection on A tranche of ABS CDO due on Thursday, December 14th at
11:30am EST. Size is $10MM. Variable Cap/No Implied Writedown or Fixed
Cap/Implied Writedown. Reserve levels apply.

Security Name

ACABS 2005-2A A3
ACABS 2006-lA A3L
ACABS 2006-2A A3L

CAIRH 2006-2A C

CAIRH I-A C
CRNMZ 2006-lA 5

CRNMZ 2006-2A C
DHCDO 2005-lA C

GRAND 2005-lA C

GRAND 2006-2A C
IXCBO 2005-1A A3L

MRCY 2005-2A C
MRCY 2006-3A C

NEPTN 2004-1A A3L

NEPTN 2005-2A C

NEPTN 2006-3A B
PAMP 2006-1A C
SCF 7A C

SCF 8A C

TOPG 2005-1A B

TOPG 2006-2A B

TOURM 2006-2A D
VERT 2005-1A C
VERT 2006-1A A3
VERT 2006-2A A3

CUSIP

00082NAEO
00082WAD2
00389PAD7
12777AAD5

127763AD2
12776YAD4
12777CAE9
26702TAD4

38521PAE4
38521TALO
46602PAD1
589368AG4

589372AD3

640699AD6

64069RAD6
64069PAJ7

697728AD5

83743YAE3

83743LAJ0

89053XAE6

89054BAE3
89155WAE5

92534EAD3

925345AE0

925338AD7

M/S/F

A3/A-/-

A2/A/-

A2/A/NR

A2/A/-

Aa3/A/-

A2/A/-
A2/A/-

A2/A/-

A2/A/-

A3/A-/-

A2/A/-

A2/A/-

A2/A/-

A2/A/-

A2/A/A

A2 /A/ -

A2/A/-

A2/A/A

A2/A/-

A3/A-/-

A2/A/-
A2/A/-

A2/A/-

A2 /A/A

A2/A/A

List 4 - CDS OWIC - Due 1:00 PM EST
Offers for protection on AA tranche of
14th at lpm EST. Size is $15MM each.
levels apply.

Security Name

ALTS 2006-3A B

BKLYN 2006-1A A2

BROD 2006-2A B

CAIRH 2006-2A B

CTIUS 2006-2A B

CUSIP

02149YAD5

114238AC2

112018AE6

12777AAC7

17310JAB3

M/S/F

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Cpn

+145
+155

+150

+120

+150

+120
+135

+175

+155

+140

+175
+150

+140

+180

+147

+180

+140

+140

+150
+170

+145

+155

+145

+165
+145

Manager

ACA
ACA

ACA

Cairn
Cairn

Cairn

Cairn

TCW

TCW

TCW
IXIS

Fund America
Fund America

Fund America

Fund America

Fund America
Vertical

TCW

TCW

MWAM

MWAM

Blackrock
Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vintage

8/05

4/06

11/06

9/06

8/05

9/06

11/06

12/05

12/05

10/06

12/05
12/05

5/06

1/05

7/05

3/06

10/06

5/05

1/06

1/06

12/06
3/06

6/05

4/06

6/06

Type

Mezz

Mezz

Mezz

HG

HG
Mezz

Mezz

Mezz

HG

HG

Mezz

HG

HG

Mezz

Mezz

Mezz

HG

Mezz

Mezz
Mezz

Mezz

Mezz

Mezz

Mezz

Mezz

Hi Grade ABS CDO due Thursday, December
Fixed Cap/Implied Writedown. Reserve

Cpn

+52
+50

+50

+48

+50

Manager

Aladdin

Deutsche AM

Seneca

Cairn

Aladdin

Vintage

9/06

11/06

9/06
9/06

12/0 6
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Cpn
+115

+150

+150

+120

+285

+118

+320

+158

+265

+300

+240

+450

+325

+325

Manager

HBK
HBK

static

static

RWT

RWT

Duke

HBK
HBK

static

static

static

Peloton
ACA

Vintage
5/05

7/05
6/05

10/05

4/04

3/05

8/04

5/05

7/05

6/05

10/05

1/06

5/06

5/04
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Security Name CUSIP M/S/F Cpn Manager Vintage 
GEMST 05-2A C 36867VAE7 A2/A/- +115 HBK 5/05 
GEMST 05-3A C 36868AAJ1 A2/A/- +150 HBK 7/05 
START 05-AA C 85768PAC1 A2/A/- +150 static 6/05 
START 05-BA C 85768QAE5 Aa3/AA-/- +120 static 10/05 
ACCDO 4A C1 00388FAC2 Baa2/BBB/- +285 RWT 4/04 
ACCDO 7A C 00388YAC1 A2/A/- +118 RWT 3/05 
DUKEF 04-7A 4A 264403AD8 Baa2/BBB/- +320 Duke 8/04 
GEMST 05-2A D 36867VAF4 A3/A-/- +158 HBK 5/05 
GEMST 05-3A D 36868AAL6 Baa2/BBB/- +265 HBK 7/05 
START 05-AA D 85768PAD9 Baa2/BBB/- +300 static 6/05 
START 05-BA D 85768QAF2 A3/A-/- +240 static 10/05 
START 05-CA E 85768TAH2 Baa2/BBB/- +450 static 1/06 
BWIC 06-1A D 11161RAG7 Baa2/BBB/- +325 Pe1oton 5/06 
ACABS 04-1A C1 000809AD5 Baa2/BBB/BBB+ +325 ACA 5/04 

List 3 - CDS BWIC - Due 11:30 AM EST 
Bids for protection on A tranche of ABS CDO due on Thursday, December 14th at 
11:30am EST. Size is $10MM. Variable Cap/No Implied Writedown or Fixed 
Cap/Implied Writedown. Reserve levels apply. 

Security Name CUSIP M/S/F Cpn Manager Vintage Type 
ACABS 2005-2A A3 00082NAEO A3/A-/- +145 ACA 8/05 Mezz 
ACABS 2006-1A A3L 00082WAD2 A2/A/- +155 ACA 4/06 Mezz 
ACABS 2006-2A A3L 00389PAD7 A2/A/NR +150 ACA 11/06 Mezz 
CAIRH 2006-2A C 12777AAD5 A2/A/- +120 Cairn 9/06 HG 
CAIRH I-A C 127763AD2 Aa3/A/- +150 Cairn 8/05 HG 
CRNMZ 2006-1A 5 12776YAD4 A2/A/- +120 Cairn 9/06 Mezz 
CRNMZ 2006-2A C 12777CAE9 A2/A/- +135 Cairn 11/06 Mezz 
DHCDO 2005-1A C 26702TAD4 A2/A/- +175 TCW 12/05 Mezz 
GRAND 2005-1A C 38521PAE4 A2/A/- +155 TCW 12/05 HG 
GRAND 2006-2A C 38521TALO A3/A-/- +140 TCW 10/06 HG 
IXCBO 2005-1A A3L 46602PAD1 A2/A/- +175 IXIS 12/05 Mezz 
MRCY 2005-2A C 589368AG4 A2/A/- +150 Fund America 12/05 HG 
MRCY 2006-3A C 589372AD3 A2/A/- +140 Fund America 5/06 HG 
NEPTN 2004-1A A3L 640699AD6 A2/A/- +180 Fund America 1/05 Mezz 
NEPTN 2005-2A C 64069RAD6 A2/A/A +147 Fund America 7/05 Mezz 
NEPTN 2006-3A B 64069PAJ7 A2/A/- +180 Fund America 3/06 Mezz 
PAMP 2006-1A.C 697728AD5 A2/A/- +140 Vertical 10/06 HG 
SCF 7A C 83743YAE3 A2/A/A +140 TCW 5/05 Mezz 
SCF 8A C 83743LAJO A2/A/- +150 TCW 1/06 Mezz 
TOPG 2005-1A B 89053XAE6 A3/A-/- +170 MWAM 1/06 Mezz 
TOPG 2006-2A B 89054BAE3 A2/A/- +145 MWAM 12/06 Mezz 
TOURM 2006-2A D 89155WAE5 A2/A/- +155 Blackrock 3/06 Mezz 
VERT 2005-1A C 92534EAD3 A2/A/- +145 Vertical 6/05 Mezz 
VERT 2006-1A A3 925345AEO A2/A/A +165 Vertical 4/06 Mezz 
VERT 2006-2A A3 925338AD7 A2/A/A +145 Vertical 6/06 Mezz 

List 4 - CDS OWIC - Due 1:00 PM EST 
Offers for protection on AA tranche of Hi Grade ABS CDO due Thursday, December 
14th at 1pm EST. Size is $15MM each. Fixed cap/Implied Writedown. Reserve 
levels apply. 

Security Name CUSIP M/S/F Cpn Manager Vintage 
ALTS 2006-3A B 02149YAD5 Aa2/AA/- +52 Aladdin 9/06 
BKLYN 2006-1A A2 114238AC2 Aa2/AA/- +50 Deutsche AM 11/06 
BROD 2006-2A B 112018AE6 Aa2/AA/- +50 Seneca 9/06 
CAIRH 2006-2A B 12777AAC7 Aa2/AA/- +48 Cairn 9/06 
CTIUS 2006-2A B 17310JAB3 Aa2/AA/- +50 Aladdin 12/06 
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G2FIN 2006-2A B

IPSW 2006-1A B
ISTAN 2006-1A B

JPTR 2006-4A B
KENT 2006-3A B

KLROS 2006-4A B

MCKIN 2006-3A B1
NASS 2006-1A B

RDGW 2006-1A A4
ROCKV 2006-1A B

SIXAV 2006-1A B

TAZ 2006-1A B
WADS 2006-1A B

36243GAD7

46265BAG3

46521UAE6

48206BAD8

49056BAJ4

49858BAGO

58162QAC8

63155PAD7

766167AE0

77413PAE3
830087AG7

878046AE1

930313AD3

Aal/AA/-

Aa2/AA/AA

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

Aa2/AA/-

+49

+53

+51

+55

+51

+52

+52

+52

+47

+50
+60
+55
+46

Wharton AM

MFS

ST AM

Maxim

Declaration
Strategos

Vertical

Princeton Ad

CS Alt Cap
Petra

Security Benefit

Terwin

Hartford

=====End Message=====
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G2FIN 2006-2A B 36243GAD7 Aa1/AA/:'" +49 Wharton AM 11/06 
IPSW 2006-1A B 46265BAG3 Aa2/AA/AA +53 MFS 6/06 
ISTAN 2006-1A B 46521UAE6 Aa2/AA/- +51 ST AM 11/06 
JPTR 2006-4A B 48206BAD8 Aa2/AA/- +55 Maxim 6/06 
KENT 2006-3A B 49056BAJ4 Aa2/AA/- +51 Declaration 10/06 
KLROS 2006-4A B 49858BAGO Aa2/AA/- +52 Strategos 12/06 
MCKIN 2006-3A B1 58162QAC8 Aa2/AA/- +52 Vertical 11/06 
NASS 2006-1A B 63155PAD7 Aa2/AA/- +52 Princeton Ad 12/06 
RDGW 2006-1A A4 766167AEO Aa2/AA/- +47 CS Alt Cap 7/06 
ROCKV 2006-1A B 77413PAE3 Aa2/AA/- +50 Petra 10/06 
SIXAV 2006-1A B 830087AG7 Aa2/AA/- +60 Security Benefit 10/06 
TAZ 2006-1A B 878046AE1 Aa2/AA/- +55 Terwin 6/06 
WADS 2006-1A B 930313AD3 Aa2/AA/- +46 Hartford 9/06 

=====End Message===== 
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD

Goldman Sachs

LLOYD C. BLANKFEIN
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

(PSIQFR GS0002)

DAVID A. VINIAR
Executive Vice President and

Chief Financial Officer
(PSI QFRGS0443)

CRAIG W. BRODERICK
Chief Risk Officer

(PSI QFR GS0446)

DANIEL L. SPARKS
Former Partner

Head of Mortgage Department
(PSI QFR_GS0452)

MICHAEL J. SWENSON
Managing Director

Structured Products Group Trading
(PSIQFR_GS0474)

JOSHUA S. BIRNBAUM
Former Managing Director

Structured Products Group Trading
(PSIQFR_GS0498)

FABRICE P. TOURRE
Executive Director

Structured Products Group Trading
(PSIQFRGS0531)
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Goldman Sachs 
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Executive Vice President and 

Chief Financial Officer 
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DANIEL L. SPARKS 
Former Partner 

Head of Mortgage Department 
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MICHAEL J. SWENSON 
Managing Director 

Structured Products Group Trading 
(pSI_ QFR_ GS0474) 
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Structured Products Group Trading 
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to
LLOYD C. BLANKFEIN

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREETAND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010

Please provide answers to the following questions by June 15. 2010:

1. Provide the following information regarding each of the following transactions (each of

which is hereinafter referred to in this question as a "Transaction" or, collectively, "the
Transactions"):

Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1;
Camber 7;
Fort Denison Funding;
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1;
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2;
Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1; and
Timberwolf I.

(a) Provide a list of all assets in each Transaction at the closing date of the Transaction. For
each listed asset:

(i) State whether each asset is a cash or synthetic asset.

(ii) Specify its original face value in dollars.

(iii) For each cash asset, identify by name the party from whom it was purchased and the
-date of purchase.

(iv) For each synthetic asset: identify each referenced asset; identify by name the
counter party facing the Transaction; and the nature and date of any swap or
offsetting or back to back transaction entered into by the counter party with respect
to such referenced asset.
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD 
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SENATOR CARL LEVIN 
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

to 

LLOYD C. BLANKFEIN 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS 
HEARING ON 

WALL STREET AND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS: 
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS 

April 27, 2010 

Please provide answers to the following questions by June 15,2010: 

1. Provide the following information regarding each of the following transactions (each of 
which is hereinafter referred to in this question as a "Transaction" or, collectively, "the 
Transactions"): 

Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1 ; 
Camber 7; 
Fort Denison Funding; 
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 ; 
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2; 
Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1; and 
Timberwolf I. 

( a) Provide a list of all assets in each Transaction at the closing date of the Transaction. For 
each listed asset: 

(i) State whether each asset is a cash or synthetic asset. 

(ii) Specify its original face value in dollars. 

(iii) For each cash asset, identify by name the party from whom it was purchased and the 
. date of purchase. 

(iv) For each synthetic asset: identify each referenced asset; identify by name the 
counter party facing the Transaction; and the nature and date of any swap or 
offsetting or back to back transaction entered into by the counter party with respect 
to such referenced asset. 
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(v) State whether and, if so describe, any asset that was added to or removed from each
Transaction after the closing date, the source of any such asset, the purchase or sales
price for any such asset, and how any such price was determined.

(b) For each Transaction:

(i) Describe in detail Goldman Sachs' ("Goldman") role in the Transaction, including
whether it served as a placement agent; participated in the selection of assets or
referenced assets prior to or after the closing date of the Transaction; hired a

collateral manager or other agent for the Transaction; contributed, purchased, or
warehoused any assets; participated in obtaining a credit rating for the Transaction;

participated in the selection of any counter party for the Transaction; entered into
any credit default swap or short position or acted as a counter party with respect to
the Transaction or assets related to the Transaction; sold any securities related to the
Transaction; or oversaw the liquidation, unwinding, closure or completion of the
Transaction.

(ii) Describe the capital structure and credit ratings obtained for each Transaction,
including any change in the credit ratings over time.

(iii) Identify by name and address each purchaser of each security issued in connection

with the Transaction, including the name, price, size, and total notional value of
each type of security purchased; the date each security was purchased; the Goldman
sales representative responsible for the sale of each security; and the Gross Credits
("GCs") paid to any sales representative for the sale of each security.

(iv) Indicate how many and the nature of any securities that were retained or purchased
by Goldman from the Transaction; if those securities were sold or otherwise
disposed of within 12 months of the inception of the security, the number of
securities sold or disposed of, the sales price or cost of disposition, and to whom
they were sold or how they were otherwise disposed of; and identify any securities
that were sold to investors and repurchased by Goldman.

(v) Indicate the net revenues or losses sustained by Goldman from the Transaction,
combining all sales, transfers, credit defaults, short positions, and other activities
undertaken by Goldman in connection with the Transaction from its inception to the

present. Explain how the net revenue or loss figure was derived, and its key
components.

(vi) Identify by name and address any investor who has complained to Goldman in
writing about its investment in one or more of the Transactions.

(c) State if and when any Transaction was liquidated.
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(v) State whether and, if so describe, any asset that was added to or removed from each 
Transaction after the closing date, the source of any such asset, the purchase or sales 
price for any such asset, and how any such price was determined. 

(b) For each Transaction: 

(i) Describe in detail Goldman Sachs' ("Goldman") role in the Transaction, including 
whether it served as a placement agent; participated in the selection of assets or 
referenced assets prior to or after the closing date of the Transaction; hired a 
collateral manager or other agent for the Transaction; contributed, purchased, or 
warehoused any assets; participated in obtaining a credit rating for th~ Transaction; 
participated in the selection of any counter party for the Transaction; entered into 
any credit default swap or short position or acted as a counter party with respect to 
the Transaction or assets related to the Transaction; sold any securities related to the 
Transaction; or oversaw the liquidation, unwinding, closure or completion of the 
Transaction. 

(ii) Describe the capital structure and credit ratings obtained for each Transaction, 
including any change in the credit ratings overtime. 

(iii) Identify by name and address each purchaser of each security issued in connection 
with the Transaction, including the name, price, size, and total notional value of 
each type of security purchased; the date each security was purchased; the Goldman 
sales representative responsible for the sale of each security; and the Gross Credits 
("GCs") paid to any sales representative for .the sale of each security. 

(iv) Indicate how many and the nature of any securities that were retained or purchased 
by Goldman from the Transaction; if those securities were sold or otherwise 
disposed of within 12 months of the inception of the security, the number of 
securities sold or disposed of, the sales price or cost of disposition, and to whom 
they were sold or how they were otherwise disposed of; and identify any securities 
that were sold to investors and repurchased by Goldman. 

(v) Indicate the net revenues or losses sustained by Goldman from the Transaction, 
combining all sales, transfers, credit defaults, short positions, and other activities 
undertaken by Goldman in connection with the Transaction from its inception to the 
present. Explain how the net revenue or loss figure was derived, and its key 
components. 

(vi) Identify by name and address any investor who has complained to Goldman in 
writing about its investment in one or more of the Transactions. 

(c) State if and when any Transaction was liquidated. 
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(d) In any Transaction, if bonds were purchased to collateralize synthetic assets, identify the
bond by name, the value of the bond, the Transaction for which it was purchased, and
the party from which the bond was purchased.

(e) For each Transaction, provide copies of any offering circular or memorandum, mortgage
capital committee memo, pitch book or marketing flip book or similar materials
regarding the structuring or sale of interests (including securities) in the Transaction. It
is not necessary to provide duplicates of the same material, but provide the identity of all
persons who received such material.

(f) If Goldman entered into a credit default swap ("CDS") referencing any portion of any
Transaction or any asset related to the transaction, provide the notional value of the
CDS, the assets referenced in the CDS, the date entered, the name of the counter party,
and the ultimate disposition of the CDS, including whether it was cancelled, unwound,
or paid.

If some of the requested documents have already been provided to the Subcommittee,
you may respond to the question by providing the Bates numbers of those documents.

2. Provide the following information regarding the sale of securities in each of the following
transactions (each of which is hereinafter referred to in this question as a "Transaction" or,
collectively, "the Transactions"):

Abacus 2007-AC 1;
Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1;
Camber 7;
Fort Denison Funding;
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1;
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2;
Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1; and
Timberwolf I.

(a) Who was the issuer of any securities; what was the issuer's relationship to Goldman;
who established the issuer; and who requested the establishment of the issuer?

(b) In the sale of any securities, how and by what means did Goldman bring the specific
securities to the attention of a client or potential investor? Identify each client or
potential investor to whom Goldman presented any of the Transactions, describe each
communication with that client, and state the substance of each communication. (In lieu
of stating the substance of a communication, you may provide a copy of the
communication.)
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(d) In any Transaction, ifbonds were purchased to collateralize synthetic assets, identify the 
bond by name, the value of the bond, the Transaction for which it was purchased, and 
the party from which the bond was purchased. 

(e) For each Transaction, provide copies of any offering circular or memorandum, mortgage 
capital committee memo, pitch book or marketing flip book or similar materials 
regarding the structuring or sale of interests (including securities) in the Transaction. It 
is not necessary to provide duplicates of the same material, but provide the identity of all 
persons who received such material. 

(f) If Goldman entered into a credit default swap ("CDS") referencing any portion of any 
Transaction or any asset related to the transaction, provide the notional value of the 
CDS, the assets referenced in the CDS, the date entered, the name of the counter party, 
and the ultimate disposition of the CDS, including whether it was cancelled, unwound, 
or paid. 

If some of the requested documents have already been provided to the Subcommittee, 
you may respond to the question by providing the Bates numbers of those documents. 

2. Provide the following information regarding the sale of securities in each of the following 
transactions (each of which is hereinafter referred to in this question as a "Transaction" or,. 
collectively, "the Transactions"): 

Abacus 2007-ACI; 
Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1; 

. Camber 7; 
Fort Denison Funding; 
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1; 
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2; 
Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1; and 
Timberwolf 1. 

(a) Who was the issuer of any securities; what was the issuer's relationship to Goldman; 
who established the issuer; and who requested the establishment of the issuer? 

(b) In the sale of any securities, how and by what means did Goldman bring the specific 
securities to the attention of a client or potential investor? Identify each client or 
potential investor to whom Goldman presented any of the Transactions, describe each 
communication with that client, and state the substance of each communication. (In lieu 
of stating the substance of a communication, you may provide a copy of the 
communication. ) 
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(c) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman advise

potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to hold short positions with respect

to assets referenced in the Transaction being considered by any potential investor?

(d) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman advise

potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to hold a net short position with
respect to RMBS related assets?

(e) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman advise

potential investors whether it had taken steps or planned to use the offering to reduce its

own inventory of RNIBS or CDO securities or other holdings?

(f) Did Goldman conduct a suitability analysis in connection with soliciting clients or

potential investors to purchase securities issued in any of the Transactions? If so,

describe the suitability analysis conducted for each investor that purchased these

securities. If Goldman retained a written record that reflects that such a analysis was

conducted for any of these Transactions, provide a copy.

3. (a) In what capacity did Goldman act for Paulson & Co. (together with any of its affiliates,

"Paulson") with respect to the Abacus 2007-AC 1 transaction or a Credit Default Swap

transaction that referenced any or all of the same entities or securities that were

referenced in the Abacus 2007-AC 1 transaction? Describe in detail Goldman's

relationship to Paulson with respect to those transactions, its obligations to Paulson, the

nature and amount of any fees or compensation received by Goldman from Paulson

relating to those transactions, and whether Goldman advised investors or potential

investors in Abacus 2007-ACI of the existence and nature of its relationship with

Paulson.

(b) If Goldman advised investors or potential investors of the nature or existence of the

Paulson relationship, identify who so advised investors or potential investors, the date on

which that person so advised investors or potential investors, the identity of the investors

or potential investors so advised, the manner (i.e. verbal or in writing) in which the

person was advised, and the substance of the communication (and, if in writing, provide

a copy of the communication).

4. For 2006 and 2007, provide the total dollar value of the residential mortgages that Goldman

asked mortgage originators to repurchase due to a breach of representations or warranties
related to fraudulent loan origination or underwriting.

(a) What percentage of Goldman's repurchase requests were successful?

(b) How much money did Goldman collect from its repurchase requests?
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(c) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman advise 
potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to hold short positions with respect 
to assets referenced in the Transaction being considered by any potential investor? 

(d) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman advise 
potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to hold a net short position with 
respect to RMBS related assets? 

( e) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman advise 
potential investors whether it had taken steps or planned to use the offering to reduce its 
own inventory ofRMBS or CDO securities or other holdings? 

(f) Did Goldman conduct a suitability analysis in connection with soliciting clients or 
potential investors to pUrchase securities issued in any of the Transactions? If so, 
describe the suitability analysis conducted for each investor that purchased these 
securities. If Goldman retained a written record that reflects that such a analysis was 
conducted for any of these Transactions, provide a copy. 

3. (a) In what capacity did Goldman act for Paulson & Co. (together with any of its affiliates, 
"Paulson") with respect to the Abacus 2007-ACl transaction or a Credit Default Swap 
transaction that referenced any or all of the same entities or securities that were 
referenced in the Abacus 2007-ACl transaction? Describe in detail Goldman's 
relationship to Paulson with respect to those transactions, its obligations to Paulson, the 
nature and amount of any fees or compensation received by Goldman from Paulson 
relating to those transactions, and whether Goldman advised investors or potential 
investors in Abacus 2007-ACl of the existence and nature of its relationship with 
Paulson. 

(b) If Goldman advised investors or potential investors of the nature or existence of the 
Paulson relationship, identify who so advised investors or potential investors, the date on 
which that person so advised investors or potential investors, the identity of the investors 
or potential investors so advised, the manner (i.e. verbal or in writing) in which the 
person was advised, and the substance of the communication (and, if in writing, provide 
a copy ofthe communication). 

4. For 2006 and 2007, provide the total dollar value of the residential mortgages that Goldman 
asked mortgage originators to repurchase due to a breach of representations or warranties 
related to fraudulent loan origination or underwriting. 

(a) What percentage of Goldman's repurchase requests were successful? 

(b) How much money did Goldman collect from its repurchase requests? 
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(c) Identify the five mortgage originators to which Goldman directed the most repurchase

requests and the total value of the requests made to each of those five.

(d) Identify the total dollar amount of repurchase requests that Goldman directed to:

(i) Washington Mutual;

(ii) Fremont; and

(iii) New Century.

5. What was the total dollar value of RMBS or CDO-related credit default swap (CDS)

protection that Goldman obtained from AIG or an AIG subsidiary or affiliate (hereafter

"AIG") from January 1, 2004 to the present?

(a) Specify each transaction in which Goldman purchased CDS protection from AIG,

including the date, type and notional amount of CDS protection obtained, the referenced

assets or entities, whether the protection was purchased for RMBS, CDO or other

securities, and the Goldman business unit or desk involved.

(b) For each such transaction, describe the current status of the CDS protection obtained

from AIG, including any settlement or final disposition of the protection and the total

dollar amount received by Goldman.

6. Did Goldman enter into any arrangement by which Goldman was the ultimate beneficiary of

RMBS or CDO-related CDS protection that had been issued by AIG to a third party

intermediary? If so, provide the following information:

(a) the name of the third party intermediary;

(b) the relationship between Goldman and the third party intermediary;

(c) the dates and nature of the transactions through which CDS protection was obtained

from AIG by the third party intermediary, with Goldman as the ultimate beneficiary;

(d) whether AIG was aware of the arrangement between Goldman and the third party

intermediary;

(e) the aggregate notional amount of the CDS protection obtained from AIG;

(f) the total amount of premiums paid by the third party intermediary;

(g) the consideration paid by Goldman to the third party intermediary in connection with the

CDS protection; and
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( c) Identify the five mortgage originators to which Goldman directed the most repurchase 
requests and the total value of the requests made to each ofthose five. 

(d) Identify the total dollar amount of repurchase requests that Goldman directed to: 

(i) Washington Mutual; 

(ii) Fremont; and 

(iii) New Century. 

5. What was the total dollar value ofRMBS or CDO-related credit default swap (CDS) 
protection that Goldman obtained from AIG or an AIG subsidiary or affiliate (hereafter 
"AIG") from January 1, 2004 to the present? 

(a) Specify each transaction in which Goldman purchased CDS protection from AIG, 
including the date, type and notional amount of CDS protection obtained, the referenced 
assets or entities, whether the protection was purchased for RMBS, CDO or other 
securities, and the Goldman business unit or desk involved. 

(b) For each such transaction, describe the current status of the CDS protection obtained 
from AIG, including any settlement or final disposition of the protection and the total 
dollar amount received by Goldman. 

6. Did Goldman enter into any arrangement by which Goldman was the ultimate beneficiary of 
RMBS or CDO-related CDS protection that had been issued by AIG to a third party 
intermediary? If so, provide the following information: 

(a) the name ofthe third party intermediary; 

(b) the relationship between Goldman and the third paw intermediary; 

(c) the dates and nature of the transactions through which CDS protection was obtained 
from AIG by the third party intermediary, with Goldman as the ultimate beneficiary; 

(d) whether AIG was aware of the arrangement between Goldman and the third party 
intermediary; 

(e) the aggregate notional amount of the CDS protection obtained from AIG; 

(f) the total amount of premiums paid by the third party intermediary; 

(g) the consider~tion paid by Goldman to the third party intermediary in connection with the 
CDS protection; and 
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(h) the dates and dollar amounts of any recovery on the protection obtained by Goldman
from AIG through a third party intermediary.

7. Did Goldman play any role in suggesting, encouraging, or prompting any other individual or
entity to make collateral calls on CDS protection written by AIG related to RMBS or CDO
securities? If so, describe in detail.

8. Did Goldman obtain CDS protection against credit events involving AIG, Bear Stearns,
Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Long Beach Mortgage, Merrill Lynch, National City Corp., New
Century, or Washington Mutual? If so, for each such financial firm during the period from
January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2008, provide the following information:

(a) the dates when the CDS protection was obtained and the nature of the protection;

(b) the counter parties involved;

(c) the total aggregate notional amount of the CDS protection obtained;

(d) the total amount of premiums paid by Goldman for such protection; and

(e) the total dollar amount of any recovery obtained by Goldman in connection with the
CDS protection.

9. From January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2008, did Goldman obtain any insurance or
other protection from a credit event involving AIG through any means other than a CDS
transaction? If so, explain in detail.

10. Is there any instance from January 1, 2006 to the present, with respect to the settlement of
disputes related to CDS protection for RMBS or CDO securities, in which Goldman obtained
less than 100 cents on the dollar on the total notional amount of CDS protection it had
purchased? If so, specify each such instance, including the name and type of the referenced
assets, the name of the counter party, the notional amount of CDS protection purchased by
Goldman, the type and amount of any collateral posted by the counterparty and the dates on
which the collateral was posted, and the aggregate total dollar amount obtained by Goldman
from the counter party in final settlement of Goldman's CDS protection claims.

11. With respect to AIG, Bear Steams, Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Long Beach Mortgage,
Merrill Lynch, National City Corp., New Century, and Washington Mutual, provide the
following information for the years 2007 and 2008:

(a) A detailed chronology of Goldman's firm-wide proprietary trading (including trading for
itself or its own accounts) in equity securities for each of the above companies, including
the date, purchase price, and number of shares involved in each transaction; whether the
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(h) the dates and dollar amounts of any recovery on the protection obtained by Goldman 
from AIG through a third party intermediary. 

7. Did Goldman play any role in suggesting, encouraging, or prompting any other individual or 
entity to make collateral calls on CDS protection written by AIG related to RMBS or CDO 
securities? If so, describe in detail. 

8. Did Goldman obtain CDS protection against credit events involving AIG, Bear Stearns, 
Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Long Beach Mortgage, Merrill Lynch, National City Corp., New 
Century, or Washington Mutual? If so, for each such financial firm during the period from 
January 1, 2006 through December 31,2008, provide the following information: 

(a) the dates when the CDS protection was obtained and the nature of the protection; 

(b) the counter parties involved; 

(c) the total aggregate notional amount of the CDS protection obtained; 

(d) the total amount of premiums paid by Goldman for such protection; and 

(e) the total dollar amount of any recovery obtained by Goldman in connection with the 
CDS protection. 

9. From January 1, 2006 through December 31,2008, did Goldman obtain any insurance or 
other protection from a credit event involving AIG through any means other than a CDS 
transaction? If so, explain in detail. 

10. Is there any instance from January 1,2006 to the present, with respect to the settlement of 
disputes related to CDS protection for RMBS or CDO secUrities, in which Goldman obtained 
less than 100 cents on the dollar on the total notional amount of CDS protection it had 
purchased? If so, specify each such instance, including the name and type of the referenced 
assets, the name of the counter party, the notional amount of CDS protection purchased by 
Goldman, the type and amount of any collateral posted by the counterparty and the dates on 
which the collateral was posted, and the aggregate total dollar amount obtained by Goldman 
from the counter party in final settlement of Goldman's CDS protection claims. 

11. With respect to AIG, Bear Steams, Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Long Beach Mortgage, 
Merrill Lynch, National City Corp., New Century, and Washington Mutual, provide the 
following information for the years 2007 and 2008: 

(a) A detailed chronology of Goldman's firm-wide proprietary trading (including trading for 
itself or its own accounts) in equity securities for each of the above companies, including 
the date, purchase price, and number of shares involved in each transaction; whether the 
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transaction involved a purchase or sale; whether the transaction resulted a long or short
position for Goldman; and the net position of Goldman following each transaction.

(b) A detailed chronology of Goldman's firm-wide proprietary trading (including trading for
itself or its own accounts) in options or futures contracts for each of the above
companies, including the date, purchase price, and number of options involved in each
transaction; whether the transaction involved a purchase or sale of a put or call option;
whether the option was exercised, the exercise price and date, whether the transaction
resulted a long or short position for Goldman; and the net position for Goldman
following each transaction.

(c) The same chronologies as requested in (a) and (b) above for the Asset Backed Securities
(ABS) trading desk alone.

12. (a) Did Goldman have any written procedures or policies with regard to the ABS desk's
using funds from a firm trading account to make speculative or proprietary trades in
equity securities or options or futures contracts such as those listed above? If so,
provide a copy of those procedures or policies.

(b) Was it a departure from Goldman's policies or procedures for the ABS trading desk to
have used a firm trading account to engage in speculative or proprietary trades in the
equity securities or options or futures contracts listed above?

(c) Did the ABS trading desk seek or obtain a waiver of Goldman's policies or procedures
to trade these securities? If so, provide the date of the waiver, the persons who requested
the waiver, the person who made the final decision to grant the waiver, and a copy of the
waiver and the application or request to obtain it.

13. During 2008, did any representative, employee, officer, agent, or attorney acting on behalf of
Goldman contact or communicate with any federal agency, including the Federal Reserve or
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), to discuss any limitation on the short selling
of Goldman shares or the shares of any other financial institution? If so, provide a detailed
chronology describing those contacts, including the date of each contact, who initiated it, the
participants involved, whether it was made by telephone or in person, and the substance of
the discussion.

14. Describe how and when Goldman learned of the limitations that the SEC implemented in
2008, on the short selling of the shares of certain financial institutions.

15. Provide any document possessed by, generated by, or provided to Jonathan Egol related to
obtaining a credit rating related to any Abacus transaction by any credit rating agency,
including any correspondence, emails, memoranda, or other analysis or exchanges of
information.
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transaction involved a purchase or sale; whether the transaction resulted a long or short 
position for Goldman; and the net position of Goldman following each transaction. 

(b) A detailed chronology of Goldman's firm-wide proprietary trading (including trading for 
itself or its own accounts) in options or futures contracts for each of the above . 
companies, including the date, purchase price, arid number of options involved in each 
transaction; whether the transaction involved a purchase or sale of a put or call option; 
whether the option was exercised, the exercise price and date, whether the transaction 
resulted a long or short position for Goldman; and the net position for Goldman 
following each transaction. 

(c) The same chronologies as requested in (a) and (b) above for the Asset Backed Securities 
(ABS) trading desk alone. 

12. (a) Did Goldman have any written procedures or policies with regard to the ABS desk's 
using funds from a firm trading account to make speculative or proprietary trades in 
equity securities or options or futures contracts such as those listed above? If so, 
provide a copy of those procedures or policies. 

(b) Was it a departure from Goldman's policies or procedures for the ABS trading desk to 
have used a firm trading account to engage in speculative or proprietary trades in the 
equity securities or options or futures contracts listed ~bove? 

(c) Did the ABS trading desk seek or obtain a waiver of Goldman's policies or procedures 
to trade these securities? If so, provide the date of the waiver, the persons who requested 
the waiver, the person who made the final decision to grant the waiver, and a copy ofthe 
waiver and the application or request to obtain it. 

13. During 2008, did any representative, employee, officer, agent, or attorney acting on behalf of 
Goldman contact or communicate with any federal agency, including the Federal Reserve or 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), to discuss any limitation on the short selling 
of Goldman shares or the shares of any other financial institution? If so, provide a detailed 
chronology describing those contacts, including the date of each contact, who initiated it, the 
participants involved, whether it was made by telephone or in person, and the substance of 
the discussion. 

14. Describe how and when Goldman learned of the limitations that the SEC implemented in 
2008, on the short selling of the shares of certain financial institutions. 

15. Provide any document possessed by, generated by, or provided to Jonathan Egol related to 
obtaining a credit rating related to any Abacus transaction by any credit rating agency, 
including any correspondence, emails, memoranda, or other analysis or exchanges of 
information. 



16. Describe in detail your understanding of Goldman's legal duties of disclosure, pursuant to
securities laws and regulations, including rules prescribed by the SEC or FINRA, to
purchasers of securities when Goldman acts in any of the following capacities: (a) market
maker; (b) underwriter; (b) placement agent; (d) broker (when making a solicitation or
recommendation of a security); or (e) a dealer. Include your definition of a "market maker."

17. (a) Does the fact that an investor or a potential investor with whom Goldman is transacting
business is an "accredited" investor, a "qualified institutional buyer" or a "qualified
purchaser" (as those terms are used in the U.S. federal securities laws) affect the duties
and obligations of Goldman when acting in any of the capacities described in Question
16? If so, describe how any of Goldman's duties when acting in any of these capacities
are affected by the status of the investor or potential investor.

(b) Does Goldman have a duty to conduct a suitability analysis when making a
recommendation to any of the types of investors listed in question 17(a)? If so, describe
the nature and extent of the analysis to be conducted.

(c) Does Goldman owe a duty to disclose any adverse interest that it may have when
recommending a security to any of the types of investors listed in question 17(a)?

18. (a) Is Goldman aware of the 2004 Guidelines set forth by the United States Sentencing
Commission (the "Guidelines") establishing the elements of an effective ethics and
compliance program?

(b) What, if anything, has Goldman done to address the standards for ethics and compliance
programs as set forth in the Guidelines? In particular, provide copies of educational
materials or presentations given or presented to the Goldman Board of Directors,
Goldman executives, and Goldman employees in general with respect to ethics and
compliance during the period 2004 to the present.
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16. Describe in detail your understanding of Goldman's legal duties of disclosure, pursuant to 
securities laws and regulations, including rules prescribed by the SEC or FINRA, to 
purchasers of securities when Goldman acts in any of the following capacities: (a) market 
maker; (b) underwriter; (b) placement agent; (d) broker (when making a solicitation or 
recommendation of a security); or (e) a dealer. Include your definition of a "market maker." 

17. (a) Does the fact that an investor or a potential investor with whom Goldman is transacting 
business is an "accredited" investor, a "qualified institutional buyer" or a "qualified 
purchaser" (as those terms are used in the U.S. federal securities laws) affect the duties 
and obligations of Goldman when acting in any of the capacities described in Question 
16? If so, describe how any of Goldman's duties when acting in any of these capacities 
are affected by the status of the investor or potential investor. 

(b) Does Goldman have a duty to conduct a suitability analysis when making a 
recommendation to any of the types of investors listed in question 17 ( a)? If so, describe 
the nature and extent of the analysis to be conducted . 

. (c) Does Goldman owe a duty to disclose any adverse interest that it may have when 
recommending a security to any of the types of investors listed in question 17(a)? 

18. (a) Is Goldman aware ofthe 2004 Guidelines set forth by the United States Sentencing 
Commission (the "Guidelines") establishing the elements of an effective ethics and 
compliance program? 

(b) What, if anything, has Goldman done to address the standards for ethics and compliance 
. programs as set forth in the Guidelines? In particular, provide copies of educational 
materials or presentations given or presented to the Goldman Board of Directors, 
Goldman executives, and Goldman employees in general with respect to ethics and 
compliance during the period 2004 to the present. 



Responses of Mr. Lloyd Blankfein to the
Supplemental Ouestions for the Record of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

As Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, I do not directly manage the areas of

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. ("Goldman Sachs" or the "Firm") that contain information

relevant to the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations' (the "Subcommittee") Questions, and

therefore do not know much of the information requested in these questions from the

Subcommittee. Where I do have personal knowledge, I have provided responses. In an effort to

provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others within Goldman Sachs to

gather the requested information, which will be included in a subsequent response on a schedule

to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

Ouestions from Chairman Levin

1. Provide the following information regarding each of the following transactions (each

of which is hereinafter referred to in this question as a "Transaction" or, collectively, "the

Transactions"):

Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1;
Camber 7;
Fort Denison Funding;
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1;
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2;
Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1; and
Timberwolf I.

(a) Provide a list of all assets in each Transaction at the closing date of the Transaction.
For each listed asset:

(i) State whether each asset is a cash or synthetic asset.

(ii) Specify its original face value in dollars.

(iii) For each cash asset, identify by name the party from whom it was purchased
and the date of purchase,

(iv) For each synthetic asset: identify each referenced asset; identify by name the

counter party facing the Transaction; and the nature and date of any swap
or offsetting or back to back transaction entered into by the counter party
with respect to such referenced asset.
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Responses of Mr. Lloyd Blankfein to tbe 
Supplemental Questions for tbe Record of tbe Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

As Chainnan and Chief Executive Officer, I do not directly manage the areas of 
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. ("Goldman Sachs" or the ''Finn'') that contain information 
relevant to the Pennanent Subcommittee on Investigations' (the "Subcommittee',) Questions, and 
therefore do not know much of the infonnation requested in these questions from the 
Subcommittee. Where I do have personal knowledge, I have provided responses. In an effort to 
provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others within Goldman Sachs to 
gather the requested infonnation, which will be included in a subsequent response on a schedule 
to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

Questions from Cbairman Levin 

1. 'Provide tbe following information regarding each of the following transactions (eacb 
of which is bereinafter referred to in this question as a "Transaction" or, collectively, "tbe 
Transactions"): 

Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1; 
Camber 7; 
Fort Denison Funding; 
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1; 
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2; 
Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1; and 
Tim berwolf I. 

(a) 'Provide a list of all assets in each Transaction at tbe closing date of the Transaction. 
For eacb listed asset: 

(i) State whetber eacb asset is a cash or syntbetic asset. 

(ii) Specify its original face value i~ dollars. 

(iii) For each casb asset, identify by name tbe party from whom it was purcbased 
and tbe date of purcbase, 

(iv) For eacb synthetic asset: identify each referenced asset; identify by name the 
counter party facing the Transaction; and the nature and date of any swap 
or offsetting or back to back transaction entered into by the counter party 
witb respect to such referenced asset. 



(v) State whether and, if so describe, any asset that was added to or removed
from each Transaction after the closing date, the source of any such asset, the
purchase or sales price for any such asset, and how any such price was
determined.

Although I recently learned some general information about certain of the
Transactions, I do not know the detailed information requested in this Question for the reasons
explained above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed
others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

(b) For each Transaction:

(i) Describe in detail Goldman Sachs' ("Goldman") role in the Transaction,
including whether it served as a placement agent; participated in the
selection of assets or referenced assets prior to or after the closing date of the
Transaction; hired a collateral manager or other agent for the Transaction;
contributed, purchased, or warehoused any assets; participated in obtaining
a credit rating for the Transaction; participated in the selection of any
counter party for the Transaction; entered into any credit default swap or
short position or acted as a counter party with respect to the Transaction or
assets related to the Transaction; sold any securities related to the
Transaction; or oversaw the liquidation, unwinding, closure or completion of
the Transaction.

(ii) Describe the capital structure and credit ratings obtained for each
Transaction, including any change in the credit ratings over time.

(iii) Identify by name and address each purchaser of each security issued in
connection with the Transaction, including the name, price, size, and total
notional value of each type of security purchased; the date each security was
purchased; the Goldman sales representative responsible for the sale of each
security; and the Gross Credits ("GCs") paid to any sales representative for
the sale of each security.

(iv) Indicate how many and the nature of any securities that were retained or
purchased by Goldman from the Transaction; if those securities were sold or
otherwise disposed of within 12 months of the inception of the security, the
number of securities sold or disposed of, the sales price or cost of disposition,
and to whom they were sold or how they were otherwise disposed of; and
identify any securities that were sold to investors and repurchased by
Goldman.

(v) Indicate the net revenues or losses sustained by Goldman from the
Transaction, combining all sales, transfers, credit defaults, short positions,
and other activities undertaken by Goldman in connection with the
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(v) State whether and, if so describe, any asset that was added to or removed 
from each Transaction after the closing date, the source of any such asset, the 
purchas.e or sales price for any such asset, and how any such price was 
determined. 

Although I recently learned some general information about certain of the 
Transactions, I do not know the detailed information requested in this Question for the reasons 
explained above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed 
others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested infonnation, which will be included in a 
subsequent response ona schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

(b) For each Transaction: 

(i) Describe in detail Goldman Sachs' ("Goldman") role in tbe Transaction, 
including whether it served as a placement agent; participated in the 
selection of assets or referenced assets prior to or after the closing date of the 
Transaction; hired a collateral manager or other agent for the Transaction; 
contributed, purchased, or warehoused any assets; partiCipated in obtaining 
a credit rating for the Transaction; participated in the selection of any 
counter party for the Transaction; entered into any credit default swap or 
short position or acted as a counter party witb respect to the Transaction or 
assets related to the Transaction; sold any securities related to the 
Transaction; or oversaw the liquidation, unwinding, closure or completion of 
the Transaction. 

(ii) Describe the capital structure and credit ratings obtained for each 
Transaction, including any change in the credit ratings over time. 

(iii) Identify by name and address each purchaser of each security issued in 
connection with the Transaction, including the name, price, size, and total 
notional value of each type of security purchased; the date each security was 
purchased; the Goldman sales representative responsible for the sale of each 
security; and the Gross Credits ("GCs") paid to any sales representative for 
the sale of each security. 

(iv) Indicate how many and the nature of any securities that were retained or 
purchased by Goldman from the Transaction; if those securities were sold or 
otherwise disposed of within 12 months of the inception of the security, tbe 
number of securities sold or disposed of, tbe sales price or cost of disposition, 
and to wbom tbey were sold or how tbey were otberwise disposed of; and 
identify any securities that were sold to investors and repurcbased by 
Goldman. 

(v) Indicate tbe net revenues or losses sustained by Goldman from tbe 
Transaction, combining all sales, transfers, credit defaults, sbort positions, 
and otber activities undertaken by Goldman in connection witb tbe 
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Transaction from its inception to the present. Explain how the net revenue
or loss figure was derived, and its key components.

(vi) Identify by name and address any investor who has complained to Goldman
in writing about its investment in one or more of the Transactions.

Although I recently learned some general information about certain of the
Transactions, I do not know the detailed information requested in this Question for the reasons
explained above. I am aware of a civil action by the Basis Yield Alpha Fund (Master) regarding
Timberwolf 1, Ltd.

In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed
others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

(c) State if and when any Transaction was liquidated.

I do not know whether any Transaction was liquidated for the reasons explained
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

(d) In any Transaction, if bonds were purchased to collateralize synthetic assets,
identify the bond by name, the value of the bond, the Transaction for which it was
purchased, and the party from which the bond was purchased.

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

(e) For each Transaction, provide copies of any offering circular or memorandum,
mortgage capital committee memo, pitch book or marketing flip book or similar
materials regarding the structuring or sale of interests (including securities) in the
Transaction. It is not necessary to provide duplicates of the same material, but
provide the identity of all persons who received such material.

I do not have personal custody of the documents requested in this Question, but I
have directed others at Goldman Sachs to gather the requested materials.

(f) If Goldman entered into a credit default swap ("CDS") referencing any portion of
any Transaction or any asset related to the transaction, provide the notional value of
the CDS, the assets referenced in the CDS, the date entered, the name of the counter
party, and the ultimate disposition of the CDS, including whether it was cancelled,
unwound, or paid.

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others
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Transaction from its inception to the present. Explain how the net revenue 
or loss figure was derived, and its key components. 

(vi) Identify by name and address any investor who has complained to Goldman 
in writing about its investment in one or more of the Transactions. 

Although I recently learned some general information about certain of the 
Transactions, I do not know the detailed information requested in this Question for the reasons 
explained above. I am aware of a civil action by the Basis Yield Alpha Fund (Master) regarding 
Timberwolf I, Ltd. 

In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed 
others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

(c) State if and wben any Transaction was liquidated. 

I do not know whether any Transaction was liquidated for the reasons explained 
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others 
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

(d) In any Transaction, if bonds were purcbased to collateralize synthetic assets, 
identify tbe bond by name, tbe value of the bond, the Transaction for whicb it was 
purchased, and tbe party from whicb the bond was purchased. 

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained 
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others 
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

(e) For eacb Transaction, provide copies of any offering circular or memorandum, 
mortgage capital committee memo, pitch book or marketing flip book or similar 
materials regarding tbe structuring or sale of interests (including securities) in the 
Transaction. It is not necessary to provide duplicates of tbe same material, but 
provide the identity of all persons who received such material. 

I do not have personal custody of the documents requested in this Question, but I 
have directed others at Goldman Sachs to gather the requested materials. 

(t) If Goldman entered into a credit default swap ("CDS") referencing any portion of 
any Transaction or any asset related to the transaction, provide the notional value of 
the CDS, tbe assets referenced in the CDS, the date entered, the name of the counter 
party, and tbe ultimate disposition of the CDS, including whether it was cancelled, 
unwound, or paid. 

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained 
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others 
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within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

2. Provide the following information regarding the sale of securities in each of the
following transactions (each of which is hereinafter referred to in this question as a
"Transaction" or, collectively, "the Transactions"): Abacus 2007-ACI; Anderson
Mezzanine Funding 2007-1; Camber 7; Fort Denison Funding; Hudson Mezzanine
Funding 2006-1; Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2; Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1;
and Timberwolf I.

(a) Who was the issuer of any securities; what was the issuer's relationship to
Goldman; who established the issuer; and who requested the establishment of the
issuer?

(b) In the sale of any securities, how and by what means did Goldman bring the specific
securities to the attention of a client or potential investor? Identify each client or
potential investor to whom Goldman presented any of the Transactions, describe
each communication with that client, and state the substance of each
communication. (In lieu of stating the substance of a communication, you may
provide a,copy of the communication.)

(c) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman
advise potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to hold short positions
with respect to assets referenced in the Transaction being considered by any
potential investor?

(d) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman
advise potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to hold a net short
position with respect to RMBS related assets?

(e) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman
advise potential investors whether it had taken steps or planned to use the offering
to reduce its own inventory of RMBS or CDO securities or other holdings?

(f) Did Goldman conduct a suitability analysis in connection with soliciting clients or
potential investors to purchase securities issued in any of the Transactions? If so,
describe the suitability analysis conducted for each investor that purchased these
securities. If Goldman retained a written record that reflects that such a analysis
was conducted for any of these Transactions, provide a copy.

Although I recently learned some general information about certain of the
Transactions, I do not know the detailed information requested by this Question for the reasons
explained above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed
others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

3. (a) In what capacity did Goldman act for Paulson & Co. (together with any of its
affiliates, "Paulson") with respect to the Abacus 2007-ACI transaction or a Credit
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within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

2. Provide tbe following information regarding tbe sale of securities in each of the 
following transactions (each of which is bereinafter referred to in this question as a 
"Transaction" or, collectively, "tbe Transactions"): Abacns 2007-AC1; Anderson 
Mezzanine Funding 2007-1; Camber 7; Fort Denison Funding; Hudson Mezzanine 
Funding 2006-1; Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2; Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1; 
and Timberwolf I. 

(a) Wbo was tbe issuer of any securities; wbat was tbe issuer's relationship to 
Goldman; who established the issuer; and wbo requested the establishment of tbe 
issuer? 

(b) In the sale of any securities, how and by what means did Goldman bring the specific 
securities to tbe attention of a client or potential investor? Identify each client or 
potential investor to whom Goldman presented any of tbe Transactions, describe 
each communication witb that client, and state the substance of each 
communication. (In lieu ofstating the substance of a communication, you may 
provide a,copy of the communication.) 

(c) In the Transactions in wbich Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman 
advise potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to bold short positions 
with respect to assets referenced in the Transaction being considered by any 
potential investor? 

. (d) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman 
advise potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to bold a net short 
position with respect to RMBS related assets? 

(e) In tbe Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman 
advise potential investors whether it had taken steps or planned to use the offering 
to reduce its own inventory ofRMBS or CDO securities or other holdings? 

(f) Did Goldman conduct a suitability analysis in connection with soliciting clients or 
potential investors to purchase securities issued in any of the Transactions? If so, 
describe the suitability analysis conducted for each investor that purchased these 
securities. If Goldman retained a written record tbat reOects that such a analysis 
was conducted for any of these Transactions, provide a copy. 

Although I recently learned some general information about certain of the 
Transactions, I do not know the detailed information requested by this Question for the reasons 
explained above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed 
others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

3. (a) In what capacity did Goldman act for Paulson & Co. (together with any of its 
affiliates, "Paulson") with respect to the Abacus 2007-ACI transaction or a Credit 
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Default Swap transaction that referenced any or all of the same entities or securities
that were referenced in the Abacus 2007-ACI transaction? Describe in detail
Goldman's relationship to Paulson with respect to those transactions, its obligations
to Paulson, the nature and amount of any fees or compensation received by
Goldman from Paulson relating to those transactions, and whether Goldman
advised investors or potential investors in Abacus 2007-AC1 of the existence and
nature of its relationship with Paulson.

(b) If Goldman advised investors or potential investors of the nature or existence of the
Paulson relationship, identify who so advised investors or potential investors, the
date on which that person so advised investors or potential investors, the identity of
the investors or potential investors so advised, the manner (i.e. verbal or in writing)
in which the person was advised, and the substance of the communication (and, if in
writing, provide a copy of the communication).

I have some general knowledge about the ABACUS 2007-AC I transaction, but,
in order to provide a complete response, I have instructed others within Goldman Sachs to gather
the requested information, which will be included in a subsequent response on a schedule to be
arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

4. For 2006 and 2007, provide the total dollar value of the residential mortgages that
Goldman asked mortgage originators to repurchase due to a breach of representations
or warranties related to fraudulent loan origination or underwriting.

(a) What percentage of Goldman's repurchase requests were successful?

(b) How much money did Goldman collect from its repurchase requests?

(c) Identify the five mortgage originators to which Goldman directed the most
repurchase requests and the total value of the requests made to each of those five.

(d) Identify the total dollar amount of repurchase requests that Goldman directed to:

(i) Washington Mutual;

(ii) Fremont; and

(iii) New Century.

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

5. What was the total dollar value of RMBS or CDO-related credit default swap (CDS)
protection that Goldman obtained from AIG or an AIG subsidiary or affiliate
(hereafter "AIG") from January 1, 2004 to the present?

-5-
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Default Swap transaction that referenced any or all of the same entities or securities 
that were referenced in the Abacus 2007-ACI transaction? Describe in detail 
Goldman's relationship to Paulson with respect to those transactions, its obligations 
to Paulson, the nature and amount of any fees or compensation received by 
Goldman from Paulson relating to those transactions, and whether Goldman 
advised investors or potential investors in Abacus 2007-ACI of the existence and 
nature of its relationship with Paulson. 

(b) If Goldman advised investors or potential investors of the nature or existence of the 
Paulson relationship, identify who so advisecJ investors or potential investors, the 
date on which that person so advised investors or potential investors, the identity of 
the investors or potential investors so advised, the manner (i.e. verbal or in writing) 
in which the person was advised, and the substance of tbe communication (and, if in 
writing, provide a copy of the communication). 

I have some general knowledge about the ABACUS 2007-ACl transaction, but, 
in order to provide a complete response, I have instructed others within Goldman Sachs to gather 
the requested infonnation, which will be included in a subsequent response on a schedule to be 
arranged with the Subcommittee staff. . 

4. For 2006 and 2007, provide the total dollar value of the residential mortgages that 
Goldman asked mortgage originators to repurcbase due to a breach of representations 
or warranties related to fraudulent loan origination or underwriting. 

(a) What percentage of Goldman's repurchase requests were successful? 

(b) How much money did Goldman collect from its repurcbase requests? 

(c) Identify the five mortgage originators to which Goldman directed the most 
repurchase requests and the total value of the requests made to each of those five. 

(d) Identify the total dollar amount of repurchase requests that Goldman directed to: 

(i) Washington Mutual; 

(ii) Fremont; and 

(iii) New Century. 

I do not know the infonnation requested in this Question for the reasons explained 
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others 
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested infonnation, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

S. What was the total dollar value of RMBS or CDO-related credit default swap (CDS) 
protection that Goldman obtained from AlG or an AlG subsidiary or affiliate . 
(hereafter "AlG") from January 1,2004 to the present? 
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(a) Specify each transaction in which Goldman purchased CDS protection from AIG,
including the date, type and notional amount of CDS protection obtained, the
referenced assets or entities, whether the protection was purchased for RMBS, CDO
or other securities, and the Goldman business unit or desk involved.

(b) For each such transaction, describe the current status of the CDS protection
obtained from AIG, including any settlement or final disposition of the protection
and the total dollar amount received by Goldman.

Although I arn aware that Goldman Sachs purchased credit default swap
protection from AIG affiliates relating to securities referencing residential mortgages, I do not
know the detailed information requested in this Question for the reasons explained above. In an
effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others within Goldman
Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a subsequent response on a

schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

6. Did Goldman enter into any arrangement by which Goldman was the ultimate
beneficiary of RMBS or CDO-related CDS protection that had been issued by AIG to a
third party intermediary? If so, provide the following information:

(a) the name of the third party intermediary;

(b) the relationship between Goldman and the third party intermediary;

(c) the dates and nature of the transactions through which CDS protection was
obtained from AIG by the third party intermediary, with Goldman as the ultimate
beneficiary;

(d) whether AIG was aware of the arrangement between Goldman and the third party
intermediary;

(e) the aggregate notional amount of the CDS protection obtained from AIG;

(f) the total amount of premiums paid by the third party intermediary;

(g) the consideration paid by Goldman to the third party intermediary in connection
with the CDS protection; and

(h) the dates and dollar amounts of any recovery on the protection obtained by
Goldman from AIG through a third party intermediary.

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be-arranged with the Subcommittee staff.
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(a) Specify each-transaction in which Goldman purchased CDS protection from AIG, 
including the date, type and notional amount of CDS protection obtained, the 
referenced assets or entities, whether the protection was purchased for RMBS, CDO 
or other securities, and the Goldman business unit or desk involved. 

(b) For each such transaction, describe the current status of the CDS protection 
obtained from AIG, including any settlement or final disposition of the protection 
and the total dollar amount received by Goldman. 

Although I am aware that Goldman Sachs purchased credit default swap 
protection from AlG affiliates relating to securities referencing residential mortgages, I do not 
know the detailed information requested in this Question for the reasons explained above. In an 
effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others within Goldman 
Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a subsequent response on a 
scheduleto be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

6. Did Goldman enter into any arrangement by which Goldman was the ultimate 
beneficiary of RMBS or CDO-related CDS protection that bad been issued by AIG to a 
tbird party intermediary? If so, provide the following information: 

(a) the name of the third party intermediary; 

(b) the relationship between Goldman and the third party intermediary; 

(c) the dates and nature of the transactions through which CDS protection was 
obtained froin AIG by the third party intermediary, with Goldman as the ultimate 
beneficiary; 

(d) whether AIG was aware of the arrangement between Goldman and the third party 
intermediary; 

(e) the aggregate notional amount ofthe CDS protection obtained from AIG; 

(1) the total amount of premiums paid by the third party intermediary; 

(g) the consideration paid by Goldman to the third party intermediary in connection 
with the CDS protection; and 

(h) the dates and dollar amounts of any recovery on the protection obtained by 
Goldman from AIG through a third party intermediary. 

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained 
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others 
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be-arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 
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7. Did Goldman play any role in suggesting, encouraging, or prompting any other
individual or entity to make collateral calls on CDS protection written by AIG related
to RMBS or CDO securities? If so, describe in detail.

I am not aware of Goldman Sachs playing any such role.

8. Did Goldman obtain CDS protection against credit events involving AIG, Bear Stearns,

Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Long Beach Mortgage, Merrill Lynch, National City

Corp., New Century, or Washington Mutual? If so, for each such financial firm during
the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2008, provide the following
information:

(a) the dates when the CDS protection was obtained and the nature of the protection;

(b) the counter parties involved;

(c) the total aggregate notional amount of the CDS protection obtained;

(d) the total amount of premiums paid by Goldman for such protection; and

(e) the total dollar amount of any recovery obtained by Goldman in connection with the
CDS protection.

I am aware that the Firm purchased CDS protection against credit events

involving AIG. I do not know, however, what CDS protection, if any, the Firn may have

purchased with regard to the other entities listed in this Question. Therefore, I cannot provide a

more detailed response for the reasons explained above. In an effort to provide a more complete

response, however, I have instructed others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested

information, which will be included in a subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with

the Subcommittee staff.

9. From January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2008, did Goldman obtain any insurance

or other protection from a credit event involving AIG through any means other than a

CDS transaction? If so, explain in detail.

I am not aware whether the Firm obtained that protection through any means

other than CDS. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed

others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a

subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

10. Is there any instance from January 1, 2006 to the present, with respect to the settlement

of disputes related to CDS protection for RMBS or CDO securities, in which Goldman

obtained less than 100 cents on the dollar on the total notional amount of CDS
protection it had purchased? If so, specify each such instance, including the name and

type of the referenced assets, the name of the counter party, the notional amount of

CDS protection purchased by Goldman, the type and amount of any collateral posted

by the counterparty and the dates on which the collateral was posted, and the aggregate
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7. Did Goldman play any role in suggesting, encouraging, or prompting any otber 
individual or entity to make collateral calIS on CDS protection written by AIG related 
to RMBS or CDO securities? If so, describe in deta1l. 

I am not aware of Goldman Sachs playing any such role. 

S. Did Goldman obtain CDS protection against credit events involving AIG, Bear Stearns, 
Fremont,Lebman Brotbers, Long Beacb Mortgage, Merrill Lynch, National City 
Corp., New Century, or Washington Mutual? If so, for eacb sucb financial firm during 
tbe period from January 1,2006 througb December 31, 200S, provide tbe following 
information: 

(a) tbe dates wben tbe CDS protection was obtained and tbe natUre oftbe protection; 

(b) tbe counter parties involved; 

(c) tbe total aggregate notional amount oftbe CDS protection obtained; 

(d) tbe total amount of premiums paid by Goldman for sucb protection; and 

(e) tbe total dollar amount of any recovery obtained by Goldinan in connection witb tbe 
CDS protection. 

I am aware that the Firm purchased CDS protection against credit events 
involving AIG. I do not know, however, what CDS protection, if any, the Finn may have 
purchased with regard to the other entities listed in this Question. Therefore, I cannot provide a 
more detailed response for the reasons explained above. In an effort to provide a more complete 
response, however, I have instructed others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested 
information, which will be included in a subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with 
the Subcommittee staff. 

9. From January 1,2006 tbrougb December 31, 200S, did Goldman obtain any insurance 
or otber protection from a credit event involving AlG tbrougb any iDeans otber tban a 
CDS transaction? If so, explain in detail. 

I am not aware whether the Firm obtained that protection through any means 
other than CDS. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed 
others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

10. Is there any instance from January 1,2006 to the present, with respect to tbe settlement 
of disputes related to CDS protection for RMBS or CDO securities, in whicb Goldman 
obtained less than 100 cents on the dollar on tbe total notional amount of CDS 
protection it bad purcbased? If so, specify eacb such instance, including the name and 
type of tbe referenced assets, tbe name of tbe counter party, tbe notional amount of 
CDS protection purcbased by Goldman, tbe type and amount of any conateral posted 
by the counterparty and the dates on wbicb tbe conateral was posted, and tbe aggregate 
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total dollar amount obtained by Goldman from the counter party in final settlement of
Goldman's CDS protection claims.

I do not know of any instance in which Goldman Sachs received less than the

amount it was contractually due under a CDS referencing mortgage-backed securities. In an

effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others within Goldman

Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a subsequent response on a

schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

11. With respect to AIG, Bear Stearns, Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Long Beach Mortgage,

Merrill Lynch, National City Corp., New Century, and Washington Mutual, provide

the following information for the years 2007 and 2008:

(a) A detailed chronology of Goldman's firm-wide proprietary trading (including

trading for itself or its own accounts) in equity securities for each of the above

companies, including the date, purchase price, and number of shares involved in

each transaction; whether the transaction involved a purchase or sale; whether the

transaction resulted a long or short position for Goldman; and the net position of

Goldman following each transaction.

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained

above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others

within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a

subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

(b) A detailed chronology of Goldman's firm-wide proprietary trading (including

trading for itself or its own accounts) in options or futures contracts for each of the

above companies, including the date, purchase price, and number of options

involved in each transaction; whether the transaction involved a purchase or sale of

a put or call option; whether the option was exercised, the exercise price and date,

whether the transaction resulted a long or short position for Goldman; and the net

position for Goldman following each transaction.

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained

above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others

within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a

subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

(c) The same chronologies as requested in (a) and (b) above for the Asset Backed

Securities (ABS) trading desk alone.

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained

above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others

within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a

subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

12. (a) Did Goldman have any written procedures or policies with regard to the ABS desk's

using funds from a firm trading account to make speculative or proprietary trades
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total dollar amount obtained by Goldman from the counter party in final settiement of 
Goldman's CDS protection claims. 

I do not know of any instance in which Goldman Sachs received less than the 
amount it was contractually due under a CDS referencing mortgage-backed securities. In an 
effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others within Goldman 
Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a subsequent response on a 
schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

11. With respect to AlG, Bear Stearns, Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Long Beach Mortgage, 
Merrill Lynch, National City Corp., New Century, and Washington Mutual, provide 
the following information for the years 2007 and 2008: 

(a) A detailed chronology of Goldman's firm-wide proprietary trading (including 
trading for itself or its own accounts) in equity securities for each of the above 
companies, including the date, purchase price, and number of shares involved in 
each transaction; whether the transaction involved a purchase or sale; whether the 
transaction resulted a long or short position for Goldman; and the net position of 
Goldman following each transaction. 

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained 
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others 
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be iricluded in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

(b) A detailed chronology of Goldman's firm-wide proprietary trading (including 
trading for itself or its own accounts) in options or futures contracts for each of the 
above companies, including the date, purchase price, and number of options 
involved in each transaction; whether the transaction involved a purchase or sale of 
a put or call option; whether the option was exercised, the exercise price and date~ 
whether the transaction resulted a long or short position for Goldman; and the net 
positi~n for Goldman following each transaction. 

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the r.easons explained 
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others 
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

(c) The same chronologies as requested in (a) and (b) above for the Asset Backed 
Securities (ABS) trading desk alone. 

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained 
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others 
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

12. (a) Did Goldman have any written procedures or policies with regard to the ABS desk's 
using funds from a firm trading account to make speculative or proprietary trades 
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in equity securities or options or futures contracts such as those listed above? If so,
provide a copy of those procedures or policies.

(b) Was it a departure from Goldman's policies or procedures for the ABS trading desk
to have used a firm trading account to engage in speculative or proprietary trades in
the equity securities or options or futures contracts listed above?

(c) Did the ABS trading desk seek or obtain a waiver of Goldman's policies or
procedures to trade these securities? If so, provide the date of the waiver, the
persons who requested the waiver, the person who made the final decision to grant
the waiver, and a copy of the waiver and the application or request to obtain it.

I generally am aware of risk limits placed on market making desks, which
typically limit positions that such desks can put on, as well as policies and procedures requiring
approval of increases in such risk limits, and temporary exceptions to account for over-limit risk
caused by a number of factors, including increased market volatility. But I do not know the
detailed information requested in the Question.

In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed
others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

13. During 2008, did any representative, employee, officer, agent, or attorney acting on
behalf of Goldman contact or communicate with any federal agency, including the
Federal Reserve or the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), to discuss any
limitation on the short selling of Goldman shares or the shares of any other financial
institution? If so, provide a detailed chronology describing those contacts, including the
date of each contact, who initiated it, the participants involved, whether it was made by
telephone or in person, and the substance of the discussion.

I recall speaking with SEC Chairman Christopher Cox telephonically on two
occasions. There may have been others, but I cannot recall. I do not recall the dates. I believe
that Chairman Cox initiated the first call and I am not sure about the second. As I explained in
my meeting with the Subcommittee staff, I recall that Chairman Cox asked my opinion, and that
I initially indicated that I was not in favor of such limitations. At the time, other firms were
complaining publicly about shorts. But I recall being negative about halting shorts because
banning shorts could have an adverse effect on the markets in terms of the ability to price
securities. I recall, however, that I subsequently changed my view because the situation seemed
extreme and the concentrated piling on of shorts might be distorting the market.

Goldman Sachs employs thousands of professionals, but I am not aware of
relevant communications that other Goldman Sachs employees may have had.

14. Describe how and when Goldman learned of the limitations that the SEC implemented
in 2008, on the short selling of the shares of certain financial institutions.

I am not aware of anyone at Goldman Sachs having learned of these limitations
prior to the SEC's public announcement of them.
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in equity securities or options or futures coutracts such as those listed above? If so, 
provide a copy of those procedures or policies. 

(b) Was it a departure from Goldman's pOlicies or procedures for the ABS tradhig ~esk 
to have used a firm trading account to engage iu speculative or proprietary trades in 
the equity securities or options or futures contracts listed above? 

(c) Did the ABS trading desk seek or obtain a waiver of Goldman's policies or 
.. procedures to trade these securities? If so, provide the date of the waiver, the 

persons who requested the waiver, the person who made the final decision to grant 
the waiver, and a copy of the waiver and the application or request to obtain it. 

I generally am aware of risk limits placed on market making desks, which 
typically limit positions that such desks can put on, as well as policies and procedures requiring 
approval of increases in such risk limits, and temporary exceptions to account for over-limit risk 
caused by a number of factors, including increased market volatility. But I do not know the 
detailed information requested in the Question. 

In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed 
others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

13. During 2008, did any representative, employee, officer, agent, or attorney acting on 
behalf of Goldman contact or communicate with any federal agency, including the 
Federal Reserve or the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), to discuss any 

. limitation on the short selling of Goldman shares or the shares of any otber financial 
institution? If so, provide a detailed chronology describing those contacts, including tbe 
date of each contact, wbo initiated it, tbeparticipants involved, whether it was made by 
telephone or in person, and the substa~ce of the discussion. 

I recall speaking with SEC Chairman Christopher Cox telephonically on two 
occasions. There may have been others, but I cannot recall. I do not recall the dates. I believe 
that Chairman Cox initiated the first call and I am not sure about the second. As I explained in 
my meeting with the Subcommittee staff, I recall that Chairman Cox asked my opinion, and that 
I initially indicated that I was not in favor of such limitations. At the time, other firms were 
complaining publicly about shorts. But I recall being negative about halting shorts because 
banning shorts could have an adverse effect on the markets in terms of the ability to price 
securities. I recall, however, that I subsequently changed my view because the situation seemed 
extreme and the concentrated piling on of shorts might be distorting the market. 

Goldman Sachs employs thousands of professionals, but I am not aware of 
relevant communications that other Goldman Sachs employees may have had. 

14. Describe how and when Goldman learned ofthe limitations tbat the SEC. impl.el!1e~!ed 
in 2008, on tbe short selling of the shares of certain financial institutions. 

I am not aware of anyone at Goldman Sachs having learned of these limitations 
prior to the SEC's public announcement of them. 
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15. Provide any document possessed by, generated by, or provided to Jonathan Egol
related to obtaining a credit rating related to any Abacus transaction by any credit
rating agency, including any correspondence, emails, memoranda, or other analysis or
exchanges of information.

I do not have personal custody of the documents requested in this Question, but I
have directed others at Goldman Sachs to gather the requested materials.

16. Describe in detail your understanding of Goldman's legal duties of disclosure, pursuant
to securities laws and regulations, including rules prescribed by the SEC or FINRA, to
purchasers of securities when Goldman acts in any of the following capacities: (a)
market maker; (b) underwriter; (b) placement agent; (d) broker (when making a
solicitation or recommendation of a security); or (e) a dealer. Include your definition of
a "market maker."

I understand that Goldman Sachs must comply with the applicable duties of
disclosure arising under the federal securities laws, including rules prescribed by the SEC and
FINRA. I am aware of an underwriter's obligation to disclose the material facts relating to the
securities offered. Otherwise, I have no detailed understanding of the specific legal duties of
disclosure in each of the capacities referenced above.

A market maker is a financial intermediary that stands ready, willing and able to
buy and sell financial instruments at the initiation of clients. This business is client-driven, and
Goldman Sachs strives to provide a fair price to its clients.

Should the Subcommittee desire a more detailed legal analysis of the federal
securities laws, regulations and rules, I will direct others at Goldman Sachs to provide one.

17. (a) Does the fact that an investor or a potential investor with whom Goldman is
transacting business is an "accredited" investor, a "qualified institutional buyer" or
a "qualified purchaser" (as those terms are used in the U.S. federal securities laws)
affect the duties and obligations of Goldman when acting in any of the capacities
described in Question 16? If so, describe how any of Goldman's duties when acting
in any of these capacities are affected by the status of the investor or potential
investor.

I believe that, for any investor, Goldman Sachs has a duty to ensure that what it
says is truthful. In my view, a sophisticated investor may generally be shown more sophisticated
potential transactions that may not be suitable for less sophisticated investors. I also understand
that suitability and disclosure duties under the federal securities laws vary depending on the
types of investors to whom a transaction is marketed and the manner in which it is marketed.

Should the Subcommittee desire a more detailed legal analysis of the federal
securities laws, regulations and rules, I will direct others at Goldman Sachs to provide one.

(b) Does Goldman have a duty to conduct a suitability analysis when making a
recommendation to any of the types of investors listed in question 17(a)? If so,
describe the nature and extent of the analysis to be conducted.
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IS. Provide any document possessed by, generated by, or provided to Jonathan Egol 
related to obtaining a credit rating related to any Abacus transaction by any credit 
rating agency, including any correspondence, em ails, memoranda, or other analysis or 
exchanges of information. 

I do not have personal custody of the documents requested in this Question, but I 
have directed others at Goldman Sachs to gather the requested materials. 

16. Describe in detail your understanding of Goldman's legal duties of disclosure, pursuant 
t~ securities laws and regulations, including rules prescribed by the SEC or FINRA, to 
purchasers of securities when Goldman acts in any of the following capacities: (a) 
market maker; (b) underwriter; (b) placement agent; (d) broker (when making a 
solicitation or recommendation of a security); or (e) a dealer. Include your definition of 
a "mar:ket maker." 

I understand that Goldman Sachs must comply with the applicable duties of 
disclosure arising under the federal securities laws, including rules prescribed by the SEC and 
FINRA. I am aware ofan underwriter's obligation to disclose the material facts relating to the 
securities offered. Otherwise, I have no detailed understanding ofthe specific legal duties of 
disclosure in each of the capacities referenced above. 

A market maker is a financial intennediary that stands ready, willing and able to 
buy and sell financial instruments at the initiation of clients. This business is client-driven, and 
Goldman Sachs strives to provide a fair price to its clients. . 

Should the Subcommittee desire a more detailed legal analysis of the federal 
securities laws, regulations and rules, I will direct others at Goldman Sachs to provide one, 

17. (a) Does the fact that an investor or a potential investor with whom Goldman is 
transacting business is an "accredited" investor, a "qualified institutional buyer" or 
a "qualified purchaser" (as those terms are used in the U.S. federal securities laws) 
affect the duties and obligations of Goldman when acting in any ofthe capacities 
described in Question 16? If so, describe how any of Goldman's duties when acting 
in any of these capacities are affected by the status of the investor or potential 
investor. 

I believe that, for any investor, Goldman Sachs has a duty to el1sure that what it 
says is truthful. In my view, a sophisticated investor may generally be shown more sophisticated 
potential transactions that may not be suitable for less sophisticated investors. I also understand 
that suitability and disclosure duties under the federal securities laws vary depending on the 
types of investors to whom a transaction is marketed and the manner in which it is marketed. 

Should the Subcommittee desire a more detailed legal analysis of the federal 
securities laws, regulations and rules, I will direct others at Goldman Sachs to provig~ one: 

(b) Does Goldman have a duty to conduct a suitability analysis when making a 
recommendation to any of the types of investors listed in question 17(a)? If so, 
describe the nature and extent ofthe analysis to be conducted. 
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I believe that Goldman Sachs has implemented policies and procedures

reasonably designed to ensure that the Firm meets its suitability obligations when it recommends

a security to a client, and that those obligations can vary depending on the nature of the client-

for example, institutional clients in contrast to individual clients. I note, however, that Goldman

Sachs does not necessarily "recommend" the transactions it presents to investors.

I understand that investors who transacted with Goldman Sachs in CDOs in 2007,

as in prior years, were primarily large, global financial institutions, insurance companies and

hedge funds. It is my understanding that these investors generally had significant resources, had

relationships with multiple securities dealers and access to extensive information and research

flow, performed their own analysis of the data and formed their own views about market trends.

Should the Subcommittee desire a more detailed legal analysis of the federal

securities laws, regulations and rules, I will direct others at Goldman Sachs to provide one.

(c) Does Goldman owe a duty to disclose any adverse interest that it may have when
recommending a security to any of the types of investors listed in question 17(a)?

I am not sure what is meant by the term "adverse interest." Goldman Sachs may

have a duty to disclose certain potential conflicts present in a securities transaction, but this will

depend on the facts and circumstances-for example, where Goldman Sachs has a duty to

disclose material information and the conflict is material in the context of all the relevant

information. In addition, Goldman Sachs does not necessarily "recommend" the securities that it

sells to investors.

Should the Subcommittee desire a more detailed legal analysis of the federal

securities laws, regulations and rules, I will direct others at Goldman Sachs to provide one.

18. (a) Is Goldman aware of the 2004 Guidelines set forth by the United States

Sentencing Commission (the "Guidelines") establishing the elements of an effective ethics
and compliance program?

I am not aware of the specific 2004 Guidelines set forth by the United States

Sentencing Commission, although I know that others within Goldman Sachs are aware of the

2004 Guidelines. I also know that Goldman Sachs maintains a robust compliance and ethics

program.

(b) What, if anything, has Goldman done to address the standards for ethics and

compliance programs as set forth in the Guidelines? In particular, provide copies of

educational materials or presentations given or presented to the Goldman Board of
Directors, Goldman executives, and Goldman employees in general with respect to ethics
and compliance during the period 2004 to the present.

Goldman Sachs devotes considerable resources to ethics and compliance. I have

directed others at Goldman Sachs to gather the additional detailed information requested in this

Question.
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I believe that Goldman Sachs has implemented policies and procedures 
reasonably designed to ensure that the Finn meets its suitability obligations when it recommends 
a security to a client, and that those obligations can vary depending on the nature of the client
for example, institutional clients in contrasHo individual clients. I note, however, that Goldman 
Sachs does not necessarily "recommend" the transactions it presents to investors. 

I understand that investors who transacted with Goldman Sachs in CDOs in 2007, 
as in prior years, were primarily large, global financial institutions, insurance companies and 
hedge funds. It is my understanding that these investors generally had significant resources, had 
relationships with multiple securities dealers and access to extensive information and research 
flow, perfonned their own analysis of the data and fonned their own views about market trends. 

Should .the Subcommittee desire a more detailed legal analysis of the federal 
securities laws, regulations and rules, I will direct others at Goldman Sachs to provide one. 

(c) Does Goldman owe a duty to disclose any adverse interest that it may have when 
recommending a security to any of the types of investors listed in question 17(a)? 

I am not sure what is meant by the tenn "adverse interest." Goldman Sachs may 
have a duty to disclose certain potential conflicts present in a securities transaction, but this will 
depend on the facts and circumstances-for example, where Goldman Sachs has a duty to 
disclose material information and the conflict is material in the context of all the relevant 
·information. In addition, Goldman Sachs does not necessarily "recommend" the securities that it 
sells to investors. 

Should the Subcommittee desire a more detailed legal analysis of the federal 
securities laws, regulations and rules, I will direct others at Goldman Sachs to provide one. 

18. (a) Is Goldman aware of the 2004 Guidelines set forth by the United States 
Sentencing Commission (the "Guidelines") establishing the elements of an effective ethics 
and compliance program? 

I am not aware of the specific 2004 Guidelines set forth by the United States 
Sentencing Commission, although I know that others within Goldman Sachs are aware of the 

.2004 Guidelines. I also know that Goldman Sachs maintains a robust compliance and ethics 
program. 

(b) .What, if anything, has Goldman done to address the standards for ethics and 
compliance programs as set forth in the Guidelines? In particular, provide copies of 
educational materials or presentations given or presented to the Goldman Board of 
Directors, Goldman executives, and Goldman employees in general with respect to ethics 
and compliance during the period 2004 to tbe present. 

Goldman Sachs devotes considerable resources to ethics and compliance. I have 
directed others at Goldman Sachs to gather the additional detailed infonnation requested in this 
Question. 
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Ouestions from Senator McCaskill

1. How many partners of Goldman Sachs had investments with Paulson & Co. at the time
the Abacus AC-1 transaction was completed?

I do not know the information requested in this Question, but Goldman Sachs
does generally track certain types of direct outside investments by its employees. In an effort to
provide a more complete response, however, I have directed others at Goldman Sachs to provide
this information on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

2. How large was the short position that Goldman Sachs sold to Paulson & Co. as a part of
the Abacus AC-1 transaction in relation to all short positions sold to other clients
through synthetic and hybrid CDO issuances in 2006 and 2007? Please express this as a
percentage.

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

3. Of clients to whom Goldman sold short positions from synthetic CDOs, as in the
Abacus AC-1 transaction, how many employed former directors or employees of
Goldman Sachs?

I do not know the information requested in this Question, nor do I believe that the
Firm has this information.

4. Did any Goldman employees see their total compensation decline as a result of the
ultimate poor performance of the mortgage backed securities and collateralized debt
obligations that the firm issued in 2006 and 2007?

Goldman Sachs' compensation structure is based on the Firm's overall
performance, the performance of the specific business in which the employee works and the
personal performance of the employee. Increases or decreases in compensation, therefore, are
based on a number of factors. I do not know the specifics of compensation paid to employees
who worked in the Mortgage Department for the reasons explained above.

In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed
others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

5. Please provide the context for the email in exhibit 77, in which a Goldman employee
reviewed pool of mortgages originated by New Century. Were these loans subsequently
packaged into securities? If so, how much of the pool discussed in exhibit 77 was "put
back," to use the phrase from the analyst writing the document? -

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others
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Questions from Senator McCaskill 

1. How many partners of Goldman Sachs had investments with Paulson & Co. at the time 
the Abacus AC-l transaction was completed? 

I do not know the information requested in this Question, but Goldman Sachs 
does generally track certain types of direct outside investments by its employees. In an effort to 
provide a more complete response, however, I have directed others at Goldman Sachs to provide 
this information on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

2. How large was the short position that Goldman Sachs sold to Paulson & Co. as a part of 
the Abacus AC-l transaction in relation to all short positions sold to other clients 
through synthetic and hybrid cno issuances in ·2006 and 2007? Please express tbis as a 
percentage. 

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained 
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others 
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

3. Of clients to whom Goldman sold sbort positions from synthetic cnos, as in tbe 
Abacus AC-l transaction, how m~ny employed former directors or employees of 
Goldman Sachs? 

I do not know the information requested in this Question, nor do I belie,ve that the 
Firm has this information. 

4. Did any Goldman employees see their total compensation decline as a result of the 
ultimate poor performance of the mortgage backed securities and collateralized debt 
obligations that the firm issued in 2006 and 2007? 

Goldman Sachs' compensation structure is based on the Firm's overall 
performance, the performance of the specific business in which the employee works and the 
personal performance of the employee. Increases or decreases in compensation, therefore, are 
based on a number of factors. I do not know the specifics of compensation paid to employees 
who worked in the Mortgage Department for the reasons explained above. 

In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, 1 have instructed 
others within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a 
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff. 

5. Please provide the context for the email in exhibit 77, in which a Goldman employee 
reviewed pool of mortgages originated by New Century. Were these loans subsequently 
packaged into securities? If so, bow much of the pool discussed in exhibit 77 Was "put 
back," to use the pbrase from the analyst writing tbe document? -

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained 
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others 
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within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a

subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

6. Did Goldman Sachs perform a review similar to that found in Exhibit 77 of the pools of
mortgages from which the Long Beach Mortgage Loan Trust 2006-A (LBMLT-A)
residential mortgage backed securities were created? If so, please produce those reviews
to the committee. How many loans showed evidence of potential fraud, noncompliance,
foreclosure, or other risk factors? How many problem loans ended up in the pools for
LBMLT-A that were then sold to investors? How were weaknesses in the pools
disclosed to investors?

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained
above. In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed others
within Goldman Sachs to gather the requested information, which will be included in a
subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged with the Subcommittee staff.

7. How many customers contacted Goldman Sachs asking to take a short position with
respect to housing related assets after your firm decided to make a concerted effort to
"reduce risk" which reducing your net long position with respect to the housing
market? To how many customers did you sell short positions? How many customers
were turned away? Do you feel that your need to "reduce risk," prevented your firm, in
its role as market maker, from serving customers who wanted to purchase short
positions?

I do not know the information requested in this Question for the reasons explained
above. Additionally, I do not know if information on the number of customers that were "turned
away" is kept by the Firm.

I do not believe that our decision to "reduce risk' prevented the Firm from serving
its customers as a market maker. Although the prices that we quoted to buyers and sellers varied
with market levels, I believe that, as a general matter, Goldman Sachs continued to transact in
mortgage-related products in response to client demand.

In an effort to provide a more complete response, however, I have instructed
others within Goldman Sachs to determine whether the requested information is kept by the
Firm.

8. Of the customers to whom you did sell short positions how many were companies that
had hired former Goldman employees or with whom Goldman employees had
investments?

I do not know the information requested in this Question, nor do I know if all of it
is kept by the Firm. As indicated above, Goldman Sachs does generally track certain types of.

direct outside investments by its employees. In an effort to provide a more complete response,
however, I have instructed others within Goldman Sachs to determine whether the Firm keeps
this information so that it may be included in a subsequent response on a schedule to be arranged
with the Subcommittee staff.
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to
LLOYD C. BLANKFEIN

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREETAND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010

1.Provide the following information regarding each of the following transactions (each of

which is hereinafter referred to in this question as a "Transaction" or, collectively, "the
Transactions"):

Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1;
Camber 7;
Fort Denison Funding;
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1;
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2;
Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1; and
Timberwolf I.

(a) Provide a list of all assets in each Transaction at the closing date of the
Transaction. For each listed asset:

(i) State whether each asset is a cash or synthetic asset.

Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet, which sets forth certain information on

the cash and synthetic assets for the specified transactions (bearing production numbers

GS MBS0000027961) [See Appendix 1]. For each Transaction, the spreadsheet sets forth
each referenced asset, whether it is cash or synthetic, the current face amount, the closing

date, the asset source, the counterparty facing the transaction, and the warehouse period.

(ii) Specify its original face value in dollars.

Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet, which sets forth certain information on
the cash and synthetic assets for the specified transactions (bearing production numbers
GS MBS0000027961) [See Appendix 1]. For each Transaction, the spreadsheet sets forth
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each referenced asset, whether it is cash or synthetic, the current face amount, the closing

date, the asset source, the counterparty facing the transaction, and the warehouse period.

(iii) For each cash asset, identify by name the party from whom it was purchased

and the date of purchase.

Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet, which sets forth certain information on

the cash and synthetic assets for the specified transactions (bearing production numbers

GS MBS0000027961) [See Appendix 1]. For each Transaction, the spreadsheet sets forth

each referenced asset, whether it is cash or synthetic, the current face amount, the closing

date, the asset source, the counterparty facing the transaction, and the warehouse period.

(iv) For each synthetic asset: identify each referenced asset; identify by name the

counter party facing the Transaction; and the nature and date of any swap or

offsetting or back to back transaction entered into by the counter party with

respect to such referenced asset.

Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet, which sets forth certain information on

the cash and synthetic assets for the specified transactions (bearing production numbers

GS MBS0000027961). For each Transaction, the spreadsheet sets forth each referenced

asset, whether it is cash or synthetic, the current face amount, the closing date, the asset

source, the counterparty facing the transaction, and the warehouse period.

(v) State whether and, if so describe, any asset that was added to or removed from

each Transaction after the closing date, the source of any such asset, the

purchase or sales price for any such asset, and how any such price was

determined.

Goldman Sachs encloses the trustee reports (bearing production numbers GS MBS

0000027986 - 35792,35879 - 35952 and 35958 - 36047) for the respective Transactions.

These reports describe the assets that were, added or removed from the respective

Transactions after the closing date. The relevant pages in the reports are identified in the

chart below: [Corresponding documents retained in the files of the Subcommittee]
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Tanaction Trustee Report Page

Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1 OS MBS 000028003, 28053, 28180, 28246, 28339.
28388, 28415, 28476, 28631, 28679, 28775. 28822.
28871, 29022, 29221, 29316,29468 29613 and 29664

Camber 7 GS MBS 0000029713 - 29714. 30164 and 30963

Port Denison Funding No assets were added or removed after closing

Hudson Mezzunine Funding 20061 GS MBS 0000031247 - 31256. 3 1353- 31362,
32770- 32772, 32983 - 32984 and 33079

Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2 GS MBS 0000033184- 33185, 33292. 33917. 33975.
34034, 34152, 34207, 34260, 34313 - 34314. 34363,
34411, 34460, 34506, 34552, 34597, 34642. 34686,
34730, 34773, 34816, 34859, 34902, 34945, 34988 and
35977

Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1 GS MBS 0000035032, 35144, 35203 - 35204 and
35265 -35267

Timberwolf 1 OS MBS 0000035658 - 35659

(b) For each Transaction:

(i) Describe in detail Goldman Sachs' ("Goldman") role in the Transaction, including
whether it served as a placement agent; participated in the selection of assets or

referenced assets prior to or after the closing date of the Transaction; hired a

collateral manager or other agent for the Transaction; contributed, purchased, or
warehoused any assets; participated in obtaining a credit rating for the Transaction;

participated in the selection of any counter party for the Transaction; entered into

any credit default swap or short position or acted as a counter party with respect to

the Transaction or assets related to the Transaction; sold any securities related to the

Transaction; or oversaw the liquidation, unwinding, closure or completion of the

Transaction.

The offering circulars for the transactions, which we believe have been provided,

outline the roles that Goldman had on these seven transactions.

o Placement agent: For each Transaction other than the Point Pleasant transaction,

Goldman Sachs or an affiliate served as a placement agent. . IDS Corporate &
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the Transa.ction or assets related to the Transaction; sold any securities related to the 
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Investment Bank served as the initial placement agent in the Point Pleasant

transaction.

o Participated in the selection of assets prior to or after the closing date of the

Transaction: Generally, Goldman Sachs-like other parties to the.

transaction-participated in the selection of assets or referenced assets because the

Firm bore significant risks with respect to those assets both during the warehouse
period and to the extent that it retained any positions after closing.

o Contributed, purchased, or warehoused any assets: For all seven transactions, we
would have had involvement in each of these aspects

o Participated in obtaining a credit rating for the Transaction: Goldman Sachs would

be involved in obtaining a credit rating for these transactions from one of the more

nationally recognized credit rating agencies

o Participated in the selection of any counter party for the Transaction: Goldman Sachs
would be involved in selecting counterparties for the transaction both the asset and

liability side of the CDO

o Entered into any credit default swap or short position or acted as a counter party with

respect to the Transaction or assets related to the Transaction - Goldman Sachs was

the protection buyer from the synthetic CDOs included in the transactions (Fort

Denison was entirely a cash deal.), with the exception of Point Pleasant where IXIS

Corporate & Investment Bank purchased protection from the transaction.
Additionally, Goldman Sachs retained and purchased in the secondary market
financial instruments issued by these transactions.

o Sold any securities related to the Transaction: Goldman Sachs sold securities into the

transaction to the extent the reference portfolio included cash instruments.
Additionally, Goldman Sachs sold the financial instruments issued by the transaction

both upon initial underwriting as well as in conjunction with making secondary
markets.

o Oversaw the liquidation, unwinding, closure or completion of the Transaction:

Goldman Sachs initially acted as the liquidation agent for Hudson Mezzanine
Funding 2006-1, Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2 and Anderson Mezzanine
Funding 2007-1. Goldman Sachs later assigned that role to The TCW Group, Inc.

("TCW") for Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2 and Anderson Mezzanine Funding

2007-1 and did not liquidate any assets before the assignment. For Hudson
Mezzanine Funding 2006-1, Goldman Sachs attempted to assign its role as

liquidation agent to TCW, but Morgan Stanley (which was the super senior swap

counterparty) exercised its right of refusal. Accordingly, Goldman Sachs remained
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the liquidation agent and liquidated assets in accordance with the transaction
documents (that is, the Firm solicited: (i) quotations as part of its determination of
the credit default swap termination payments, and (ii) bids for the cash assets through
a competitive bidding process). In its role as swap counterparty, Goldman Sachs also
participated in the final liquidation of Timberwolf I by soliciting quotations as part
.of it determination of the credit default swap termination payments.

(ii) Describe the capital structure and credit ratings obtained for each
Transaction, including any change in the credit ratings over time.

Two spreadsheets from Mr. Blankfein accompany this question (Parts A
[See Appendix 2] and B [See Appendix 3]).

(iii)Identify by name and address each purchaser of each security issued
in connection with the Transaction, including the name, price, size,
and total notional value of each type of security purchased; the date
each security was purchased; the Goldman sales representative
responsible for the sale of each security; and the Gross Credits
("GCs") paid to any sales representative for the sale of each security.

Goldman Sachs previously produced to the Subcommittee a spreadsheet
(bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000018045 - 18052) [See Appendix 4]
providing the name, price, size, total notional value of each type of security
purchased and the date each security was purchased. Goldman Sachs now
encloses a spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS0000038669) [See
Appendix 4] providing information on the Goldman Sachs sales representatives
responsible for sales of securities in the Transactions and the gross sales credits
allocated to those representatives in recognition of the sales.

(iv) Indicate how many and the nature of any securities that were retained
or purchased by Goldman from the Transaction; if those securities
were sold or otherwise disposed of within 12 months of the inception
of the security, the number of securities sold or disposed of, the sales
price or cost of disposition, and to whom they were sold or how they
were otherwise disposed of; and identify any securities that were sold
to investors and repurchased by Goldman.

Provided in a spreadsheet. [See Appendices 4 and 5]

(v) Indicate the net revenues or losses sustained by Goldman from the
Transaction, combining all sales, transfers, credit defaults, short
positions, and other activities undertaken by Goldman in connection
with the Transaction from its inception to the present. Explain how
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the net revenue or loss figure was derived, and its key components.

In response to this Question, Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet
(bearing production number GS MBS 0000038766) [See Appendix 6] providing
net revenues for the Transactions. The first grouping of Transactions were
executed as part of the firm's CDO franchise acting as warehouse provider,
underwriter and investor. Separately, the two Hudson Mezzanine transactions
were initiated by Goldman Sachs principally as an efficient method to reduce long
ABX exposure, which was amassed from making markets for clients wanting to
purchase protection on the ABX index.

The spreadhseet provides deal level information, issued liabilities and details the
net revenues earned/incurred on the deal. The key components were:

Deal underwriting fees - fees earned for underwriting the transaction.
* Protection purchase - gains earned from purchasing protection from the CDO.

For purchases of protection from the CDOs, Goldman Sachs has excluded
protection purchases for which the firm acted to intermediate between the CDO
issuer and clients who had purchased protection during the warehouse period. In
addition, for the Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1 and 2006-2 transactions, Goldman
Sachs has offset gains on the protection purchased from the CDO issuer against
losses on the ABX long positions that the transaction was intended to hedge.

* Collateral Securities - losses incurred resulting from price decline of the
securities which collateralize the protection purchases from the CDOs. The
collateral securities consisted primarily of alt a and subprime bonds and other
mortgage and asset backed securities. The majority of these losses have already
been realized as securities were liquidated on credit events.

* Retained Inventory - losses incurred on bonds retained from the CDO.
* Deal specific hedges - net revenues arising from hedges to retained bonds

wherein Goldman Sachs purchased protection on specific bonds issued by the
CDO.

(vi) Identify by name and address any investor who has complained to
Goldman in writing about its investment in one or more of the
Transactions.

Goldman Sachs is not presently aware of any such written complaints
other than those made by: (i) Basis Yield Alpha Fund (Master) ("Basis")
regarding Timberwolf I; and (ii) regarding
Point Pleasant 2007-1. The addresses for Basis and are provided in the
chart below:
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Basis Yield Alpha Fund (Master) Walker House
87 Mary Street
Georgetown, Grand Cayman
Cayman Islands. KY 1-9002
British West Indies

= Redacted by the Permanent I
| Subcommittee on Inrestigations

Goldman Sachs notes that as the performance of the subprime mortgage market
declined in mid-2007 and continuing thereafter, various investors have engaged in

discussions with the firm related to such issues as market valuations and liquidation of

collateral. We have assumed that your question is directed to customer complaints about

the fundamental investment itself, and not to such other matters.

(c) State if and when any Transaction was liquidated.

ransaction - Liquidation Date of Final Distribution
derson Mezzanine Not Liquidated N/A

unding 2007-1
amber 7 Not Liquidated N/A
ort Denison Funding Liquidated October 6, 2008

udson Mezzanine Funding Liquidated May 28, 2009

006-1
udson Mezzanine Funding Not Liquidated N/A

006-2
oint Pleasant Funding Not Liquidated N/A

007-1
Timberwolf I Liquidated October 16, 2008

(d) In any Transaction, if bonds were purchased to collateralize synthetic assets,

identify the bond by name, the value of the bond, the Transaction for which

it was purchased, and the party from which the bond was purchased.

Addressed in a spreadsheet from Mr. Blankfein. [See Appendix 9]

(e) For each Transaction, provide copies of any offering circular or

memorandum, mortgage capital committee memo, pitch book or marketing

flip book or similar materials regarding the structuring or sale of interests
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_ = Redacted by the Perma~eDt. 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

. Goldman Sachs notes that as the performance of the subprime mortgage market 
declined in mid-2007 and continuing thereafter, various investors have engaged in 
discussions with the firm related to such issues as market valuations and liquidation of 
collateral. We have assumed that your question is directed to customer complaints about 
the fundamental investment itself, and not to such other matters. 

(c) State if and when any Transaction was liquidated. 

[fransseti.on .- ... .. Liquidation Date of Final Distribution 
~derson Mezzanine Not Liquidated N/A 
I<unding 2007-1 
Camber 7 Not Liquidated ·N/A 
1F0rt Denison Funding Liquidated October 6 2008 
Hudson Mezzanine Funding Liquidated May 28, 2009 
~O06-1 
Hudson Mezzanine Funding Not Liquidated N/A 
~006-2. 
Point Pleasant Funding Not Liquidated N/A 
Z007-1 
Irimberwolf I Liquidated October 16 2008 

(d) In any Transaction, if bonds were purchased to collateralize synthetic assets, 
identify the bond by name, the value of the bond, the Transaction for which 
it was purchased, and the party from which the· bond was purchased. 

Addressed in a spreadsheet from Mr. Blankfein. [See Appendix 9] 

(e) For each Transaction, provide copies of any offering circular or 
memorandum, mortgage capital committee memo, pitch book or marketing 
flip book or similar materials regarding the structuring or sale of interests 
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(including securities) in the Transaction. It is not necessary to provide

duplicates of the same material, but provide the identity of all persons who

received such material.

In further response to Questions I (e) and 2(b), Goldman Sachs encloses: (i) a

copy of its policies and procedures governing the distribution of sales correspondence

(bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000035799 - 35821) [See Appendix 7]; and (ii) a

spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS 0000038771) [See Appendix 8]

identifying potential investors to whom the Syndicate desk marketed the Transactions.

Goldman Sachs notes that in general the firm marketed CDOs solely to qualified

purchasers within the meaning of Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 144A, and

that the firm's salespeople discussed securities via phone or e-mail with clients or

potential clients known to have an interest in the particular products in which they dealt.

Marketing materials were often transmitted, upon request, to interested clients or

potential clients via email.

Hard copies were sent via U.S. Mail or Federal Express. Goldman Sachs is compiling

information responsive to these Questions concerning ABACUS 2007-AC 1 and will

produce that information to the Subcommittee.

These materials previously were produced to the Subcommittee staff. As an initial

response, Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet listing these materials by production

number (bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000027963) [See Appendix 6].

(f) If Goldman entered into a credit default swap ("CDS") referencing any

portion of any Transaction or any asset related to the transaction, provide

the notional value of the CDS, the assets referenced in the CDS, the date

entered, the name of the counter party, and the ultimate disposition of the

CDS, including whether it was cancelled, unwound, or paid.

Provided in a spreadsheet. [See Appendix 5]

If some of the requested documents have already been provided to the

Subcommittee, you may respond to the question by providing the Bates

numbers of those documents.

2. Provide the following information regarding the sale of securities in each of the

following transactions (each of which is hereinafter referred to in this question as a

"Transaction" or, collectively, "the Transactions"):
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(including securities) in the Transaction. It is not necessary to provide 
duplicates of the samOe material, but provide the identity of all persons who 
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response, Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet listing these materials by production 

number (bearing production nwnbers GS MBS 0000027963) [See Appendix 6]. 

(1) If Goldman entered into a credit default swap ("CDS") referencing any 
portion of any Transaction or any asset related to the transaction, provide 
the notional value of the CDS, the assets referenced in the CDS, the date 
entered, the name of the counter party, and the ultimate disposition of the 
CDS, including whether it was cancelled, unwound, or paid. 

Provided in a spreadsheet. [See Appendix 5] 

If some of the requested documents have already been provided to the 
Subcommittee, you may respond to the question by providing the Bates 
numbers of those documents. 

2. Provide the following information regarding the sale of securities in each of the 
following transactions (each of which is hereinafter referred to in this question as a 

"Transaction" or, collectively, "the Transactions"): 
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Abacus 2007-AC1;

Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1;

Camber 7;

Fort Denison Funding;

Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1;

Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2;

Point Pleasant Funding 2007- 1; and

Timberwolf I.

(a) Who was the issuer of any securities; what was the issuer's relationship to

Goldman; who established the issuer; and who requested the establishment

of the issuer?

The issuers of securities for each of the Transactions were special purpose
vehicles ("SPVs") created for the purpose of the Transaction. In each instance, the SPVs
were established by or at the request of a Goldman Sachs affiliate. These SPVs were as
follows:

PSIQFRGS0032

Transaction Special Purpose Vehicles
ABACUS 2007-ACI, Ltd.;

Abacus 2007-ACi ABACUS 2007-ACI, Inc.

derson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1 Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1, Ltd.;
Anderson_______________________1 Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007- 1, Corp.

amber 7 amber 7 Plc;
amber 7 Corp.

Fort Denison Funding, Ltd.;
Fort Denison Funding Fort Denison Funding, Corp.

Hudson Mezzanie.Fund 2 Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1, Ltd.;
udson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1, Corp.

Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2, Ltd.;
udson Mezzanine Funding2006-2 Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2, Corp.

Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1, Ltd.;
Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1 Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1, Corp.

imberwof Timberwolf I, Ltd.;
_mberwolf I _imberwolf I (Delaware) Corp.
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Abacus 2007-ACI ~ 

Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007 -1 ~ 

Camber 7~ 

Fort Denison Funding; 

Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 ; 

Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2~ 

Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1; and 

Timberwolf I. 

(a) Who was the issuer of any securities; what was the issuer's relationship to 
Goldman; who established the issuer; and who requested the establishment 
of the issuer? 

The issuers of securities for each of the Transactions were special purpose 
vehicles ("SPV s") created for the purpose of the Transaction. In each instance, the SPY s 
were established by or at the request of a Goldman Sachs affiliate. These Spy s were as 
follows: 

.. : Transaction· ' Special Purpose Vehicles . 

Abacus 2007-ACI 
ABACUS 2007-AC1, Ltd.~ 
ABACUS 2007-AC1, Inc. 

Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1 
Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1, Ltd.; 
Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1 COj]). 

Camber 7 
Camber 7 Plc~ 
Camber 7 Corp. 

Fort Denison Funding 
Fort Denison Funding, Ltd.; 
Fort Denison Funding, Corp. 

Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1, Ltd.; 
~udson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1, Corp. 

Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2 
Fiudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2, Ltd.; 
audson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2 Com,. 

Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1 
lPoint Pleasant Funding 2007-1, Ltd.; 
Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1 Corp. 

jfimberwolf I ~imberwolfl, Ltd~; 
rrimberwolfIDlelaware) Corp. 
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(b) In the sale of any securities, how and by what means did Goldman bring the
specific securities to the attention of a client or potential investor? Identify
each client or potential investor to whom Goldman presented any of the
Transactions, describe each communication with that client, and state the
substance of each communication. (In lieu of stating the substance of a
communication, you may provide a copy of the communication.)

In further response to Questions 1 (e) and 2(b), Goldman Sachs encloses: (i) a
copy of its policies and procedures governing the distribution of sales correspondence
(bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000035799 - 35821) [See Appendix 7]; and (ii) a
spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS 0000038771) [See Appendix 8]
identifying potential investors to whom the Syndicate desk marketed the Transactions.
Goldman Sachs notes that in general the firm marketed CDOs solely to qualified
purchasers within the meaning of Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 144A, and
that the firm's salespeople discussed securities via phone or e-mail with clients or
potential clients known to have an interest in the particular products in which they dealt.
Marketing materials were often transmitted, upon request, to interested clients or
potential clients via email.

Hard copies were sent via U.S. Mail or Federal Express.

The requested materials for ABACUS 2007-AC 1 were previously produced to the
Subcommittee staff. The following chart sets forth the production numbers of the
requested materials [See Appendix 6].

As discussed with the Subcommittee staff, Goldman Sachs also encloses a
CDROM containing e-mail (bearing production numbers GS-MBS-E-021019055 -
21020015)[Retained in the files.of the Subcommittee] from October 1, 2006 through
December 31, 2007 reflecting communications concerning potential investors to whom
Goldman Sachs marketed ABACUS 2007-AC L., Goldman Sachs notes that in general the
firm marketed CDOs solely to qualified purchasers within the meaning of Securities and
Exchange Commission Rule 144A, and that the firm's salespeople discussedsecurities via
phone or e-mail with clients or potential clients known to have an interest in the particular
products in which they dealt. Marketing materials were often transmitted, uponrequest, to
interested clients or potential clients via e-mail. Hard copies were sent via U.S. Mail or
Federal Express.

Goldman Sachs also notes that it previously produced to the Subcommittee a spreadsheet
(bearing production number GS MBS 0000038771) [See Appendix 8] listing investors to
whom Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1, Camber 7, Fort Denison Funding, Hudson
Mezzanine Funding 2006-1, Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2, Point Pleasant Funding
2007-1 and Timberwolf I were marketed.
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(c) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did
Goldman advise potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to
hold short positions with respect to assets referenced in the Transaction
being considered by any potential investor?

In all of the Transactions, the offering circular expressly disclosed the identity of

the protection buyer with respect to all of the synthetic assets held by the Transaction and

noted that the protection buyer could hedge some or all of its exposure in the future. In

all of the Transactions except for the Point Pleasant transaction, the sole protection buyer

was a Goldman Sachs affiliate. For example, the offering circular for the Hudson
Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 transaction stated:

It is expected that Goldman Sachs International [a Goldman Sachs
affiliate] will act as the sole Credit Protection Buyer with respect to
the Credit Default Swap, which.. . may create certain conflicts of
interest.

The Credit Protection Buyer and its affiliates (i) may deal in any
Reference Obligation,. . . and (iii) may act. . . as if the Credit
Default Swap and the Notes did not exist and without regard to
whether any such action might have an adverse affect on such
Reference Obligation, the Issuer, the Holders of the Secured Notes,
the Senior Swap Counterparty or the Holders of the Income Notes.

[J]t is expected that one or more affiliates of the Initial Purchaser
[Goldman Sachs] will also act as counterparty with respect to all of
the CDS Transactions.

(See GS MBS-E-001550191 - 1550378 at 1550241 and 1550250.) [See Appendix 6]

(d) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did
Goldman advise potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to
hold a net short position with respect to RMBS related assets?

The offering circulars for the Transactions expressly disclosed that Goldman

Sachs and its affiliates might have certain conflicts of interest with respect to the
Transactions and their underlying assets. For example, the offering circular for the
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2 transaction stated:

The Credit Protection Buyer. [Goldman Sachs] will be the initial Credit
Protection Buyer. The following briefly summarizes some potential and actual
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(c) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did 
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(See GS MBS-E-001550191-1550378 at 1550241 and 1550250.) [See Appendix 6] 

(d) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did 
Goldman advise potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to 
hold a net short position with respect to RMBS related assets? 

The offering circulars for the Transactions expressly disclosed that Goldman 
Sachs and its affiliates might have certain conflicts of interest with respect to· the 
Transactions and their underlying assets. For example, the offering circular for the 
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2 transaction stated: 

The Credit Protection Buyer. [Goldman Sachs] will be the initial· Credit 
Protection Buyer. The following briefly summarizes some potential and actual 
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conflicts of interests related to the Credit Protection Buyer, but the following isn't
intended to be an exhaustive list of all such conflicts.

[Goldman Sachs] and/or its affiliates may be in possession of information
in relation to a Reference Entity or otherwise that is or may be material in the
context of the Notes and may or may not be publicly available to Holders. None
of [Goldman Sachs] or any of its affiliates has any obligation to disclose to
Holders any such information.

[Goldman Sachs] and/or any of its affiliates may invest and/or deal, for
their own respective accounts for which they have investment discretion, in
securities or in other interests in the Reference Entities, in obligations of the
Reference Entities or in the obligors in respect of any Reference Obligations or
Collateral Securities (the "Investments") or in credit default swaps (whether as
protection buyer or seller), total return swaps or other instruments enabling credit
and/or other risks to be traded that are linked to one or more Investments. Such
investments, credit derivatives and/or instruments may have the same or different
terms from any of the credit derivatives referred to in the terms of the Notes. In
addition, [Goldman Sachs] and/or any of its affiliates may invest and/or deal, for
their own respective accounts or for accounts for which they have investment
discretion, in securities (or make loans or have other rights) that are senior to, or
have interests different from or adverse to, any of the Investments and may act as
adviser to, may be lenders to, and may have other ongoing relationships with, the
issuers or obligors of Investments and obligations of any Reference Entities.
[Goldman Sachs] may at certain times be simultaneously seeking to purchase or
sell investments and/or protection under credit derivatives or other instruments
enabling and/or other risks to be traded for any entity for which it serves as
manager in the future.

(See GS MBS-E-000808574 - 808747, at 808627.) [See Appendix 6]

(e) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did
Goldman advise potential investors whether it had taken steps or planned to
use the offering to reduce its own inventory of RMBS or CDO securities or
other holdings?

Please see Goldman Sachs' response to Request 2(d) posed to Mr. Blankfein.

(f) Did Goldman conduct a suitability analysis in connection with soliciting
clients or potential investors to purchase securities issued in any of the
Transactions? If so, describe the suitability analysis conducted for each
investor that purchased these securities. If Goldman retained a written
record that reflects that such a analysis was conducted for any of these
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Transactions, provide a copy.

Pursuant to Goldman Sachs' "Know Your Customer: Suitability and Authority"

policy (the "KYC Suitability Policy'), and reinforced by a policy specific to asset-backed

securities ("ABS"), Goldman Sachs conducted a suitability analysis in connection with

efforts to sell the securities issued in the Transactions.,

The KYC Suitability Policy, which is consistent with the rules and guidance of

US self-regulatory organizations, provides that the firm fulfills its "customer-specific

suitability" obligation for an "institutional customer" when the firm has a reasonable

belief that the institutional customer has and exercises an independent capability to

evaluate investment risk. Under that Policy, the firm complies with its suitability

obligations by focusing its selling efforts, and ultimately selling the securities issued in

the Transactions, to institutional investors that the firm reasonably believed met these

standards. Under Goldman Sachs' supervisory framework, that suitability determination

was at the time the responsibility of the sales person under the supervision of his/her

manager, who was tasked with regularly reviewing sales activity for potential suitability

considerations. Likewise, Legal staff and Compliance officers also are available for

consultation during the selling effort.

The Transaction purchasers mainly comprised institutions that were heavily

involved in investments and financial markets, either as the core or as an integral part of

their businesses. Specifically, the Transaction purchasers were primarily substantial hedge

funds or other asset managers; global banks or other banks experienced with mortgage or

other credit related securities or derivatives; insurance companies; global investment

banks; and brokerdealers These types of investors reasonably were expected, directly or

through professional managers, to have the knowledge and experience in the financial

markets and with nonconventional products, as well as the financial resources to make

investments that carried the potential for both high return and high risk. Given the nature

of the Transaction purchasers, it was reasonable for the firm to conclude that they were

institutional investors that were able to-and did-independently evaluate the investment

risk of the Transactions.

'Copy of the policy (dated March 31, 2005 and bearing production numbers GS MBS

0000037351 -37359) was produced with Goldman Sachs' response to Question 17 posed to Mr.

Blankfein. [See Appendix 21]

2The ABS-specific policy, the Mortgage and Other Asset-Backed Security Policy, dated January

13, 2006, focuses on disclosure requirements, among other items, for ABS transactions, and also contains

a section reiterating the "know your counterparty" requirement with the specific reminder that "because

derivative mortgage products and other asset-backed securities often are very complex and may entail

significant risk, care should be taken in considering whether such investments are suitable for a
counterparty given such counterparty's background, objectives and investment restrictions."
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Transactions, provide a copy. 
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through professional managers, to have the knowledge and experience in the financial 
markets and with nonconventional products, as well as the financial resources to make 
investments that carried the potential for both high return and high risk. Given the nature 
of the Transaction purchasers, it was reasonable for the firm to conclude that they were 
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'Copy of the policy (dated March 31, 2005 and bearing production numbers GS MBS 
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2The ABS-specific policy, the Mortgage and Other Asset-Backed Security Policy, dated January 
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The firm confirmed the investment capacity and independence of the Transactions

Purchasers, and hence the suitability of its sales efforts, in the "Notice to Investors"

contained in the Offering Circular for each Transaction, under which the Transaction

Purchasers were deemed to have represented and agreed that:
In connection with the purchase of the Notes: (i) none of the Issuers, the Initial

Purchaser, the Liquidation Agent, the Trustee, the Agents, the Administrator or

the Share Trustee (as defined herein) is acting as a fiduciary or financial or

investment adviser for the purchaser; (ii) the purchaser is not relying (for purposes

of making any investment decision or otherwise) upon any advice, counsel or

representations (whether written or oral) of the Issuers, the Initial Purchaser, the

Liquidation Agent, the Trustee, the Agents, the Administrator or the Share

Trustee other than in this Offering Circular for such Notes and any representations

expressly set forth in a written agreement with such party; (iii) none of the

Issuers, the Initial Purchaser, the Liquidation Agent, the Trustee, the Agents, the

Collateral Put Provider, the Credit Protection Buyer, the Senior Swap

Counterparty, the Administrator or the Share Trustee has given to the purchaser

(directly or indirectly through any other person) any assurance, guarantee or

representation whatsoever as to the expected or projected success, profitability,

return, performance, results, effect, consequence or benefit (including legal,

. regulatory, tax, financial, accounting or otherwise) as to an investment in the

Notes; (iv) the purchaser has consulted with its own legal, regulatory, tax,

business, investment, financial and accounting advisors to the extent it has

deemed necessary, and it has made its own investment decisions (including

decisions regarding the suitability of any transaction pursuant to the Indenture and

Fiscal Agency Agreement) based upon its own judgment and upon any advice

from such advisors as it has deemed necessary and not upon any view expressed

by Issuers, the Initial Purchaser, the Liquidation Agent, the Trustee, the Agents,

the Collateral Put Provider, the Credit Protection Buyer, the Senior Swap

Counterparty, the Administrator or the Share Trustee; (v) the purchaser has

evaluated the rates, prices or amounts and other terms and conditions of the

purchase and sale of the Notes with a full understanding of all of the risks thereof

(economic and otherwise), and is capable of assuming and willing to assume

(financially and otherwise) those risks; and (vi) the purchaser is a sophisticated

investor.
See, e.g., GS MBS-E-001550197 and 1550199-1550200 (Offering Circular for Hudson

Mezzanine Funding 2006-1)[See Appendix 6].'

3The KYC Suitability Policy provides that "[slales and trading personnel ... should consider, in

consultation with their managers, whether to document [suitability] determinations -in special or unusual

circumstances." Given the firm's knowledge of the Transaction Purchasers at the time, there were no
"4special or unusual circumstances" that would have suggested the need for suitability documentation
under the KYC Suitability Policy. Accordingly, other than the confirmation provided by the offering
documents discussed above (which did serve to confirm the suitability of the investors), the firm is not
aware of any formal suitability documentation relating to the Transactions.
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The finn confirmed the investment capacity and independence of the Transactions 
Purchasers, and hence the suitability of its sales efforts, in the ''Notice to Investors" 
contained in the Offering Circular for each Tr~action, under which the Transaction 
Purchasers were deemed to have represented and agreed that: 

In connection with the purchase of the Notes: (i) none of the Issuers, the Initial 
Purchaser, the Liquidation Agent, the Trustee, the Agents, the Administrator or 
the Share Trustee (as defined herein) is acting as a fiduciary or fmancial or 
investment adviser for the purchaser; (ii) the purchaser is not relying (for purposes 
of making any investment decision 'or otherwise) upon any advice, counselor 
representations (whether written or oral) of the Issuers, the Initial Purchaser, the 
Liquidation Agent, the Trustee, the Agents, the Administrator or the Share 
Trustee other than in this Offering Circular for such Notes and any representations 
expressly set forth in a written agreement with such party; (iii) none of the 
Issuers, the Initial Purchaser, the Liquidation Agent, the Trustee, the Agents, the 
Collateral Put Provider, the Credit Protection Buyer, the Senior Swap 
Counterparty, the Administrator or the Share Trustee has given to the purchaser 
(directly or indirectly through any other person) any assurance, guarantee or 
representation whatsoever as to the expected or projected success, profitability, 
return, performance, results, effect, consequence or benefit (including legal, 

. regulatory, tax, financial, accounting or otherwise) as to an investment in the 
Notes; (iv) the purchaser has consulted with its own legal, regulatory, tax, 
business, investment, financial and accounting advisors to the extent it has 
deemed necessary, and it has made its own investment decisions (including 
decisions regarding the suitability of any transaction pursuant to the Indenture and 
Fiscal Agency Agreement) based upon its own judgment and upon any advice 
from such advisors as it .has deemed necessary and not upon any view expressed 
by lssuers, the Initial Purchaser, the Liquidation Agent, the Trustee, the Agents, 
the Collateral Put Provider, the Credit Protection Buyer, the Senior Swap 
Counterparty, the Administrator or the Share Trustee; (v) the purchaser has 
evaluated the rates, prices or amounts and other tenns and conditions of the 
purchase and sale of the Notes with a full understanding of all of the risks thereof 
(economic and otherwise), and is capable of assuming and willing to assume 
(financially and otherwise) those risks; and (vi) the purchaser is a sophisticated 
investor. 

See, e.g., GS MBS-E-001550197 and 1550199-1550200 (Offering Circular for Hudson 
Mezzanine Funding 2006-1)[See Appendix 6].' 

3The KYC Suitability Policy provides that "[s]ales and trading personnel ... should consider, in 
consultation with their managers, whether to document [suitability] detenninations·in special or unusual 
circumstances." Given the firm's knowledge of the Transaction Purchasers at the time, there were no 
"special or unusual circumstances" that would have suggested the need for suitability documentation 
under the KYC Suitability Policy. Accordingly, other than the confirmation provided by the offering 
documents discussed above (which did serve to confirm the suitability of the investors), the firm is not 
aware of any formal suitability documentation relating to the Transactions. 
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Goldman Sachs also notes that responsibility for reviewing and approving CDO

securitizations in 2006 and 2007 was vested in the Firmwide Capital Committee
("FWCC"), which in certain periods flther delegated authority for some mortgage

transactions to the Mortgage Capital Committee ("MCC") due to the high volume of

transactions requiring approval. Transaction teams provided these committees with

formal memos summarizing the transactions and key considerations and risks. These

memos were reviewed and decisions reached at the FWCC or MCC.4 In reviewing

transactions, the FWCC and its sub-committees considered whether the product was

appropriate for Goldman Sachs to sell as a general matter; as indicated above, client-

specific suitability was considered at the desk level.

3. (a) In what capacity did Goldman act for Paulson & Co. (together with any of

its affiliates, "Paulson") with respect to the Abacus 2007-AC1 transaction or

a Credit Default Swap transaction that referenced any or all of the same
entities or securities that were referenced in the Abacus 2007-ACI
transaction? Describe in detail Goldman's relationship to Paulson with
respect to those transactions, its obligations to Paulson, the nature and
amount of any fees or compensation received by Goldman from Paulson
relating to those transactions, and whether Goldman advised investors or

potential investors in Abacus 2007-AC1 of the existence and nature of its
relationship with Paulson.

Goldman Sachs, as market maker, was facilitating a trade for Paulson to purchase

protection on a portfolio of Baa2-rated RMBS from the 2006 vintage. Goldman Sachs

earned approximately $15 million, which was the difference between the price at which

Goldman Sachs purchased the protection from the ABACUS 2007-AC 1 SPV and the

price at which it sold the protection to Paulson. A detailed description of the ABACUS

2007-AC 1 transaction is set forth in the Mortgage Capital Committee Memorandum

regarding the ABACUS 2007-AC 1 transaction and Goldman Sachs' Wells Submissions

to the Securities and Exchange Commission, which are enclosed herewith (bearing

production numbers GS MBS-E-005974542 - 5974549 [See Appendix 14]; GS MBS

0000024769 - 24815 [See Appendix 10], 24817 - 24837 [See Appendices 12 and 13]

[See also Appendix 11]).

(b) If Goldman advised investors or potential investors of the nature or existence

of the Paulson relationship, identify who so advised investors or potential

'Goldman Sachs has located and produced to the Subcommittee MCC memos for six of the eight
Transactions (see GS MBS 0000027963 (providing production numbers for the MCC memos)). The

firm has been unable to locate records to indicate that Hudson Mezzanine 2006-01 and 2006-02 were
subject to such approval. Some evidence suggests that the Hudson Mezzanine 2006-01 transaction was
approved through an informal meeting, likely conducted by telephone conference.
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Goldman Sachs also notes that responsibility for reviewing and approving CDO 
securitizations in 2006 an~ 2007 was vested in the Finnwide Capital Committee 
("FWCC"), which in certain periods further delegated authority for some mortgage 
transactions to the Mortgage Capital Committee ("MCC") due to the high volume of 
transactions requiring approval. Transaction teams provided these committees with 
formal memos summarizing the transactions and key considerations and risks. These 
memos were reviewed and decisions reached at the FWCC or MCC.4 In reviewing 
transactions, the FWCC and its sub-committees considered whether the product was 
appropriate for Goldman Sachs to sell as a general matter; as indicated above, client
specific suitability was considered at the desk level. 

3. (a) In what capacity did Goldman act for Paulson & Co. (together with any of 
. its affiliates, "Paulson") with respect to the Abacus 2007-ACl transaction or 
. a Credit Default Swap transaction that referenced any or all of the same 

entities or securities that were referenced in. the Abacus 2007-ACl 
transaction? Describe in detail Goldman's relationship to Paulson with 
respect to those transactions, its obligations to Paulson, the nature and 
amount of any fees or compensation received by Goldman from Paulson 
relating to those transactions, and whether Goldman advised investors or 
potential investors in Abacus 2007-ACl of the existence and nature of its 
relationship with Paulson. 

Goldman Sachs, as market maker, was facilitating a trade for Paulson to purchase 
protection on a portfolio of Baa2-rated RMBS from the 2006 vintage. Goldman Sachs 
earned approximately $15 million, which was the difference between the price at which 
Goldman Sachs purchased the protection from the ABACUS 2007-ACI SPY and the 
price at which it sold the protection to Paulson. A detailed description of the ABACUS 
2007-ACI transaction is set forth in the Mortgage Capital Committee Memorandum 
regarding the ABACUS 2007-ACI transaction and Goldman Sachs' Wells Submissions 
to the Securities and Exchange Commission, which are enclosed herewith (bearing 
production numbers GS MBS-E-005974542 - 5974549 [See Appendix 14]; OS MBS 
0000024769 - 24815 [See Appendix 10],24817 - 24837 [See Appendices 12 and 13] 
[See also Appendix 11 D. 

(b) If Goldman advised investors or potential investors of the nature or existence 
of the Paulson relationship, identify who so advised investors or potential 

4Goldman Sachs has located and produced to the Subcommittee MCCmemos for six of the eight 
Transactions (see GS M1;lS 0000027963 (providing production numbers for the MCC memos)). The 
firm has been unable to locate records to indicate that Hudson Mezzanine 2006-01 and 2006-02 were 
subject to such approval. Some evidence suggests that the Hudson Mezzanine 2006-01 transaction was 
approved through an informal meeting, likely conducted by telephone conference. 
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investors, the date on which that person so advised investors or potential
investors, the identity of the investors or potential investors so advised, the
manner (i.e. verbal or in writing) in which the person was advised, and the
substance of the communication (and, if in writing, provide a copy of the
communication).

As a broker-dealer, Goldman Sachs has a duty to keep information concerning its
clients' trades and positions confidential. As disclosed in the ABACUS 2007-ACI
offering circular, Goldman Sachs-was the original protection buyer for the ABACUS
2007-AC 1 transaction but could enter into offsetting hedging transactions to convey to
other parties the credit protection it purchased via CDSs with the ABACUS 2007-ACI
SPV. As a general matter, Goldman Sachs did not disclose to potential investors the
identity of Goldman Sachs' potential counterparty client(s). Goldman Sachs notes that, as

reflected in a document released by the Subcommittee during the April 27, 2010 hearing,
ACA knew of Paulson's involvement and, in a meeting notice dated January 8, 2007,

described Paulson as being a potential equity investor.

4. For 2006 and 2007, provide the total dollar value of the residential mortgages that
Goldman asked mortgage originators to repurchase due to a breach of
representations or warranties related to fraudulent loan origination or
underwriting.

(a) What percentage of Goldman's repurchase requests were successful?

For whole loans owned by Goldman Sachs or a Goldman Sachs affiliate that were

not securitized, the firm made $40,364,719 in repurchase claims for breaches of
representations and warranties. The firm recovered $17,459,894 on those claims (which
represented 43.3% of those claims). In addition, with respect to loans in securitizations
underwritten by Goldman Sachs, the firm made $474,846,676 in repurchase claims for
breaches of representations and warranties. The firm recovered $81,933,778 on those
claims (which represented 17.3% of those claims). Goldman Sachs notes that it does not

maintain information on whether repurchase claims for breaches of representations and
warranties were related to fraudulent loan origination or underwriting; accordingly, these

balances reflect the amounts recovered on all claims for breaches of representations and
warranties.

Further, it is important to understand that once Goldman Sachs deposits loans into
a securitization trust, the trustee owns the loans and has the legal authority to decide on
steps to take with respect to the loans, and oversees the servicer's management of the
loans. Although Goldman Sachs on occasion made repurchase claims on the trustee's
behalf, any recovery benefited the trust (and thus the holders of securities) and not
Goldman Sachs.

(b) How much money did Goldman collect from its repurchase requests?
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investors, the date on which that person so advised investors or potential 
investors, the identity of the investors or potential investors so advised, the 
manner (i.e. verbal or in writing) in which the person was advised, and the 
substance of the communication (and, if in writing, provide a copy of the 
communication). 

As a broker-dealer, Goldman Sachs has a duty to keep information concerning its 
clients' trades and positions confidential. As disclosed in the ABACUS 2007-ACI 
offering circular, Goldman Sachs-was the original protection buyer for the ABACUS 
2007-ACI transaction but could enter into offsetting hedging transactions to convey to 
other parties the credit protection it purchased via CDSs with the ABACUS 2007-ACI 
SPY. As a general matter, Goldman Sachs did not disclose to potential investors the 
identity of Goldman Sachs' potential counterparty client(s). Goldman Sachs notes that, as 
reflected in a document released by the Subcommittee during the April 27, 2010 hearing, 
ACA knew of Paulson's involvement and, in a meeting notice dated January 8, 2007, 
described Pauison as being a potential equity investor. 

4. For 2006 and 2007, provide the total dollar value of the residential mortgages that 
Goldman asked mortgage originators to repurchase due to a breach of 
representations or warranties related to fraudulent loan origination or 
underwriting. -

(a) What percentage of Goldman's repurchase requests were successful? 

For whole loans owned by Goldman Sachs or a Goldman Sachs affiliate that were 
not securitized, the firm made $40,364,719 in repurchase claims for breaches of 
representations and warranties~ The firm recovered $17,459,894 on those claims (which 
represented 43.3% of those claims). In addition, with respect to loans in securitizations 
underwritten by Goldman Sachs, the firm made $474,846,676 in repurchase claims for 
breaches of representations and warranties. The firm-recovered $81,933,778 on those 
claims (which represented 17.3% of those claims). Goldman Sachs notes that it does not 
maintain information on whether repurchase claims for breaches of representations and 
warranties were related to fraudulent loan origination or underwriting; accordingly, these 
balances reflect the amounts recovered on all claims for breaches of representations and 
warranties. 

Further, it is important to understand that once Goldman Sachs deposits loans into 
a securitization trust, the trustee owns the loans and has the legal authority to decide on 
steps to take with respect to the loans, and oversees the servicer's management of the 
loans. Although Goldman Sachs on occasion made repurchase claims on the trustee's 
behalf, any recovery benefited the trust (and thus the holders of securities) and not 
Goldman Sachs. 

(b) How much money did Goldman collect from its repurchase requests? 
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For whole loans owned by Goldman Sachs or a Goldman Sachs affiliate that were

not securitized, the firm made $40,364,719 in repurchase claims for breaches of

representations and warranties. The firm recovered $17,459,894 on those claims (which

represented 43.3% of those claims). In addition, with respect to loans in securitizations

underwritten by Goldman Sachs, the firm made $474,846,676 in repurchase claims for

breaches of representations and warranties. The firm recovered $81,933,778 on those

claims (which represented 17.3% of those claims). Goldman Sachs notes that it does not

maintain information on whether repurchase claims for breaches of representations and

warranties were related to fraudulent loan origination or underwriting; accordingly, these

balances reflect the amounts recovered on all claims for breaches of representations and

warranties.
Further, it is important to understand that once Goldman Sachs deposits loans into

a securitization trust, the trustee owns the loans and has the legal authority to decide on

steps to take with respect to the loans, and oversees the servicer's management of the

loans. Although Goldman Sachs on occasion made repurchase claims on the trustee's

behalf, any recovery benefited the trust (and thus the holders of securities) and not

Goldman Sachs.

(c) Identify the five mortgage originators to which Goldman directed the most
repurchase requests and the total value of the requests made to each of those

five.

For whole loans owned by Goldman Sachs or a Goldman Sachs affiliate that were

not securitized, the five mortgage originators to which Goldman Sachs directed the most

repurchase requests were: PHH Mortgage ($13,188,153); Fremont ($9,918,074); National

City ($4,800,000); Aames ($2,848,243); and Greenpoint ($1,726,400).
With respect to loans in securitizations underwritten by Goldman Sachs, the five

mortgage originators to which Goldman Sachs directed the most repurchase requests

were: First Franklin ($97,834,791); New Century ($66,920,582); Fremont ($46,231,372);

Greenpoint ($43,816,050); and Long Beach ($33,809,847).

(d) Identify the total dollar amount of repurchase requests that Goldman
directed to:

(i) Washington Mutual;

(ii) Fremont; and

(iii)New Century.

Goldman Sachs directed $33,809,847 in repurchase requests to Washington

Mutual for loans in securitizations. Goldman Sachs directed $46,231,327 in

repurchase requests to Fremont for loans in securitizations and $9,918,074 for

whole loans. Goldman Sachs directed $66,920,582 to New Century for loans in
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For whole loans owned by Goldman Sachs or a Goldman Sachs affiliate that were 
not securitized, the firm made $40,364,719 in repurchase claims for breaches of 
representations and warranties. The finn recovered $17,459,894 on those claims (which 
represented 43.3% of those claims). In addition, with respect to loans in securitizations 
underwritten by Goldman Sachs, the firm made $474,846,676 in repurchase claims for 
breaches of representations and warranties. The finn recovered $81,933,778 on those 
claims (which represented 17.3% of those claims). Goldman Sachs notes that it does not 
maintain information on whether repurchase claims for breaches of representations and 
warranties were related to fraudulent loan origination or underwriting; accordingly, these 
balances reflect the amounts recovered on all claims for breaches of representations and 
warranties. 
Further, it is important to understand that once Goldman Sachs deposits loans into 
a securitization trust, the trustee owns the loans and has the legal authority to decide on 
steps to take with respect to the loans, and oversees the servicer's management of the 
loans. Although Goldman Sachs on occasion made repurchase claims on the trustee's 
behalf, any recovery benefited the trust (and thus the holders of securities) and not 
Goldman Sachs. 

(c) Identify the five mortgage originators to which Goldman directed the most 
repurchase requests and the total value of the requests made to each of those 
five. 

For whole loans owned by Goldman Sachs or a Goldman Sachs affiliate that were 
not securitized, the five mortgage originators to which Goldman Sachs directed the most 
repurchase requests were: PHH Mortgage ($13,188,153); Fremont ($9,918,074); National 
City ($4,800,000); Aames ($2,848,243); and Greenpoint ($1,726,400). 
With respect to loans in securitizations underwritten by Goldman Sachs, the five 
mortgage originators to which Goldman Sachs directed the most repurchase requests 
were: First Franklin ($97,834,791); New Century ($66,920,582); Fremont ($46,231,372); 
Greenpoint ($43,816,050); and Long Beach ($33,809,847). 

(d) Identify the total dollar amount of repurchase requests that Goldman 
directed to: 

(i) Washington Mutual; 

(ii) Fremont; and 

(iii)New Century. 

Goldman Sachs directed $33,809,847 in repurchase requests to Washington 
Mutual for loans in securitizations. Goldman Sachs directed $46,231,327 in 
repurchase requests to Fremont for loans in securitizations and $9,918,074 for 
whole loans. Goldman Sachs directed $66,920,582 to New Century for loans in 
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securitizations. [See also follow-up questions]

5. What was the total dollar value of RMBS or CDO-related credit default swap (CDS)
protection that Goldman obtained from AIG or an AIG subsidiary or affiliate
(hereafter "AIG") from January 1, 2004 to the present?

(a) Specify each transaction in which Goldman purchased CDS protection from
AIG, including the date, type and notional amount of CDS protection
obtained, the referenced assets or entities, whether the protection was
purchased for RMBS, CDO or other securities, and the Goldman business
unit or desk involved.

(b) For each such transaction, describe the current status of the CDS protection
obtained from AIG, including any settlement or final disposition of the
protection and the total dollar amount received by Goldman.

Goldman Sachs encloses a list of credit derivative swap protection purchased
from AIG Financial Products by Goldman Sachs International ("GSI") and Goldman
Sachs Capital Markets on super senior CDO and CMBS underliers (bearing production
numbers GS FCIC 000000543 - 44) [See Appendix 15]. We have highlighted the super
senior CDO positions that were terminated as a part of the Maiden Lane III transaction;
all other trades remained open beyond December 2008.

6. Did Goldman enter into any arrangement by which Goldman was the ultimate
beneficiary of RMBS or CDO-related CDS protection that had been issued by AIG
to a third party intermediary? If so, provide the following information:

(a) the name of the third. party intermediary;

(b) the relationship between Goldman and the third party intermediary;

(c) the dates and nature of the transactions through which CDS protection was
obtained from AIG by the third party intermediary, with Goldman as the
ultimate beneficiary;

(d) whether AIG was aware of the arrangement between Goldman and the third
party intermediary;

(e) the aggregate notional amount of the CDS protection obtained from AIG;

(f) the total amount of premiums paid by the third party intermediary;

(g) the consideration paid by Goldman to the third party intermediary in
connection with the CDS protection; and
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securitizations. [See also follow-up questions] 

S. What was the total dollar value of RMBS or CDO-related credit default swap (CDS) 
protection that Goldman obtained from AlG or an AlG subsidiary or affiliate 
(hereafter "AlG") from January 1,2004 to the present? 

(a) Specify each transaction in which Goldman purchased CDS protection from 
AlG, including the date, type and notional amount of CDS protection 
obtained, the referenced assets or entities, whether the protection was 
purchased for RMBS, CDO or other securities, and the Goldman business 
unit or desk involved. 

(b) For each such transaction, describe the current status of the CDS protection 
obtained from AlG, including any settlement or final disposition of the 
protection and the total dollar amount received by Goldman. 

Goldman Sachs encloses a list of credit derivative swap protection purchased 
from AIG Financial Products by Goldman Sachs Intemationill ("GSI") and Goldman 

. Sachs Capital Markets on super senior CDO and CMBS underliers (bearing production 
numbers GS FCIC 000000543 - 44) [See Appendix 1~]. We have highlighted the super 
senior CDO positions that were terminated as a part of the Maiden Lane III transaction; 
all other trades remained open beyond December 2008. 

6. Did Goldman enter into any arrangement by which Goldman was the ultimate 
beneficiary of RMBS or CDO-related CDS protection that had been issued by AlG 
to a third party intermediary? If so, provide the following information: 

(a) the name of the third. party intermediary; 

(b) the relationship between Goldman and the third party intermediary; 

(c) the dates and nature of the transactions through which CDS protection was 
obtained from AIG by the third party intermediary, with Goldman as the 
ultimate beneficiary; 

(d) whether AlG was aware of the arrangement between Goldman and the third 
party intermediary; 

(e) the aggregate notional amount ofthe CDS protection obtained from AIG; 

(1) the total amount of premiums paid by the third party intermediary; 

(g) the consideration paid by Goldman to the third party intermediary in 
connection with the CDS protection; and 
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(h) the dates and dollar amounts of any recovery on the protection obtained by
Goldman from AIG through a third party intermediary.

Goldman Sachs is unaware of any instance in which the firm was the "ultimate
beneficiary" of RMBS or CDO-related credit default swap protection that had been issued
by AIG to a third party. Although it is possible that a counterparty with whom Goldman
Sachs entered into a swap later transferred its interest to another party, Goldman Sachs
would be unable to track such a transfer.

7. Did Goldman play any role in suggesting, encouraging, or prompting any other
individual or entity to make collateral calls on CDS protection written by AIG
related to RMBS or CDO securities? If so, describe in detail.

Goldman Sachs did not play any role in suggesting, encouraging, or prompting
any other individual or entity to make collateral calls on CDS protection written by AIG
related to RMBS or CDO securities.

8. Did Goldman obtain CDS protection against credit events involving AIG, Bear
Stearns, Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Long Beach Mortgage, Merrill Lynch,
National City Corp., New Century, or Washington Mutual? If so, for each such
financial firm during the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2008,
provide the following information:

(a) the dates when the CDS protection was obtained and the nature of the
protection;

(b) the counter parties involved;

(c) the total aggregate notional amount of the CDS protection obtained;

(d) the total amount of premiums paid by Goldman for such protection; and

(e) the total dollar amount of any recovery obtained by Goldman in connection
with the CDS protection.

Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS
0000037361)[Retained in the files of the Subcommittee], which sets forth the requested
information on CDS protection that Goldman Sachs obtained against credit events
involving the firms listed above. Goldman Sachs notes that it did not buy or sell
protection on Long Beach or New Century.

9. From January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2008, did Goldman obtain any
insurance or other protection from a credit event involving AIG through any means
other than a CDS transaction? If so, explain in detail.
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(h) the dates and dollar amounts of any recovery on the protection obtained by 
Goldman from AIG through a third party intermediary. 

Goldman Sachs is unaware of any instance in which the firm was the "ultimate 
beneficiary" of RMBS or CDO-related credit default swap protection that had been issued 
by AlG to a third party. Although it is possible that a counterparty with whom Goldman 
Sachs entered into a swap later transferred its interest to another party, Goldman Sachs 
would be unable to track such a transfer. 

7. Did Goldman play any role in suggesting, encouraging, or prompting any other 
individual or entity to make collateral calls on CDS protection written by AIG 
related to RMBS or CDO securities? If so, describe in detail. 

Goldman Sachs did not play any rple in suggesting, encouraging, or prompting 
any other individual or entity to make collateral calls on CDS protection written by AIO 
related to RMBS or CDO securities. 

8. Did Goldman obtain CDS protection against credit events involving AlG, Bear 
Steams, Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Long Beach Mortgage, Merrill Lynch, 
National City Corp., New Century, or Washington Mutual? If so, for each such 
financial firm during the period from January 1,2006 through December 31, 2008, 
provide the following information; 

(a) the dates when the CDS protection was obtained and the nature of the 
protection; 

(b) the counter parties involved; 

(c) the total aggregate notional amount of the CDS protection obtained; 

(d) the total amount of premiums paid by Goldman for such protection; and 

(e) the total dollar amount of any recovery obtained by Goldman in connection 
with the CDS protection. 

Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS 
0000037361)[Retained in the files of the Subcommittee], which sets forth the requested 
information on CDS protection that Goldman Sachs obtained against credit events 
involving the firms listed above. Goldman Sachs notes that it did not buy or sell 
protection on Long Beach or New Century. 

9. From January 1,2006 through December 31, 2008, did Goldman obtain any 
insurance or other protection from a credit event involving AIG through any means 
other than a CDS transaction? If so, explain in detail. 
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Consistent with its policies and procedures, Goldman Sachs utilizes various tools
to hedge counterparty exposure. Specifically to protect against a default of AIG, Goldman
Sachs used credit default swaps as the primary means of hedging. At certain times,
however, Goldman Sachs also purchased or sold short AIG unsecured bonds,
subordinated debt and equity (i.e., common stock) in order to efficiently hedge the firm's
exposure to AIG. These additional hedges were particularly relevant when large
movements in our exposure to AIG occurred (primarily due to market movements on the
underlying derivatives or resolution of existing valuation differences). In these situations
the liquidity within the credit default swap market on AIG was inadequate to efficiently
hedge the movement in the exposure. At times, unsecured bonds, subordinated debt and
equity can be traded more quickly and less expensively then purchasing and selling
protection on credit default swaps. Enclosed is a spreadsheet (bearing production number
GS MBS 0000038789) [See Appendix 16] providing information on credit default swaps,
cash bonds and equity positions purchased and sold by Goldman Sachs as hedges against
credit events involving AIG.

10. Is there any instance from January 1, 2006 to the present, with respect to the
settlement of disputes related to CDS protection for RMBS or CDO securities, in
which Goldman obtained less than 100 cents on the dollar on the total notional
amount of CDS protection it had purchased? If so, specify each such instance,
including the name and type of the referenced assets, the name of the counter party,
the notional amount of CDS protection purchased by Goldman, the type and
amount of any collateral posted by the counterparty and the dates on which the
collateral was posted, and the aggregate total dollar amount obtained by Goldman
from the counter party in final settlement of Goldman's CDS protection claims.

As discussed with the Subcommittee staff on June 14, 2010, Goldman Sachs is

interpreting this Question to request information on instances in which the Firm accepted

CDS termination payments from financially sound counterparties in an amount that was

less than what the Firm believed that it was contractually entitled to receive. Goldman
Sachs does not believe that any such instance existed.

Goldman Sachs notes, however, that the Firm had multiple CDS trades
referencing CDO bonds with Deutsche Bank in which Goldman Sachs believes that the

credit event terms were incorrectly defined in the confirmations and were not consistent -
with the definition of those terms as agreed to by the parties at the time of the trade. For

these trades, Goldman Sachs believed that an "implied writedown" credit event applied to

the trades, while Deutsche Bank believed that such a credit event was inapplicable. In
accordance with the terms of the confirmations, Deutsche Bank refused to pay Goldman
Sachs for multiple "implied writedowns" for which Goldman Sachs attempted to claim
CDS protection payments. Ultimately, the trades were terminated, and Goldman Sachs
and Deutsche Bank agreed to a termination price lower than was 89.36% of the notional
amount of the trades. Had Deutsche Bank agreed with Goldman Sachs that there was a
documentation error and that an "implied writedown" credit event applied, Goldman
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Consistent with its policies ~d procedures, Goldman Sachs utilizes various tools 
to hedge counterparty exposure. Specifically to protect against a default of AIG, Goldman . 
Sachs used credit default swaps as the primary means of hedging. At certain times, 
however, Goldman Sachs also purchased or sold short AIG unsecured bonds, 
subordinated debt and equity (i.e., common stock) in order to efficiently hedge the finn's 
exposure to AIG. These additional hedges were particularly relevant when large 
movements in our exposure to AIG occurred (primarily due to market movements on the 
underlying derivatives or resolution of existing valuation differences). In these situations 
the liquidity within the credit default swap market on AIG was inadequate to efficiently 
hedge the movement in the exposure. At times, unsecured bonds, subordinated debt and 
equity can be traded more quickly and less expensively then purchasing and selling 
protection on credit default swaps. Enclosed is a spreadsheet (bearing production number 
GS MBS 0000038789) [See Appendix 16] providing information on credit default swaps, 
cash bonds and equity positions purchased and sold by Goldman Sachs as hedges against 
credit events involving AIG. 

10. Is there any instance from January 1,2006 to the present, with respect to the 
settlement of disputes related to CDS protection for RMBS or CDO securities, in 
which Goldman obtained less than 100 cents on the dollar on the total notional 
amount of CDS protection it had purchased? If so, specify each such instance, 
including the name and type of the referenced assets, the name of the counter party, 
the notional amount of CDS protection purchased by Goldman, the type and 
amount of any collateral posted by the counterparty and the dates on which the 
collateral was posted, a~d the aggreg':lte total dollar amount obtained by Goldman 
from the counter party in final settlement of Goldman's CDS protection claims. 

As discussed with the Subcommittee staff'on June 14,2010, Goldman Sachs is 
interpreting this Question to request information on instances in which the Firm accepted 
CDS termination payments from financially sound counterparties in an amount that was 
less than what the Firm believed that it was contractually· entitled to receive. Goldman 
Sachs does not believe that any such instance existed. 

Goldman Sachs notes, however, that the Firm had mUltiple CDS trades 
referencing CDO bonds with Deutsche Bank in which Goldman Sachs believes that the 
credit event terms were incorrectly defined in the confirmations and were not consistent . 
with the definition of those terms as agreed to by the parties at the time of the trade. For 
these trades, Goldman Sachs believed that an "implied writedown" credit event applied to 
the trades, while Deutsche Bank believed that such a credit event was inapplicable. In 
accordance with the terms of the confirmations, Deutsche Bank refused to pay Goldman 
Sachs for multiple "implied writedowns" for which Goldman Sachs attempted to claim 
CDS protection payments. Ultimately, the trades were terminated, and Goldman Sachs 
and Deutsche Bank agreed to a termination price lower than was 89.36% of the notional 
amount of the trades. Had Deutsche Bank agreed with Goldman ·Sachs that there was a 
documentation error and that an "implied writedown" credit event applied, Goldman 
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Sachs would have received more in its protection payments (or as termination payments)

than it ultimately did. In total, Goldman Sachs was paid $171,000,000 to terminate

$191,363,845 in notional amount of trades. Information concerning these trades (bearing

production numbers GS MBS 0000035796) [See Appendix 17] is enclosed herewith.

11. With respect to AIG, Bear Stearns, Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Long Beach
Mortgage, Merrill Lynch, National City Corp., New Century, and Washington
Mutual, provide the following information for the years 2007 and 2008:

(a) A detailed chronology of Goldman'.s firm-wide proprietary trading
(including trading for itself or its own accounts) in equity securities for each
of the above companies, including the date, purchase price, and number of
shares involved in each transaction; whether the transaction involved a

purchase or sale; whether the transaction resulted a long or short position

for Goldman; and the net position of Goldman following each transaction.

As discussed with the Subcommittee staff in several conference calls, Goldman

Sachs is a market maker in securities issued by the companies listed above. As such,

Goldman Sachs enters into a large volume of principal transactions on a daily basis on

behalf of the firm's clients. During 2007 and 2008, Goldman Sachs entered into several

million transactions (buys and sells) in the equity securities of these companies with gross

proceeds in excess of $100 billion. To help summarize the net effect of these market

making transactions, Goldman Sachs encloses a schedule (bearing production number GS

MBS 0000038857) [See Appendix 18], which reflects the net common stock position in

each of these companies held in each firm inventory account that was included in the

firm's balance sheet for each fiscal month-end during 2007 and 2008. This schedule does

not include exposure from other financial instruments issued by these companies (i.e.,

convertibles and unsecured bonds) or exposure from derivatives transacted directly with

these companies or referencing these companies as underliers and as such is not a risk

report.

(b) A detailed chronology of Goldman's firm-wide proprietary trading
(including trading for itself or its own accounts) in options or futures
contracts for each of the above companies, including the date, purchase
price, and number of options involved in each transaction; whether the
transaction involved a purchase or sale of a put or call option; whether the
option was exercised, the exercise price and date, whether the transaction
resulted a long or short position for Goldman; and the net position for
Goldman following each transaction.

As discussed with the Subcommittee staff, Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet

(bearing production number GS MBS 0000038753) [See Appendix 19], which provides a

summary for each quarter of Financial Years 2007 and 2008 of common equity and

option trades concerning AIG, Bear Steams, Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch,
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Sachs would have received more in its protection payments (or as termination payments) 
than it ultimately did. In total, Goldman Sachs was paid $171,000,000 to terminate 
$191,363,845 in notional amount of trades. Information concerning these trades (bearing 
production numbers GS MBS 0000035796) [See Appendix 17] is enclosed herewith. 

11. With respect to AIG, Bear Stearns, Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Long Beach 
Mortgage, ·Merrill Lynch, National City Corp., New Century, and Washington 
Mutual, provide the following information for the yean 2007 and 2008: 

(a) A detailed chronology of Goldman'.s firm-wide proprietary trading 
(including trading for itself or its own accounts) in equity securities for each 
of the above companies, including the date, purchase price, and number of 
shares involved in each transaction; whether the transaction involved a 
purchase or sale; whether the transaction resulted a long or short position 
for Goldman; and the net position of Goldman following each transaction. 

As discussed with the Subcommittee staff in several conference calls,.Goldman 
Sachs is a market maker in securities issued by the companies listed above. As such, 
Goldman Sachs enters into a large volume of principal transactions on a daily basis on 
behalf of the firm's clients. During 2007 and 2008, Goldman Sachs entered into several 
million transactions (buys and sells) in the equity securities of these companies with gross 
proceeds in excess of $100 billion. To help summarize the net effect of these market 
making transactions, Goldman Sachs encloses a schedule (bearing production number GS 
MBS 0000038857) [See Appendix 18], which reflects the net common stock position in 
each of these companies held in each firm inventory account that was included in the 
firm's balance sheet for each fiscal month-end during 2007 and· 2008. This schedule does 
not include exposure from other financial instruments issued by these companies (i.e., 
convertibles and unsecured bonds) or exposure from derivatives transacted directly with 
these companies or referencing these companies as underliers and as such is not a risk 
report. 

(b) A detailed chronology of Goldman's firm-wide proprietary trading 
(including trading for itself or its own accounts) in options or futures 
contracts for each of the above companies, including the date, purchase 
price, and number of options involved in each transaction; whether the 
transaction invo.lved a purchase or sale of a put or call option; whether the 
option was exercised, the exercise price and date, whether the transaction 
resulted a long or short position for Goldman; and the net position for 
Goldman following each transaction. 

As discussed with the Subcommittee staff, Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet 
(bearing production number GS MBS 0000038753) [See Appendix 19], which provides a 
summary for each quarter of Financial Years 2007 and 2008 of common equity and 
option trades concerning AIG, Bear Steams, Fremont, Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch, 
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National City Corp. and Washington Mutual by businesses within Goldman Sachs that
the firm has identified as "proprietary trading business units." Goldman Sachs also notes
that Long Beach Mortgage was a wholly owned subsidiary of Washington Mutual and
that there were no common equity or option trades concerning New Century by any
Goldman Sachs "proprietary trading business unit" during Financial Years 2007 and
2008.

(c) The same chronologies as requested in (a) and (b) above for the Asset Backed
Securities (ABS) trading desk alone.

The Asset-Backed Securities trading desk did not engage in "proprietary" trading
during the period 2007 through 2008. Although the Asset-Backed Securities trading desk
did regularly commit the Firm's capital, it principally did so to facilitate client
transactions as a market maker, to hedge positions obtained in connection with its role as
a market maker, or to hedge positions held in Goldman Sachs' mortgage department.

As discussed with the Subcommittee staff on June 14, 2010, Goldman Sachs
encloses a spreadsheet (bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000035797)[Retained in
the files of the Subcommittee] listing trades by the Asset-Backed Securities Trading desk
in equity securities (including options & futures) for the requested financial institutions.
Goldman Sachs notes, however, that Long Beach Mortgage Company was a subsidiary of
Washington Mutual, Inc., and its securities could not separately be traded.

12. (a) Did Goldman have any written procedures or policies with regard to the ABS
desk's using funds from a firm trading account to make speculative or
proprietary trades in equity securities or options or futures contracts such as
those listed above? If so, provide a copy of those procedures or policies.

Yes. Enclosed is a document (bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000038674
-38677) [See Appendix 20] describing Goldman Sachs' "Policy for Approving Non-Core
Trading Products and Trading Flow Changes," which provides the procedures that
franchise traders (including the ABS desk) must adhere to in advance of trading products
outside of their primary markets. This policy allows a franchise trading desk, with
appropriate approvals, to transact in products not core to its business.

(b) Was it a departure from Goldman's policies or procedures for the ABS
trading desk to have used a firm trading account to engage in speculative or
proprietary trades in the equity securities or options or futures contracts
listed above?

No. Pursuant to Goldman Sachs' "Policy for Approving Non-Core Trading
Products and Trading Flow Changes," the ABS desk sought, and received, approval from
Bill McMahon and Don Mullen (the Divisional Risk Manager and the appropriate
Operating Committee member, respectively) to use equities and equity derivatives as part
of its hedging strategy for the mortgage market. Goldman Sachs notes that the ABS desk
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National City Corp. and Washington Mutual by businesses within Goldman Sachs that 
the firm has identified as "proprietary trading business units." Goldman Sachs also notes 
that Long Beach Mortgage was a wholly owned subsidiary of Washington Mutual and 
that there were no common equity or option trades concerning New Century by any 
Goldman Sachs "proprietary trading business unit" during Financial Years 2007 and 
2008. . 

(c) The same chronologies as requested in (a) and (b) above for the Asset Backed 
Securities (ABS) trading desk alone. 

The Asset-Backed Securities trading desk did not engage in "proprietary" trading 
during the period 2007 through 2008. Although the Asset-Backed Securities trading desk 
did regularly commit the Firm's capital, it principally did so to facilitate client 
transactions as a market maker, to hedge positions obtained in connection wi~ its role as 
a market maker, or to hedge positions held in Goldman Sachs' mortgage department. 

As discussed with the Subcommittee staff on June 14,2010, Goldman Sachs 
encloses a spreadsheet (bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000035797)[Retained in 
the files of the Subcommittee] listing trades by the Asset-Backed Securities Trading desk 
in equity securities (including options & futures) for the requested financial institutions. 
Goldman Sachs notes, however, that Long Beach Mortgage Company was a subsidiary of 
Washington Mutual, Inc., and its securities could not separately be traded. 

(a) Did Goldman have any written procedures or policies with regard to the ABS 
desk's using funds from a firm trading account to make speculative or . 
proprietary trades in equity securities or options or futures contracts such as 
those listed above? If so, provide a copy of those procedures or policies. 

Yes. Enclosed is a document (bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000038674 
-38677) [See Appendix 20] describing Goldman Sachs' "Policy for Approving Non-Core 
Trading Products and Trading Flow Changes," which provides the procedures that 
franchise traders (including the ABS desk) must adhere to in advance of trading products 
outside of their primary markets. This policy allows a franchise trading desk, with 
appropriate approvals, to transact in products not core to its business. 

(b) Was it a departure from Goldman's policies or procedures for the ABS 
trading desk to have used a firm trading account to engage in speculative or 
proprietary trades in the equity securities or options or futures contracts 
listed above? 

No. Pursuant to Goldman Sachs' "Policy for Approving Non-Core Trading 
Products and Trading Flow Changes," the ABS desk sought, and received, approval from 
Bill McMahon and Don Mullen (the Divisional Risk Manager and the appropriate 
Operating Committee member, respectively) to use equities and equity derivatives as part 
of its hedging strategy for the mortgage market. Goldman Sachs notes that the ABS desk 
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did not engage in speculative or proprietary trading. Rather, the ABS desk used trades in
equity securities, options and futures to hedge its existing positions. Goldman Sachs
further notes that Josh Birnbaumn participated in training classes on equity trading and
equity derivatives, conducted by the firm's Compliance Department in the summer and
fall of 2006.

(c) Did the ABS trading desk seek or obtain a waiver of Goldman's policies or
procedures to trade these securities? If so, provide the date of the waiver, the
persons who requested the waiver, the person who made the final decision to
grant the waiver, and a copy of the waiver and the application or request to
obtain it.

As explained above, the ABS desk followed the procedures outlined by the
"Policy for Approving Non-Core Trading Products and Trading Flow Changes" and
accordingly obtained the appropriate waiver.

13. During 2008, did any representative, employee, officer, agent, or attorney acting on
behalf of Goldman contact or communicate with any federal agency, including the
Federal Reserve or the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), to discuss any
limitation on the short selling of Goldman shares or the shares of any other financial
institution? If so,. provide a detailed chronology describing those contacts, including
the date of each contact, who initiated it, the participants involved, whether it was
made by telephone or in person, and the substance of the discussion.

Please see Mr. Blankfein's response to this Question.

14. Describe how and when Goldman learned of the limitations that the SEC
implemented in 2008, on the short selling of the shares of certain financial
institutions.

Please see Mr. Blankfein's response to this Question.

15. Provide any document possessed by, generated by, or provided to Jonathan Egol
related to obtaining a credit rating related to any Abacus transaction by any credit
rating agency, including any correspondence, emails, memoranda, or other analysis
or exchanges of information.

[Retained in the files of the Subcommittee]

16. Describe in detail your understanding of Goldman's legal duties of disclosure,
pursuant to securities laws and regulations, including rules prescribed by the SEC
or FINRA, to purchasers of securities when Goldman acts in any of the following
capacities: (a) market maker; (b) underwriter; (b) placement agent; (d) broker
(when making a solicitation or recommendation of a security); or (e) a dealer.
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did not engage in speculative or proprietary trading. Rather, the ABS desk used trades in 
equity securities, options and futures to hedge its existing positions. Goldman Sachs 
further notes that Josh Birnbaum participated in training classes on equity trading and 
equity derivatives, conducted by the finn's Compliance Department in the summer and 
fall of 2006. 

(c) Did the ABS trading desk seek or obtain a waiver of Goldman's policies or 
procedures to trade these securities? If so, provide the date of the waiver, the 
persons who requested the waiver, the person who made the fmal decision to 
grant the waiver, and a copy of the waiver and the application or request to 
obtain it. 

As explained above, the ABS desk followed the procedures outlined by the 
"Policy for Approving Non-Core Trading Products and Trading Flow Changes" and 
accordingly obtained the appropriate waiver. 

13.· During 2008, did any representative, employee, officer, agent, or. attorney acting on 
behalf of Goldman contact or communicate with any federal agency, including the 
Federal Reserve or the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), to discuss any 
limitation on the short selling of Goldman shares or the shares of any other financial 
institution? If so,. provide a detailed chronology describing those contacts, including 
the date of each contact, who initiated it, the participants involved, whether it was 
made by telephone or in person, and the substance of the discussion. 

Please see Mr. Blankfein's response to this Question. 

14. Describe how and when Goldman learned of the limitations that the SEC 
implemented in 20~8, on the short selling of the shares of certain financial 
institutions. . 

Please see Mr. Blankfein's response to this Question. 

15. Provide any document possessed by, generated by,or provided to Jonathan Egol 
related to obtaining a credit rating related to any Abacus transaction by any credit 
rating agency, including any correspondence, em ails, memoranda, or other analysis 
or exchanges of information. 

[Retained in the files of the Subcommittee] 

16. Describe in detail your understanding of Goldman's legal duties of disclosure, 
pursuant to securities laws and regulations, including rules prescribed by the SEC 
or FINRA, to purchasers of securities when Goldman acts in any of the following 
capacities: (a) market maker; (b) underwriter; (b) placement agent; (d) broker 
(when making a solicitation or recommendation of a security); or (e) a dealer. 
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Include your definition of a "market maker."

Goldman Sachs' duties of disclosure generally can be thought of as falling under
two distinct legal and regulatory regimes: one that governs its duties when acting as a
broker-dealer and one that governs its duties when underwriting and marketing new-issue
securities.

With regard to the firm's role as market maker, broker or dealer, these capacities
all fall within the scope of Goldman Sachs' broker-dealer activities. Goldman, Sachs &
Co. is registered with the SEC as a broker-dealer under Section 15(a) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 and maintains membership in the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority ("FINRA") and various securities exchanges. In general, a broker-dealer's
duties to a customer that wishes to effect securities transactions in a non-discretionary
account are limited to the duties of diligence and competence in executing the customer's
trade orders on a transaction-by-transaction basis. This duty is often called a duty of best
execution, and has been the subject of extensive interpretation and some rule-making by
the SEC and FINRA. This duty applies with respect to all securities transactions, whether
solicited or unsolicited, effected by a broker-dealer for its customers.

Special obligations apply to Goldman Sachs when it acts for a discretionary
account. In such a case, Goldman Sachs must comply with any client guidelines and must
enter into transactions consistent with the client's investment objectives. In exercising
discretion, Goldman Sachs is typically subject to the duty to act in the best interests of the
client and not that of Goldman Sachs and to disclose all conflicts of interest.

We understand the term "market maker" to mean a broker-dealer that stands ready
to make an offer to buy or sell a given security whenever a seller or a buyer enters the
market. A market maker connects buyers and sellers-and thereby provides critical
liquidity-through its willingness and ability to commit its own capital in taking the other
side of transactions that its customers wish to execute. While the transactions executed

by a market maker are often initiated by a customer looking to make a specific purchase
or sale, a market maker may also frequently propose transactions to its customers, based
on their previously expressed investment interests or needs. As such, when Goldman
Sachs acts as a market maker, it is simply engaging in a particular type of broker-dealer
activity, and its basic duties are the same as those described above.

FiNRA and exchange rules impose special obligations on exchange-based and.
over-the-counter market makers of equity securities to provide liquidity. These rules,
among other things, require the market maker to maintain a two-way market and regulate
when market makers can cease to provide quotations.

The firm's role as an underwriter or placement agent differs from that of a broker-
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Include your definition of a "market maker." 

Goldman Sachs' duties of disclosure generally can be thought of as falling under 
two distinct legal and regulatory regimes: one that governs its duties when acting as a 
broker-dealer and one that governs its duties when underwriting and marketing new-issue 
securities. 

With regard to the fIrm's role as market maker, broker or dealer, these capacities 
all fall within the scope of Goldman Sachs' broker-dealer activities. Goldman, Sachs & 
Co. is registered with the SEC as a broker-dealer under Section lS(a) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and maintains membership in the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority ("FINRA") and various securities exchanges. In general, a broker-dealer's 
duties to a customer that wishes to effect securities transactions in a non-discretionary 
account are limited to the duties of diligence and competence in executing the customer's 
trade orders on a transaction-by-trarisaction basis. This duty is often called a duty of best 
execution, and has been the subject of extensive interpretation and some rule-making by 
the SEC and FINRA. This duty applies with respect to all securities transactions, whether 
solicited or unsolicited, effected by a broker-dealer for its customers. 

Special obligations apply to Goldman Sachs when it acts for a discretionary 
account. In such a case, Goldman Sachs must comply with any client guidelines and must 
enter into transactions consistent with the clierit's investment objectives. In exercising 
discretion, Goldman Sachs is typically subject to the duty to act in the best interests of the 
client and not that of Goldman Sachs and to disclose all conflicts of interest. 

We understand the term "market maker" to mean a broker-dealer that stands ready 
to make an offer to buy or sell a given security whenever a seller or a buyer enters the . 
market. A market maker connects buyers and sellers-and thereby provides critical 
liquidity-through its willingness and ability to commit its own capital in taking the other 
side of transactions that its customers wish to execute. While the transactions executed 

by a market maker are often initiated by a customer looking to make a specifIc purchase 
or sale, a market maker may also frequently propose transactions to its customers, based 
on their previously expressed investment interests or needs. As such, when Goldman 
Sachs acts as a market maker, it is simply engaging in a particular type of broker-dealer 
activity, and' its basic duties are the same as those described above. 

FINRA and exchange rules impose special obligations on exchange-based and. 
over-the-couriter market makers of equity securities to provide liquidity. These rules, 
among other things, require the market maker to maintain a two-way market and regulate 
when market makers can cease to provide quotations. 

The fIrm's role as an underwriter or placement agent differs from that of a broker-
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dealer.5 As described above, a broker-dealer is primarily engaged in the business of
assisting clients in executing transactions. This business is client-driven, and Goldman
Sachs strives to provide a fair price to its clients.

In contrast, an underwriter or placement agent is involved with the issuer in
marketing and selling offerings of securities to investors. In this context, the federal
securities laws effectively impose a "gatekeeper" role on Goldman Sachs: as an
underwriter or placement agent the firm is expected to assist the issuer in providing an
offering document to investors that discloses material information relevant to the
offering,6 and absent a showing that the firm conducted an appropriate review (so-called
"due diligence") regarding the securities being offered, the firm is potentially liable to
investors for any losses resulting from any material misstatements or omissions in the
offering document. The same disclosure obligations do not apply to a broker-dealer
(whether acting in a market making capacity or otherwise) because a broker-dealer must
execute countless transactions in order to meet the demands of clients and other parties. If
a broker-dealer were required to perform extensive due diligence on each security in
which it was asked to execute a transaction, and to update disclosures every time it
bought or sold securities, real-time, market makers could not function and liquid markets
could not exist.

17. (a) Does the fact that an investor or a potential investor with whom Goldman is
transacting business is an "accredited" investor, a "qualified institutional
buyer" or a "qualified purchaser" (as those terms are used in the U.S. federal
securities laws) affect the duties and obligations of Goldman when acting in
any of the capacities described in Question 16? If so, describe how any of
Goldman's duties when acting in any of these capacities are affected by the
status of the investor or potential investor.

(b) Does Goldman have a duty to conduct a suitability analysis when making a
recommendation to any of the types of investors listed in question 17(a)? If

5As a technical matter, a firm generally may not act as an underwriter or placement agent
of securities in the United States without registering as a broker-dealer with the SEC as
described above. For convenience, however, when we refer to the activities of a brokerdealer
in this response, we mean the activities of a market maker, broker or dealer as
described above and not those of an underwriter or placement agent, even though the
latter activities may also require registration as a broker-dealer with the SEC.

6The type and amount of disclosure is likely to vary depending on the nature of the
offering. An SEC-registered public offering, for example, is subject to specific, detailed
disclosure requirements of the SEC. In contrast, an offering exempt from registration is
subject to a more general requirement that any disclosure made must not be materially
false or misleading.
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dealer.s As described above, a broker-dealer is primarily engaged in the business of 
assisting clients in executing transactions. This business is client-driven, and Goldman 
Sachs strives to provide a fair price to its clients. -

In contrast, an underwriter or plaCement agent is involved with the issuer in 
marketing and selling offerings of securities to investors. In this context, the federal 
securities laws effectively impose a "gatekeeper" role on Goldman Sachs: as an 
underwriter or placement agent the firm is expected to assist the issuer in providing an 
offering document to investors that discloses material information relevant to the 
offering,6 and absent a showing that the firm conducted an appropriate review (so-called 
"due diligence") regarding the securities being offered, the finn is potentially liable to 
investors for any losses resulting from any material misstatements or omissions in the 
offering document. The same disclosure obligations do not apply to a broker-dealer 
(whether acting in a market making capacity or otherwise) because a broker-dealer must 
execute countless transactions in order to meet the demands of clients and other parties. If 
a broker-dealer were required to perform extensive due diligence on each security in 
which it was asked to execute a transaction, and to update disclosures every time it 

. bought or sold securities, real-time, market makers could not function and liquid markets 
could not exist. 

(a) Does the fact that an investor or a potential investor with whom Goldman is 
transacting business is an "accredited" investor, a "qualified institutional 
buyer" or a "qualified purchaser" (as those terms are used in the U.S. federal 
securities laws) affect the duties and obligations of Goldman when acting in 
any of the capacities described in Question 16? If so, describe how any of 
Goldman's duties when acting in any of these capacities are affected by the 
status of the investor or potential investor. 

(b) Does Goldman have a duty to conduct a suitability analysis when making a 
recommendation to any of the types of investors listed in question 17(a)? If 

S As a technical matter, a firm generally may not act as an underwriter or placement agent 
of securities in the United States without registering as a broker-dealer with the SEC as 
described above. For convenience, however, when we refer to the activities of a brokerdealer 
in this response, we mean the ac~ivities of a market maker, broker or dealer as 
described above and not those of an underwriter or placement agent, even though the 
latter activities may also require registration as a broker-dealer with the SEC. 

6The type and amount of disclosure is likely to vary depending on th~ nature of the . 
offering. An SEC-registered public offering, for example, is subject to specific, detailed 
disclosure requirements of the SEC. In contrast, an offering exempt from registration is 
subject to a more general requirement that any disclosure made must not be materially 
false or misleading. . 
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so, describe the nature and extent of the analysis to be conducted.

In general, the legal duties that Goldman Sachs owes when engaging in a
securities transaction with a customer depend on the particular services the firm provides
and the nature of its interaction with the customer, taking into account, in particular, the
nature and sophistication of the customer, the customer's reasonable expectations with
regard to the firm's services and the compensation arrangement between the Firm and the
customer.

When a broker-dealer "recommends", a securities transaction to a customer, the
broker-dealer has a duty to determine that the transaction is suitable for the customer.
This suitability duty requires the broker-dealer to determine, in the first instance, that the
transaction is suitable for at least some investors. This is sometimes called "general
suitability" or the "due diligence" duty, and it applies independently of any particular
customer's interests., Additionally, the broker-dealer must also determine that the
recommended transaction is suitable for the particular customer, based on those facts, if
any, disclosed by the customer as to his security holdings, financial situation, and needs
or objectives. This duty, which is sometimes called "customer specific suitability," in turn
gives rise to a related duty to "know the customer."' In this respect, the firm believes
that, before entering into any securities transaction, its sales and trading personnel have
an obligation to exercise due diligence to learn the essential facts regarding the customer
and the customer's orders and accounts and to ensure that the customer has provided
sufficient evidence of its authority to enter into a transaction. Under Goldman Sachs'
policies and applicable regulations (enclosed bearing production numbers GS MBS
0000037351 - 37359) [See Appendix 21] employees are required to be prepared to
explain the basis for their suitability determinations and must consider, in consultation
with their managers, whether to document such determinations in special or unusual

'Whether a broker-dealer makes a "recommendation" to a customer depends on the nature
and context of the firm's communications with the customer. According to FINRA, a
critical factor to consider is whether a particular communication, given its content,
context and manner of presentation, reasonably would be viewed as a "call to action" or a
suggestion that the customer engage in a securities transaction. See NASD Notice to
Members 01-03 (Online Suitability) (April 2001).

"According to FINRA, the broker-dealer must implicitly represent to the customer that a
reasonable investigation has been made and that its recommendation rests on the
conclusions based on that investigation. See FINRA Notice to Members 10-22 (April
2010); FINRA Notice to Member 09-25 (May 2009).

9The specific suitability and related know-your-customer duties have been codified by
FINRA in Conduct Rule (NASD) 2310.
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so, describe the nature and extent of the analysis to be conducted. 
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circumstances. Managers are also required to regularly review sales activity for potential
suitability concerns.

Significantly, however, FINRA has provided an important exception to the
customer specific suitability duty with regard to institutional customers.'0 Broadly
speaking, a broker-dealer may satisfy its customer specific suitability duty owed to an
institutional customer if the broker-dealer reasonably determines, based on the relevant
facts and circumstances, that the institutional customer (i) is capable of evaluating the risk
associated with the recommended transaction independently of the broker-dealer and (ii)
is in fact exercising independent judgment in evaluating the recommendation (i.e., is not
relying on the broker-dealer to determine customer specific suitability). As a practical
matter, this exception means that a broker-dealer need not determine whether a particular
transaction is suitable for an institutional customer in light of its particular circumstances,
as long as the firm has a reasonable basis to believe that the customer has sufficient
expertise and resources to make its own evaluation and is in fact doing so (e.g., in light of
regular past practice). This exception does not relieve a broker-dealer of its general
suitability duty to an institutional customer.

Goldman Sachs further notes that, in August 2008, the firm introduced suitability
committees responsible for the administration of the Due Diligence and Approval
Guidelines for Structured and Strategic Trades, which governs all structured trades
(including CDOs) done with non-market professionals-whether primary or secondary
transactions. In addition, Goldman Sachs has already implemented most of the March
2009 recommendations of the Counterparty Risk Management Policy Group requiring
firms to make reasonable efforts to determine that investors possess the following: (I)
capability to understand risk and return; (ii) capability or access to the capability to price
and run stress tests; (iii) governance procedures, internal controls and technology; (iv)
financial resources sufficient to withstand potential losses; and (v) authorization to invest
in high risk complex financial instruments.

(c) Does Goldman owe a duty to disclose any adverse interest that it may have
when recommending a security to any of the types of investors listed in
question 17(a)?

Although Goldman Sachs does not believe that the federal securities laws require
a general disclosure. of "adverse interests," the firm notes that where relevant the offering
circulars for the Transactions expressly disclosed that the protection buyer with respect to
all of the synthetic assets held by the Transaction would be a Goldman Sachs affiliate,
and noted that the protection buyer could hedge some or all of its exposure in the future.
For example, the offering circulars for Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1, Hudson

'0See FINRA Interpretation IM 2310-3 (Suitability Obligations to Institutional
Customers).
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Mezzanine Funding 2006-2 and Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1 stated:

It is expected that Goldman Sachs International [a Goldman Sachs
affiliate] will act as the sole Credit Protection Buyer with respect to the Credit
Default Swap, which .. . may create certain conflicts of interest.

The Credit Protection Buyer and its affiliates (i) may deal in any

Reference Obligation,... and (iii) may act .. . as if the Credit Default Swap and

the Notes did not exist and without regard to whether any such action might have

an adverse affect on such Reference Obligation, the Issuer, the Holders of the

Secured Notes, the Senior Swap Counterparty or the Holders of the Income Notes.
[I]t is expected that one or more affiliates of the Initial Purchaser

[Goldman Sachs] will also act as counterparty with respect to all of the CDS
Transactions.

(See GS MBS-E-001550241,1550250, 808621, 808630, 854578 - 854579 and

854588.) Similar language appeared in the Camber 7 and Timberwolf I offering circulars.

(See GS MBS-E-000814255, 814269, 673714 - 673715 and 673729.) The Point Pleasant

offering circular provided a similar disclosure for IXIS Corporate & Investment Bank,

which was the protection buyer for that transaction. (See GS MBS-E-000638970 -

638971 and 638979.) There was no such disclosure for Fort Denison Funding, which was

a cash CDO.

18. (a) Is Goldman aware of the 2004 Guidelines set forth by the United States
Sentencing Commission (the "Guidelines") establishing the elements of an
effective ethics and compliance program?

(b) What, if anything, has Goldman done to address the standards for ethics and

compliance programs as set forth in the Guidelines? In particular, provide
copies of educational materials or presentations given or presented to the
Goldman Board of Directors, Goldman executives, and Goldman employees
in general with respect to ethics and compliance during the period 2004 to
the present.

Goldman Sachs is aware of the amendments to the Sentencing Commission
Guidelines, effective November 1, 2004 (the "2004 Guidelines"), establishing the

elements of an effective ethics and compliance program. During ,the period 2004 to the

present (the "relevant period"), the firm has had and continues to have a robust and far-

reaching compliance program to address the standards set by the 2004 Guidelines, to

educate and report to its Board, executives and employees concerning the compliance

program, and to involve those stakeholders in the program's execution. Highlights of how

the firm's compliance program addresses the 2004 Guidelines follow. Further, as

discussed with the Subcommittee staff, enclosed is list (bearing production number GS

MBS 0000038749 - 38750 [See Appendix 22] (providing the relevant Appendices cited

in this response)) of relevant documents from 2004 through 2009 concerning how the
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firm's compliance program addresses the 2004 Guidelines. As discussed with the

Subcommittee staff, Goldman Sachs will subsequently produce any of the documents

listed in the Appendices that are requested by the Subcommittee.

I. Board of Directors

A. Compliance Presentations to the Board

In September 2005, the Compliance Department made a presentation to

Goldman Sachs' Board of Directors (the "Board") entitled "Amendments to the

U.S. Sentencing Guidelines for Organizations - Goldman Sachs' Compliance
Program." This presentation explicitly addresses how the firm's compliance
program meets the 2004 Guidelines requirements to: "(1) exercise due diligence
to prevent and detect criminal conduct; and (2) otherwise promote an
organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a commitment to

compliance with the law." See 2004 Guidelines § 8B2. 1. The Board presentation
highlights the key elements of the firm's compliance program and tracks those
elements to the 2004 Guidelines.

Apart from this Board presentation, the Compliance Department has made

anumber of other presentations regarding the firm's compliance program to the

Board or the Board's Audit Committee." See Appendix A. As set forth in the

2004 Guidelines presentations and these other Compliance presentations, the key

elements of the firm's compliance program are:

Risk Assessments to identify compliance and reputational risks of
particular business activities and to help drive the nature, scope and
frequency of compliance surveillance, monitoring and testing.
Surveillance and Other Monitoring of processes and transactions to
detect breaches and identify changes in the risk profile.
Testing of the Compliance Control Framework to assess and validate
assumptions about the efficacy of controls, principally by the firm's
Internal Audit Department and the Compliance Testing Group.,
Training and Communication of the rules and the firm's compliance

policies and procedures to the Board, senior management and supervisors,
other employees and other stakeholders.
Independence and Empowerment of the Compliance Function. In

"The January 2009 presentation to the Board, "Compliance with CRMPG III Recommendations
and Other Key Industry and Regulatory Reports," may be of particular interest.

'2The Board's Audit Committee has a standing agenda item for Internal Audit presentations.
Internal Audit also has a standing closed session with the Board's external directors.
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2004 the firm created a Compliance Department that is separate and

independent from the Legal Department, hiring a Global Head of

Compliance who reports directly to the firm's Chairman/CEO and
President/COO, and making him a member of the Firmwide Management
Committee, the firm's highest management governing body., The firm's
Compliance headcount has increased by approximately 40% during the

relevant period, from 399 in October 2004 (see November 2004 Board

presentation) to its current level of 558.

B. Sarbanes-Oxley Presentations to the Board

In addition to the Compliance Department presentations to the Board or

Board Audit Committee referred to above, the Board and its committees engage in

governance activities related to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, as follows:

(1) Annual review by the Board's Corporate Governance Committee,
and re-approval by the Board, of the Code of Business Conduct
and Ethics, originally adopted by the Board in February 2003.

(2) Annual review by the Board's Audit Committee, and re-approval
by the Board, of the Policy on Reporting of Concerns Regarding
Accounting and Other Matters and Policy Regarding Escalation to,

and Retention by, the Audit Committee of Accounting Complaints
and the Non-Management Directors of Other Concerns, originally
adopted by the Board as of February 2003 and June 2003. See
Appendix B.

II. High-level Employees: Business Practices Committee

In 2003, as indicated in the 2005 Board presentation on the 2004 Guidelines,

Goldman Sachs established a firmwide Business Practices Committee ("BPC"), which

"assists senior management in its oversight of compliance and operational risks and

related reputational concerns, seeks to ensure the consistency of the firm's polices,

practices and procedures with the firm's business principles, and makes recommendations

on ways to mitigate potential risks." See Appendix C.

The BPC, which generally meets monthly and reports to the Firmwide

Management Committee (the firm's highest management governing body), is made up of

13From 2004, the Global Compliance Head has been Alan Cohen, a prominent former federal
prosecutor and private sector lawyer specializing in litigation and governmental investigations in
the securities industry and other corporate areas. All Compliance officers report directly or
indirectly to Mr. Cohen, and none reports to the business.
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senior leaders of the firm's revenue producing and control divisions. See Appendix C.
More specifically, under its charter, the BPC:
o Reviews business practices that could pose significant compliance and operational

risks and related reputational concerns;
o Identifies and oversees key business practices initiatives and reviews related

communications and training programs;
o Reviews internal and external incidents having significant reputational or

operational impact;
o Reviews regulatory issues and significant trends;
o Establishes standards and reviews and approves policies and procedures

implemented in accordance with the firm's business principles;
o Addresses issues raised by the Global Compliance Division and Internal Audit

Division.

In addition, each revenue-producing division and each of the firm's non-US

regions (Europe, Middle East and Africa, Asia Ex-Japan, and Japan) has its own Business
Practices Committee that performs functions similar to the firmwide BPC for those respective
divisions or regions.

III. Employees Generally

As indicated in the Board presentation on the 2004 Guidelines and in other

Compliance presentations to the Board or Board committees, the firm has an extensive
program of communication and training on its compliance policies, procedures and other
controls across the firm at all levels, as well as processes that create incentives for
compliance with those controls and mete out discipline for substantial compliance
breaches.

o New hires. On their first day, new hires attend a concentrated "Day One Training"
training program in the key compliance policies and controls, including components on

handling material non-public information and requirements of the anti-money laundering
("AML") laws. In addition, employees are required to disclose their investment accounts,
private investments and outside activities, if any. These disclosures, which must be
updated with new information as circumstances change, are logged in a database and are
used to enhance the firm's surveillances and monitoring for inappropriate trading or
business activity. See Appendix D.

o Ongoing training of employees.
- The firm develops training programs from time to time that employees

generally are required to complete. These programs are focused on
compliance and reputational issues, particularly in the context of using the
firm's communications tools, and the prevention and detection of criminal
conduct by educating staff on the requirements of the anti-money
laundering ("AML") laws program.
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* Throughout the relevant period (2004-present), recent hires,
including temporary staff (but with the exception of certain service
employees for whom the training would not be relevant), have been
required to complete AML online training and a related assessment
within a short period after joining the firm. An "AML Refresher"
course was rolled out in 2005-06 for employees who had been
hired prior to that time. See Appendix D

* In addition, recent hires complete modules that review the firm's
policies and procedures governing the proper use of
communications tools such as e-mail, voice mail, wireless devices
and the Internet, with a focus on protection of confidential
information. See Appendix D

* The firm's AML program, as discussed in Board presentations by

Compliance referenced in Appendix A, employs various
surveillances of trading and money movements to prevent and
detect criminal activity, and to assist the firm in complying with its
legal obligations to report suspicious activity. In 2008, the AML
group rolled out a required global training program across key

areas of the firm in live classroom training sessions on "Raising
Suspicious Activity Awareness." This program has targeted the
firm's Compliance, Legal, Internal Audit, Operations, Private
Wealth Management, Asset Management and Investment
Banking/Merchant Banking, and Securities Divisions and included
a session for the firm's Management Committee. Training sessions
have been tailored to each of the business areas and focus on the
"red flags" that might indicate potential money-laundering or
fraud. See Appendix D.

o Firmwide training is supplemented with extensive training and communications
efforts customized to the needs of individual divisions, departments, groups and

regions. These efforts include training designed to meet regulatory obligations as

well as to reinforce the firm's compliance controls. Annual training in the

revenue-producing divisions includes AML and suspicious activity components.

* Leaders, Supervisors and Other Managers.
o As set forth in the Board presentation on the 2004 Guidelines, in 2004-05, the

firm's then Chairman Hank Paulson conducted "The Chairman's Forum on
Leadership and Accountability," at which he discussed the importance of
compliance, ethical behavior and management accountability in a series of
meetings with groups of the firm's managing directors ("MDs") across the globe

(nearly 2,000 people).
• Following the MD sessions, the program was adapted for the firm's vice president

population, which included nearly 8,000 people. The Leadership and

Accountability for Vice Presidents program began in 2005 and was completed in

2007. The program was run by senior MDs and members of the firm's
Management Committee.
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have been tailored to each of the business areas and focus on the 
"red flags" that might indicate potential money-laundering or 
fraud. See Appendix D. . 

o Fin'nwide training is supplemented with extensive training and communications 
efforts customized to the needs of individual divisions, departments, groups and 
regions. These efforts include training designed to meet regulatory obligations as 
well as to reinforce the firm's compliance controls. Annual training in the 
revenue-producing divisions includes AML and suspicious activity components. 

• Leaders, Supervisors and Other Managers. 
o As set forth in the Board presentation on the 2004 Guidelines, in 2004-05, the 

firm's then Chairman Hank Paulson conducted "The Chairman's Fol1ll1i on 
Leadership and Accountability," at which he discussed the importance of 
compliance, ethical behavior and management accountability in a series of 
meetings with groups of the firm's managing directors ("MDs") across the 'globe 
(nearly 2,000 people). . 

o Following the MD sessions, the program was adapted for the firm's vice president 
population, which included nearly 8,000 people. The Leadership and 
Accountability for Vice Presidents program began in 2005 and was completed in 
2007. The program was run by senior MDs and members of the firm's 
Management Committee. 

PSI_ QFR_ GS0055 



a In 2007, the firm's Chairman, Lloyd Blankfein, began a second iteration of the

program for MDs, "The Chairman's Forum on Clients: Advancing our Franchise,"
which focused on the critical importance of, and challenges associated with, client

relationships. During three-hour sessions, which consisted of 30 sessions in six
cities conducted globally, MD participants reviewed and discussed video and

written case studies depicting situations that posed potential ethical, compliance
and business issues. The case studies stressed the importance of clear
cornmunication, humility and integrity.

o In 2008, the "Chairman's Forum on Clients: Advancing Our Franchise" was
introduced to the firm's vice president population. Content of the program, which

comprised 66 sessions globally, was tailored based on individuals' business unit
functions, and firmwide sessions were held in smaller offices globally. As in the

MD program, content focused on the strategic importance of our client franchise
as well as key principles for client relationships.

o In 2005, in response to new rules promulgated by the US securities self-regulatory
organizations, the firm instituted a CEO Certification process related to
compliance policies, procedures and internal controls for its broker-dealer
businesses in the US. The CEO Certification, which is discussed in several of the

Board presentations by Compliance referenced in Appendix A, is supported by an

extensive process whereby business supervisors in the revenue-producing
divisions and compliance officers complete quarterly or monthly certifications or
checklists affirming and evidencing the discharge of their oversight
responsibilities.' 4 These supervisory processes not only are an important part of the

firm's compliance oversight and monitoring structure, but also serve as a way to

remind supervisors of their responsibilities on an ongoing basis.

* Compliance incentives and disciplinary process. The firm's annual performance
review process includes a criterion specifically devoted to knowledge of and compliance
with applicable rules, policies and procedures. See Appendix D. In addition, as noted in

the Board presentation on the 2004 Guidelines, the compliance-related disciplinary

framework is overseen by a subcommittee of the firm's BPC; the process also involves

Legal, Compliance, Employee Relations and business supervisors.

4The supervisory checklist process has been rolled out globally for the Securities Division.
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o In 2007, the firm's Chairman, Lloyd Blankfein, began a second iteration of the 
program for MDs, "The Chairman's Forum on Clients: Advancing our Franchise,'" 
which focused on the critical importance of, and challenges associated with, client 
relationships. During three-hour sessions, which consisted of 30 sessions ih six 
cities conducted globally, MD participants reviewed and discussed video and 
written case studies depicting situations that posed potential ethical, compliance 
and business issues. The case studies stressed the importance of clear 
communication, humility and integrity. . 

o In 2008, the "Chainnan's Forum on Clients: Advancing Our Franchise" was 
introduced to the firm's vice president population. Content of the program, which 
comprised 66 sessions globally, was tailored based on individuals' business unit 
functions, and firmwide sessions were held in smaller offices globally. As in the 
MD program, content focused on the strategic importance of our client franchise 
as well as key principles for client relationships. 

o In 2005, in response to new rules promulgated by the US securities self-regulatory 
organizations, the firm instituted a CEO Certification process related to 
compliance policies, procedures and internal controls for its broker-dealer 
businesses in the US. The CEO Certification, which is discussed in several of the 
Board presentations by Compliance referenced in Appendix A, is supported by an 
extensive process whereby business supervisors in the revenue-producing 
divisions and compliance officers complete quarterly or monthly certifications or 
checklists affirming and evidencing the discharge of their oversight 
responsibilities. 14These supervisory processes not only are an important part of the 
finn's compliance oversight and monitoring structure, but also serve as a way to 
remind supervisors of their responsibilities on an ongoing basis. 

.. Compliance incentives and disciplinary process. The firm's annual performance 
review process includes a criterion specifically devoted to knowledge of and compliance 
with applicable rules, policies and. procedures. See Appendix D. In addition, as noted in 
the Board presentation on the 2004 Guidelines, the compliance-related disciplinary 
framework is overseen by a subcommittee of the firm's BPC; the process also involves 
Legal, Compliance, Employee Relations and business supervisors. 

14The supervisory checklist process has been rolled out globally for the Securities Division. 
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Confidential Treatment Reguested by Goldman Sachs

LB l(b)(i): IXIS Corporate Investment Bank served as the initial placement agent in the
Point Pleasant transaction. Please explain why IXIS served the role instead of Goldman,
and what, if any, placement role Goldman served in the transaction.

IXIS Corporate & Investment Bank ("[XIS") served as the "Initial Placement
Agent" for the Point Pleasant transaction and offered the notes to investors in France,
Luxembourg, Switzerland and Belgium. Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman Sachs") served as
the "Initial Purchaser" of the notes and offered the notes to investors in other jurisdictions.
Goldman Sachs served as the primary placement agent, with IXIS serving as the placement agent
for the specified countries.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

GS MBS 0000087070Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs

PSIQFRGS0058
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

LB l(b)(i): IXIS Corporate Investment Bank served as the initial placement agent in the 
Point Pleasant transaction. Please explain why OOS served the role instead of Goldman, 
and what, if any, placement role Goldman served in the tr:ansaction. 

IXIS Corporate & Investment Bank ("IXIS") served as the "Initial Placement 
Agent" for the Point Pleasant transaction and offered the notes to investors in France, 
Luxembourg, Switzerland and Belgium. Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman Sachs") served as 
the "Initial Purchaser" of the notes and offered the notes to investors in other jurisdictions. 
Goldman Sachs served as the primary placement agent, with IXIS serving as the placement agent 
for the specified countries. 

Supplemental Response Received From 

Goldman Sachs 

Confidential Treatment 
Requested by Goldman Sachs 

GS MBS 0000087070 
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

LB 16 - Does Goldman have a formalized due diligence review process for securities being

offered? If so, please provide copies of the reviews for the transactions listed in LB 1 and
LB 2.

Goldman Sachs employs a variety of due diligence processes in connection with

the offering of securities for which it serves as underwriter. These processes vary based on

numerous factors, including: (1) the type of security being issued; (2) the nature of the issuer

and its business; (3) Goldman Sachs' familiarity with the issuer and its affiiates; and (4) the
jurisdictions in which the securities are to be offered.

In the case of the transactions listed in LB I and LB 2, Goldman Sachs performed

due diligence on both the underlying assets and, where applicable, the collateral managers

involved in the transactions. Goldman Sachs examined the credit quality of the assets to be

included in the transaction. Where proposed assets were unfamiliar to the team working on a

specific deal, the Firm examined a wide variety of relevant materials, including available

performance data, offering documents, marketing materials, trustee reports and Bloomberg and

Intex data.

Additionally, nationally-recognized accounting firms reviewed the collateral and

offering documents for the transactions and provided "agreed upon procedures letters" attesting

to the accuracy of certain characteristics of the transactions, including the overcollateralization
ratios and the asset type and rating of the underlying assets or reference obligations. These

letters were produced to you on September 24, 2010, and bear production numbers GS MBS-E-

021818546 -21818598, 21820485 -21820547, 21822176 - 21822225, 21823468 - 21823508,

21825024 - 21825069, 21826772 - 21826818 and 21828279 - 21828347.

For transactions involving collateral managers, those managers generally were

required to complete due diligence questionnaires concerning numerous factors, including: (1)

their management and ownership structure; (2) their assets and transactions under management;

(3) litigation and disputes in which they have been involved; and (4) assets or positions that

might give rise to potential conflicts of interest with the CDO investors. Copies of

questionnaires that we have been able to locate are enclosed herewith bearing production
numbers GS MBS 0000004769 - 4770 and 87077 - 87083.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS 000087092

PSIQFRGS0059
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

LB 16 - Does Goldman have a formalized due diligence review procesS for securities being 
offered? If so, please provide copies of the reviews for the transactions listed in LB 1 aod 
LB2. 

Goldman S~chs employs a variety of due diligence processes in connection with 
the offering of securities for which it serves as underwriter. These processes vary based on 
numerous factors, including: {l) the type of security being issued; (2) the nature of the issuer 
and its business; (3) Goldman Sachs' familiarity with the issuer and its affiliates; and (4) the 
jurisdictions in which the securities are to be offered. 

In the cas.e of the transactions listed in LB 1 and LB 2, Goldman Sachs performed 
due diligence on both the underlying assets and, where applicable, the collateral managers 
involved in the transactions. Goldman Sachs examined the credit quality of the assets to be 
included in the transaction. Where proposed assets were unfamiliar to the team working on a 
specific deal, the Firm examined a wide variety of relevant materials, including available 
performance data, offering documents, marketing materials, trustee reports and Bloomberg and 
Intex data. 

Additionally, nationally-recognized accounting finns reviewed the collateral and 
offering documents for the transactions and provided "agreed upon procedures letters" attesting 
to the accuracy of certain characteristics ofthe transactions, including the overcollateralization 
ratios and the asset type and rating of the underlying assets or reference obligations. These 
letters were produced to you on September 24, 2010, and bear production numbers GS MBS-E-
021818546 - 21818598,21820485 - 21820547,21822176 - 21822225,21823468- 21823508, 
21825024 - 21825069, 21826772 - 21826818 and 21828279 - 21828347. 

For transactions involving collateral managers, those managers generally were 
required to complete due diligence questionnaires concerning numerous factors, including: (1) 
their management and ownership structure; (2) their assets and transactions under management; 
(3) litigation and disputes in which they have been involved; and (4) assets or positions that 
might give rise to potential conflicts of interest with the COO investors. Copies of 
questionnaires that we have been able to locate are enclosed herewith bearing production 
numbers GS MBS 0000004769 - 4770 and 87077 - 87083. 

Supplemental Response Received From 

Goldman Sachs 

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS 000087092 
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

LB 4: Please provide further explanation of the trustee's ownership of loans in a

securitization trust. Under what circumstances would Goldman make repurchase requests

on the trustee's behalf? Did Goldman have a financial interest in the securities on which it

made repurchase requests on behalf of the trustee? Please explain why 43% of claims on

non-securitized loans were recovered while 17% of claims on securitized loans were

recovered?

Goldman Sachs Mortgage Company ("GSMC") purchased residential mortgage

loans at arm's length from third-party originators in secondary market transactions. GSMC then

pooled and conveyed those loans, through a depositor, to a securitization trust. The trustee for

the securitization trust held the loans (including the rights and obligations associated with the

loans) for the benefit of the investors who purchased securities that were issued by the trust.

Goldman Sachs reviewed the loans purchased by GSMC for potential breaches of

representations and warranties. When Goldman Sachs identified loans owned by the firm

("whole loans") for which there were claims of breaches of representations and warranties,

Goldman Sachs pursued those claims directly with the loan originator. When Goldman Sachs

identified loans in securitizations for which there were claims for breaches of representations and

warranties, Goldman Sachs notified the loan originator and the trustee for the securitization trust

of the claims. In these instances, the trustee had the authority and responsibility to decide what

steps to take with respect to the claims. At times, Goldman Sachs, on behalf of the trustee and

solely for the benefit of the trust, also approached loan originators to raise claims on securitized

loans, although the trustee continued to retain the authority and responsibility to pursue any such

claims. In all instances, any recovery made on claims for securitized loans benefited the trust

(and thus the holders of securities) and not Goldman Sachs.

As Goldman Sachs explained in its prior response to this Question (bearing

production number GS MBS 0000037369), the firm recovered $17,459,894 on claims made for

whole loans (which represented 43.3% of the whole loan claims the firm made). Goldman Sachs

recovered $81,933,778 on claims made for securitized loans (which represented 17.3% of the

securitized loan claims made by the firm for the trusts' benefit). This discrepancy is largely

attributable to the approximately $9 million recovered from whole loan repurchase claims that

Goldman Sachs made related to 17 large balance loans originated by PHH Mortgage. If those 17

loans are excluded, then Goldman Sachs recovered approximately 20% of the whole loan claims

the firm made.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS 0000087085
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

LB 4: Please provide further explanation of the trustee's ownership of loans in a 
securitization trust. Under what circumstances would Goldman make repurchase requests 
on the trustee's behalf? Did Goldman have a financial interest in the securities on which it 
made repurchase requests on behalf of the trustee? Please explain why 43% of claims on 
non-securitized loans were recovered while 17% of claims on securitized loans were 
recovered? 

Goldman Sachs Mortgage Company ("GSMC") purchased residential mortgage· 
loans at arm's length from third-party originators in secondary market transactions. GSMC then 
pooled and conveyed those loans, through a depositor, to a securitization trust. The trustee for 
the securitization trust held the loans (including the rights and obligations associated with the 
loans) for the benefit of the investors who purchased securities that were .issued by 'the trust. 

Goldman Sachs reviewed the loans purchased by GSMC for potential brt?aches of 
representations and warranties. When Goldman Sachs identified loans owned by the firm 
(''whole loans") for which there were claims of breaches of representations and warranties, 
Goldman Sachs pursued those claims directly with the loan originator. When Goldman Sachs 
identified loans in securitizations for which there were claims for breaches of representations and 
warranties, Goldman Sachs notified the loan' originator and the trustee for the securitization trust 
of the claims. In these instances, the trustee had the authority and responsibility to decide what 
steps to take with respect to the claims. At times, Goldman Sachs, on behalf ofthe trustee and 
solely for the ~enefit of the trust, also approached loan originators to raise claims on securitized 
loans, although the trustee continued to retain the authority and responsibility to pursue any such 
claims. In all instances, any recovery made on claims for securitized loans benefited the trust 
(and thus the holders of securities) and not Goldman Sachs. 

As Goldman Sachs explained in its prior response to this Question (bearing 
production number GS MBS 0000037369), the firm recovered $17,459,894 on claims made for 
whole loans (which represented 43.3% of the whole loan claims the firm made). Goldman Sachs 
recovered $81,933,778 on claims made for securitized loans (which represented 17.3% of the 
securitized loan claims made by the firm for the trusts' benefit). This discrepancy is largely 
attributable to the approximately $9 million recovered from whole loan repurchase claims that 
Goldman Sachs made related to 17 large balance loans originated by PHH Mortgage. If those 17 
loans are excluded, then Goldman Sachs recovered approximately 20% of the whole loan claims 
the firm made. 
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. om 

Goldman Sachs 
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

Supplemental Request to Provide:

* Records of any instance that Goldman Sachs accessed the Federal Reserve Bank's

discount window.

Since becoming a bank holding company, Goldman Sachs has had access to

funding through the Federal Reserve Bank discount window. Goldman Sachs has, however, only

used this access in order to test that all the necessary policies, procedures and operational

capabilities required to access this funding were in place. The first such test was conducted on

October 1, 2008. At that time, Goldman Sachs borrowed $2,500,000.00 in exchange for

collateral pledged of $3,424,657.53. It returned the entire amount borrowed the next day.

During 2009 and 2010, similar tests were conducted.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

GS MBS 0000038848Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

Supplemental Request to Provide: 

• Records of any instance that Goldman Sachs accessed the Federal Reserve Bank's 
discount window. 

Since becoming a bank holding company, Goldman Sachs has had access to 
funding through the Federal Reserve Bank discount window. Goldman Sachs has, however, only 
used this access in order to test that all the necessary policies, procedures and operational 
capabilities required to access this funding were in place. The first such test was conducted on 
October 1,2008. At that time, Goldman Sachs borrowed $2,500,000.00 in exchange for 
collateral pledged of$3,424,657.53. It returned the entire amount borrowed the next day. 
During 2009 and 2010, similar tests were conducted. 
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Goldman Sachs 
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

Supplemental Request to Provide:

* Records (presumably minutes, notes or other memoranda) of board meetings prior to

September 21, 2008, during which participants possibly converting Goldman Sachs

into a bank holding company.

Goldman Sachs encloses a presentation made to the Board of Directors in June

2008 (bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000038868-38939) in which the Board discussed

the possibility of converting to bank holding company in the context of its overall business

strategy, as well as minutes of the meeting reflecting the presentation (bearing production

numbers GS MBS 0000038862-38867). Goldman Sachs notes that while the firm has reviewed

at senior levels, in the context of its overall business strategy, the possibility of becoming a bank

holding company for at least a decade, dating back to the period after passage of the Financial

Services Modernization Act in 1999, to the extent any of those discussions occurred at the Board

level, the firm has not identified any minutes or presentations reflecting such discussions.

Goldman Sachs also notes that over the years the Board did examine, as part of the Board's

annual strategy review, the attractiveness of potential transactions that would have resulted in the

firm becoming a bank or bank holding company, including merging with or acquiring a

commercial bank. Goldman Sachs encloses, by way of example, a copy of one such presentation

to the Board in June 2003 (bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000038944-38983).

Supplemental Response Received From
Goldman Sachs

Confidential Treatment GS MBS 0000038858

Requested by Goldman Sachs
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

Supplemental Request to Provide: 

• Records (presumably minutes, notes or other memoranda) of board meetings prior to 
September 21, 2008, during which participants possibly converting Goldman Sachs 
into a bank holding company. 

Goldman Sachs encloses a presentation made to the Board of Directors in June 
2008 (bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000038868-38939) in which the Board discussed 
the possibility of converting to bank holding company in the context of its overall business 
strategy, as well as minutes of the meeting reflecting the presentation (bearing production 
numbers GS MBS 0000038862-38867). Goldman Sachs notes that while the firm has reviewed 
at senior levels, in the context of its overall business strategy, the possibility of becoming a bank 
holding company for at least a decade, dating back to the period after passage of the Financial 
Services Modernization Act in 1999, to the extent any ofthose discussions occurred at the Board 
level, the firm has not identified any minutes or presentations reflecting such discussions. 
Goldman Sachs also notes that over the years the Board did examine, as part ofthe Board's 
annual strategy review, the attractiveness of potential transactions that would have resulted in the 
firm becoming a bank or bank holding company, including merging with or acquiring a 
commercial bank. Goldman Sachs encloses, by way of example, a copy of one such presentation 
to the Board in June 2003 (bearing production numbers GS MBS 0000038944-38983). 
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Supplemental Response Received From
Goshorn, Daniel (HSGAC) Goldman Sachs

From: Fredman, Sheara [Fin] [Sheara
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2010 10:07 A
To: 'daniel-goshom@hsgac.senate.gov
Cc: Smith, Sarah [Fin]; Lee, Brian-J (Fl Controllers) [Fin); Simpson, Michael [Fin]; Fredman,

Sheara [Fin]; Broeckel, Janet [Legal]; Michaels, Susan [Fin)
Subject: Response to PSI

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Dan -

In response to an email received from Bob Roach on August 10, 2010, we are providing the wire transfer numbers in conjunction
with our testing of the Federal Reserve Bank discount window. As we described in our response sent on July 14, 2010, we only used
this access to test that all the necessary policies, procedures and operational capabilities required to access this funding were in
place. The small amounts borrowed were returned in their entirety the next day.

Borrow De Return Date Qlolleral Pledged Amount Borrowed Reference Number

10/112008 10/2/2008 3 A24 557.53 $ 2,500J,00DJO F0582750120001

10/23/2008 10/24/2008 6759,492.57 $ 5,000,Ofloon F058297017C301

9/912009 9/11009 3668246 3818 B7 $ 1fflOO,000DO 240121272053940100519

1/11/2010 1112/2010 294 p94297.1 8 $ 1.oU,0001000DO 24010100500201 0011100

3/1 8 201 0 3/19/2010 28,468 1 Vn9.O $ 1,000 ,000DO 24010100402331 03180

Please note the following:

The information requested by the Subcommittee includes confidential internal documents and proprietary business records that
Goldman Sachs does not make available to the general public. Goldman Sachs is producing these documents pursuant to Senate
Rule XXVI and formally requests that these materials be treated as confidential business records. Accordingly, should you wish to
publicly release any of these documents, Goldman Sachs respectfully requests reasonable notice of your intent to do so and the
opportunity to object to such a release.

Goldman Sachs used various technology and manual resources to generate some of the documents for production to you in
response to your Requests. While Goldman Sachs believes that these documents are reasonably accurate, we cannot make an
absolute representation that it is complete or that there are not some inadvertent errors in the preparation of the spreadsheet. We
will provide further updates or corrections if we discover missing information or errors.

Please confirm receipt.

Thanks,

Sheara

Goldrnan, Sachs & Co.
200 West Street I New York, New York 10282
Tel: (212) 357-3579
e-mail: sheara-frednanas.com

Sheara Fredman
Managing Diredor Coldman
FRnance Division Sachs

PSIQFRGS0072
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Supplemental Response Received From 

Goldman Sachs 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Dan-

. Fredman, Sheara [Fin] [Sheara---------... ;.;;;.;.;;;----__ _ 
Friday, August 20,201010:07 Am 
'daniel-9oshom@hsgac.senate.gov' 
Smith, Sarah [Fin); Lee, Brian-J (FI Controllers) [Fin1; Simpson, Michael [Fin1; Fredman, 
Sheara [Fin]; Broeckel, Janet [Legaij; Michaels, Susan [Fin] 
Response to PSI 

Follow up 
Completed 

In response to an email received from Bob Roach on August 10, 2010, we are providing the wire transfer numbers in conjunction 
with our testing of the Federal Reserve Bank discount window. As we described in our response sent on July 14, 2010, we only used 
this access to test that all the necessary policies, procedures and operational capabilities required to access this funding were in 
place. The small amounts borrowed were returned in their entirety the next day. 

BorrowDae J\rturnOae CoDaerai Pledged Amount Borrowed ~erenre Number 

10/112008 ·101212008 3,424 p57.53 $ 2,500.000.00 F0582750120001 
1012312008 1012412008 5759,492.57 $ 5.000.000.00 F058297007CEOl 

9/9/2009 911012009 366 ,246 ,381 B7 $ 1.000.000.00 240121272053940100519 
1/1112010 1/12/2010 294094 ,297.1 B $ 1.000.000.00 240101006002010011100 
311812010 311912010 268 ,451 ,699.00 $ 1.000.000 DO 240101004023310031800 

Please note·the following: 

The information requested !Jy the Subcommittee includes confidential interna.1 documents and proprietary business records that 
Goldman Sachs does not make available to the general public. Goldman Sachs is producing these documents pursuant to Senate 
Rule XXVI and formally requests that these materials be treated as confidential business records. Accordingly, should you wish to 
publicly release any of these documents, Goldman Sachs respectfully requests reasonable notice of your intent to do so and the 
opportunity to object to such a release. 

Goldman Sachs used various technology and manual resources to generate some of the documents for production to you in 
response to your Requests. While Goldman Sachs believes that these documents are reasonably accurate, we cannot make an 
absolute representation that it is complete or that there are not some inadvertent errors in the preparation of the spreadsheet. We 
will provide further updates or corrections if we discover missing information or errors. 

Please confirm receipt. 

Thanks, 

Sheara 

Gokimaii~SachS &·co~ - - .-
200 West street I New Yor1t, New Yor1t 10282 
Tel: (212) 357-3579 
fHTlail: sheara.frcdman@gs.com 

Sheara Fredman 
Managing Director 

Anance DMsion 

Goldmlln 
Sachs 

1 
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This message may contain information that is confidential or proprietary. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise the sender

immediately and delete this message and any attachments. Follow this link for further information on confidentiality and the risks
inherent in electronic communication: htt/'/www.gs.com/disclaimer/email/

2
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This message may contain information that is confidential or proprietary. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise the sender 
immediately and delete this message and any attachments. Follow this link for further information oil confidentiality and the risks 
inherent in electronic communication: http://www.gs.com/disclaimer/email/ 
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I. Overview of GS Strategy 
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Current Strategy

Business Redacted by the Permanent

Subcommittee on Investigations

* Three core businesses

* Advisor of choice to:

Leading corporations and governments

Major institutional investors and wealthy individuals

* Leading participant in global financial markets

Financial

* Provide superior returns to shareholders -

* growth over the cycle

1
GS MBS 0000038947

PSIQFRGS0077Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs

I
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Major institutional investors and wealthy individuals 

• Leading participant in global financial markets 

Financial 

• Provide superior returns to shareholders -

• growth over the cycle 
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Track Record of Success

* Successful track record of largely organic growth

* Premier global franchise in investment banking and securities

- Leading market share across core businesses

Global footprint largely in place

* Emerging profitability of asset management business

* Strong financial performance, even at trough of cycle

* Leading destination for intellectual capital

* Positively differentiated reputation, despite difficult regulatory
environment

* GS franchise continues to command a premium multiple

2
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- Global footprint largely in place 
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• Strong financial performance, even at trough of cycle 
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Confidential Treatmi
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Vision for the Future

* Pre-eminent global provider of advisory and risk management
services to institutions, governments and high net worth individuals

- Advisor of choice with strongest senior decision maker
relationships

- Leading participant in each of the most important global markets

- Premier principal business with best-in-class risk management
skills

* Recognized destination for top intellectual talent

* Leader in market innovation and new product development

* Top-tier financial performer as measured by return on equity,
earnings growth and total return to shareholders

* Unparalleled reputation for commitment to quality and integrity with
culture of teamwork and client service

* True meritocracy for all employees with a diverse workforce at all
levels of seniority
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skills . . 
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• Leader in market innovation and new product development 
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Current Challenges

* Relative scale in a consolidating market and currently increased capital
intensity of core businesses

- Continued pressure to extend credit

- Impact on traditional agency business

- Emergence of Citigroup

* Ability to achievetarget in a low growth, low interest rate
environment

* Greater reliance on trading activities
- Redacted by the I

- Unpredictability / volatility Subcommit teeon

- Potential for missteps

* Ability to develop or acquire significant, additional uncorrelated earnings
streams

* Safeguarding reputation in environment of reduced business and greater
scrutiny

* Optimizing global footprint

* Improving underperforming areas (e.g. private wealth management)

Permanent
nInvestigations
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Continued pressure to extend credit 

Impact on traditional agency business 
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• Ability to ach' 
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- Potential for missteps 

• Ability to develop or acquire significant, additional uncorrelated earnings 
streams· 

• Safeguarding reputation in environment of reduceq business and greater 
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• Optimizing global footprint 
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II. Update on Environment and
GS Performance
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Economic Outlook

Real GDP Growth

Change in Consumer Prices

Short-Term Interest Rates(a)

1 0-Year Bond Yields(a)

United States

2003 2004

2.2% 2.5%

2.2 1.2

1.0 1.1

4.1 4.2

Euroland

2003 2004

0.7% 2.6%

1.9 1.3

1.7 3.3

4.2 5.2

Japan

2003 2004

1.3% 0.2%

(0.2) (0.1)

0.1 0.1

0.6 0.8

(a) As of year-end.
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1.3% 

(0.2) 

0.1 

0.6 
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0.2% 

(0.1 ) 

0.1 
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Pre-Tax Profit by Division
($ millions)

2000 2001 2002 1 H 2003

Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of
$ Total(a) $ Total(a) $ Total(a) $ Total(a)

~~_ _ _ _ - _ _

S

FICC 1,034 19

a

2,187 56. 2,871

a

72

a

2,757

a

74

-

a I

-U

_ a
-a

_ am 0

-ua

-ua
M S

mua

(a) Percent of total divisional Pre-tax earnings. Excludes unallocated charges.
(b)
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2000 

Percent of 
$ Tota I (a) 

- .. 
- • 

1,034 19 

- • 
• • • • -. 

2001 

Percent of 
$ Total(a) 

- ~ 

- • 
2,187 56. 

- • 
lilt • 
• • -

$ .. 
• 

2,871 

• .. .. 
-

2002 

Percent of 
Total (a) 

• 
• 
72 

• 
• 
• 

1H 2003 

Percent of 
$ Total(a) .. • • • 

2,757 74 .. • - • .. • -
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Overview of Key Businesses

Currencies

Global Securities Serv.

Mortgage Backed

Mergers

Global Credit

US Shares

Equity Derivatives

Commodities

Real Estate PIA

2002 Pre-Tax Profit

Value %of
($mm) Total

_ a

m a

539 17

m a

'm u
1 6

m a

182 6

U
U

U
N

#4 lead manager of CMBSs
#3 lead manager of CMOs

.

U
U

E
U

U
U

U
a

U Second largest real estate fund complex with $2.5bn in AUM
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Mortgage Backed 
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Global Credit 

US Shares 

Equity Derivatives 

Commodities 
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($mm) Total - -- • 
• • 
53,9 17 

• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
182 6 

2002 Competitive Metric 

• • 
• 
• • 
• #4 lead manager of CMBSs 

• #3 lead manager of CMOs 

• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• Second largest real estate fund complex with $2,5bn In AUM 
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2001 2002 1 H 2003

Year-on- Year-on- Year-on-
Year Year Year

Number Change Number Change Number Change

IBD

Merchant Bank

FICC

Equities

IMD

Investment Research

Federation(a)

Total Firm

mw

2,441

m1

M0

2

a

0

m

2,380 (2)
mma

'I=0

2,301

m1

(a) Includes Technology, Operations & Administration, Finance, HCM, Risk, Legal, Compliance & MCD and
Executive Administration.
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2001 2002 1H 2003 

Year-on- Year~on- Year-on-
Year Year Year 

Number Change Number Change Number Change 

ISO .. - - - - .. 
Merchant Bank - • .. .. ., • 
Flee 2,441 2 2,380 (2) 2,301 (3) 

Equities - • ... 
" - .. 

IMO - • .. ~ - • 
Investment Research • • .. • • • 
Federation(a) .. • - • - • 
Total Firm - • - • - • 

(a) Includes Technology, Operations & Administration, Finance, HCM, Risk, Legal, Compliance & MCD and 
Executive Administration. 9 
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Confidential Treatn
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Fixed Income, Currency and Commodities

* Current market environment has provided outstanding opportunities
for the FICC franchise

Downward trending rates

High degree of volatility, particularly in commodities and
currencies
Significant growth in underlying markets

* Breadth and diversity of business model enabled FICC to fully
capitalize on market opportunity

Both the customer business and proprietary trading have
performed at record levels

All major products (interest rates, credit, mortgages, currency
and commodities) have contributed strong results

* GS has outperformed, but the performance of virtually all our
competitors has been strong

* Product innovation has contributed meaningfully

• Increased profitability has come with increased risk
12
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Downward trending rates 

High degree of volatility, particularly in commodities and 
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Significant growth in underlying markets 

• Breadth and diversity of business model enabled FICC to fully 
capitalize on market opportunity 

Both the customer business and proprietary trading have 
performed at r"ecord levels 

All major products (interest rates, credit, mortgag~s, currency 
and commodities) have contributed strong results 

• GS has outperformed, but the performance of virtually" all our 
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• Product innovation has contributed meaningfully 

• Increased profitability has come with increased risk 
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111. Overview of the Competitive
Landscape
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IV. Strategic Alternatives
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Overview of Strategic Alternatives

* Continue to pursue our current business model with our existing
underlying business lines

* Seek to identify and develop, through organic growth or acquisition,
significant new lines of business closely related to, but distinct from,
current businesses

* Pursue transformational transaction to achieve potential benefits of
combining with significantly larger institution

22
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• Pursue transformational transaction to achieve potential benefits of 
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Capitalizing on Opportunities

People, brand and relationships capturing emerging opportunities

Fixed Income, Currency & Commodities

Exotics (1 993)

Distressed Loans (1994)

ASSG (1997)

Credit Derivatives (1998)

Electricity Trading / Joint Venture (2001)

Investment Banking / Merchant Bank

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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New Business Development / Acquisition

Rationale

* Develop significant, additional uncorrelated
earnings streams

* Capitalize on large adjacent revenue pools

* Leverage core risk management skills and
client relationships

* Satisfy client demand for capital
commitment and risk transfer

* Achieve synergies with existing businesses

Challenges

* Tolerance for increased balance sheet
liquidity risk and managing risk through
diversification

* New business activities may be volatile
and may not reduce GS risk profile

* Not enough change relative to
transformational transaction

* GS needs to be disciplined, investing in
businesses and withdrawing capital
opportunistically as market conditions
warrant
- Non-opportunistic market participants

suffer from sub-par ROEs
* Short-term dilution and financial risk of

organic growth
* Acquisition of someone else's legacy'

issues
* Cultural dynamics

24
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• Tolerance for increased balance sheet 
liquidity risk and managing risk through 
diversification 

• New business activities may be volatile 
and may not reduce GS risk profile 

• Not enough change relative to 
transformational transaction 

• GS needs to be disciplined, investing in 
businesses and withdrawing capital 
opportunistically as market conditions 
warrant . 
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Goldman Sachs

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF

THE GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP, INC.

| = Redacted by the Permanent
| Subcommittee on Investigations

A meeting of the Board of Directors of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., a
Delaware corporation (the 'Corporation"), was held at the Hotel Astoria, St. Petersburg, Russia
on June 28, 2008 at 9:45 a.m., St. Petersburg time, recessing at approximately 11:45 a.m., St.
Petersburg time, reconvening at approximately 1:15 p.m., St. Petersburg time, recessing for the
day at approximately 2:15 p.m., St. Petersburg time, and reconvening on June 29, 2008 at 9:00
a.m., St. Petersburg time. There were present for all or a portion of the meeting Lloyd C.
Blankfein, Gary D. Cohn, Jon Winkelreid, John H. Bryan, Claes Dahlback, Stephen Friedman,
William W. George, Rajat K. Gupta, James A. Johnson, Lois D. Juliber, Edward M. Liddy,
Lakshmi N. Mittal (after his appointment as Director at the meeting) and Ruth J. Simmons, being
all of the Directors and constituting a quorum.

Also in attendance at the request of the Board of Directors for all or a portion of
the meeting were J. Michael Evans, Michael S. Sherwood, John F. W. Rogers, Gregory K.
Palm, David A. Viniar and Timothy J. O'Neill; and Alexander C. Dibelius, David A. Schwimmer,
Christopher M. Barter and Edward K. Eisler (each for the Goldman Sachs in Russia
presentation only).

meeting.
Mr. Blankfein chaired the meeting and Mr. Rogers acted as Secretary of the

Mr. Blankfein called the meeting to order

adopted:
On motion duly made and seconded, the following resolutions were unanimously

A-1
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Goldman Sachs 

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 

THE GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP, INC. 

- = Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

A meeting of the Board of Directors of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., a 
. Delaware corporation (the GCorporationD

), was held at the Hotel Astoria, St. Petersburg, Russia 
on June 28, 2008 at 9:45 a.m., St. Petersburg time, recessing at approximately 11 :45 a.m., St. 
Petersburg time, reconvening at approximately·1: 15 p.m., St. Petersburg time, recessing for the 
day at approximately 2:15 p.m., st. Petersburg time, and recoiwening on June 29, 2008 at 9:00 
a.m., St. Petersburg time. There were present for all or a portion of the meeting Lloyd C. 
Blankfein, Gary D. Cohn, Jon Winkelreid, John H. Bryan, Claes Dahlback, Stephen Friedman, 
William W. George, Rajat K. Gupta, James A. Johnson, Lois D. Juliber, Edward M. Liddy, 
Lakshmi N. Mittal (after his appointment as Director at the meeting) and Ruth J. Simmons, being 
all of the Directors and constituting a quorum. 

Also in attendance at the request of the Board of Directors Jor all or a portion of 
the meeting were J. Michael·Evans, Michael S. Sherwood, John F. W. Rogers, Gregory K . 

. Palm, David A. Viniar and Timothy J. O'Neill; and Alexander C. Dibelius, David A. Schwimmer, 
Christopher M. Barter and Edward K. Eisler (each for the Goldman Sachs in Russia 
presentation only). . 

meeting. 
Mr. Blankfein chaired the meeting and Mr. Rogers acted as SecreJary of the 

Mr. Blankfein called the meeting to order 

adopted: 
On motion duly made and seconded, the following resolUtions were unanimously . 
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The Board reconvened its meeting at approximately 1:15 p.m., St. Petersburg
time, on June 28, 2008.

Mr. Blankfein called the meeting to order and presented his oral CEO report. A
discussion followed.

The Board then adjourned the meeting until the following day.

* * *

The Board reconvened its meeting at 9:00 a.m., St. Petersburg time, on June 29,
2008.

Mr. Blankfein called the meeting to order with each of the Directors and Messrs.
Evans, Sherwood, Rogers, Palm, Viniar and O'Neill in attendance. Mr. O'Neill was asked to
lead a -strategy review, materials for which were distributed to the Directors in advance of the
meeting. A discussion followed.

Mr. Blankfein then asked the Directors to give consideration to the draft minutes
of the meetings of the Board held on April 9-10, 2008, copies of which had been distributed to
the Directors in advance of the meeting. On motion duly made and seconded, the draft minutes
were unanimously approved as presented.

Messrs. Liddy, Johnson and Bryan then indicated that oral reports regarding the
meetings of the Audit, Compensation and Corporate Governance and Nominating Committees
held earlier were unnecessary considering all Directors had been present at such meetings.

Mr. Rogers then addressed the approval of certain Board and committee meeting
dates, material for which had been distributed to the Directors in advance of the meeting. A
discussion followed.

Mr. Palm next gave an update on regulatory and legal matters. Mr. Palm
directed the Board's attention to the materials that had been distributed in advance of the
meeting. A discussion followed.

Mr. Palm then discussed the approval of removals from and an appointment to
offices of the Corporation, material for which had been distributed to the Directors in advance of
the meeting. A brief discussion followed.

On motion duly made and seconded, the following resolutions were unanimously
adopted:

Approval of Board and Committee Meeting Dates

RESOLVED, that meetings of this Board of Directors and the Committees of the
Board originally scheduled to take place on Thursday, March 26, 2009 & Friday, March 27, 2009
shall take place on Tuesday, April 7, 2009 & Wednesday, April 8, 2009.

A-5
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The Board feconvened its meeting at approximately 1:15 p.m., St. Petersburg 
time, on June 28, 2008. 

Mr. Blankfein called the meeting to order and presented his oral CEO report. A 
discussion followed. 

The Board then adjourned the meeting until the following day. 

* * * 

The Board reconvened its meeting at 9:00 a.m., St. Petersburg time, on June 29, 
2008. 

Mr. Blankfein called the meeting to order with each of the Directors an.d Messrs. 
Evans, Sherwood, Rogers, Palm, Viniar and O'Neill in attendance. Mr. O'Neill was asked to 
lead a ·strategy review, materials for which were distributed to the Directors in advance of the 
meeting. A discussion followed. 

Mr. Blankfein then asked the Directors to give consideration to the draft minutes 
of the meetings of the Board held on April 9-10, 2008, copies of which had been distributed to 
the Directors in advance of the meeting. On motion duly made and seconded, the draft minutes 
were unanimously approved as presented. 

Messrs. Liddy, Johnson and Bryan then indicated that oral reports regarding the 
meetings of the Audit, Compensation and Corporate Govemance and Nominating Committees 
held earlier were unnecess.ary considering all Directors had been present at suCh meetings. 

Mr. Rogers then addressed the approval of certain Board and committee meeting 
dates, material for which had been distributed to the Directors in advance of the meeting .. A 
discussion followed. 

Mr. Palm next gave an update on regulatory and legal matters. Mr. Palm 
directed the Board's attention to the materials that had been distributed in advance of the 
meeting. A discussion followed. 

Mr. Palm then discussed the approval of removals from and an' aPPOintment to 
offi99S of the Corporation, material for which had been distributed to the Directors in advance of 
the meeting. A brief discussion followed. 

On motion duly made and seconded, the following resolutions were unanimously 
adopted: 

Approval of Board and Committee Meeting Dates 

RESOLVED, that meetings of this Board of Directors and the Committees of the 
Board Originally scheduled to take place on Thursday, March 26, 2009 & Friday, March 27, 2009 
shall take place on Tuesday, April 7, 2009 & Wednesday, April 8, 2009. 
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RESOLVED, that regular meetings of this Board of Directors and the Committees
of the Board shall take place on the following dates:

Thursday, January 21, 2010 & Friday, January 22, 2010

Thursday, April 1, 2010 & Friday, April 2, 2010

Thursday, June 17, 2010- Monday, June 21, 2010

Thursday, September 30, 2010 & Friday, October 1, 2010

Thursday, November 18, 2010 & Friday, November 19, 2010

RESOLVED, that the specific times and locations of the foregoing meetings and
of any additional meetings of the Board or of Committees of the Board shall be set forth in a
notice to the Directors from the Chairman of the Board, Chief Executive Officer or a President,
or, in the case of a Committee meeting, any of the foregoing persons or the Committee Chair, in
each case with such notice to be provided a reasonable time prior to the meeting.

Approval of Removals from and Appointment to Offices of the Corporation

There being no further business, upon motion duly made, seconded and
unanimously adopted, the meeting thereupon was adjourned.

A-6
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RESOLVED, that regular meetings of this Board of Directors and the Committees 
Of the Board shall take place on the following dates: 

Thursday, January 21,2010 & Friday, January 22, 2010 

Thursday, April 1, 2010 & Friday, April 2, 2010 

Thursday, June 17, 2010 - Monday, June 21, 2010 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 & Friday, October 1, 2010 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 & Friday, November 19, 2010 

RESOLVED, that the specific times and locations of the foregoing meetings and 
of any additional meetings of the Board or of Committees of the Board shall be set forth in a . 
notice to the Directors from the Chairman of the Board, Chief Executive Officer or a President, 
or, in the case of a Committee meeting, any of the foregoing persons or the Committee Chair, in 
each case with such notice to be provided a reasonable time prior to the meeting. 

Approval of Removals from and Appointment to Offices of the Corporation 

There being no further business, upon motion duly made, seconded and 
unanimously adopted, the meeting thereupon was adjourned. 
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Board of Directors

Presentation at a Glance

I. Executive Summary (page D4)

II. Update on GS Strategy - Integrating Advice and Capital (pages D6 - D8)

Ill. Key Elements of GS Strategy (pages DlO- D17)

IV. Issues to Consider
(a) Does GS Need to Be a Commercial Bank? (pages D20 - D22)
(b) How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? (pages D24 - D31)
(c) What Are the Benefits of Being a Commercial Bank? (pages D33 - D34)

(d) Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source? (pages D36 - D41)

(e) Can GS Use Bank Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses? (pages D43 - D44)

(f) What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have? (pages D46 - D50)

(g) Can GS Grow Its Deposit Base Organically? (pages D52 - D53)

(h) Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commercial Bank? (pages D55 - D58)

V. What Other Opportunities Exist to Leverage GS' Strong Competitive Position? (pages D60 - D66)

VI. Key Takeaways (page D68)

VII. Appendix (pages D70 - D72)
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I. Executive Summary (page 04) 

II. Update on GS Strategy -Integrating Advice and Capital (pages 06 - 08) 

III. Key Elements of GS Strategy (pages 010 - 017) 

IV. Issues to Consider 
(a) Does GS Need to Be a Commercial Bank? (pages 020 - 022) 
(b) How Are Commerci~1 Banks Regulated? (pages 024 - 031 ) 
(c) What Are the Benefits of Being a Commercial Bank? (pages 033 - 034) 
(d) Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source? (pages 036 - 041) 
(e) Can GS Use Bank Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses? (pages 043 - 044) 
(f) " What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have? (pages 046 - 050) 
(g) Can GS Grow Its Deposit Base Organically? (pages 052 - 053) 
(h) Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commercial Bank? (pages 055 - 058) 

V. What Other Opportunities Exist to Leverage GS' Strong Competitive Position? (pages 060 - 066) 

VI. Key Takeaways (page 068) 

VII. Appendix (pages 070 - 072) 
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Board of Directors

Executive Summary

* What is GS strategy?
- GS strategy remains consistent to integrate advice and capital via a business model that brings together GS' three roles as advisor, financier and

principal

- GS' strong financial performance on a stand-alone basis and relative to its peers illustrates the validity of this strategy

* What are the key elements of GS' strategy?

This is a growth strategy; GS believes global wealth, markets and opportunities are grovwng and the firm's share of these can be realized through:

- Global expansion - new markets offer opportunities to replicate GS' business model and drive growth as clients become Increasingly global

- Diversification of the firm's business portfolio

- Size - GS must have a sizeable presence across its existing businesses to satisfy cflent demands for sophisticated multi-product solutions, in

particular as Its roles as financier and principal require the commitment of additional capital

- People - A significant human capital investment is required outside the U.S., with particular emphasis on business leadership, control functions and

risk management

* As GS executes on its strategy, It faces issues with respect to liquidity, potential new regulation by the Federal Reserve and funding asset growth. These

Issues are addressed by posing and answering the following questions

- Does GS need to be a commercial bank? No, the firm's conservative liquidity management programs and the potential support of the Fed will

adequately protect It from a Bear Steams-like collapse

- How are commercial banks regulated? All activities of commercial banks, not just banking activities, are regulated and restricted. Commercial banks

are also subject to limitations on leverage, capital requirements and comprehensive ongoing examinations

- What are the benefits of being a commercial bank? The primary benefit of being a commercial bank Is the commercial bank's ability to finance Its

businesses with deposits insured by the federal government at a cost that is often lower than capital markets funding

- Does GS need bank deposits as a funding source? Continued growth in the size of GS' balance sheet may require diversified adjunct sources of

funding. Deposits are a potential source of additional funding

- Can GS use bank deposits to fund its core businesses? GS' ability to use deposits to fund its businesses is constrained by regulatory requirements

regarding asset quality, lending to affiliates and local lending

- What deposits does GS currently have? GS has two deposit taking banks: one located In Utah with deposits of approximately $22bn and one located

In Ireland with approximately $7bn in deposits. These deposit balances were built largely by sweeping PWM brokerage-account free cash balances

- Can GS grow its deposit base organically? GS' deposit base is projected

- Should GS grow its bank deposits by acquiring a commercial bank? Commercial banking is an operationally Intense, low ROE business. GS current

business model has yielded stronger results than JPMorgan Chase, the best-in-class commercial bank, in terms of ROE, price-to-book valuation and

stock price performance. Commercial banking appears to be unattractive as a large scale strategic Initiative
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Executive Summary 

• What is GS' strategy? 

- GS' strategy remains consistent to Integrate advice and· capital via a business model that brings together GS' three roles as advisor, financier and 
principal . 

- GS' strong financial performance on a stand-alone basis and relative to its peers illustrates the validity of this s~rategy 

• What are the key elements of GS' strategy? 

- This is a growth strategy; GS believes global wealth, markats and opportunltles are groYilng and the firm's share .of these can be realized through: 

- Global expansion - new mar1<ets offer opportunities to replicate GS' business model and drive growth as clients become Increasingly global 

- Diverslfication of the firm's business portfolio 

- Size - GS must have a sizeable presence across its existing businesses to satisfY cDent de~ands for sophisticated mUIU-prod~t solutions, In 
particular as Its roles as financier and prinCipal require the commitment of additional capital 

- People - A significant human capital Investment Is required outside the U.S., with particular emphasis on business leadership. control functions and 
risk management 

• As GS executes on its strategy, It faces Issues with respect to liquidity, potential new regulation by the Federal Reserve and funding asset growth. These 
Issues are addressed by posing and answering the follOwing questions 

- Does GS need to be a commercial bank? No, the firm's conservative liquidity management programs and the potential support of the Fed will 
adequately protect It from a Bear Steams-like collapse ' 

- How are commercial banks regulated? All activities of commercial banks, not just banking activities, are regulated and restricted. Commercial banks 
are also subject to limitations on leverage, capital reqUirements and comprehensive ongoing examinations 

- What are the benefits of being a commercial bank? The primary benefit of being a commercial bank Is tha commercial bank's ability to finance Its 
businesses with deposits insured by the federal govemment at a cost that is often lower than capital markets 'fundlng 

- Does GS need bank deposits as a funding source? Continued growth In the size of GS' balance sheet may require diversified adjunct sources of 
funding. Deposits are a potential source of additional funding 

-' Can GS use bank deposits to fund Its core businesses? GS' ability to use deposits to fund Its businesses Is constrained by regulatory requirements 
regarding asset quallty,lending to affiliates and local lending 

- What deposits does GS currently have? GS has two deposit taking banks: one located In Utah with deposits of approximately $22bn and one located 
In Ireland with approximately $7bn In deposits. ,These, deposit, balances were built largely by sweeping PWM brokerage'account free cash balances 

- Can GS grow its deposit base organically? GS' deposit base Is projected ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
- Should GS grow its bank de'poslts by acquiring a commercial bank? Commercial banking Is an operationally Intense, low ROE business. GS' current 

business model has yielded stronger results than JPMorgan Chase, the best-in-class commercial bank, In terms of ROE, prlce-to-book valuation and 
stock price performance. Commercial banking appears to be unattractive as a large scale strategic Initiative 
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Board of Directors

Update on GS Strategy - Integrating Advice and Capital

* GS plays three roles in the
global capital markets:

- Financial advisor

- Market intermediary or
financier

- Capital provider or principal

* GS remains fully committed to
this business model

* The keys to GS' success
continue to be:

- An unparalleled network of
global relationships

- A unique breadth of
capabilities

- A best-in-class risk
management infrastructure

- A culture of teamwork

* The firm's strategic focus today
is to increase the firm's absolute
revenue opportunity by
extending this business model in
existing markets (grow larger)
and export the business model
to new markets (become more
global)

__rml
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Update on GS Strategy - Integrating Advice and Capital 

• GS plays three roles in the 
global capital markets: 

Financial advisor 

Market intermediary or 
financier 

Capital provider or principal 

• GS remains fully committed to 
this. business model 

• The keys to GS' success 
continue to be: 

- An unparalleled network of 
global relationships 

- A unique breadth of 
capabilities 

A best-in-class risk 
management infrastructure 

A culture of teamwork 

• The firm's strategic focus today 
is to increase the firm's absolute 
revenue opportunity by 
extending this business model in 
existing markets (grow larger) 
and export the business model 
to new markets (become more 
global) 
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Board of Directors

Update on GS Strategy - Integrating Advice and Capital
Strong Recent Performance

* Our competitors, through
imitation, and the public equity
markets, through value
accretion, have affirmed the
validity of GS' strategic model

* During 2006 and 2007, GS
outperformed its broker I dealer
competitors in terms of net
revenues and return on common
equity

* The firm's overall pace of growth
is not driven by the success of
any individual business, but
rather by the cumulative impact
of many strategic initiatives

* While certain of the firm's
businesses have entered a
period of cyclical slowing in
2008, GS' clients continue to
place a premium on the firm's
advice and commitment in more
difficult times

Net Revenues ($bn)

$34 $30 $28 l

$18 g 1 $19 _ $15 $18

_~~F M ME * $3 $6 M

2006 2007 1 H08'

Return on Common Equity

29% 33% 33%

20% 24% 21°/ % 16% 18%

- | -@ | N.M. - - ~~~~~N.M. N.M.

2006 2007 11H08'

Indexed Stock Price 11/28/05 - 6/17108

200% - a1o

150% -

100% 1

50%

Nov-05 Apr-06 Aug-06 Dec-06 Apr-07 Aug-07 Jan-08 May-08

. LEH aMER EMS *GS

I MeralI Lynch ngures assume 20 2008 net revenues are Identical those generated In 10 2006.
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Update on GS Strategy - Integrating Advice and Capital 
Strong Recent Performance 

• Our competitors, through 
imitation, and the public equity 
markets, through value 
accretion, have affirmed the 
validity of GS' strategic model 

• During 2006 and 2007, GS 
outperformed its broker I dealer 
competitors in terms of net 
revenues and return on common 
equity 

• The firm's overall pace of growth 
is not driven by the success of 
any individual business, but 
rather by the cumUlative impact 
of many strategic initiatives 

• While cerlain of the firm's 
businesses have entered a 
period of cyclical slowing in 
2008, GS' clients continue to 
place a premium on the firm's 
advice and commitment in more 
difficult times 

Net Revenues ($bn) 

$15 $1S 

$3 

2006 2007 1 HOS' 

Return on Common Equity 

16% 1S% 

N.M. N.M. 

2006 2007 1HOS' 

Indexed Stock Price 11/28/05 - 6117108 

200% I Stock Price 6117/06 Mar1\et 
Appreciation Cap ($bn) 

150% 36'.9% $71 

1~~: _ rftI!I: ~. (~:~~:~ :~~ 
(60.9%) $14 

0% +-----~----~----~----~----~----~----T_ 
Nov-05 Apr-06 Aug-06 Dec-06 Apr-07 Aug-07 Jan-08 May-08 

.• LEH IlIIMER BMS IlGS 

, Merrill LynCh ngurell8Ssume 2Q 2008 ner revenues are ldenrlcallhoSf/ generareci In 1Q 2008, 
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Board of Directors

Update on GS Strategy - Integrating Advice and Capital
Link between Financing, Advisory, and Principailing Remains Strong

* GS has strengthened the
connection between the firm's
financing, advisory and
principalling activities over the last
two.years

* Of the 1 deals GS
completed during 2007 and 2008
YTD, financing was provided by
GS on *

* IBD bankers have played a
meaningful role

opportunities for
GS principalling groups (PIA,
SSG. and GSPS) over the last 3
years, accounting for nearly

* Fees received from PIA I REPIA
portfolio companies aggregated to
needy

* As with principalling, there is risk
associated with financing (e.g.,
providing leverage for portfolio
companies)

ArIvisnrv Revenue Linked to Financings as a Percentage of Total Advisory Revenue

Eu.
2006 2007 YTD 2008

GS Equity Invested In Principal Opportunities
with Meaningful IBD Involvement (Smm)"

2006 2007 YTD 4108

PIA I REPIA Portfolio Company Fees Paid to Agency Franchise ($mm)

% of Total
Investment
Banking Revs

2006 2007

* PIA
a REPIA

YTD 2008

' Includes PM. SSG, GSPS and FICC Investments. , _ .* _ _ A J . . - -;+ I n Q
-I ~~%.!L~~~ E~O
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Update on GS Strategy - Integrating Advice and Capital 
link between Financing, Advisory, and Principalllng Remains Strong 

• GS has strengthened the 
connection between the firm's 
financing, advisory and 
prlncipalling adlvltles over the last 
two years 

• Of the ) deals GS 
completed during 2007 and 2008 
YTD, financing was provided by 

~GiSi!o!ni?iiiiiiiiii~====~ · ~ 
• ISO bankers have played a . 

meaningful role 
opportunities for 

GS principalling groups (PIA, 
SSG, and GSPS) over the last 3 
years, accounting for nearly 

I 
• Fees received from PIA I REPIA 

portfolio companies to 
nearly -iii. 

• As with princlpalling, there Is risk 
associated with financing (e.g., 
providing leverage for portfolio 
companies) 

, Includes PIA, SSG, GSPS end FICC inllGs/ments. 
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YTD2Q08 

2006 2007 YTO 4/08 

PIA I REPIA Portfolio Company Fees Paid to Agency Franchise ($mm) 

-- • PIA 
aREPIA _ .. 

Investment 2006 2007 YTD2Q08 
Banking Revs IS •• -
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Board of Directors

Key Elements of GS Strategy
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Board of Directors

Key Elements of GS Strategy: Diversified Business Portfolio

* Certain of GS' competitors,
including Bear Steams, had
significant exposure to the
poorly-performing mortgages
business
- In Bear Steams' case, this

exposure was further
enhanced by its failure to
diversify its business
portfolio. Bear Steams did
not have a strong
competitive position in its
various businesses

* Bear Steams also was not
geographically diversified. 71%
of Bear's revenues in 2007
were derived from the U.S., as
compared with 51% of GS'
revenues

* Lehman Brothers is more
geographically diversified than
Bear Steams, but its
competitive position across its
businesses is also not as strong
as GS' position

* GS diversifies across
businesses and geographies to
protect the franchise from
volatility In individual
businesses and geographies

2007 Global Rankings (with Market Share where Available)

Bear Stearns Lehman Brothers Goldman Sachs

IBD
M&A Advisory

MBD
Funds Raised to Date'

Securities
Non-Agency Mortgage-Backed

Securities Issuance
Prime Brokerage2

Equity Trading2

Debt Trading3

IMD
Assets Under Management4

>#25

> #50

#515.4%

#6
#5

> #20

#100

#9/17.3%

#25 / 1.5%

#2/7.0%

#9
#7

#12 / 1.62%

#34

2007 Net Revenues ($bn)

Bear Steams Lehman Brothers Goldman Sachs

Asia-Pacifiq
53 -16% A

t6YEwurpe &
the Mlddll

East
$6

33%
Total: $6bn Total: $19bn Total: $46bn

'Capital raised over the last fve years by PtA onl. Maret isharm expressed as perenrtage ofthe top 50 priate equity anagers.

' Alpha Magazine ranking.
X EuroMoney Poll. NOV 2007. Indudes, among other products, Inv. grade corporates, assel-backed, cover bonds. high yield cops, COS Inv. grades, other high yield, AA-rated. govs and supranetlonals.

'Source: InstIlultonal Investor Survey (July 2007). Data as of December 31, 2006.
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Key Elements of GS Strategy: Diversified Business Portfolio 

• Certain of GS' competitors, 2007 Global Ranklngs (with Market Share where Available) 
including Bear Steams, had 
significant exposure to the Bear Stearns Lehman Brothers Goldman Sachs 
poorly-performing mortgages IBD 
business 

M&A Advisory >#25 #9/17.3% #1/32.0% 
In Bear Steams' case, this 
exposure was further MBD 
enhanced by its failure to Funds Raised to Date 1 >#50 #25/1.5% . #216.1% 
diversify its business 

Securities portfolio. Bear Steams did 
not have a strong Non-Agency Mortgage-Backed #5/5.4% #2/7.0% #12/3.0% 
competitive position in .its Securities Issuance 
various businesses Prime Brokerage2 #6 #9 #2 

• Bear Steams also was not Equity Trading2 #5 #7 #1 
geographically diversified. 71% 

Debt T~adlng3 >#20 #12/1.62% #1 (7.09% of Bear's revenues in 2007 
were derived from. the U.S., as IMD 
compared with 51% of GS' 

Assets Under Management4 #100 #34 #13 revenues 

• Lehman Brothers is more 2007 Net.Revenues ($bn) 

geographically diversified than Bear Steams Lehman Brothers Goldman Sachs 
Bear Steams, but its 
competitive position across its 

$3 
businesses is also not as strong 16% 
as GS' position 

• GS diversifies across 
businesses and geographies to 
protect the franchise from 
volatility In individual Total: $6bn Total: $19bn Total: $46bn 
businesses and geographies 

. I Cap/lal mInd over /he last nvo yelllll by PIA only. Merlrel MJam expt8$S8d liS pereenlllge of /he lop 50 privale equily msnllgslll. 
, Alpha Magazine ran/ltng. 
l EUTOmoney Polt Nov 2ooT. Indudes, emong olher products. Inv. gmde COrpOmtes, esset.backed, COVllr bonds. high yia/j corps, COS /nv. gmdes. other high yield. MA-rated. govs and supranational •• 
• Sourca: Inslnutlonal InVIIstor SlIMlY (July 200Th Data as 01 O_mbar 31. 2006. 
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Board of Directors

Key Elements of GS Strategy: The Importance of Size

* GS must maintain a sizeable
presence across existing
businesses to satisfy client
demands for sophisticated multi-
product solutions

* The firm's financing and
principalling activities, which
also drive its advisory revenues,
require GS to commit an
increasing amount of its capital
to risk positions

* By achieving significant absolute
scale and maintaining
diversification across its
businesses, the firm is less
susceptible to firmwide crises
resulting from abnormally poor
performance in Individual risk
positions or businesses

* GS is now the largest
independent broker / dealer
measured by market
capitalization

20 2008 LTM Net Revenues ($bn)l

$41

$12 $22

LEH MER MS GS

1Q 2008 Total Assets ($bn)

$1,042 $1,091 $1,088

LEH MER MS GS

IQ 2008 Total Headcount

28.100 63,100 47,050 31,874
28.10 1311111111

LEH MER MS GS

Market Capitalization as of June 17, 2008 ($bn)

$14

LEH

$37

MER

$45

M
_ _ ~~~~M

GS

Net Revenue CAGR

LEH
MER

MSS
GS

'99 - 2Q'08 '06 -2Q'08

22.3 % (24.5)%
(7.7)% (79.8)%
5.0 % (17.5)%

15.7% 5.5%

Total Assets CAGR

'99 - 1Q'08 '06 -I Q'08

LEH 23.3 % 42.8 %

MER 15.0 % 18.7 %

MS' 14.9 % (2.2)%

GS 20.8 % 32.3 %

Total Headcount CAGR

'99 - 1Q'08 '06 - IQ1'08

LEH 17.2 % 6.6 %

MER (0.8)% 9.7 %

MS2 1.5 % 7.2 %

GS 9.3 % 16.0 %

Ann. Stock Price Apprec.

5199 - 6108 '06 -6108

LEH. 7.3 % (30.4)%
MER (0.8)% (20.4)%

MS" 4.2 % 8.2 %
GS 10.8 % 13.4 %

'Menill Lynch figures based on 1008 results.
2 Morgan Stanley CA GRa adjusted for Discover spin-.o Assumes 13,769 of MS' employees In 1999 related to Discover based on assumed constant net revenues per employee through 2005. MS

. _, r _ Mhin des aeonrnanca of Discover post spinoff. _
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Board of Directors 

Key Elements of GS Strategy: The Importance of Size 

• GS must maintain a sizeable 
presence across existing 
businesses to satisfy client 
demands for sophisticated multi
product solutions 

• The firm's financing and 
principaJllng activities, which 
also drive its advisory revenues, 
require GS to commit an 
increasing amount of its capital 
to risk positions 

• By achieving Significant absolute 
scale and maintaining 
diversification across its 
businesses, 'the firm is less 
susceptible to firmwide crises 
resulting from abnormally poor 
performance in Individual risk 
positions or businesses 

• GS Is now the largest 
independent broker I dealer 
measured by market 
capitalization 

2Q 2008 L TM Net Revenues ($bn)1 

$41 
$12 

$5 

LEH MER MS GS 

1Q 2008 Total Assets ($bn) 

$1,042 $1,091 $1,088 

LEH MER MS GS 

1Q 2008 Total Headcount 

63,100 

LEH MER MS GS 

Market Capitalization as of June 17, 2008 ($bn) 

LEH MER MS GS 

Net Revenue CAGR 

lEH 
MER 
MS' 
GS 

'99 - 2Q '08 '06 - 2Q '08 

22.3 % (24.5)% 
(7.7)% (79.8)% 
5.0 % (17.5)% 

15.7 % 5.5 % 

Total Assets CAGR 

lEH 
MER 
MS' 
GS 

'99 -1Q '08 '06 -1Q '08 
23.3% 
15.0% 
14.9 % 

20.8 % 

42.8% 
18.7% 
(2.2)% 
32.3% 

Total Headcount CAGR 

'99 -1Q '08 '06 -1Q '08 

lEH 
MER 
MS· 

GS 

17.2% 
(0.8)% 
1.5 % 

9.3% 

6.6% 
9.7 % 
7.2% 

16.0 % 

Ann. Stock Price Apprec. 

5199 ·610B '06 - 610B 
LEH. 
MER 
MS' 
GS 

7.3% 
(0.8)% 

4.2% 
10.8% 

(30.4)% 
(20.4)% 

6.2% 
13.4% 

, Merrill lynch rlgure~ besed on 1008 resulls. . 
2 Morpen Sianley CAGRs adjusted (or Discover spin-off. Assumes 13.769 o( MS' employees In 1999 relaled 10 Discover based on assumed conslenl nfll revenues per flmployefllhtOugh 2005. MS 

annua«zed slock prlca appre::/:tlon lncludas petfonnance of Discover poSI sp~'" 
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Board of Directors

Does GS Need to Be a Commercial Bank?
Recent Events

* Bear Steams' collapse has exposed Bear Stearns Stock Price
the liquidity risks faced by
investment banks Spector steps

$140 - down as President

* Bear's capital position was strong and COO
immediately prior to the collapse

$120 -I*
- The SEC emphasized that Bear

was well capitalized with a Reported

13.5% total capital ratio (total 100- Book Value

capital as a % of risk-weighted $ per Share:

assets) 8

* Bear faced a classic run on the bank, $80 -
as its counterpartles and creditors
became concerned that it could not Cayne steps
access sufficient liquidity to meet its $60 down as CEO

cash obligations $60
IPrice revised

* Lehman Brothers has recently been to $10 per

the subject of similar liquidity rumors $40 ed and l share or
$40 - ~~~~~system ad0.12x P/B

arranges a deal
with JPM for $2 per

$20 - share or 0.02x P/B

$0
2-Aug 1-Sep 1-Oct 31-Oct 30-Nov 30-Dec 29-Jan 28-Feb 29-Mar

Does GS Need to Be a Commercial Bank? D20
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Does GS Need to Bea Commercial Bank? 
Recent Events 

• Bear Steams' collapse has exposed 
the liquidity risks faced by 
investment banks 

• Bear's capital position was strong 
immediately prior to the collapse 

The SEC emphasized that Bear 
was well capitalized with a 
13.5% total capital ratio (total 
capital as a % of risk-weighted 
assets) 

• Bear faced a classic run on the bank, 
as its counterparties and creditors 
became concerned that it could not 
access sufficient liquidity to meet its 
cash obligations 

• Lehman Brothers has recently been 
the subject of similar liquidity rumors 
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$140 

$120 

$100 

$80 

$60 

$40 

$20 

Spector steps 
down as President 

and COO 

/ 

Bear Stearns Stock Price 

Fed backstops the 
system and 

arranges a deal 
with JPM for $2 per 
share or 0.02x PIS 

~ 

Reported 
Book Value 
per Share: 

$84.09 

Price revised 
to $10 per 
share or 

0.12x PIS 

! 
$O+----r---.----.---~--_r--_.----r_--~---
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Board of Directors

Does GS Need to Be a Commercial Bank?
Investment Banks' Access to the Discount Window

* On March 17, 2008, in connection with
the crisis at Bear Steams, the Fed, for
the first time since the Great
Depression, provided liquidity to
investment banks through the Primary
Dealer Credit Facility ("PDCF")

* The PDCF has successfully reduced
investor nervousness about liquidity
Issues at investment banks

* The PDCF allows investment banks to
borrow cash against eligible collateral
which includes:
- US Treasuries
- Federal agency debt
- Federal agency residential

mortgage pass-throughs
- Investment-grade corporate

securities
- Municipal securities
- Mortgage-backed securities
- Asset-backed securities for which

a price is available
* The PDCF was originally intended to

be open until September 2008
- Permanent access by investment

banks to the discount window
would require a statutory
amendment

Section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act (12 U.S.C. § 343)
i~i~lalcoir,,cu, ,m,.s^,,, the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System... may
authorize any Federal reserve bank... to [open the
discount window] for any individual, partnership, or

Federal Reserve Board of Governors press release dated
March 16, 2008

The Federal Reserve Board voted unanimously to
authorize the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to
create a lending facility to improve the ability of primary
dealers to provide financing to participants in
securitization markets. This facility will be available for
business on Monday, March 17.

Does GS Need to Be a Commercial Bank? D21
GS MBS 0000038888
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Does GS Need to Be a Commercial Bank? 
Investment Banks'·Access to the Discount Window 

• On March 17, 2008, in connection with 
the crisis at Bear Steams, the Fed, for 
the first time since the Great 
Depression, provided liquidity to 
investment banks through the Primary 
Dealer Credit Facility ("PDCF") 

• The PDCF has successfully reduced 
investor nervousness about liquidity 
issues at investment banks 

• The PDCF allows investment banks to 
borrow cash against eligible collateral 
which includes: 

US Treasuries 
Federal agency debt 

Federal agency residential 
mortgage pass-throughs 
Investment-grade corporate 
securities 

- Municipal securities 
- Mortgage-backed securities 
- Asset-backed securities for which 

a price is available 

• The PDCF was originally intended to 
be open until September 2008 

Permanent access by investment 
banks to the discount window 
would require a statutory 
amendment 
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Governors of the Federal Reserve System ... may 
authorize any Federal reserve bank ... to [open the 
discount window] for any individual, partnership, or 
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Federal Reserve Board of Governors press release dated 
March 16, 2008 

The Federal Reserve Board voted unanimously to 
authorize the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to 
create a lending facility to improve the ability of primary 
dealers to provide finanCing to participants in 
securitization markets. This facility will be available for 
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Does GS Need to Be a Commercial Bank?

* To prevent the type of liquidity crises faced by Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers, GS has in place a comprehensive
set of liquidity and funding policies that are intended to maintain significant flexibility to address both GS-specific and
broader market events, Including:
- Excess liquidity: GS maintains substantial excess liquidity

- Asset-liability management: GS maintains funding sources that are sufficiently long-term to withstand a stressed
environment without relying on asset sales

- Conservative liability structure. GS accesses funding across a diverse range of markets, products and counterparties

- Crisis planning:

* The Federal Reserve's willingness to intervene in the Bear Stearns crisis, along with its establishment of the PDCF,
have signaled to the market that it will not allow important players in the financial system to fail

- This implicit support will likely continue beyond the closing of the PDCF

* Even if GS endured a period of underperformance relative to competitors, the firm believes that its conservative liquidity
pre-funding strategy and the potential support of the Federal Reserve will adequately protect GS from a Bear Stearns-
like collapse

* While GS does not need to be a commercial bank, it may still find certain aspects of commercial banking attractive. To
make that determination, the following questions must be asked:

-How are commercial banks regulated?
- What are the benefits of being a commercial bank?

- Does GS need bank deposits as a funding source?

-Can GS use bank deposits to fund its core businesses?
- What bank deposits does GS currently have?

Can GS grow its deposit base organically? I

- Should GS grow its deposit base by acquiring a commercial bank?

Does GS Need to Be a Commercial Bank? D22

nent GS MBS 0000038889
iman Sachs PSI_QFR.GS0141
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Board of Directors 

Does GS Need to Be a Commercial Bank? 

• To prevent the type of liquidity crises faced by Bear Stearns and lehman Brothers, GS has in place a comprehensive 
set of liquidity and funding policies that are intended to maintain significant flexibility to address both GS-specific and 
broader market events, Including: 

GS maintains substantial excess liquidity 

- Asset-liability management: GS maintains funding sources that are sufficiently long-term to withstand a stressed 
environment without relying on asset sales 

\ 

- Conservative liability structure.: GS accesses funding across a diverse range of markets, products and counterpartles 

- Crisis planning: 

• The Federal Reserve's willingness to intervene In the Bear Stearns crisis, along with its establishment of the PDCF, 
have signaled to the market that it will not allow important players in the financial system to fail 

- This implicit support will likely continue beyond the closing of the PDCF 

• Even if GS endured a period of underperformance relative to competitors, the firm believes that its conservative liquidity 
pre-funding strategy and the potential support of the Federal Reserve will adequately protect GS from a Bear Stearns
like collapse 

• While GS does not need to be a commercial bank, It may still find certain aspects of commercial banking attractive. To . 
make that determination, the following questions must be asked: . 

- How are commercial banks regulated? 

- What are the benefits of being a commercial bank? 

- Does GS need bank deposits as a funding source? . 

- Can GS use bank deposits to fund its core businesses? 

- What bank deposits does GS currently have? 

-- Can GS grow its deposit base organically? 

- Should GS grow its deposit base by acquiring a commercial bank? 
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Board of Directors

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated?
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How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? 
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Board of Directors

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated?
Different Regulatory Regimes for Commercial Banks and Investment Banks

* The collapse of Bear Steams and
the provision by the Fed of liquidity
to investment banks through the
PDCF has raised the issue of
whether the Federal Reserve will
impose some form of regulation on
GS and other investment banks

* In the U.S., commercial banks and
investment banks are governed by
different regulators and subject to
different rules and restrictions

- The Federal Reserve ("Fed") is
the principal regulator for the
nation's commercial banks

- The SEC is the principal
regulator for the nation's
investment banks

* The only GS activities that are
regulated by banking regulators are
its banking activities

* A commercial bank's banking
*activities are regulated by the
Federal Reserve and Its non-
banking activities are regulated by
the Federal Reserve and the SEC

- The Federal Reserve's
regulations restrict the
commercial banks ability to
engage in these non-banking
activities

Confidential Treatment
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* GS Bank
USA
_____________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

* FICC
I Equities
* IBD
* IMD
* GSS

I Insurance

* PIA
M REPIA
* SSG
* GSPS
* GSIP
a Liberty
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E PSI
* Prop Debt

Desks
* Archon

* Commodities
Trading

* AssetCo

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? D24
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How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? 
Different Regulatory Regimes for Commercial Banks and Investment Banks 

• The collapse of Bear Steams and 
the provision by the Fed of liquidity 
to investment banks through the 
PDCF has raised the issue of 
whether the Federal Reserve will 
impose some form of regulation on 
GS and other investment banks 

• In the U.S., commercial banks and 
investment banks are governed by 
different regulators and subject to 
different rules and restrictions 

The Federal Reserve ("Fed") is 
the principal regulator for the 
nation's commercial banks 

The SEC is the principal 
regulator for the nation's 
investment banks 

• The only GS activities that are 
regulated by banking regulators are 
its banking activities 

• A commercial bank's banking 
·activities are regulated by the 
Federal Reserve and Its non
banking activities are regulated by 
the Federal Reserve and the SEC 

The Federal Reserve's 
regulations restrict the 
commercial banks ability to 
engage in these non-banking 
activities 

------------, 

• GS Bank 
USA 

, , , , , , , , , , , , .' 
• 
.' 
• .: 
• 

GS Group 

FICC • PIA 
Equities • REPIA 
IBD • SSG 
IMD • GSPS 
GSS • GSIP 
Insurance • Uberty 

Harbor 
• PSI 
• Prop Debt 

Desks 
• Archon 

• Commodities 
Trading 

• AssetCo 
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Board of Directors

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated?
Different Regulatory Regimes for Commercial Banks and Investment Banks (Cont'd)

* There are a number of
differences between the
regulations imposed on
commercial banks by the
Federal Reserve and those
imposed on investment banks by
the SEC

* The most meaningful differences
from GS' perspective are the
Fed's imposition of consolidated
leverage requirements,
limitations on non-banking
activities and comprehensive
ongoing examinations

* While commercial banks are
regulated in ways investment
banks are not, commercial
banks have several critical
advantages generally not
available to investment banks

- Commercial banks have
permanent access to the
discount window as a means
of funding their core
businesses

- Commercial banks also have
access to significant funding
via federally insured bank
deposits

. SEC
(Investment Banks)

Capital requirements V/

Federal Reserve
(Commercial Banks)

if-

V/Leverage requirements

Activities limitations A V/

Comprehensive ongoing examinations

Fair value accounting treatment'

Permanent access to discount window
as a means of funding core
businesses

Significant funding via insured bank
deposits

)c

I/

Jc I/~

While commercial banks account for some assets using fair value accounting, the majodtly of their assets are accounted for under the held to maturity and available for sale treatmento.

How Are Commercial btanKS Regulateu I uxb
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How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? 
Different Regulatory Regimes fOIr Commercial Banks and Investment Banks (Cont'd) 

• There are a number of 
differences between the 
regulations imposed on 
commercial banks by the 
Federal Reserve and those 
imposed on investment banks by 
the SEC 

• The most meaningful differences 
from GS' perspective are the 
Fed's imposition of consolidated 
leverage requirements, 
limitations on non-banking 
activities and comprehensive 
ongoing examinations 

• While commercial banks are 
regulated in ways investment 
banks are not, commercial 
banks have several critical 
advantages generally not 
available to investment banks 

Commercial banks have 
perrnanentaccess to the 
discount window as a means 
of funding their core 
businesses 

Commercial banks also have 
access to sigflificant funding 
via federally insured bank 
deposits 

Capital requirements 

Leverage requirements 

Activities limitations 

Comprehensive ongoing examinations 

Fair value accounting treatment' 

Permanent access to discount window 
as a means of funding core 
businesses 

Significant funding via insured bank 
deposits 

SEC 
(Investment Banks) 

JC 

JC 

Federal Reserve 
(Commercial Banks) 

JC 

I Whne commercial banks acwunt for some assets usIng fair value accounting. tha maJority of their assets are accounted lor under the held to maturity and avanable (or sate treatments. 
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I - - Redacted by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Board of Directors

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated?
Capital Requirements

* Both the Federal Reserve and
the SEC impose capital
requirements on their regulated
firms

* For these regulatory purposes, a
firm's primary qualifying capital
Is classified as Tier 1 capital

* Tier 1 capital is similar in
concept to tangible equity capital
and includes common equity,
preferred stock and certain
hybrid Instruments

- Any goodwill on the firm's
balance sheet is deducted
from these sources of
funding when calculating
Tier 1 capital

- Tier I capital is considered
the most reliable portion of
financial capital for purposes
of protecting creditors
against losses

'Includes Sf82.051mm of unsecured borrowings and S25,922 ofsecured bonrvwings.
'Includes S2750nmn of tros preferred securities and SZ 250mm of Automatic Preferred Enhanced Copilol Securities (APEX).

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? D26
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How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? 
Capital Requirements 

• Both the Federal Reserve and 
the SEC impose capital 
requirements on their regulated 
firms 

• For these regulatory purposes, a 
finn's primary qualifying capital 
Is classified as Tier 1 capital 

• Tier 1 capital is similar in 
concept to tangible equity capital 
and includes common equity, 
preferred stock and certain 
hybrid instruments 

Any goodwill on the finn's 
balance sheet is deducted 
from these sources of 
funding when calculating 
Ti.er 1 capital 

Tier 1 capital is considered 
the most reliable portion of 
financial capital for purposes 
of protecting creditors 
against losses 

I Includes $182.051mm 01 unsecured botrowIngs end $25,922 01 secured bonuwings. 
'Includes $2.75Omm oIln1sfpr:ferred securllies end SS2,25Omm of Automar/c Preferred Enhanced Cegl/el Securll/es [APEX?' 

- '" Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? 026 
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- = Redacted by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Board of Directors

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated?
Capital Requirements (Cont'd)

* Tier 1 capital levels are compared to
the firm's total risk-weighted assets
("RWA") for purposes of assessing
capital adequacy

* The firm's total RWA are calculated
by applying risk-weightings to each
asset on the balance sheet (and
certain off-balance sheet obligations)
based on the perceived credit risk,
market risk and operational risk of
each asset
- The SEC requires investment

banks to calculate RWA and
capital ratios using the Basel 11
framework. The Fed currently
follows the Basel I framework,
but Is in the process of
transitioning to Basel 11

* To be considered 'well capitalized",
the Fed requires commercial banks
and each of their depository
subsidiaries to maintain Tier 1 capital
equal to 6% of RWA

* While the SEC does not require
investment banks to meet these
levels, GS has maintained its Tier 1
capital levels above the Fed's well
capitalized threshold since it began
calculating these ratios in 2004

The Federal Reserves regulatory minimum r7er I capitol ratio threshold for commercial bankst Is 4%. As a matter ofpolicy, the Fed requires commercial banks to meet the veWll cepitalzede'equltmelnt

of 6%.

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? D27
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- = Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

How Are Commerci~I,Banks Regulated? 
Capital Requirements (Cont'd) 

• Tier 1 capital levels are compared to 
the firm's total risk-weighted assets 
{"RWA"} for purposes of assessing , 
capital adequacy 

• The firm's total RWA are calculated 
by applying risk-weightings to each 
asset on the balance sheet (and 
certain off-balance sheet obligations) 
based on the perceived credit risk, 
market risk and operational risk of 
each asset 

The SEC requires Investment 
banks to calculate RWA and ' 
capital ratios using the Basel II 
framework. The Fed currently 
follows the Basel I framework, 
but Is In the process of 
transitionlng to Basel II 

• To be considered ·well capitalized", 
the Fed requires commercial banks 
and each of their depository 
subslCliaries to maintain Tier 1 capital 
equal to 6% of,RWA 

• While the SEC does not require 
investment banks to meet these 
levels, GS has maintained its Tier 1 
capital levels above the Fed's well 
capitalized threshold since It began 
calculating these ratios in 2004 

, The Federal Reserve's regulatory mInimum T1er 1 esp/lsI ratio threshold for commercial banM Ia 4", As a trIllltar of poIlq, /he Fed reqlJlres commercial b8IIks to meellhe "Well cspl/allzed" requirement 
of 6"-
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I = Redacted by the Permanent
L Subcommittee on Investigations

Board of Directors

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated?
Leverage Requirement

* Unlike the SEC, the Federal Reserve
imposes a consolidated leverage
requirement on commercial banks. This
requirement is unique among the world's-
major central banks / bank regulators

* For purposes of calculating the Fed's
leverage ratio, Tier 1 capital Is compared
to the firm's average total assets
- The Fed's leverage ratio ignores the

risk of the firm's underlying
instruments and securities (a firm
could be levered 1Ox to U.S.
Treasuries and 3x to CD Os)

* To be considered 'well capitalized", the
Fed requires commercial banks to
maintain Tier 1 capital equal to 4-5% of
average total assets

* GS has historically maintained a Tier 1
capital / total assets ratio below the Fed's
comfort level
- If commercial banks valued their loan

portfolios using the fair value
methodology, which is the
accounting methodology used by
GS, a large number of banks that are
currently classified as 'well-
capitalized' would fail to meet the
threshold, as fair value writedowns to
the banks' assets would reduce
equity and Tier 1 capital and,
-therefore, result in lower ratios

'The FedemiReserv's wtdatorymminmum lavewgeratio thresholdforcommn erialbanks 13- 4X. As a meffarapolic. the Fedmequims commerdialbanks to meet the we cagptelizedrequkrement
o1 4- S%.
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_ = Redacted by the Permanent· 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

How Are Commercial 8anks.Regulated? 
Leverage Requirement 

• Unlike the SEC, the Federal Reserve 
imposes a consolidated leverage 
requirement on commercial banks. This 
requirement is unique among the world's 
major central banks I bank regulators 

• For purposes of calculating the Fed's 
leverage ratio, Tier 1 capital is compared 
to the firm's average total assets 

The Fed's leverage ratio ignores the 
risk of the firm's underlying 
instruments and securities (a firm 
could be levered 10x to U.S. 
Treasuries and 3x to COOs) 

• To be considered "well capitalized", the 
Fed requires commercial banks to 
maintain Tier 1 capital equal to 4-5% of 
average total assets 

• GS has historically maintained a Tier 1 
capital I total assets raUo below the Fed's 
comfort level 

If commercial banks valued their loan 
portfolios using the fair value 
methodology, which is the 
accounting methodology used by 
GS, a large number of banks that are 
currently classified as ·well
capitalized" would fail to meet the 
threshold, as fair value writedowns to 
the banks' assets would reduce 
equity and Tier 1 capital and, 

. therefore, result in lower ratios 

I The Federal Res8IW'slf19ll/Slety minimum leverage rallo threshold for comtnerdBi banks Is 3 - 4"- As a mailer 01 polICy, the Fed mquims cornmen:ls/ benkll to maallha "WaO ClIpllel/zed" raquiramenl 
014-5"- . 
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Board of Directors

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated?
Activities Limitations

* The BHCA generally prohibits bank holding companies ('BHCs") and entities they directly or indirectly 'control" (very broadly defined)

globally from engaging in any activities other than banking. BHCs and entities they control must obtain prior Fed approval to acquire

greater than 5% of any class of voting securities of another bank (for investment banks and other non-BHCs, the threshold is 10%)

* BHCs that are 'well capitalized" and deemed to be "well managed" by the Fed can elect to be treated as Financial Holding Companies

("FHCs"), allowing them to engage in a broader range of activities than those penmitted for non-FHC BHCs. All investments of 5%+ and

all non-banking activities must qualify for one of three permissions: permitted financial activities, merchant banking or commodities

Permitted * FHCs may engage in or Invest In entities that engage predominately (> 85% of assets / revenues) in non-banking financial

Financial activities including: providing financial or investment advisory services; dealing, underwriting and market making; merchant

Activities banking; fund administration; insurance; and other activities deemed to be incidental or complementary to financial activities,
which do not pose a 'substantial risk to the safety and soundness of depository institutions"

* All non-permitted activities must be discontinued within 2 years of acquisition / investment

Merchant * FHCs and entities they directly or indirectly control may own interests greater than 5% in aggregate in non-financial businesses

Banking (i.e., < 85% of assets / revenues) subject to the following restrictions:
Exemption - Investment may not be held for more than 10 years

- The FHC may not be engaged in the "routine management or operation" of the business, such as an employee of the FHC

serving as an employee of the business, an employee of the business reporting directly to an employee of the FHC (other

than as a board member) or via covenants or contracts with the business restricting the business's day-to-day operations

* Exemption does not apply to entities engaged predominately (> 85% assets / revenues) in permitted financial activities

Commodities * FHCs are generally permitted, if Fed permission is obtained, to hold only physical commodities authorized by the CFTC for

Exemptions trading, and only with aggregate value up to 5% of the FHC's Tier 1 capital

* A special exemption would likely permit GS to own commodities assets not otherwise approved for FHCs (potentially Including

investments in commodity-focused operating entities such as power plants) with aggregate value up to 5% of its total assets

* At 1Q08, GS held CFTC-authorized physical inventory equal to 3.5% of total Tier 1 capital and total commodities assets

(including authorized inventory, non-authorized inventory and investments in operating entities) equal to 0.5% of total assets

Compliance a The FHC will be responsible for regulatory and compliance breaches at any controlled entity, including potentially where the

Responsibility FHC is relying on the merchant banking exemption, even if the FHC does not in fact have the ability to exercise any practical
control over the problematic activities

* Any financial business deemed to be controlled by an FHC becomes subject to the Fed's onerous regulatory and compliance

oversight, activities limitations and prohibitions on acquiring more than 5% of any class of a bank's shares

-These limitations could make GS a less attractive bidder / investor compared to its non-BHC competitors in situations

where GS would acquire control; a limited ability to obtain veto rights and board seats may make certain investments

unattractive to GS
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How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? 
Activities Limitations . 

- The SHCA generally prohibits bank holding companies ("SHCs") and entities they directly or indirectly ·control" (very broadly defined) 
globally from engaging in any activities other than banking. SHCs and entities they control must obtain prior Fed approval to acquire 
greater than 5% of any class of voting securities of another bank (for investment banks and other non-SHCs, the threshold is 10%) 

- SHCs that are "well capitalized" and deemed to be "well managed" by the Fed can elect to be treated as Financial Holding Companies 
("FHCs"), allowing them to engage in a broader range of activities than those permitted for non-FHC SHCs. All Investments of 5%+ and 
all non-banking activities must qualify for one of three permissions: permitted financial activities, merchant banking or commodities 

Permitted - FHCs may engage in or Invest In entities that engage predominately (> 85% of assets I revenues) in non-banking financial 
Financial activities including: providing financial or investment advisory services; dealing, underwriting and market making; merchant 
Activities banking; fund administration; insurance; and other activities deemed to be incidental or complementary to financial activities, 

which do not pose a "substantial risk to the safety and soundness of depository Institutions" 

Merchant 
Sanklng 
Exemption 

Commodities 
Exemptions 

Compliance 
Responsibility 
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- All non-permitted activities must be discontinued within 2 years of acquisition I investment 

- FHCs and entities they directly or indirectly control may own Interests greater than 5% In aggregate in non-financial businesses 
(I.e., < 85% of assets I revenues) subject to the following restrictions: 
- Investment may not be held for more than 10 years 
- The FHC may not be engaged in the "routine management or operation" of the business, such as an employee of the FHC 

serving as an employee of the business, an employee of the business reporting directly to an employee of the FHC (other 
than as a board member) or via covenants or contracts with the business restricting the busines!?'s day-to-day operations 

• Exemption does not apply to entities engaged predominately (> 85% assets I revenues) in permitted financial activities 
- FHCs are generally permitted, if Fed permission is obtained, to hold only physical commodities authorized by the CFTC for 

trading, and only with aggregate value up to 5% of the FHC's Tier 1 capital 

- A special exemption would likely permit GS to own commodities assets not otherwise approved for FHCs (potentially including 
investments in commodity-focused operating entities such as power plaflts) with aggregate value up to 5% of its total assets 

• At 1008, GS held CFTC-authorized physical inventory equal to 3.5% of total Tier 1 capital and total commodities assets 
(including authorized inventory, non-authorized inventory and investments in operating entitles) equal to 0.5% of total assets 

_ The FHC will be responsible for regulatory and compliance breaches at any controlled entity, including potentially where the 
FHC is relying on the merchant banking exemption, even if the FHC does not in fact have the ability to exercise any practical 
control over the problematic activities 

- Any financial business deemed to be controlled by an FHC becomes subject to the Fed's onerous regulatory and compliance 
oversight, activities limitations and prohibitions on acquiring more than 5% of any class of a bank's shares 
- These limitations ~ould make GS a less attractive bidder I investor compared to its non-BHC competitors In situations 

where GS would acquire control; a limited ability to obtain veto rights and board seats may make certain investments 
unattractive to GS 
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How Are Commercial Banks Regulated?
Comprehensive Ongoing Examinations

* The Federal Reserve's supervision of a BHC is generally extensive and comprehensive

- The BHC's depository subsidiaries continue to be supervised by their primary federal and state regulators (e.g., FDIC, OCC,

OTS), but the Fed also has examination authority

- In the case of large banks, 50 - 70 Fed staff are on the bank's premises at all times

* Bank regulators rate each of the depository subsidiaries of the BHC along 6 core measures: the CAMELS'

- Capital adequacy

- Asset quality

- Management quality

- Earnings

- Liquidity

- Sensitivity to market risk

* Failure to receive strong ratings in the CAMELS examination may cause the Federal Reserve to impose restrictions on the BHC's

non-banking activities, and eventually may lead it to take control of the BHC's depository subsidiaries

* The Federal Reserve generally closely examines only those BHC controlled entities that are not already regulated by respected

regulators

- Registered broker / dealers, state regulated insurance entities, registered investment advisors, FDIC-regulated ILCs and foreign

bank subsidiaries are likely to be less closely scrutinized by the Fed

* Investment banks regulated by the SEC are examined annually, with approximately 25 SEC staff on premises for several months

- SEC examiners review investment banks' market, credit and other risks closely throughout the year

'GS Bank USA is rated using the same criteria; however, low marks at GS Bank USA do not result In the Imposition by the Fed of restrictions on GS' otheractivitles.
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How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? 
Comprehensive Ongoing Examinations 

• ,The Federal Reserve's supervision of a SHC is generally extensive and comprehensive 

The SHC's depository subsidiaries continue to be supervised by their primary federal and state regulators (e.g., FDIC, OCC, 
OTS), but the Fed also has examination authority 

In the case of large banks, 50 - 70 Fed staff are on the bank's premises at all times 

• Sank regulators rate' each of the depository subsidiaries of the SHC along 6 core measures: the CAMELS1 

Capital adequacy 

Asset quality 

Management quality 

Earnings 

Liquidity 

Sensitivity to market risk 

• Failure to receive strong ratings in the CAMELS examination may cause the Federal Reserve to impose restrictions on the SHC's 
non-banking activities, and eventually may lead it to take control of the SHC's depository subsidiaries 

• The Federal Reserve generally closely examines only those SHC controlled entities that are not already regulated by respected 
regulators 

- Registered broker I dealers, state regulated insurance entities, registered investment advisors, FDIC-regulated ILCs and foreign 
bank subsidiaries are likely to be less closely scrutinized by the Fed 

• Investment banks regulated by the SEC are examined annually, with approximately 25 SEC staff on premises for several months 

- S~C examiners review investment banks' market, credit and other risks closely throughout the year 

, GS Bank USA ;s mtad wing tho soma ctitariB; hOWBver. low marks et GS Bank USA do nol result In ttreimposllion by the Fed of restrictions on GS' other act/vnlllB. 
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Board of Directors

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated?
Accounting

* SEC-regulated investment
banks, including GS, record
and mark substantially all of
their balance sheet assets to
fair value with unrealized
gains and losses included in
net income

* Fed-regulated commercial
banks hold a significant
portion of their assets,
including their loan
portfolios, at the principal
amount outstanding net of
loss reserves, regardless of
the fair market value of
those loans

- Loss reserves are
intended to reflect
impairment to a loan's
future cash flows,
whereas fair value is
intended to reflect
current market value

* Given current market
valuations, the GAAP
carrying value of many
commercial banks' asset
portfolios and shareholders'
equity are likely overstated
relative to fair market value

GS 2Q 2008 Balance Sheet (Smm)

Cash and cash equivalents

Segregated cash and securities

Receivables from brokers, dealers and clearing orgs

Receivables from customers and counterpartles

Securities borrowed

Financial instruments purchased under agreement to resell

Financial instruments owned

Other assets m
Total Assets

JPM 1 Q 2008 Balance Sheet ($mm)

Cash and due from banks

Deposits with banks m
Federal funds sold and securities purch. under resale agmts.

Securities borrowed

Loans,. net of allowance for loan losses

Debt and equity instruments

Derivative receivables m
Available for sale securities

Accrued interest and accounts receivable

Other assets

Total assets

All recorded at

fair value

Recorded at

principal amount,

-| _net of loss reserves

Recorded at fair value, but

-' ~marks are taken through

Accumulated Other

Comprehensive Income,
rather than net earnings
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Board of Directors 

How Are Commercial Banks Regulated? 
Accounting 

• SEC-regulated investment 
banks, including GS, record 
and mark substantially all of 
their balance sheet assets to 
fair value with unrealized 
gains and losses included in 
net income 

• Fed-regulated commercial 
banks hold a significant 
portion of their assets, 
including their loan 
portfolios, at the principal 
amount outstanding net of 
loss reserves, regardless of 
the fair market value of 
those loans 

Loss reserves are 
intended to reflect 
impairment to a loan's 
future cash flows, 
whereas fair value is 
intended to reflect 
current market value 

• Given current market 
valuations, the GAAP 
carrying value of many 
commercial banks' asset 
portfolios and shareholders' 
equity are likely overstated 
relative to fair market value 

GS 2Q 2008 Balance Sheet (Smm) 

Cash and cash equivalenls 

Segregated cash and securities 

Receivables from brokers, dealers and clearing orgs 

Receivables from customers and counterpartles 

Securities borrowed 

Financial instruments purchased under agreement to resell 

Financial instruments owned 

Other assets 

Total Assets 

JPM 1 Q 2008 Balance Sheet ($mm) 

Cash and due from banks 

Deposits with banks 

Federal funds sold and securities purch. under resale agmts. . 

Securities borrowed 

Derivative receivables 

Accrued interest and accounts receivable 

Other assets 

Total assets 

---

-

All recorded at 

fair value 

Recorded at 

principal amount, 

---+ net of loss reserves 

Recorded at fair value, but 

--+ marks are taken through 

Accumulated Other 

Comprehensive Income, 

rather than net earnings 
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Board of Directors -

What Are the Benefits of Being a Commercial Bank?
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Board of Directors

What Are the Benefits of Being a Commercial Bank?
Funding with Insured Deposits

* Commercial banks, such as
JPMorgan, finance many of their
businesses with customer
deposits

- The ability of commercial
banks to gather deposits is
dependent on various
government-backed
guarantees, Including
insurance from the FDIC and
permanent access to the
Federal Reserve's discount
window

* Investment banks such as
Goldman Sachs finance their
activities almost entirely in the
capital markets and have not
historically received any direct
guarantees from the federal
government

1Q 2008 Sources of Financial Funding (Sbn)

Goldman Sachs

Total Financial
Funding: S580bn

Bank
Deposits

$27.0
5% \

Commo
Stock
$39.5
7%
/

n

Preferred
Stock
$3.1
1--i%

Total Financial
Funding: $1,336bn

Common
Stock
$125.6

9%
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What Are the Benefits of Being a Commercial' Bank? 
Funding with Insured Deposits 

• Commercial banks, such as 
JPMorgan, finance many of their 
businesses with customer 
deposits 

The ability of commercial 
banks to gather deposits is 
dependent on various 
government-backed 
guarantees, Including 
insurance from the FDIC and 

. permanent access to the 
Federal Reserve's discount 
window 

• Investment banks such as 
Goldman Sachs finance their 
activities almost entirely in the 
capital markets and have not 
historically received any direct 
guarantees from the federal 
government 
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1Q 2008 Sources of Financial Funding ($bn) 

Goldman Sachs 

Total Financial 
Funding: $580bn 

Bank 
Deposits 

$27.0 
5% 

" 

Common 
Stock' 
$39.5 
7% 

Preferred 
Stock 
$3.1 

JPMorgan Chase (Consolidated) 

Total Financial 
Funding: $1,336bn 

Common 
Stock 
$125.6 
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I - Redacted by the Permanent |
| Subcommittee on Investigations.

Board of Directors

What Are the Benefits of Being a Commercial Bank?
Cost Savings of Funding via Deposits

* The ability to source significant insured bank deposit liabilities would not only increase GS' overall funding capacity but could also

provide a lower weighted average cost of funding for certain assets

* The firm's financial inventory is currently funded with a combination of secured liabilities (largely repo), unsecured debt and equity

- Secured liabilities are used only to the level GS expects would be available in a liquidity crisis (term repo can be used to a

higher level than overnight repo)

- Amount of equity funding Is determined by the firm's economic capital model and the SEC's CSE requirements

- Remainder of asset value Is funded with unsecured debt

* GS could lower its cost of funding by replacing some portion of its secured and unsecured debt with bank deposit liabilities

- The amount and type of Inventory that could be funded with bank deposit liabilities will be limited by a number of regulatory and

other constraints
* In the illustrative example below, the after-tax cost of funding is reduced by when funded primarily with bank

deposit liabilities vs. the firm's current capital markets funding
Funded In Caultal Markets Funded with Bank Deposits

Assets
Residential Prime Mortgage Whole Loans
Liquid Assets (i.e., CP. Treasuries. Agencies)
Total Assets

Funding'
Secured Money Markets Funding (FF+11bps; 2.11%)

Long-Term Debt (4.58% all-in)'
Equity (assumes 20.0% required ROE)
Total Funding

AssetsAssets
Residential Prime Mortgage Whole Loans
Liquid Assets (i.e., CP, Treasuries, Agencies)
Total Assets

Funding2

Bank Deposits (FF-15bps: 1.85%)
Bank Regulatory Capital ($5.Obn total)

Funded with GS Long-Term Debt (4.58% all4n)'
Funded with GS Equity (assumes 20.0% required ROE)

TotalFunding
IwAt-r� U�l flOA. faw mtAi

'Equftyrequtmmentba edoen mortgfageesendmoneyme tIs Sxyfor iqutdswets) departwmenty10200S CSEeroctlon end 102008 LTM average asets. Reskdentlitnaemmortfgerps whole

=oans ate funded= on tvenage, with Liquid assets generally are funded with

Cn equity q A_ rement assumedto be unchanged frnm capital market scenario. Difference between total bank regulato'y capital requirement

_emaining fundkv~a curved via bank de I_ and assumed consolidated CSE equity requirement is assumed to be funded at the GS level by unsecured long-telm debt.

'Secured funding spread over Fed Funds Is aaaume resIdential mortgage whtla loans enoefl iquid assets.

'One-year new Issue ,fte used for long-tem debt to minimize the Impect on the enslysts caused by benchms, rate miwmeah between bank deposits (Fed Funds) and long-term debt (term Swap rate)
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- = Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations. 

What Are the Benefits of Being a Commercial Bank? 
Cost Savings of Funding via Deposits 

• The ability to source slgnificantlnsured bank deposit liabilities would not only Increase GS' overall funding capacity but could also 
provide a lower weighted average cost of fuhdlng for certain assets 

• The firm's financial inventory Is currently funded with a combination of secured liabilities (largely repo), unsecured debt and equity 

Secured liabilities are used only to the level GS expects would be available in a liquidity crisis (term repo can be used to a 
higher level than overnight repo) 

Amount of equity funding Is determined by the firm's economic capital model and the SEC's CSE requirements 
Remainder of asset value Is funded with unsecured debt 

• GS could lower Its cost of funding by replacing some portion of its secured and unsecured debt with bank deposit liabilities 
- The amount and type of Inventory that could be funded with bank deposit liabilities will be limited by a number of regulatory and 

other constraints 
• In the illustrative example below, the after-tax cost of funding is reduced by when funded primarily with bank 

deposit liabilities vs. the firm's current capital markets funding 
Funded In CapItal Markets . Funded with Bank DepOSits 

Assets Assets 
Residential Prime Mortgage Whole Loans Residential Prime Mortgage iNhole Loans 

Fundlng1 Funding! 

Secured Money Markets Funding (FF+11bps; 2.11%r - Bank Deposits (FF-15bps; 1.85%) 
Bank Regulatory Capital ($5.0bn total) 

...... 
Long-Term Debt (4.58% all-In)' Funded with GS Long-Term Debt (4.58% all-ln)' 

~.".ifiii_=ii_. __ .'0.2OO.8.CSE.fI;nocetlon find 102008 LTM fI""'gtI flSSfltS. :,;,Re.lJ.lrlfI.nt.llJii' prl.me.miiiorl.9.lIgtIiiiiiwfto.l.e_ 1'1 Uqufd flSlJfIt8 9-ra /ly era funded wfIII • 

;i~;~!!~~~!!!~:::~:CfI~pI!:;8/:marl<flta ISCflnflrlo. O"'fI"'m:fI ""_n IOtel bflnk ragulfltorycepnal requl",ment. __ "._~I!1!1 __ and asrumed consolldflted CSE equfty requfrement ,. flS$1ImfId 10 be funded fll the GS level by UNIICUred Iong"flrm debl. 
whoIu /o,n. e~ //qufd eSfflts. benchmflrl< mlsmateh 
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Board of Directors

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source?
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, = Redacted by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Board of Directors

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source?
GS Balance Sheet Continues to Grow

* Since becoming a publicly listed
company, GS' balance sheet
has grown rapidly

* During that same time, net
revenues grew

* The firm's net revenue
erformance

* GS must continue to grow its
balance sheet to maintain a
sizeable presence across
existing businesses while also
expanding geographically

- In addition, GS is
increasingly called upon to
commit its own capital to
client and principal
transactions

* As the balance sheet grows, the
firm must source additional
funding for that asset growth

Total Assets ($bn)

__ ,~~12-0 $1,-088

01111IM111 $838__

~~ mono $ _ * * 70

$250

1999

$290 $312

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2Qo8

Net Revenues ($bn)

$ 17.8

I - _$ 37.7 _

$1133 $21606 $ 15.8 $1430 $ 21 0

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 1 HOO
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_ = Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

DoesGS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source? 
GS Balance Sheet Continues to Grow 

• Since becoming a publicly listed 
company, GS' balance sheet 
has grown rapidly 

• During that same time, net 
revenues grew 

•. GS must continue to grow its 
balance sheet to maintain a 

. sizeable presence across 
existing businesses while also 
expanding geographically 

- In addition, GS is 
increasingly called upon to 
commit its own capital to 
client and principal 
transactions 

• As the balance sheet grows, the 
firm must source additional 
funding for that asset growth 

1999 

1999 

Total Assets ($bn) 

2000· 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Net Revenues ($bn) 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

2007 2008 

2007 1H08 
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Board of Directors

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source?
GS Balance Sheet Continues to Grow (Cont'd)

• Financial inventory is funded
with secured liabilities (largely
repo), unsecured debt and
equity

* Other revenue-generating
assets are financed largely with
payables and offsetting short
positions

* The Global Core Excess is
financed with unsecured debt
and equity

2Q 2008 GS Balance Sheet (Smm)

Assets

Funding Requirement

FICC
Equities
Long Matched Book

Global Core Excess

GSS
IMD

Merchant Banking

Other

Total Assets,

Liabilities and Equity

Funding Source

Common Equity

Preferred Stock
Repo Funding
Short-Term Borrowings

Bank Deposits
Long-Term Borrowings1

Total Financlal-Funding . .
Payables

Open Short Positions

Other Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Eqijtiity'

I inelfs-1n20 fl-fr,,m .1,numd hrmwdnus and d25&922 otoewwdhboffsWen9__
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Board of Directors 

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source? 
GS Balance Sheet Continues to Grow (Cont'd) 

• Financial inventory is funded 
with secured liabilities (largely 
repo). unsecured debt and 

. equity 

• Other revenue-generatlng 
assets are financed largely with 
payables and offsetting short 
positions 

• The Global Core Excess is 
financed with unsecured debt 
and equity 

FICC 

. Equities 

Long Matched Book 

Global Core Excess 

GSS 
IMD 

• Includes $182,051mm 01 unsecured borrowings andS25,922 o( Becured borrowings. 

Assets 

2Q 2008 GS Balance Sheet ($mm) 

Liabilities and Equity 

Furldlrlltl Source 

Common Equity 

Preferred Stock 

Repo Funding 

Short-Term Borrowings 

Bank Deposits 
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| -a - Redacted by the Permanent
I Subcommittee on Investigations

Board of Directors

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source?
Growth in More Difficult-to-Finance Assets ($ in billions)

* In recent years, an increasing
share of GS' earnings have
been generated by capital
intensive businesses

* Certain more difficult to finance
asset classes such as whole
loans, bank loans and private
equity have grown at a faster
pace than the rest of the balance
sheet

* Secured funding markets for
these more difficult to finance
assets are less deep and
reliable than for other assets,
resulting in relatively high
stressed funding haircuts that
must be funded with long-term
debt and equity

$177.8

$155.6

$122.1

$79.8

$54.8

$42.2

529.1

2002 2003

* Whole Loans / CDOs

2004 2005

a Bank Loans

2006 2007

* Private Equity

' Mdudes restlced equlfy, NO 0eld debt. emergkn Meme, secufllues, Rooawli. euGE end cure _ ______
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Board of Directors 

- = Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source? 
Growth in More Difficult-to-Flnance Assets ($ in billions) 

• In recent years, an increasing 
share of GS' earnings have 
been generated by capital 
intensive businesses 

• Certain more difficult to finance 
asset classes such as whole 
loans, bank loans and private 
equity have grown at a faster 
pace than the rest of the balance 
sheet 

• Secured funding markets for 
these more difficult to finance 
assets are less deep and 
reliab!e than for other assets, 
resulting in relatively high 
stressed funding haircuts that 
must be funded with long-term 
debt and equity 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2Q08 

• Whole Loans I COOs D Bank loans • Private Equity .. Other' 

I Includes reslrlcted equity. h'gh yield debt. emerging memt. securities. goodwfll. PP&E end other elrama. 
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Board of Directors

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source?
GS More Difficult to Finance Assets

* GS' inventory of more difficult to
finance assets Includes
- Loan assets such as

mortgage and other asset-
backed loans and securities
and bank loans

- Certain traded securities
such as high-yield securities,
emerging market debt
securities and emerging
market equity securities

- Large equity positions such
as ICBC ordinary shares and
SMFG convertible preferred
stock

- Other illiquid investments
such as private equity and
real estate fund investments,
other restricted public equity
securities and other
investments in funds

.

111

2Q 2008 Firmwide More Difficult to Finance Inventory ($mm) 2

Mortgage and other asset-backed loans and securities

Bank loans

High-yield securities

Emerging market debt securities

Private equity and real estate fund investments

Emerging market equity securities

ICBC ordinary shares

SMFG convertible preferred stock

Other restricted public equity securities

Other investments in funds

2Q08 GS Total Assets' 2008 GS More Difficult to Finance Assets'

' Geographic spilt based on legaldomricite of GS Group entity In which assets are cufentfY held.
' Represents ftnhe Inventory for each bread asset dassm Including portion that can be funded In securUe marxets.
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Board of Directors 

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source? 
GS More Difficult to Finance Assets 

• GS' inventory of more difficult to 
finance assets Includes 

2Q 2008 Flnnwide More Difficult to Finance Inventory ($mm)2 

• 

• 

Loan assets such as 
mortgage and other asset
backed loans and securities 
and bank loans 

Certain traded securities 
such as high-yield securities, 
emerging market debt 
securities and emerging 
market equity securities 

. Large equity positions such 
as Icec ordinary shares and 
SMFG convertible preferred 
stock 
Other illiquid investments 
such as private equity and 
real estate fund investments, 
other restricted public equity 
securities and other 
investments in funds 

--- -

Mortgage and other asset-backed loans and securities 

eankloans 

High-yield securities 

Emerging market debt securities 

Private equity and real estate fund investments 

Emerging market equity securities 

Icec ordinary shares 

SMFG convertible preferred stock 

Other restricted public equity securities 

Other investments in funds 

---------

, GBOgfllphlc sp/ll basad on lega{domlclle of GS Group anllty In which assllls are currenlly held. 
I Reg:senls enllre InllllntOX for each broad asset class. Including portion that can be funded In sacurod matfclll:l. 
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Board of Directors

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding
Principal Funding Sources: 2Q2008

Source?

Repo / Secured Financing:g Unsecured Short-Term Debt:in Unsecured Long-Term Debt:in

Samurai
Bonds

2%,A

Sub
Debt
8%

Non-Inv Grade
4%

Moody's S&P Fitch

\ Hybnds
Wuer 3%

1% S

Moody's S&P Fitch I
Ratings

Characteristics
* Relatively stable and low cost funding

source
* Focus on terming out repo

arrangements
* Focus on counterparty diversity; GS

deals with 1,000+ repo counterparties
worldwide

P-1 A-11+

Characteristics
* Emphasize use of promissory notes to

increase stability in short-term funding
* Investor concentration limits in place;

approximate

* GS is exposed to rollover risk

F1+ Ratings Aa3 M- (neg)

Characteristics
* Weighted average life is -8 years
_ U

* Significant focus on diversifying invest
base

*

* GS is exposed to rollover risk, haircut
aidiItments and margin calls Ds G e Ban- its as aFd,. . Sre D
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Board of Directors 

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source? 
Principal Funding Sources: 2Q2008 

Repo I Secured Flnanclng:_ 

Non-Inv Grade 
4% 

Characteristics 
• Relatively stable and low cost funding 

source 

• Focus on terming out repo 
arrangements 

• Focus on counterparty diversity; GS 
deals with 1 
worldwide 

• GS is exposed to rollover risk, haircut 
adjustments and margin calls 

Confidential Treatment 
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Unsecured Short-Term D~bt:_ 

Moody's S&P Fitch 

Ratings P-1 A-1+ F1+ 

Characteristics 
• Emphasize use of promissory notes to 

increase stability in short-term funding 

• Investor concentration limits in 
approximately 

• GS is exposed to rollover risk 

Unsecured Long-Term Debt:_ 

Moody's 

Ratings Aa3 

1% 

Sub 
Debt 
8% 

S&P Fitch 
AA- (neg) AA- I 

• 
Characteristics VJ ~ 

• Weighted average life Is -8 years i t 
• aaa 
• Significant focus on diversifying Investc r :: ~ .. 
~e :f 

• !~ i ~ 
g'i 
» 1::1 
:t.-

B 
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Board of Directors

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source?
Long-Term Unsecured Debt

* As GS' balance sheet has
grown, the firm has become
increasingly reliant on funding its
financial Inventory with
unsecured long-term borrowings

* While there are no present
concems, there may be times
when general market conditions,
GS specific events or leverage
constraints limit the amount of
long-term unsecured funding
that GS can access in the capital
markets

- GS is currently the 17th
largest issuer of outstanding
long-term debt globally

Ranking of Long-Term Debt Issuers by Amount Outstanding ($bn)

1 GE $ 380.2

2 Landesbank Baden-Wuerttemberg 378.3

3 Commerzbank AG 329.2

4 Deutsche Bank AG 295.1

5 HSBC Holdings PLC 269.8

6 Citigroup Inc 258.7

7 Dexia SA 256.6

8 Banco Santander SA 252.1

9 Merrill Lynch & Co Inc 238.4

10 JPMorgan Chase & Co, 222.0

11 HBOS PLC 209.8

12 Credit Agricole SA 204.9

13 Bank of America Corp 199.6

14 Morgan Stanley 193.9

15 Barclays PLC 185.7

16 Groupe Caisses d'Epargne 183.7

17 Goldman Sachs Group Inc 182.1

18 Rabobank 173.2

19 BNP Paribas SA 171.8

20 Hypo Real Estate Holding AG 156.9

GS Unsecured Long-Term Debt Issuance ($bn)

$38.5

$17.4 $21.8

2004 2005 2006 2007

$21.0

YTD 2008

Souce: aloombem. As Of May 30, 2008.
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Board of Directors 

Does GS Need Bank Deposits as a Funding Source? 
Long-Term Unsecured Debt 

• As GS' balance sheet has 
grown, the firm has become 
increasingly reliant on funding its 
financial Inventory with 
unsecured long-term borrowings 

• While there are no present 
concerns, there may be times 
when general market conditions, 
GS specific events or leverage 
constraints limit the amount of 
long-term unsecured funding 
that GS can access in the capital 
markets 

GS is currently the 17th 
largest issuer of outstanding 
long-term debt globally 

I Sautee: Bloomberg' As of May 30. 2008. 
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Ranking of Long-Term Debt Issuers by Amount Outstanding ($bn)1 

1 GE $ 380.2 
2 Landesbank Baden-Wuerttemberg 378.3 
3 Commerzbank AG 329.2 
4 Deutsche Bank AG 295.1 
5 HSBC Holdings PLC 269.8 
6 Citigroup Inc 258.7 
7 Dexia SA 256.6 
8 Banco Santander SA 252.1 
9 Merrill Lynch & Co Inc 238.4 . 

10 JPMorgan Chase & Co, 222.0 
11 HBOS PLC 209.8 
12 Credit Agricole SA 
13 Bank of America Corp 
14 Morgan Stanley 
15 Barclays PLC 
16 Groupe Caisses d'Epargne 
17 Goldman· Sachs Group Inc 
18 Rabobank' 
19 BNP Paribas SA 
20 Hypo Real Estate Holding AG 

GS Unsecured Long-Term Debt Issuance ($bn) 

2004 2005 2006 2007 

204.9 
199.6 
193.9 
185.7 
183.7 
182.1 
173.2 
171.8 
156.9 

YTD 2Q08 
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Board of Directors

Can GS Use Bank Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses?

Can GS Use Bank Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses? D42
GS MBS 0000038909
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Can GS Use Bank Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses? 
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Board of Directors

Can GS Use Bank Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses?
Regulatory Constraints will Limit GS' Ability to Use Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses

* Under certain circumstances, a bank may be able to fund GS businesses by lending to GS or by owning GS assets directly in the bank

- While each approach is subject to a number of constraints that impacts the relative attractiveness of bank deposit liabilities vs.

traditional funding sources, restrictions on affiliate transactions would make it difficult for a U.S. bank to fund GS assets in any

meaningful size unless those assets were originated by, moved into or otherwise owned by the bank

* A number of constraints limit a U.S. bank's ability to own the assets that are most attractive to GS from a funding perspective

Legal Lending * A U.S. bank cannot lend more than 15% of its total capital to any one borrower, non-U.S. jurisdictions may have similar

Limits restrictions
Affiliate * U.S. banking regulations prohibit a bank's transactions with any one affiliate from representing more than 10% of its

Restrictions capital and transactions with all of its affiliates in the aggregate from representing more than 20% of its capital; similar

restrictions may exist in certain non-U.S. jurisdictions
* The Federal Reserve's broad definition of affiliate will limit the bank's ability to lend to companies in which a Goldman

Sachs entity is an investor

Asset Quality a The Fed, like most banking regulators, examines each bank's asset portfolio for safety and soundness from a

depositor's perspective. Diversification by issuer, geography and product is also required

* The Fed generally limits a bank's holdings of non-investment grade assets; the amount of permitted non-investment

grade assets will vary by bank, but outside counsel has advised that 10% is a reasonable assumption for a bank that

receives high examination marks from the Fed in other areas

-Banks generally would not be permitted to purchase non-performing loans, though banks may hold originated loans

that becoming non-performing

Prohibition on * U.S. banks are prohibited from owning equities, unless received upon restructuring of a loan or foreclosure of a loan

Owning Certain secured by equity, and from owning most physically-seWed equity derivatives

Asset Classes U Similar restrictions apply to a bank's ability to hold real estate and commodity assets

Restriction on * U.S. banks cannot make markets in securities, including both equity and fixed income products, making It inefficient to

Market Making move certain GS asset portfolios Into a bank

Local Lending * We have been advised that the Fed is unlikely to approve an acquisition strategy that greatly diminishes a U.S. target

bank's local lending activities; these assets often represent over 80% of a traditional regional bank's asset portfolio and

50 - 75% of the largest national banks' asset portfolios

* GS could seek approval from the Fed of a business plan that envisions transitioning the existing retail bank to a

wholesale bank model, thereby reducing local lending requirements

Increased * Bank regulators such as the Fed are generally more intrusive than the SEC and GS' other current regulators

Regulatory * Banks are often required to file more detailed disclosure forms, thereby providing competitors with greater insight into

Oversight GS businesses conducted within a bank

Moving Assets * Moving existing GS assets I businesses into a bank will likely require regulatory approval

Can GS Use Bank Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses?. D43
GS MBS 00a00038910
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Board of Directors 

Can GS Use Bank Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses? 
Regulatory Constraints will limit GS' Ability to Use Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses 

- Under certain circumstances, a bank may be able to fund GS businesses by lending to GS or by owning GS assets direcUy In the bank 
While each approach is subject to a number of constraints that impacts the relative attractiveness of bank deposit liabilities vs. 
traditional funding sources, restrictions on affiliate transactions would make it difficult for a U.S. bank to fund GS assets in any 
meaningful size unless those ~ssets were originated by, moved into or otherwise owned by the bank 

- A number of constraints limit a U.S. bank's ability to own the assets that are most attractive to GS from a funding perspective 
Legal Lending - A U.S. bank cannot lend more than 15% of its total capital to anyone borrower; non-U.S. jurisdictions may have similar 
Limits restrictions 
Affiliate • U.S. banking regulations prohibit a bank's transactions with anyone affiliate from representing more than 10% of its 
Restrictions capital and transactions with all of its affiliates In the aggregate from representing more than 20% of its capital; similar 

restrictions may exist in certain non-U.S. jurisdictions 

Asset Quality 

Prohibition on 
Owning Certain 
Asset Classes 

Restriction on 
Market Making 

Local Lending 

Increased 
Regulatory 
Oversight 

Moving Assets 
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- The Federal Reserve's broad definition of affiliate will limit the bank's ability to lend to companies In which a Goldman 
Sachs entity is an investor . 

• The Fed, like most banking regulators, examines each bank's asset portfolio for safety and soundness from a 
depositor's perspective. Diversification by issuer, geography and product Is also required 

• The Fed generally limits a bank's holdings of non-investment grade assets; the amount of permitted non-Investment 
grade assets will vary by bank, but outside counsel has advised that 100/0 Is a reasonable assumption for a bank that 
receives high examination marks from the Fed in other areas ' 
- Banks generally would not be permitted to purchase non-performing loans, though banks may hold originated lOans 

that becoming non-performing 

• U.S. banks are prohibltec:l from owning equities, unless received upon restructuring of a loan or foreclosure of a loan 
secured by equity, and from owning most phYSically-seWed equity derivatives 

- Similar restrictions apply to a bank's ability to hold real estate and commodity assets 
- U.S. banks cannot make markets In securities. including both equity and fixed income products. making It inefficient to 

move certain GS asset portfolios into a bank 

- We have been advised that the Fed is unlikely to approve an acquisition strategy that greatly diminishes a U.S. target 
bank's local lending activities; these assets often represent over 80% of a traditional regional bank's asset portfolio and 
50 - 75% of the largest national banks' asset portfolios 

- GS could seek approval from the Fed of a business plan that envisions transitioning the existing retail bank to a 
wholesale bank model. thereby reducing local lending requirements 

- Bank regulators such as the Fed are generally more i,ntrusive than the SEC and GS' other current regulators 
- Banks are often required to file more detailed ,disclosure forms, thereby providing competitors with greater insight into 

GS businesses conducted within a bank 
- Moving existing GS assets I businesses into a bank wi1llikely require regulatory approval 
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Board of Directors

Can GS Use Bank Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses?
JPMorgan Chase Uses Bank Deposits to Fund a Portion of its Investment Banking Businesses

* The diagram to the right is a simplified
organizational chart of JPMorgan's two
primary bank subsidiaries and primary non-
bank subsidiary

* JPMorgan discloses that its Investment
Banking business segment had $701bn
average assets in 2007, implying that a
substantive portion of investment bank
balance sheet is at the main bank
subsidiary because the non-bank sub only
had approximately $250bn in assets

* JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.'s call reports
contain significant line items that indicate a
substantive portion of the investment
banking business is conducted in the bank

- $8.Obn trading revenue

- Compared to $11.6bn trading
revenue disclosed for the investment
bank segment in the 10K

- $3.7bn investment banking, advisory
and underwriting fees and commissions

- Compared to $6.6bn investment
banking fees for advisory and
underwriting services disclosed for
the investment bank segment in the
10K

* JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. is a
counterparty to GS on a variety of credit,
rate, currency and commodity products

I_ I-I
_ .

3_;If

JP Morgan 1Q08 Financial Funding ($bn)

Total Financial
Funding: $1,336bn Common Stock

$125.6
9%

Short-Term

$50.6
_I w ~~~4%

'As ofDecember 3i. 2007. Certain assets ofsubsdledfes are eliminated in consolidstiOn.
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Board of Directors 

Can GS Use Bank Deposits to Fund Its Core Businesses? 
JPMorgan Chase Uses Bank Deposits to Fund a Portion of its Investment Banking Businesses 

• The diagram to the right is a simplified 
organizational chart of JPMorgan's two 
primary bank subsidiaries and primary non
bank subsidiary 

• JPMorgan discloses that its Investment 
Banking business segment had $701bn 
average assets in 2007, implying that a 
substantive portion of investment bank 
balance sheet is at the main bank 
subsidiary because the non-bank sub only 
had approximately $250bn in assets 

• JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.'s call reports 
contain significant line items that indicate a 
substantive portion of the investment 
banking business is conducted in the bank 

- $a.Obn trading revenue 

- Compared to $11.6bn trading 
revenue disclosed for the investment 
bank segment in the 10K . 

- $3.7bn investment banking, advisory 
and underwriting fees and commissions 

- Compared to $6.6bn investment 
banking fees for advisory and 
underwriting services disclosed for 
the investment bank segment in the 
10K 

• JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. is a 
counterparty to GS on a variety of credit, 
rate, currency and commodity products 

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 
Primary Banh Sub. 

, $1,319bn Assets 

JPMorgan Chase & Co. 
S1,56Zbn Assets 1 

Chaso Bank USA, N.A. 
Credit Card·lssulng Bank 

$7Bbn Assets 

JPMorgan SccLJritiO[l, tne. 
Prine/pal Nelll·Bank Sub. ' 

$251bll Assets! . 

JP Morgan 1 QDa Financial Funding ($bn) 

Total Financial 
Funding: $1,336bn 

Common Stock 
$125.6 

9% 

Short-Term 
- Debt 

R~~...; $50.6 
4% 

I As of OeCflmber 3i. 2007. CertaIn assa/8 of sUbsldlerlas a/8 s/lmlnsled in conso/ldsl/on. 
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Board of Directors

What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have?
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What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have? 
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Board of Directors

What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have?
Geographic Location of GS Bank Licenses

* GS currently holds 1 1 bank 2, G~;'A ermen

licenses worldwide t'r'ei a _d

- One or more licenses held in helen 2
each of the United States - Franc

(3), Ireland (2), Switzerland, I _'
United Kingdom, France,
Germany (2) and Brazil1

* Of these banks, 2 are active . ^ ,.,'

deposit taking institutions that 3i.

are funding some portion of the ;
firm's business
- GS Bank USA (Utah)

- GS Bank Europe (Ireland) . ' ' '

* Remainder of bank licenses are
used primarily to facilitate firm
and customer securities
businesses

Country Bank Regulator Fin. Services Regulator Capital Ratios Leverage Ratios

U.S. Federal Reserve SEC Yes Total leverage2

U.K. FSA FSA Yes None

Ireland FSRA FSRA Yes None

France CECEI CECEI` / AMF3 Yes None

Germany BaFin I BaFin Yes None
Bundesbank

Brazil Banco Central do Banco Central do Brasil Yes None
Brasil / CMN CMN / Securities Com.

Switzerland FINMA I SFBC4 FINMA Yes None

IGS International Bank (United Kingdom) has a branch in South Korea. GS holds three licenses In the United States (GS Bank USA, GS Trust Company NA, and GS Tmst Company of Delaware), two In

.Germany (Goldman Sachs 8 Co. oHG and Delmore Bank GMUHJ and two In Ireland (GS BankEurope and GS Private Bank Ud.). GS Trust Company NA and GS Trust CompanyofDelaware pertfom
tust andestate tiucatyFunctions not currentlyperformedby GS Bank USA. Dennora Bank ticense was acquiredby ESSG aspar loe dlsitrssedoprtfolO Investment andh InowusedIn connecton
with e servicing pletfonm. GS Is In the process osunenderlng the GS Prtle Bank Ld. license.

2U.S. leverage ratio test applies only to bank entities unless the bank's holding company Is regulated by the Federal Reserve as a Bank Holding Company.

'Regulates asset managers only.
The current Swiss bank regulator, SF8C, will be merged Into FINMA, the nnewry created comprehensive finendal supervisor on January 1, 2009.
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Board of Directors 

What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have? 
Geographic Location of GS Bank Licenses 

• GS currently holds 11 bank 
licenses worldwide 

One or more licenses held in 
each of the United States 
(3), Ireland (2), Switzerland, 
United Kingdom, France, 
Germany (2) and Brazil1 

• Of these banks, 2 are active 
deposit taking institutions that 
are funding some portion of the 
firm's business 

GS Bank USA (Utah) 

GS Bank Europe (Ireland) 

• Remainder of bank licenses are 
used primarily to facilitate firm 
and customer securities 
businesses 

Country 

U.S. 

U.K. 

Ireland 

France 

Germany 

Brazil 

Switzerland 

Bank Regulator Fin. Services Regulator 

Federal Reserve SEC 

FSA FSA 

FSRA FSRA 

CECEI CECEfl AMF3 

BaFin I BaFin 
Bundesbank 

Banoo Central do Banco Central do BraSil I 
Brasll/CMN CMN I Securities Com. 

FINMA I SFSc' FINMA 

Capital Ratios Leverage Ratios 

Yes Totalleverage2 

Yes None 

Yes None 

Yes None 

Yes None 

Yes None 

Yes None 

, GS InlrJmsllonal Bank (Un/lad KlllfJdomJ has a DfBnch In South Koma. GS hOlds IhrB8 licenses In /he Unflad Slelas (GS Sank USA, GS Tlusl Company NA, and GS TIIISI Company 01 De/aW8mJ. two In 
.Germany (Goidmen Sachs" Co. oHG and Delmom Bank GMBH) and two In Im/and (GS Bank Europa end GS Prlvale Bani< Ud.). GS Tills! Company NA and GS TllIsl Company of Do/aware pat10rm 
IllIsland lIS/ale fiduciary functions nol r:umlntly patformed Dy GS Bank USA. Delmora Bank l/canse was acquired by ESSG as part of B dlsll'fJSS8d portfolio Investmenl and Is now used In connactlon 
with B SIIrvlr;/ng plalform. GS Is In the process 01 summdetfng the GS Prlvale Bank LId. IIc8nse. 

• U.S. leverage fBllo /esl applies only 10 bank enln/es unless/he bank's holding company Is regulated by /he Fedeml ReSllrv8 BS e Bank Holding Company. 
J Regula/as asse/ managers only. 
• The cUmin/ Swiss bank regula/or, SFBC, wOI be mapad In/a FINMA, /hell6=r CIIIeted comprehensive "nandal supervisor. on Januaz " 2009. 
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Board of Directors

What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have?
GS Bank USA

* GS Bank USA was established in July
2004 and is headquartered in Salt
Lake City, Utah
- Active operations began in 2006

* Chartered as a Utah Industrial Loan
Corporation (ILC )

- ProhIbited from taking commercial
demand deposits

- Restrictions on its ability to branch
in states other than Utah

• Regulated by the FDIC and Utah
Department of Financial Institutions
('DFI'). not the Federal Reserve

• Approx. $22.4bn In customer deposits

- $21 .Obn overnight deposits

- $1.3bn brokered CDs

* Long term credit rating of Aa3
(Moody's)

* Offers cash management products for
PWM clients, such as overnight
deposits in the form of Money Market
Demand Accounts ( MMDA) and
Negotiable Order of Withdrawals
('NOW') and a full suite of payment
services
- Deposit balances built by sweeping

PWM brokerage account free cash

* Sells CDs through third-party broker
network

* While GS Bank USA is one of the
larger U.S. banks, Its balance sheet is
small when compared to GS

*e G..ralC!86 ua'ng e ruu

Balance Sheet ($mm)
05108

Assets
Liquidity portfolio
Investment securities, owned at fair value
Private bank loans, net
Warehouse loans, net unearned income
Variable funding notes
Mortgage loans
Premium finance loans
Corporate loans
Litton assets
Other assets

Total assets
Liabilities and Equity

Deposits
Other liabilities and accrued expenses

Total liabilities
Common stock
Retained earnings (accumulated deficit)

Total equity
Total lIabilities and equity

income Statement ($mm)

FY2007' YTO 05108'

Revenues
UIqundity portfolio
Investment poedolno
Private bank lending
Warehouse lending
Variable funding notes
Mortgages
Premium Finance
Corporate loans

Total Interest Income
Interest Expense
Net Interest Income

Investment poltfolio
Warehouse lending
Varable funding notes
Mortgages
Private bank
Premium Flnance
Corporate loans
Time Deposits
Ution Fee Income

Non-interest Incomel(Loss)

Expenses
Provision for loan losses
Total Operating Expenses

Pretax Income (Loss)
Provision For Income Taxes
Net Income (Loss)

wA/InnnewsAf~_nci+- 
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Board of Directors 

What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have? 
GS Bank USA 

• GS Bank USA was established in July 
2004 and is headquartered In Salt 
Lake City, Utah 

- Active operations began in 2006 

• Chartered as a Utah Industrial Loan 
Corporation ("ILC·) 

- Prohibited from taking commercial 
demand deposits 

- Restrictions on its ability to branch 
in states other than Utah 

• Regulated by the FDIC and Utah 
Department of Financial Institutions 
("oFI"), not the Federal Reserve 

• Approx. $22.4bn In customer deposits 

- $21.0bn ovemight deposits 

- $1.3bn brokered CDs 

• Long term credit rating of Aa3 
(Moody's) 

• Offers cash management products for 
PWM clients, such as ovemight 
deposits In the form of Money Market 
Demand Accounts ("MMDA") and 
Negotiable Order of Withdrawals 
("NOW) and a full suite of payment 
services 

- Deposit balances built by sweeping 
PWM brokerage account free cash 

• Sells CDs through third-party broker 
network . 

• While GS Bank USA is one of the 
larger U.S. banks, Its balance sheet is 
small when compared to GS 

, Calculaled usIng GS Group's flscal calendar. 
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Balance Sheet ($mm) 

Assets 
Liquidity portfOlio 
Investment securities, owned at fair valua 
Private bank loans, net 
VVarehousaloans,netuneamedlncome 
Variable funding notes 
Mortgage loans 
Premium finance loans 
Corporate loans 
Utton assets 
Other assets 

Total· assets 

L#abflltles and Equity 
DepoSits 
Other liabilities and accrued expenses 

Total liabilities 

Common stock 
RetaIned earnings (accumulated deficit) 

Total equity 
TotalllabllHles and equity 

Income Statement ($mm) 

05~oe FY2007' YTD 05/0e' 

Revenues 
Uquldity portfolio 
Investment portfolio 
Prtvate bank lending 
VVarehouse lendIng 
Vartable funding notes 
Mortgages 
Premium Finance 
Corporate loans 

Total Interest Income 
. Interest Expense 

Net Interest Income 

Investment portfolio 
VVerehouse lending 
Vartable funding notes 
Mortgages 
Prtvatebank 
Premium Finance 
Corporate loans. 
TIme Deposits 
Utton Fee Income 

. Non-Interest Income/(Loss) 

Expenses 
Provision for loan losses 
Total Operating Expenses 

Pretax Income (Loss) 
Provision For Income Taxes 
Net Income (Loss) 
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Board of Directors

What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have?
GS Bank USA

* GS Bank USA is the 47 II largest US bank
based on size of customer deposit base

* GS Bank USA has been able to achieve this
scale with few employees (30) and no
branch network

- Leverages PWM client relationships and
infrastructure, thereby allowing GS to
avoid the operational complexity, high
cost structure and regulatory burdens
(including the BHCA) typically
associated with commercial banking

Source: FDIC Database
Market capitallzation as of June 117, 2008.

'Countrywide Bank FSB maintains only 2 branches, but obtains retal deposeas

Top US Banks by Deposits as of March 31, 2008 ($mm)

Rank Institution reposns mrenuneu v a

1 JPMorgan Chase Bank, National Association $806,319 3,188 $133,776

2 Bank of America, National Association 792.879 6.142 130,199

3 Citibank, National Association 786,392 1.081 104,060

4 Wachovia Bank, National Association 453,878 3,370 37,059

5 Wells Fargo Bank. National Association 355.015 3.395 83.887

6 Washington Mutual Bank 184,059 2,231 6.549

7 U.S. Bank National Assodation 143,101 2,621 53,383

8 HSBC Bank USA. National Association 123.635 475 nla

9 SunTrust Bank 118,618 1,791 14,258

10 State Street Bank and Trust Company 107,340 2 28,766

11 National City Bank 101.268 1,556 3,035

12 The Bank of New York 94,013 48 46,450

13 Regions Bank 91,297 1,963 8,845

14 Branch Banking and Trust Company 87,824 1,500 14,371

15 PNC Bank, National Associallon 80,573 1,221 20,108

16 RBS Citizens, National Association 73,985 1,656 24.172

17 Capital One, National Association 69,453 731 16,460

18 Keybank National Association 66,274 999 5,531

19 ING Bank, tab 64,951 1 n/a

20 Countrywide Bank, FSB 64,234 7702 2,794
--

_ - _-_- _- _ -_ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_ - _ _-_- _- _- _ -_ _- _ - _- _- _ -_

47 Goldman Sachs Bank USA 22,811 1 nfa

51 IndyMac Bank, F.S.B. 18,518 33 138

through 194 of Countrywide Home Loan's financdel centers and offers other finandal ervkcs from the company's 770 total

* What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have? D48
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Board of Directors 

What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have? 
GS Bank USA 

• GS Bank USA is the 47th largest US bank 
based on size of customer deposit base 

• GS Bank USA has been able to achieve this 
scale with few employees (30) and no 
branch network 

Leverages PWM client relationships and 
infrastructure, thereby allowing GS to 
avoid the operational complexity, high 
cost structure and regulatory burdens 
(including the BHeA) typically 
associated with commercial banking 

Source: FDIC De/abasa 

Top US Banks by Deposits as of March 31,2008 ($mm) 

Rank Institution Deposits Branches Market Cae' 

1 JPMorgan Chase Bank. National Association $806,319 3,188 $133,n6 
2 Bank of America, National Association 792,879 6,142 130,199 

3 CiUbank, National Association 786,392 1,081 104.060 

4 Wachovla Bank. National Association , 453,878 3.370 37,059 

5 Wells Fargo Bank, National Association 355,015 3,395 63,887 

6 Washington Mutual Bank 184,059 2,231 6.549 

7 U.S. Bank National Association 143,101 2,621 53,383 

8 HSBC Bank USA, National Association 123,635 475 nla 

9 SunTrust Bank 118,618 1,791 14.258 

10 State Street Bank and Trust Company 107,340 2 28,766 

11 National City Bank 101.268 1.556 3,635 

12 The Bank of New York 94.013 48 46,450 

13 Regions Bank 91,297 1.963 8,845 

14 Branch Banking and Trusl Company 87.824 1,500 14.371 

15 PNC Bank, National Asso:laUori 80,573 1,221 20.108 

16 RBS Citizens, National Association 73,985 , 1.656 24,172 

17 Capital One. National Association 69,453 731 16,460 

18 Keybenk National Association 66.274 999 5.531 

19 ING Bank. fsb 84,951 1 nla 

20 Countrywide Bank. FSB 64.234 nO" 2,794 
------------------------------------------------------ -------~---------------

47 Goldman Sachs Bank USA 22.811 nfa 
51 IndyMac Bank, F.S.B. 18,518 33 138 

• ~fM.~~~t~~~~*_jl~:~~fk~!~~.1~~~a~~~~.f!~~~~f.~flt)@;~~i~~~~I[~~~~!~~ 

, Marl,,11 coplte"zotion as of Juno f 7, 2DOB.' '. 
• Countrywide Bonk FSB maintains only 2 brIInches, but obtems 18100 dapoSilB through 194 of Countrywide Home Loon's financial contanl end offers other nnancla/satvlc9s from the COmp8ny~ 770 total 

locations. 
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Board of Directors

What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have?
GS Bank USA's Cash Capital Treatment Limits its Ability to Fund GS' Long-Term Assets

*

are FDIC Insured (insurance is
capped at $100,000 per depositor)

* For cash capitalcalcu a ..on
pumoses. _

only this 'sticky" portion of GS Bank
USA's deposit liabilities is used to
fund GS long-term assets

.

111111111111 hey can.only be used
to fund short-term assets

* Because brokered CDs are
generally offered to retail depositors
in sizes less than $100,000, nearly
all deposits qualify for FDIC
insurance and are considered
"sticky." As a result, GS currently
assigns brokered CDs a 100% cash
capital valuation

* Bank regulatory capital (equity) and
select other liabilities also receive a
100% cash capital valuation

2Q08 Sources of Cash Capital (Sbn)

Source Cash Capital Valuation Amount

Core Deposits
Brokered CDs
Bank Regulatory Capital L
Other Liabilities (23A Affiliate Collateral)
Total Sources of Cash Capital

Excess Cash Capital

2Qo8 Uses of Cash Capital ($bn)

Use Amount

PWM Loans
Corporate Loans

Mortgages
Other Loans
Liquidity Pre-Funding for Unfunded Commitments
Litton Net Assets
Other Assets / Cash at FRB
Reconciliation to Target LT Funding
Total Re uired Cash Capital

What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have? D49
GS MBS 0000038916
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Board of Directors 

What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have? 
GS Bank USA's Cash Capital Treatment Limits its Ability to Fund GS' Long-Term Assets 

• 

• 

are FDIC Insured (Insurance Is 
capped at $100,000 per depositor) 

can only be used 
to fund short-term assets 

• Because brokered CDs are 
generally offered to retail depositors 
in sizes less than $100,000, nearly 
all deposits qualify for FDIC 
insurance and are considered 
"sticky." As a result, GS currently 
assigns brokered CDs a 100% cash 
capital valuation . 

• Bank regulatory capital (equity) and 
select other liabilities also receive a 
100% cash capital valuation 

Confidential Treatment 
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Source 

Core Deposits 

Brokered CDs 

Use 

PWM Loans 

Corporate Loans 

Mortgages 

Other Loans 

2Q08 Sources of Cash Capital ($bn) 

2QOS Uses of Cash Capital ($bn) 

Liquidity Pre-Funding for Unfunded Commitments 

Litton Net Assets 

Other Assets I Cash at FRB 
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Board of Directors

.What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have?
GS Irish Bank

* GS has established a deposit-taking bank in Ireland, GS Bank Europe, pic
(-GSBE or GS Irish Bank)

* GS Irish Bank has accumulated overmof total deposits as of May
2008B

* Regulated by the Irish Financial Services Regulatory Authority

- Deposits up to E20,000. are insured
* The regulatory framework In Ireland allows GS Irish Bank to use a

significant portion of its deposits to fund GS businesses
-No Irish reu limatons on transactions with affiliates O

-GS Irish Bank can lend up to 25% of its capital on an unsecured basis to
a single client; no limit on collateralized loans

-GS Irish Bank has outstanding repo lines ofUU with GSI
and GSCP. respectively

-GS Irish Bank has no regulatory minimum total leverage ratio
* As Is the case with GS Bank USA, the portion of GS Irish Bank's deposits

that can be used to fund the firm's long-term assets is limited by the cash
capital valuation of those deposits 33
-A large portion of the remaining 'non-sticky assets are used to fund the

firm via reverse repos with GSI and GSCP
* GS Irish Bank is subject to concentration limits on depositors: One entity

cannot account for more than 15% of total deposits, and top 10 depositors
cannot exceed 25% of total deposits

* GS Irish Bank receives favorable tax treatment in both Ireland and the
United States
-U.S. tax benefit would fall away if GS Irish Bank engaged in US trade or

business
-In certain circumstances without the tax advantage. GS Irish Bank could

pay taxes in both Ireland and the U.S.. resulting in a effective worldwide
tax rate of up to 60%

2Q08 Balance Sheet (Smm)

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash & securities segregated
GSI & GSCP reverse repo
Other assets

Total assets
Liabilities and Equity

Short term borrowings from. affiliates
Securities sold under repo
Deposits payable to PWM clients
Payable to affiliates'
Other liabilities

Total liabilities

Total equity
Total liabilities and equity

' Represents client cash deposited by other GS antiles.

What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have? D50
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Board of Oirectors 

'What Bank Deposits Does GS Currently Have? 
GS Irish Bank 

• GS has established a deposit-taking bank in Ireland, GS Bank Europe, pic 
("GSBE· or ·GS Irish Bank·) 

• GS 
2008 iiiiiiiiiiiiiil 

• Regulated by the Irish Financial Services 'Regulatory Authority 

- Deposits up to €20,000.are Insured 

• The regulatory framework In Ireland allows GS Irish Bank to use a 
Significant portion of Its deposits to fund GS businesses 

- No limitations on transactions with affiliates : f 
.:..... GS Irish Bank can lend up to 25% of Its capital on an unsecured basis to 

a Single client; no limit on collateralized loans 
-'- GS Irish Bank has outstanding repo lines of (II ••••• with GSI 

and GSCP, respeCtively 
- GS Irish Bank has no regulatory minimum total leverage ratio 

• As Is the case with GS Bank USA, the portion of GS Irish Bank's deposits 
that can be used to fund the firm's long-term assets is limited by the cash 
capital valuation of those depositS •• 

- A large portion of the remaining "non-sticky· assets are used to fund the 
firm via reverse repos with GSI and GSCP 

• GS Irish Bank Is subject to concentration limits on depositors: One entity 
cannot account for more than 15% of total deposits, and top 10 depositors 
cannot exceed 25% of total deposits . 

• GS Irish Bank receives favorable tax treatment In both Ireland and the 
United States 

- U.S. tax benefit would fall away if GS Irish Bank engaged in US trade or 
business 

-,.. In certain circumstances without the tax advantage, GS Irish Bank could 
pay taxes In both Ireland and the U.S., resulting In a effective worldWide 
tax rate of up to 60% 

, Reprellenlll cllllnl cash dllpos/led by other GS entities. 

2Q08 Balance Sheet ($mm) 

Assets 
Cash and cash equivalents 

Cash & securities segregated 

GSI & GSCP reverse repo 

Other assets 

Total assets 

Liabilities and Equity 
Short term borrowings from. affiliates 
Securities sold under repo 
Deposits payable to PWM clients 

Payable to affiliates' 

Other liabilities 

Total liabilities 

Total equity 
Total liabilities and equity 
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Board of Directors

Can GS Grow Its Deposit Base Organically?

Can GS Grow Its Deposit Base Organically? D51
GS MBS 0000038918
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Board of Directors 

Can GS Grow Its Deposit Base Organically? 
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Board of Directors

Can GS Grow Its Deposit Base Organically?
GS Bank USA Organic Growth

.

_I to approximately
billion by 2010

- The portion of these deposits
that can be used to fund GS
long-term assets will.be limited
by the cash capital valuation of
the deposits

* Assuming yields normalize to more
attractive levels over the next year,
GS Bank USA expects to issue up
tor of brokered CDs by year-
end 2010
-GS Bank USA does not face a

regulatory cap on Its ability to
issue brokered CDs, but GS
might assign a lower cash
capital value to the funding If
issuance was increased
significantly

* Several of GS' competitors have
their own ILCs and 'grandfathered'
thrifts (which do not subject these
competitors to BHCA regulations),
with deposit bases ranging from
$15.7bn to $81.9bn

GS Bank USA Organic Growth Projections ($bn)

2Q08A 2008 2009 2010

Bank Deposits
% of PWM Client Cash

Brokered CDs 1111
Total Cash Capital Funding Created'

Competitor Bank Deposits as of March 31, 2008 ($bn)

$ 15.T

$ 3.7

Lehman Brothers

$ 25.4

UBS

* ILCs

S 29.9

Morgan Stanley Merrill Lynch

a FSBs

'Assulies 30X cash capital Value foSbank detposits and 100X Ocash catvLuOttWe fiKatWG L nGkd O.XEuOCS latnC anPUUralr n' 'qe"n S.- I1.

Can GS Grow Its Deposit Base Organically? D52
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Board of Directors 

Can GS Growlts Deposit Base Organically? 
GS Bank USA Organic Growth 

- The portion of these deposits 
that can be used to fund GS' 
long-term assets will.be limited 
by the cash capital valuation of 
the deposits Ii 

• Assuming yields normalize to 
attractive levels over the next year, 
GS Bank -USA expects to Issue up 
to" of brokered CDs by year
end 2010 

- GS Bank USA does not face a 
regulatory cap on Its ability to 
issue brokered CDs. but GS 
might assign a lower cash 
capital value to the funding if 
issuance was increased 
significantly-

• Several of OS' competitors have 
their own ILCs and Agrandfathered" 
thrifts (which do not subject these 
competitors to BHCA regulations). 
with deposit bases ranginQ from 
$15.7bn to $81.9bn 

GS Bank USA Organic Growth Projections ($bn) 

2Q08A 2008 2009 _ 2010 

--------------------------------- --------Bank Deposits 

% of PWM Client Gash 

Brokered CDs 

Total Cash Capital Funding Created' 

Competitor Bank Deposits as of March 31, 2008 ($bn) 

Lehman Brothers UBS Morgan Stanley 

-ILCs III FSBs 

$ 81.9 

Merrill Lynch 

, Assllmes 30" cash csellsl value for ban" depo$lls snd 100" cash CSpllsl velue for brokered CDs. &c:tudes cesh cae"aJ fundIng CIfIfIted by ben" regulato:y cap/!sl (eqUIty) end other Ilsbnm81. 
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Board of Directors

Can GS Grow Its Deposit Base Organically?
GS Irish Bank Organic Growth

a

* GSjrsn ksde osits

- The portion of these
deposits that can be used to
fund GS' long-term assets
will be limited by the cash
capital valuation of the
deposits

* Several of GS competitors have
their own European banks, with

__jgit bases rangIng from

PS Irish Bank Organic Growth Projections ($bn)

2008 2009 2010

Bank Deposits

PWM Client Cash Deposited'

Total Cash Capital Funding Created II '
Competitor Foreign Bank Deposits as of March 31, 2008 ($bn)

$ 27.3

$ 14.4

$ 5.8

Morgan Stanley Bank
International Ltd. (UK)

Lehman Bankhaut
(Germany)

s AG Merrill Lynch International Bank
(Ireland)'

' The rmander of GS /fish Banks deposits Is aounced from affiliate deposfit
. -n d Pf X . .. I__wo_ n__L -c as . .- -I/n -
-Also inafUaea aOPOuIlIaumMMWTIIIL~lcfinrsmwzurn~luwrna__________________________________________________________
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Board of Directors 

Can GS Grow Its Deposit Base Organically? 
GS Irish Bank Organic Growth . 

• 

The portion of these 
deposits that can be used to . 
fund GS~ long-term assets 
will be limited by the cash 
capital of 

. deposits 

• Several of GS' competitors have 
their own European banks, with 
lililliiiiiilngfrom 

pS Irish Bank Organic Growth Projections ($bn) 

2008 .2009 2010 

Bank Deposits 
PWM Client Cash Deposited' 

Total. Cash Capital Funding .Created 1 1 
Competitor Foreign Bank Deposits as of March 31, 2008 ($bn) 

$5.8 

Morgan Stanley Bank 
Intemational Ltd. (UK) 

$ 14.4 

Lehman Bankhaus AG 
. (Germany) 

$ 27.3 

Merrill Lynch International Bank 
(Ireland)' 

I Thll ",ma/ndllr of GS Me" Bank'. dllpo.n.1s __ d from affflia/ll dllposlt .. 
I Also IndudllS dllpo:lta /\-om Matrill Le In/ema/Ional Sank" SwlSleubsldlaz. 
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Board of Directors

Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commercial
Bank?
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Board of Directors 

Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commerci,al 
Bank? 
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Board of Directors

Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commercial Bank?
Commercial Banking Appears to be Unattractive as a Large Scale Strategic Initiative

* Commercial banking Is an
operationally intense, low ROE
business

* GS' current business model has
yielded stronger results than the
best-in-class commercial bank,
JPMorgan Chase, in terms-of
ROE, price-to-book valuation and
stock price performance

* Acquiring or building a large U.S.
commercial bank would subject
GS to direct regulation by the Fed
as a BHC, Including capital
requirements, activities limitations
and comprehensive Fed
examination
- Could have a negative impact

on a number of GS' existing
businesses (particularly the
principal investing
businesses)

- May be avoided through
certain ILC or foreign bank
acquisitions

* Because commercial banking
appears to be unattractive as a
large scale strategic initiative, any
acquisition must be fully justified
by the benefits associated with
bank deposits as an additional
source of funding for GS

Confidential Treatment
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Return on Common Equity

32.8% 32.7%

19.8% 21.8% 12.9 1.8

|5.6% 7.8% 0 N1.% ha

2004 2005 2006 2007 102008
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2.0 x
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Board of Directors 

Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commercial Bank? 
Commercial Banking Appears to be Unattractive as a Large Scale Strategic Initiative 

• Commercial banking is an 
operationally intense, low ROE 
business 

• GS' current business model has 
yielded stronger results than the 
best-in-class commercial bank, 
JPMorgan Chase, in terms·of 
ROE, price-to-book valuation and 
stock price performance 

• Acquiring or building a large U.S. 
commercial bank would subject 
GS to direct regulation by the Fed 
as a BHC, including capital 
requirements, activities limitations 
and comprehensive Fed 
examination 

Could have a negative impact 
on a number of GS' existing 

. businesses (particularly the 
principal investing 
businesses) 
May be avoided through 
certain ILC or foreign bank 
acquisitions 

• Because commercial banking 
appears to be unattractive as a 
large scale strategic initiative, any 
acquisition must be fully justified 
by the benefits associated with 
bank deposits as an additional 
source of funding for GS 

2004 

2004 

Return on Common Equity 

32.8% 32.7% 

2005 2006 2007 102008 

Period-End Price-to-Book Multiple 

2005 2006 2007 102008 

Indexed Stock Price as of June 17, 2008 

IIGS . 
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I - = Redacted by the Pcrmanent .
I Subcommittee on Investigations

Board of Directors

Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commercial Bank?
Economics of a Commercial Bank Acquisition

* For an acquisition to be economically
attractive, GS must be able to justify any
premium paid above the fair value of the
target's equity
- Given the large discrepancy in today's

market environment between the fair
value of bank asset portfolios and the
reserves the banks have taken against
their portfolios, many banks' reported
GAAP assets and equity are overvalued
relative to GS' estimate of fair market
value

* The primary benefit that may justify GS
paying a premium to fair market value when
acquiring a bank is the funding benefit
associated with bank deposit liabilities

U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

* If the target bank's capital ratios after write-
downs are below desired levels, GS may
need to raise additional capital. The cost of
this additional capital raise will be dilutive to
GS on an ROE and EPS basis and will
reduce the acquisition premium that could
be justified I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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- = Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits· by Acquiring a Commercial Bank? 
Economics of a Commercial Bank Acquisition 

• For an acquisition to be economically 
attractive, GS must be able to justify any 
premium paid above the fair value of the 
target's equity 

Given the large discrepancy In today's 
market environment between the fair 
value of bank asset portfolios and the 
reserves the banks have taken against 
their portfolios, many banks' reported 
GAAP assets and equity are overvalued 
relative to GS' estimate of fair market 
value 

. • The primary benefit that may justify GS 
paying a premium to fair market value when 
acquiring a bank is the funding benefit 
associated with bank deposit liabilities 

• 

• If the target bank's capital ratios after write~ 
downs are below desired levels, GS may 
need to raise additional capital. The cost of 
this additional capital raise will be dllutlve to 
GS on an ROE and EPS basis and will 
reduce the acquisitfon premium that could 
be justified 

Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commercial Bank? .056 
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Board of Directors

Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commercial Bank?
Distressed Commercial Bank Acquisition

* While the funding benefits associated with
bank deposit liabilities are meaningful to
GS, It is unlikely that those benefits would
justify paying the premium to a target
bank's current market cap (and therefore a
significant premium to the true fair market
value of its equity) that would be required
to complete a market-based acquisition

* GS likely would only be interested in
acquiring a large U.S. commercial bank
and its deposit liabilities in certain
circumstances:

- Extremely attractive purchase price in a
distressed situation, such as just prior
to or in FDIC receivership

- In the context of a distressed situation,
GS may be able to negotiate with the
Federal Reserve to ease some of the
restrictions of the BHCA

Recent Distressed Acquisitions ($mm)
Deposits

Date Target Bank Assets Acquired Deposits Acquiror

Failed Banks

5/08 First Integrity Bank

5/08 ANB Financial

3/08 Hume Bank

1/08 Douglass National Bank

10/07 Miami Valley Bank

9/07 NetBank

2/07 Metropolitan Savings

Near-Failed Banks

4/08 Fremont General

$55
2,100

19

59
87

2,500
16

$50

213
13
54
62

1,500
12

First International Bank and Trust

Pulaski Bank and Trust Company

Security Bank

Liberty Bank and Trust Company
Citizens Bank Company

ING Direct
Allegheny Valley Bank

$6.048 $5,600 CapitalSource
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Should· GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commercial Bank? 
Distressed Comm~rcial Bank Acquisition 

• While the funding benefits associated with 
bank deposit liabilities are meaningful to 
GS, it is unlikely that those benefits would 
justify paying the premium to a target 
bank's current market cap (and therefore a 
significant premium to the true fair market 
value of its equity) that would be required 
to complete a market-based acquisition 

• GS likely would only be interested in 
acquiring a large U.S. commercial bank 
and its deposit liabilities in certain 
circumstances: 

Extremely attractive purchase p~ice in a 
. distressed situation, such as just prior 
to or in FDIC receivership 

In the context of a distressed situation, 
GS may be able to negotiate with the 
Federal Reserve to ease some of the 
restrictions of the SHeA 

Recent Distressed Acquisitions ~$mm) 

DepoSits 

Date Target Bank Assets Acquired Deposits Acqulror 

Failed Banks 

5/08 First Integrity Bank $55 $50 First International Bank and Trust 

5/08 ANB Financial 2.100 213 Pulaski Bank and Trust COmpany 

3/08 Hume Bank 19 13 Security Bank 

1/06 Douglass National Bank 59 54 Liberty Bank and Trust Co.mpany 

10/07 Miami Valley Bank 87 62 Citizens Bank Company 

9107 NetBank 2.500 1.500 ING Direct 

2107 Metropolitan Savings 16 12 Allegheny Valley Bank 

Near-Failed Banks 

4106 Fremont General $6.048 $5.600 CapitalSource 
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Board of Directors

Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commercial Bank?
Potential Foreign Targets

* If structured properly, an acquisition of a foreign
commercial bank could allow GS to fund some portion
of its non-U.S. assets without subjecting GS to the
Bank Holding Co anA

* Any acquisition of a non-U.S. commercial bank would
be subject to the valuation considerations previously
discussed

* Practical considerations limit the number of attractive
potentiar non-U.S. commercial bank acquisition targets

* 37 of the top 40 non-US commercial banks are already
regulated by the US as Bank Holding Companies5 . GS
would therefore need to restructure those banks'
operations upon acquisition to avoid becoming a BHC
itself

* Several otherwise attractive jurisdictions, Including
China, India and Canada, explicitly prohibit foreign
companies from owning domestic banks

* Other countries, such as Switzerland, France, Italy and
Spain may deny regulatory approval for a foreign
acquisition of a prominent domestic bank
- The banking Industry in these countries is highly

concentrated, so regulators may be hesitant to
allow a significant portion of the nation's banking
system to be controlled by foreigners

* Most attractive countries may be the UK, Japan,
certain continental European countries, Mexico and
Brazil

Select Large Non-US Banks' ($mm)

Primary
Name Country Di

Japan I
* UK

Japan
"I _ Japan

Germany
UK
UK

Spain
Japan
UK

Netherlands
Sweden
Belgium

Germany
Belgium
Australia
Ausitalia
UK / Asia
Australia
Australia
Germany
Germany
Denmark

South Korea
Austria

Excudes banks pdmatify domkcled In Chhna, India, Canada, SwStzediand, France, Italy and Spaln.
'Deposits gures ,eprasent most ravent evailable date.
' Merket capitalizatlon as o June 17, 2006.
Does not Inctude deposits tcently aovtred h ABN Amrv trensoctlon.

'Among top 40 lagest non.US banks by depos=t, only CreditAgtcole (France). Bank otChinh (Chine), and Bank of Nova Scota (Cenada) ar not BHCsL CrewdtAgrlote end Benk ofChIne currnUy
have RHC aoIlcatlons Dending. _
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Board of Directors 

Should GS Grow Its Bank Deposits by Acquiring a Commercial Bank? 
Potential Foreign Targets 

• If structured properfy, an acquisition of a foreign 
commercial bank could allow GS to fund some portion 
of its non-U.S. assets without subjecting GS to the 
Bank Hold 

• Any acquisition of a non-U.S. commercial bank would 
be subject to the valuation considerations previously 
discussed 

• Practical considerations limit the number of attractive 
potentlar non-U.S: commercial bank acquisition targets. 

• 37 of the top 40 non-US commercial banks are already 
regulated by the US as Bank Holding Companless• GS 

. would therefore need to restructure those banks' 
operations upon acquisition to avoid becoming a BHC 
Itself 

• Several otherwise attractive jurisdictions, Including 
China, India and Canada, explicitly prohibit foreign 
companies from owning domestic banks 

• Other countries, such as Switzerland, France, Italy and 
Spain may deny regulatory approval for a foreign 
acquisition of a prominent domestic bank 
- The banking Industry In these countries Is highly 

concentrated, so regulators may be hesitant to 
allow a significant portion of the nation's banking 
system to be controlled by foreigners 

• Most attractive countries may be the UK; Japan, 
certain continental European countries, Mexico and 
Brazil 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

, EJll:ludn Ollnks primarily tfDmlr:lled In Chlnll. Indill. CllnlJdl. Swltzerlend. Fmnce. nely end Spllin. 
, Oepos". nguresl'llpttJsenllllOlf 1'IIC8n1 IJV811110/e dllla. . 
• MIlt1ret C/Jp/lllllZllt/on 1111 of June 11. 2008. . 

Select Large Non-US Banks1 ($mm) . 
Primary 
Cou 

Japan 
Japan 

Gennany 
UK 
UK 

Spain 
Japan 

UK 
. Netherlands 

Sweden 
Belgium 
Gennany 
Belgium 

Australia 

Australia 
UK/Asia 
Australia 

. Australia 

Gennany 
. Gennany 

Oenmartl 
South Koraa 

Austria 

• Does not IndUde dlJposlts _ntly IJOqIIIrrJd In ASN AIMI tmnSlJClion. 
• Among top 40 largest non-US blinks by dllpo:rfls, only Credn Agrlco/ll (FriJnce). BIInl! of Chlnll (ChIne). lind BlInk of Nova Scotlll (Caneda) 11m not SHCs. CrrJd/t Agrlc:ola end.Bllnl! of China currenUy 

hllve SHC eppflcstlon, pending. 
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Board of Directors

What Other Opportunities Exist to Leverage GS' Strong
Competitive Position?
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What Other Opportunitoes Exist to Leverage GS' Strong 
Competitive Position? 
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Board of Directors

What Other Opportunities Exist to Leverage GS' Strong
Competitive Position?
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_.. Redacted by the Permanent· 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

What Other Opportunities Exist to Leverage GS' Strong 
Competitive Position? . 

What Other Opportunities Exist to Leverage GS' Strong Competitive Position?' 060 
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Board of Directors

What Other Opportunities Exist to Leverage GS' Strong
Competitive Position?
Capital Write-Downs and Raises 2007 - 2008 YTD ($ in billions)

* Many of GS' competitors have
taken significant write-downs in
the past year

* With the exception of GS, all
major Investment and
commercial banks that have
taken write-downs have
subsequently raised additional
capital

* These additional capital raises
have largely been dilutive to
existing shareholders

* GS has chosen not to raise
equity capital in this depressed
pricing environment

_______________________________________________________________________I

* Write-Downs a Capital Raises

$48

$37

$32 .

Write-Down
as a % of
Capital Raised

What Other Opportunities Exist to
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What Other Opp.ortunitoes Exist to Leverage GS' Strong 
Competitive Position? . 
Capital Write-Downs and Raises 2007 - 2008 YTD ($ in billions) 

• Many of GS' competitors have 
taken significant write-downs in 
the past year 

• With the exception of GS, all 
major investment and 
commercial banks that have 
taken write-downs have 
subsequently raised additional 
capital 

• These additional capital raises 
have largely been dllutive to 
existing shareholders 

• GS has chosen not to raise 
equity capital in this depressed 
pricing environment 

$48 

• Write-Downs • Capital Raises 

Total 

Write-Downs: $194bn 
Capital Raises: $158bn 

$16 

CUBS MER BAC MS ,JPM LEH CS DB we GS 
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Board of Directors

Key Takeaways

Key Takeaways D67
GS MBS 0000038934
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Key Takeaways

* GS remains committed to Its existing growth strategy and business model

* GS will continue to execute on this business model In the BRICs and, potentially, in the 'Next 11'

* Successful implementation of the GS growth strategy will require global expansion, diversification of GS' business portfolio and

continued growth of the GS balance sheet

* Capitalizing on international growth opportunities will require an increasing percentage of GS employees to be based outside the

U.S.

* GS does not need to be a commercial bank; the firm's conservative liquidity management programs and the potential support of the

Fed will adequately protect us from a Bear Steams-like collapse

* All activities of commercial banks, not just banking activities, are regulated and restricted. Commercial banks are also subject to

limitations on leverage, capital requirements and comprehensive ongoing examinations

* The primary benefit of being a commercial bank is the commercial bank's ability to finance its businesses with deposits insured by

the federal government at a cost that is often lower than capital markets funding

* Continued growth in the size of GS' balance sheet may require diversified adjunct sources of funding. Deposits are a potential
source of additional funding

* GS' ability to use deposits to fund its businesses is constrained by regulatory requirements regarding asset quality, lending to

affiliates and local lending

* GS has two deposit taking branches, one located in Utah with deposits of approximately $22bn and one located In Ireland with

approximately $7bn in deposits. These deposit balances were built by sweeping PWM brokerage account free cash balanceso

* Commercial banking is an operationally intense, low ROE business. GS' current business model has yielded stronger results than

JPMorgan Chase, the best-in-class commercial bank in terms of ROE, price-to-book valuation and stock price performance

Key Takeaways D68

ment GS MBS 0000038935
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Board of Directors 

Key Takeaways 

• GS remains committed to Its existing growth strategy and business model 

- = Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

• GS will continue to execute on this business model in the BRICs and, potentially, in the "Next 11 ~ 

• Successful Implementation of the GS growth strategy will require global expansion, diversification of GS' business portfolio and 
continued growth of the GS balance sheet 

• Capitalizing on international growth opportunities will require an increasing percentage of GS employees to be based outside the 
U£ . 

• GS does not need to be a commercial bank; the firm's conservative liquidity management programs and the potential support of the 
Fed will adequately protect us from a Bear Steams-like collapse 

• All activities of commercial banks, not just banking activities, are regulated and restricted. Commercial banks are also subject to 
limitations on leverage, capital requirements and comprehensive ongoing examinations 

. . 
• The primary benefit of being a commercial bank is the commercial bank's ability to finance its businesses with deposits in~ured by 

the federal government at a cost that is often lower than capital markets funding 

• Continued growth in the size of GS' balance sheet may require diversified adjunct sources of funding. Oeposlts are a potential 
source of additional funding . . 

• GS' ability to use deposits to fund its businesses is constrained by regulatory requirements regarding asset quality, lending to 
. affiliates and local lending 

• GS has two deposit taking branches, one located in Utah with deposits of approximately $22bn and one located in Ireland With •• , 
approximately $7bn in deposits. These deposit balances were built by sweeping PWM brokerage account free cash balances a 

; . . . . 
• Commercial banking is an operationally intense, low ROE business. GS' current business model has yielded stronger results than 

JPMorgan Chase, the best-in-class commercial bank in terms of ROE, price-to-book valuation and stock price performance 
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Board of Directors

JPMorgan Chase Bank, NA
Balance Sheet as of March 31, 2008 ($ in millions)

Assets

Real Estate:
ConstructIon and Land Development
Total 1 -4 Family Residential'
Mutlfamtly ResIdential
Nonfarm Nonresidential Property
Unclasslfed

Total Real Estate
Non-Real Estate:
Credit Cards
Commercial end Indusitrial
Consumer - Margin Loans
Agricultural Production
Loans to DeposItory Institutlons
Other Consumer Loans & Revolving Credit Plans
Leases -Commercial and Consumer
Other

Total Non-Real Estate

Total Loans and Leases
Allowance for Loan Losses

Not Loans and Leases
Securities
US Treasuries & US Govt Agency Obligation
MBS -Issued I Guaranteed by FNMAtFHLMCtGNMA
MBS -Other
Other

SecuritIes

Trading Assets
US Treasury SecurItIes In Domestic Offices
US Govt Agencies In Domestic Offices
MBS In Domestic Offices -Issued / Guaranteed by FNMAlFHLMCtGNMA
MBS in Domestic Offices -Other
Derivatives with Positive Fair Value
Other

Trading Assets

Goodwil
Other Assets'

Total Assets

S6,751
156,937

717
13,770
2,083

180,258

$25,228
137,354

9.769
530

16,429
63.668
2.562

59,149
300,689

$486,947
9,484

477,463

$342
75,990
4,967

12,956
94.255

$11,652
742

5,289
1,267

90,800
270,498
380,248

25.807
429.795

$1,407,568

Liabilities & Equity

Deposits
Domestic Deposits
NOW
Demand Deposits

Total Transactbn

513,029
51,985
65,014

$287,031
27.020

108,870
422,921

BDA and Savings
Time Deposits c S1 30k
Time DeposIts a S1i00k

Total Non-Transaction

487,935Total Domestic Deposits

Foreign DeposIts
Individual Accounts
Institutionai Accoun s

Total Foreign Deposits

Total Deposits

Other Borrowings & LIabilItIes
Fed Funds
Repurchase Agreements
Derivatives with Negative Fair Value
Uabitity for Shodt Pcsillons
Other Borrowed Money
Other Uabilitles

Total Other Borrowings & Liabilities

Total LIabilIties
Minority Investment
Capital
Subordinated Debt
Preferred Stock
Common Equity

Total Capitat

Total LiabilitIes and Capital

$230,100
88,284

318,384

806,319

$28,063
150,819
77,877
60,289
81,707
85,683

464,458

1.270.777
1,297

26,620

108,874
135,494

51,407,568

Otheradesshe eldes cnsh oFed funds siod end secuntioes purnased under reneents to resell, xed assets, REO. Intenglble assets. eccrued interest receivable. Interest only stirs receivables, equity
-,i-lnn 1hel do not have read/ly dteaminsble fair value, fife Insurance assets and other unidentified assets.
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Board of Directors 

JPMorgan Chase Bank, NA 
Balance Sheet as of March 31, 2008 ($ in millions) 

Assets Llebilities & Equity 
Real ESlate: Deposits 
Construction and Land Development $6,751 Domestle Deposits 
Totsll ·4 Family Residential' 156,937 NOW $13,029 
MuJUleml1y Rasldentlal 717 Demand Deposlls 51 1985 
Nonlann Nonrasldentlal Property 13,770 TolBl TransacU;,n 65,014 
Unclassified 21°83 

Tolal Real Estate .180,258 BOA and Savings $287,031 
NonoReal Eslale: Time Deposits < $1 Jok 27,020 
CradltCards 525,228 Time Deposlls :t 5100k 108,870 
Commercial and InduslrJaI 137,354 Tolal Non-Transaction 422,921 
Consumer. Margin Loans 9.769 
Agricultural Production 530 
Loans 10 Deposllory Institutions 18,429 Tolal Domestic Deposits 487,935 
Other Consumer Loans & Revolving CradU Plans 53.668 
Leases· Commercial and Consumer 2.662 Foreign CeposllS 
Other 591'49 Individual Accounts $230.100 Total Non-Real Eslate 306,6B9 InstiJulJgnal Accoun:s 881284 
Tolal Loans and Leases $486,947 Total Foreign Daposlts 318,384 
Allowance for Loan Losses 91484 

Tolal Deposita 808,319 Nol Loans and Leases 477,463 

Securities Other Borrowings & Liabilities 
US Treasuries & US Govt Agency Obllgetlon . $342 Fed Funds $28.083 
MBS • Issued I Guaranteed by FNMAlFHLMClGNMA 75,990 Repurchase Agreements 150,819 
MBS·Other 4,967 Derivatives wlth Negative Fair Value 77,817 
Other 121956 UablUly for Short Pcsilions 60.269 

Securities 94,255 Other Borrowed MOROY 81,707 
Trading Assets Other uablllUes 851683 
US Treasury Securftlesln Domestic Offlces $11.652 Total Other Borrowings & Liabilities 484,458 
US Govt AgancJes In Domestic Olflces 742 
MBS In Domestic Offices· Issued I Guaranteed by FNMAlFHLMClGNMA 5.289 TOIaI Liabilities 1,270,m 
MBS In DomasUc Omcee • Other 1.267 Minority invastment ' .. 297 
Darlvallvua wlth PoslUve Fair Value 90,800 Capital 
Other 270,498 Subordlnaled Debt 26,620 

Trading Assets 380,248 Preferred Stock 

GoodwiD 25.807 Common Equity 108,874 

Other Assets' 429.795 Total Capttal 135,484 

Total Assets 51,407,568 Total L1abllltles and Capital $1,407,568 

, Includes home equity lines of cred/l in the amount of S68bn. . 
• Other essets Includes cash, Fed funds sold and securlUe3 purchssed under &graemenls 10 reseU, fixed aS8els, REO. Intenglb/e essSls. lJCCIIJed Inlerasl raceivable, Inlerast only strips racelvab/eB, equity 
securities thaI do not have rae& delermlnable felr valus. I/fe/nsurance essels end olher unldenllfled 811$e18. . 
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Board of Directors

Potential GS Bank USA Acquisition Targets

* An acquIsition of deposits into GS Bank USA should be
structured so as to preserve the bank's exemption from
the Bank Holding Company Act .

* The consequences of becoming subject to the Bank
Holding Company Act, described in detail In the section
How Are Commercial Banks Regulated?". are material

to GS Group
* In order for an ILC to avoid becoming subject to the

Bank Holding Company Act, it must generally refrain
from establishing deposit-taking branches outside of its
home state: an acquisition that resulted in GS Bank USA
owning deposit-taking branches outside of Utah would
potentially cause GS to become a Bank Holding
Company unless those branches were shut down

* GS could grow deposits and avoid becoming a Bank
Holding Company by acquiring an existing ILC, either
inside of outside of Utah
- Most sizeable ILCs, however, are owned by

competitors of GS, such as Merrill Lynch and Morgan
Stanley, and these ILCs often are strategic to these
competitors (i.e. fund certain business, such as
mortgages, or provide services to brokerage
customers)

- The other sizeable ILCs are owned by auto
manufacturers and are strategic to these auto
manufacturers as they provide financing for
customers

- A non-Utah ILC would be organized as a sister
company of GS Bank USA, resulting In potential
Inefficiencies (e.g., Inability to combine capital bases
for purposes of calculating 15% legal lending limits)

* GS could also grow deposits by acquiring the assets and
liabilities of an intemet bank
- Internet banks do not require physical branches to

maintain their.deposit balances
- The nl; aets:

All ILCs as of March 31. 2008 ($mm)
Rank Deposits
Rank

30 l
31 1
32
33
345
35 I
36
35 1
38
39 4
40 4
41 4
42 4
43 4
44 '
45 4
46 4
4T
48 4
49 1
50 1
514
52 4
53 1
54 4
55 4

Total ILC Deposits
ILC Deposits as-%of Total US Deposits

as of March 3
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Board of Directors 

Potential GS Bank USA Acquisition Targets 

• An acqulsltion of deposits Into GS Bank USA should be 
structured so as to preserve the bank's exemption from 
the Bank Holding Company Act ' 

• The consequences of becoming subject to the Bank 
Holding Company Act, described In detail In the section 
·How Are Commercial Banks Regulated?", are material 
toGS Group 

• In order for an ILC to avoid becoming subject to the 
Bank Holding Company Act, It must generally refrain 
from estabfishlng deposit-taking branches outside of its 
home state: an acquisition that resulted In GS Bank USA 
owning deposit-taking branches outside of Utah would 
potentially cause GS to become a Bank Holding 
Company unless those branches were shut down 

• GS could grow deposits and avoid becoming a Bank 
Holding Company by acquiring an existing ILC, either 
Ins Ida of outside of Utah 
- Most sizeable ILCs, however, are owned by 

competitors of GS, such as Merrill Lynch and Morgan 
Stanley, and these ILCs often are strategic to these 
competitors (I.e. fund certain business, such as 
mortgages, or provide services to brokerage 
customers) 

- The other sizeable ILCa are owned by auto 
manufacturers and are strategic to these auto 
manufacturers as they provide financing for 
customers 

- A non-Utah !LC would be organized as a sister 
, company of GS Bank USA, resulting In potential 

Inefficiencies (e.g., Inability to combine capital bases 
for purposes of calculating 15% legal lending limits) 

• GS could also grow deposits by acquiring the assets and 
liabilities of an Intemet bank ' 
'- Intemet banks do not require physical branches to 

maintain their.daposlt balances 

Confidential Treatment 
Requested by Goldman Sachs 

AlIlLCs as of March 31, 2008 ($mm) 
Institution Rank I 

TotailLC Deposits 
ILC Deposits a6''Y''ofTotal:~S'Deposits 
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

LB 1(a)(ii)&(iii): Please provide the purchase or trade date for each asset and its
original face value.

In response to the Staffs follow-up question, Goldman Sachs encloses a

spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS 0000087069) providing (i) the original face

value and (ii) the purchase or trade date, for each asset referenced in GS MBS 0000027961.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

Confidential Treatment 
GS MBS 0000087068

Requested by Goldman Sachs
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

LB l{a)(ii)&(iii): Please provide the purchase or trade date for each asset and its 
original face value. 

In response to the Staffs follow-up question, Goldman Sachs encloses a 
spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS 0000087069) providing (i) the original face 
value and (ii) the purchase or trade date, for each asset referenced in OS MBS 0000027961. 

Supplemental Response Received From 

Goldman Sachs. 
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

LB 1(b)(ii): In the provided spreadsheet, please explain the "1" notations under the

S&P and Moody's columns.

The transactions identified in Question 1 (b)(ii) posed to Mr. Blankfein were rated by

either Moody's or S&P. The "1 " notation in the "moody" and "sp" columns in GS MBS

0000038828 identifies whether Moody's or S&P provided a rating. The actual ratings provided

by Moody's or S&P are identified in the columns titled "moody Rating" or "sp Rating."

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

GS MBS 0000087086 .
Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

PSIQFRGS0219
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LB I(b)(ii): In the provided spreadsheet, please explain the "I" notations under the 
S&P and Moody's columns. 

The transactions identified in Question 1 (b)(ii) posed to Mr. Blankfein were rated by 
either Moody's or S&P. The "1" notation in the "moody" and "sp" columns in as MBS 
0000038828 identifies whether Moody's or S&P provided a [1!ting. The actual ratings provided 
by Moody's or S&P are identified in the columns titled "moody Rating" or "sp Rating." 

Supplemental Response Received From 

Goldman Sachs 

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS 0000087086 . 
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- I Name I IloooO NAPmAAA z0-Mar*41 WuU

ANDY 2007-LA ALA ~~ANDMFO71 AIA 0340560AB MEU-PLT 
20-M000r-07NACAs

ANDY 2007-I.AAIA ANDMFO71 AIB 0340S0ACE MEZ-JLT 53,000.000 NA Ala AAA2DMr0CO
ANDY 2007-1A AIB 30,500,000 NA Aam AAA ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~20-Mar.07 COO

ANDY 2007-lA A2 ANDMFO71 A2 0340SOA06 M EZ-FLT 4207500.000 NA PA2 AAM0Mr0 O

ANDY 2007-IA B ANDMFO71 B 034050AE4 MEZ.FLT 2677S00P0 NA A2 PA 20-Mar.07 COO

ANDY 2007-LA C ANDMFO71 C 034050AF1 MEZFLT 16,775.000 NA ma2 AB 20-Mar-07 COO

ANDY 2007-3 A D ANOMF'071 0 03405GAG9 MEZF.T 210,930000 NA NRa NBB 20-Mar.07 COO

ANDY 2007-IA INC ANDMP071 PREF 03404PAA8 JUN-SUB 240.95000 NA Ass AAA 20-Mar.07 COO

ANDY 2007-IA 5 ANDMFO71 S 034050A2 SENFLT 24850.00,00 NA A&a AMA 20-Mar-07 COO

CAMSR7AA1 CAMBER7 Al 13189BiA87 MEZjLT 485.000.000 NA Aaa AAA 28-Feb-07 COO

CAMBR 7A A2 CAMBER7 A2 l3189BACS MEZIT 100,000,000 NA Ass AMA 20-Feb-07 COO

CAMBR 7A A3 CAMBER? A3 l.3189BAD3 MEZ.LT 72.000.00 NA Pa2 AM 28-Fob-07 COO

CAMBR 7A B CAMBER7 a 13189BAE1 MEZ-FLT 7813000.000 NA Aa2 PA 28-Feb-07 COO

CAMBR 7AC CAMBER? C 13168BAF8 MEZFLT 45.300.000 NA BAZ AB 28-Feb.7 COO

CAMBR 7A 0 CAMBER? 0 13189BAG6 MEZFtT 43.450,000 NA BSol 868 28-Feb-07 COO

CAMBR 7A E CAMBER? E 13189AAAI MEZLT 27.S00.000 NA 6.1 86 28-Feb-07 COO

CAMBR 7A INC CAMBER? PREF 13189AAS9 JUNSUB 27.000.000 NA NR AAA 28-Feb-07 COO

CAMBR7AS CAMBER? 5 13189SAA9 SENJFLT 135,500.000 NA Ala AMA 28-Feb-07 COO

FORMO 2007-IA Al FrDEN Al 347203AS7 SEN..FIT 225.000.000 NA Ala AMA 14-Feb-07 COO

FORMO 2007-lA A2A FrDEN A2A 347203ACS SENJFLT 60.000.000 NA Als AMA 14-Feb-07 CDO

FORM 2007-IA AZ8 FTDEN A21B 347203AD3 SEN FIT 60.000.000 NA Al. AM 14-Feb-07 COO

FoRTO 2007-IA B FrDEN B 347203AEI MEZFLT 641000.000 NA NAl NA 14-Feb-07 COO

FORMO 2007-lA C Fr0EN C FTO9KETXO MEZ-LT 640,00.,000 NA NR NA 14-Feb-07 COO

FORMO 2007-IA INC FTDEN INCOME 347202PAlI JUN-SUB S30.000000 NA Ana NAA 14-Feb-07 COO

FORTM 2007-IA S FTDEN S 347203AA9 SENJLT 520300.000 NA Ass AMA 14-Feb-0 COO

I4UOMZ 2006-IA PB NUOSM0GX AS 443860ACS MEZjLT 120.000.000 NA Ann AMA 6-Dec-06 COO

HUOMZ 2006-LA AF HUOSM061 PP 443860AB7 MEZJFLT 110.000.000 NA Ala AM 5-Dec-085 COO

HUDMZ 2006-lA B HUDSMOBX a 44386OAD3 MEZJ.LT 230.000.000 NA Al2 PA 5-OBc-OS COO

HIUDMZ 2006-IA C HUDSMO61 C 443860AEI M EZJFLT 170.000000 NA AZ& AB 5-Dec-O8 COO

HUOMZ 2006-lA 0 ~~HUDSM061 D 443860AF6 MEZFLT 840000N 2885-DeC-06 COO

HUDMZ 2006-2A E USMB E 443860AGG MEZ-JLT 26,000.00 NA Bal BB* 5-Dec-06 COO

HUDMZ 2006-LA IN HUDSMO63. PREP 44386PAA4 JUN-3UB 60,000.00 NA NA NR 5-DOC-08 CDOO

HUDMZ 2006-IA IN NUOSMOSl S 443860AA9 SEN FIT 37,000.000 NA Ala AAM 5-Dec-06 COO

HUDMZ 2006-IAS HUDSMO61 SPR.,5NR HUOQB7ZCO MEZFLT 1.200.000.000 NA NA NA 5-Feb-07 COO

HUOMZ2006-IAA HUDSMOB l 610A0ME.I 
240.000,000 NA Ala AMA-A.0 O

HUDMZ 2006-2A Al MUDSM062 Al 4.4386C0ABO MEZFLT 48,000.000O NA All AMA 8-Fob-07 COO

NUDMZ 2006-ZA B NUOSMO62 B~~~A 44386B0AC MEZJLT 560000NAA2M-Feb.07 
COO

HUDMZ2006-2AA2 HUDSMO62 C 443860AD6 MEZJLT 20.000.000 NA As2 AA. 8-Feb-07 COO

NUDMZ 2006-ZA C HUDSM062 0 443866AF4 MEZFIT 18.000.000 NA Beal 688+ 8-Feb-07 COO

NUOM2 2006-lA E HuOSMOOZ E 44386NAC MEZFLT 4,000.000 NA Bali BBB- 8-Feb-07 COO

HUDMZ 2006-2A IN HVDSM062 PEP 4436NACS JUNSFUB 16.000.000 NA NR NR 6I-Feb-7 COO

NiuomZ 2006-2A IN HUDSM062 SRE 4386NAA9 SEJALTU 7.900,000 NA Asa AMA 8-Feb.07 COO

HTPLS 2007-LA Al HUDSM062 Al 443059AB2 MEZ..LT 254,930.000 NA Ala AMA 18-Apr-07 COO

PTPIS 2007-LA Al PTPLO71 Al 730594AC4 MEZJLT 170,000,000 NA Als AMA 18-Ar-07 COO

PTPIS 2007-LABA PTPL071 B2 730594AC2 MEZFLT 100.000.000 NA Al2 PA 18-Ap-07 COO

PTPIS 2007-LA C PTPLO71 C 730594ADO MEZFLT 28,000.000 NA P2 A 18-Apr-07 COO

PTPI.S 2007-lAOC PTPLO7I 0 730594AE2 MEZFIT 32.000.000 NA 6402 689 18e-Apr.07 COO

PTPLS 2007-IA IN PTPLO71 PRE 73059LA2 MENZFSU 20.170.000 NA NA NR 18-Apr-07 COO

PTPLS 2007-LASIN PTPL071 PRE 730594AA6 JUNNJLT 6.000.000 NA Ala AMA 18-Apr-07 COO

PTPIS 2007-LA 5 PTPw71 SPR7NR0P94AA6C SEN FIT 403.400,000 NA NA NA 18-Apr-07 COO

PTPLS 2007-IA PTPLO71 SPFISNR PTPIX9YCO SENFLT 100,000,000 NA Ass AAA 27-mer-07 COO~~~~~~27-Ma-07 CO

TWOLF 2007-IA AlA TIMBWX ALA 88714PAB2 MEZFLT 100.000.000 NA Ala. AMA2-ar0 O

1VWOLF 2oo7.IA A18 I1MBWI AIB 88714PACO MEZJFLT 200.000.000 NA Ala AAM 27-Mer-07 COO

TWOIF 2007-LA AlC T1MBWl AlC 88714PAD6 MEZFLT 100.000.000 NA Asa AMA2-ar0 O

TWOLF 2007-LA AID TIMBW1 AID 88714PAE6 MEZ-FLT 100.000.000 NA Ala AMA2-ar0 O

TWOLF 2007-LA P2 n1MqWI A2 88714PAF3 MEZFIT 107.000.000 NA Pa. AM 7Mr0 O

TWOLF 2007-LAB8 TIMBWVI B 88714PAGI MEZJI.T 107.000.000 NA Al2 PA27Mr0CO

TWOLF 2007-LA C TIMOWl C 8B714PAH9 MEZFIT 
3,0.0 AA

aCtl.l...In 1' ,I t AP CaPital Structurm
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HUoMZ 2006-lA INC 

HUoMZ 200&-lA S 

HUoMZ 2006-lA 
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HUoMZ 200&-ZA B 
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HUoMZ 2006-ZA 0 

HUDMZ 20()6.ZA E 

HUoMZ 200&-ZA INC 

HUoMZ Z006·ZA 5 
PTPU Z007·lA A1 

PTPU 2007·lA A2 

PTPU ZOO7·lA B 

PTPLS 2007·lA C 

PTPU 2007·1A 0 

PTPU Z007·lA INC 

PTPLS Z007·lA S 

PTPLS z007·lA 

TWOlF Z007·lA AlA 

TWOlF 2007·lA AlB 

TWOlF 2007·lA AlC 

TWOlF 2007·lA A10 

TWOlF 2007·lA A2 

TWOLF 2007·lA B 

TWOlF Z007·lA C 

Index Deal 
Name 

ANDMF071 

ANoMF071 

ANoMF071 

ANDMF071 

ANDMF071 

ANoMF071 

ANoMF071 
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HUDSM061 

HUOSM061 

HUDSM061 

HUoSM061 

HUoSM061 

HUOSM061 

HUDSM061 

HUoSM061 

HUDSM061 

HUDSM062 

HUoSMD6Z 

HUDSM062 

HUDSM06Z 

HUDSM062 

HUDSM06Z 

HUDSM062 

HUDSM062 

PTPl071 

PTPlO71 

PTPL071 

PTPL071 

PTPl071 

PTPL071 

PTPl071 

PTPl071 

nMBW1 

nMBW1 

TIMBW1 

TIMBWl 

nMBW1 

TIMBWl 

nMBWl 

Tranche Name 

AlA 

AlB 

Al 

B 
C 
o 
PREF 

Al 

A2 

A3 

B 
C 

o 

PREF 

5 
Al 

AlA 

A2B 

B 

C 
INCOME 

5 
AB 

AF 

B 

C 
o 

PREF 

5 
SPR_SNR 

Al 

Al 

8 
C 

o 

PREF 

A1 

A2 

B 

C 

D 
PREF 

5 

5PR_SNR 

AlA 

AlB 

AIC 

A1D 

AZ 

B 

C 

• ~! .,' 

Original f{atlng 

CUSIP Tranche Description' Original Balance Fitch I Moody I SP 

0340SOA80 

034050ACB 

0340SOAD6 

0340S0AE4 

0340S0AFl 

0340SOAG9 

034D4PAAB 

0340S0AA2 

1318geAB7 

131B9BACS 

13189BAD3 

13189BAEl 

'131B9BAFB 

131B9BAG6 

131B9AAA1 

13189AAB9 

131B9BAA9 

347203AB7 

347203ACS 

347203A03 

347203AEl 

FTD9KETI0 

347202AA1 

347203AA9 

443860ACS 

443860AB7 

44386OAD3 

443B60AEl 

44386OAF8 

443860AG6 

443B6PAAA 

443860AA9 

HUDQBnCO 

44386QABO 

44386QACB 

44386QAD6 

44386QAE4 

44386QAFl 

44386NACS 

443B6NAA9 

44386QAA2 

730S94A84 

73OS94ACZ 

730S94ADO 

730594AE8 

73OS91AA2 

73059lABO 

730S94AA6 

PTPIX9YCO 

88714PAB2 

8B714PACO 

88714PAD8 

88714PAE6 

88714PAF3 

88714PAGl 

88714PAH9 

MEZJlT 

ME2..FLT 

ME2..FlT 

MEZ_FlT 

ME2..FlT 

MEl_FlT 

JUN_SUB 

5EN_FlT 

MElJlT 

MEl_FlT 

MEZ_FLT 

ME2..FLT 

ME2..FlT 

ME2..FlT 

ME2..FlT 

JUN_5UB 

5EN_FlT 

SEN_FlT 

SEN_FLT 

SEN_FlT 

ME2..FlT 

ME2..FLT 

JUN_5UB 

SENJLT 

ME2..FLT 

ME2..FLT 

ME2..FLT 

ME2..FlT 

ME2..FLT 

MEl_FlT 

JUN_5UB 

SEN_FLT 

ME2..FlT 

ME2..FlT 

ME2..FlT 

ME2..FlT 

MEZ..FlT 

MEZ..FlT 

MEZ..FlT 

JUN_5UB 

SEN_FlT 

MEZ..FlT 

ME2..FlT 

ME2..FLT 

ME2..FLT 

MEZ_FLT 

JUN_SUB 

SEN_FLT 

SEN_FLT 

MEl_FlT 

ME2..FlT 

ME2..FLT 

ME2..FlT 

MElJlT 

MEl_FlT 

MEZ..FlT 

RespoNel from 811nkfeln to 1." "rt A· capital Structure 

130.000,000 NA 

53,000,000 NA 

30,500,000 NA 

42,700,000 NA 

16,775,000 NA 

11,090,000 NA 

20,935,000 NA 

2,490,000 NA 

485.000,000 NA 

100,000,000 NA 

72,000,000 NA 

81,000,000 NA 

78,300,000 NA 

45,450,000 NA 

11,250,000 NA 

27,000,000 NA 

15,500,000 NA 

225,000,000 NA 

60,000,000 NA 

80,000,000 NA 

41,000,000 NA 

64,000,000 NA 

30,000,000 NA 

5,300,000 NA 

120,000,000 NA 

110,000,000 NA 

230,000,000 NA 

170,000,000 NA 

84,000,000 NA 

Z6,OOO,OOO NA 

60,000,000 NA 

37,000,000 NA 

l,Zoo,ooo,OOO NA 

240,000,000 NA 

46,000,000 NA 

56,000,000 NA 

20,000,000 NA 

18,000,000 NA 

4,000,000 NA 

16,000,000 NA 

7,900,000 NA 

254,930,000 NA 

170,000,000 NA 

100.000,000 NA 

28,000,000 NA 

3Z,OOO,OOO NA 

20,170,000 NA 

6,000,000 NA 

403,400,000 NA 

100,000,000 NA 

200,000,000 NA 

100,000,000 NA 

100,000,000 NA 

305,000,000 NA 

107,000,000 NA 

36,000,000 NA 

A .. 
Au 
All 
Ad 
AZ 

BII2 

NR 

All 
A .. 
All 

All 

AlZ 

AZ 

Bill 

B.l 

NR 

All 

All 

AI. 
AI. 
Al2 

NA 

NR 

All 

All 

AI. 
AlZ 

Al 

BIIZ 

Bol 
NA 

All 

NA 

All 

All 

AlZ 

A2 
81d 

BII3 

NR 

All 

All 

All 

Al2 

Al 

8112 
NA 

AI. 
NA 

All 
AI., 
All 
AI. 
AI. 
Al2 

A2 

AAA 

AAA 

AAA 

AA 

A 
BBB 

NR 

AAA 

AAA 

AAA 

AAA 

AA 
A 

BBB 

8B+ 

NR 

AAA 

AAA 

AAA 

AAA 

AA 

NA 

NA 

AAA 

AAA 

AAA 

AA 

A 

B8B 

BB+ 

NR 

AAA 

NA 

AAA 

AAA 

AA+ 

A+ 

BBB+ 

BBB

NR 

AAA 

AAA 

AAA 

AA 

A 

BBB 
NR 

AAA 

NA 

AAA 

AAA 

AAA 

AAA 

AAA 

AA 

A 

Deal Closing Date Deal Type 

20-Mar.o7 CDO 

2[).Mar.o7 COO 

2[).Mar.o7 COO 

20-Mar.o7 COO 

20-MBr.o7 COO 

2o,Mar.o7 CDO 

20-Mar.o7 COO 

2O-Mar.o7 COO 

2B-Feb-07 COO 

28-Fab-07 COO 

28,Fab.o7 COO 

28-Fab-07 CDO 

28-Fab.o7 COO 

28-Fab-07 COO 

28-Fab-07 COO 

28,Fab-07 COO 

28.Fab.o7 COO 

14-Fab-07 COO 

14·Feb-07 COO 

14·Fab.o7 COO 

14-Fab.o7 COO 

14.Fab-07 COO 

14-Feb-07 COO 

14·Feb.()7 COO 

S-Oac-06 COO 

S-Oac-06 COO 

5-0ac.oe COO 

5,Oac-06 COO 

5-0ec-06 COO 

5-Oec-06 COO 

5-0ec-06 COO 

5-Dec-06 COO' 

5-Oec-06 CDO 

8·Feb.o7 COO 

8.Fab-07 COO 

8·Fab.o7 COO 

8.Feb-07 COO 

B-Feb-07 COO 

8·Feb.o7 COO 

B·Feb-07 COO 

8-Fab.o7 COO 

18-Apr.o7 COO 
18-Apr.()7 COO 

lB-Apr.o7 COO 

18-Apr.o7 COO 

18-Apr.o7 COO 

18-Apr.o7COO 

18-Apr.o7 COO 

1 BoApr.o7 COO 

27.Mar.o7 COO 

27·Mer.o7 COO 

27.Mar.o7 COO 

27.Mar.o7 COO 

27-Mar.o7 COO 

27 .Mar.o7 COO 

27.Mar·o7 COO 



TWOLF 2007 IAD TIMBWI 0 88714PAJS Mu-t

TWOLF 2007-1A INC TIMBWI PREF 88714NAA9 JUNJSUB

TWOLF 2007-IA SI TIMOWI St 88714PAA4 SEN-FLT

TWOLF 2007-IA 52 TIMBWI 52 88714PAK2 MEZFLT

30,000,000 NA B462 BBB 27-Mor-07 COo

22X000,000 NA NR NA 27-Mar.07 CDO

9,000000 NA Ann AAA 27-Mar-07 CDO

8,300,000 NA Anc AAA 27-Mar.07 COo

Responses from Blmnkfeln to 1 -rt A- Capiltal Stnjtture
PSIQFRGS0222
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.GS Deals:is$u9.d 8& Underwritten: .... 

Bloomberg Deal Name 
Index Deal Tranch·e Name 

Name 
lWOLF 2007·lA 0 T1MBWl 0 
lWOLF 2007·lA INC T1MBWl PREF 
lWOLF 2007·lA 51 T1MBW1 51 

lWOLF 2007·1A 52 T1MBWl S2 

CUSIP 

BB714PAJ5 
BB714NAM 
BB714PAM 
88714PAKI 

2 

Tranche DeSCription 

ME2.,.FLT 
JUN_SUB 

SEN_FLT 
ME2.,.FLT 

Original Balance Fitch I Moody I Sp 

30,000,000 NA 
22,000,000 NA 

9,000,000 NA 
8,300,000 NA 

B .. I 
NR 

All 
All 

BBB 

NA 
AAA 
AAA 

Responses from Btankfaln to 1. '" -rt A • Co pltll Structu", 

Deal Closing Data Deal Type 

27-Mar'()7 COO 
27-Mar'()7 coo 
27·Mor.()7 COO 
27-Mar-07 COO 
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SECURITY & COMMOD BRKIOEALER 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
COMMERCIAL BANKS 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
SECURITY & COMMOO BRKIOEALER 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
COMMERCIAL BANKS 
SECURITY & COMMOD BRKIOEALER 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
SECURITY & COMMOD 9RKIOEALER 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
SECURITY & COMMOD BRKIOEALER 
COMMERCIAL BANKS 
SECURITY & COMMOD BRKIOEALER 

Schedule of Grol8 Crud 
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Schedule of Gross Cred

r Class Price IOriginal Foes| Trede Date| Settle Date I Risk Taker

Al 99.79 225 111212007 21l4l07
A2A 100.00 W 111012007 214120071l

A2B 100 60 1/10/2007 211412007

A2B 100.00 15 1/10W2007 211412007

A2B 100.00 5 1/1012007 2V1412007

e 100.00 4 111012007 2V14Q2007
8 100.00 10 2/2007 2V15/2007

B 100.00 20 V/10/2007 211412007

C Loan 100.00: 64 111012007 211412007

Income Noltes 100,W 17 1 1-007 V12007
AB 100.00
AB
AB
AS
AB

-AB
AF
B
B
B
B
8
8
B8
BB

C
C
C
C

D
D
D

D
D
E

inoome Notes.
Income Netes

.Inoome Notes:
.Income Notes'
Income Notes
Income Notesf
Income Notes
S
Sr.Swan

Al
A2

.A2
B

* 8c.9C

C
E

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00'
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.42

100.00,
97.56
93.90
99.77
99.77
99.04:
10.00
99.04.
99.04
99.04.
63.23
96.50

100.00
80.00
95.00
81.00.
85.00
95.00
80.31:
93.00

100.00
0.00

98.51 125 2/21/2007
1 0 .0 0

100.00
100.W0
99.92
99.92:

. 100.00:
100.00
98.16

10 10/25/2006
80 ' 1012512006

18 10/2512008
4 10W512008

55 '110s51200
40 '1012512006
15 1012512006
20: 1101220011
40 10125/2006
10 :101251200

5 1o025006
10 1012512008
14 1ll112007
10 1012512008
115 .12119/2006
8 2/1412007

15 10/2512006

B ' toWWs0
9 s10 / 2 / 2 0 0

7. 111912006
3, 1l~r.W006
4 1012S/20
5: 3128w2007

13 1012512006-
2 105/2006
5 10/212006

1 1QR007
4 4116/2007

10 10512006
5 10128/2006

30 12/8/2006
2 10/25/200

30 10/25/20W
1.2W 125/2f00

11215=01) Church Tavern AdvISMr LLC,
12/51200 Cillgroup. Inc.
12152006 National Australia Bank LImited.

121512006 Princeton Advisory Group. Inc.

12/5/20 Redwood Trust Inc
12/512006 UBS AG
121512006 Church Tavern Advisors LLC

1215/2006 Faxtor Securtiles eV
12/512006 Koch Global Capital
12V5/06 PrInceton Advisory Group. Inc.

12V6/2006 Security Benefit Mutual Holding Company

121512006 Solent Capital Partners LLP
121512006 Trust Company of Uhe West (TCV*

1/171207 Trust Company of the Weas (TCW)

12510o06 VanderbIlt Capital Advisors. LLC

12/22006 Commerzbank AG
2120207 DUlon Read
1215120 GSC Group
1 2/52006 Princeton Advisory Group. Inc.

121512006 Forts Bank
n 112007 Greywoaf Capital Partners LP

12/512006 GSCP (NJ) LP
12512006 GSCP (NJ) LP
12vsnw Nal1xis SA
41412007 Mariner Investment Group

12v2006 Dynamic Credit Partners LLC

12/52006 Trust Company of tie Most (TCW)
12/5/2006 Beer Steams Companies, Inc.

11412007 Colonial BancGroup
4/19/2007 Dillon Read
12152008 Greywolf Capital Partners LP

121512006 Mariner Investment Group

12/8/2006 Cltgroup. Inc.
12/512006 Trust Company of the West (TCW)

12v2w008 MBIA Inc.

126 12/112006

20 12/21/2006
12 1221/2006
20 12/2112006
12 .12121/2006

2 12121/20
2 1V2/21/006

Industrv (SIC)
COMMERCIAL BANKS
COMMERCIAL BANKS

ICOMMERCIAL BANKS _
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
INVESTMENT ADVISOR

SECURITY & COMMOD 8RK/DEALER
SECURITY & COMMOD BRKIDEALER
INVESTMENT ADVISOR

COMMERCIAL BANKS
INVESTMENT ADVISOR _
INVESTMENT ADVISOR

INVESTMENT ADVISOR
COMMERCIAL BANKS
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
MORTGAGE BANK
COMMERCIAL BANKS
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
FINANCIAL SERVICES
PRIVATE INVESTMENT VEHICLES
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
INSURANCE CARRIERS
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
FINANCIAL SERVICES
FINANCIAL SERVICES
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
COMMERCIAL BANKS
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
Asset Backed-CDO
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
COMMERCIAL BANKS
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
COMMERCIAL BANKS
FINANCIAL SERVICES
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
FINANCIAL SERVICES
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
COMMERCIAL BANKS
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
FINANCIAL SERVICES
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
FINANCIAL SERVICES
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
SECURITY & COMMOD BRKJDEALER
COMMERCIAL BANKS
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
COMMERCIAL BANKS
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
INVESTMENT ADVISOR
SECURITY & COMMOD BRKIDEALER
INVESTMENT ADVISOR

Relch. Spencar
Weldman/Mutter

Fraser1LeelHa
Mmrmapen. Morgan Schma

Palge. Kevin
Kelly, Ryan
Relih, Spencer
Van DOk. Emile
Romaszka/Kerr
Mermaaen. Morgan Sehrna

RomaszkarKerr
Vernudechl. Charles

Loggins. Dick
Loggins. Dick
Gaddl, Robert
Ophel. Dave
Waldman. Fred

Mermaaen. Mortan Sehma
Glazer. Ronnal
Martin, Nicole
Wiling, Curlis
Wiling, Curtis
Merinaen. Morgan Schme
Cemrrel. Paul
Relnsteln. Damon J.
LoggIns. Dlck
Davilman. Andrew
Ruberll, Timothy
Waldman. Fred
Martin. Nicole
Chew. Patricia

Logglns. Dick
Davilman. Andrew

PSIQFRGS0228

Deal L
Fort Denison Funding, Ltd.

Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2005-1. Ltd.

. EBP

L.

Hiudon Mezanine Funding 2006-2. Ltd.

10.0
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%

1.0%
0.5%
3.3%
5.0%

2.5%
5.0%
0.3%
50%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
7.5%
7.5%

10.0%
10.0%
0.0%

10.0%
0.0%

10.0%
0.2%

0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.3%
0.3%
1.014

5.0%

-- , ___

I
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I 
Mezzanine Funding 2008-2. ltd. 

B 
B 
B 

100.00 
100.00' 
100.00 

AB 100.00: 
AB ' 100.00 
AB 100.00 

'AB 100.00 
AF 100.00· 
B 100.00 
B 100.00: 
B 100.00' 
B 100.00 
B 100.00 
B 100.00 

, B 100.00 
B 99.42 
B 100.00. 
C 97.58' 
C 93.90' 
C 99.77: 
C 99.77 
o 99.04: 
o 10.00 
o 99.04· 
o '1IIi.04' 
o 99.04· 
o 83.23 
E 90.50 
E, 100.00 
Income NOles: 80.00' 
Income Notes: 95.00' 
Income Noles 81.00, 

, Income Notes: 85.00 
Income Noles 95.00 
Income Noleti 80.31: 
Income Notes: 93.00 
S • 100.00 

4 111012007 
10 21912007 
20 111012007 

10 1012512006 
80 1012512008' 
18 ' 1012512008 
4 1012512008 

55 : 1012512008 
40 . 1012512008 
15 1012512008 
20 : 1012512008 
40 '1012512006 
10 . 1012512000 
5 '1012512008 

10 1012512008 
14' 111112007 
10 1012512008 
15 : 1211912008 
8: 211412007 

15 : 1012512008, 
8 . 1012512008 
5 . 1012512008 
5' 9J8I2007 
7. 111912008 
3 • 10130/2008, 
4 1012512008 
5: 312912007 

13 • 1012512008· 
2 . 1012512008 
5 : 1012512008 
1 11312007 
4 ";'812007 

10 '1012512008 ' 
5 1012912006 

30, 1,21812008 
2 1012512008 

30 1012512008 

1212112006 
20 1212112008 
12 '1212112008 
20 1212112008 
12 ·1212112008 

2 1212112008 
2 1212112008 

121512008 ClUgroup. Inc. 
121512000 NaUonal Austiella Bank Llmlled. 
121512006 Prlncelon AdvlllOl)' Group. Inc. 
12I5l2008 Redwood Trust Inc 
12I5l2008 UBS AG 
121512008 Churdl Tavem Advlsonl LLC 
12I5l2008 Faxlot SewrlU.,. BV 
121512008 Koch Global Capllal 
12I5l2008 Prlnc:aton AdviSory Group.tnc. 
121812006 Security Benefil Mutual Holding Company 
121512008 Solem Capital Pat1nelll LLP 
121512006 Truat Company of !he Weat (fCW) 
111712007 Trust Company oflhe weal (fCW) 
121512008 Vandartliit Capital Advlaolll. LLC 

1212212008 Commerzbenk AG 
212012007 OWon Read 
121512008 GSC Group 
121512008 Princeton Advisory Group. Inc. 
121512008 FOfIls Bank 
911112007 Greywolf Capital Pat1n8l1l LP 
121512008 GSCP (NJ) LP 
121512008 GSCP (NJ) LP 
121512008 NaUxis SA 

41412007 Mariner Inveatmant Group 
121512008 Dynamic Credit Parlnelll LLC 
121512008 T ruat Company of !he we.t (fCW) 
121512008 Beer Steems Companies. Inc. 

11412007 Colonial BencGroup 
411912007 Dillon Read 
121512008 Greywolr Capital Parlnelll LP 
121512008 Mariner Inveatment Group 
121812008 CIUgroup. tnc. 
121512008 Trust Company or !he we,t (fCW) 
121512008 MBIA Inc:. 

·~= Redacted by the Permanent 
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:' COMMERCiAl BANKS 
, COt,1MERCIAl BANKS 
. INVESTMENT ADVISOR 

INVESTMENT ADVISOR 

SECURITY & COMMOO BRKIOEALER 
SECURITY & COMMOO BRKIOEAlER 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 

INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
, COMMERCIAL BANKS 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
MORTGAGE BANK 
COMMERCIAL BANKS 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
FINANCIAl SERVICES 
PRIVATE INVESTMENT VEHICLES 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INSURANCE CARRIERS 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
FINANCIAl SERVICES 
FINANCIAl SERVICES 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR, 
COMMERCIAl BANKS 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
Asset Backed·COO 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
COMMERCIAl BANKS 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
COMMERCIAl BANKS 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
FINANCIAl SERVICES 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
COMMERCiAl BANKS 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
FiNANCIAl SERVICES 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 

COMMERCIAL 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
COMMERCIAl BANKS 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
SECURITY & COMMOD BRKIOEAlER 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 

WaldmanIMuller 
Freaer1leelHa 

Schedule of Gross Crud 

Mennapen. MOlllan Schme 
Paige. Kevin 
Kelly. Ryan 
Reich. Spencer 
Van OQk. Emile 
RomuzkaiKerr 
MennaQan. MOIIIan Schma 
RomaszkaiKerr 
Vemudechl. Charles 
Loggins. Dick 
Loggins. Dick 
Gaddl. Robert 
Ophel.Oave 
Waldman. Fred 

Mennaaen. MOlllan Schma 
Glazar. Ronnel 
MarOn. Nicole 
Wiling. CurUs 
Wlllng.CurOa 
Mennapen. MOlllan Schma 
Carrell, Paul 
Reinstein. Darren J. 
Loggins. Dick 
Oavllman. Andrew 
RuberU. TImO!hy 
Waldman. Fred 
Martin. Nicole 
Chew. Palllcla 



income Notes I00.00 3 1/241007 218/ZW~i'COMMERCIAL dANKS 10.0%1

income Notes, 100.00 3 112412r007 218/207 INVESTMENT ADVISOR 10. 0%1

Income te 98.0 8 12121/2006 2W=1812007 QV50

Redacted by the permanent
JSubcommittee on lnVestigatiom ciueofGasCe

Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1. Ltd. 'Al 100.00 127 4/1112007 411812007 INVESTMENT ADVISOR 4.0%

Al 90.70 20 6/19/2007 6126/200'7 1 okoStar Bank COMMERCIAL. BANKS 40

A2 100 85 4M1112007- 4/1812007 _______ INVESTMENT ADVISOR 00

A2 25.00 1&8212007 812412007 'FINANCIAL SERVICES 60

P.2 27.50 1 912012007 912712007 FINANCIAL SERVICES 5.0%

P.2 20.00 1 1012912007 1 1151I2007 FINANCIAL SERVICES 2.0%

A2 91.30. 20 412412007 412712007 Moneygrarn International Inc FINANCIAL SERVICES Gitlgan. Brendan 2.0%

P.2 91.00 40 5124/2007 ~~~~~5/24/2007 Parernax CapItal Group. LLC INVESTMENT ADVISOR Radtke. Lorin 2.0%

a .100.00 50 4/1112007 4/18/2007 INVESTMENT ADVISOR 0.0

C 100.00 114 4/111/2007 4/1812007 INVESTMENT ADVISOR 0.0%

C 87.57 8 4/10/2007 4118/2007 INVESTMENT ADVISOR 0.0%

C Z0.00 2 7/23/2007 7/28/2007 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~INVESTMENT ADVISOR W l1.0%

81.72 15 4/1912007 412412007 Basis Capital Grou INVESTMENT ADVISOR Carrelt. Paul 5.0%

0 100.00 I 0 411112007 411612007 ~~~~~11 INVESTMENT ADVISOR 00

ID88.39 1 1 4/102007 4/1812007 Mariner Investment Group FIACA EVCSoe u5.0%

'Income Notes' 100.00 .10 4/11/12007 4/18/2007 INVESTMENT AD VISOR 00

QII2007 411812007 ~~~~C MMERCIALBANS~

Timberwolf I. Ltd. ~~~ ~~AIA 994 0 31/07 32/07MI n..INVESTMENT ADVISOR Davilman. Andrew 1.0%
-AI 99.47 so -5/2/007 5/112007 Rabobank. NA COMERCIAL BANKS Fae/e/a10

P.1a 100.00 200 3113/2007 3/2712007 Bear Steams CompanIes. Inc. INVESTMENT ADVISOR Davilmen, Andrew 0.0%

AIC 99.71 1100 3/1312007 3/27/2007 Bear Steamns Companies. Inc. INVESTMENT ADVISOR Daytlman. Andrew 0.0%

'AID 100.00 100 3/I132007 3/2712007 Bear Steams Companies. Inc. INVESTMENT ADVISOR Davilmran. Andrew 0.0%

A2 84.00 ~20 WI1112007 8/142007 Cartyte Group INVESTMENT ADVISOR Ruberil. Timothy 6.0%

P.12 84.50 56 6/i1112007 8/14/2007 Hungkuk Uife Insurance Co.. Ltd FINSUANCIA SERRVICERS Pl~ark. BKevndanC0

P.2 87.79 20 4/232007 4/26/2007 Moneyrgramn international Inc FIACA EVCSGlia.Bedn2.0%

AZ 87.00 40 5/24/2007 5/24/2007 Parmarnn Capital Group. LLC INVESTMENT ADVISOR Radtkce, Lorin 2.0%

P.2 83.90 20 513/007 6/4/2007 Tokyo Star Bank COMMERCIAL BANKS Wade. Koji (FIQ 8.0%

8 78.25 7 71512007 7112/2007 Bank HapoallmCOMMERCIAL BANKS Ceder, Leor 8.0%

B 78.25 2771512007 71212007 Bank Hapoalim COMMERCIAL BANKS Ceder. Leor 8.0%

C 95.15 20 4/4/2007 4/11/12007 Greywolf Capital Pairtners LP IVSMNADSOMatnNioe0.0%

C 72.50' 16 3/8/2007 4/2/007 Polygon Investment Partners INVESTMENT ADVISOR Raazl. Cactus 3.1I%

D 92.41 30 3/13/2007 3/2712007 Greywotf CapItal Partners LIP INVESTMENT ADVISOR Marlin. Nicole 00

Income Notes 100.00 11 3/13/2007 3127/2007 Greywoll CapItal Partners LP INVESTMENT ADVISOR MarlIn. Nicole 0.0%

Income Notes. 70.00 11 5/24/2007 5130/2007 Greywol Capital Partners LP INVE TMNTADVISOR Martin, Nicole 5.0%

'Goldmfan Sads noess that the areas credits information In the endolsed spraidsheal are exretrssed assa pemcentage o atn~r nallnal balance sassaclated wilth each bide. Gross creditse arm cmef marry measuwres used by Getdman Sachs to track Activity between the GOcdmnar Sahsh isaes farce and clients and de ne retfet

ths compenrsatin paId to salespeopmle.
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AI 90.70 611912007 
IU 100.00 411112007· 
A2 25.00 1 612112007 
A2 27.50 1 9J2Q12007 
A2 20.00 1 1012912007 
A2 91.30, 20 412412007 

'.A2 91.00 40 512412007 
.' B . 100.00 50 411112007 

C . 100.00 14 411112007 
C 87.57 8 411012007 
C 20.00 2 712312007 
0 81.72 15 411912007 
D 100.00 18 411112007 
10 88.39 11 411012007 
'Income NOle~ 100.00 10 411112007 

I. Ltd. AlA 99.45, 50 3113/2007 
·A1A 99.47 50. 51212007 
;A1B 100.00 200 311312007 
AIC 99~71 100 311312007 
'AID 100.00 100 311312007 
A2 84.00 20 ' 611112007 
'A2 1IlI.50 56 611112007 
A2 87.79 20 412312007 
A2 87.00 40 512412007 
A2 83.90 20 5130/2007 
B 78.25 7 71512007 
B 78.25 2 711112007 
C 95.15 20 41412007 

.C 72.50' 18 312612007 
0 92.41 30 3/1312007 

100.00 11 311312007 

411 
612412007 
912712007 
111512007 
412712007 Moneygrom InlemaUonallnc 
512412007 Paramax Capllal Group. LLC 
411612007 
411612007 

Group 

3127/2007 MBIA Inc. 
51712007 Rabobank. NA 

312712007 Bear Steams Companies. Inc. 
312712007 Bear Steams Companies. Inc. 
312712007 Bear Sleama Companlas. Inc. 
611412007 CaJ1yle Group 
611412007 Hungkuk Ufalnsurance Co .. Ltd 
412612007 Monaygram InlemaUonellnc 
512412007 Paromax Cepltal Gloup. LLC 
,61412007 Tokyo Star Bank 
711212007 Bank Hapoolim 
7/1212007 Bank Hapoollm 
411112007 GreywoIf Capltel P8/1nef'S LP 

41212007 Polygon Invaalmenl PBJ1nara 
312712007 Groywolf Capllal Par1nelS LP 
312712007 GreywoIf Par1nera LP 

COMMERCIAL SANKS 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 

Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

COMMERCIAL BANKS 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
'FINANCIAL SERVICES 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR 

COMMERCIAL BANKS FraaerILee1Ha 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR Davllman. Andrew 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR Davllman. Andrew 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR Oavllman. Andrew 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR RuberU. Tlmolhy 
INSURANCE CARRIERS Park. Kevin (FICC) 
FINANCIAL SERVICES Gilligan. Branden 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR Redtke. Lorin 
COMMERCIAL BANKS Wada. Ko)1 (FI) 
COMMERCIAL BANKS Ceder. Leor 
COMMERCIAL BANKS Cedar. Leor 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR MarUn. Nicole 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR Raazl. Cadua 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR MarUn. Nicole 
INVESTMENT ADVISOR MarUn. Nicole 

Schedule 0' Gross Crud 

'Ooldman Socha not .. thot tho gro •• c:redIlllnfa"",,~on In tho ondoled """odohl"a .. "'IXUMd a. s _1188 of \ha no1lonal __ Uiociited wtIh eoch trade. GIOII tndill ... one 01 many ...... ""'" USld by Goldman _.10 ""ok adMl1 be_n tho OoIdman Sach. _fa,.. and cUonli and do not reftac:l 
tho compon .. Uon paid 10 """paapO. ' 



Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

LB 1(b)(iii)&(iv): What is the appropriate method for calculating the sale price of each
security? Were any securities repurchased by Goldman Sachs? If so, at what price?

The sale price for the securities issued in connection with the CDO transactions

identified in Questions I (b)(iii) & (iv) posed to Mr. Blankfein were contractually agreed to by
the purchaser and the seller.

In response to the Staff's follow-up question, Goldman Sachs encloses a

spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS 0000087064) identifying securities issued

by the identified CDOs that were repurchased by Goldman Sachs in the ordinary course of
business at fair value.

woo gespls'

Suppiew1ental UeP ks iS ceie Ir1

Goldulan acb

Confidential Treatment GS MBS 0000057063
Requested by Goldman Sachs

PSI_QFRGS0230
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

LB l(b)(iii)&(iv): What is the appropriate method for calculating the sale price of each 
security? Were any securities repurchased by Goldman Sachs? If so, at what price? 

The sale price for the securities issued in connection with the CDO transactions 
identified in Questions 1 (b)(iii) & (iv) posed to Mr. Blankfein were contractually agreed to by 
the purchaser and the seller. 

In response to the Staff's follow-up question, Goldman Sachs encloses a 
spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS 0000087064) identifying securities issued 
by the identified COOs that were repurchased' by Goldman Sachs in the ordinary course of 
business at fair value. 

Confidential Treatment 
Requested by Goldman Sachs 

Received From 
- S pplemental Response h 

U Goldman Sacs 

- -

os MBS 0000087063 
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Secondary Trades In Securftles Issued by Mortgage-Related CDOs

CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY GOLDMAN SACHS

r - Redacted by the Permanent |
Subcobhmittee on Investigatioms

Orinal Face
1,590,000
5.000,0D0
7,000,000

30,000,000
8,218,000
5,000,000
1L000,000
5,000,000

10,000,000
1,000,000

1.740,000
500,000

2,50.000
3,000,000
4,300,000

2,000,000
8,000,000

11,000,000
7,SW000X

10,000,000
15,000,000
2,000,000

75,000,000
125,000,000
100,000,000

Bond Name
ANDY 0701 D REGS
CAMBER 7 A2 144A
CAMBER 7 A3 144A
CAMBER 7 A3 REGS
CAMBER 7 A3 REGS
CAMBER 7 B REGS
FORTD 0701 A2A 144A

HUDMZ 061 INCOME NOT
HUDMZ 061 INCOME NOT
HUDMZ061 INCOME NOT
HUDMZ 0615 144A
HUDMZ 061 INCOME NOT
HUDMZ 062 INCOME NOT
HUDMZ 062 INCOME NOT

HUDMZ 062 5144A
HUDMZ 062 E 144A
HUDMZ 062 INCOME NOT
HUDMZ 062 A2 144A
PTPLS 0701 0 REGS
PTPLS 0701 A2 144A
PTPLS 0701 D REGS
PTPLS 0701 C 144A
TWOLF 0701 AI1 144A
TWOLF 0701 AIB 144A
TWOLF 0701 A1C 144A

Price Trade Date Settle Date Counteparty

0.03
5.00
5.00
5.00
0.00
5.00

10.00
85.00

5.00
2.50

15.00
0.00

95.00
2.50

100.00
0.00

0.00

0.05
81.72
91.30
10.00

0.00
96.00
96.00
90.00

1 o3/2007
1/18/2008
1//2008

121/2007
9/18/200B

12/21/2007
11/1n07
s/28/2W7

916/2007
10/9/2007
8/26/2008

12129/2008
2/21/2007
10/9/2007
5/16/2008
8/17/2009
8/17/2009
5/18/2010
4/19/2007
4/26/2007
7/24/2007
7/212008

6/19/2007
6/19/2007
6/1912007

12/S/2007 GSC
1/24/2008-
1/24/2008

12/26/2007
9/24/2008

12/26/2007
11/6/2007
4/4/2007 Mariner Bridge Invs

9/11/2007 Greywolf Capital Par

10/12/207 Eplrus Capital Mgmnt

8/29/2008 Trust Co of the West
12/31/008 Trust Co of the West
2/26/2007

10/12/2007
5/19/2008i

8/20/2009
8/20/2009
5/2212010

4/23/2007
5/1/2007

7/24/2007 BASIS CAPITAL FUNDS

7/8/2008
6/19/2007 Bear Stearns Asset M

6/19/2007 Bear Stearns Asset M

6/19/2007 Bear Steams Asset M

PSIQFRGS0231

CUSIP
G03652AG2
131896AC5
13189BAD3
G17754AD7
G17754AD7
GIT7?4AES

3472n3Acs

G46429M7
44386PAA4
44386PAA4
443860AA
44386PAA4
44386NAA9
44386NAA9
44386QAA2
44386NACS
44386NAA9
44386QAC8
G71503AA7
730594AC2
G71503AA7
730594AE8
88714PAC0
88714PACD
B8714PAD8

Buy/sell

Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy

Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy

Buy
Buy
Buy

Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
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b)MD)~7064 

-- Redaded by the Permanent 
Secondary Trades In SecuritIes Issued by MortpgHte~ed COOs SubcorilmiUee GO Investigations 
eOHFIDEN11AL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY GOLDMAN SAOtS 

CUSlP Buy/Sell Orfclnal Face BondN~me Price Trade Date Settle Date Counteparty 

GOl65lAG2 Buy 1,590.000 ANDY 0701 D RE~S 0.01 11/30/2007 12/S/2oo7 GSC 
131B9BACS Buy 5.000.000 CAMBER 7 A2 144A 5.00 1/18/2008 1/24/2008 
131B9BADl Buy 7.000,000 CAMBER 7 A3 144A 5.00 1/18/2008 1/24/2008 
G177S4AD7 Buy 30,000.000 CAMBER 7 A3 REGS 5.00 12/21/2007 12/26/2007 
GlnS4A07 Buy 8,218,000 CAMBER 7 A3 REGS 0.00 9/18/2008 9/24/2008 
Glm4AES Buy 5.000.000 CAMBER 7 B REGS 5.00 12/21/2007 12/26/2007 
34n03AC5 Buy 1,000.000 FORTD 0701 AlA 144A 10.00 11/1/2007 11/6/2007 
G46429AA7 Buy 5.000,000 HUOMZ 061 INCOME NOT B5.00 9/28/2007 4/4/2007 Mariner BrIdge Inys 
44386PAM Buy 10,000,000 HUDMZ 061 INCOME NOT 5.00 9/6/2007 9/11/2007 Greywolf capital Par 
44386PAM Buy 1,000,000 HUOMZ 061 INCOME NOT 2.50 10/9/2007 10/12/2007 Eplrus capital Mgrnt 
443860AA9 Buy 1,740,000 HUOMZ 061 5 144A 15.00 8/26/2008 8/29/2008 Trust Co of the West 
44386PAM Buy 500,000 HUOMZ 061 INCOME NOT 0.00 12/29/2008 12/31/2008 Trust Co of the West 
44386NAA9 Buy 2,SOO,OOO HUOMZ 062 INCOME NOT 95.00 2/21/2007 2/26/2007 
44386NAA9 B!I'( 3,000,000 HUOMZ 062 INCOME NOT 250 10/9/2007 10/12/2007 
44386QAA2 Buy 4,300,000 HUOMl 062 5 144A 100.00 5/16/2008 5/19/2008 _ 

44386NACS Buy 2,000,000 HUOMZ 062 E 144A 0.00 8/17/2009 8/20/2009 
44386NAA9 Buy 8,000,000 HUDMZ 062 INCOME NOT 0.00 8/17/2009 8/20/2009 
44386QACB BuY 11,000,000 HUOMZ 062 A2 144A O.OS 5/18/2010 5/21/2010 
G71503AA7 Buy 7.soo,OOO PTPLS 0701 0 REGS 81.n 4/19/2007 4/23/2007 
73OS94AC2 Buy 10,000,000 PTPLS 0701 A2 144A 91.30 4/26/2007 5/1/2007 
G71501AA7 Buy 15,000,000 PTPLS 0701 0 REGS 10.00 7/24/2007 7/24/2007 BASIS CAPITAl FUNDS 
73OS94AE8 8uy 2,000,000 PTPLS 0701 e 144A 0.00 7/2/2008 7/8/2008_ 
88714PACO Buy 75,000,000 TWOLF 0701 AlB 144A 96.00 6/19/2007 6/19/2007 Bear Stearns Asset M 
88714PACO . Buy 125,000,000 TWOLF 0701 AlB 144A 96.00 6/19/2007 6/19/2007 Bear Stearns Asset M 
88714PAD8 Buy 100,000,000 TWOLF 0701 Ale 144A 90.00 6/19/2007 6/19/2007 Bear Steams Asset M 



- = Redacted by the Permanent OTHER ABACUS BUYBACI
Subcommittee on Investigations

oupplumviutai nesponse Kecelvea rroin

Goldman Sachs

CUSIP BuySell
0W25SBAAS Buy
00255BAA5 Buy
00255BAA5 Buy
00255BAB3 Buy
00255BAB3 Buy
0W255TAA6 Buy
002561AF5 Buy
0W2563AA2 Buy
0WZ563AB0 Buy
0W2563AC8 Buy
00256FAA5 Buy
00256FAAS Buy
00256GAA3 Buy
00256GAA3 Buy
00256GAA3 Buy
0W256GAA3 Buy
00256GAA3 Buy
00256GAB1 Buy
00256GAB1 Buy
00256GAB1 Buy
00256LAB0 Buy
00256LAB0 Buy
00256LAB0 Buy
00256LAB0 Buy
0W256NAAB Buy
00256NAD2 Buy
00256NAEO Buy
00256PAC9 Buy
00256VAC6 Buy
00256WAB6 Buy
00256WAB6 Buy
002573AA1 Buy
002578AC6 Buy
002578AC6 Buy
002578AE2 Buy
002578AI1 Buy
002578AX8 Buy
00257BAK8 Buy
002578AL6 Buy
002579AA8 Buy
002579AB6 Buy
002579AC4 Buy
002579AD2 Buy
W02579AE0 Buy
002579AF7 Buy
002579AG5 Buy
00257AAA5 Buy
00257AAA5 Buy
WO257AAA5 Buy
00257AAC1 Buy
00257AAC1 Buy
00257AAC1 Buy
00257AAD9 Buy,
00257AAG2 Buy
00257AAG2 Buy
00257AAHO Buy
00257AAHO Buy
00257AAH0 Buy
00257AAH0 Buy
00257BAA3 Buy
00257CAAI Buy
00257CAA1 Buy
00257CAA1 Buy
00257CAC7 Buy
00257HAE2 Buy
00257HAF9 Buy
00257HAF9 Buy
00257HAF9 Buy

0rlgal
12,
15,
7,
3,
8,

80,
135,

10,
4,
5,

62,
42,
3

22
25

120
50o
7
7
7

1C
2C
21
6C

2.!
IC

1!

1!

21

1~

se CurrFace Bond Name

500,000.00 12,soo,000.00 ABACUS 068 Al 144A

000,000.00 - ABACUS 068 Al 144A

500,000.00 7.500,000.00 ABACUS 068 Al 144A

000,,OO.00 3,000,000.00 ABACUS 068 A2 144A

,000,OD.OD 0 ABACUS 068 A2 144A

a000,000.OD 80,OOO,.00 ABACUS 051 Al 144A

000,000.O0 135.000,000.00 ABACUS 06HGS1 AMSS I

,500,O0.00 10,500,0o.OD0 ABACUS 06NS1 H 144A

,625,000.00 4,625,000.00 ABACUS 06NS1 J 144A

000,000.0 5,000,0010.00 ABACUS 06NS1 K 144A

!000,000.00 62,000,000.00 ABACUS 055 Al 144A

,000,000.00 42,000,000.OD ABACUS O55 Al 144A

,000,OO0.00 3,000,000.00 ABACUS 054 Al 144A

.000,000.00 22,000,000.O ABACUS 054 Al 144A

,000,000.O 25,00D,000.00 ABACUS 054 Al 144A

,000,OOOOO 120,000,000.00 ABACUS 054 Al 144A

,000,000.00 50,000,000.00 ABACUS 054 Al 144A

1000,000.00 7,000,000.00 ABACUS 054 A2 144A

,000,000.00 7,000,ODD.00 ABACUS 054 A2 144A

,000,000.00 7,000,000.00 ABACUS 054 A2 144A

1,000,000.00 10,000,000.00 ABACUS 053 B 144A

1,000,000.00 20,000,000.0D ABACUS 053 B 144A

.000,000.00 21,000,000.00 ABACUS 053 B 144A

1,000,000.00 60,000,000.00 ABACUS 053 B 144A

i,000,000.00 6,000,000.00 ABACUS 053 E 144A

s,000,ooo.00 25,000,000.00 ABACUS 053 D 144A

O,000,OO.OO 10,000,OO0.00 ABACUS 053 0 SR2 144

;,500,000.00 15,500,OO0.00 ABACUS 054 C i44A

),000,0D0.0D 10,000,DD0.00 ABACUS OSCB1 B 144A

250,000.00 250,000.00 ABACUS 05C81 F 144A

L,356,500.00 1,356,500.00 ABACUS 05CBI F 144A

5,000,00.00 15,000,0O.00 ABACUS 06NS1 A 144A

5,000,000.00 15,000,000.00 ABACUS 0617 B 144A

S,0O,000.00 5,000,000.00 ABACUS 0617 8 144A

D,020,000.00 10,020,000.00 ABACUS 0617 D 144A

2,780,000.00 12,780,000.00 ABACUS 0617 H 144A

3,00D,000.00 3,000,00D.00 ABACUS 0617 J 144A

8,760,000.00 8,760,000.00 ABACUS 0617 J 144A

9,480,0DD.00 9,480,000.00 ABACUS 0617 K 144A

6,000,000.OD 6,000,OO.O ABACUS 0617 L 144A

4,5s0,000.W 4,500,000.00 ABACUS 0617 M 144A

3,000,000.00 3,000,000.O ABACUS 0617 N 144A

1,500,000.00 1,soo,000.00 ABACUS 067 0 144A

750,000.00 750,000.00 ABACUS 0617 P 144A

750,000.00 750,000.00 ABACUS 0617 Q 144A

6,000,000.00 6,000,000.00 ABACUS 0617 FL 144A

3,326,008.00 3,326,008.00 ABACUS 0610 A 144A

406,552.00 406,552.00 ABACUS 0610 A 144A

5,O,000.00 15,000,000.00 ABACUS 0610 A 144A

6,000,000.00 6,000,000.00 ABACUS 0610 C 144A

1,000,000.00 1,000,000.00 ABACUS 06l0 C 144A

s,000,oo0.00 5,000,000.00 ABACUS 0610 C 144A

4,000,000.00 4,000,000.00 ABAWS 0610 D 144A

4,500,000.00 4,50,000.00 ABACUS 0610 G 144A

3,562,500.00 3,562,50.00 ABACUS 0610 G 144A

5,000,000.o0 5,000,000.00 ABACUS 0610 H 144A

1,500,000.00 1,50,000.00 ABACUS 0610 H 144A

3,400,000.00 3,400,00D.00 ABACUS 0610 H 144A

9,062,500.00 9,062,500.00 ABACUS 0610 H 144A

15,000,000.00 - ABACUS 0612 Al 144A

5,380,000.00 5,380,000.00 ABACUS 0610 L 144A

3,020,000.00 3,020,000.O ABACUS 0610 L 144A

600,000.00 600,000.00 ABACUS 0610 L 144A

15,000,000.00 15,000,O0O.O ABACUS 0610 M 144A

4,000,000.00 4,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 E 144A

3,925,000.00 3,925,000.00 ABACUS 0613 F 144A

1,000,000.00 1,000,D0.00 ABACUS 0613 F 144A

3,925,000.00 3,925,000.00 ABACUS 0613 F 144A

Trat tat
11/12/2008 11/1712001

1/2512010 V1/82010

11/18/2008 11//200
8/15/2008 8/20/2008

1/25/2010 1/2812010
10/2/2009 10/Z7/2009

6/19/2007 6/19/2007
2/1s/2007 2/21/2007
2/15/2007 2/21/2007
2/15/2007 2/21/2007

10/22/2009 10/27/2009
2/12/2010 2/18/2010
8/22/2007- 8/27/2007

11/28/2007 12/3/2007
3/12/2010 3/17/2010
4/14/2010 4/19/2010
5/17/2006 S/222006

10/25/2006 10/30/2006
3/12/2010 3/17/2010
5/17/2007 5/22/2007
10/6/20o9 10/9/2009
8/13/2009 8/18/2009

4/6/2010 4/9/2010
2/12/2010 2/18/2010

12/20/2006 12/28/20o6
3/29/2006 4/32006

10/20/2009 10/23/20o9
7/1/2007 7/17/2007
8/18/2006 8/23/2006
6/20/2008 6/25/2008

11/13/2008 11/18/2008
6/17/2008 6/20/2008

12/11/2009 12/16/20D9

7/21/2009 7/24/2W9
3/24/2009 3/27/2009
2/15/2007 2/21/2007

12/27/2006 12/29/2006
2/15/2007 2/21/2000
2/15/2007 2/21/2007
2/15/2007 2/21/200M
2/15/2007 2/21/2007

-2/15/2007 2/21/200
3/24/2009 3/27/200D
3/24/20o9 3/27/200o
3/24/2009 3/27/20(Y
3/24/2009 3/27/2005
1/27/2010 2/1/2011
12/1/2009 1214/2001

10/20/2009 10/23/2001
7/21/2009 7/24/2001
S/18/2007 5/23/2w
7/12/2007 7/13/200
7/21/2009 7/24/200
7/23/2008 7/28/20D
7/11/2007 7/16/200
7/11/2007 7/16/200

10/17/2006 10/20/200
3/6/2007 3/9/200

10/14/2008 10/17/200
3/24/2010 3/29/201
6/22/2w6 6/27/200

3/6/2007 3/9/20W
6/9/2008 6/12/20C

12/4/2006 12/7/20C

1/25/2010 1/28/201
5/22/2007 5/25/20C
1/25/2010 1/28/201
9/26/2008 10/1/20C
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_ = Redacted by the Permanent AU OTHER ABACUS BUYBACKS "Upplt:meUlClI KeSpOnSe KeCelVed .rrOD 

Subcommittee on Investigations Goldman Sachs 
CVSIP BuySeIl Origfate CulTfate Bond Name 
002S5BAAS Buy 12,500,000.00 12,500,000.00 ABACUS 068 All44A 11/12/2008 11/17/2008 
002S58AA5 Buy 15,000,000.00 ABACUS 068 All44A 1/2S/11)10 1/28/2010 
002S58AA5 Buy 7,500,000.00 7.soo.ooo.00 ABACUS068All44A - 11/18/2008 11/21/2008 
oo2S5BAB3 Buy 3,000,000.00 3,000,000.00 ABACUS 068 A2 144A 8/15/2008 B/20/2008 
002S5BAB3 Buy 8,000,000.00 ABACUS 068 A2 144A 1/25/2010 1/28/2010 
002SSTAA6 Buy 80,000,000.00 80,000.000.00 ABACUS OSl A1144A 10/2212009 10/27/2009 
002561AF5 Buy 135,000,000.00 135,000,000.00 ABACUS O6HGSI AMSS 1 6/19/2007 6/19/2007 
002563AA2 Buy 10,500,000.00 10,500,000.00 ABACUS O6NSl H 144A 2/15/2007 2/21/2007 
002563ABO Buy 4,625,900.00 4,625.000.00 ABACUS 06NSl J 144A 2/15/2007 2/21/2007 
002563ACS Buy 5,000,000.00 5,000,000.00 ABACUS 06NSI K 144A 2/15/2007 2/21/2007 
00256FAAS Buy 62,000,000.00 62,000,000.00 ABACUS 055 A1144A 10/22/2009 10/27/2009 
oo256FAAS Buy 42,000,000.00 42.000,000.00 ABACUS OS5 All44A 2/12/2010 2/18/2010 
00256GAA3 Buy 3,000,000.00 3,000,000.00 ABACUS 054 A1144A 8/22/2007- B/27/2007 
00256GAA3 Buy 22,000,000.00 22,000,000.00 ABACUS 0S4 A1144A. 11/28/2007 12/3/2007 
00256GAA3 Buy 25,000,000.00 25,000,000.00 ABACUS 054 A1144A 3/12/2010 3/17/2010 
00256GAA3 Buy 120,000,000.00 120,000,000.00 ABACUS 0S4 A1144A 4/14/2010 4/19/2010 
00256GAA3 Buy -50,000,000.00 50,000,000.00 ABACUS 0S4 Al 144A 5/17/2006 5/22/2006 
002S6GABl Buy 7,000,000.00 7,000,000.00 ABACUS 054 A2 144A 10/25/2006 10/30/2006 
002S6GABl Buy 7,000,000.00 7,000,000.00 ABAqJS OS4 A2 144A 3/12/2010 3/17/2010 
00256GABl Buy 7,000,000.00 7,000,000.00 ABACUS OS4 A2144A 5/17/2007 5/22/2007 
002561.A80 Buy 10,000,000.00 10,000,000.00 ABACUS OS3 B 144A 10/6/2009 10/9/2009 
002561.A8O Buy 20,000,000.00 20,000,000.00 ABACUS OS3 B 144A 8/13/2009 8/18/2009 
002561.A8O Buy .' 21,000,000.00 21,000,000.00 ABACUS OS3 B 144A 4/6/2010 4/9/2010 
002S61.A80 Buy 60,000,000.00 60,000,000.00 ABACUS OS3 B 144A 2/12/2010 2/1B/2010 
002S6NAAB Buy 6,000,000.00 6,000,000.00 ABACUS OS3 E 144A 12/20/2006 12/28/2006 
00256NAD2 Buy 25,000,000.00 25,000,000.00 ABACU5 OS3 0 144A 3/29/2006 4/3/2006 
oo2S6NAEO Buy 10,000,000.00 10,000,000.00 ABACUS 053 0 SR2144 10/20/2009 10/23/2009 
oo2S6PAC9 Buy 15,500,000.00 15,500,000.00 ABACUS 0S4 C i44A 7/12/2007 7/17/2007 
00256VAC6 Buy 10,000,000.00 10,000,000.00 ABACUS 05CBl B 144A 8/18/2006 B/23/2006 
002S6WAB6 Buy 250,000.00 250,000.00 ABACUS OSCBl F 144A 6/20/2008 6/25/2008 
00256WAB6 Buy 1,356,500.00 1,356,500.00 ABACUS OSCBl F 144A 11/13/2008 11/18/2008 
002573AAI Buy 15,000,000.00 15,000,000.00 ABACUS O6NSl A 144A 6/17/2008 6/20/2008 
002S7BAC6 Buy 15,000,000.00 15,000,000.00 ABACUS 0617 B 144A 12/11/2009 12/16/2009 
002S7BAC6 Buy 5,000,000.00 5,000,000.00 ABACUS 0617 BI44A 7/21/2009 7/24/2009 
002S7BAE2 Buy 10,020,000.00 10,020,000.00 ABACUS 06170 144A 3/24/2009 3/27/2009 
002S7BAJl Buy 12,780,000.00 12,780,000.00 ABACUS 0617 H 144A 2/15/2007 2/21/2007 
002578AK8 'Buy 3,000,000.00 3,000,000.00 ABACUS 0617 J 144A 12/27/2006 12/29/2006 
oo2S78AK8 Buy 8,760,000.00 8,760,000.00 ABACUS 0617 J144A 2/15/2007 2/21/2007 
oo2S78AlD Buy 9,480,000.00 9,480,000.00 ABACUS 0617 K 144A 2/15/2007 2/21/2007 
oo2S79AAB Buy 6,000,000.00 6,000,000.00 ABACUS 0617 L 144A 2/15/2007 2/21/2007 
oo2579AB6 Buy 4,500,000.00 4,500,000.00 ABACUS 0617 M 144A 2/15/2007 2/21/2007 
oo2S79AC4 Buy 3,000,000.00 3,000,000.00 ABACUS 0617 N 144A . 2/15/2007 
002S79AD2 Buy 1,500,000.00 1,500,000.00 ABACUS 0617 0 144A 3/24/2009 
oo2S79AEO Buy 750,000.00 750,000.00 ABACUS 0617 P 144A 3/24/2009 
oo2579AF7 Buy 750,000.00 750,000.00 ABACUS 0617 Q 144A 3/24/2009 
oo2579AG5 Buy . 6,000,000.00 6,000,000.00 ABACUS 0617 FL 144A 3/24/2009 
oo257AAAS Buy 3,326,008.00 3,326,008.00 ABACUS 0610 A 144A 1/27/2010 
oo2S7AAAS Buy 406,S52.OO 406,SS2.00 ABACUS 0610 A 144A 12/1/2009 
oo2S7AAAS Buy 15,000,000.00 15,000,000.00 ABACUS 0610 A 144A 10/20/2009 
oo257AACl Buy 6,000,000.00 6,000,000.00 ABACUS 0610 C 144A 7/21/2009 
oo257AACl Buy 1,000,000.00 1,000,000.00 ABACUS 0610C 144A 5/18/2007 
oo257AACl Buy 5,000,000.00 5,000,000.00 ABACUS 0610 C 144A 7/12/2007 
oo257AAD9 Buy 4,000,000.00 4,000,000.00 ABACUS 0610 0 144A 7/21/2009 
oo257AAG2 Buy 4,500,000.00 4,500,000.00 ABACUS 0610 G 144A 7/23/2008 
oo257AAG2 Buy 3,562,500.00 3,562.soo.oo ABACUS 0610 G 144A 7/11/2007 
oo257AAHO Buy . 5,000,000.00 5,000,000.00 ABACUS 0610 H 144A 7/11/2007 
oo2S7AAHO Buy 1,500,000.00 1,500,000.00 ABACUS 0610 H 144A 10/17/2006 10/20/2006 
oo257AAHO Buy 3,400,000.00 3,400,000.00 ABACUS 0610 H 144A 3/6/2007 3/9/2007 
oo257AAHO Buy 9,062,500.00 9,062,500.00 ABACUS 0610 H 144A 10/14/2008 10/17/2008 
002S7BAA3 Buy 15,000,000.00 ABACUS 0612 A1144A 3/24/2010 3/29/2010 
oo257CAAl Buy 5,380,000.00 5,380,000.00 ABACUS 0610 L 144A 6/22/2006 6/27/2006 
00257CAAl Buy 3,020,000.00 3,020,000.00 ABACUS 0610 i,l44A 3/6/2007 3/9/2007 
002S7CAAl Buy 600,000.00 . 600,000.00 ABACUS 0610 L 144A 6/9/2008 6/12/2008 
oo257CAC7 Buy 15,000,000.00 15,000,000.00 ABACUS 0610 M 144A 12/4/2006 12/7/2006 
oo257HAE2 Buy 4,000,000.00 4,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 E 144A 1/25/2010 1/28/2010 
00257HAF9 Buy 3,925,000.00 3,92S,OOO.00 ABACUS 0613 F 144A 5/22/2007 5/25/2007 
oo257HAF9 Buy 1,000,000.00 1,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 F 144A 1/25/2010 1/28/2010 
00257HAF9 - Buy 3,925,000.00 3,92S,ooo.00 ABACUS 0613 F 144A 9/26/2008 10/1/2008 
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All OTHER ABACUS BUYBACKS

CUSIP BuySell

00257HA67 Buy

00257HAG7 Buy
00257HAG7 Buy

00257HAH5 Buy

00257HAHS Buy

00257HAHS Buy

00257HA1I Buy

00257HAIl Buy

00257HAK8 Buy

00257HAK8 Buy

00257JAA6 Buy

00257JA84 Buy

00257JAB4 Buy

00257JAC2 Buy

GOO1OFAA5 Buy

GOO1OFAAS Buy

GOOlOFAAS Buy
GOOIOFAB3 Buy

GOOlOUAA2 Buy

GCOO1UAA2 Buy

G0010UAA2 Buy

GCOlWUAA2 Buy
GOOlOUABO Buy

OrIgFace CunrFace Bond Name

4,000,000.00 4,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 G 144A

1,000,000.00 1,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 G 144A

5,000,000.O 5,ODO,00.O0 ABACUS 0613 G 144A

3,925,000.00 3,925,OCO.00 ABACUS 0613 H 144A

4,0O0,000.00 4,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 H 144A

7,925,000.00 7,925,000.00 ABACUS 0613 H 144A

4,937,500.00 4,937,500.00 ABACUS 0613 J 144A

5.000,000.00 5,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 J 144A

5,000,000.00 5,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 K 144A

11,000,000.00 11,000,O00.00 ABACUS 0613 K 144A

9,937,500.00 9,937,500.00 ABACUS 0613 E 144A

600,000.0 600,000.00 ABACUS 0613 M 144A

7,950,000.00 7,950,000.00 ABACUS 0613 M 144A

5,962,500.00 5,962,500.00 ABACUS 0613 N 144A

1,000,000.00 1,000,000.00 ABACUS 043 Al REGS

3,000,000.00 3,000,OO0.00 ABACUS 043 Al REGS

40,000,000.00 40,0O0,000.00 ABACUS 043 Al REGS

20,000,000.00 20,000,000.00 ABACUS 043 A2 REGS

25,000,000.00 25,000,000.00 ABACUS 057 Al REGS

30,000,000.00 30,000,000.O ABACUS 057 Al REGS

35,000,000.00 35,000,000.0 ABACUS 057 Al REGS

10,000,000.00 lO,000,000.00 ABACUS 057 Al REGS

30,000,000.00 30,0O0,000.00 ABACUS 057 Al SR2 RE

TradeDate SettleDate
5/2212007 5S//2007
2/15/007 2/2wI
9/26/2008 10/1/2008
5/22/07 s/25/207
2/15/2007 2/21/2007
9/26/2008 10/1200
5/22/2007 5/25/2007
2/15/2007 2/21/200Y7
5/22/2007 5/25/2007
2/15/2007 221/2no

2/1s/2007 2/21/200
10/27/2006 11/1/2006

2/15/2007 2/21/2007
2/16/207 2/22/2007

2/4/2008 217/2008
11/13/2006 11/16/2006

3/19/2007 3/22/2007
6/8/2005 6/13/200S

123/2007 12/6/2001
12/14/2007 12/19/2007

2/11/2008 214/2042
8/23/2007 8/28/2007

2/8/2008 2/13/206

I _ = Redacted by the Permanent |
Subcommittee on Investigations

PSIQFRGS0233 Page 3
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GS MBS 0000035798

Footnote Exhibits  - Page 2482
CUSIP BuySell Origface 

00257HAG7 Buy 4,000,000.00 
00257HAG7 Buy 1,000,000.00 
00257HAG7 Buy 5,000,000.00 
00257HAH5 - Buy 3,925,000.00 
00257HAH5 Buy 4,000,000.00 
00257HAH5 Buy 7,925,000.00 
00257HA11 Buy 4,937,scio.oo 
00257HA11 Buy 5,000,000.00 
00257HAK8 Buy 5,000,000.00 
00257HAlC8 Buy 11,000,000.00 
00257JAA6 Buy 9,937,500.00 
00257JA84 Buy 600,000.00 
oo257JA84 Buy 7,950,000.00 
00257JACZ Buy 5,962,500.00 
G0010fAAS Buy 1,000,000.00 
G0010FAAS Buy 3,000,000.00 
GOOlOfAAS Buy 40,000,000.00 
G0010fA83 Buy 20,000,000.00 
G001OUAA2 Buy 25,000,000.00 
G0010UAA2 Buy 30,000,000.00 
G001OUAA2 Buy 35,000,000.00 
G001OUAA2 Buy 10,000,000.00 
G0010UABO Buy 30,000,000.00 

All OTHER ABACUS BUYBACXS 

Currface Bond Name 
4,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 G 144A 
1,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 G 144A 
5,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 G 144A 
3,925,000.00 ABACUS 0613 H 144A 
4,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 H 144A 
7,925,000.00 ABACUS 0613 H 144A 
4,937,500.00 ABACUS 0613 J 144A 
5,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 J 144A 
5,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 Ie 144A 

11,000,000.00 ABACUS 0613 Ie 144A 
9,937,500.00 ABACUS 0613 L 144A 

600,000.00 ABACUS 0613M 144A 
7,950,000.00 ABACUS 0613 M 144A 
5,962,500.00 ABACUS 0613 N 144A 
1,000,000.00 ABACUS 043 A1 REGS 
3,000,000.00 ABACUS 043 A1REG5 

40,000,000.00 ABACUS 043 A1 REGS 
20,000,000.00 ABACUS 043 A2 REGS 
25,000,000.00 ABACUS 057 At REGS 
30,000,000.00 ABACUS 057 A1 REGS 
35,000,000.00 ABACUS 057 A1 REGS 
10,000,000.00 ABACUS 057 A1 REGS 
30,000,000.00 ABACUS 057 A1 SR2 RE 

GS M8S 0000035798 

TradeOate SettleOate 
5{22/2007 5/25/2007 
2/15/1007 
9/26/2008 10/1/i008 
5/22/2007 5/25/2007 
2/15/2007 2/21/1007 
9/26/2008 10/1/2008 
5/22/2007 5/25/2007 
2/15/2007 2/21/2007 
5/22/2007 5/25/2007 
2/15/2007 2/21/2007 
2/15/2007 2/21/2007 

10/27/2006 11/1/2006 
2/15/2007 2/21/2007 
2/16/2007 2/22/2007 
2/4/2008 

11/13/2006 
3/19/2007 
6/8/2005 

12/3/2007 
12/14/2007 
2/11/1008 
8/23/2007 

2/8/2008 

_ = Redacted by the Pennanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

PSLQFR_GS0233 Page 3 



ABACUS O7AC1 BUYBACK

CUSIP BuySell OrigFace

00256YAA4 Buy 20,000,000.00

00256YAA4 Buy 20,000,000.00

CurrFace Bond Name TradeDate SettleDate Counteparty
- ABACUS 07AC1 A2 144A 2/24/2010 3/1/2010 Bank of America NA -

- ABACUS 07AC1 A2 144A 3/24/2010 3/29/2010 Stone Tower Debt Adv

GS MBS 0000035798 PSIQFR'_GS0234

Footnote Exhibits  - Page 2483
CUSIP BuySell 

OO256Y AA4 Buy 

00256YAA4 Buy 

OrigFate CurrFate 

20,000,000.00 

20,000,000.00 

ABACUS 07 AC1 BUYBACK 

Bond Name 

ABACUS 07AC1 A2 144A 

ABACUS 07 AC1 A2 144A 

GS MBS 0000035798 

TradeDate SettleDate Countep~rty 

2/24/2010 3/1/2010 Bank of Amerita NA-

3/24/2010 3/29/2010 Stone Tower Debt Adv 

P51_ QFR_ G50234 
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. Redacted By The
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on Investigations
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Footnote Exhibits  - Page 2485

Redacted By The 
Permanent Subcommittee 

on Investigations 

GS MBS 0000039105 



Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

LB 1(b)(iv): For the data provided in GS MBS 0000039105, what was the reference
entity for each trade? What is the difference between "Mtg Default Swap" and "Mtg
Synth CDO"?

In response to the Staff's follow-up question, Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet
(bearing production number GS MBS 000008760) identifying the reference obligation
underlying each of the credit default swaps. "Mtg Default Swap" and "Mtg Synth CDO"
identified in the column titled "Security Type" distinguish the method used in processing the
trade booking. "Mtg Default Swap" tends to include single name credit default swap trades.
"Mtg Synth CDO" tends to include trades with multiple underliers.

Supplemental Response Received From
Goldman Sachs

GS MBS 0000087062Confidential Treatnent
Requested by Goldman Sachs

PSIQFRGS0237

Footnote Exhibits  - Page 2486

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

LB l(b)(iv): For the data provided in GS MBS 0000039105, what was the reference 
entity for ~ch trade? What is the difference between "Mtg Default Swap" and "Mtg 
Synth CDO"? . 

In response to the Staffs follow-up question, Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet 
(bearing production number GS MBS 000008760) identifying the reference obligation 
underlying each of the credit default swaps. "Mtg Default Swap" and "Mtg Synth COO" 
identified in the column titled "Security Type" distinguish the method used in processing the 
trade booking. "Mtg Default Swap" tends to include single name credit default swap trades. 
"Mtg Synth COO" tends to include trades with multiple underliers. 

Supplemental Response Received From. 

Confidential Treaunent 
Requested by Goldman Sachs 

Goldman Sachs 

GS MBS 0000087062 

PSI_ QFR_ GS0237 



GS MBS IAAJIOUDw

CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED BY GOLDMAN SACHS

Exto. 1d. I D 5mft TYPe C...9Psdy
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8OB98151200SA Mit DIA Swap
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HUDSON MEZZANINE FUNDING S0t Pvel.d0 4438AS7

TtMBERWOLt LTD Buy Protefi BB714PAP3

TIMBsERYW LID Bu P .dU.b 65T14PAGI

POINT PLEASANT FUNDING LID Bd Pmt0lm PTPWYC0
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CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT RlQUESTtD IY GOLDMAN SACHS 

I!InomoJ T.- 10 -..,T,... 

8DB .. 1121101 ... M18 o.tIoutIs-p 

SOBIII'I_ MIg 00_-" 

SDBtlISI2012A MIg o.-a.. 
Soe .. UlSOU MIg 00_-" 

SDB.IIISUto Mlgo._SwoII 

SD8HI7U2I7 ... MIg DoIoullllwop 

808.11134._ 101" 00 ...... a.. 
SDBllt7J4SetA IoIlgo._-" 

SDBHI142U5o\ M1aa.-BwIp 

SOBIIIII853I,08 MlgDotloutl-.. 
SDB .. III1531». Mlgo._-.. 

8DBIIIIII .. 0 
Mtgo. __ 

8DBlllonllOA Mlgo._BwIp 

SOB .. 'I8'''5o\ 1oI1g0.-Bwop 

8Da .. 'I8'I ..... 

MIg 00 __ 

S08I51118ml ... ' MIg 00_-" 

S08l1Oln555 MlgS,.. .. COO 
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SOBIII.I5502 M1ao.IaAIBwIp 

S0811181.815o\ Mtgo._-.. 
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4.178,000 o.n 
l,OOO,OOO .. 11 

2,22',000 0,11 

• 10,000,000 2.1, 
l,set,OOO s.n - ','12,000 s.n 

I,GOO,OOO 5.12 - 1,118,000 0,11 - (1,1118,0001 0,71 

',.120000 0,11 

(3,' 1200001 0.71 

101....,. 8tanIe1 NY (OSCM, New Y..-, M....,. 8tanIe1Cop1101S''-1nc.I 1,200,000,000 U 
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(20,000,000) 0.'1 
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Abacus 2007-ACI OS MBS-E.005974542 GS Ms5-- 1106 SMSE01
1

025078. SMS6 SM6.-094

Anderson Mez GSS MBS 0000002309 -10 GS MMS-E-001957931 37 GSM8S 0002333 GSMBS.E6-008545
37

.94 GS MBS-E40008943
4
5 -48 (312007) GS MeS-E400855351 -87 (212007)

(9125/2006) (925/2006) (927/008) (Y11/2007)

Camber 7 GS MBS 000000942 -43 GS M(S7/ 17184893 GS MBS 0000020307 -09 GS MBSE-000814198 .470 GS MBS-E-00822355 -58(1/4107): GS MBSE-00622
1
02 -2 (1/2007)

(7/31/2006) (7/3112006) (8/2/006) (2/207/) GS MBS 8400922377 .76(25/7)

FortDenison GS MBS 0000020901.2 GS MSS-E 000972833-36 GS MBS.E000942783 922 GS MBSE-000974738 .41 (12128106) GS MBSE.400974394 441 (1/2007)

(unredected) (2110): GS MBS-E 2/07)

GS MBS 0000006252-83 0011216594 (2/12106)
(rdected)

Hudson Meu 2006-1 
0G MBS-E4-01550191-

37
8 GS MBSE-001557689 73 GS MBSE001557729. 59 102006)

(12/3QO06) (10/2Q006)

SF MBSE-00080B574 .74 GS MBS-E-000808984 -
9

_._ _ _ - _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ 1r~ouu3.Ii-f a- l r puCRAn n454M38tQ0291131
GS MBS OO0006272 -74

(5189006) (582008) (5110Q2006)

(IM125OO)

GS MBS.E409
238909

12
(3/122007)

64 (3/62007

I ~~~I Ma-EooB36O-68IG
Tlmberwolf GS MBS 000006319 -20 jGS MBS-E-01O089405-7; GS MBS 0000020354 -57 GS MBS(E4/237007 8 GS MBSE4-00076

7

(11/13/2006) (11/10/2008) (11/15I2008) (3123O7)

GS MBSE600095?
7 34

-657774 (3/2007)

GS MBS-E4008846
9
1 B940 (32007)

Referenced documents ar retained in Ore MBes of Owe Subommittee. Where

eppropriate. documents related to Anderson Meoz Hudson Me 20051. end

Timberwlf amre Induded In te eppnceble seidhon of 6h0 report

PSIQFRGS0240

Rudson Mci 2006-2

e4 (3W1507)

WWOOT)

- ",-
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Abacus 2OO7 .... C1 OS MIIS-E.Q05974542 

Anderson Men OS MBS 0000008309. 10 GS MB~-OO1957931 • 37 
(912512006) (812S12OO6, 

Cambar7 GS MBS 0000020942·43 GS MB5-E-017194893 
(7/31120!l6' (7/3112008) 

Fort Donlson GS MBS 0000020901-2 GS MIIS-E 000972633-38 
(unrodDCled, (2/21106); GS MB5-E 

GS MBS 0000006252-53 00112185_ (2/26108, 
(nodactod) 

Hudson Meu 2008-1 

Hudson Mezz 200&-2 

Point Plealant GS MBS 0000006272 - 74 DHED-41S-002-006737 
(51812008, (S/8I2OO6, 

T1mbelWO~ GS MBS 0000006319·20 GS MB5-E-Ol0089465 - 72 
("'1312006) (I "'012008, 

Rererenced documenll are retained In \hi Il101 or \hi Subcomml_. W1aro 
appropriate. documenll related to Andoraan Mazz. Hudson Mau 2008-1, and 

T1mbarwolr are Includod In \hi Bppllcable IOCIIonI or the rapoI1. 

GS MBS 0000020331-33 
(912712008, 

GS MBS 0000020307 • 09 
(61212008) 

GS MBS 0000004445 - 48 
(511012008) 

GS MBS 0000020354 - 57 
(1111512008) 

OS MIIS-E-013100381 OS MIIS-E-019710908; OS MIlS-E· OS MIIS-E.Q05954148 
002507898 

GS M8S-E-IlOO854537 • 694 GS MIIS-E-IlOO894345 - 48 (312007, GS MB5-E-0008553S1 • 67 (212007' 
(311912007) 

GS MB5-E-000814188· 470 GS MB~-000822355· 58 (1'4107,; GS MIIS-E-OOOB22102 ·62(112007, 
(2/27/07) OS MBS-E-OOOB22377 - 78(215/07) 

OS MIIS-E-000942763 - 922 GS MBs-E-000974736· 41 (12126108, GS MB5-E-000974394 - 441 (112007, 
(219/07) 

GS MBs-E-001550191-378 GS MBs-E-001557889 - 73 GS MIIS-E-001557728· 5911012008) 
(12/312008) (1012012008, 

GS MIIS-E-000908574 - 747 GS MB5-E-000808994 - 89 
(21812007) (1211512008) 

GS MIIS-E-000638920. 9113 GS MIIS-E-009238909 - 12 GS MB5-E-000857734 • 657774 (312007, 
(411612007) (3112/2007' 

GS MBs-E-000673870 - 878 GS MIIS-E-000767480 - 64 (3I8l2007' GS MB5-E-000884891 - 940 (312007) 
(312312007) 



Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

LB 2(f): Why were there no Mortgage Capital Committee memos for Hudson

Mezzanine 2006-1 and Hudson Mezzanine 2006-2? What evidence suggests that Hudson

Mezzanine 2006-1 was approved through an informal meeting? Who was involved in

that informal meeting? Do any of the participants have documents that memorialize the

decision? Who would have been responsible for presenting the deal in an informal

setting? Was it necessary to get approval to review Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1

informally, rather than through the Mortgage Capital Committee? If so, please provide.

Would an informal review of a CDO be in violation of Goldman Sachs policy? Why or

why not? Were these CDOs discussed at any other regular meetings, such as the

Firmwide Capital Committee or Firmwide Risk Committee? If so, please provide the

complete records of these meetings.

The governance oversight for the origination and distribution of Mortgage CDO

transactions was developed in the broader context of Goldman Sachs' origination and

distribution practices during 2006-2007. This included standard business unit and business

division approvals, review and approval of the underwriting role by the Firmwide Capital

Committee or the Mortgage Capital Committee (a sub-committee of the Firmwide Capital

Committee), and receipt of other transactional approvals and/or reviews by the relevant

control areas and any appropriate committees. Firm policy allowed for committee meeting

approval ("formal approval") and non-committee meeting approval ("informal approval") of

the underwriting role. CDO transactions were also discussed at the Firmwide Risk

Committee. Firmwide Risk Committee minutes discussing the Hudson transactions (therein

referred to as the "CDO with indicies," "synthetic ABX CDO" and "ABX CDO") were

previously produced to you bearing production numbers GS MBS 000004472-79 and

GS MBS 000004484-85.

We have confirmed that Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 was approved by the

co-chairs of the Mortgage Capital Committee (Dan Sparks and Jonathan Sobel). Goldman

Sachs to date has not located any records memorializing approval of Hudson Mezzanine

Funding 2006-1.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

Confidential Treatment Requested GS MBS 0000087075

by Goldman Sachs
PSIQFRGS0241
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

LB 2(f): Why were there no Mortgage Capital Committee memos for Hudson 
Mezzanine 2006-1 and Hudson Mezzanine 2006-2? What evidence suggests that Hudson 
Mezzanine 2006-1 was approved through an informal meeting? Who was involved in 
that informal meeting? Do any of the participants have documents that memorialize the 
decision? Who would have been responsible for presenting the deal in an informal 
setting? Was it necessary to get approval to review Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1 
informally, rather than through the Mortgage Capital Committee? If so, please provid~. 
Would an informal review of a cno be in violation of Goldman Sachs policy? Why or 
why not? Were these cnos discussed at any other regular meetings, such as the 
Firmwide Capital Committee or Firmwide Risk Committee? If so, please provide the 
complete records of these meetings. 

The governance oversight for the origination and distribution of Mortgage CDO 
transactions was developed in the broader context of Goldman Sachs' origination and 
distribution practices during 2006-2007. This included standard business unit and business 
division approvals, review and approval of the underwriting role by the Firmwide Capital· 
Committee or the Mortgage Capital Committee (a sub-committee of the Firmwide Capital 
Committee), and receipt of other transactional approvals and/or reviews by the relevant 
control areas and any appropriate committees. Firm policy allowed for committee meeting 
approval ("formal approval") and non-committee meeting approval ("informal approval") of 
the underwriting role. CDOtransactions were also discussed at the Firmwide Risk 
Comqtittee. Firmwide Risk Committee minutes discussing the Hudson transactions (therein 
referred to as the "CDO with indicies," "synthetic ABX CDO" and "ABX CDO'') were 
previously produced to you bearing production numbers GS MBS 000004472-79 and 
GS MBS 000004484-85. 

We have confirmed that Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 was approved by the 
co-chairs ofthe Mortgage Capital Committee (Dan Sparks and Jonathan Sooel). Goldman 
Sachs to date has not located any records memorializing approval of Hudson Mezzanine 
Funding 2006-1. 

Supplemental Response Received From 

Goldman Sachs 

. Confidential Treatment Requested 
by Goldman Sachs 

GS MBS 0000087075 
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Supplemental Response Received From

Goshom, Daniel (HSGAC) Goldman Sachs -

From: Fredman, Sheara [Fin] [Shk
Sent: Wednesday, August 04, 2010 4:40 PM
To: Goshom, Daniel (HSGAC)
Cc: Smith, Sarah [Fin]; Lee, Brian-J (Fl Controllers) [Fin]; Simpson, Michael [Fin]; Broeckel, Janet

[Legal]; Michaels, Susan [Fin)
Subject: Re: Responses to PSI supplemental questions

Dan - the details you outlined below is consistent with what we discussed although with one clarification. The Point

Pleasent CDO is still outstanding although all of the collateral was, in June of 2008, essentially liquidated.

The Realized Loss on Liquidation for the Timberwolf CDO arose from liquidation of assets once the CDO went into

default. A third party broker was responsible for liquidating the collateral securities via auction. We do not have the details

of what price the assets were sold. However, we do know the shortfall we incurred on the credit default swap protection

purchases from the CDO.

Please let us know if you have additional questions.

Sheara

From: Goshorn, Daniel (HSGAC) <DanielGoshorn~hsgac.senate.gov>
To: Fredman, Sheara [Fin]
Cc: Smith, Sarah [Fin]; Lee, Brian-] (Fl Controllers) [Fin); Simpson, Michael [Fin]; Broeckel, Janet [Legal]; Michaels,

Susan [Fin]
Sent: Wed Aug 04 10:51:01 2010
Subject: RE: Responses to PSI supplemental questions

Hi Sheara,

Thank you for the follow up. I have a question on the collateral securities spreadsheet. Under the "TWolf" tab, what

does the "Realized Loss on Broker Liquidation" line refer to? The other liquidated CDOs do not appear to have this.

Also, there are still two additional items from our phone call last week I'd like confirmation on. First is the date on which

each of the CDOs became inactive. I had the following in my notes:

Anderson Mezzanine Still Active
Camber 7 Still Active
Fort Denison Inactive September 2008
Hudson Mezz 1 Inactive December 2008
Hudson Mezz 2 Still Active
Point Pleasant Inactive June 2008
Timberwolf Inactive June 2008

Would you please confirm-the accuracy of these dates, and provide the exact month/day/year if that information is

available?

Also, my notes state that Goldman Sachs experienced a gross gain on Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1 of $1.697 billion offset

by a loss of $1.393 billion on the ABX index. For Hudson Mezzanine 2006-2, Goldman Sachs experienced a gain of $391

million, offset by a loss of $391 million on the ABX index. Would you please confirm these numbers?

Thanks,

PSIQFRGS0243
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Goshorn, Daniel (HSGAC) 

Supplemental Response Received From 

Goldman Sachs 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Fredman, Sheara (Fin] (Sh\ 
Wednesday, August 04,20104:40 PM 
Goshorn, Daniel (HSGAC) 

-
Cc: Smith, Sarah (Fin]; Lee, Brian-J (FI Controllers) (Fin]; Simpson, Michael (Fin]; Broeckel, Janet 

(Legal]; Michaels, Susan (Fin] 
Subject:" Re: Responses to PSI supplemental questions 

Dan - the details you outlined below is consistent with what we discussed although with one clarification. The Point 
Pleasent COO is still outstanding although all of the collateral was, in June of 2008, essentially liquidated. 

The Realized Loss on Liquidation for the Timberwolf COO arose from liquidation of assets once the COO went into 
default. A third party broker was responsible for liquidating the collateral securities via auction. We do not have the details 
of what price the assets were sold. However, we do know the shortfall we incurred on the credit default swap protection 

" purchases from the COO. 

Please let us know if you have additional questions. 

Sheara 

From: Goshorn, Daniel (HSGAC) <DanieLGoshorn@hsgac.senate.gov> 
To: Fredman, Sheara [Fin] 
Cc: Smith, Sarah [Fin]; Lee, Brian-J (A Controllers) [Fin]; Simpson,Michael [Fin]; Broeckel, Janet [Legai]; Michaels, 
Susan [Fin] 
Sent: Wed Aug 04 10:51:012010 
Subject: RE: Responses to PSI supplemental questions 

Hi Sheara, 

Thank you for the follow up. I have a question on the collateral securities spreadsheet. Under the ''TWolf'' tab, what 
does the "Realized Loss on Broker Liquidation" line refer to? The other liquidated COOs do not appear to have this. 

Also, there are still two additional items from our phone call last week I'd like confirmation on. First is the date on whith . 
each of the COOs became inactive. I had the following in my notes: 

Anderson Mezzanine 
Camber 7 
Fort Denison 
Hudson Mezz 1 
Hudson Mezz 2 
Point Pleasant 
TImberwolf 

Still Active 
" Still Active 

Inactive September 2008 
Inactive December 2008 
Still Active 
Inactive June 2008 
Inactive June 2008 

Would you please confirm-the accuracy of these dates, and provide the exact month/day/year if that information is 
available? 

Also, my notes state that Goldman Sachs experienced a gross gain on Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1 of $1.697 billion offset 
by a loss of $1.393 billion on the ABX index. For Hudson Mezzanine 2006-2, Goldman Sachs experienced a gain of $391 
million, offset by a loss of $391 million on the ABX index. Would you please confirm these numbers? 

Thanks, 



Dan

Daniel Goshom
Counsel - = Redacted by the Permanent
U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations . Subcommittee on Investigations
199 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-22 4-l
202-224-9505 - Main

From: Fredman, Sheara [Fin] [maifto:Sheara.Fredman@gs.com]
Sent: Monday, August 02, 2010 7:40 PM
To: Goshom, Daniel (HSGAC)
Cc: Smith, Sarah [Fin]; Lee, Brian-) (FI Controllers) [Fin]; Simpson, Michael [Fin]; Fredman, Sheara [Fin); Broeckel, Janet
[Legal]; Michaels, Susan [Fin]
Subject: Responses to PSI supplemental questions

Dan,

As requested last week, attached is a spreadsheet detailing losses incurred on the price risk that Goldman Sachs has on the collateral

securities within the requested CDOs. To the extent the bond was liquidated from the CDO, we calculated the loss based upon the

price the firm valued the security when the security was acquired. To the extent the collateral securities are still held in the CDO, we

included the unrealized loss the firm has recorded to date.

Additionally, you asked us to describe how the firm calculated net revenues earned from the credit default swap protection

purchases on the Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 and 2006-2 transactions. As you are aware, the ABX index was introduced on

January 19, 2006. In the following months, the firm, in its capacity as a market maker, sold protection on the ABX index to hedge

funds, dealers and other market participants. This resulted in a multi-billion dollar long ABX position for the firm. In an effort to

reduce that exposure, Goldman Sachs sponsored the Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 and 2006-2 transactions. Therefore, when

calculating net revenues on the credit default swap protection purchases, we included the gains earned from the credit default

swaps with the CDO as well as the losses incurred on the long ABX positions that motivated the Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1 and 2006-

2 transactions.

Please note the following:

The Information requested by the Subcommittee includes confidential internal documents and proprietary business records that

Goldman Sachs does not make available to the general public. Goldman Sachs is producing these documents pursuant to Senate

Rule XXVI and formally requests that these materials be treated as confidential business records. Accordingly, should you wish to

publicly release any of these documents, Goldman Sachs respectfully requests reasonable notice of your intent to do so and the

opportunity to object to such a release.

Goldman Sachs used various technology and manual resources to generate some of the documents for production to you in

response to your Requests. While Goldman Sachs believes that these documents are reasonably accurate, we cannot make an

absolute representation that it is complete or that there are not some inadvertent errors in the preparation of the spreadsheet. We

will provide further updates or corrections if we discover missing information or errors.

Please confirm receipt.

Regards,

Sheara

2
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" Daniel Goshorn 
Counsel 
U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on InvestigatiDns 
199 Russen Senate Office Building 
WashingtDn, D.C. 20510 
20H24 & 
202-224-9505 - Main 

- "" Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations 

From: Fredman, Sheara [An] [mailto:Sheara.Fredman@gs.c:om] 
Sent: Monday,August 02, 2010 7:40 PM 
To: Goshorn, Daniel (HSGAC) 
Cc: Smith, Sarah [Fin]; Lee, Brian-J (FI Controllers) (Fin]; Simpson, Michael [An]; Fredman, Sheara [An]; Broeckel, Janet 
[Legal]; Michaels, Susan [Fin] 
Subject: Responses to PSI supplemental questions 

Dan, 

As requested last week, attached is a spreadsheet detailing losses incurred on the price risk that Goldman Sachs has on the collateral 
"securities within the requested COOs. To the extent the bond was liquidated from the COO, we calculated the loss based upon the 
price the firm valued the security when the security was acquired. To the extent the collateral securities are still held in the COO, we 
included the unrealized loss the firm has recorded to date. 

Additionally, you asked us to describ~ how the firm calculated net revenues eOamed from the credit default swap protection 
purchases on the Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 and 2006-2 transactions. As you are aware, the ABXolndex was introduced on 
January 19, 2006. In the following months, the firm, in its capacity as a market maker, sold protection on the ABX index to hedge 
funds, dealers and other market participants. This resulted in a multi-billion dollar long ABX position for the firm. In an effort to 
reduce that exposure, Goldman Sachs sponsored the Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 and 2006-2 transactions. Therefore, when 
calculating net revenues on"the credit default swap protection purchases, we included the gains earned from the credit default 
swaps with the COO as well as the losses incurred on the long ABX positions that motivated the Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1 and 2006-
2 transactions. 

Please note the following: 

The Information requested by the Subcommittee includes confidential internal documents and proprietary business records that 
Goldman Sachs does not make available to the general public. Goldman Sachs is producing these documents pursuant to Senate 
Rule XXVI and formally requests that these materials be treated as confidential business records. Accordingly, should you wish to 
publicly release any of these docum~nts, Goldman Sachs respectfully requests reasonable notice of your intent to do so and the 
opportunity to object to such a release. 

Goldman Sachs used various technology and manual resources to generate some of the documents for production to you in 
response to your RequeSts. While Goldman Sachs believes that these documents are reasonably accurate, we cannot make an 
absolute representation that it is complete or that there are not some inadvertent errors in the preparation of the spreadsheet. We 
will provide further updates or corrections if we discover missing information or errors. 

Please confirm receipt. 

Regards, 

Sheara 

2 



Goldmran, Sadis & Co.
200 West Street I New Ydrk. New York 10282
Tel: (212)"
e-nail: shcniftedmans.com

Sheara Fredman
Managg Director

Finance Divislon

_ = Redacted by the Pcrmanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Goldman
Sachs

This message may contain information that is confidential or proprietary. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise the sender

immediately and delete this message and any attachments. Follow this link for further information on confidentiality and the risks

inherent in electronic communication: http://www.gs.com/disclaimer/email/
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Sheara Fredman 
Managing Director 

Finance DivisIon 
Goldman 

Sachs 

= Redacted by the Permanent 
- Subcommittee on Investigations 

This message may contain information that is confidential or proprietary. If you I!re not the intended recipient, please advise the sender 
immediately and delete this message and any attachments. Follow this link for further information on confidentiality and the risks 
inherent in electronic communication: http://www.gS.comldisc1aimer/emaiV 
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Confidential Treatment Reauested by Goldman Sachs

LB 1(b)(v): Why did Goldman receive no underwriting fees for Timberwolf, Anderson and
Point Pleasant? What was the warehouse carry for each deal? What were the put fees
collected (both total dollar amount and basis points)?

In lieu of an underwriting fee, Goldman Sachs retained equity positions in the
Timberwolf, Anderson Mezzanine and Point Pleasant CDOs. In response to the Staff's follow-
up questions, Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS
0000087072) identifying the warehouse carry and put fees collected for each deal.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs

GS MBS 0000087071

PSIQFRGS0247
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

LB l(b)(v): Wby did Goldman receive no underwriting fees for Timberwolf, Anderson and 
Point Pleasant? What was tbe warebouse carry for each deal? Wbat were the put fees 
collected (both total dollar amount and basis points)? 

In lieu of an underwriting fee, Goldman Sachs· retained equity positions in the 
Timberwolf. Anderson Mezzanine and Point Pleasant COOs. In response to the Stairs follow
up questions, Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS 
0000087072) identifying the warehouse carry and put fees collected for each deal. 

Supplemental Response Received From 

Goldman Sachs 

Confidential Treatment 
Requested by Goldman Sachs 

GS MBS 0000087071 



Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

Does the information in GS MBS 0000087072 now incorporate all profit and losses for each

of the seven deals? If there are any other sources of revenue or losses for Goldman Sachs
(e.g., Liquidation Agent fees, collateral Disposal Agent fees) could you please break those
out as well.

Goldman Sachs attaches a spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS

0000087090) updating the information the firm previously provided in GS MBS 0000087072.

The attached spreadsheet provides information on "warehouse synthetic premiums" and updates

the information that Goldman Sachs previously produced on "losses incurred on retained
inventory." During Goldman Sachs' review of the information provided in GS MBS

0000087072, the firm determined that the information provided in the "losses incurred on

retained inventory" column inadvertently omitted losses on retained positions that were issued

pursuant to SEC Regulation S (as opposed to SEC Regulation 144). Goldman Sachs has

corrected this inadvertent mistake in the attached spreadsheet and is aware of no other sources of

revenue that should be included in the spreadsheet.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

GS MBS 0000087091Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs

PSIQFRGS0248
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

Does the iuformation in GS MBS 0000087072 now incorporate all profit and losses for each 
of the seven deals? If there are any other sources of revenue or losses for Goldman Sachs 
(e.g., Liquidation Agent fees, collateral Disposal Agent fees) could you please break those 
out as well. 

Goldman Sachs attaches a spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS 
0000087090) updating the information the firm previously provided in GS MBS 0000087072. 
The attached spreadsheet provides information on ''warehouse synthetic premiums" and updates 
the information that Goldman Sachs previously produced on "losses incurred on retained 
inventory." During Goldman Sachs' review of the information provided in GS MBS 
0000087072, the firm determined that the information provided in the "losses incurred on 
retained inventory" column inadvertently omitted losses on retained positions that were issued 
pursuant to SEC Regulation S (as opposed to SEC Regulation 144). Goldman Sachs has 
corrected this inadvertent mistake in the attached spreadsheet and is aware of no other sources of 
revenue that should be included in the spreadsheet. 

Supplemental Response Received From 

Goldman Sachs 

Confidential Treatment 
Requested by Goldman Sachs 

GS MBS 0000087091 
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

Question 1: First, are the liquidation agent fees included in the underwriting fees section?

(This question applies for Anderson as well.) If so, could you please break out the revenue

for each CDO?

The Liquidation Agent Fees for Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1 and Hudson Mezzanine 2006-2

were not included in the previously provided spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS

0000087090). The amount Goldman, Sachs & Co. received was approximately $3.1 million for Hudson

Mezzanine 2006-1, $0.5M for Hudson Mezzanine 2006-2 and $0.2 million for Anderson.

Question 2: Second, it is our understanding that in order to reference the underlying

single-names in the ABX index for Hudson Mezz 1 and 2, dedicated accounts were created

for each CDO that were long ABX and short the corresponding single-name assets. It is

also our understanding that these accounts had a net positive carry for the SPG desk. If

you could please provide P&L information for each of these accounts in order to round out

the CDO P&L data, we would appreciate it.

The account that maintained the long ABX position offset by a short position of the

constituents of the ABX index earned approximately $1.2 million for Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1

and approximately $0.6 million for Hudson Mezzanine 2006-2.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

GS MBS 0000087372Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs 

Qnestion 1: First, are the liquidation agent fees included in the underwriting fees section? 
(This question applies for Anderson as well.) If so, could you please break out the revenue 
for each CnO? 

The Liquidation Agent Fees for Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1 arid Hudson Mezzanine 2006-2 
were not included in the previously provided spreadsheet (bearing production number OS MBS 
0000087090). The amount Goldman, Sachs & Co. received was approximately $3.1 million for Hudson 
Mezzanine 2006-1, $O.SM for Hudson Mezzanine 2006-2 and $0.2 million for Anderson. 

Question 2: Second, it is our understanding that in or~er to reference the underlying 
Single-names in the ABX index for Hudson Mezz 1 a .. d 2, dedicated accounts were created 
for each cno that were long ABX and short the corresponding single-name assets. It is 
also our understanding that these accounts had a net positive carry for the SPG desk. If 
you could please provide P&L information for each of these accounts in order to round out 
the CDO P&L data, we would appreciate it.· 

The account that maintained the long ABX position offset by a short position ofthe 
constituents of the ABX index earned approximately $1.2 million for Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1 
and approximately $0.6 million for Hudson Mezzanine 2006·2. 

Supplemental Response Received From 

Goldman Sachs 

Confidential Treatment . 
Requested by Goldman Sachs 

GS MBS 0000087372 



ATTACHMENT 7

GOLDMAN SACHS/LLOYD BLANKFEIN
RESPONSES TO SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
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United States
Policies for the Preparation, Supervision, Distribution and

Retention of Written And Electronic Communications

GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO.

February 1, 2001

Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS 0000035799
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United States 
Policies for the Preparation, Supervision, Distribution and 

Retention of Written And Electronic Communications 

Confidential Treatment 
Requested by Goldman Sachs 

Goldman 
SaChs 

GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO. 

February 1, 2001 

GS MBS 0000035799 
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Goldman Sachs communicates with its customers (including private individuals, institutions
and other broker/dealers), counterparties, and the general public in many ways. The integrity
of these communications is essential to the firm's reputation and success. Therefore, with
this manual, the firm is setting forth its policies regarding the preparation, supervision,
distribution and retention of all written and electronic communications relating to our
business.

For the purposes of these policies, 'communication' is defined very broadly. It includes any
and all written or electronic communication - from formal recommendations to casual
opinions and thoughts relating to our business. It includes words, diagrams, pictures,
graphs, and images. And it does not matter whether these be conveyed by note, letter,
prospectus, advertisement, e-mail, television or radio broadcast, or any other means or
media. Although these policies do not specifically cover oral communications, the same
content guidelines apply to oral communications.

The policies stated in this memorandum outline the firm's expectations and requirements
with respect to communications with the public relating to any business of the firm. Individual
divisions or business units may establish policies that supplement or supercede parts of the
policies outlined here. In addition, the section entitled 'Firr Expectations of Employee
Conduct" in the firm's Employee Handbook contains standards and guidelines that apply to
the communications covered here.

Therefore, this manual must be read and implemented in conjunction with the
applicable Divisional Compliance policies and the requirements of the Employee
Handbook. You are responsible to know the additional requirements of the Handbook
and those of your division and business unit.

Business units and Divisional Compliance will be responsible for communicating the
contents of these policies and any related divisional or regional policies by distributing them
to all appropriate personnel, by distributing any periodic updates or revisions to them, and
through both new employee and on-going training programs.

While business units and Divisional Compliance are responsible for communicating
policies, it is the responsibility of each individual to understand the rules of the firm and of
the businesses in which s/he works. Failure to comply with the policies may result in
disciplinary action, Including potential separation from the firm.

As with any compliance issues, the most important thing is that you be aware of your
responsibilities and seek clarification and help if you have any questions. If you have any
questions about the application or interpretation of these standards and requirements or
about possible exceptions to them, speak with your Divisional Compliance officers, to
Central Compliance or the Legal Department.
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I. Introduction 

Goldman Sachs communi~tes with its customers (including private individuals, institutions 
and other broker/dealers), counterparties, and the general public in many ways. The integrity 
of these communications is essential to the firm's reputation and success. Therefore, with 
this manual, the firm is setting forth its policies regarding the preparation, supervision, 
distribution and retention of all written· and electronic communications relating to our 
business. 

For the purposes of these policies, "communication" is defined very broadly. It includes any 
and all written or electronic communication - from formal recommendations to casual 
opinions and thoughts relating to our business. It includes words, diagrams, pictures, 
graphs, and images. And it does not matter whether these be conveyed by· note, letter, 
prospectus, advertisement, e-mail, television or radio broadcast, or any other means or 
media. Although these policies do not specifically cover oral communications, the same 
content guidelines apply to oral communications. 

The policies stated in this memorandum outline the firm's expectations and requirements 
with respect to communications with the public relating to any business of the firm. Individual 
divisions or business units may establish policies that supplement or supercede parts of the 
policies outlined here. In addition, the section entitled "Firm Expectations of Employee 
Conducf in the firm's Employee Handbook contains standards and guidelines that apply to 
the communications covered here. 

Therefore, this manual must be read and implemented in conjunction with the 
applicable Divisional Compliance policies and the requirements of the Employee 
Handbook. You are responsible to know the additional requirements of the Handbook 
and those of your division and business unit 

Business units and Divi~onal Compliance will be responsible for communicating the 
contents of these policies and any related divisional or regional policies by distributing them 
to all appropriate personnel, by distributing any periodic updates or revisions to them, and 
through both new employee and on..going training programs. 

While business units and Divisional Compliance are responsible for communicating 
policies, it is the responsibility of each individual to understand the rules of the firm and of 
the businesses in which s/he works. Failure to comply with the poliCies may result in 
disciplinary action, Including potential separation from the firm. 

As with any compliance issues. the most important thing is that you be aware of your 
responsibilities and seek clarification and help if you have any questions. If you have any 
questions about the application or interpretation of these standards and requirements or 
about possible exceptions to them. speak with your Divisional Compliance officers. to 
Central Compliance or the Legal Department. 
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While these policies apply to all written and electronic communication, there are three

categories of communications for which there are specific rules. These categories are

advertisements, sales literature, and sales correspondence. There are two types of

content that merit special attention, as well. These are research and recommendations.

These categories of communication and types of content are defined below.

A. Categories of Communication |

Advertisements

An advertisement is any written or electronic communication relating to the firm's securities

business that is made publicly available in. such a way that the individual recipients are not

known to and cannot be limited by the firm. In other words, the firm does not have control

over who receives, sees, or hears an advertisement.

An advertisement may include material published or designed for use in a newspaper,

magazine or other periodical, radio, television, telephone or tape recording, on a generally

accessible website or in or on another publicly available medium.

Advertisements must conform to standards established by Corporate Communications and

must be approved before use (as described later in this manual).

Sales Literature

Sales literature is any written or electronic communication relating to the firmrs securities

business that is sent or made available to multiple public recipients who are known or

directly targeted by the firm.

Sales literature may include, but is not limited to, circulars, research reports (including most

of the publications of the firm's Investment Research Department), market letters,

performance reports or summaries, and form letters. Sales literature also includes the

written text of any communication delivered orally to a broad audience, such as a

telemarketing script or a seminar text and material posted on password-protected websites

available to clients.

The key characteristic of sales literature is that it is addressed to multiple recipients
specifically targeted by the firm.

As is the case with advertisements, sales literature must be approved before use (as

described later in this manual).
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II. Categorization of Communications 

While these policies apply to all written and electronic communication, there are three 
categories of communications for which there are specific rules. These categories are 
advertisements, sales literature, and sales correspondence. There are two types of 
content that merit special attention, as well. These are research and recommendations. 
These categories of communication and types of content are defined below. 

A. Categories of Communication 

Advertisements 

An advertisement is any written or electronic communication relating to the firm's securities 
business that is made publicly available in. such a way that the individual recipients are not 
known to and cannot be limited by the firm. In other words, the firm does not have control 
over who receives, sees, or hears an advertisement. 

An advertisement may include material published or designed for use in a newspaper, 
magazine or other periodical, radio, television, telephone or tape recording, on a generally 
accessible website or in or on another publicly available medium. 

Advertisements must conform to standards established by Corporate Communications and 
must be approved before use (as described later in this manual). 

Sales L.lterature 

Sales literature is any written or electronic communication relating to the firm's securities 
business that is sent or made available to multiple public recipients who are known or 
directly targeted by the firm. 

Sales literature may include, but is not limited to, circulars, research reports (including most 
of the publications of the firm's Investment Research Department), market letters, 
performance reports or summaries, and form letters. Sales literature also includes the 
written text of any communication delivered orally to a broad audience, such as a 
telemarketing sCript or a seminar text and material posted on password-protected websites 
available to clients. 

The key characteristic of sales literature is that it is addressed to multiple recipients 
specifically targeted by the firm. 

As is the case with advertisements, sales literature must be approved before use (as 
described later in this manual). 
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Sales Correspondence

Sales correspondence is any written or electronic communication (other than that classified
as advertising or sale literature) that is sent or made available to a current or prospective
customer by a salesperson involved in the firm's securities business or by a person who is
soliciting fee-based investment advisory or management services.

The key characteristic of sales correspondence is that it is directed to a specific recipient. It
may or may not need to be approved prior to use.

B. Research and Recommendations

Sales literature and sales correspondence may include a recommendation to a customer
and, in certain contexts, may constitute research. Recommendations and research each
has its own approval process, and research requires specialized legends, which are
discussed later in this manual. For the purposes of this manual:

* Research is an analysis of individual companies, industries, market conditions, or
securities or other investment vehicles that provides information reasonably sufficient
upon which to base an investment decision. While reports prepared by one of the firm's
investment research departments generally fall into the category of research, materials
prepared by other personnel also may constitute research under applicable regulations.
Research does not include publicly available information, consensus data, or data
attributable to management of the company being discussed.

• A recommendation to a customer is the promotion or endorsement of a transaction
involving a security.

Note that there are significant restrictions on including any research or recommendations in
marketing materials for asset management services. Consult Divisional Compliance
policies for further guidance.

C. General Communication

As stated above, although these particular categories and types of communication require
special attention, except where otherwise noted, this manual covers all written or electronic
communication with the public relating to any business of the firm.
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Sales Correspondence 

Sales correspondence is any written or electronic communication (other than that classified 
as advertising or sale literature) that is sent or made available to a current or prospective· 
customer by a salesperson involved in the finn's securities business or by a person who is 
soliciting fee-based investment advisory or management services. 

The key characteristic of sales correspondence is that it is directed to a specific recipient. It 
mayor may not need to be approved prior to use. 

B. Research and Recommendations 

Sales literature and sales correspondence may include a recommendation to a customer 
and, in certain contexts, may constitute research. Recommendations and research each 
has its own approval process, and research requires specialized legends, which are 
discussed later in this manual. For the purposes of this manual: 

• Research is an analysis of individual companies, industries, market conditions, or 
securities or other investment vehicles that provides information reasonably sufficient 
upon which to base an investment decision. While reports prepared by one of the finn's 
investment research departments generally fall into the category of research, materials 
prepared by other personnel also may constitute research under applicable regulations. 
Research does not include publicly available information, consensus data, or data 
attributable to management of the company being discussed. 

Iii A recommendation to a customer is the promotion or endorsement of a transaction 
involving a security. 

N<;>te that there are significant restrictions on including any research or recommendations in 
marketing materials for asset management services. Consult Divisional Compliance 
policies for further guidance. 

C. General Communication 

As stated above, although these particular categories and types of communication require 
special attention, except where otherwise noted, this manual covers all written or electronic 
communication with the public relating to any business of the firm. 
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I A. General Standards

No matter what you are communicating to the public, your words reflect on the reputation of
the firm. Furthermore, the firm can be held accountable for what you communicate. The firm,
therefore, requires that your communication reflect the high standards of the firm, not only in
what you say, but also in the way you say it.

The following are general standards and requirements that the firm expects all of its
employees to understand and follow in all of their communications.

Truthfulness and Completeness

Communications may not omit material facts or include untrue or misleading statements.
Keep in mind that the level of detail or explanation necessary to make a communication
clear, accurate, and understandable will depend, in part, on the breadth and sophistication of
the intended audience and the complexity of the subject matter. For example,
communicating complicated material or the lack of financial sophistication of the recipient
will often warrant a more detailed presentation.

Professionalism and Good Taste

* All communications should be professional and in good taste. Of course, your
communications should never contain obscene, offensive, or otherwise inappropriate,
unprofessional, or unlawful language. Remember, that you do not control and you
cannot always predict who the reader will be.

* Write using standard, formal written language. Pay attention to proper grammar and
accurate word usage.

* Avoid superlatives and exaggerations.

* Communicate succinctly. Stay strictly to the topic of your communication. Do not include
any gratuitous comments.

* Remember, your business communications become part of the official records of the
firm. Regulators and other third parties may have access to these communications in the
case of dispute, litigation, or criminal action.

Records of Past Performance

Any communication that portrays past performance of recommendations or actual
transactions must be balanced and not misleading. In particular
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III. Content Standards 

A. General Standards 

No matter what you are communicating to the public, your words reflect on the reputation of 
. the firm. Furthermore, the firm can be held accountable for what you communicate. The firm, 

therefore, requires that your communication reflect the high standards of the firm, not only in 
what you say, but also in the way you say it. 

The following are general standards and requirements that the firm expects all of its 
employees to understand and follow in all of their communications. 

Truthfulness and Completeness 

Communications may not omit material facts or include untrue or misleading statements. 
Keep in mind that the level of detail or explanation necessary to make a communication 
clear, accurate, and understandable will depend, in part, on the breadth and sophistication of 
the intended audience and the complexity of the subject matter. For example, 
communicating complicated material or the lack of financial sophistication of the recipient 
will often warrant a more detailed presentation. 

Professionalism and Good Taste 

• All communications should be professional and in good taste. Of course, your 
communications should never contain obscene, offensive, or otherwise inappropriate, 
unprofessional, or unlawful language. Remember, that you do not control and you 
cannot always predict who the reader will be. 

• Write using standard, formal written language. Pay attention to proper grammar and 
accurate word usage. 

• Avoid supertatives and exaggerations. 

• Communicate SUCCinctly. Stay strictly to the topic of your communication. Do not include 
any gratuitous comments. 

• Remember, your business communications become part of the official records of the 
firm. Regulators and other third parties may have access to these communications in the 
case of dispute, litigation, or criminal action. 

Records of Past Performance 

Any communication that portrays past performance of recommendations or actual 
transactions must be balanced and not misleading. In particular. 
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* Past performance may not be used to promise or suggest, directly or indirectly, future
profits or income, nor may it be presented as indicative of future performance.

* Records or statistics must:

L disclose the existence of any relevant costs (e.g., commissions and interest charges,
if applicable).

0 be clearly defined as to scope (i.e., the universe of securities or transaction types
covered) and context.

El cover at least the most recent 12-month period, if available.

* Whenever annualized rates of return are used:

All material assumptions used in the process of annualization must be disclosed.

F. The date and price of each initial recommendation or transaction and the date and
price at the earlier of when liquidation was suggested or effected must be included.

! Summaries or averages may be presented so long as they include the total number
of items recommended or transacted, the number that advanced and declined, and
an offer to provide the complete record upon request.

Finally, the communication should include an indication of general market conditions during
the relevant period (e.g., the performance of the S&P 500). Any such comparison should be
reasonable.

Note that there are special requirements for showing past performance of mutual funds and
separate account composites, and for certain other investments (e.g., options). Consult
Divisional Compliance policies for further guidance.

Speculating on Litigation Results

Do not speculate on or predict the outcome of any litigation involving the issuer of a security.

Guarantees

Do not make any guarantee of profit or against loss, or offer any promise of specific results.

Projections and Predictions

Communications may include projections and predictions (including forecasts of financial
performance), but those projections and predictions must:
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• Past performance may not be used to promise or suggest, directly or indirectly, future 
profits or income, nor may it be presented as indicative of future performance. 

• Records or statistics must: 

L.: disclose the existence of any relevant costs (e.g., commissions and interest charges, 
if applicable). 

o be clearly defined as to scope (Le., the universe of securities or transaction types 
covered) and context. 

C cover at least the most recent 12-m~nth period, if available. 

• Whenever annualized rates of retum are used: 

- All material assumptions used in the process of annualization must be disclosed. 

r., The date and price of each initial recommendation or transaction and the date and 
price at the earlier of when liquidation was suggested or effected must be included. 

1:: Summaries or averages may be presented so long as they include the total number 
of items recommended or transacted, the number that advanced and declined, and 
an offer to provide the complete record upon request. 

Finally, the communication should include an indication of general market conditions during 
the relevant period (e.g., the performance of the S&P 500). Any such comparison should be 
reasonable. 

Note that there are special requirements for showing past performance of mutual funds and 
separate account composites, and for certain other investments (e.g., options). Consult 
Divisional Compliance policies for further guidance. 

Speculating on Litigation Results 

Do not speculate on or predict the outcome of any litigation involving the issuer of a security. 

Guarantees 

Do not make any guarantee of profit or against loss, or offer any promise of specific results. 

Projections and Predictions 

Communications may include projections and predictions (including forecasts of financial 
performance), but those projections and predictions must: 
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* Be based on reasonable assumptions.

* Be clearly labeled as opinion.

* Include a description of the assumptions and information upon which projections and
predictions are based or indicate that the underlying assumptions and information are
available upon request.

Hypotheticals that look backwards in time and recalculate performance based on stated
assumptions are not necessarily subject to the same standard of reasonableness as
forward-looking projections or predictions. This is because with backward-looking
projections evidence of what actually occurred is always available for consideration. The
availability of actual data limits the danger of acting on an unreasonable assumption.
Forward-looking projections, on the other hand, require more care.

Note that significantly stricter standards apply to the use of forward-looking or backward-
looking projections in connection with asset management services. Consult Divisional
Compliance policies for further guidance.

Balance of Risks and Potential Rewards

Any discussion of the merits of a potential investment should be balanced with a discussion
of its risks. The discussion must also provide enough information to allow the recipient to
understand the full nature of the investment and of its potential risks and rewards.

Suitability of Investments

Communications may not state or imply that any particular investment is suitable for all
investors.

Subject to otherwise applicable firm policies on suitability and requirements to "know your
customer," communications may state that an investment is suitable for a particular
customer or class of similarly-situated customers.

Rumors

Communications may not circulate or encourage dissemination of unsubstantiated rumors.
Therefore, it is the policy of the firm to make no comment on rumors whatsoever, even to
deny rumors you believe to be untrue.

Dating Communications

All communications should be appropriately dated. Any significant information that is more
than six months old or otherwise is not reasonably current must be noted.
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• Be based on reasonable assumptions. 

• Be clear1y labeled as opinion. 

• Include a description of the assumptions and information upon which projections and 
predictions are based or indicate that the under1ying assumptions and information are 
available upon request. 

Hypotheticals that look backwards in time and recalculate performance based on stated 
assumptions are not necessarily subject to the same standard of reasonableness as 
forward-looking projections or predictions. This is because with backward-looking 
projections evidence of what actually occurred is always available for consideration. The 
availability of actual data limits the danger of acting on an unreasonable assumption. 
Forward-looking projections, on the other hand, require more care. 

Note that significantly stricter standards apply to the use of forward-looking or backward
looking projections in connection with asset management services. Consult Divisional 
Compliance poliCies for further guidance. 

Balance of Risks and Potential Rewards 

Any discussion of the merits of a potential investment should be balanced with a discussion 
of its risks. The discussion must also provide enough information to allow the recipient to 
understand the full nature of the investment and of its potential risks and rewards. 

Suitability of Investments 

Communications may not state or imply that any particular investment is suitable for all 
investors. 

Subject to otherwise applicable firm pOlicies on suitability and requirements to "know your 
customer," communications may state that an investment is suitable for a particular 
customer or class of similar1y-situated customers. 

Rumors 

Communications may not circulate or encourage dissemination of· unsubstantiated rumors. 
Therefore, it is the policy of the firm to make no comment on rumors whatsoever, even to 
deny rumors you believe to be untrue. 

Dating Communications 

All communications should be appropriately dated. Any Significant information that is more 
than six months old or otherwise is not reasonably current must be noted. 
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Identifying Sources

All communications should include the firm's name and, when appropriate, the name of the
person who prepared the communication.

Disclosure of Client Names and Positions

Names of clients of the firm and their assets, objectives, and positions are
confidential and may not be disclosed outside of the firm, or to anyone within the firm
without a "need to know". Despite this general rule, the name of a client may be
disclosed with the client's consent, if permitted by applicable Divisional Compliance
policies.

I B. Providing Customers with Valuations of Their Positions

Because valuations of positions can be used for a variety of reasons (risk management,
accounting, as the basis of trading decisions, margining, etc.) it is imperative that valuations
are carefully prepared and that both the valuations themselves and the basis on which they
have been calculated are communicated clearly and completely.

Check individual divisional policies for requirements as to the form and content of valuations
and as to any disclosure statements (hedge clauses) that may be required to be used.

C. Third Party Material and Testimonials

Attribution of Sources

Using outside sources without attribution is plagiarism. Plagiarism is a serious breach of the
firm's standards and exposes the firm to significant legal and reputational risk. Therefore:

* All material - whether words, graphs, charts, analyses, or other matter taken from
outside sources, and whether directly quoted or simply referred to - must be properly
attributed. This includes paraphrases and summaries of discussions.

* Attribution may appear in footnotes or in the text.

* The attribution must be specific. Generic phrases such as "experts claim" or "market
sources agree" are not sufficient or acceptable.
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Identifying Sources 

All communications should include the firm's name and, when appropriate, the name of the 
person who prepared the communication. 

Disclosure of Client Names and Positions 

Names of clients of the firm and their assets, objectives, and positions are 
confidential and may not be disclosed outside of the firm, or to anyone within the firm 
without a "need to know", Despite this general rule, the name of a client may be 
disclosed with the client's consent, if permitted by applicable Divisional Compliance 
poliCies. 

B. Providing Customers with Valuations of Their Positions 

Because valuations of positions can be used for a variety of reasons (risk management, 
accounting, as the basis of trading decisions, margining, etc.) it is imperative that valuations 
are carefully prepared and that both the valuations themselves and the basis on which they 
have been calculated are communicated clear1y and completely. 

Check individual divisional policies for requirements as to the form and content of valuations 
and as to any disclosure statements (hedge clauses) that may be required to be used. 

C. Third Party Material and Testimonials 

Attribution of Sources 

Using outside sources without attribution is plagiarism. Plagiarism is a serious breach of the 
firm's standards and exposes the firm to significant legal and reputational risk. Therefore: 

• All material - whether words, graphs, charts, analyses, or other matter taken from 
outside sources, and whether directly quoted or simply referred to - mlJst be proper1y 
attributed. This includes paraphrases and summaries of discussions. 

• Attribution may appear in footnotes or in the text. 

• The attribution must be specific. Generic phrases such as "experts claim" or "market 
sources agree" are not sufficient or acceptable. 
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* Any market letter or research report prepared by an outside organization must identify

the preparer and not give the impression that it was prepared by Goldman Sachs. See

divisional policies regarding the use of such third-party material.

Testimonials

A testimonial is a quotation from a customer or outside expert expressing support for a

Goldman Sachs product or activity. Any testimonial must be accompanied by a disclaimer,

the substance of which includes the following:

* That the testimonial may not be representative of the experience of other customers.

* That the testimonial is not indicative of future performance or success.

* That it is a paid testimonial (if more than a nominal sum was paid for the testimonial).

* That the person making the testimonial has the knowledge and experience to form a

valid opinion (if the testimonial concerns a technical aspect of investing).

* That the person making the testimonial has a relationship with the firm (if such a

relationship exists).

If a testimonial is used in an advertisement, the Corporate Communications Department

must also be consulted. Testimonials are prohibited in any communication related to

asset management services.

I~ jjj7~ D. Copyright Issues

Using published material from sources outside of the firm, with or without attribution, may

constitute a copyright infringement. Copyright rules differ from situation to situation and from

jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

Note that copyright rules are not restricted to printed material. They extend to material

published in other media, including the Internet.

You should consult the section entitled uCopyrghted Materials' in the Employee Handbook.
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• Any market letter or research report prepared by an outside organization must identify 
the preparer and not give the impression that it was prepared by Goldman Sachs. See 
divisional policies regarding the use of such third-party material. 

Testimonials 

A testimonial is a quotation from a customer or outside expert expressing support for a 
Goldman Sachs product or activity. Any testimonial must be accompanied by a disclaimer, 
the substance of which includes the following: 

• That the testimonial may not be representative of the experience of other customers. 

• That the testimonial is not indicative of future performance or success. 

• That it is a paid testimonial (if more than a nominal sum was paid for the testimonial). 

• That the person making the testimonial has the knowledge and experience to form a 
valid opinion (if the testimonial concems a technical aspect of investing). 

• That the person making the testimonial has a relationship with the firm (if such a 
relationship exists). 

If a testimonial is used in an advertisement, the Corporate Communications Department 
must also be consulted. Testimonials are prohibited in any communication related to 
asset management services. 

D. Copyright Issues 

Using published material from sources outside of the finn, with or without attribution, may 
constitute a copyright infringement. Copyright rules differ from situation to situation and from 
jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

Note that copyright rules are not restricted to printed material. They extend to material 
published in other media, including the Internet. 

You should consult the section entitled ·Copyrighted Materials· in the Employee Handbook. 
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E. Recommendations of Securities Transactions by Securities Salespeople*

Suitability of Recommendations Made to Customers

Prior to recommending that a customer purchase, sell or exchange any security,
salespeople must have reasonable grounds for believing that the recommendation is
suitable for that particular customer upon the basis of the facts disclosed by the customer as
to his/her other security holdings, investment objectives and financial situation.

Know the Security Being Recommended

The suitability concept also requires a salesperson to have an adequate and reasonable
basis for his/her recommendation of a particular security. This requires familiarity with the
characteristics (including potential risks and rewards) of the security being recommended.
Therefore, salespeople must 'know their security", as well as their customer.

Determining Whether a Recommendation is Made

A broad range of circumstances may cause a transaction to be considered recommended,
and this determination does not depend on the classification of the transaction by divisional
policies as "solicited" or "unsolicited." In particular, a transaction will be considered to be
recommended when a representative of the firm brings a specific security to the attention of
a particular customer (or group of customers) through any means, including telephone, mail,
e-mail or fax.

Trade Ideas

Firm employees frequently provide so-called 'trade ideas" to multiple recipients. Such trade
ideas are designed to help clients take advantage of market conditions and intelligence, but
are not intended to be specific buy/sell recommendations for specific clients or customers.
Characteristics of trade ideas frequently include:

* Market situations to watch closely.

* 'If/then" suggestions, such as: "If your position is X, consider taking advantage of Ye; 'if a
security begins to do A, consider taking action B."

* Delivery to multiple recipients, rather than to specific clients.

* Suggestions about a range of actions rather than a specific transaction.

Note that the requirements of this section apply to securities brokerage (including discretionary brokerage)
accounts. For advisory account requirements, consult Divisional Compliance policies.
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E. Recommendations of Securities Transactions by Securities Salespeople" 

Suitability of Recommendations Made to Customers 

Prior to recommending that a customer purchase, sell or exchange any security, 
salespeople must have reasonable grounds for believing that the recommendation is 
suitable for that particular customer upon the basis of the facts disclosed by the customer as 
to his/her other security holdings, investment objectives and financial situation. 

Know the Security Being Recommended 

The suitability concept also requires a salesperson to have an adequate and reasonable 
basis for hislher recommendation of a particular security. This requires familiarity with the 
characteristics (including potential risks and rewards) of the security being recommended. 
Therefore, salespeople must "know their securitY', as well as their customer. 

Determining Whether a Recommendation is Made 

A broad range of circumstances may cause a transaction to be considered recommended,. 
and· this determination does not depend on the classification of the transaction by divisional 
poliCies as "solicited" or "unsolicited." In particular, a transaction will be considered to be 
recommended when a representative of the firm brings a . specific security to the attention of 
a particular customer (or group of customers) through any means, including telephone, mail, 
e-mail or fax. 

Trade Ideas 

Firm employees frequently provide so-called "trade ideas" to multiple recipients. Such trade 
ideas are deSigned to help clients take advantage of market conditions and intelligence, but 
are not intended to be specific buy/sell recommendations for specific clients or customers. 
Characteristics of trade ideas frequently include: 

• Market situations to watch closely. 

• "If/then" suggestions, such as: "If your position is X, consider taking advantage of Y"; "if a 
security begins to do A, consider taking action B." 

• Delivery to multiple recipients, rather than to specific clients. 

• Suggestions about a range of actions rather than a specific transaction. 

• Note that the requirements of this section apply to securities brokerage (including discretionary brokerage) 
accounts. For adviSOry account reqUirements, consult Divisional Compliance pOlicies. 
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* Common distribution via e-mail.

Such trade ideas are not considered to fall within the definition of a recommendation.

Seeking Additional Guidance

In sum, whether a particular transaction is in fact recommended depends on an analysis of
all the relevant facts and circumstances. Therefore, employees are required to be familiar
with divisional policies on recommendations and suitability, and are encouraged to consult
their Divisional Compliance personnel or the Legal Department for assistance in answering
any questions.

F. Recommendations Contained in Research Reports I

When a recommendation to a customer is made in advertisements or sales literature
(including the firm's published research), the market price of the security at the time of the
recommendation must be indicated and the following information must be disclosed:

* Whether the firm makes a market in the security or will buy or sell the security on a
principal basis

* Whether the firm was a manager or co-manager of any public offering by the issuer
within the past three years

* Whether the firm, its officers, or any personnel involved in preparing the communication
may have positions in the securities or options of the issuer

* Whether the firm or any of its employees is a director of the issuer.

The publication of all research reports must be approved by one of the firm's investment
research departments, which will add any additional required disclosures.

I G. Restricted Trading List Securities |

Sales correspondence may not include discussion of, nor may a salesperson recommend
transactions in, any security on the firm's Restricted Trading List without the prior approval
of the Central Compliance Control Room.

Asset management personnel should refer to their Divisional Compliance policies which, in
some instances, may differ from the foregoing.

* Note that the requirements of this section apply to securities brokerage (including discretionary brokerage)

accounts. For advisory account requirements, consult Divisional Compliance policies.
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• Common distribution via e-mail. 

Such trade ideas are not considered to fall within the definition of a recommendation. 

Seeking Additional Guidance 

In sum, whether a particular transaction is in fact recommended depends on an analysis of 
all the relevant facts and circumstances. Therefore, employees are required to be familiar 
with divisional policies on recommendations and suitability, and are encouraged to consult 
their Divisional Compliance personnel or the Legal Department for assistance in answering 
any questions. 

F. Recommendations Contained in Research Reports-

When a recommendation to a customer is made in advertisements or sales literature 
(including the firm's published research), the market price of the security at the time of the 
recommendation must be indicated and the following information must be disclosed: 

• Whether the firm makes a market in the security or will buy or sell the security on a 
principal basis 

• Whether the firm was a manager or co-manager of any public offering by the issuer 
within the past three years 

• Whether the firm, its officers, or any personnel involved in preparing the communication 
may have positions in the securities or options of the issuer 

• Whether the firm or any of its employees is a director of the issuer. 

The publication of all research reports must be approved by one of the firm's investment 
research departments, which will add any additional required disclosures. 

G. Restricted Trading List Securities 

Sales correspondence may not include discussion of, nor maya salesperson recommend 
transactions in, any security on the firm's Restricted Trading List without the prior approval 
of the Central Compliance Control Room. 

Asset management personnel should refer to their Divisional Compliance pOlicies which, in 
some instances, may differ from the foregoing. 

· Note that the requirements of this section apply to securities brokerage ~nduding discretionary brokerage) 
accounts. For advisory account reqUirements. consult Divisional Compliance policies. 
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H. Hedge Clauses I

The proper hedge clauses must accompany all advertisements and sales literature. The
hedge clauses may not be misleading or inconsistent with the content of the communication.

The required hedge clauses vary based upon product, country, recipient and a number of

other factors. Therefore, contact Divisional Compliance to determine the proper hedge

clauses to use on any material sent to third parties on behalf of the firm.

| . 1. InternalWUse-Only Documents J

No written or electronic communication marked (or customarily handled as) "for internal use

only" or 'for broker use only" may be distributed, in whole or in part, to anyone outside of the
firm. This includes e-mail and material on the internal website.

If a particular business unit determines that material originally prepared for internal or

broker-only use becomes appropriate for dissemination to the public, any internal use

designation must be removed and all appropriate approval procedures and standards

governing outside written communications, as detailed in this document, must be satisfied.

I~~ J. Distributing "To All" Memoranda

'To All" memos, whether distributed by memo, e-mail or other means, must be approved as

described in the section entitled 'Firmwide Memoranda" in the Employee Handbook.

|- K. Dissemination of Information Concerning The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. I

The NYSE prohibits any recommendation or solicitation with respect to the common stock of

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. Accordingly, only the Investor Relations or Corporate

Communications Departments are authorized to make any comments regarding The
Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

L. Registered, Publicly-Offered Securities (other than GSAM Mutual Funds)
I- I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The U.S. securities laws impose severe restrictions on the distribution of any written

materials in the United States by participants in a U.S. registered public offering (including

both IPOs and follow-on offerings) in connection with such offering other than the most
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. ~1 _________________________ H_._H_e_d~g~e_C __ la_u_s_e_s ________________________ ~ 

The proper hedge clauses must accompany all advertisements and sales literature. The 
hedge clauses may not be misleading or inconsistent with the content of the communication. 

The required hedge clauses vary based upon product, country, recipient and a number of 
other factors. Therefore, contact Divisional Compliance to determine the proper hedge 
clauses to use on any material sent to third parties on behalf of the firm. 

I. Internal-Use-Only Documents 

No written or electronic communication marked (or customarily handled as) "for intemal use 
only" or "for broker use only" may be distributed, in whole or in part, to anyone outside of the 
firm. This includes e-mail and material on the internal website. 

If a particular business unit determines that material originally prepared for internal or 
broker-only use becomes appropriate for dissemination to the public, any internal use 
deSignation must be removed and all appropriate approval procedures and standards 
governing outside written communications, as detailed in this document, must be satisfied. 

J. Distributing "To All" Memoranda 

"To All" memos, whether distributed by memo, e-mail or other means, must be approved as 
described in the section entitled "Firmwide Memoranda" in the Employee Handbook. 

K. Dissemination of Information Concerning The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 

The NYSE prohibits any recommendation or solicitation with respect to the common stock of 
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. Accordingly. only the Investor Relations or Corporate 
Communications Departments are authorized to make any comments regarding The 
Goldman Sachs Group. Inc. . 

L. Registered, Publicly-Offered Securities (other than GSAM Mutual Funds) 

The U.S. securities laws im·pose severe restrictions on the distribution of any written 
materials in the United States by participants in a U.S. registered public offering (including· 

. both IPOs and follow-on offerings) in connection with such offering other than the most 
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recent 'red herring* prospectus and, after the offering is priced, the final prospectus. It has
always been the firm's policy to adhere strictly to these requirements. In addition, it is the
firm's policy to apply these requirements in a variety of other circumstances.

These restrictions are as follows:

* No written materials may be distributed outside the firm in the United States in
connection with any U.S. registered public offering (both IPOs and follow-on offerings)
other than the "red herring' prospectus and, after pricing of the offering, the final
prospectus. This includes e-mails (including responses to clients' e-mails to us), faxes,
and any other method of written communication. For example, neither the sales
memorandum for the offering nor any portion thereof (n ano summary thereof may be
distributed outside the firm. In addition, only the entire "red herring" or final prospectus
may be distributed; employees must not distribute selected pages from a prospectus,
nor highlight or draw attention to selected portions of the prospectus. These restrictions
continue in effect for the first 25 days after the pricing of a U.S. registered IPO.

* It is firm policy, in connection with U. S. registered public offerings, to observe the
foregoing restrictions with respect to the distribution of written materials outside the U. S.

* It is also firm policy to observe the foregoing restrictions with respect to the distribution of
written materials, both inside and outside the U. S., in connection with Regulation S and
Rule 144A offerings.

Any exceptions to the first of the foregoing restrictions must be approved by the
Legal Department or a senior member of the Special Execution Group. Any
exceptions to the second or third of the foregoing restrictions must be approved by a
member of the Commitments Committee in consultation with a senior member of the
Special Execution Group.
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recent ured herringD prospectus and, after the offering is priced, the final prospectus. It has 
always been the firm's policy to adhere strictly to these requirements. In addition. it is the 
firm's policy to apply these requirements in a variety of other circumstances. 

These restrictions are as follows: 

• No written materials may be distributed outside the firm in the United States in 
.connection with any U.S. registered public offering (both IPOs and follow-on offerings) 
other than the ured herringD prospectus and. after pricing of the offering. the final 
prospectus. This includes e-mails (including responses to clients' e-mails to us). faxes. 
and any other method of written communication. For example. neither the sales 
memorandum for the offering nor any portion thereof (nor any summary thereof) may be 
distributed outside the firm. In addition. only the" entire ured herring" or final prospectus 
may be distributed; employees must not distribute selected pages from a prospectus. 
nor highlight or draw attention to selected portions of the prospectus. These restrictions 
continl,Je in effect for the first 25 days after the pricing of a U.S. regi~tered IPO. 

• It is firm policy. in connection with U. S. registered public offerings, to observe the 
foregoing restrictions with respect to the distribution of written materials outside the U. S. 

• It is also firm policy to observe the foregoing restrictions with respect to the distribution of 
written materials, both inside and outside theU. S .• in connection with Regulation Sand 
Rule 144A offerings: 

Any exceptions to the first of the foregoing restrictions must be approved by the 
Legal Department or a senior member of the Special Execution Group. Any 

" exceptions to the second or third of the foregoing restrictions must be approved by a 
member of the Commitments Committee in consultation with a senior member of the 
Special Execution Group. 
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A. General

Responsibility for obtaining reviews

In general, the employee preparing and sending a communication is responsible for
obtaining any necessary approvals and for following the appropriate procedures for retention
and review.

Documents previously approved

In certain instances, divisional policies may designate certain material sent to specified
recipients as 'pre-approved', in which case the pre-approved documents do not have to be
re-approved each time they are sent.

Any additional correspondence accompanying the approved documents, such as a cover
letter or note, may have to be approved, depending on the substance contained in it. For
instance, casual correspondence, thank you notes, confirmations or schedules for meetings,
invitations, and other correspondence that does not relate to business does not require
approval.

Reviewer's Signature

When approval is required, the reviewer must initial or sign and date the firm's retained copy
of any written communication (or, for certain business units, a "Compliance Cover Sheet' to
indicate and record his/her review and approval or maintain a comparable record.

In cases where electronic correspondence requires approval, a record of the review and
approval must be maintained. The nature of that record - an addition to the electronic file, a
log file of reviews, a physical record on a hard copy, or other means - can be determined
by the business unit. Whatever the nature of the record, it must clearly indicate the
reviewer's approval and maintain a clear audit trail to the reviewed communication.

Advertisements and Sales Literature

In general, advertisements must be approved in advance by the Corporate Communications
Department in order to assure compliance with firm-wide identity, branding, logo and other
standards. In some divisions, this approval process may be handled by Divisional
Compliance. In addition, advertisements related to the firm's sales and trading of securities
must be approved prior to first use or first availability by a registered principal in the relevant
business unit.
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I 
IV. Reviews and Approvals 

A. General 

Responsibility for obtaining reviews 

In general, the employee preparing and sending a communication is responsible for 
obtaining any necessary approvals and for following the appropriate procedures for retention 
and review. 

Documents previously approved 

In certain instances, divisional poliCies may designate certain material sent to specified 
recipients as upre-approveda, in which case the pre-approved documents do not have to be 
re-approved each time they are sent. 

Any additional correspondence accompanying the approved documents, such as a cover 
letter or note, may have to be approved, depending on the substance contained in it. For 
instance, casual correspondence, thank you notes, confirmations or schedules for meetings, 
invitations, and other correspondence that does not relate to business does not require 
approval. 

Reviewer'S Signature 

When approval is required, the reviewer must initial or sign and date the firm's retained copy 
of any written communication (or, for certain business units, a "Compliance Cover Sheetj to 
indicate and record his(her review and approval or maintain a comparable record. 

In cases where electronic correspondence requires approval, a record of the review and 
approval must be maintained. The nature of that record - an addition to the electronic file, a 
log file of reviews, a physical record on a hard copy, or other means - can be determined 
by the business unit. Whatever the nature of the record, it must clearly indicate the 
reviewer's approval and maintain a clear audit trail to the reviewed communication. 

Advertisements and Sales Literature 

In general, advertisements must be approved in advance by the Corporate Communications 
Department in order to assure compliance with firm-wide identity, branding, logo and other 
standards. In some divisions, this approval process may be handled by Divisional 
Compliance. In addition, advertisements related to the firm's sales and trading of securities 
must be approved prior to first use or first availability by a registered principal in the relevant 
business unit. 
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All sales literature must also comply with firm-wide design and content standards

established by Corporate Communications. In addition, sales literature related to the firm's

sales and trading of securities must be approved, prior to first use or availability, by a

registered principal in the relevant business unit.

For any options-related sales literature, the approving registered principal must be the

Compliance Registered Options Principal (CROP) or the CROP's designee.

Research reports must be approved by a supervisory analyst prior to issuance.

SRO Filing Requirements

Certain product-specific sales literature and advertisements (e.g., certain investment

company-related materials, CMO-related advertisements, and options-related educational

materials) must be filed with an appropriate SRO (NASD, CBOE, etc.) at least 10 days prior

to first use or first availability. Approvals must be sought from the appropriate registered

principal or Corporate Communications early enough to meet the 10-day filing requirement.

B. Review of Certain Outgoing Correspondence

Outgoing correspondence with the public by registered representatives and associated

persons involved in the sale of securities, whether in hard-copy, fax, e-mail or other

electronic format, will be subject to review by a registered principal or his/her designee.

Each division or business unit involved in the firm's broker/dealer business may approach

the review of outgoing correspondence in one of two ways:

* Review all outgoing sales correspondence before it is sent; or

* Review a sample of outgoing sales correspondence after it is sent.

Guidelines for developing a sampling program appear in the Appendix at the end of this

manual. Check your Divisional Compliance policies for the procedures applicable to you.

A copy of all such correspondence, no matter the medium in which it is delivered, must be

retained in accordance with procedures established by the applicable division and must be

readily available for review. The person who reviewed the correspondence must be easily

ascertainable. Finally, the outgoing communications file will be subject to periodic review to

assure compliance with these requirements.

Compliance with the requirements of these policies will be a subject of discussion at annual

or other periodic performance reviews and will be the subject of remedial action, if required.
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Compliance with the requirements for review of communications (including appropriate
monitoring, testing, and documenting of results and evaluation of effectiveness) are subject
to annual Central Compliance review and will be included in the Management Controls
Department's periodic audits.

C. Review of Incoming Correspondence I

All incoming written and electronic correspondence from the public directed to registered
representatives and associated persons involved in the sale of securities are also subject to
the firm's supervision and review in accordance with divisional procedures. Except for
written correspondence (i.e., material in paper form) sent to registered representatives (all of
which must be reviewed as described below), divisional policies may provide for either
review of all such correspondence or a sample selected in substantially the same manner as
outgoing correspondence.

Review of Incoming Written Correspondence Sent to Sales Representatives

In order to provide early notice of potential sales practice issues and customer complaints,
and to help ensure proper handling of customer funds and securities, a registered principal
or his/her designee will review all incoming written correspondence (i.e., correspondence in
paper form) that is directed to registered representatives involved in the sale of securities. To
facilitate this review:

* The correspondence will be opened by, or in the presence of, an authorized individual (a
principal or his/her designee) to identify any possible complaints and to remove
customer funds and securities.

* The individual reviewing the correspondence will, after the review is completed, forward
the material as appropriate for proper retention.

* Funds and securities will be forwarded to the personnel responsible for custody of funds
and securities in the office in which the funds or securities were received. These items
should be delivered by hand, if possible, or by an alternative delivery method approved
by the firm's operations officials.

* Any correspondence containing a possible customer complaint must be handled as
described in the following section.

Correspondence that can be readily identified as regulatory bulletins, research or
promotional material, advertising, periodicals, fund raising appeals or similar non-customer
material need not be subject to this procedure.
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Treatment of Customer Inquiries and Complaints

As a matter of good business practice, it is the firm's policy to handle and resolve any
customer or client inquiry expeditiously, especially when it regards proper handling of
business solicitations, transactions, and customer securities or funds. In addition, the Legal
Department and Central Compliance will designate certain types of inquiries as "customer
complaints," which require specific handling and regulatory reporting.

To make sure that all inquiries and potential 'customer complaints' are handled
expeditiously and properly, both from the business and regulatory points of view, employees
must observe the following procedure.

Any employee who receives a written, electronic, or oral communication from a customer or
any person acting on behalf of a customer alleging a grievance involving the solicitation or
execution of any transaction or the disposition of securities or funds of that customer must
report it to his or her supervisor immediately. A copy of the communication (unless it is oral)
must be sent immediately to the supervisor.

The supervisor will first determine whether the communication might be classified as a
"customer complaint". If the supervisor considers the communication to be a possible
complaint, the supervisor will notify and forward copies of the communication to the Director
of Central Compliance, the Legal Department and Divisional Compliance.

The Legal Department or Central Compliance will determine whether the inquiry
actually constitutes a "customer complaint." If it does, Central Compliance will be
responsible for reporting the complaint as required by regulation. The Legal Department will
coordinate the firm's response to the communication and advise the Central Compliance
Department and Divisional Compliance of the resolution.

Regulatory Inquiries and Litigation

Any complaint, notice, subpoena, interrogatories or other document relating to a litigation
matter, an arbitration proceeding, or a regulatory investigation should be forwarded
immediately to the Legal Department. See the section entitled "Legal Matters' in the
Employee Handbook.

D. Handling of Sales Literature and Correspondence Off Firm Premises

Written Material

All sales literature and sales correspondence must be sent to and from the premises of the
firm to facilitate proper supervision.
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E-mail and FAX Communications

All electronic communications, including e-mail and fax traffic, concerning firm business that
is to or from customers must be sent and received from or to a firm e-mail address or firm
fax machine or from and to a firm-approved third-party computer system .

Therefore:

* All e-mail traffic concerning firm business that is to and from the public must take place
at the firm's premises or be routed through firm-provided, secure equipment.

* Faxes containing sales literature or sales correspondence must be sent from and to the
premises of the firm. Personnel who are out of town on business should route faxes to
the firm where they will be forwarded to the appropriate recipients.

Additional policies concerning e-mail and other electronic communications are contained in
the Employee Handbook.

Employees working from home offices

All sales correspondence from or to employees working from home offices must be routed
through regional offices for purposes of review, approval, distribution and retention.

Employees working from home offices may not direct customers to send correspondence to
the home office.

Employees may not send faxes containing sales literature or sales correspondence to
customers or potential customers from home fax machines unless Divisional Compliance
has approved such communication and established procedures for its supervision and
retention.
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- S
A. Material Relating to Securities Business

All written or electronic advertisements, sales literature, sales correspondence and other
communications related to the firm's broker/dealer business must be retained for a minimum
period of three years, except that:

* Communications relating to commodities or futures or options on commodities or futures
must be retained for a minimum of five years.

* Communications relating to customer complaints must be retained for eight years.

* Communications relating to asset management services must be retained for six years.

Supervisors must retain evidence of supervisory reviews and approvals for the same
periods.

B. Other Material

Retention of all other material will be in accordance with requirements established by
individual divisions or business units.
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; l -ai

A. Education and Training

The firm's policies and procedures regarding written and electronic communications may be
* included in the firm's required annual compliance meeting and will otherwise be a part of the

firm's continuing education program.

B. Monitoring

The policies set forth above will be subject to periodic review by the firm's Management
Controls Department.
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Appendix 1. Guidelines for Sampling Correspondence

Divisions or business units may set up a system of reviewing appropriate samples of

outgoing sales correspondence after they have been distributed.

If the division or business unit selects a sampling approach, regulations require that:

* Specific procedures must be designed and documented to provide reasonable
supervision of each representative who conducts business with the public.

* The sampling techniques must be designed so that they can reasonably detect any
potential violation of regulations under which the firm and its individual business units

and divisions do business. Sampling levels must be set to provide statistically acceptable
results. These levels must be determined in consultation with technology experts,
business people, and the Legal and Compliance Departments. They will be reviewed
periodically to assure reasonable accuracy and effectiveness.

In developing a sampling system, a number of additional factors should be taken into
account:

* In determining the level of supervision appropriate for each sales representative,
supervisors should consider the representative's overall complaint and disciplinary
history, with particular emphasis on previous incidents involving communication with
customers.

i Samples should be designed to reflect the breadth of an individual's communications,
but need not be strictly random; samples may be concentrated on, for example, very

active periods of time or very complicated or sensitive transactions.

* Electronic communications must be covered by the sample. Therefore, a selection of e-

mails (and other electronic communications, if any) must also be reviewed. Where e-mail
systems automatically save copies of outgoing e-mails, procedures should be adopted
for the periodic review of saved e-mail folders for each person subject to review.

* The selection of specific electronic communications to be reviewed may be made by an
automated system that selects individual communications for review based on key words
or phrases.

* Individual supervisors are generally in the best position to determine the transactions or
activities most likely to give rise to deviations from firm policies or risk to customers.
Input will be sought from line-of-business supervisors in setting sampling guidelines.
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* Reviews are required to confirm the appropriateness of a representative's
recommendations to customers. Therefore, sample selection criteria should assure that
recommendations are included in the material reviewed for all representatives.

* Frequency of reviews should follow these guidelines:

o Each individual's correspondence must be sampled no less often than ar:nually.

c Supervisors may wish to review the correspondence of junior employees (e.g.,
second- and third-year salespersons, certain lateral hires from other firms, etc.) more
frequently than annually.

a For the least-experienced employees (e.g., new hires, recent graduates of training
programs, etc.), supervisors may find it advisable to review all correspondence prior
to use or distribution until a level of confidence is reached as to the individual's work
product.

* Records mustbe kept of the reviews.

* Divisions, business units, or supervisors may choose to review material more frequently
or to increase the size of any sample.

* In conjunction with the sampling program, a program of periodic training must be
established to educate employees as to the regulatory requirements applicable to their
communications. Records showing when programs were conducted and who attended
or otherwise participated must be maintained and be available for audit.

wcpO2O011 .3

21

Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs
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RESPONSES TO SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
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Supplemental Response Receiv m
Goldman Sachs

Confidential Treatment Reauested by Goldman Sachs

LB 2(b): Please explain how the search terms "collateral disposal agent" were selected.

Please provide the relevant communications for Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 and

Timberwolf transactions.

The term "collateral disposal agent" was selected as a search term because it is a

unique term that would be distinct to the Abacus program. For the Hudson Mezzanine

Funding 2006-1 and Timberwolf transactions, we provided a response on July 8, 2010, which

included the potential investors to whom the Syndicate desk marketed these transactions

(bearing production number GS MBS 0000038771).

Confidential Treatment 
GS MBS 000O087066

Requested by Goldman Sachs

PSI_QFRGS0279
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RESPONSES TO SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
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Confidential Treatment Reauested by Goldman Sachs

LB 1(d): Please provide more explanation of the data provided. For example, how do
current face value and actual face value differ? Why do several securities have two
'sell" trades? What is the reason for the large differences in face value between the
buy/sell values?

The information provided in the "Orig[inal] face" and "Actual Face" columns in
GS MBS 0000038831 should differ only in that the data in the "Actual Face" column
identifies buys (as positive) and sells (as negative). Both columns provide information on the

face value of the bonds at the time they were purchased for the respective CDO transactions
identified in-Question 1(d) posed to Mr. Blankfein. Accordingly, the Staff should focus on
the "Actual Face column"; the "Orig[inal] face" column was inadvertently included. The
"Current Face" column provides information on the face value of the bonds at the time the
trade was executed.

There are "two sell trades" for certain bonds because those trades were booked as
two distinct sales into the respective CDO by the relevant Goldman Sachs desk. The face
value and the buy and sell values for certain trades differ because Goldman Sachs did not sell
to the respective CDO the entire amount it purchased in those trades.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS 0000087087

PSIQFRGS0288
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Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs
Goshorn, Daniel (HSGAC)

From: Fredman, Sheara [Fin] [Sheara.rreamdm,;i_,.wu e "il
Sent: Monday, August 02, 2010 7:40 PM
To: Goshom, Daniel (HSGAC)
Cc: Smith, Sarah [Fin]; Lee, Brian-J (Fl Controllers) [Fin]; Simpson, Michael [Fin]; Fredman,

Sheara [Fin]; Broeckel, Janet [Legal]; Michaels, Susan [Fin]
Subject: Responses to PSI supplemental questions
Attachments: GS MBS 0000039108.xisx

Dan,

As requested last week, attached is a spreadsheet detailing losses incurred on the price risk that Goldman Sachs has on the collateral

securities within the requested CDOs. To the extent the bond was liquidated from the CDO, we calculated the loss based upon the

price the firm valued the security when the security was acquired. To the extent the collateral securities are still held in the CDO, we

included the unrealized loss the firm has recorded to date.

Additionally, you asked us to describe how the firm calculated net revenues earned from the credit default swap protection

purchases on the Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 and 2006-2 transactions. As you are aware, the ABX index was introduced on

January 19, 2006. In the following months, the firm, in its capacity as a market maker, sold protection on the ABX index to hedge

funds, dealers and other market participants. This resulted in a multi-billion dollar long ABX position for the firm. In an effort to

reduce that exposure, Goldman Sachs sponsored the Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 and 2006-2 transactions. Therefore, when

calculating net revenues on the credit default swap protection purchases, we included the gains earned from the credit default

swaps with the CDO as well as the losses incurred on the long ABX positions that motivated the Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1 and 2006-

2 transactions.

Please note the following:

The information requested by the Subcommittee includes confidential internal documents and proprietary business records that

Goldman Sachs does not make available to the general public. Goldman Sachs is producing these documents pursuant to Senate

Rule XXVI and formally requests that these materials be treated as confidential business records. Accordingly, should you wish to

publicly release any of these documents, Goldman Sachs respectfully requests reasonable notice of your intent to do so and the

opportunity to object to such a release.

Goldman Sachs used various technology and manual resources to generate some of the documents for production to you in

response to your Requests. While Goldman Sachs believes that these documents are reasonably accurate, we cannot make an

absolute representation that it is complete or that there are not some inadvertent errors in the preparation of the spreadsheet. We

will provide further updates or corrections if we discover missing information or errors.

Please confirm receipt.

Regards,

Sheara

Goldman, Sachs 8 Co.
200 West Street I New York, New York 10282 - = Redacted by the Pemanent

Tel: Redacted byeheiPermaoen
e-mail: sheara fredmanta)es corSubcommittee on Investigations

Sheara Fredman
Managing Direcor Goldman

Finance Division Sachs

PSIQFR_GS0289
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This message may contain information that is confidential or proprietary. if you are not the intended recipient, please advise the sender
immediately and delete this message and any attachments. Follow this link for fiurther information on confidentiality and the risks
inherent in electronic communication: http://www.s.com/disclaimer/email/
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Anderson Mezzanine

i[- :S me 9. toin~to. '.L,-. a l; utdationx .;, toss'. ,0i-)"

71085PBXO PCHLT 2005-2 A3 109,589 89.00 12

144531EV8 CARR 2006-NC1 A2 3,694,657 86.00 517

03072SF91 AMSI 2005-R6 A2 1,979,479 85.00 297

35729QAC2 FHLT 2006-B 2A2 1,550,010 85.00 233

14454AAB5 CARR 2006-FRE2 A2 11,000,000 84.00 1,760

35729VAB3 FHLT 2006-D 2A1 3,087,061 79.00 648

35729VAB3 FHLT 2006-D 2A1 1,706,088 79.00 358

75156UAB3 RAMP 2006-RZ2 A2 6,500,000 76.00 1,560

34957YAA5 FORTS 2006-2A S 2,162,158 75.00 541

362375AA5 GSAA 2006-10 AV1 2,126,615 68.50 670

23245CAC4 CWL 2007-1 2A2 7,012,742 62.50 2,630

3622EBAA6 GSAA 2007-4 Al 17,087,744 42.53 9,820

362334NA8 GSAA 2006-7 AVI 472,955 92.56 35

3622EBAA6 GSAA 2007-4 Al 9,577,421 41.06 5,645

59022QAD4 MLMI 2006-HE5 A2C 4,681,722 23.60 3,577

59022QAD4 MLMI 2006-HES A2C 7,516,187 23.75 5,731

362439AD3 GSAMP 2006-HE4 A2C 4,552,484 38.00 2,823

66988RAC1 NHEL 2006-6 A2B 4,000,000 49.10 2,036

61750FAE0 MSAC 2006-HE6 A2C 6,560,855 26.00 4,855

362439AD3 GSAMP 2006-HE4 A2C 447,516 38.00 277

55275TAC2 MABS 2007-WMC1 A3 9,555,913 33.13 6,391

55275TAC2 MABS 2007-WMC1 A3 3,124,034 31.25 2,148

55275TAC2 MABS 2007-WMC1 A3 1,537,565 36.00 984

59022QAD4 MLMI 2006-HES A2C 309,205 34.28 203

59022QAD4 MLMI 2006-HE5 A2C 618,249 32.20 419

55275TAC2 MABS 2007-WMC1 A3 1,897,579 31.00 1,309

55275TAC2 MABS 2007-WMC1 A3 462,753 31.22 318

61750FAE0 MSAC 2006-HE6 A2C 356,980 28.00 257

61750FAE0 MSAC 2006-HE6 A2C 889,465 32.00 605

643529M8 NCAMT 2006-ALT2 AV1 2,161,033 60.00 864

23245CAC4 CWL 2007-1 2A2 1,987,258 56.50 864

17309LAD7 CMLTI 2006-HE2 A2C 1,000,000 38.00 620

3622ELAA4 GSM 2006-18 AV1 4,843,815 78.00 1,066

3622EBAA6 GSAA 2007-4 Al 6,121,578 50.00 3,061

Total Realized

Total Unrealized

63,134

59,000

Total 122,134

PSILQFRGS0291
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Hudson Mezzanine 06-1

Cusip Name
12667HAB7 CWL 0620 2A1

12667HAB7 CWL 0620 2A1

35729VAB3 FHLT 06D 2A1

44328MB6 HASC 06HE1 2A1

65537FAB7 NHELI 06FM2 2A1

12668PAB8 CWALT 060A17 lAlB

ACC54A2C5 ACCR 054 A2C

GS05HE4B5 GSAMP 05HE4 A2B

35729VAB3 FHLT 06D 2A1

643529M8 NCAMT 06ALT2 AV1

362257M5 GSAA 0617 Al

23245FAB9 CWALT 060C10 2A1

23245FAB9 CWALT 060C10 2A1

23245GM9 CWALT 060C9 Al

362725AA1 GSRPM 062 AlA

64352VJY8 NCHET 051 A2C

362257AA5 GSAA 0617 Al

144528AB2 CARR 06NC3 A2

GSM07053 GSAA 0705 lAV1

75156UAB3 RAMP 06RZ2 A2

75156UAB3 RAMP 06RZ2 A2

66988RAC1 NHEL 066 A2B

3622ELAA4 GSM 0618 AV1

23245GAA9 CWALT 060C9 Al

12669HM7 CWL 07QH1 Al

144539AC7 CARR 06NC5 A3

144539AC7 CARR 06NC5 A3

66988RAC1 NHEL 066 A2B

64352VQR5 NCHET 061 A2B

12670BAA7 CWL 07S2 Al

75156UAB3 RAMP 06RZ2 A2

12669HAA7 CWL 07QH1 Al

12670BM7 CWL 07S2 Al

23245PAC5 CWALT 060A22 A3

GSAA6SlA9 GSAA 06S1 IAl

23245PAC5 CWALT 060A22 A3

12668VAA7 CWL 06S7 Al

36245CAC6 GSAMP 0656 A1C

36245CAC6 GSAMP 06S6 A1C

36245CAC6 GSAMP 06S6 A1C

Current Notional Liquidation Px: Loss (000s)-

38,164,999.66 93.00 2,671,549.98

14,902,164.01 94.00 894,129.84

5,579,340.93 90.00 557,934.09

16,075,000.00 91.00 1,446,750.00

39,456,000.00 93.00 2,761,920.00

15,617,805.00 90.00 1,561,780.50

3,843,000.00 92.00 307,440.00

3,625,000.00 92.00 290,000.00

12,273,337.90 91.75 1,012,550.38

10,697,700.27 88.75 1,203,491.28

42,515,963.65 87.75 5,208,205.55

24,155,000.10 91.00 2,173,950.01

22,468,892.40 91.00 2,022,200.32

45,879,456.87 91.00 4,129,151.12

7,305,719.18 80.90 1,395,392.36

4,084,404.61 82.90 698,433.19

12,969,694.24 85.40 1,893,575.36

6,007,715.00 85.20 889,141.82

6,776,913.60 85.40 989,429.39

12,762,028.00 81.90 2,309,927.07

736,467.00 81.90 133,300.53

1,233,000.00 77.90 272,493.00

49,220,908.30 85.40 7,186,252.61

8,058,272.61 50.00 4,029,136.30

10,347,299.07 71.20 2,980,022.13

7,472,244.00 85.15 1,109,628.23

1,861,756.00 85.15 276,470.77

31,767,000.00 77.40 7,179,342.00

9,508,945.46 71.90 2,672,013.67

2,692,081.81 82.00 484,574.73

1,505.00 80.77 289.41

1,328,084.00 79.77 268,671.39

3,073,839.46 87.15 395,142.06

13,179,949.75 49.00 6,721,774.37

1,643,022.00 9.00 1,495,150.02

5,465,922.00 17.00 4,536,715.26

36,547,262.00 42.00 21,197,411.96

6,663,058.00 7.00 6,196,643.94

2,877,103.10 8.00 2,646,934.85

7,175,813.34 8.75 6,547,929.67

Total Realized 110,746,849

Total 110,746,849
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Hudson Mezzanine 06-2

Cusip Name .
362341QH5 GSAA 0511 3A3

3622MDAB1 GSAMP 07HE1 A2A

12668BRE5 CWALT 060C2 2A1

362341NX3 GSAA 0511 3A3

004375EH0 ACCR 054 A2C

3622ELAA4 GSAA 06-18 AV1

3622EQAA3 GSAA 2007-1 lAl

3622EQAA3 GSAA 0701 lAl

3622EBAA6 GSAA 2007-4 Al

3622MHAC0 GSAMP 2007-FM2 A2B

3622MDAC9 GSAMP 07HE1 A2B

3622MDAC9 GSAMP 2007-HEl A2B

3622MDAC9 GSAMP 2007-HEl A2B

36245TAC9 GSAMP 2006-FM3 A2B

36245TAC9 GSAMP 2006-FM3 A2B

40431KAB6 HALO 2007-WF1 A2

36245TAC9 GSAMP 2007-FM2 A2B

3622MDAC9 GSAMP 2007-HEl A2B

3622MDAC9 GSAMP 2007-HEl A2B

3622MHAC0 GSAMP 2007-FM2 A2B

3622MHAC0 GSAMP 2007-FM2 A2B

32029GAC8 FFML 2007-FF2 A2B

32029GAC8 FFML 2007-FF2 A2B

32029GAC8 FFML 2007-FF2 A2B

32029GAC8 FFML 2007-FF2 A2B

3622MHAC0 GSAMP 2007-FM2 A2B

3622MHAC0 GSAMP 2007-FM2 A2B

3622MHAC0 GSAMP 2007-FM2 A2B

Current Notional
202,115.56

10,125,213.42
1,882,609.32

440,613.60
587,435.19

6,458,420.60
4,894,245.27
1,173,486.00
5,294,464.83
4,032,705.00
9,442,548.00

12,162,942.00
6,586,808.00
5,814,801.00
8,129,683.94
8,374,000.00

748,621.00
7,780,482.00
3,506,730.OC
2,630,710.OC
4,395,073.0(
3,741,887.0(
3,385,687.0(
3,846,472.01

825,954.01

1,273,296.01
1,464,645.0
2,148,575.0

Liquidation Px
89.60
82.75
83.87
89.60
85.00
78.00
52.00
37.00
47.06
26.25
26.00
31.50
36.50
27.00
34.13
32.53
30.28
67.0C
60.1(
32.5E
34.81
38.5:

0 39.0
° 38.51
0 41.0
D 34.0

0 38.5
0 37.0

L'oss (0005)
21

1,747
304
46
88

1,421
2,349

739
2,803
2,974
6,987
8,332
4,183
4,245
5,355
5,650

3 522
2,568

6 1,397
1,775

3 2,862
3 2,300
3 2,064
0 2,366
0 487
0 840
O 901

2 1,353

Total Realized 66,679

Total Unrealized 42,000

Total 108,679
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Camber 7

Cusip.. Name.
04544QAD9 ABSHE 06HE7 A4

04544QAD9 ABSHE 06HE7 A4

04544QAD9 ABSHE 06HE7 A4

03072SP33 AMSI 05R9 A2B

040104TF8 ARSI 06W4 A2B

05530MAA7 BCAP 06AA2 Al

073855AA6 BSABS 07FS1 lAl

14454MC3 CARR 06FRE2 A3

14454AAC3 CARR 06FRE2 A3

144531EV8 CARR 06NC1 A2

17309QAC8 CMLTI 06WFH3 A3

17309QAC8 CMLTI 06WFH3 A3

17311XAA3 CMLTI 07AMC2 A3A

17311XAA3 CMLTI 07AMC2 A3A

12666VAC5 CWL 0617 2A2

12666VAC5 CWL 0617 2A2

12666VAC5 CWL 0617 2A2

12666VAC5 CWL 0617 2A2

12666VAC5 CWL 0617 2A2

23243WAC2 CWL 0618 2A2

23243WAC2 CWL 0618 2A2

23243WAC2 CWL 0618 2A2

23243WAC2 CWL 0618 2A2

12667LAB8 CWL 0621 2A1

12667LAB8 CWL 0621 2A1

12668YAA1 CWL 06510 Al

12668NAB3 CWL 072 2A1

35729QAC2 FHLT 06B 2A2

31659YABO FMIC 071 2A1

34528WAC5 FORDO 07B A2B

617538AA1 MSAC 07HE3 A2A

655374AA4 NM 07S1 Al

68403FAB2 OOMLT 074 2A1

73316NAA3 POPLR 07A Al

86362QAA1 SASC 07GEL1 Al

86362QAA1 SASC 07GEL1 Al

Current Notional Liquidation Px . Loss (OOs)

10,699,493 39.10 6,516

8,741,583 42.25 5,048

553,847 42.25 320

5,670,422 65.00 1,985

13,920,141 89.50 1,462

28,999,055 32.00 19,719

33,750,477 76.75 7,847

1,869,952 43.24 1,061

5,720,868 44.25 3,189

6,190,449 82.75 1,068

18,759,440 48.50 9,661

11,240,560 48.50 5,789

29,041,950 76.25 6,897

12,089,364 50.00 6,045

21,662,423 52.50 10,290

1,594,390 65.00 558

11,204,852 65.00 3,922

1,660,941 65.00 581

3,877,394 65.00 1,357

6,791,588 40.00 4,075

8,100,000 47.00 4,293

10,083,322 49.00 5,142

24,858 51.75 12

1,422,228 88.00 171

303,701 83.00 52

17,814,622 65.75 6,102

2,619,601 78.00 576

12,571,821 85.00 1,886

5,485,129 78.00 1,207

3,500,033 97.25 96

9,634,392 82.75 1,662

12,809,826 7.00 11,913

2,084,476 78.25 453

8,733,930 78.00 1,921

1,027,305 77.75 229

16,010,654 53.00 7,525

Total Realized 140,630

Total Unrealized 196,000

Total 336,630
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Point Pleasant

Cusip Name - Current Notional Liquidation Px

04541GRJ3 ABSHE 05HE4 Al 1,659,154 87

02150KAA7 CWALT 070H1 A1A 8,145,746 84

12668WAA5 CWL 074 AlA 7,379,638 84

12669WAC0 CWL 078 2A1 8,235,398 84

36242D3U5 GSAA 056 Al 1,226,789 86

362341AM1 GSM 057 AV1 849,097 83

3622EBAA6 GSAA 0704 Al 28,472,785 83

57645JAA7 MABS 06HE3 Al 7,274,054 85

3622ECAA4 GSAA 0705 lAVI 56,389,263 88

03072SF91 AMSI 05R6 A2 14,958,416 88.5

144528AB2 CARR 06NC3 A2 3,597,285 84.5

362341QH5 GSAA 0511 3A3 5,702,895 94

3622EBAA6 GSAA 0704 Al 28,938,438 78.5

3622ECAA4 GSAA 0705 1AV1 30,804,270 86.5

57643LGV2 MABS O5WMC1 A5 1,362,147 87.5

04544NAD6 ABSHE 06HE6 A4 9,000,000 67

02150KAB5 CWALT 070H1 A2A 11,175,213 80

23242MAA9 CWL 06S3 Al 3,440,302 57.5

126683AA9 CWL 06S5 Al 2,435,145 57.5

12669LAC4 CWL 076 2A2 12,000,000 70.65

12669WAD8 CWL 078 2A2 3,694,000 70.5

12670BAA7 CWL 07S2 Al 35,382,010 62.75

32029GAC8 FFML 07FF2 A2B 34,700,000 59.75

30248EAA6 FFML 07FFBSS A 36,447,017 59.65

40051CAA5 GSAA 06S1 IA1 692,972 31.5

3622EAAX8 GSAA 0703 lAlB 9,003,915 23

3622EBAA6 GSAA 0704 Al 57,104,701 71

3622EBAB4 GSAA 0704 A2 904,000 42

362440AC3 GSAMP 07HE2 A2B 13,347,000 66.9

Total Realized
Total Unrealized

.toss fqOOs). :-
216

1,303
1,181
1,318

172
144

4,840
1,091
6,767
1,720

558
342

6,222
4,159

170
2,970
2,235
1,462
1,035
3,522
1,090

13,180
13,967
14,706

475
6,933

16,560
2 524

4,418

113,279

Total 113,279
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Tlrnberwolf

CUSIP . -* Name**-.-. :- ,C-urrent.Notlonal. .Iquidation loss (00Os).
04541GRJ3 ABSHE 2005-HE4 Ai 1,659,154 87.00 216
07389RANB BSABS 2006-1E10 21A1 7.130,248 96.00 285
07389RAN6 BSABS 20064HE1021 Al 4,435,127 95.00 222
144531CV0 CARR 2005-NC3 AIC 5,250,776 97.00 158
144531CVO CARR 2005-NC3 AIC 3,144,706 97.00 94
144531DL1 CARR 2005-NC5 A2 8,682.715 95.00 434
144531DL1 CARR 2005-NC5 A2 19.410,749 95.00 971

14454AAB5 CARR 2006-FRE2 A2 4,887,365 86.50 660
14454AA85 CARR 2006-FRE2 A2 1,211,010 87.00 157
14453MAB0 CARR 2006-NC4 A2 20,000,000 86.00 2,800
161571AF1 CHAIT 2005-Al Al 10,930,000 99.63 40

22545RAA4 CSMC 2006-TF2A Al 4,053,526 97.00 122

02150KAA7 CWALT 2007-OH11 AlA 8,145,746 84.00 1,303
12666SAB4 CWL 20W6-BCS 2A1 17,695,118 96.00 708

23245CAC4 CWL 2007-1 2A2 205,659 79.50 42
23245CAC4 CWL 2007-1 2A2 7,922,052 * 88.00 951
12668UAE1 CWL 2007-3 2A1 15.530,779 92.00 1,242
12668UAE1. CWL 2007-3 2A1 3,224,955 92.00 258
12668UAE1 CWL 2007-3 2A1 23,197,763 92.00 1,856

12668WAA5 CWL.2007-4 AlA 7,379,638 84.00 1,181
12669WAC0 CWL 2007-8 2A1 8,235,398 84.00 1,318
12668TAB0 CWL 2007-BC1 2A1 11,079,094 93.00 776

35729QAC2 FHLT 2006-B 2A2 1,356,481 86.50 183

35729QAC2 FHLT 2006-B 2A2 1,674,981 86.50 226
35729VAB3 FHLT 2006-D 2A1 10,127,378 97.00 304

34957YAA5 FORTS 2006-2A S 4,214,071 80.00 843
36242D3U5 GSM 2005-6 Al 1,226,789 86.00 172

362341AM1 GSM 2005-7 AV1 849,097 83.00 144
3622ELAA4 GSAA 2006-18 AV1 5,353,894 86.00 750
3622ELAA4 GSAA 2008-18 AV1 4,960,302 85.00 744
3522EBAA6 GSAA 2007-4 Al 4,039,698 85.00 606
3622EBAA6 GSAA 20074 Al 7,071,000 85.00 1,061
3622EBAA8 GSM 2007-4 Al 14,492,792 85.00 2,174
3622EBAA6 GSAA 20074 Al 9,667,026 85.00 1,450
3622EBM6 GSAA 20074 Al 2,929,073 83.00 498

3622E8AA6 GSAA 2007-4 Al 28,472,785 83.00 4,840
3622EBAA6 GSAA 20074 Al 504,946 86.00 71
3622EBAA6 GSAA 2007-4 Al 1,246.821 88.00 150
362341L49 GSAMP 2005-WMC3 A2B 1.000,000 91.00 90
362334QF4 GSRPM 2006-1 A2 287,882 97.00 9
362334QF4 1 GSRPM 2006-1 A2 621,572 97.00 19

44386QAA2 HUDMZ 2006-2A S 3,511,665 75.00 878
452570AA2 IMSA 2007-2 1AA 17,742,243 90.00 1,774
452570AA2 IMSA 2007-2 1AlA 22,767,938 87.65 2,812
46626LEJ5 JPMAC 2005-OPT2 A3 803,286 94.00 48
46626LEJ5 JPMAC 2005-OPT2 A3 189,862 94.00 11

57645JAA7 MABS 2008-HE3 Al 7,274,054 85.00 1,091

55264TCC3 MBNAS 2003-A9 A9 12,660,000 99.50 63
61749NAC1 MSAC 2005-HES A2B 11,280,000 92.00 902
61749NAC1 MSAC 2005-HE5 A2B 800,000 92.00 64
61749NAC1 MSAC 2005-HE5 A2B 16,802,237 90.00 1,680

643529AAB NCAMT 2006-ALT2 AVI 4,384,451 87.00 570
643529AAB NCAMT 2006-ALT2 AVI 2,760,088 8750 34S
643529AAM NCAMT 2006-ALT2 AV1 2,760,088 87.50 345
64352VLG4 NCHET 2005-3 A2C 7,719,440 92.00 618
64352VNW7 NCHET 2005-C A2B 4,621,847 97.00 139
69121PBT9 OWNIT2005-5A28 31,727,500 97.00 952
71085PBX0 PCHLT2005-2A3 5,751,335 95.00 288
7611 OWF35 RASC 2004-KS9 A114 1,799,672 97.00 54
92976BHJ4 WBCMT 2006-WL7A Al 9.714,587 93.00 680

Realized 43,439
Realized loss on broker liquidation 182,330

Total 22S,769
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Fort Denison

Cash deal - no collateral security losses incurred
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buppiementai Kesponse Keceiveu r rom
Goldman Sachs

Goshorn, Daniel (HSG_

From: Fredman, Sheara [Fin] [Sheara.Fredman@gs.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 6:56 PM
To: Goshom, Daniel (HSGAC)
Cc: Smith, Sarah [Fin]; Lee, Brian-J (Fl Controllers) [Fin]; Simpson, Michael [Fin]; Broeckel, Janet

[Legal]; Michaels, Susan [Fin]
Subject: RE: Responses to PSI supplemental questions
Attachments: GS MBS 0000087354.xlsx

Dan -

Attached please find a revised response to Question LB 1d, which was previously submitted to the

Subcommittee with a schedule bearing production number GS MBS 0000039108. As requested, Goldman

Sachs has updated the previously produced schedule to include re-investment trades done with Goldman

Sachs that were executed subsequent to the issuance of the specified transactions. To the extent the re-

investment trades were made at the direction of the portfolio advisor and executed with a party other than

Goldman Sachs, these trades are not included in the firm's books and records and therefore have not been

included.

Please note the following:

The information requested by the Subcommittee includes confidential internal documents and proprietary business
records that Goldman Sachs does not make available to the general public. Goldman Sachs is producing these
documents pursuant to Senate Rule XXVI and formally requests that these materials be treated as confidential business
records. Accordingly, should you wish to publicly release any of these documents, Goldman Sachs respectfully requests

reasonable notice of your intent to do so and the opportunity to object to such a release.

Goldman Sachs used various technology and manual resources to generate some of the documents for production to

you in response to your Requests. While Goldman Sachs believes that these documents are reasonably accurate, we

cannot make an absolute representation that it is complete or that there are not some inadvertent errors in the
preparation of the spreadsheet. We will provide further updates or corrections if we discover missing information or
errors.

Regards,
Sheara

From: Goshom, Daniel (HSGAC) [mailto:Daniel Goshorn@hsgac.senate.gov)
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 3:19 PM
To: Fredman, Sheara [Fin]
Subject: RE: Responses to PSI supplemental questions

Hi Sheara,

Any update on this?

Thanks.

Dan

PSI QFR GS0298
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From: Fredman, Sheara [Fin] [mailto:Sheara.Fredman@gs.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 9:56 AM
To: Goshorn, Daniel (HSGAC)
Cc: Broeckel, Janet [Legal]
Subject: RE: Responses to PSI supplemental questions

Dan - GS MBS 0000039108 (attached) includes the collateral securities which we incurred a loss on. I am

checking about updating id with the additional information you have requested.

S

From: Goshom, Daniel (HSGAC) (mailto:Daniel_Goshorn@hsgac.senate.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 1:26 PM
To: Fredman, Sheara [Fin]
Subject: RE: Responses to PSI supplemental questions

Sheara-

Thanks. Does the item provided with bates GS MBS 0000039108 (attached) include all collateral

securities associated with each deal? Would it be possible to update the response to id to include all

collateral securities associated with each CDO, including the face values, clients and trade dates like the

current version?

Thanks
Dan

From: Fredman, Sheara [Fin] [mailto:Sheara.Fredman@gs.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 1:18 PM
To: Goshom, Daniel (HSGAC)
Cc: Smith, Sarah [Fin]; Lee, Brian-] (FI Controllers) [Fn]; Simpson, Michael [Fin]; Fredman, Sheara

[Fin]; Broeckel, Janet [Legal]
Subject: RE: Responses to PSI supplemental questions

Dan - The schedule only includes the purchases and sales associated with the collateral securities in the

deal upon issuance of the deal. It does not include any collateral securities purchased with the cash

received from the original collateral securities.

Sheara

From: Goshom, Daniel (HSGAC) [mailto:Daniel Goshom~hsgac.senate.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2010 5:59 PM
To: Fredman, Sheara [Fin]
Subject: RE: Responses to PSI supplemental questions

Hi Sheara,

Thanks for all your help with these responses. For the response to LB1(d), could you please

confirm that the spreadsheet contains all securities purchases to collateralize synthetic assets

during the life of each deal. It appears the list only goes through the closing date of each deal.

Thanks,
Dan

2
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From: Fredman, Sheara [Fin] [mailto:Sheara.Fredman@gs.com]
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2010 6:00 PM
To: Goshorn, Daniel (HSGAC)
Cc: Smith, Sarah [Fin]; Lee, Brian-] (FI Controllers) [Fin]; Simpson, Michael [Fin]; Fredman,
Sheara [Fin]; Broeckel, Janet [Legal]; Michaels, Susan [Fin]
Subject: Responses to PSI supplemental questions

Dan -

Attached is responses to the supplemental questions on LB1(b)(ii) and LB1(d). Please let us know if you
have any additional questions.

Please note the following:

The information requested by the Subcommittee includes confidential internal documents and
proprietary business records that Goldman Sachs does not make available to the general public. Goldman
Sachs is producing these documents pursuant to Senate Rule XXVI and formally requests that these
materials be treated as confidential business records. Accordingly, should you wish to publicly release any
of these documents, Goldman Sachs respectfully requests reasonable notice of your intent to do so and
the opportunity to object to such a release.

Goldman Sachs used various technology and manual resources to generate some of the documents for
production to you in response to your Requests. While Goldman Sachs believes that these documents are

reasonably accurate, we cannot make an absolute representation that it is complete or that there are not
some inadvertent errors in the preparation of the spreadsheet. We will provide further updates or
corrections if we discover missing information or errors.

Regards,
Sheara

= Redacted by the Permanent
Goldman, Sachs & Co. - Subcommittee on Investigations
200 West Street I New York, New York 10282
Tel: (212)
e-mail: sheam.fedmanfiks.com

Sheara Fredman
Managing Director Goldman
Finance Division Sachs

This message may contain information that is confidential or proprietary. If you are not the intended
recipient, please advise the sender immediately and delete this message and any attachments. Follow this
link for further information on confidentiality and the risks inherent in electronic communication:
http://www.es.com/disclaimer/email/

3
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Buy/Sel Cusip -7 Ben-bme
Buy SS275TAC2 MABS 07WMC A3

Sell 5527STAC2 MARS 07WMC1 A3

Buy 59022CAD4 MLMI 06HES A2C
Sell 59022QAD4 MLMI 061HES A2C

Buy 3Q2ELAA4 GSAA 0618 AVI
Sell 362ELAA4 GSAA 0628 AVI

Buy 643529AAS NCAMT O6ALT2AVI

Sea 643529AAM NCAMT 06ALT2 AVI

Buy 3S729VAB3 FHLT 06D 2A1

Sell 35729VAB3 FHLT 06D ZA1

Buy 1444AABS CARR06FRE2 A2
Sedl 1444AABS CARR 06FRE2 A2

Buy 126673MYS CWHEL 04Q 2A
Sel 126673MYS CWHEL04Q2A

Buy 23245CAC4 CWL071.2A2
Sell 23245CAC4 CWL 071 2A2

Buy 6698RAC1 NHEL066A2B
Sell 669S8RACI NHEL 066 A2B

Buy 35729QAC2 FHLT 068 2A2
Sell 35729QAC2 FHLT 06B 2A2

Buy 3622EAAD2 GSAA 0703 2A1B

Sell 3622EAAD2 GSAA 0703 2A1B

Buy 362439AD3 GSAMP O6HE4 A2C
3624 39AD3 6SAMP 06HE4 A2C

Buy 71085PBXO PCHLT 052 A3
Sell 7108SPBXO PCHLT 0S2 A3

Buy 40051CAAS 6SAA 06S1 lA1

Sell 40051CAAS GSAA OSS0 IAl

Buy 1248MKA81 CBASS 07SU A2

Sell 1248MKAB1 CBASS 07SL A2

Buy 34957YAAS FORTiUS 11 5144A
Sell 34957YAAS FORTIUS 11 5144A

Buy 44379PAF2 HUDHG 06S 144A

Sell 44379PAF2 HUDHG 065144A

Buy 44386QAA2 HUDMZ 062S 144A

Sell 44386QAA2 HUDMZ 062S 144A

Buy 61750FAEO MSAC 06HE6 A2C

Sell 61750FAEO MSAC 06HE6 A2C

Buy 3622EBAA6 GSAA 0704 Al

Senl 3622EBAA6 GSAA 0704 Al

Buy 03672SF91 AMSI OSR6 A2
Sell 03072SF91 AMSI OSR6 A2

Buy 75LS6UAB3 RAMP 06RZ2 A2
SeO 75156UA83 RAMP 06RZ2 Al

Buy 17309LA07 CMLTI 06HE2A2C
SeD 17309LAD7 CMLTI 06HE2 A2C

Buy 144531EV3 CARR 06NC1 A2
Buy 144531EV8 CARR O6NC A2
Sell 144531EVB CARR 06NCI A2

I

r--I-

Goldman Sachs

Oriz hce Arul Face Cun
48,8SO,0O 48,850,000
22OOOD (2

4,000,0O
18,000,000

21B,347,000 2

16,000,000

75,000,000
13,0DW,OOOW

23,754,0DO
11.000,000

94,000,000
42009,000

20,000,0W

45,000DD
4,000,000

13,795,000
2,000,00D

11..2,000
5,000,000

10,368,000
5,000,000

11.322,000
5,000,0OO

85,924,000
46,838,319

148,222,0DO
45,000,000

12,700,000
5,135,135

11,650,000
3,791,802

7,900,000
3,600,000

30,000,00D
15,000,000

535,274,000
55,083,000

97,306,000
14,200,00D

20,000,000
6,500,00D

1,000,000

4,195,000
2,500,000
6,695,000

(7=.~wODD)

40,000,COO
18,000,000)

18,347,O0 2Z
15,000,000)

86,161,000
16,000000)

75,000,00D
[13,000,OD0)

23,754,00D
(11,O0,.000)

94,000,000
(42,000,00D)

20,000,O0
(9,000,000)

45,00D,000
(4,000,000)

13,795,000
(2,000,000)

11,112,000
(S,000,000)

10,368,000
(S,0O0,DO0)

11,322,000
(5,000,000)

79,747,892
(46,S38,319)

148,222,000
(45000000)

12.700,000
(5,135,135)

11,650,000
(3,791.802)

7,900,000
(3,600,000)

30,000,00
(15,000,000)

S35,274,O0

34,470,127
(5,030,274)

20,000,000
(6,50,O0 0)

1,oc.000
(1,000.000)

4,195,000
2i,sc o,00

(6,695,000)

rnt Fs= Tv
88O 0, 0W 2,

2 2 .0 0 0 , 0 0 3 ,

10,00,0100 S
18=,0, 30

18,347,000 1
13,102,139 3

986.161000 1I
12,226,249 3

75,000,000 U
11,389,054 2

23,754,00c
11,000,000

20,206,486
8,750.024

20j=,00O

4S,000,00 I
4,000,000

13,79S,0O0
2.000,000

11,112,000

10,36000
5,000,000

11,322,000
S,000,0DC

79,747,892
43,471,640

148,222,000
45,000,000

12,700,000
S,000

11.650.000

3,79l,82

7,900,000
3,600,000

3

SI

tddte SeuteDete Cment
p12/207 2/27/07 _

P1412OD7 3/20/27 L

s1n/2006 9/282006 _

f1l4/207 3/20/2O07 wN

114R006 1V30/206 ALT A MTG NI ACCT

/4/20w7 3/20/7 IN

/19/2006 l0/30/2006 ALT A MTG Nl ACCT

,/14/207 3/20/2007 IN

it

II
1
J

34

2A

1

52/2006 / 0

14/2007 3/20/2007 LW

2S/2007 /30/2007
/14/2007 3,20R2007 WN

I/8/2007 3/23/2007 l
'14/2007 3/20/2)07 LW

29/2007 29 07
'14/2007 3/20/2007 Lw

120/2O06 1/3/2006

,14n2007 3/20/2007 wN

2/9/2007 2/1412007

/14/2007 3/20/207 Lw

/16/2007 2/23/2007 ALTA MTG NI ACCT

/14/2007 3/20/2007 Li

3/9/2007 3/14/2007
1/14/2007 3/20/2007 LN

L/17/200)7 1/24/2007
1/14/2W7 3/20/20o7 IN

2/27/2007 3/2/00M 7

3/14/2007 3/20/2007 LN

3/9/2007 3/19/2007 ABS MTG SYN/
3/14/207 3/20/2007 wN

12/4/2006 127/2006 CDO 1 NI AC

3/16/207 3/20/2007 IN

9/29/2006 1/120W6 CDO 1 NI AC

3/16/2W7 3/20/2w7 wN

2/6/2007 2/8/207 CMO 1 NI AC/

3/16/2007 3/20/2w7 IN

0,jDjW 9/O/20o6 9/27/2006

5,000,00 3/14/2007 3/20/2 7 IN

3s,274,0o0 3/13/2W7 3/29/2007 ALT A MTG M ACCT

S.083,0ow 3/14/2007 3/29/2W7 IN

14,470,127 3/23/2007 3/28/2007

5,030,274 3/28W07 4/2/207 IN

Z0,000,000 4/04/2007 4/10/2007

6,sc0,wo 4/30/207 S/2/2W7 LN

1,000,00D 3/23/2007 3/16/2007

1,000,000 6/l/2007 6/S/2007 IN

4,19S,0D0 4/23/2O07 4/26/20O7
2,50,000 5/09/2007 5/14/2W7

6,69s,0o0 6/V/2007 6/S/2007 IN
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Deal
Anderson Meu
Anderson Men

Anderson Meu
Anderson Meu

Anderson Meu
Anderson Men

Anderson Meu
Anderson Meu

Anderson Men
Anderson Men

Anderson Meu
Anderson Meu

Anderson Meu
Anderson Meu

Anderson Meu
Anderson Meu

Anderson Men
Anderson Meu

Anderson Meu
Anderson Meu

Anderson Meu
Anderson Meu

Anderson Men
Anderson Meu

Anderson Men
Anderson Men

Anderson Meu
Anderson Metz

Anderson Men
Anderson Men

Anderson Men
Anderson Men

Anderson Men
Anderson Men

Anderson Meu
Anderson Men

Anderson Men
Anderson Men

Anderson Men
Anderson Men

Anderson Meu
Anderson Men

Anderson Men
Anderson Men

Anderson Men
Anderson Men

Anderson Men
Anderson Men
Anderson Meuz

MOMMEMENNI�

LWnrvxn %w

I

%OODOOW 

9111MM 9fWM Anderson Men

W=,= 

3/14/ZW7 3/2012OD7 LN Anderson Metz

18,347,00D 

IW4rM jljX/2W6 ALTA MTG N1 ACCT Anderson Metz

13,10412" 

3/24/2W7 3/20/2W7 LN Anderson Mezz

96,161,OW 

10/1912OD6 IDIWrMO6 ALT A M.TG N1 ACCT Anderson Metz '

12,n6,249 

3/14/2007 3/20/2W7 LN Anderson Metz
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Buy 362334MAS GSAA 067 AVI

Buy 362334NAS GSAA 067 AV1
Buy 3S2334NAS GSAA 067 AVI

Buy 362334NAB GSAA 067 AV1
Buy 362334NAS GSAA 067 AV1
SeD 362334NAS GSAA 067 AVI

Buy 36237SAAS GSAA 0610 AVI

Sel 362375AA5 GSAA 0610 AVI

1620,0W
525,000
450,000
955,001

0,7sse0o
4,495,000

L620,000
511,256
438,220
SS1,944

9,z73,831
(2,080944)

,620,000 S/112006 5/17/06 O
511,256 S/25/2006 S/26 20
438,220 S/31/2006 5/31/200
851.944 7/24/2006 7/2 7,200m

9,273,831 9/12/20 9/15/2006
2,081,944 6/26/2007 6/2912007 WN

10.535,000 S.505,2S2 s,5e5,2t2 6/05/2007 6/08/2007 0

10,535,000 15.149,365) 5,149,365 6/26/2007 6129/12007

Anderson Mea
Anderson Men

Anderson Men
Anderson Mez
Anderson Meu

Anderson Men

Anderson Met
Anderson Men
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CONFILNIIAL I KAI MMNI KLWU Ml BY bOWMAN r Uib

Buy/SeD Cusip BondName
Buy 04S44QAD9 ABSHE OSHE7 A4
Sell 04544CQAD9 ABSHE OSHE7 A4

Buy 00442CAD1 ACE 06FM2 A2C
Sell 00442CAD1 ACE 06FM2 A2C

Buy 040104TFS ARSI 06W4 A28
Sell 040104TF8 ARSI 06W4 A2Z

Buy 05530MAA7 BCAP 06AA A1

Sell 05530MAA7 BCAP 06AA Al

Buy 07389RAP1 8SABS O6HE1O IIA2
Sell 073S9RAP1 BSABS OSHE0 IOIA2

Buy 073S55AA SABS 07FS1 WI
Sell 073S55AA6 BSABS 07FS1 IAI

Buy 07401RAA8 BSMF 075UL IA
Sell 07401RAAS BSMF 075U2 1A

Buy 14454AAC3 CARR O6FRE2 A3
Sell 14454AAC3 CARR 06FRE2 A3

Buy 17309QACB CMLJI O6WFH3 A3
Sell 17309CIACS CMLTI 06WFH3 A3

Buy 12666VACS CWL 0617 2A2
Sell 12666VAC5 CWL 0617 2A2

Buy 23243WAC2 CWL 0618 2AZ
Sell 23243WAC2 CWL 0618 2A2

Buy 12668YAA1 CWL OGS10 Al
Sell 126SYAA1 CWL 06S510 Al

Buy 35729QAC2 FHLT O6B 2A2
Buy 35729QAC2 FHLT 065 2A2
Sell 35729CIAC2 FHLT 06B 2A2

Buy 35729TAD4 FHLT 06C 2A2

Sell 35729TAD4 FHLT 06C ZA2

Buy 43709NAD5 HEAT 067 2A3
Sell 43709NADS HEAT 067 2A3

Buy 57645MAE2 MABS 06WMC4 AS
Sell 57645MAE2 MABS 06WMC4 AS

Buy 617538AA1 MSAC 07HE3 A2A
Sell 617538AA1 MSAC 07HE3 A2A

Buy 655374AA4 NAA 07S1 Al
Sell 655374AA4 NAA 0751 Al

Buy 81376GAD2 SABR 06WM2 A2C
Sell 81376GAD2 SABR 06WM2 A2C

Buy 7SSlNAA0 SACO 072 Al
SeN 78S1NAAO SACO 072 Al

Buy 863620AA1 SASC 07GEU Al
Sell 86362CAA1 SASC 07GEU Al

Buy 617538AA1 MSAC 07HE3 A2A
Sell 617533AA1 MSAC 07HE3 A2A

Buy 073855AA6 BSABS 07FSI Wl

Sell 073855AA6 BSABS 07FS1 LAI

Buy 655374AA4 NAA 07Si Al

Org face
23,414,000
23,414,000

12,000,OO
12,000,000

31,000,000

31000,000

40,000,000
40,000,000

50,000,000

50,000,000

75,000,000

75,000,000

20,000,000
20,000,000

30,000,000
30,000,000

40,000,000
0,000,000

25,000,000
25,000,000

ZS,OOO,OOO

10,O00,O0O

70,000,000
10,000,000

10,000,COO

13,795,000

183,763,538

35,000,000
35,000,000

50,000,000
50,000,000

19,000,000

23,300,000
23,300,000

34,000,000
34,000,00

40,000,000
40,000,000

27,000,000
27,000,000

35,000,000

23,300,000

23,300,000

75,000,000
75,000,000

34,000,000

Actual Face Current Face Tradedate SettleDate ClIent

B3,414,000 3,414,000 11/3/206 1M30/2006 S

(23,414,000)

12,000,000
(12,000,000)

31,000,000
(31,000,000)

40,00D,000

(40,000,000)

50,000,000
(50,000,000)

75,000,000

(75,0cD.000)

55,000,000
(55,000,000)

20,000,000
(20,000,000)

30,000,000
(30,000,000)

40,000,000
(40,000.000)

25,000,000
(25,000,000)

100,000,000
(70,000,000)

10,000,000

13,795,000
(18,763,538)

35,000,000
(35,000,000)

50,000,
(50,000,00)

19,000,000
(19,000,000)

23,300,000
(23,300,000)

34,000,000
(34,000,000)

40,000,000
(40,000,000)

27,000,000

(27,000,000)

35,000,000
(35,000,000)

I23,300.000
(23,300,000)

75,000,000
(75,000,000)

34,000,000

E
C

23,414,000 2/3/2OD7 2/28/2007 L C

2,O0,000 1o/2O/2o06 10/30/2006o c C

2ooo,,000 2/23/2007 2/8/2007 Lw c

31,000,000 2/12/2007 2/15/2007

31,000,000 2/3/2007 2/28/20O7 IN

40,000,000 11/22/2006 11/30/2006
38,151,327 2/23/2007 2/28/0n 7 LwN

50.00,,000 12/19/2006 12/29/2006

S0,00.00 2/23/2007 2/28/2007 Ltd

75,000,000 2/26/2007 2/28/2007

75,000,00 2/27/2007 2/28/2007 IN

55,000,00 2/20/2007 2/28/2007

55,00,O00 2/23/207 2/28/2007 LwN

20,000,0O0 10/5/20 10/18/2006

20,000,000 2/23/2007 2/28/2007 LN

30,0O0,000 10/5/206 10(31/2006

30,000,000 2/23/2007 2/28/2007 LN

40,000,000 9/8/2006 9/25/2006

40,0,000 2/3/2007 2/28/2007 LN

25,000,000 9/19/2006 9/28/2006
Z5,00,OO 2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

100,000,000 12/2lno1 6 12/292006

65,942,152 2/23/2007 2/28/2007 LN

10,00,000 2/9/207 2/14/2

13,795,000 2/9/2007 2/14/207

18,763,538 2/23/2007 2/28/2O07 IN

35,000,000 lVl/9/2O6 12/22006

35,000.DO0 2/23/2007 2/28/207 LN

50,000,000 9/22/206 10/3/2006
50000000 2/23/2007 2/28/2007 LN

19,000.000 13n/2o6 11/30/2006

19,00,000 2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

23,300,0O 2/26/207 2/28/207
23,300,000 2/27/2007 2/28/207 IN

34,000,00 2/13/2007 2/14/2007

33,078,982 2/23/2007 2/25/2w7 IN

40.000,000 10/13/2006 10/26/2006

40,000,000 2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

27,000,000 2/12/207 2/28/207

27,000,000 2/23/Z007 2/28/207 L

35,000,000 2/6/207 2/9/207

33,911,358 2/23/207 2/28/207 IN

23,300,000 2/26/2007 2/28/2007
23,300,000 2/27/207 2/28/2007 LN

75,000,000 2/26/2007 V28/2007

75,000,000 2/27/2007 2/28/2007 LN

34,000,000 2/13/2007 2/14/2007

PSIQFRGS0303

Deal
Amber 7 PLC
amber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
:amber 7 PLC

:amber 7 PLC
:amber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC

' a.

c, C,.
Oft

-fttw :
: *

ea
__-

LF
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655374AA4 NAA 07S1 A

7851NAAO SACO 072 Al

78581NAA0 SACO 072 Al

35729TAD4 FHLT 06C 2A2

35729TAD4 FHLT 06C 2A2

12668YAA1 CWL 06510 Al

22668YAAl CWL 06510 Al

23243WAC2 CWL 0618 2A2

23243WAC2 CWL 0618 2A2

43709NAD5 HEAT 067 2A3

43709NAD5 HEAT 067 2A3

12666VAC5 CWL 0617 2A2

12666VAC5 CWL 0617 2A2

12666VAC5 CWL 0617 2A2

35729QAC2 FHLT 06B 2A2

35729QAC2 FHLT 06B 2A2

35729QAC2 FHLT 06B 2A2

040104TF8 ARSI 06W4 A2B

040104TF8 ARSI 06W4 A28

00442CAD1 ACE 06FM2 A2C

00442CAD1 ACE 06FM2 A2C

05530MAA7 BCAP 06AA2 Al

05530MAA7 BCAP 06AA2 Al

BSMF07SL9 BSMF 07SL2 1A
BSMF07SL9 BSMF 075L2 1A

04544QAD9 ABSHE 06HE7 A4

04544QAD9 ABSHE 06HE7 A4

863620AA1 SASC 07GEU Al

863620AAI SASC 07GELI Al

57645MAE2 MASS 06WMC4 AS

57645MAE2 MASS 06WMC4 AS

14454AAC3 CARR 06FRE2 A3

1U44AAC3 CARR 06FRE2 A3

81376GAD2 SABR 06WM2 A2C

81376GAD2 SABR 06WM2 A2C

173O9CQAC CMLn 06WFH3 A3

17309QAC8 CMULI O6WFH3 A3

07389RAP1 BSABS O6HE1O IIA2

07389RAP1 BSABS O6HE1O ILA2

39539JAM4 GPMF 07HE1 Al

39539JAA4 GPMF 07HE1 Al

34,00,00W (33,078.982)

27,00O,000 2700,00O0

27,000,0W (27,000,000)

35,000,000 35,000,000

0,000,000 100,000,000

70,000,00 (65,942,152)

25,0O0,000 25,000,000
25,00,000 (25,000,000)

50,000,W00 50,000,0W
50,0tO,000 (50,000,000)

40,000,W0 40,WO,000
10,000,000 l0,000.00

40,000,0W (40,000,000)

13,795,000 13,795,000

10,OOO00 10,0O,

18,763,538 J18,763,538)

31,000,0D0 31,00D,000

31,000,000 (31,W0,000)

12,000,000 12.000,000

12,000,000 (12,000,000)

40,000,000 40,000,000
40,000,000 (38,151,327)

55,000,000 55,0O0,0o0
55,000,000 (55,00,OO00)

23,414,000 23,414,000

23,414,000 (23,414,000)

35,000,000 35,000,000

35,000,0O0 (33,911,358)

19,000,000 19,0O0,000

19,000,000 (19,000,000)

20,000,000 20,000,000

20,000,000 (20,000,000)

40,000,000 40,000,000
40,000,000 (40,000,O0O)

30,000,000 30,000,0O0
30,000,000 (30,000,000)

50,000000 (50,000,000

50,000,000 (SOOWO)

50,000,000 50,000,000

50,W0,00 (50,000,0O)

33,078.982

27,0O0,000
27,000,000

35,000,000

100,000,O0

65,942,152

25,0O0,000
25,000,000

50,000,000
50,000,000

40,000,000
10,000,000
40,000,000

13,795,000
10,000,000
18,763,538

31,000,000
31,000,000

12,000,000
12,000,000

40,000,000
38,151,327

SS,000,000
55,000,000

23,414,000
23,414,000

3S,OOO,OOO
33,911,358

19,000,000
19,000,000

20,000,00D
20,000,00O

40,000,00X
40,000,000

30,000,OO
30,000,00(

50,000,01O
50,000,00

50,00,9OM
50,000,W0

2/23/2007 2/28/2007 WN

2/12/2007 2/28/2007

2/23/2w7 2/28/2007 WN

12/19/2006 12/22006
2/23/2007 2128/2007 WN

12/21/2006 12t29/2006
2/23/2007 2/28/207 WN

9/19/206 9/28/2006

2/23/2007 2/28/207 WN

9/22/2006 10/03/2006
2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

9/08/2006 9/25/2006

12/12/2006 12/15/2006
2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

2/09/2007 2/14/2007

2/09/2007 2/14/2007

2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

2/12/2007 2/15/2007
2/23/2007 2/28/2007 WN

10/20/2006 10/30/2006

2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

11/22/2006 11/30/2006
2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

2/211207 2/28/2007 #l

2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

11/03/2006 11/30/2006

2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

2/06/2007 2/09/2007

2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

D11/03/2OD6 11/30/2006 _
2/23/2007 2/28/2007 LN

10/05/2006 10/18/2006

2/23/2007 2/28/2007 LN

I10/13/2006 10/26/2006

2/23/2oo7 2/28/2007 IN

10/05/20D6 10/31/2006

o 2/3/2007 2/28/2007 IN

12/19/2006 12/9/206

2/23/2007 2/28/2007 IN

D' 2/21/n 7 3/06/2007

2/23/2007 3/06/2007 IN

PSIQFRGS0304

Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
SeN

BuY
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Buy
Sell

Buy
Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

Camber 7 PLC
Camber 7 PLC

I I

vc
M =

3 IV
3 cL

o S-
1=D.ft

_ i_
." fteQ =t
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BondName

7AAS GSAA 0617 Al

57AAS

iCAC6
CAC6

WPABS

IPAB8

;FAB9

iFAB9

5GAA9
iGAA9

7HAB7
MHAB7

3VAA7
3VAA.7

3VA83
ZVA83

ELAA4
ELAA4

25AA1
25AA1
2SAA1

SAAB6
.8AAB6

17FAB7

i7FAB7

!25AA1
T25AAl

!ELAA4
tELAA4

15GAA9
15GAA9

j7FAB7
;7FAB7

?sAAB6
M2AN6

2SFAB9
45FAB9

67HA6)
67HABI

29VAB3
29VAB3

68VAA
68VAA:

68PABE
68PAB8

GSAA 0617 Al

GSAMP 06S6 AIC
GSAMP 06S6 A1C

CWALT06OA17 1WB

CWALT 060A17 MAIB

CWALT 060C10 2A1

CWALT OSOC1O 2A1

CWALT 606C9 Al
CWALT 060C9 Al

CWL 0620 2A1

CWL 0620 2A1

CWL 06S7 Al
CWL 06S7 Al

FHLT 06D 2A1
FHLT 06D 2AI

GSAA 0618 AVI

GSAA 0618 AVI

GSRPM 062 AlA
GSRPM 062 A1A
GSRPM 062 A1A

HASC 06HE1 2A1

HASC 06HE1 2A1

NHEU 06FM2 2A1
NHEU 06FM2 2A1

6SRPM 062 AlA
GSRPM 062 AlA

GSAA 0618 AVI
GSAA 0618 AV1

CWALT 060C9 Al

CWALT 060C9 Al

NHEU 06FM2 2A1

NHEU 06FM2 2A1

HASC 06HEI 2A1

HASC 06HE1 2A1

CWALT 060C10 2A1

CWALT 060C10 2A1

7 CWL 0620 2AI

7CWL 0620 2A1

I FHLT 06D 2AI

I FHLT 06D 2A1

7 CWL 06S7 A1

7 CWL 06S7 Al

I CWALT06OA17 lAlB

I CWALT 060A17 IAiB

4SPACS CWALT 060A22 A3

4SPAC5 CWALT 060A22 A3

Orig face Actual Face Current Face Tradedate SettleDate Client

589.300,000 589,300,000 S58,30,0oo 10/13/2006 10/30/2006 ALTA MTG6

94.300.000 (94,300,000) 94,300,000 11/20/2006 1V22/2006 LN

95,531,000 9s,531,00 95,531,000 10/13/2o06 10/20/2O06 SU8PRIME MT/

68.531.000 (68,531.000) 683531,000 11/20/206 1122/2006 LN

35,903,000 35,903,000 35,903,000 10/1212006 10/17/2008

35,903,000 (35,903,000) 35,376,193 11/28/2006 12/5/20o6 LN

7S5.0000 75,000,000 75,000,000 11/27/2006 1 O30/2006 s

75,000.000 (75,000,000) 75,0000ooo 11/28/006 12/5/2006 wN

100,000,000 100,000,000 loo1A,0o,0oo 11V/006 11/15/2006

100,000,000 (100,000,000) 99,570,235 11/28/2006 /5/2O6 LN

100,000,000 100,000,000 100000000 10/26/2o6 118/06 oo

100,000,000 (100,000,000) 99,401.65 11/28/2006 12/5/2O6 LN

100,000,000 100,000,000 100,OO00 l1117/2006 11 30/2008

100,00,000 (O1,000,000) 1O0,00O0O 11/28/2006 12/5/2O06 IN

75,000,000 75,000,00o 75,000,o0 10/2S/2006 l13/2006

32,2S0.877 (32,2SOi77) 32,250,877 11/23/2006 12/5/2006 IN

218,347,000 218,347,000 218,347,000 11/14/2006 1/30/2006 ALT A MTG NI ACCT

100,000,000 (100,000,000) 100,000,000 11/28/2006 12/5/2006 WN

25,784,000 25,784,000 2S,784,000 1011/2006 10/18/2006 A8S MTG SYN NI ACCT

15,077,428 (15.077.428) 14,623,326 ln2/206 11/24/2006 LN

468,204 (468,204) 437,925 1128/2006 12/5/206 IN

25,000,000 25,000.000 25,000,000 10/18/2006 1113/2006

2S,000,000 (25,000,00) 24,509,647 V128/o26 12/Sn5 6 LN

n2,000,000 72,000,000 72,000,000 10/17/2006 10/31/2006

72,000,000 (72,O00,O0) 67,737,634 11/28/20o6 1215/2006 IN

25,784,000 25,784,000 25,784,00 10/11/2006 10/18/2006 ABS MTG SYN NI ACCT

468,204 (437,925) 437,925 11/28/2o06 12/S/2006 LN

218,347.000 218,347,000 218,34700 11/14/20D6 11/30/Z6 ALT A MTG NI ACCT

100,000,000 (10o0,0oo0) 100,000,000 11/28n/06 12/5/2006 IN

100,000,000 100,000,000 100,000,000 11/08/2006 11/15/2006

100,000,000 (99,570,23S) 99,570,235 11/28/2006 12sn006 IN

72,000,000 72,000,000 72,000,00D 10/17/206 10/31/206

72,000,000 (67,737,634) 67,737,634 11/28noo6 12/5/2006 IN

25,000.000 25,00,0oo 25,000,000 10/18/o26 11/03/2006

25,000,000 (24,509,647) 24,50,647 1V28/2OO6 12/5/2006 IN

75,000,000 75,000,0o 75,000.000 11/27/20o6 11/30/2006

75,000,000 (75,000,00) 75,000,00 11/28/2o6 12/5n006 IN

10,000,00 100,000,000 1OOW,OO 10/26/2006 11/08nOO6

100,OO,000 (99,401,656) 99,401,656 11/28n0D6 12/5/206 IN

75,000,000 75,000.O00 75,000,000 10/25/206 11/03/2006

32,250,877 (32,250,8) 32.250,877 11/28/2n 6 12/5/2006 IN

100,000,000 100,000,000 100.00,00 11V17/2006 11/30/2006

100,000,000 (100,000,000) 100,000,000 11/28/206 12/5/2006 LN

35,903,000 35,903,000 35,903,000 10/12/206 10/17/2006

35,903,000 (35,376,193) 35,376,193 11/2/n2O6 12/S/2006 LN

25,850,000 25,850,000 25,850,000 12/07nO6 12/11/206

25,850,000 (2S,680,256) 25,680,256 212/007 1/5/2W7 LN

PSILQFRGS0305

Buy/Sell Cuslp

Buy 36225
Sell 36225

Buy 36245
Sell 36245

Buy 12668
Sell 12661

Buy 2324!

Sell 2324!

Buy 2324!
Sell 2324!

Buy 1266,
Sell 1266,

Buy 12661

Sell 12661

Buy 35727
Sell 3572

Buy 3622

Sell 3622

Buy 3627
Sell 3627
Sell 3627

Buy 4432
Sell 4432

Buy 6553
Sell 6553

Buy 3627

Sell 3621

*Buy 3622

Sell 3622

Buy 2324

Sell 2324

Buy 6553
Sell 6553

Buy 443:

Sell 443:

Buy 232

Sell 232-

Buy 126

Sell 126

Buy 357

Sell 357

Buy 126
Sell 126

Buy 126
Sell 126

Buy 232
Sell 232

Deal
HUDMZI
HUOMZ1

HUDMZI
HUDMZI

HUDMZ1
HUDMZ1

HUDMZI
HUDMZ1

HUDMZI
HUDMZI

HUDMZ1
HUDMn

HUDMZI
HUDMZ1

HUDMZI
HUDMZ1

HUDMZI
HUDMZ1

HUDMZ1
HUDMZ2
KUDMZ1

HUDMZI
HUDMZ1

HUDMZl
HUDMZ1

HUDMZ1
HUDMZI

HUDMZI
HUDMZl

HUDMZI
HUDMZI

HUDMZ1
HUDMZ1

HUDMZ1
HUDMZI

HUDMZI
HUDMZ1

HUDMZI
HUDMZ1

HUDMZ1
HUDMZI

HUDMZI
HUDMZ1

UHUDMZI
HUDMZl

HUDMZI
HUDMZI

Tof3 ft_ CL

O as
0 ft

ft

C.o,
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Buy 643529AA8 NCAMT 06ALT2 AVI

Sell 643529AA8 NCAMT O6ALT2 AVI

Sell 643529AA8 NCAMTO 5ALT2 AVI

Sell 643529AA8 -NCAMT 06ALT2 AVI

Sell 643529AAB NCAMT 06ALT2 AVI

Buy 66988RACI NHEL 066 A28

SeO 66988RAC1 NHEL 066 A28

Buy 40DS1CAA5 GSAA 0651 (Al

Sell 40DS1CAAS GSAA 06S1 IA1

Buy 12670BAA7 CWL 0752 Al

Sell 126703AA7 CWL 07S2 Al

Buy 12669HAA7 CWL 07QH1 Al

Sell 12669HAA7 CWL 07QH1 Al

Buy 144528AB2 CARR 06NC3 A2

Sell 144528AB2 CARR 06NC3 A2

Buy 144528AB2 CARR 06NC3 A2

Sell 144528A82 CARR 06NC3 A2

Buy 3622ECAA4 GSAA 0705 lAVl

Sell 3622ECAA4 GSAA 0705 lAVI

Buy 004375EHO ACCR 054 A2C

Sell 004375EHO ACCR 054 A2C

Buy 75156UAB3 RAMP 06RZ2 A2

Sell 75156UA83 RAMP 06RZ2 A2

Buy 64352VQRS NCHET 061 A2B

Sell 64352VtRS NCHET 061 A28

Buy 144539AC7 CARR 06NCS A3

Sell 144539AC7 CARR 06NCS A3

Buy 643S2VJY8 NCHET 051 A2C

Sell 64352VJY8 NCHET 051 A2C

Buy 362341KA6 GSAMP 05HE4 A2B

Sell 362341KA6 GSAMP 05HE4 A2B

186,161,000 196,161,000 186.161,000 10/19/2006 10/30/2006 ALT A MTG NI ACCT

l_500,000 (1.343,975) 1,343,975 1/2007 V5/2007 IN

1,790,0DD (1,603,810) 1,603,810 1/16/2007 1/19/2007 WN

2,400,000 (1,976,433) 1,976,433 /30/2007 2/2007 IN

27,00,000 (22,234,873) 22,234,873 2/15/2007 2/21/2007 IN

45,000,000 45,000,000 45,000,000 11/20/2006 11/30/2006

33,000,000 (33,000.000) 33,000,000 228/2007 3/5/2007 IN

240,924,00D 240.924,000 240,924000 12V5/2006 12/28/2006

2,945,000 (2.733,317) 2,733,317 3/16/20D7 3/21/2007 LN

70,000,000 70,000,000 70,000.000 3/23/2007 3/30/2007

10,350,000 (10,350.00D) 10.350,000 3/30/2007 4/3/2007 IN

20,000,000 20,000,0D0 20,000,000 3/29/2007 3/0/2007

20,000,000 (20,0DD,000) 20,000,000 3/30/20D7 4/3/2007 IN

10,000,000 10,000,00D 10,000,000 4/10/2007 4/13/2007

815,000 (815,000) 815,000 4/18/2007 4/20/2007 IN

10,000,000 10,0000DO 10,00,000 4/10/2007 4/13/2007

5,192,715 (5,192,715) 5,192,715 4/30/2007 5/3/2007 IN

144,477,0DD 144,477,000 144,477,000 4/11/2007 4/30/2007 ALT A MTG NI ACCT

9,108,000 (9,108,000) 9,108,000 4/30/2007 5/3/2007 LN

128,843,000 128,843,000 128,843.000 11/10/2005 11/23/2005 ABS MTG SYN NI ACCT

3,843,000 (3,843,000) 3,843,000 4/30/2007 5/3/2007 IN

13,500,000 13,5WD0 13,500,0DD 4/30/2007 5/03/2007

13,50,000 (13,500,000) 13,500,000 4/30/2007 5/3/207 IN

10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,00 4/10/2007 4/13/2007

10,000,000 (10,WOOOO) 10,000,000 S/3l/207 6/5/2007 IN

25,000.0DD 25,000,000 25,000,000 1/16/2007 1/19/2007

9,334,000 (9,334,000) 9,334.000 5/31/2007 6/5/2007 IN

13,757,00D 13,757,000 13,757,000 3/14/2007 3/19/2007

13,757,000 (10,894,088) 10,894,088 7/6/2007 7/11/2007 IN

50,000,000 42,529.886 42.529,886 6/07/2007 6/11/2007

25,000,000 (17,681,632) 17,681,632 7/6/2007 7/11/2007 IN

PSIQFRGS0306

HUDMZU
HUDMZU
HUDMZI
HUDMU
HUDMZI

HUDMZI
HUDMZU

HUDMZU
HUDMZI

HUDMZ1
HUDMZI

HUDMZI
HUDMZ1

HUDMZU
HUDMZI

KUDMZI
HUDMZ1

HUDMZU
HUDMZI

HUDMZ1
HUDMZI

HUDMZ1
HUDMZU

HUDMU
HUDMZ1

HUDMZ1
HUDMZ1

HUDMZU
HUDMZ1

HUDMZ1
HUDMUZ

1.I
3 0
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CONFIDENTIAL INtAI MNI ItUUtbttU BY b(JLDMAN SAUU

Buy/Sell Cusip BondName
Buy DC43SQAA2 ACCR 071 Al

Sell WD438QAA2 ACCR 071 Al

Buy 1266SYAA1 CWL 06510 Al
Sell 12668YAAI CWL 06510 Al

Buy 3622ELAA4 GSAA 0618 AVI
Sell 3622ELAA4 GSAA 0618 AVI

Sell 3622EtAA4 GSAA 0618 AVI

Buy 362351AD0 GSAA 0620 2A1B

Sell 362351AD0 GSAA 0620 2A1B

Sell 362351AD0 GSAA 0620 2AIB

Buy 36245TAC9 GSAMP 06FM3 A2B

Sell 36245TAC9 GSAMP 06FM3 A2B

Sell 36245TAC9 GSAMP 06FM3 A2B

Buy 40431KAA8 HALO 07WFI Al

Sell 40431KAAB HALO 07WF1 Al

Buy 40431KAB6 HALO 07WF1 A2

Sell 4D431KAB6 HALO 07WF1 A2

Buy 45668WAAS INDX 07FLXI Al

Sell 45668WAA5 INDX 07FRXI Al

Buy 45668WAAS INDX 07FLXI Al

Sell 45668WAAS INDX 07FLX1 Al

Buy 3622EQAA3 GSAA0701 iA1

Sell 3622EQAA3 GSAA 0701 lA1

Buy 3622MHACD GSAMP 07FM2 A2B

Sell 3622MHAC0 GSAMP 07FM2 A2B

Buy 36245YAV6 GSAMP 07H1 A2A2M

Sell 36245YAV6 GSAMP 07H1 A2A2M

Buy 643529AA8 NCAMT 06ALT2 AV1

Sell 643529AA8 NCAMT 06ALT2 AVi

Buy 3624SYAV6 GSAMP 07H1 A2A2M

Sell 36245YAV6 GSAMP 07H1 A2A2M

Buy 362351AD0 GSAA 0620 2A1B

Sell 362351AD0 GSAA 0620 2A2B

Buy 36245TAC9 GSAMP 06FM3 A2B

Sell 36245TAC9 GSAMP 06FM3 A2B

Buy 3622ELAA4 GSAA 0618 AVi

Sell 3622ELAA4 GSAA 0618 AVI

Buy 3622MHAC0 GSAMP 07FM2 A2B

Sell 3622MHAC0 GSAMP 07FM2 A2B

Buy 3622EtAA3 GSAA 0701 IAl

Sell 3622EtAA3 GSAA 0701 JAI

Buy 3622MDAC9 GSAMP 07HE1 A2B

Sell 3622MDAC9 GSAMP 07HE1 A2B

Buy 3622MDAB1 GSAMP 07HE1 A2A

Sell 3622MDAB1 GSAMP 07HEI A2A

Buy 3622MDAB1 GSAMP 07HE1 A2A

Sell 3622MDAB1 GSAM P 07HE1 A2A

Otis face Actual Face CunFae Tradedate SettleDate C0ient

lSO00,000 ,000,000 15,000,0W 1/24/2007 1/30/207

15,00,00W (15,000,w0) 15,000,000 2/S/2007 28/20.07 LN

100,000,000

30,000,000

218,347,000

10,06D,040
10,000,000

16,076,000

11,00DA0,0
S,076,000

59,281,000
20,000,00
10,000,000

20,0W,000
20,000,000

8,374,000
8,374,000

155,024,000
20,024,000

155,024,00D
20,024,000

515,268,000
10,268,0D0

62,864,000
62,864,000

10,157,000
5,157,000

186,161,000
27,000,000

10,157,000
S,1S7,000

16,076,000
5,076,000

59,281,000
10,000,000

218,347,000
10.000,000

62,864,000
62,864.000

515,268,D00
10,268,000

44,191,000
44,191,000

50,O,0W
50,000,000

50,00.000

100,000,000

(30,000.000)

218,347,000
(10,000.000)
(10,000,000)

16,076,000
(11,000,000)
(5,076.000)

59,281,000
(10,D00000)
10,0D0,000)

20,000,000

(20,000,000)

8,374,000
(8,374,000)

155,024,D00
(20,024.000)

155,024,000
(20,024,000)

515,268,000
(10,268,000)

62,864,000
(62,864.000)

10,157,000
(5,157.00O)

186,161,000
(27,000,000)

10,157,000
(5,157,000)

16,076,000
(4,947,917)

59,281,000
(10,000,000)

218,347,000
(10,0000)

62,864,000
(62.864,000)

515,268,000
(10,268.000)

44,191,000
(44,191,000)

50,000,00O

50,00.0000
50,000,000 (50,000,000)

100,000,000 12/21/2006 12/9/2006 W

29,236,656 2/5/2007 2/8/2007 LN

218,347,00 11/14/20W6 1/30/2w6 ALTA MTG NI ACCT

9,115,101 2/5/2007 2/8/2007 LN

9,115,101 2/16/2007 2/21/2007 LN

16,076,0 12/12/2006 12/29/2006 ALT A MTG NI ACCT

10,722,437 2/5/2O07 2/8/207 LN

4,947,917 2/16/2007 2/21/20o7 LN

59,281,000 12/15/20o6 12/21/no6 NON PERFORMING MTG S

1,0W00,0 2/6/2007 2/8/207 LN
10,000,000 2/16/2007 2/21/2007 IN

20,000,000
20,000,000

8,374,000
8,374,000

155,024,000
20,024,WW0

s55,024,000
20,024,000

515,268,W00
10,268,000

62,64,000
62,864,000

10,157,000
5,157,000

18.161,000
22,234,873

10,157,000
5,157,000

16,076,000
4,947,917

59,281,000

218,347,000
10,00WW

62,864,000
62,864,wwD

515,268,000
10,268,000

44,191,000
44.191,000

50,000,000

50,000,000so,wwDwo

1/26/2007 2/6/2007
2/7/2007 2/8/2007 LN

1/26/2007 2/6/2007
2/5/2007 2/8/2007 LN

1/18/2007 1/31/2007
21s/2007 28/20W7 LN

1/18/2007 1/31/2007
2/5/2007 2/8/2007 LN

1/11/2007 /30/2007 ALTA MTG/

2/16/2007 2/21/2007 LN

2/15/2W7 2/21/2007 NON PERFORM/

2/15/2007 2/21/2007 LN

1/23/2007 1/31/2007 NON PERFORM/

2/16/2007 2/21/2007 IN

10/19/2006 10/30/2006 ALTA MTG/

2/15/2007 2/21/2007 LN

1/23/2007 1/312007 NON PERFORMING MTG S

2/16/2w7 2/21/2007 IN

12/12/2006 12/29/2006 ALTA MTG NI ACCT

2/16/2007 2/21/2007 IN

V215/2006 12/21/2006 NON PERFORMING MTG S

2/6/2007 2/21/007 IN

11/14/2006 11/30/2006 ALT A MTG NI ACCT

2/16/2007 2/212W07 IN

2/15/2007 2/21/2007 NON PERFORMING MTG S

2/15/2007 2/21/2007 IN

/11/2007 1/30/2007 ALTA MTG NI ACCT

2/16/2007 2/21/2007 IN

2/20/2007 2/23/2007 NON PERFORMING MTG S

2/20/2007 2/23/2007 IN

2/21/207 2/23/2007 NON PERFORMING MTG S

Z2//007 2/23/2007 LN

2/21/2007 2/23/2007 NON PERFORM/

soo00,000 2/21n/O7 2/23/2007 LN

Deal
HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMVn
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZU

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

PSIQFRGS0307
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3622MDAC9 GSAMP 07HEI A2B

3622MDAC9 GSAMP 07HE1 A2B

12668BRE CWALT 060C2 2A1

12666BRBE CWALT 060C 2A1

1266BBRE CWALT 060C2 2A1

126684AA7 CWL 0656 Al

126684AA7 CWL D6S6 Al

12666MAA9 CWL 06SPS1 A
12666MAA9 CWL 06SPS1 A

3S729VAB3 FHLT 06D 2A1

3S729VAB3 FHLT 06D 2A1

12666MAA9 CWL D6SPS1 A

12666MAA9 CWL 06SPS1 A

12668BRES CWALT 060C2 2A1

12668BRES CWALT 060C2 2A1

12668BREB CWALT 06OC2 2A1

35729VAB3 FHLT 06D 2A1

35729VAB3 FHLT 06D ZA1

126684AA7 CWL 0656 Al

126684AA7 CWL 0656 Al

12668KAC7 CWL 075 2A2
12668KAC7 CWL 075 2A2

32029GAC8 FFML 07FF2 A2B

32029GAC8 FFML07FF2A2B

OD4375EH0 ACCR 054 A2C

004375EH0 ACCR 054 A2C

004375EH0 ACCR 054 A2C

07389RAN6 BSABS 06HEIO 21A1

07389RAN6 BSABS 06HE10 21A1

12669WADB CWL 078 2A2

12669WAD8 CWL 078 2A2

362341KA6 GSAMP 05HE4 A2B

362341KA6 GSAMP 05HE4 A2B

362341QHS GSAA 0511 3A3

3623410)QS GSAA 0511 3A3

12669WADB CWL 078 2A2
12669WAD8 CWL 078 2A2

36249BAA8 GSAA 0707 lAl
36249BAA8 GSAA 0707 IA1

44,191,000 44,191.000 44,191,0D0 2/20/20D7 2/23/2007 NON PERFORM/

44,191,000

24500,000
24,0O0,o00

48,500,000

9,400,000
9,400,000

1B,500,000
18$0,S00

75,000,000
14,000,000

18,500,000
18,500.000

24,500,000
24,000,000
48,500,000

75,000,000
14,000,000

9,400,000
9,400,000

15,000,000

15,000,000

46,500,000
11,8D0,000

128,843,000
7,000,000

600,000

30,000,000
4,000,000

6,844,000
2,000,000

255,843,000
3,724,000

168,833,000
3,724,000

3,694,000
3,694,000

161,141,000
7,811M000

(44,191,000)

24,500,000
24,00,000

(48,50,000)

9,400,000
(9,400,000)

18,500,000
(13,5W0,000)

75,000,000
(14,000,000)

16,195,088
(16,098,352)

15,256,402
14,945.D46

(30,201,448)

75,000,000
(14,000,000)

8,444,540
(8,444,540)

15,000,000

(15,000,000)

46,500,000
(11,800,000)

128,843,000
(7,00,OO)

600,000

30,000,000
(3,465,402)

6,844,000
(2,0D0,000)

255,843,000
(1,ss9,477)

168,833,000
(1,559,478)

3,694,000
(3,694,00D)

161,141,000
(7,811,OD0)

44,191,000 2/20/2007 2/23/2007 IN

15,256,402 2/1/2007 2/6/2007

14,945,046 2/1/2007 2/6/2007

28,111,412 2/22/2007 2/27/2007 IN

8,444,540 1/23/2007 1/26/2007 _

9,400,000 2/2007 2/27/2007 wN

16,195,s08 3/2007 1/26/2007 _

18,500,000 222/2oo7 2/27/207 wN

75,000,000 10/25/2006 11/3/2006

12,265,135 2/2212007 Z/27/2007 IN

16,195,088 13/2007 1/6/2007

16,098,352 2/22/2007 2/27/2007 wN

15,256,402 2/01/2o07 2/06/2007

14,945,046 2/01/2007 2/06/2007

30,201,448 2/22/2007 2/27/2007 IN

75,000,000 10/25/2006 11/03/2006

14,000,000 2/22/2007 2/27/2007 IN

8,444,540 1/23/20O7 1/26/2007

8,444,540 2/22/2007 2/27/2007 IN

15,000,000 3/23/207 3/30/2007
15,000,000 3/26/2007 3/30/2007 IN

46,500,000 3/27/2007 3/30/2007
11,80.O00 3/30/2007 4/3/207 IN

128,843,000 11/10/2005 11/23/200S ABS MTG SYN NI ACCT

7,00,000 4/30/207 5/3/2007 IN

600,000 5/30/2007 6/4/2007 IN

30,000,000 12/19/2006 12/29/2006

3,465,402 5/30/2007 6/4/2007 IN

6,844,000 5/21n007 5/31/2007

2,000,000 S/3D/07 6/4/2007 IN

255,843,000 B/15/2005 8/2S/200S GSAMP Collateral

1,SS9,477 5/30/2007 6/4/2007 IN

168,833,000 9/12/2005 9/29/2005 Alt A MTG/AL NI

1,559,478 5/30/2007 6/04/2007 LN

3,694,000 S/21/2007 S/31AO07

3,694,000 5131/207 6/5/2007 IN

161,141,000 6/22/2007 6/28/2007 ALTA MTG NI ACCT

7,811,000 7/9/2007 7/12/2007 IN

PSIQFRGS0308

Buy
Sell

Buy
Buy
SeN

Buy

sell

Buy

Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Buy
Sell

Buy

Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

Buy
Sell

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMU

HUDMU
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2

HUDMZ2
HUDMZ2
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CONFIDENTIAL ttLATMENT REQUESTED BY GOLDMAN SACHS

Buy/sale Cusip bondiiae
04541GRi3 ABStEOSi-ff4Al

04541GRi3 AESHiE 0SE4 Al

04544NAD6 ABSlff 06HE6 A4

04544NAD6 AB3IE 06NiE6 A4

04544tAD6 ABSHE 06iff6 A4

03072S91 AMSI 0SR6 AZ

0307nSP91 AMSI osR6 A2

144528AB2 CARR 06NC3 A2

144S28AB2 CARR 06NC3 AZ

23242MAA9 CWLt 03AI

23242MAA CW 0653 Ai

126683AA9 CWL O65 A

126683AA9 CW 06S AI

1266BWAAS CWL 074 AIA

1266iWAAS CWL 074 ALA

L26691AC4 cWL 076 2A2

12669LAC4 cWL 076 2A2

12670EAA7 CWL 0752 Al

12670BM7 cWL 0752 Al

32029GAC0 FFML 07FF2 A2

32029GACB FFML 07FF2 A2B

3623410HS GSAA 0511 3A3
36234104S GSAA05113A3

36234AM1 GSAA 057 AVI

362341AMI GSAA O57 AV1

400SICAAS GSAA 06S1 LAI

400S1CAAS GSAA 0651 LAI

3622EAAXi GSAA 0703 IAIB

3622EAAXt GSAA0703 1AB

3622EBAA6. GSAA 0704 Al

3622EBAA6 GSAA 0704 Al

3622EBAB4 GSAA 0704 A2

3622EBA34 GSAA 0704 A2

S7643LGV2 MABS 05WMCI AS

57643LGV2 MAs OSWMCI AS

57645iAA7 MABS 06tiE3 Al

5764S5AA7 MARS 06HE3 Al

761128082 RAMP 04RS10 A114

76112BE2 RAMP04RSIDAJI4

362440AC3 GSAMP 07HE2 A2B
36i440AC3 GSAMP 07HE2 A2B

30248EAA6 FFML D7FFBSS A

30248A.A6 FFML 07FFBSS A

3622ECAA4 GSAA 070S .AVI

3622ECAA4 GSMA 0705 IAVl

02150XAA7 CWALT 070HI ALA

027%XAA7 CWALT 070HI AtA

12669WAWO CWL 078 2AS
12669WACW CWL 078 23M

02150KA85 CWALT 0708i AIA

02150tABS CWALT 070Hi AZA

Odil ace A

41,000,0D)

10.000,00
2.0,000

9.000,00

97 306,000

83.106 000

10,000.000

3.597,28S

8.970.000

8.97000W

7,060,000
7.060.000

10,W000)
10,00 0W0

12,000.WO

12.000W00W

70,000.000

56.050,000

46,50.000

34.700WO

168,833.000

21 500,000

50,000.000

50,000,00

iS.924.000
1,16L681

62X4289000

12.050.000

535,274.0O0

150.191,WWO

143.692W000
904.0O

5.000.000

54,000,1000

14.000.000

S14000.000

5.000.000

20.00,0000

13,347,000

295,1O0,OW

84,313,W.

144,477.000

113.369.000

SOOOWO

10.000.0DD

10.000,000O

15.072.000
133072.0D0

atsal Fece Cunent Fer Trndedate

41.000,000 9,731,001 3/23/2007

(4L.00000)

10,000,000

(9,000,000)

9706,000
(83.106.00U)

70.0000,t~i

(3.597.25)

8,970.000

(8.970,000)

7,060.0DO

(7.060,O0)

110.000.000

12D0,WOW
(1200.000)

70,00W,00

(56,050,00W)

46,500,D00
(34,700,000)

168,833,000

(22,500.000)

50,000,000

BS,924,0010

6.4280,W00

(12.050.0w0)

535,274,000

(150,191.000)

143,692.W0
(904,000)

5.0w00,0

(5000.001))

14,00,0000

(14,000,000)

5,000,000

15,00,O000)

20,000.0W
(13.347,00D)

295.150,0S,
4,313.000)

144,477,000

(113,369,000)

10,OO

110,000.000)

10,000,000

(10000000)

14.655577

114.6SS,S77)

9,731001 4

10,0W0.00O

1.0000W I

9,o,000o 4

34,470,127 1

29,439,84 4

3.597.2115

6,747,372

6,747.372

S,836,36118
5.836.368

10,00000 '

12.000,000
12.DD00000

70,noo,0w

56.050,ODD

46,500,800

34,700,W0

168,833,000
9.778.926

122.109

11,822,109

79.747,892

L029,296

62.428,0

11,919.451

535.274,000
150,191,000

143,692,000
904,000

S,000,000

11.107.172

10,613,234

4,544,062
4.544,062

20,000,0
13,347.000

29s.1so000
B4,313,000

1.4n7,00w

113,369,000

10.000,000)

10,WO,OOO

10,000,00W

14.655,577

14,655,77

3/9/2o07
V22120157

t/10/'2007

1/17/2007

4116/2007

4/16/2007

4/2/2007

4/16/207

3/2/2007

4/16/2007

3/29/2007

4/16/2007

3/27/2007

4/16/2007

9/12/2005

4/16/007

4/12/207

4/16/207

2/27/2007

4/16/2007

2/l6/2007
4/16207

3/11/2007
4/1/2007

3/13/07

4/16/20

1/10/20

411~wM

4/16w/20

3/12/20

4/26/20W

4/11/V20

4/17/20W
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

- x

In the Matter of ABACUS CDO File No. HO-10911

------- ------------------------ x

SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO.

Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman Sachs") makes this submission in response to

the Staff's proposed recommendation that an enforcement action be brought against Goldman

Sachs.' No such action is warranted.

This submission is provided solely in connection with the Staffs consideration of
possible action against Goldman Sachs, and is made without any admission that the
conduct under investigation violated any laws, rules or regulations. Should the Staff
decide to make any recommendation that varies in any respect from the issues and
positions Goldman Sachs has addressed, we expressly reserve the right to revise this
submission in accordance with Rule 5(c) of the Commission's Rules Regarding
Information and Other Proceedings, 17 C.F.R. § 202.5(c), and Procedures Relating to the
Commencement of Enforcement Proceedings and Termination of Staff Investigations,
Nos. 33-5310, 34-9796, 1972 WL 130244, at * 1-2 (Sept. 27, 1972). Goldman Sachs also
expressly reserves the right to object to the admissibility of this submission and those
submitted by any other person in any subsequent proceeding. Finally, Goldman Sachs
hereby asserts that this submission constitutes attorney work product and requests that (a)
it be treated confidentially and not as a waiver of any privilege or immunity from
production, and (b) pursuant to Commission Rule 83, 17 C.F.R. § 200.83, that this
submission not be disclosed in response to any request made under the Freedom of
Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552.
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

In early 2007, Goldman Sachs acted as the underwriter of privately-placed notes

issued in a synthetic CDO transaction known as ABACUS 2007-AC I ("2007-AC I"). There was

nothing unusual or remarkable about the transaction or the portfolio of assets it referenced. Like

countless similar transactions during that period, the synthetic portfolio consisted of dozens of

Baa2-rated subprime residential mortgage-backed securities ("RMBS") issued in 2006 and early

2007 that were identified in the offering materials (the "Reference Portfolio"). As in other

synthetic CDO transactions, by definition someone had to assume the opposite side of the

portfolio risk, and the offering documents made clear that Goldman Sachs, which took on that

risk in the first instance, might transfer some or all of it through a hedging and trading strategies

using derivatives. Like other transactions of this type, all participants were highly sophisticated

institutions that were knowledgeable about subprime securitization products and had both the

resources and the expertise to perform due diligence, demand any information that was important

to them, analyze the portfolio, form their own market views and negotiate forcefully at arm's

length. And like other transactions with similar lower-rated subprime portfolios, 2007-AC I's

performance was battered by the unprecedented subprime market meltdown, which has impaired

cashflow to countless noteholders in such transactions and caused many participants in the

market to fail altogether.

Now, with the benefit of perfect hindsight about the magnitude of the market

downturn, the Staff proposes to charge Goldman Sachs with misrepresenting material facts

relating to the offering. Notably, the Staff does not contend that anything about the Reference

Portfolio itself was incorrectly disclosed. Rather, the Staff's theory relates exclusively to the role

of Paulson & Co., Inc. ("Paulson") - now recognized as a heavy bettor against.the subprime

market but at the time a relatively unknown hedge fund manager - in making suggestions to the

-2 -
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independent selection agent as to the composition of the Reference Portfolio and taking a

negative position on that portfolio through a swap with Goldman Sachs. Moreover, the Staff

proposes not only to base its charges on theories of negligence under Section 17(a) of the

Securities Act of 1933, but also to assert that Goldman Sachs made intentional

misrepresentations concerning Paulson in violation of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange

Act of 1934 and Rule lOb-5 thereunder. There is no basis in the law, the record or common

sense for such charges.

First, what was important to the note investors, as embodied in Regulation AB,

were the offering documents' descriptions of the Reference Portfolio and the distribution of

proceeds, which sophisticated institutional investors in asset-backed securities input into their

models in order to make their investment decisions based on their views of market and housing

trends. This information was accurately disclosed, and the Staff does not contend otherwise. By

contrast, we are aware of no synthetic CDO offering that disclosed how the protection buyer

would manage the risk it took on, other than to disclose generally that it may do so, as occurred

here. Certainly, nothing in Regulation AB requires disclosure of the underwriter's risk

management plans, which may shift as parties change their market views and adjust their risk

tolerance over time.

Second, given the absence of an affirmative directive in Regulation AB to

disclose the involvement of Paulson, the Staff relies on a theory that references in the offering

documents to the Portfolio Selection Agent were misleading because they somehow implied that

the agent, ACA Capital Management LLC ("ACA"), picked the portfolio in isolation without

input from any participant, including ones whose true economic interests at the time were

opposite those of the noteholders. But the Reference Portfolio, however it was selected, was

-3-
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fully disclosed and available for all to evaluate on its merits. To the extent that investors took

comfort from ACA's involvement, it was only because an independent expert had approved the

portfolio, and that is precisely what ACA did. ACA plainly exercised its own judgment in

deciding which securities were included (whatever its impression as to the economic interests of

Paulson), rejected dozens that it disliked, and was entirely satisfied with the resulting portfolio.

Indeed, ACA put its own money behind its analysis by investing in the notes itself and entering

into a large swap referencing the portfolio. There is no industry definition of "Portfolio

Selection Agent" that implied that ACA would operate within an ivory tower or refuse to

consider suggestions made by interested parties in exercising its independent judgment. In fact,

it was a customary feature of the market that participants (including those here) often offered

their views on potential securities to be included in referenced portfolios, so no one would have

been surprised that Paulson was doing so.

Third, and more fundamentally, while Paulson's investment strategy and success

are well known today, nothing in the record establishes that Paulson's involvement would have

been significant in early 2007 to anyone involved in the 2007-AC I transaction. All participants

in the transaction understood that someone had to take the other side of the portfolio risk, and the

offering documents clearly stated that Goldman Sachs might lay off some or all of the short

exposure to the portfolio that it had taken on. A disclosure that the relatively unknown Paulson

was the entity to which Goldman Sachs transferred that risk would have been immaterial to

investors in April 2007.

Fourth, there is no basis to suggest that the portfolio would have performed any

differently or that the economic outcome for the participants would have changed in the least had

Paulson's role and interest been more transparent. The portfolio that ACA originally selected

-4-
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had the same characteristics as the Reference Portfolio, and both experienced virtually the same

poor performance in the face of the subprime meltdown. Further, the principal note investor,

IKB Deutsche Industriebank AG ("IKB'), was an active investor in the CDO markets, had

expressed its specific interest in transactions like 2007-ACI, had invested in similar ABACUS

transactions before, and thoroughly evaluated the portfolio. ACA was a major player in the

CDO marketplace with billions under management and had every reason - reputationally and

economically - to perform its job well. ABN Amro ("ABN"), which intermediated Goldman

Sachs' swap with ACA, showed little interest in the portfolio and relied instead as a swap

intermediary on the credit of its other swap counterparty, ACA, which proved fatal when ACA

failed. In the end, every portfolio of lower-rated subprime RMBS was decimated in the market

meltdown, and any marginal differences in bond quality underlying the Staffs theory would not

have resulted in any materially different outcome.

Fifth, beyond these fatal deficiencies in the Staff's materiality theory, there is no

basis for a finding that Goldman Sachs made any alleged misrepresentations about Paulson's role

with the negligence required under Section 17(a), much less with the scienter mandated by

Section 10(b). The Staff has pointed to two ambiguous statements contained in an e-mail from

Goldman Sachs that it contends caused ACA to infer that Paulson would be an equity investor.

As an initial matter, it is difficult to reconcile such an inference with the Staffs theory that

Paulson tried to influence ACA to select dozens of riskier Baa2-rated securities, which would

have raised questions about Paulson's true economic interests for any sophisticated market

participant. The record, in all events, contains no evidence that Goldman Sachs caused ACA to

infer that Paulson had an equity position. Nor does the record support the conclusion that any

confusion by ACA as to the nature of Paulson's involvement in 2007-AC I changed how ACA

-5-
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selected the Reference Portfolio. Similarly, the absence of any disclosure of Paulson's role did

not affect IKB's decision to invest. DKB regularly invested through Goldman Sachs and other

firms in numerous CDOs and other complex securities and conducted its own evaluations of the

underlying reference portfolios, including for the 2007-ACI transaction.

Finally, the Staff's proposed theory ignores the fact that, as a broker-dealer acting

as an intermediary on behalf of a client, Goldman Sachs had a duty to keep information

concerning its client's (Paulson's) trades, positions and trading strategy confidential. The Staff

itself has recognized this obligation in other contexts, but seeks here to impose a duty to disclose

the identity and market views of swap counterparties.

In short, the Staff's contention that Goldman Sachs had a duty to disclose

Paulson's involvement in the process by which ACA selected the portfolio is without support in

either the factual record or the law, would impose obligations not recognized in existing law and

would be directly contrary to market practice, where broker-dealers intermediate between parties

taking opposite views and do not disclose those parties' identity or roles to each other. No

enforcement action is warranted even on the existing record. If this matter is litigated, Goldman

Sachs is confident that a fuller record - including its own discovery of all transaction participants

- will underscore that no one in fact considered Paulson's role important and that no one was

misled.

THE RECORD

A. Relevant Parties

1. Goldman Sachs

Goldman Sachs is a leading global investment banking, securities and investment

management firm that provides a wide range of services worldwide to a substantial and

diversified client base that includes corporations, financial institutions, governments and high-
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net-worth individuals. Through its mortgage group, Goldman Sachs structured and distributed

RMBS and CDO-related products.

2. ACA

ACA was the asset management subsidiary of ACA Capital Holdings, Inc., and

provided asset management services and credit protection products to investors. As of May 31,

2007, ACA was managing "26 outstanding CDOs with underlying portfolios consisting of $17.5

billion of assets." (GS MBS-E-003525837.) ACA acted as the Portfolio Selection Agent for the

2007-ACI transaction, invested $42 million in the 2007-AC 1 notes, and sold protection to

Goldman Sachs on the $909 million notional amount super senior tranche of the transaction.

ACA suffered serious financial troubles at the end of 2007 and beginning of 2008.

In November of 2007, ACA posted a $1.04 billion third-quarter loss. After a restructuring

supervised by the Maryland Insurance Administration (Maryland's insurance commissioner),

ACA Capital Holdings, Inc. is now operating under the name Manifold Capital. ACA is

currently operating as a run-off financial guaranty insurance company.

3. Paulson

Paulson is an employee-owned hedge fund founded in 1994. Beginning in 2006,

Paulson created two funds, the Paulson Credit Opportunities Funds, which took a bearish view

on subprime mortgage loans by purchasing protection through credit default swaps ("CDSs") on

various debt securities. These funds earned substantial profits, and have recently received

significant media attention. At the time that 2007-AC 1 was being transacted, however,

Paulson's investment strategy was not yet widely known in the industry. (See Kreitman Tr. 40-

41; Herald-GranoffTr. 25.) Paulson now has more than $30 billion under management.
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4. IKB

IKB is a German Bank founded in 1924. In January of 2007, 1KB Credit Asset

Management, the asset management arm of IKB, had approximately "$23.9 billion of assets

under management" and "over $16.8 billion of [collateralized loan obligations]/CDOs [had been]

launched and managed within IKB group." (GS MBS-E-007698102.) IKB publicly stated that

"Securitization and CDO investments are an integral part of IK.B AG's business model." (Id.)

IKB was a highly sophisticated institutional investor that marketed itself as a CDO manager

with:

* a large investment team, including 20 portfolio managers and analysts and 20
compliance, IT, legal and operations and surveillance staff;

* "one of the largest databases of CDO structures and performance";

* a "[m]arket leading ABS/CDO evaluation and surveillance platform"; and

* "extensive ABS focused research capabilities and relationships."

(GS MBS-E-007698113; GS MBS-E-007698102.) Indeed, in January of 2007, 1KB launched

Rhinebridge Plc, a structured investment vehicle that invested heavily in the United States

subprime market. Rhinebridge Plc was to be the "flagship vehicle in IKB CAM's expansion into

ABS asset management." (GS MBS-E-007698102.)

IKB invested in multiple ABACUS transactions through Goldman Sachs,

including ABACUS 2004-1, 2005-3, 2006-11, 2006-15, 2006-8 and 2007-ACi. (See GS MBS

0000018045 - 18046; Tourre Tr. Vol. 1, 16.) In fact, IKB made the reverse inquiry that led to

the first ABACUS transaction, ABACUS 2004-1. (See Tourre Tr. Vol. 1, 16.) In late 2006 and

early 2007, Goldman Sachs was working with IKB on a number of transactions, including

multiple ABACUS transactions. (See Nartey Tr. 23.)

-8-
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5. ABN

ABN is a Dutch bank currently owned by RFS Holdings B.V. ABN was in the

business of intermediating CDS between parties that would not or could not accept each other's

credit risk. In 2007-AC1, Goldman Sachs would not accept ACA's credit risk without an

agreement to post cash collateral, which ACA would not provide. (See Gerst Tr. 75.) ABN

agreed to intermediate the protection that ACA sold to Goldman Sachs on the super senior

tranche of the 2007-AC 1 transaction by entering into a CDS with Goldman Sachs and agreeing

to post collateral, and then entered into a back-to-back CDS with ACA. (See Gerst Tr. 75.).

ABN appears to have evaluated only ACA's corporate credit rating, and had little or no interest

as to the Reference Portfolio. (GS MBS-E-002485173.) Prior to agreeing to intermediate the

transaction, ABN purchased from Goldman Sachs a $27 million CDS providing ABN protection

if ACA's credit weakened. (GS MBS-E-003528155.)

B. The Subprime and CDO Market

A CDO is a debt security collateralized by debt obligations, including mortgage-

backed securities in many instances. These securities are packaged and held by a special purpose

vehicle ("SPy"), which issues notes that entitle their holders to payments derived from the

underlying assets. In a synthetic CDO, the SPV does not own a portfolio of actual fixed income

assets, but rather enters into CDSs that reference the performance of a portfolio. The SPV does

hold some collateral securities (separate from the reference portfolio), which it uses to meet its

payment obligations.

Beginning in 2005, the market for CDOs expanded extremely rapidly. According

to a study performed by the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association ("SIFMA"),

the Global CDO Issuance Volume for 2005 and 2006, not including unfunded synthetic tranches,

was approximately one trillion dollars. (SIFMA, Global CDO Market Issuance Data, available
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at www.siflna.org/researchlpdf/CDO_ Data2008-Q4.pdf (last visited Sept. 10, 2009).) The

markets for mortgage-backed securities became volatile and unpredictable in late 2006 and early

2007. Investors and speculators in those markets developed conflicting views of the future

direction of the principal factors that drove the market - housing prices, interest rates, defaults

and delinquencies, delinquencies on loans made by different originators or in different regions of

the country, the health of subprime originators and other factors - all of which were entirely

within the public domain. Some hedge funds, including Paulson's funds, bet aggressively

against the mortgage market, while other investors and speculators believed that any weakness in

the housing markets or RMBS would be temporary and mild. Up to the middle of 2007, no one

view of the market predominated.

C. The ABACUS Transactions Generally

The ABACUS transactions were synthetic CDOs in which the CDO entities sold

notes referencing specific portfolios of securities. The proceeds from the sale of the notes were

used to purchase collateral securities, which were held by the SPV. At the same time, the SPV

entered into a CDS transaction, whereby it agreed to provide a "protection buyer" with

"insurance" payments in the event of write-downs on the referenced securities in exchange for

periodic premium payments. These premium payments, along with interest on the collateral

securities, were used to pay the noteholders. The collateral securities themselves were used

either to pay principal to noteholders or to make payments due to the protection buyer under the

CDS, depending on the performance of the reference portfolio. The first ABACUS transaction

was ABACUS 2004-1, which was developed in response to IKB's desire to invest in AAA, AA

and A rated CDO notes referencing a portfolio-of high-grade asset-backed securities. (Tourre Tr.

Vol. 1, 16, 24.)
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D. ABACUS 2007-AC1

ABACUS 2007-AC I ("2007-AC 1') was a synthetic CDO transaction referencing

a $2 billion portfolio consisting of 90 Baa2-rated subprime RMBS issued in 2006 and early

2007. (GS MBS-E-005974542; GS MBS-E-002407039-2407041.) The securities issued in the

2007-AC I transaction were offered in a private placement pursuant to Rule 144A. (GS MBS

0000010089.)

1. The Paulson Reverse Inquiry

In late 2006, Paulson initiated a "reverse inquiry" by approaching Goldman Sachs

to determine whether it would enter into a CDS in which Paulson bought protection on a

portfolio of Baa2-rated RMBS from the 2006 vintage. To mitigate the significant market risk

that it would take on if it entered into the CDS, Goldman Sachs structured two separate

transactions.

In the first transaction, Goldman Sachs created the 2007-AC I SPV, which would

issue notes and enter into a CDS through which Goldman Sachs would purchase credit protection

on a portfolio of Baa2-rated 2006 vintage subprime securities. The investors that bought the

notes issued by the SPV would, by definition, be taking the view that the securities in the

Reference Portfolio would perform at least moderately well, while Goldman Sachs as credit

protection buyer took the contrary view that those securities would perform poorly. In the

second transaction, Goldman Sachs would enter into the CDS that Paulson had requested. To the

extent that Paulson's requested CDS portfolio matched the 2007-AC I Reference Portfolio,

Goldman Sachs would effectively neutralize its market risk. (GS MBS-E-003272296; GS MBS-

E-003272305.) David Gerst and Fabrice Tourre explained this dual structure to the Staff. (See

Tourre Tr. Vol. 1, 95; Gerst Tr. 139).
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2. The Portfolio Selection Process

ACA, the Portfolio Selection Agent for 2007-AC 1, had extensive experience and

a strong reputation in the industry. In its role as Portfolio Selection Agent, ACA was to select a

portfolio of Baa2-rated RMBS from the 2006 and 2007 vintages to comprise the Reference

Portfolio, but would not provide any ongoing asset management or other services.

Goldman Sachs started the portfolio selection process by providing Paulson with

a database of RMBS securities and a spreadsheet listing securities that fit Paulson's requirement

that the portfolio be restricted to 2006-vintage subprime RMBS that were rated Baa2 by

Moody's Investor Service and approximately BBB by Standard & Poor's. (Gerst Tr. 13-14.)

Paulson then provided Goldman Sachs with a spreadsheet of 123 securities. Goldman Sachs sent

this spreadsheet of 123 securities to ACA for its evaluation and potential inclusion in the 2007-

ACI Reference Portfolio. (GS MBS-E-00797438 1.)

ACA evaluated each of the 123 securities using its proprietary models and

methods of analysis. ACA rejected more than half of the securities, and sent Goldman Sachs a

revised spreadsheet listing 86 securities, including 55 from the list of 123 securities and 31

additional 2006-vintage Baa2-rated securities. (GS MBS-E-002537707.) ACA later proposed

an additional 26 reference securities. (GS MBS-E-002480599.) Goldman Sachs suggested that

two of the proposed securities be rejected, and ACA suggested three replacements. (GS MBS-E-

003026086.)

ACA and Paulson then met on February 2, 2007 to discuss the reference portfolio.

During this meeting, Paulson proposed a list of securities, nine of which ACA had already

rejected. After the meeting, ACA emailed Paulson and Goldman Sachs, reiterating its rejection

of the nine securities and attaching a spreadsheet listing 100 securities (79 of which previously

had been approved by Paulson and ACA). (GS MBS-E-0038338442.) Paulson suggested
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removal of eight of the securities (seven of which were removed) and Goldman Sachs suggested

removal of two of the securities (one of which was removed). (GS MBS-E-002483508; GS

MBS-E-002983660.) Paulson then circulated a list of 90 reference securities. Of these 90, ACA

requested that the parties make substitutions for three of the securities. (GS MBS-E-003782252;

GS MBS-E-002445333.) ACA proposed eleven alternative securities and Paulson agreed to

three out of those eleven securities. (GS MBS-E-002444961-2444962; GS MBS-E-002445333-

2445334; GS MBS-E-002444961-2444962.) ACA thereafter agreed to the removal of three New

Century securities, and the substitution of three securities to include in the final portfolio.2 (GS

MBS-E-003740868; GS MBS-E-003740867-3740869.)

ACA ultimately approved 90 securities that it stood behind as the portfolio

selection agent, albeit from the category of 2006/2007-vintage Baa2-rated subprime RMBS.

There is no indication that ACA "rubber stamped" any of the securities suggested by Paulson, or

that it behaved in any way that was inconsistent with the normal obligations of a Portfolio

Selection Agent. And as a sophisticated market player that managed billions of dollars in

subprime securities, ACA should easily have recognized any tendencies or marginal biases in the

securities that Paulson recommended.

3. Marketing and Sale of the 2007-A CI Transaction

Because of IKB's prior interest in ABACUS transactions, Goldman Sachs

approached IKB as a potential investor in 2007-AC .KB ultimately decided to purchase $150

million in senior certificates with the view that it would have a relatively protected senior

position in a risky portfolio. (See GS MBS 0000018046.) ACA purchased $42 million worth of

2 IKB had previously expressed concern over RMBS for which New Century and Fremont
were the servicers, which may have been the reason for removing those securities. (GS
MBS-E-0029722269.)
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senior secured notes. (GS MBS 0000018046.) The 2007-AC I transaction closed on April 26,

2007. The SPV used the proceeds of the sale to purchase AAA-rated certificates to hold as

collateral.

Goldman Sachs entered into a CDS with the SPV in a notional amount of $192

million in which Goldman Sachs agreed to make premium payments in return for protection on

the Reference Portfolio. In addition to the CDS purchased from the SPV, on May 31, 2007

Goldman Sachs also entered into a $909 million notional amount CDS referencing the super-

senior (50-100%) tranche of the 2007-AC I CDO. (GS MBS 0000018052.) ABN served as

intermediary for this trade by entering into the $909 million CDS with Goldman Sachs and an

offsetting CDS with ACA, thereby assuming credit risk if ACA was unable to pay. (GS MBS-E-

002485172-2485173.) ABN appears to have principally evaluated only ACA's corporate credit

rating before entering into the CDS.3 (GS MBS-E-002485172-248517 3 .) The record does not

indicate whether ABN entered into other CDS trades with ACA, but Goldman Sachs is confident

that a full record would reflect ABN's familiarity with ACA and consistent approach to such

transactions as solely credit decisions.

E. The Credit Default Swaps Between Goldman Sachs and Paulson

Through CDSs with Paulson, Goldman Sachs sold all of the protection that it had

purchased from the SPV and from ACA (through ABN). (Tourre Tr. Vol. 1, 33.) Because

Goldman Sachs purchased protection from ACA on a portion (50-100%) of the super senior

tranche, but wrote protection to Paulson on the entire (45-100%) super senior tranche, it bore the

3 In connection with this evaluation, ABN purchased $27 million in corporate CDS

protection on ACA from Goldman Sachs, which entitled it to payment if ACA's credit

rating fell below a certain level. (GS MBS E-003528155.)
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risk that poor performance of the Reference Portfolio would affect the 45-50% portion. (Tourre

Tr. Vol. 1, 33.)

The 2007-AC I Offering Circular could not have been more clear that Goldman

Sachs might enter into transactions to increase, reduce or even eliminate its exposure to the SPV:

* "The Protection Buyer is not required to have any credit exposure to any
Reference Entity or any Reference Obligation." (GS MBS 0000010105.)

* "[T]he Protection Buyer ... may hold long or short positions with respect to
Reference Obligations and/or other securities or obligations of related Reference
Obligations and/or other securities or obligations of related Reference Entities and
may enter into credit derivative or other derivative transactions with other parties
pursuant to which it sells or buys credit protection with respect to one or more
related Reference Entities and/or Reference Obligations.... [i]f the Protection
Buyer. . . holds claims against a Reference Entity or a Reference Obligation other
than in connection with the transactions contemplated in this Offering Circular,
such party's interest as a creditor may be in conflict with the interests of the
Issuer." (GS MBS 0000010127.)

Nothing stopped any other transaction participant - from the noteholders, to ABN, to Paulson -

from similarly reducing or adjusting their own exposure depending on their own perceptions and

views as market and economic conditions evolved.

F. The Collapse of the Subprime Market

As was clear to all of the parties, the market for securities backed by subprime

loans had already begun to weaken in late 2006, as housing prices stopped increasing and began

to decline in some regions of the country. The ABXIHE 06-2 BBB Index,4 which referenced

BBB securities issued in the second half of 2006, decreased in early 2007, reaching a low of $67

on February 27, 2007. It rebounded to as high as $84.5 on May 24-25, 2007 (a week before

ACA, ABN and Goldman Sachs entered into the $909 million CDS), and then dropped

4 The ABXHE Indices, or Asset-Backed Securities Indices, are synthetic indices

distributed by Markit Group, Limited. Each references a basket of 20 CDSs on subprime
mortgage-backed securities of a specific vintage and rating.
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precipitously from $80.875 on June II to $20.5 at the end of 2007. (See Appendix 1.) The

securities in the Reference Portfolio, which in April 2007 were rated Baa2 by Moody's Investor

Service and at or around BBB by Standard & Poor's, were severely affected. The historical

performance data relied on by rating agencies, investment banks, government agencies and other

participants in the market turned out to be an unreliable predictor of future prices and

performance. As reflected by the prices of the ABX indices in early 2007, most sophisticated

market participants - including senior government officials - did not predict the severity and

breadth of the downturn in U.S. housing markets, and many suffered dramatic losses as a result.

The significant divergence between the expected and actual performance of Baa2-

rated RMBSs resulted in large part from the unanticipated severity and breadth of housing

market price declines, and the weakening of local economies throughout the United States. The

combination of high loan-to-value ratios, the unexpected severity and speed of deterioration in

residential housing prices throughout the country and the lack of available refinancing provided

little incentive for borrowers to continue making payments on mortgage loans on properties in

which they had little or no equity. See, e.g., Semiannual Monetary Policy Report to the

Congress, Statement of Ben Bernanke, Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System (Mar. 28, 2007). In addition to these unexpected economic factors, an unknown amount

of fraud by borrowers, originators, brokers, appraisers and others involved in the loan origination

process may have resulted in underwriting of material numbers of loans to borrowers lacking

either the means to (or the intention of) making payments on the loans. See, e.g., Tyler Cowen,

So We Thought, But Then Again ... , N.Y. TIMEs, Jan. 13, 2008, at 6; Carolyn Said, Plenty of

Blame for Lending Mess; Mortgage Meltdown, S.F. CHRON., Feb. 3, 2008, at Cl .
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THE STAFF'S INVESTIGATION AND ALLEGATIONS

The Staff's investigation of 2007-AC I began on August 29, 2008. The Staff has

taken five days of testimony from five Goldman Sachs witnesses: Gail Kreitman and Melanie

Herald-Granoff Michael Nartey, Fabrice Tourre, and David Gerst. Goldman Sachs has

produced approximately 8,000,000 pages of documents to the Staff.

Goldman Sachs understands that the Staff currently proposes to recommend that

the Commission bring an enforcement action against Goldman Sachs alleging violations of

Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of

1934 and Rule I Ob-5 thereunder. The Staff contends that:

* Goldman Sachs deceived ACA by leading ACA to believe that Paulson would
invest in the equity tranche of 2007-AC 1, thereby allegedly causing ACA to
believe that Paulson had the same interests as ACA when Paulson's interests
were, according to the Staff, the opposite of ACA's interests.

* Goldman Sachs deceived investors in the 2007-AC I transaction by describing
ACA as the Portfolio Selection Agent when, in fact, Paulson had played a
significant role in selecting the Reference Portfolio.

To Goldman Sachs' understanding, the Staff's theory is that Goldman Sachs should have made

the role of Paulson in the 2007-AC I transaction clear to ACA, and disclosed that role (and

Paulson's identity) in the offering documents. If the Commission chooses to proceed against

Goldman Sachs, the Staff has indicated it will seek disgorgement of Goldman Sachs' profits on

the 2007-AC I transaction, as well as penalties and injunctive relief.

DISCUSSION

I. THE ABACUS OFFERING DOCUMENTS CONTAINED NO MATERIAL
MISREPRESENTATIONS.

To prove materiality under Sections 10(b) and 17(a), the Commission must show

a "substantial likelihood" that the alleged misstatement or omission would be deemed significant

by a reasonable investor in light of the "total mix" of information available about the investment
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at the time the investment decision is made. Basic, Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224, 231-32

(1988). In evaluating whether an alleged misrepresentation was material, the offering documents

must be'read as a whole, focusing not "on whether particular statements, taken separately, were

literally true, but whether defendants' representations, taken together and in context, would have

mis[led] a reasonable investor about the nature of the [securities]." DeMaria v. Andersen,

318 F.3d 170, 180 (2d Cir. 2003) (emphasis added).

The offering documents for the 2007-AC 1 transaction provided all material

information that the sophisticated institutional investors here required - most fundamentally, the

particulars of the portfolio that the investors could (and did) analyze and evaluate on an equal

footing with Paulson and Goldman Sachs. The offering documents contained nothing materially

false or misleading about ACA's role, and no reasonable investor would have needed disclosures

describing the participation of Paulson, which at the time was little-known and only one of many

market participants that investors understood routinely took the opposite risk in transactions of

this type (and were a structural necessity for synthetic CDOs).

A. The Offering Documents Fully Disclosed the Material Facts Relating to the
Reference Portfolio.

Regardless of how the Reference Portfolio was selected, the offering documents

comprehensively described each asset backing the securities. Nothing about the selection

process affected the inherent value or risks of the Reference Portfolio. The offering documents

provided the sophisticated potential investors in 2007-AC I with the material information about

the constituent securities that they needed to perform their own analyses and modeling of the

creditworthiness and cash flows of the assets underlying their investment.

Regulation AB recognizes that in an asset-backed securities transaction, investors

view information about the asset portfolio and the distribution of proceeds as material, because
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performance of those assets, as affected by macro-economic factors and trends that any investor

can analyze, will dictate the performance of asset-backed securities.5 Regulation AB thus

focuses on the underlying assets, and sets forth in great detail the disclosures required in offering

documents for asset-backed securities, including: (1) the title and type of securities being

offered, (2) a summary of the flow of funds, (3) statements detailing servicer or other fees, (4)

-detailed descriptions of the characteristics of the assets, and (5) a description of any credit

enhancement features. See, e.g., 17 C.F.R. §§ 229.1102, 229.1103, 229.1105, 229.1111.

The value of the assets underlying asset-backed securities does not change based

on any "inside" information within the issuer's control. No subjective corporate judgments

about budgets, sales, reserves or any other matters relevant to traditional corporate issuers impact

a portfolio of mortgage-backed securities. Accordingly, Regulation AB's comprehensive

disclosure scheme does not require any mention of the underwriter's (or its clients') subjective

view of the assets, or a comprehensive listing of all of the parties that had input into the selection

of the assets backing the securities. Rather, Regulation AB focuses on disclosures of the

objective features of the underlying assets, which allows potential investors to perform their own

analyses and evaluations based on their assessment of economic trends, regardless of the views

of the underwriter or other entities as to the value of the underlying assets. This focus on the

intrinsic character of the portfolio also is consistent with the distinction drawn by the courts

between "hard" and "soft" information. Only the former must be disclosed.to investors:

5 Although the ABACUS notes at issue here were offered pursuant to the limited
requirements of Rule 144A, Regulation AB's focus on information about the underlying
assets and how the proceeds of those assets will be distributed reflects what is material to
an investor in any asset-backed transaction.
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Hard information is typically historical information or other factual information

that is objectively verifiable. Publicly disclosed, hard information is actionable if

false and material. Soft information, on the other hand, includes predictions and

matters of opinion. The failure to disclose soft information is actionable only if

[it is] ... virtually as certain as hard facts.

City of Monroe Employees Ret. System v. Bridgestone Corp., 399 F.3d 651, 669 (6th Cir. 2005);

see also Glassman v. Computervision Corp., 90 F.3d 617, 631 (1st Cir. 1996) ("[Tlhe federal

securities laws focus on the mandatory disclosure of backward-looking hard inforrhation, not

forecasts.").

In accordance with this regulatory focus, the offering documents at issue here set

forth precisely which RMBS would comprise the Reference Portfolio. (See GS MBS

00000 10274-10277.) The offering documents for each of these RMBS in turn disclosed the

various categories of information required by Regulation AB, including detailed information

concerning the loans held by the trust that issued the RMBS. This is all that was required. The

offering documents need not interpret the information they disclose in ways that "might have

facilitated an investor's task," because "interpretations drawn from the facts presented in the

prospectus[]" do not provide new information, and thus cannot "significantly alter[ the 'total

mix' of the information already presented." Benzon v. Morgan Stanley Distributors, Inc., 420

F.3d 598, 609 (6th Cir. 2005). In light of the extensive, objective disclosures contained in the

offering documents, investors - particularly the sophisticated entities at issue here in the context

of a Rule 144A offering - had all the information they needed to understand and evaluate the

reference securities, just as a consumer purchaser can evaluate a store's inventory of

merchandise regardless of how it was selected, fully understanding that there may be other

brands available elsewhere. See Ley v. Visteon Corp., 543 F.3d 801, 808 (6th Cir. 2008) ("The

federal securities laws do not ordain that the issuer of a security compare itself in myriad ways to

its competitors, whether favorably or unfavorably .... [I]t is precisely and uniquely the function
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of the prudent investor, not the issuer of securities, to make such comparisons among

investments.").

B. The Sophisticated Investors in 2007-ACI Were More Than Capable of Evaluating

the Transaction Based on the Portfolio Information.

The sophisticated investors in 2007-ACI were fully capable of evaluating the

Reference Portfolio, and nothing in the record suggests that their analysis turned on how the

securities were selected here or, for that matter, in any of the countless other transactions they

considered over time.

ACA, as described above, was a well-recognized collateral manager as well as a

sophisticated investor in CDOs. It was paid to analyze the Reference Portfolio and approved

every security in it. It applied rigorous and disciplined financial modeling to evaluate the

portfolio, as it did every day with respect to the billions of dollars it managed.

IKB had long described itself as one of the most highly-sophisticated CDO

investors in the world. (See GS MBS-E-007698102; see also Conservative Mittelstand lender

1KB has transformed itself into Germany's biggest investor in structured credit - with a taste for

riskier deals, RISK, February 1, 2004.) It stated in January 2007 that it had launched and

managed approximately $16.8 billion of its own CDOs and related securities. (GS MBS-E-

007698102.) 1KB regularly invested through Goldman Sachs and other firms in CDOs and other

sophisticated and complex securities, including ABACUS and other synthetic CDOs in which

other parties took the opposite view of the portfolio. (GS MBS 0000018045-18046.) IKB had

its own significant capabilities to (a) research and analyze market conditions and relevant,

underlying loan data (e.g., housing statistics, ABX index prices and volumes, subprime securities

pricing levels, origination volumes and performance of loans in securitized pools), and (b) obtain

expert and knowledgeable advice and counsel.
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Similarly, in early 2007, ABN was "a leading international bank with total assets

of EUR 999 [billion]" and "operate[d] more than 4,500 branches in 53 countries" with a "staff of

more than 110,000 full-time employees worldwide." Press Release, ABN AMRO, ABN AMRO

Announces Sale of ABN AMRO Mortgage Group, Inc. to Citigroup, Jan. 22, 2007, available at

http://www.abnamro.com/pressroom/pressreleasedetail.cfli? Release1D=278522 (last visited

Sept. 10, 2009). ABN regularly assumed credit risk by "act[ing] as an intermediary on behalf of

customers or other third parties or issue[d] guarantees." ABN AMRO Holding N.V., 2006

Annual Report at 204, available at http://www.shareholder.comIvisitors/dynamicdoc/docunent.

cfln?CompanylD-ABN&DocumentlD 1448&PrN=&Page=2&Zoom=I (last visited Sept. 10,

2009). In connection with these activities, ABN's senior management "establish[ed] the credit

policies" and "procedures required to analyze, manage and control credit risk." Id. ABN closely

"monitored on an ongoing basis" the "risk that counterparties might default on their obligations."

Id.

Consistent with their sophistication, ACA and 1KB were Qualified Institutional

Buyers within the meaning of Rule 144A. The Master Repurchase Agreement between Goldman

Sachs and ACA stated that, with respect to each of the transactions comprising 2007-AC 1, ACA

agreed that:

It is acting for its own account, and it has made its own independent decisions to
enter into that Transaction. It has evaluated for itself whether that Transaction is
appropriate or proper for it based upon its own judgment and upon advice from
such advisers as it has deemed necessary. It is not relying on any communication
(written or oral) of the other party as investment advice or as a recommendation to
enter into that Transaction; it being understood that information and explanations
related to the terms and conditions of a Transaction shall not be considered
investment advice or a recommendation to enter into the transaction. No
communication (written or oral) received from the other party shall be deemed to
be an assurance or guarantee as to the expected results of that Transaction....

It is capable of assessing the merits of and understanding (on its own behalf or
through independent professional advice), and understands and accepts, the terms,
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conditions and risks of that Transaction. It is also capable of assuming, and
assumes, the risks of that Transaction.

(GS MBS-E-00915445 1.)

Thus, the investors had more than sufficient resources and market knowledge to

evaluate the portfolio based on the inherent characteristics of the securities, demand additional

information or changes to the portfolio, and decline to invest if they were not entirely satisfied or

preferred other investment alternatives. There is no evidence that they approached this

transaction any differently than the countless other similar transactions they considered. If this

matter is litigated, Goldman Sachs is confident that a full record will show that their behavior

here conformed to their overall investment approaches.

C. To the Extent that Investors Considered ACA's Participation Important, ACA's
Role Was Described Accurately.

Significantly, the Staff has not alleged that the offering documents for 2007-ACI

misrepresented anything about the Reference Portfolio. Rather, the Staffs position appears to be

that investors would have wanted to know that Paulson had input into the process by which ACA

ultimately selected the RMBS included in the Reference Portfolio, and that the description of

ACA as "Portfolio Selection Agent" was therefore misleading without including a description of

Paulson's role. That position is fundamentally flawed for several reasons.

As a threshold matter, the Staffs position incorrectly assumes that the term

"Portfolio Selection Agent" conveys to investors that the agent selected the portfolio without any

input from others. Nothing in the offering documents asserted that ACA was acting in isolation,

and no definition of "Portfolio Selection Agent" would create that impression. The Offering

Circular, which described ACA's role as Portfolio Selection Agent, merely stated that "[ACA

would], pursuant to the Portfolio Selection Agreement . .. select the Initial Reference Portfolio."

(GS MBS 0000010178.) Nowhere did the Offering Circular state that ACA would not consult
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with other entities regarding the selection of the Reference Portfolio, and it was common in CDO

transactions for participants to offer views in the process of selecting the referenced assets, as

Goldman Sachs and 1KB did here. (Herald-GranoffTr. 26; Narty Tr. 18-19, 57 ("1 don't think I

can recall a transaction we worked on with [IKB], where we didn't have a back and forth on the

portfolio').) See In re Worlds of Wonder Sec. Litig., 35 F.3d 1407, 1417-18 (9th Cir. 1994)

(common industry practices require no disclosure). Rather, the Offering Circular states only that

ACA would "select" the Reference Portfolio, and the record in this investigation has shown that

ACA did so. ACA ultimately approved each security for inclusion in the Reference Portfolio.

(See,e.g., GS MBS-E-002537707; GS MBS-E-003838442-3838443.)

Indeed, ACA had served as portfolio selection agent or collateral manager for

numerous other transactions, and no doubt was accustomed to an interactive selection process.

What is important is that ACA used its own expertise and models in scrutinizing and approving

the referenced securities and earned substantial fees for doing so. Whether certain securities

were initially suggested by Paulson, Goldman Sachs or IKB, ACA subjected the securities

proposed for inclusion in the Reference Portfolio to its own proprietary models and analysis.

ACA conducted its own analysis and engaged in significant dialogue with Goldman Sachs and

Paulson, and it rejected 75 securities that Paulson initially proposed. (See, e.g., GS MBS-E-

002537707; GS MBS-E-003838442-3838443; GS MBS-E-007974381.)

There is no evidence that ACA included any securities that it thought were

inappropriate. Indeed, ACA demonstrated its confidence in the quality of the Reference

Portfolio by purchasing $42 million worth of ABACUS 2007-ACI notes and entering into a

$909 million notional value CDS referencing the portfolio. It defies credulity to assert that ACA

would have invested $42 million of its own funds and entered into a $909 million CDS based on
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the Reference Portfolio if it had any concerns about the referenced securities. Although

Goldman Sachs has not yet had the opportunity to take discovery of ACA, it is confident that if

this matter is litigated, the full record will demonstrate ACA's independence, full conviction

about the portfolio it selected and professional work quality in performing its function.

D. Paulson's Economic Interests Were Not Material to Investors.

The Staff's theory appears to be that Paulson's role would have been significant

both to ACA in its role as Portfolio Selection Agent and to investors because - like Warren

Buffett or E.F. Hutton - it would have raised a red flag that a prominent "short" strategist was

betting against the portfolio. Paulson's name and precise role were not material, however,

particularly at the time of the transaction.

First, although Paulson's name and his successful strategy of shorting the

subprime RMBS market are now well known, they were not in April 2007. Even Goldman

Sachs witnesses testified that they had no knowledge of Paulson or its strategies at the time of

the 2007-ACI transaction. (See Herald-GranoffTr. 25; Kreitman Tr. 40-4 1.) Indeed, the Staff

does not contend that ACA had heard of Paulson prior to the 2007-AC 1 transaction. The fact

that Paulson was unknown to ACA - which, as of May 31, 2007, had 26 CDOs valued at $17.5

billion under management- demonstrates that the fact of Paulson's involvement would not have

been material. Nor is there any evidence that IKB or ABN knew of Paulson at the time or would

have changed their investment decisions one iota had they fully understood his involvement.

Certainly, those will be significant matters in dispute if this matter is litigated.

Second, given the structure of synthetic CDOs such as 2007-AC 1, investors

understood that someone (whether Goldman Sachs, Paulson or another entity) would necessarily

be taking a position contrary to the Reference Portfolio. As the CDS counterparty, Goldman

Sachs stood to gain if the Reference Portfolio performed poorly (GS MBS 0000010095) unless it
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entered into an offsetting CDS with another counterparty. The Offering Documents clearly

disclosed that Goldman Sachs was the Protection Buyer, and also that the

Protection Buyer ... may hold long or short positions with respect to Reference
Obligations and/or other securities or obligations of related Reference Entities and
may enter into credit derivative or other derivative transactions with other parties
pursuant to which it sells or buys credit protection with respect to one or more
related Reference Entities and/or Reference Obligations.

(GS MBS 0000010127; see also GS MBS 0000010105 ("The Protection Buyer is not required to

have any credit exposure to any Reference Entity or any Reference Obligation.").) This is

precisely what Goldman Sachs did through its swap transaction with Paulson. The Goldman

Sachs-Paulson CDS was from Goldman Sachs' perspective nothing more than a standard risk-

mitigating strategy, which is commonplace in the industry (and indeed beneficial to it) and did

not require disclosure. 6 Donovan v. Am. Skandia Life Assurance Corp., No. 02 CV 9859, 2003

WL 21757260, *2 (S.D.N.Y. July 31, 2003) ("Liability does not arise from the failure to disclose

that which should be obvious to the average investor."); In re Ultimate Corp. Sec. Litig., No. 86

CIV. 5944 (CSH), 1989 WL 79372, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. July 11, 1989) (no duty to disclose obvious

facts, such as risk that executive might leave company in future). Ultimately, some entity would

take a position opposite the debt investors - whether Goldman Sachs kept that position or

transferred it to another entity (such as Paulson) was not material.

Similarly, the fact that ACA may have perceived Paulson to be an equity investor

is of no moment. As a threshold matter, the interests of an equity investor would not necessarily

be aligned with those of ACA or other noteholders, and holders of equity may also hold other

long or short positions that offset or exceed their equity exposure. Indeed, Laura Schwartz of

6 Indeed, as Mr. Tourre testified, the ABACUS platform originated as a way to hedge
Goldman Sachs' exposure to RMBS products. (See Tourre Tr. Vol. 1, 20-21.)
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ACA understood this from her work on a transaction that closed in December 2006 in which

Magnetar, a hedge fund that bought equity and took short positions in mezzanine-level debt,

participated. (See GS MBS-E-007992234 ("Magnetar-like equity investor').) Certainly, ACA

could have questioned Paulson about its interests if it that information were significant to it.

More fundamentally, the Staff does not appear to contend that ACA would have

refused to approve the Reference Portfolio or that investors would have declined to proceed with

the transaction if they had known of Paulson's precise interest. Indeed, the Staff does not

contend that prior to the 2007-AC I transaction ACA even knew that Paulson existed. Paulson's

participation in the portfolio selection process did not diminish ACA's extensive analysis. ACA

evaluated Paulson's list of 123 securities using its proprietary methods, and rejected more than

half of them. ACA then generated its own list of securities, including 31 not proposed by

Paulson. Ultimately, ACA vetted and approved all of the 90 securities included in the Reference

Portfolio. The mere fact that Paulson - as well as Goldman Sachs and IKB - offered views on

the securities proposed for the Reference Portfolio does not support the allegation that ACA

failed to perform its duties or compromised its standards.

In short, all of the parties involved evaluated potential investments based on the

fundamentals of the securities and not on who offered suggestions as to which securities to

include in the Reference Portfolio. There was no "substantial likelihood" that a reasonable

sophisticated investor would have deemed Paulson's involvement in selecting the portfolio to be

significant in light of the "total mix" of information available. Basic, 485 U.S. at 231-32; see

also Capri Optics Profit Sharing v. Digital Equipment Corp., 760 F. Supp. 227, 233 (D. Mass.

1991) ("This Court questions whether the information allegedly not disclosed was even material,

i.e., information affecting a reasonable investor's decision to invest. No evidence is presented
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that Capri would have refrained from investing had those things been done which Capri says

ought have been done." (citation omitted)).

E. Investor Losses Were Attributable Solely to the Overall Market Collapse and Not to

Any Alleged Misrepresentations by Goldman Sachs.

The Staff appears to suggest that materiality is somehow established by the poor

performance of the transaction. But the cause of those losses was the collapse of the subprime

market, and not anything unique to this transaction or its disclosures. Goldman Sachs should not

be held responsible for losses caused by a general market-wide decline. Wielgos v.

Commonwealth Edison Co., 892 F.2d 509, 515 (7th Cir. 1989) ("Securities laws require issuers

to disclose firm-specific information .... [They] needn't disclose the hazards of its business,

hazards apparent to all serious observers and most casual ones." (citation omitted)).7

There is no evidence that the original reference portfolio proposed by ACA - or

any other portfolio of similar securities for that matter - would have performed any differently.

To the contrary, any portfolio of this type would have been swept up in the meltdown of the

subprime market and experienced considerable write-downs, and none would have materially

outperformed the other. (See Appendix 2.) The Reference Portfolio was designed to contain

high-risk tranches of RMBS issued in 2006 and 2007, and nearly all Baa2-rated, 2006/2007-

vintage subprime RMBS - including those initially proposed by ACA without Paulson's

involvement - have suffered materially similar losses. (Id.)

7 And indeed, the offering documents disclosed these general market risks, stating:

The rate of defaults and losses on residential mortgage loans will be

affected by a number of factors, including general economic conditions
and those in the area where the related mortgaged property is located, the

borrower's equity in the mortgaged property and the financial
circumstances of the borrower.

(GS MBS 0000010121.)
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In that respect, the transaction participants received precisely what they bargained

for. When ACA and IKB bought notes in 2007-AC 1 or sold protection referencing the 2007-

ACI Reference Portfolio, they took the view that the senior tranches of 2007-ACI would suffer

losses only if a significant percentage of the 90 referenced securities were written down. ACA

and IKB ultimately suffered losses not because Paulson played a role in the portfolio selection

process, but because every security of that rating and vintage decreased in value as a result of

unprecedented market events. The Reference Portfolio was a fair representation of the credit

quality of 2006/2007-vintage Baa2-rated subprime RMBS; that credit quality, however, turned

out to be very poor.

Similarly, ABN's losses stemmed from overall market forces, not anything

relating to the disclosure issues the Staff has raised. ABN was in the business of intermediating

credit default swaps for monoline insurers such as ACA and, in connection with that business,

intermediated the swap between Goldman Sachs and ACA that referenced the super-senior

tranche of the 2007-ACI securitization. (GS MBS-E-002485172- 2485174; GS MBS-E-

002461503-2461505) ABN principally evaluated ACA's credit rating, ultimately deeming the

risks associated with the swap transaction to be acceptable in light of its compensation and

appetite for the risk associated with ACA. (See GS MBS-E-002485172-2485173 (Fabrice Tourre

tells ABN that entities that had intermediated trades for ACA in the past had "slowly gotten full

on ACA's name and that is why we are now trading at the .. . wider level for ACA

intermediation").) Consistent with this approach, ABN purchased protection from Goldman

Sachs in the form of a $27 million corporate CDS referencing ACA's credit rating. (GS MBS-E-

003528155.) To Goldman Sachs' knowledge, ABN did not purchase credit protection

referencing the Reference Portfolio.
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Nor did ABN give substantive scrutiny to the 2007-AC 1 transaction itself.

Rather, the discussions between Goldman Sachs traders and ABN focused almost entirely on

what compensation would be appropriate for ABN's intermediation. (See Tourre Tr. Vol. 1, 88.)

ABN's losses (and Goldman Sachs' on the $27 million CDS it entered into with ABN) were

attributable to ACA's collapse, not the characteristics of the Reference Portfolio or any

representations pertaining to it.

Finally, nothing stopped any transaction participant from changing its views and

adjusting its exposure. The-only constant was the Reference Portfolio once it had been selected.

If participants suffered losses, they did so solely because they projected that the economic

downturn would be less severe than it was.

II. THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT GOLDMAN SACHS ACTED NEGLIGENTLY,
LET ALONE WITH THE LEVEL OF SCIENTER REQUIRED TO SUPPORT A

SECTION 10(b) CLAIM.

A party's fraudulent intent, defined as "a mental state embracing intent to

deceive, manipulate, or defraud," is the touchstone of a violation under Sections 10(b) and

17(a)(1). Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185, 193 n.12 (1976). Some courts have held

that this standard can be met by a showing of "extreme recklessness," which has been described

as an "extreme departure from the standards of ordinary care . .. which presents a danger of

misleading buyers or sellers that is either known to the defendant or is so obvious that the actor

must have been aware of it. In other words, it is a lesser form of intent." SEC v. Steadman, 967

F.2d 636, 641-42 (D.C. Cir. 1992) (internal quotations omitted). Additionally,

[t]o prove scienter with respect to a non-disclosure, it is not enough to simply
show that the defendant was aware of an undisclosed fact that a court later
determines is material. Rather, a-plaintiff must show that the defendant must have

been aware of both the materiality of the undisclosed fact and that its non-
disclosure would likely mislead investors.
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SECv. Gane, No. 03-61553-CIV-SEITZ, 2005 WL90154, at *15 (S.D. Fl. Jan. 4, 2005)

(internal citations omitted); see also SEC v. Patty, 891 F.2d 295, 295 (9th Cir. 1989) (stating that

"the question is not merely whether [the defendant] had knowledge of the undisclosed facts;

rather, it is the danger of misleading buyers that must actually be known or so obvious that any

reasonable man should be legally bound as knowing.') (internal citations omitted)).

With respect to Section 17(a)(2) and (3), although the Staff need not establish

fraudulent intent, it still must demonstrate the existence of negligence, defined as a departure

from the standard of reasonable care. Aaron v. SEC, 446 U.S. 680, 687-91 (1980). The

reasonableness of conduct must be judged in light of the customs and practices of others in

similar circumstances at the time the conduct occurred. See Cherokee Ins. Co. v. E. W. Blanch

Co., 66 F.3d 117, 123 (6th Cir. 1995) (insurance broker "acted in accordance with practices

customary in the industry at the time"); Ward v. Hobart Mfg. Co., 450 F.2d 1176, 1182 and n. 1 6

(5th Cir. 1971) (design of product consistent with industry practices at the time); Restatement

(Second) of Torts § 295A. Compliance with industry standards is a factor (although not

dispositive) in determining whether a party met the appropriate standard of care in cases under

the securities laws. See Vernazza v. SEC, 327 F.3d 851, 861 (9th Cir. 2003) ("relevant to show

standard of care necessary to a recklessness inquiry"); Messer v. E.F. Hutton & Co., 847 F.2d

673, 679 ( 1th Cir. 1988) (same); Coates v. Heartland Wireless Communications, Inc., 100 F.

Supp. 2d 417, 425 n.6 (N.D. Tex. 2000) (absent contrary evidence, a defendant who follows

industry practices is not liable for fraud under 1O(b)); In re Piper Capital Management, Inc.,

SEC Rel. No. 2163, 2003 WL 22016298, at *8 (Aug. 26, 2003) ("compliance with industry

standards is a consideration"-).: The record-in this investigation has revealed no evidence of

negligence, let alone fraudulent intent or extreme recklessness.
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A. Goldman Sachs Did Not Mislead ACA Regarding Paulson's Involvement in the
Portfolio Selection Process.

The Staff's theory is predicated on the notion that ACA believed that Paulson

would be an equity investor in the 0-9% tranche of the 2007-ACI transaction, and that Goldman

Sachs intentionally or negligently led ACA to this belief. In support of this contention, the Staff

principally cites:

* Laura Schwartz of ACA's January 8, 2007 e-mail to Gail Kreitman in which she wrote "I
have no idea how [the Paulson meeting) went - I wouldn't say it went poorly, not at all,
but I think it didn't help that we didn't know exactly how they want to participate in the
space. Can you give us some feedback?" (GS MBS-E-003499710);

* Fabrice Tourre's January 10, 2007 e-mail to Ms. Schwartz containing the "Transaction
Summary" in which he stated that the transaction was "sponsored by Paulson" and
included the line: "[0] - [9]%: pre-committed first loss," (GS MBS E-003504901) which
the Staff stated described the equity tranche; and

* Ms. Kreitman's e-mail exchanges with Ms. Schwartz on January 14 and 28, 2007 in
which Ms. Kreitman did not correct Ms. Schwartz's apparent misunderstanding that
Paulson was an equity investor (GS MBS-E-007980762; GS MBS-E-007992234).8

Nothing in those e-mails or elsewhere supports an inference of scienter.

To the extent that ACA inferred from the January 10 e-mail that Paulson would

act as an equity investor in the transaction, there is no evidence in the record to suggest that

Goldman Sachs intended that ACA draw this inference. The Staff has not asserted that Goldman

Sachs or Paulson told ACA that Paulson was an equity investor, and Goldman Sachs is not aware

that Ms. Schwartz could recall any such representation being made. Mr. Tourre's reference to

"[0] - [9]%: pre-committed first loss" did not state that Paulson would be purchasing a long

position, and the record contains no evidence indicating what Mr. Tourre meant by this

The Staff has also asserted that certain internal ACA documents state-that Paulson
intended to invest in the equity tranche of the 2007-AC I transaction. Copies of those
documents have not been provided to Goldman Sachs.
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statement. Indeed, Mr. Tourre himself testified that he had no recollection of its meaning.

(Tourre Tr. Vol. 2, 145.)

Further, as several Goldman Sachs employees testified, the term "sponsor" is not

uniformly defined in the context of a CDO transaction, and it need not refer to an equity investor

at all. (See Tourre Tr. Vol. 1, 13 (stating that the term transaction sponsor is "not necessarily ...

a defined term" and "a very loose concept"); Gerst Tr. 105 ( "I don't really think of ["sponsor"]

as .. . an official designated role in a transaction per se."); Nartey Tr. 31 ("[W]e use [transaction

sponsor] in different ways.").)

Indeed, the documents and testimony show that that the term "sponsor" was

sometimes used to refer to an investor that initiated a reverse inquiry, a counterparty that initiated

a reverse inquiry, the entity that selected the portfolio, or Goldman Sachs itself. (See Tourre Tr.

Vol. 1, 24 (describing IKB as the "sponsor investor" for the first ABACUS deal ); Tourre Tr.

Vol. 1, 71 (stating that the term "ACA Sponsorship" in the 2007-AC I flipbook referred to the

fact that ACA selected the 2007-AC1 Reference Portfolio); GS MBS 0000010036(ABACUS

2007-AC 1 Flipbook dated February 26, 2007) (stating that ABACUS 2007-AC 1 was being

"sponsored by ACA."); Gerst Tr. 105 (stating that he thought of the investor who "initiated the

inquiry" as a transaction sponsor); Nartey Tr. 31 (stating that clients, managers, and Goldman

Sachs itself could be deemed a sponsor)). If Ms. Schwartz inferred that Paulson was an equity

investor from Mr. Tourre's email, that at most indicates that a misunderstanding occurred. It

does not indicate that Goldman Sachs negligently (let alone recklessly or intentionally) led ACA.

to believe this was the case, particularly in light of the amorphous language from which Ms.

Schwartz apparently-drew her inference. Indeed, there is no indication that a reasonable

professional under the circumstances presented here would have expected Ms. Schwartz to
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construe the term "sponsor" to mean that Paulson necessarily was an equity investor. See

Gebhart v. SEC, 255 F. App'x 254, 255 (9th Cir. 2007) ("The objective component of scienter

asks what a reasonably prudent securities professional under the circumstances would have

done.')

Additionally, the fact that Ms. Kreitman did not correct Ms. Schwartz's

statements that Paulson was an equity investor does not indicate that she attempted to conceal the

truth from ACA. The record shows that Ms. Kreitman, who provided sales coverage on ACA,

acted as an "intermediary between the [various] trading desk[sI and clients." (Kreitman Tr. I1.).

Ms. Kreitman's role in 2007-AC I was to "manage the relationship for ACA," meaning that she

"acted as an intermediary between the trading desk and [ACA] facilitating meetings and phone

calls." (Id. at 27-28.) She did not "attend or participate [in the meetings she arranged]" relating

to the 2007-AC I transaction, nor was she "involved in" the creation of the 2007-AC I CDO. (Id.

at 31 -33.) Nothing in the record suggests that Ms. Kreitman understood the significance of Ms.

Schwartz's statements suggesting that she believed Paulson to be an equity investor, much less

that Ms. Kreitman acted with scienter or departed from the standard of ordinary care by not

correcting them. Salster v. Singer Sewing Mach. Co., 361 F. Supp. 1056, 1062 (D. Miss. 1973)

("Reasonable care does not demand perfection.").

Finally, ACA's purported belief that Paulson was an equity investor would have

been neither reasonable nor credible if one accepts the major premise of the Staffs theory that

Paulson proposed literally dozens of weaker securities that were systematically rejected by ACA.

If this premise were true, then a market participant as sophisticated as ACA would have quickly

recognized this trend, and questioned at least in its own mind what Paulson's economic--interest - -
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was. Certainly, the credibility of ACA's purported interpretation will be subject to vigorous

attack in a contested proceeding.

B. No Evidence Supports an Inference that Goldman Sachs Retained ACA or
Characterized ACA as the Portfolio Selection Agent in Order to Deceive Investors.

The Staff has focused on Goldman Sachs' reasons for including ACA in the 2007-

ACI transaction, citing: (1) statements in a memorandum to the Goldman Sachs Mortgage

Capital Committee Memo to the effect that ACA's involvement would enhance the marketability

the 2007-AC I transaction; and (2) an email in which Mr. Tourre wrote, "One thing that we need

to make sure ACA understands is that we want their name on this transaction. This is a

transaction for which they are acting as portfolio selection agent, this will be important that we

can use ACA's branding to help distribute the bonds." (GS MBS-E-006142887.)

The Staff contends that these statements - as well as Jonathan Egol's February ! 1,

2007 e-mail stating "You know I love it all I'm saying is the cdo biz is dead and we don't have a

lot of time left" (GS MBS-E-002633997) - indicate that Goldman Sachs believed that the 2007-

ACI securitization could not be marketed without the ACA brand name. Thus, the Staff

contends that Goldman Sachs deliberately concealed Paulson's role in order to maintain the

"false" appearance that ACA had selected the Reference Portfolio because, without this

deception, the transaction would not be marketable. The Staff's theory does not withstand

scrutiny.

ACA was no mindless dupe that could be so easily manipulated. It was a

significant player in the CDO marketplace, with a strong reputation as a collateral manager and

portfolio selection agent. (GS MBS-E- 003525837.) 1KB was familiar with ACA and respected

its skills as a collateral manager. (GS MBS-E-002668754.) Although the documents cited by

the Staff show that Goldman Sachs wanted ACA to assume the role of Portfolio Selection Agent,
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they provide no basis for concluding that Goldman Sachs did so in order to conceal Paulson's

role. ACA indisputably fulfilled its role as Portfolio Selection Agent, and ACA's approval of the

90 reference securities may have appealed to some potential investors, including IKB. The non-

disclosure of Paulson's role (and its separate hedging transaction with Goldman Sachs) simply

reflected industry practice not to disclose client names and strategies, as well as the lack of

materiality of Paulson's name to potential investors. See Gane, 2005 WL 90154, at * 15 (to

prove scienter, plaintiff must show that defendant was aware that non-disclosed fact was

material).

Additionally, there is no evidence whatsoever that Goldman Sachs would have

had any intention to mislead investors. In fact, the record reflects that the 2007-AC I transaction

- which was approved by the Mortgage Capital Committee, an independent committee within

Goldman Sachs - was very much routine, and one of numerous CDO transactions underwritten

by Goldman Sachs. Although Goldman Sachs certainly hoped to earn profits by structuring the

2007-AC I transaction, it is well established that allegations of fraud cannot rest on this ground

alone, because such a "generalized motive .. . could be imputed to any publicly owned, for-

profit endeavor." Chill v. Gen. Elec. Co., 101 F.3d 263, 267 (2d Cir. 1996). More

fundamentally, Goldman Sachs would not have compromised its reputation in the industry or its

longstanding customer relationships in order to marginally increase its profitability in a single

transaction.

Moreover, it has never been industry practice for financial institutions to disclose

the identities of clients with which they enter into hedging transactions. Such disclosures would

have been particularly unnecessary here, where the existence of the CDS between Goldman

Sachs and the SPV - as well as Goldman's right to transfer the risk assumed thereunder - was
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disclosed in the offering documents. Goldman Sachs acted appropriately in not disclosing that

ACA conferred with Paulson, because Paulson's involvement was not material. See SEC v.

Todd, No. 03-CV-2230-BEN (WMC), 2006 WL 1564892, at *7 (S.D. Cal. May 30, 2006)

(holding that Commission had not proven scienter where, although defendant knew that certain

transactions had occurred but did not disclose them, Commission had failed to point to any

evidence demonstrating that the defendant "had knowledge of [the] impropriety [of the

transactions], or was reckless in not knowing" (emphasis added)).

As to Mr. Egol's February I1, 2007 e-mail, even if that e-mail suggests that Mr.

Egol (from whom the Staff did not take testimony) had a negative view of the CDO marketplace,

Goldman Sachs' non-disclosure of that view does not indicate that it was using ACA's brand

name to perpetrate some fraud on investors by concealing its own market views or those of

Paulson. Goldman Sachs certainly could have sponsored the transaction itself without disclosing

its own market outlook, because is well established that market participants need not disclose

their internal views of the market, even if those views have implications for securities being

offered.9 See Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646, 654 (1983) ("A duty [to disclose] arises from the

relationship between parties . .. and not merely from one's ability to acquire information because

of his position in the market." (internal quotation marks omitted; alterations in original)); Moss v.

Morgan Stanley Inc., 719 F.2d 5, 15 (2d Cir. 1983) ("[N]othing in the language or legislative

Indeed, Mr. Egol's statement that "the cdo biz is dead" did not reflect a belief that
widespread CDO failures would occur. Mr. Egol's email addressed an analysis of the
then soon-to-be launched Markit ABX.HE Tranche Indices ("TABX"). The TABX
indices referenced the BBB and BBB- rated tranches of the ABX indices, and provided
investors with the ability to gain or hedge exposure to specific levels of risk in the
referenced securities, which previously could only be achieved through bespoke CDOs.
As a result, the market for bespoke CDOs could suffer because TABX provided a more
liquid and transparent way for investors to buy or sell tranche-specific protection.
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history of section I0(b) or rule 1 Ob-5 .. . suggests that Congress intended to impose a special

duty of disclosure on broker-dealers simply by virtue of their status as market professionals"). It

certainly cannot be held liable for failing to disclose a counterparty's views.

Once the pertinent facts have been disclosed, investors in asset-backed securities

bear responsibility for evaluating the credit quality of the underlying assets. Ultimately, the

2007-AC 1 transaction sustained losses because of a general decline experienced by RMBS of

similar rating and vintage, not because of the particular Baa2-rated securities in the Reference

Portfolio.

III. THE STAFF'S THEORY THAT GOLDMAN SACHS COMMITTED FRAUD BY

FAILING TO DISCLOSE PAULSON'S ROLE MISCONCEIVES THE
FUNCTION AND OBLIGATIONS OF A BROKER-DEALER.

The Staff claims that Goldman Sachs' failure to disclose Paulson's role in the

process of selecting the Reference Portfolio is actionable. This assertion, however, rests on two

faulty assumptions: (1) that Paulson's involvement - in light of Paulson's now-known market

view and investment strategy - would have been material to investors at the time of the 2007-

ACI transaction, and (2) that Goldman Sachs was free to disclose Paulson's role if it wished to

do so.

The Staff's first assumption relies on hindsight, and is colored by the knowledge

that Paulson later went on to record substantial profits by betting against the subprime market.

As discussed above (see supra, part I(D)), it does not account for the market reality of the time,

which was that Paulson was a little-known hedge fund with a market strategy that ran counter to

the views of many sophisticated investors. Simply put, to most investors (including ACA and

IIKB) the name Paulson would not have been significant even if it had been disclosed.

The second assumption overlooks Goldman Sachs' duty as a broker-dealer to

keep information concerning its clients' trades and positions confidential. As disclosed in the
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Offering Circular, Goldman Sachs was the original protection buyer for the 2007-AC 1

transaction. The CDSs entered into by Goldman Sachs and Paulson were separate, albeit related,

transactions from the 2007-AC 1 securitization. Indeed, the Staff argued on our July 28, 2009

call that in computing Goldman Sachs' profits it intended to treat the Paulson CDSs as separate

transactions that did not offset Goldman Sachs' profits on its CDSs with the SPV and ABN.

Leaving aside the lack of logic or fairness of refusing to consider offsetting hedge transactions in

computing profit, the Staff did recognize that the Paulson CDSs were separate transactions from

those with the SPV and ABN. Given that the offering documents disclosed that Goldman Sachs

might enter intojust such transactions to convey to other parties the credit protection it

purchased in CDSs with the 2007-AC I SPV, the Staff's argument reduces to nothing more than

Goldman Sachs' failure to disclose the identity of one of its counterparty clients.

Consistent with one of the fundamental ethical standards governing their conduct,

broker-dealers do not have to disclose their clients' positions or strategies to other parties with

whom they engage in trades. The Commission itself recently described the obligation not to

divulge client information as "one of the most fundamental ethical standards in the securities

industry," noting that "[t]he duty to maintain the confidentiality of client information is grounded

in fundamental fiduciary principles." In re Thomas W. Heath, III, SEC Rel. No. 59223, 2009

WL 56755, at *4 (Jan. 9, 2009) (affirming sanctions against former registered representative of

member of national securities exchange who divulged confidential client information).

Through the enforcement action being proposed here, the Staff would create a

new disclosure obligation requiring broker-dealers to disclose the identities and positions of their

counterparties or customers to-other market participants. The creation of this obligation would

greatly expand existing disclosure requirements, and would run afoul of the existing obligation to
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maintain the confidentiality of client transactions. It should therefore be effected - if at all -

through formal rulemaking rather than an enforcement action.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, no enforcement action is warranted.

Dated: New York, New York
September 10, 2009

Respectfully submitted,

Richard H. Klapper
Michael T. Tomaino, Jr.
Christopher J. Dunne
SULLIVAN & CROMWELL LLP
125 Broad Street
New York, NY 10004
(212) 558-4000

Attorneysfor Goldman, Sachs & Co.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

-------- -----------------------x

In the Matter of ABACUS CDO File No. HO-10911

- - - - - --- --------------- x

SUPPLEMENTAL SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO.

Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman Sachs") makes this supplemental submission

to respond to certain factual questions posed by the Staff during our September 15, 2009 meeting

about the ABACUS 2007-AC I CDO transaction ("2007-AC 1"), as well as to provide additional

observations with respect to the Staff's theory as it was explicated during the course of the

meeting.'

This submission is provided solely in connection with the Staffs consideration of

possible action against Goldman Sachs, and is made without any admission that the

conduct under investigation violated any laws, rules or regulations. Should the Staff

decide to make any recommendation that varies in any respect from the issues and

positions Goldman Sachs has addressed, we expressly reserve the right to revise this

submission in accordance with Rule 5(c) of the Commission's Rules Regarding
Information and Other Proceedings, 17 C.F.R. § 202.5(c), and Procedures Relating to the

Commencement of Enforcement Proceedings and Termination of Staff Investigations,
Nos. 33-5310, 34-9796, 1972 WL 130244, at *1-2 (Sept. 27, 1972). Goldman Sachs also

expressly reserves the right to object to the admissibility of this submission and those
submitted by any other person in any subsequent proceeding. Finally, Goldman Sachs
hereby asserts that this submission constitutes attorney work product and requests that

(a) it be treated confidentially and not as a waiver of any privilege or immunity from
production, and (b) pursuant to Commission Rule 83, 17 C.F.R. § 200.83, that this
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L. FACTUAL QUESTIONS POSED BY THE STAFF

During the September 15, 2009 meeting, the Staff raised the following factual

matters, which Goldman Sachs undertook to investigate and address:

1. The Staff inquired whether the 293 Baa2-rated securities from the 2006/2007
vintage included in the chart attached as Appendix 2 to Goldman Sachs' Wells

Submission included securities backed by "midprime" as well as subprime loans,

and thus whether the performance of all subprime and "midprime" Baa2-rated

RMBS differed materially from that of the Reference Portfolio.

2. The Staff also raised the issue whether certain undisclosed criteria - such as

average borrower FICO scores and geographical concentration of loans -

restricted the ability of ACA Capiit[Management LLC-("XCA") to include in-the

Reference Portfolio certain securities from within the category of 2006/2007
Baa2-rated RMBS backed by subprime and "midprime" mortgage loans.

3. The Staff asserted its belief that in transactions marketed as having a portfolio

selected by a Portfolio Selection Agent, other market participants had disclosed

the participation in the portfolio selection process of a party taking a short

position with respect to the portfolio and cited the Auriga CDO, Norma CDO I

and Sorrento 2006-1 CDOs as examples.

We address these factual matters in sequence.

A. The 293 Securities Described in Appendix 2 to Goldman Sachs' Initial Submission

Included "Midprime" RMBS.

The 293 securities in Goldman Sachs' summary of performance of subprime

RMBS in Appendix 2 to Goldman Sachs' Wells Submission included "midprime" RMBS. To

gather the information set forth in the column labeled "Subprime Deals From 2006/1Q07" in

Appendix 2, Goldman Sachs compiled data for all securitization5 other than those classified as

"prime" or "alt-A" by LoanPeformance. The 293 securities thus consisted of "midprime" and

submission not be disclosed in response to any request made under the Freedom of

Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552.

-2 -
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"subprime" securitizations.' As the Appendix (a copy of which is attached to this submission)

illustrates, this universe of Baa2-rated, 2006/2007-vintage mid and subprime RMBS suffered

losses that were materially similar to those of the Reference Portfolio, because nearly all mid and

subprime RMBS of that rating and vintage - including those initially proposed by ACA without

Paulson's involvement - have performed poorly.

B. The Portfolio Selection Criteria Were Fully Disclosed in the Offering Documents.

At our September 15 meeting, the Staff asserted that criteria such as average

borrower FICO scores and geographic concentration of loans restricted the ability of ACA to

include in the Reference Portfolio certain securities from within the category of 2(Y0672OG7Baa2.--

rated RMBS backed by subprime and "midprime" mortgage loans.

Based on the record available to Goldman Sachs, the only evidence of criteria in

addition to the limitation to 200612007 Baa2-rated RMBS backed by sub and midprime mortgage

loans are draft engagement letters between Goldman Sachs and Paulson & Co., Inc. ("Paulson"),

which contain additional criteria initially discussed by Goldman Sachs and Paulson prior to the

2 The term "midprime" is used by Moody's Investor Service, which defines "midprime"

RMBS as having a weighted-average borrower FICO score between 625 and 700.

"Prime" loans have FICO scores greater than 700: of the 222 RMBS issued in 2006 and

the first quarter of 2007 and characterized as "prime" by LoanPerformance, only two had

average borrower FICO scores less than 700, and in these two securities the average

borrower FICO score was 699.73 and 696.36, respectively. Alt-A securitizations

generally contain loans that do not fully meet the definition of "prime." The Federal

Housing Finance Authority defines an "alt-A" loan as "[a] conventional single-family

mortgage made to a borrower who typically provides limited income or asset verification

or no evidence of an employer. Such loans may have other non-standard underwriting."

Federal Housing Finance Authority, Mortgage Market Note 07-1, available at

http://www.fhfa.gov/webfiles/1246/MMNOTE
96 07 .pdf (last visited Sept. 24, 2009). Of

the 634 securitizations issued in 2006 and the first quarter of 2007 and characterized as

"alt-A" by LoanPerformance, Ill had average borrower FICO scores of less than 700.

The average borrower FICO score among these 111 securities, however, was 690.97.

- -
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selection of ACA as Portfolio Selection Agent.3 (See GS MBS-E-002755993-275 6 029 .) As

Goldman Sachs witnesses testified, however, these criteria were used to guide Goldman Sachs'

preliminary search for potential reference securities. (Gerst Tr. 134-36; Tourre Tr. Vol. 1, 47-

49.) No formal engagement letter was ever executed, and Goldman Sachs has seen no evidence

that the criteria listed in the draft engagement letters were ever conveyed to ACA. (Gerst Tr. 51-

53.) Indeed, Mr. Tourre testified that the only criteria conveyed to ACA were that the securities

be 2006/2007-vintage, Baa2-rated and backed by sub or midprime loans. (Tourre Tr. Vol. 1, 62.)

Further, counsel for Paulson deleted the reference to these criteria in the last draft of the

engagement letter. (See GS MBS-E-006121092.) The record available to Goldman Sachs does

not indicate that any restrictions were imposed on ACA's selection process other than those set

forth in the various term sheets, namely, that the portfolio would be comprised of 2006/2007-

vintage, Baa2-rated mid and subprime RMBS.

C. Market Practice Did Not Entail Disclosure of a Short Investor's Participation.

At our meeting, the Staff suggested that at least some market participants disclosed

the involvement in the portfolio selection process of third parties that took short positions with

respect to the CDO's portfolio and referenced as examples the Auriga, Norma and Sorrento

transactions. Respectfully, those examples are readily distinguishable, and we have identified no

evidence of any such general market practice.

The draft of the Engagement Letter dated January 3, 2007, lists six criteria disclosed in

the Term Sheet, plus two additional criteria: (i) the value of collateral in the

securitization must exceed $500 million, and (ii) at least 80% of the collateral should

consist of adjustable-rate mortgages. (GS MBS-E-002756016.) The draft also limits the

reference securities to those issued after March 1, 2006, while the Term Sheet refers to

2006- and 2007-vintage securities. The Reference Portfolio, however, contained eight

securities issued in January and February 2006, one security with less than $500 million

in collateral and 20 securities in which less than 80% of the collateral consisted of

adjustable-rate mortgages.

-4 -
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Auriga, unlike 2007-AC 1, is an actively-managed CDO transaction without a static

Reference Portfolio. (Auriga Offering Circular at 200.) Its collateral manager is 250 Capital

LLC, a subsidiary of Merrill Lynch & Co., the underwriter of the transaction. (Id. at 197.) At

our meeting, the Staff made no reference to particular disclosures used in the Auriga, Norma or

Sorrento transactions. Our own examination of the Auriga Offering Circular has revealed no

relevant disclosures, but we have excerpted three provisions that the Staff may have had in mind.

First, the Auriga Offering Circular discloses that an "Initial Preferred

Securityholder" 4 may take a position opposite that of the noteholders:

Initial Preferred Securitvholder may enter into credit derivative transactions

relating to Reference Obligations or Cash Collateral Debt Securities in the

Issuer 's portfolio. On or after the Closing Date, the Initial Preferred
Securityholder may enter into credit derivative transactions relating to Reference

Obligations or Cash Collateral Debt Securities in the Issuer's portfolio, under

which it takes a short position (for example, by buying protection under a credit
default swap relating to such obligation or security) or otherwise hedges certain of

the risks to which the Issuer is exposed. The Issuer and Noteholders will not
receive the benefit of these transactions by the Initial Preferred Securityholder
and, as a result of these transactions, the interests of the Initial Preferred
Securityholder may not be consistent with those of Noteholders.

(Id. at 55.) Goldman Sachs understands that the Initial Preferred Securityholder was Magnetar

Capital LLC ("Magnetar"), but this information is not disclosed in the offering circular.

Goldman Sachs does not know the extent to which Magnetar played a role in the selection of the

Auriga portfolio, and this too is not disclosed in-the offering circular. In fact, other than listing

18 pages of "eligibility criteria" (id. at 143-161), which state in general terms what the portfolio

may contain, the Auriga offering circular does not mention the contents of the portfolio at all.

4 The "Initial Preferred Securityholder" was the purchaser of the Class H Notes, Class I

Notes and the "Preferred Securities," which were the three most subordinate classes of

securities issued in the Auriga transaction. (Auriga Offering Circular at 1-3.) These

three classes of securities were sold in a separate offering and are not described in detail
in the Auriga Offering Circular.

-5 -
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Second, the Auriga Offering Circular discloses that the Credit Default Swap

Counterparty, Merrill Lynch International ("MLI"), "is likely to seek to eliminate any credit

exposure to the Reference Obligations by entering into back-to-back hedging transactions." (Id.

at 56.) This disclosure is materially similar to that stated in the 2007-AC I Offering Circular.

(See GS MBS 0000010105 ("The Protection Buyer is not required to have any credit exposure to

any Reference Entity or any Reference Obligation."); GS MBS 0000010127 ("[Tlhe Protection

Buyer .. . may hold long or short positions with respect to Reference Obligations . . and may

enter into credit derivative or other derivative transactions with other parties pursuant to which it

sells or buys credit protection with respect to one or more related Reference Entities and/or

Reference Obligations....").)

Finally, the Auriga Offering Circular discloses that, in its capacity as Credit

Default Swap Counterparty, MLI may have conflicts of interest because the terms of the

transaction permit it to determine when defaults of the Reference Obligations - events that

trigger payment to it under the Credit Default Swap - have occurred:

Conflicts of Interest of Credit Default Sway Counterparlv MLI will, in its role as

Credit Default Swap Counterparty for all of the Credit Default Swaps, have the

right to make determinations regarding the Reference Obligations (including a

decision to give notice that a credit event or "floating amount event" has occurred

and require the Issuer to make payments to it). In addition, MLI, as Credit
Default Swap Counterparty to the Synthetic Securities, will have sole discretion to

determine whether and when to declare a Credit Event and to deliver any notice

that a Credit Event or a Floating Amount Event has occurred under a Synthetic
Security.

(Auriga Offering Circular at 69.) This disclosure, however, relates not to the selection of the

reference securities but to the determination that certain credit events have occurred with respect

-6 -
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to them.5 Moreover, Auriga's structure is so radically different from that of 2007-AC 1 that any

attempt to analogize the two transactions would be futile.

The Norma CDO, which also was an actively managed transaction underwritten

by Merrill Lynch & Co., contained disclosures that were materially similar to those used in

Auriga. (Norma Offering Circular at 56, 67.) We understand that Magnetar was the "Initial

Preference Shareholder" 6 for the Norma transaction, but this information is not disclosed in the

offering circular. Similarly, we do not know whether Magnetar played a role in the selection of

the Norma portfolio, and this too is not disclosed in the offering circular.7

The 2007-AC I Offering Circular disclosed that Goldman Sachs, as Protection Buyer,

would have certain conflicts of interest, including that it might enter into other

transactions that have an adverse effect on the reference securities. (GS MBS
0000010126-10127.)

6 The "Initial Preference Shareholder" was the purchaser of the Class G Notes, Class H

Notes and the "Preference Shares," which were the three most subordinate classes of

securities issued by the Norma CDO. (Norma Offering Circular at 1-3.) These three

classes of securities were sold in a separate offering and are not described in detail in the

Norma Offering Circular.

The Norma CDO was the subject of a December 27, 2007 Wall Street Journal article

entitled "Wall Street Wizardry Amplified Credit Crisis - A CDO Called Norma Left

'Hairball of Risk."' The article states that Norma was "[c]reated at the behest of an

Illinois hedge fund" understood by "people familiar with the matter" to be Magnetar.

Carrick Mollenkamp and Serena Ng, Wall Street Wizardry Amplified Credit Crisis - A

CDO Called Norma Left 'Hairball ofRisk, ' THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, Dec. 27, 2007,

at Al. The article goes on to note that:

Most [of the collateral was] not actual securities, but derivatives linked to

triple-B-rated mortgage securities. Called credit default swaps, these
derivatives worked like insurance policies on subprime residential
mortgage-backed securities or on the CDOs that held them. Norma, acting
as the insurer, would receive a regular premium payment, which it would

pass on to its investors. The buyer of protection, which was initially
Merrill Lynch, would receive payouts from Norma if the insured securities
were hurt by losses. It is unclear whether Merrill retained the insurance,

or resold it to other investors who were hedging their subprime exposure

or betting on a meltdown.

Id. (emphasis added).
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Sorrento was a $67.4-million bespoke CDO transaction. Goldman Sachs has been

unable locate the offering documents used in the transaction. In any event, the disclosure

practices used in a $67.4-million offering cannot be said to reflect market norms for multi-

billion-dollar transactions such as 2007-AC 1.

More fundamentally, if it were market practice to disclose reverse inquiries and

participation by entities with long or short positions in selecting the reference portfolio, we

would have expected to see many examples of that disclosure, because those activities were a

regular feature of synthetic CDO transactions. Even the existing record reflects that ACA and

IKB themselves offered views on reference portfolios in transactions in which they participated.

We have confirmed with outside counsel experienced in the drafting of CDO offering materials

that market participants were well aware that participants in CDO transactions routinely provided

input on selection of the portfolio securities, and that it was not market practice to disclose their

involvement in the portfolio selection process. Goldman Sachs has no doubt that a fully

developed record would reflect that both long and short investors often initiated transactions

through reverse inquiries, and that they and other potential participants regularly expressed views

as to the reference portfolio's composition. Market participants understood that those activities

occurred, and in the end all were fully capable of analyzing the resulting portfolio and making

their investment decision on the merits of the portfolio.

IH. THE OFFERING MATERIALS DISCLOSED ALL MATERIAL FACTS.

The September 15 meeting was very useful in helping us understand the Staff's

evolving thinking. We appreciate the Staff's willingness to engage in an open and robust

discussion of the issues, and take this occasion to offer several additional observations based on

the additional insights gained as to the Staff's theory.

-8-
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Goldman Sachs had prepared its Wells Submission in response to the proposed

charges as outlined in the Staffs Wells call and ensuing letter in early August, which appeared to

highlight the role of Paulson, as well as ACA's apparent belief that Paulson was an equity

investor. The Staff clarified at the meeting that its theory does not turn on disclosure of

Paulson's name or on anything unique to Paulson, but rather rests on the degree of participation

by any entity in the selection of a reference portfolio when the offering documents refer to a

portfolio selection agent. and the entity participating in the selection process intends to take a

short position with respect to the reference portfolio. As we understand the Staff's position,

participation by that entity in that manner would have qualified the offering materials' statement

that ACA was the Portfolio Selection Agent, because that statement implied that the Agent acted

without input or comment from others in selecting the portfolio.

With the benefit of this clarification of the Staff's position, we revisit below

several points we have previously made to sharpen our observations:

* First, investors already understood and therefore required no disclosure that (i) a

synthetic CDO transaction could not occur absent market participants absorbing

both the long and short side of the exposure, and (ii) it is a regular aspect of the

market for those participants to make reverse inquiries about transactions and

express their views as to the reference portfolio. The reference to a Portfolio

Selection Agent did not suggest otherwise or impliedly disclaim the normal

interaction among participants in the transaction, and so needed no qualification

as to the degree of investor participation in the process. (Section A)

* Second, to the extent that investors took comfort in ACA's role in selecting the

Reference Portfolio, they received the benefit of ACA's participation, because in

the end the Portfolio was selected by ACA, and no transaction could have

occurred absent its approval. There can simply be no question as to ACA's

9-
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satisfaction with the Reference Portfolio as it invested its own capital heavily in

the transaction. (Section B)

Third, however the Reference Portfolio came to be, the sophisticated institutional

investors in the resulting ABACUS private placement were well-equipped to

perform their own objective analysis of the underlying assets, which turned on

information equally available to all participants. (Section C)

A. All Investors Understood That Synthetic CDO Transactions Emanate From
Inquiries by Market Participants and That Those Participants Provide Input Into
the Portfolio's Composition.

The Staff's theory hinges on the proposition that investors assumed by virtue of

the reference to a Portfolio Selection Agent that the Agent would operate alone and without input

from other participants in the transaction, and that the transaction had emanated from Goldman

Sachs rather than from a reverse inquiry. Respectfully, the very sophisticated participants

involved in 2007-AC I knew differently, and required no disclosure regarding the role of

participants taking a short position.

These and other regular CDO investors were fully aware that a synthetic CDO

transaction can occur only if there are market participants taking long and short exposure to the

reference portfolio. They also understood that synthetic CDOs routinely arose as a result of

reverse inquiries; indeed, they had themselves made such inquiries from time to time. For

example, IKB's own inquiry led to the initial ABACUS transaction. Finally, they were also fully

aware that in synthetic CDO transactions, participants often express their views as to the

composition of the portfolio; they had all expressed their views in such circumstances in the past.

Accordingly, they had every reason to assume that these same dynamics - participants shorting

-10-
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the portfolio, reverse inquiries and interactions as to the portfolio composition - would exist in

the case of 2007-AC 1.8

The reference in the offering materials to a Portfolio Selection Agent did not

imply otherwise. The Staff expressed the view that such a selection agent presumptively

assembles a portfolio without input from investors or reference to selection criteria, but provided

no basis in industry practice or otherwise for such a presumption. Certainly there was nothing in

the offering materials that so suggested.9 All those materials said was that this agent would

select the ultimate portfolio, subject to disclosed criteria, and even under the Staff's theory there

cannot be any question that ACA made the selections. That ACA had input from interested

participants does not diminish its exclusive authority to select the portfolio, its thorough review

8 Goldman Sachs does not understand the Staff to contend that it should have disclosed the

participation of any entity that intended to take a short position, no matter how little that

entity had participated in the portfolio selection process. Further, customary market

practices do not generally have to be disclosed to investors. See In re Worlds of Wonder

Sec. Litig., 35 F.3d 1407, 1417-18 (9th Cir. 1994) (common industry practices require no

disclosure).

9 The offering circular described the role of the Portfolio Selection Agent as follows:

The Portfolio Selection Agent will, pursuant to the terms of the Portfolio
Selection Agreement, (a) select the Initial Reference Portfolio and (b)

have the right to review the calculations of the Credit Default Swap
Calculation Agent and the Trustee on any Determination Date. The
Portfolio Selection Agent will not be responsible for producing or

providing reports, notices or other information relating to the Notes or the

Reference Portfolio. The Portfolio Selection Agent will not provide any

other services to the Issuer or act as the "collateral manager" for the

Collateral. The Portfolio Selection Agent will not have any fiduciary
duties or other duties to the Issuer or to the holders of the Notes and will

not have any ability to direct the Trustee to dispose of any items of
Collateral.

(GS MBS 0000010178.) The Portfolio Selection Agreement gave ACA the

authority to select the Reference Portfolio, and said nothing about whether ACA

would act with or without input from third parties. (See GS MBS-E-
0003639016.)
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of each security included using its proprietary analytic models, and its complete satisfaction with

the resulting portfolio as evidenced by its investment of its own cash in the deal.

We also pause to consider precisely what the additional disclosure advocated by

the Staff would say. Based on our discussion at the September 15 meeting, Goldman Sachs

understands that the Staff apparently has in mind the addition of a disclosure such as the

following:

The Portfolio Selection Agent may, from time to time, receive recommendations

as to the content of the Reference Portfolio from third parties, including third

parties whose interests are adverse to those of the noteholders. The Portfolio

- Selection Agent may. consider-and accept or reject-such recommendations, with

the result that any or all of the Reference Obligations may have initially been

proposed by such third parties, and that Reference Obligations originally

proposed for inclusion by the Portfolio Selection Agent may be deleted from the

Reference Portfolio. Investors should review the list of Reference Obligations set

forth herein and conduct their own investigation and analysis with respect to the

creditworthiness of each Reference Obligation.

Such a disclosure would provide a potential investor with no information the investor did not

already know, since the dynamics described represented a regular course of dealing in the

market. A disclosure more narrowly tailored to the facts of the 2007-ACI transaction would

convey even less. For example, a potential disclosure of the discussions at issue here might read:

The Portfolio Selection Agent has received recommendations as to the content of

the Reference portfolio from third parties, including a third party that intends to

take a short position with respect to the Reference Portfolio (the "Third Party").

The Third Party initially suggested 123 securities to the Portfolio Selection Agent.

The Portfolio Selection Agent evaluated these 123 securities, rejected 68 of these

securities, accepted 55 of these securities and proposed an additional 31

securities. The Portfolio Selection Agent later proposed an additional 26

securities. Goldman Sachs requested that two of the proposed securities be

rejected,.and the Portfolio Selection Agent suggested three replacements. After a

meeting between the Portfolio Selection Agent and the Third Party, the Portfolio

Selection Agent circulated a spreadsheet of 100 securities, including the securities

that the two parties had agreed upon, as well as several additional securities. The

Third Party requested removal of eight of these securities and Goldman Sachs

requested removal of two other securities. The Third Party then circulated a list

of 90 securities. The Portfolio Selection Agent requested removal of 3 securities

and proposed I 1 alternative securities, 3 of which were agreed upon by the Third
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Party. The parties than further discussed the substitution of a handful of securities
and settled on the final portfolio.

The bottom line is that no amount of disclosure would change that the very

sophisticated investors already knew that some entity or entities by necessity had to take a short

position, and that any and all participants - including themselves - might express their views as

to the reference portfolio. None of these descriptions contains any concrete, analyzable

information that might educate the sophisticated institutional investors that typically purchase

synthetic CDOs. Regardless of who selected them, the offering documents for each of the

reference securities disclosed detailed information on their underlying assets, as required by

Regulation AB. It is this concrete information on the assets - not the economic interest of the

entity that selected them - that investors could analyze and use to inform their decisions.' 0

B. ACA Selected the Reference Portfolio, and the Offering Documents Properly
Described ACA as Portfolio Selection Agent.

The Staff questioned at times during the September 15 meeting whether ACA

actually selected the portfolio. The record in this investigation is clear that the overwhelming

majority of the securities were identified by ACA. Of the 90 securities in the Reference

Portfolio:

47 were among the 55 selected by ACA from the 123 securities initially sent to

ACA (see GS MBS 0000010274-10277; GS MBS-E-007988151-007988152),

to At the September 15 meeting, the Staff stated that it had asked some market participants
whether they would have wanted to know prior to investing in a securitization that a
participant in the portfolio selection process intended to take a short position, and that
these market participants stated that they would have wanted to know this information.
Leaving aside whether these market participants could truly-and objectively recall -
without hindsight - what they thought was material given the market conditions prevalent
in 2006 and early 2007, it is unlikely that an informal survey, without reference to the
specific, detailed information provided to investors here, would yield meaningful
responses.
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* 19 were among the 31 initially recommended by ACA for its first portfolio of 86

securities (see id.),

* 21 were initially recommended by ACA later in the process (see GS MBS

0000010274-10277; GS MBS-E-003026086; GS MBS-E-003838442-3838443;.

GS MBS-E-002444961-2444962; GS MBS-E-003740868) and

* 3 were initially recommended by Paulson (see GS MBS 0000010274-10277; GS

MBS-E-003740868; GS MBS-E-007974382).

The record is equally clear that, regardless of who proposed or commented on any

particular security, in the end, ACA carefully analyzed every security, and ACA alone selected

the final portfolio and underscored its satisfaction by investing its own money. Only ACA had

the authority to select and approve the Reference Portfolio; certainly Paulson had no such

authority. If investors took any comfort from ACA's role as Portfolio Selection Agent, they got

precisely what they were expecting.

C. Investors Had All the Objective Information They Required to Make an Informed
Investment Decision.

As Goldman Sachs noted in its initial Submission, what mattered to investors -

particularly the sophisticated institutions that invested here - were the details of the Reference

Portfolio. Every investor was simply applying its own broad directional bet on macro-economic

and housing trends to a portfolio of securities. That objective portfolio information was entirely

static and involved no corporate inside knowledge. Regardless of how the Reference Portfolio

was selected, the offering documents comprehensively described each individual asset backing

the securities. Nothing about the selection process affected the inherent value or risks of the

resulting Reference Portfolio. And nothing stopped any investor from adjusting its risk tolerance

to the extent that its economic outlook and view of the housing market changed.
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Knowledge that a participant in the portfolio selection process intended to short

the portfolio - especially in a synthetic CDO, where there must always be participants shorting

the portfolio - would not alter the "total mix" of information available, given the extensive,

objective disclosures present here. Basic, Inc. v. Levinsoi, 485 U.S. 224, 231-32 (1988).

Regulation AB's objective disclosure scheme reflects as much, see, e.g., 17 C.F.R. §§ 229.1102,

229.1103, 229.1105, 229.1111, and the Staff has not suggested what - if any - additional

analysis a description of the portfolio selection process would have permitted investors to

perform on the underlying assets.

m. THERE IS NO BASIS FOR ALLEGING THAT GOLDMAN SACHS ACTED
WITH SCIENTER OR INTENDED TO MISLEAD ANYONE.

While the September 15 meeting included a robust discussion of materiality, the

issue of scienter was never raised. Although we are therefore hopeful that our Wells submission

was sufficient to dispel any continuing consideration of charges requiring scienter, out of an

abundance of caution we comment briefly as to this issue as well.

We respectfully believe that the Staff has at most shown that ACA may have been

confused about the role of Paulson. But nothing in the record establishes that anyone at

Goldman Sachs intended to mislead ACA, and the drafts of the offering materials Goldman

Sachs provided to ACA expressly indicated that the first loss tranche was "N/A," rather than

identifying Paulson as the investor. The notion that ACA was misled into believing that Paulson

was an equity investor is in all events difficult to reconcile with the Staffs theory that Paulson

proposed weaker securities to ACA, a trend that would have caused a market participant with

ACA's deep knowledge to question Paulson's true interest.

Nor is there any basis to suggest that Goldman Sachs would have intentionally

jeopardized its own reputation and relationship with established customers and counterparties.

- 15 -
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This transaction at the time was just one of many in the marketplace, and because it was a

synthetic CDO, Goldman Sachs had no inventory of securities that it would need to dispose of if

the transaction did not close, or any other reason to proceed with a transaction that could

potentially damage its reputation or relationships. Goldman Sachs had no reason to mislead

anyone.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, as well as those set forth in the Submission of

Goldman, Sachs & Co. dated September 10, 2009, no enforcement action is warranted.

Dated: New York, New York
September 25, 2009

Respectfully submitted,

ichard H. Kiappe
Michael T. Tomaino, Jr.
Christopher J. Dunne
SULLIVAN & CROMWELL LLP
125 Broad Street
New York, NY 10004
(212) 558-4000

Attorneys for Goldman, Sachs & Co.
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MEMORANDUM

To: Mortgage Capital Committee

From: Jonathan Egol
David Gerst
Jordan Kaufman
Darren Thomas
Fabrice Tourre
Geoff Williams
Shin Yukawa

Cc: Armen Avanessians
Robert Berry
Justin Gmelich
Margaret Holen
Bill McMahon
Bunty Bohra
Slim Bentami
Josh Bimbaum
David Lehman
Peter Ostrem
Matt Schroeder
Mike Swenson
Mike Turok
Steve Elia
Glade Jacobsen
Rob Leventhal
Darren Littlejohn
Mary Marr
Mitch Resnick

Date: March 12,2007

Re: ABACUS Transaction sponsored by ACA

I. Introduction

The Structured Product Correlation Trading Desk Is currently structuring a synthetic CDO, ABACUS 2007-
AC1 (ACV', or the 'Transaction). AC1 will reference a $2 billion static portfolio consisting entirely of
Baa2-rated midprime and subprime RMBS (such portfolio, the 'Reference Portfolio). ACA Capital
Management (the 'Portfolio Selection Agent'). will be the portfolio selection agent for the transaction. The
Desk will distribute on a best efforts basis the super senior through A/A2 layers of credit risk of AC1 (such
risk layers, the 'Targeted Tranches'), and consistent with prior ABACUS transactions, Goldman will ad as
protection buyer in connection with the Transaction. Simultaneously with the distribution of ACI, Goldman
will write protection on the Targeted Tranches to Paulson Credit Opportunities Master Ltd. (Paulson').
Goldman will receive an upfront premium from Paulson for distributing risk at or within specified strike
spreads. Through this arrangement, Goldman is effectively working an order for Paulson to buy
protection on specific layers of the AC1 capital structure at or inside specific spread levels.
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Several additional key aspects of the ACI transaction include:

* The tranches offered in connection with AC1 (other than the super senior tranche, which is expected
to be executed privately through one or more supersenlor swaps) are intended to be distributed
broadly to suitable investors through the Structured Products Syndicate Desk.

* This will be the first ABACUS transaction in which a portfolio selection agent has been appointed.
There have been three prior ABACUS transactions that were lightly-managed by a third party, the first
being ABACUS 2005-CB1, which priced in November 2005, the second being ABACUS 2008-NS1
which priced in July 2006 and the third being ABACUS 2006-HGS1, which priced in November 2006.
We expect the strong brand-name of ACA as well as our market-leading position in synthetic CDOs of
structured products to result in a successful offering.

* Goldman Is not taking any warehouse risk in this transaction. The underlying portfolio will not be
ramped in the CDS market Goldman is solely working as agent and but retains the option to
underwrite the risk as princtpal.

* As described below, we project the profitability of the transaction to be between $15 million and $20
million, depending on the amount of CDO tranches distributed, and the levels at which those CDO
tranches are distributed at.

* We do not expect the transaction to result In the creation of additional EITF 02-3 balances, as the
tranches that are distributed will be immediately be crossed to Paulson, resulting in no retained
unobservable trenches on the closing date.

We are pursuing this transaction for the following reasons:

* Partnering with ACA on this Innovative, franchise-building transaction will enhance our leadership
position In the market for structured product synthetic CDOs. We expect that the role of ACA as
Portfolio Selection Agent will broaden the investor base for this and future ABACUS offerings.

* As described above, upon execution of the Distributed Tranches, Goldman will simultaneously sell
protection on such CDO trenches of the Reference Portfolio to Paulson for a fee, which will depend
on the notional amount the CDO tranche executed and the spread i was executed aL. This format
therefore enables Goldman to work as agent on a best efforts basis, with the ability to principal any
layer of risk of the Transaction.

* This transaction will enhance Goldman's franchise as a leading firm in the synthetic structured
product CDO sector.

We expect to price the Transaction by the end of March, and close by the end of April.

Given the franchise value and innovative nature of this transaction, as well as the potential to benefit the
overall structured products business, we request the Committee's approval to execute the proposed
synthetic CDO.

II. Transaction Overview

A Cayman's special purpose vehicle will be established for the sole purpose of issuing approximately
$700 milnon of Notes (such special purpose vehicle, the Issuer).

The Issuer will enter into a CDS with Goldman to write protection on the mezzanine layers of risk of the
Reference Portfolio. Under the CDS, the Issuer win write protection to Goldman covering cumulative
losses between 10.00% and 45.00% of the notional amount of the Reference Portfolio. The Issuer's
obligations to Goldman under the CDS will be collateralized by triple-A securities selected by Goldman. In
return for this credit protection, Goldman will pay a stated premium equal to the periodic administrative
expenses of the Issuers, the spread over LIBOR on the outstanding classes of Notes and the portfolio
selection fees accrued actual/360 and paid monthly on the outstanding classes of the Notes. The
structure Is described In more detail in the Appendix.

We Intend to separately purchase credit default swap protection from one or more suitable counterparties
approved by Credit on the super senior 45% to 100%h risk layer. The Desk has been in discussions with
ACA and AMBAC to transact on this supersenior tranche at a level of approximately 40bps. The structure

2
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and margin terms of such exposure will be reviewed and approved by Legal and Credit prior to execution

of such private CDS trades.

The expected issuance is summarized below.

Notional ACA Expected
Amount Selection Ratings Target Investors I

Tranche ($MM) Loss Exposure Fees lb) (Moody'SIS&P) Distribution

Super Senior'a) 1,100.00 45.00% -100.00% NA Not Applcable ACAf othoerhedge

Class Al 200.00 35.00% - 45.00% 0.250% Aaa/AAA Syndicated Tranche

Class A2 180.00 21.00% - 35.00% 0.250% AaaIAAA Syndicated Tranche

Class B 60.00 18.00% - 21.00% 0.500% Aa2IAA Syndicated Tranche

Class C 100.00 13.00% - 18.00% 0.500% Aa3/AA- Syndicated Tranche

Class D 60.00 10.00% - 13.00% 1.000% A2/A Syndicated Tranche

First Loss 200.00 0.00% - 10.00% NA NRINR Not Offered

Total 2,000.00

'w We expect to buy protection on the super senior tranche of the ACI transaction rrom one or more suitable counterpartles. Such

super senior trade would be executed in the form of a private credit default swap transaction.

*' ACA veM earn porttdlo selection fees accrued actual/360 and paid monthly on the outstanding notional amount (as reduced from

time4o-time by amorti2ation or credi losses) of the Notes as set forth above.

We expect on the closing date to Issue up to $700 million of Notes as summarized in the table above. All

of the Notes will be rated by both S&P and Moody's.

We intend to target suitable structured product investors who have previously participated in ACA-

managed cashflow CDO transactions or who have previously participated in prior ABACUS transactions.

The Notes will have a legal maturity of 30 years. However, the expected average life of the Notes will be

between 3 and 5 years. Goldman shall have the option to terminate the CDS and cause one or more

classes of Notes to be redeemed on any payment date occurring on or after 2 years following the closing

date.

The Reference Portfolio has been selected and mutually agreed upon by ACA and Goldman. Following is

a summary of the Reference Portfolio characteristics expected to pertain as of the pridng date:

* 90 equally-sized Reference Obligations, $22.22 million notional per name.

* Each Reference Obligation Is a midprime or subprime RMBS obligation.

* All of the Reference Obligations were issued after January 1, 2006.

* Each Reference Obligation has an actual rating by Moody's of 'Baa2'.

Pursuant to a portfolio selection agency agreement that ACA will enter into on the Closing Date with the

Issuer, ACA will select the initial Reference Portfolio. Following the Closing Date, the Reference Portfolio

will remain static, and no discretionary removals, substitutions nor reinvestments will be permitted.

3
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Ill. ACA's role

ACA Capital Management (the 'Portfollo Selection Agentl), will be the portfolio selection agent for the

transaction. ACA has selected a Reference Portfolio of 90 Baa2 rated RMBS obligations for the

Transaction. ACA has approximately $16 billion of assets in 22 CDOs under management. ACA currentiy

employs 30 full-time professionals who are dedicated to the CDO asset management business and is

active in both the cash and synthetic structured product markets. We expect to leverage ACA's credibility
and franchise to help distribute this Transaction.

The financial guarantee Insurance company arm of ACA has also indicated its interest In participating as

risk taker at the supersenior level of the capital structure. ACA has indicated that they would have interest

in writing protection on the 45% - 100% supersenior tranche of the Reference Portfolio at a spread of

approximately 40bps. This level does not Include intermediation costs that will be incurred in order to be

able to hedge the ACA counterparly risk. We expect the cost of such intermediation to be 1 Obps p.a. The

Desk is still working on identifying counterparties that will be able to take ACA's counterparty risk.

IV. Paulson's role

Paulson is a large macro hedge fund that has taken directional views on the subprime RMBS market for

the past few months.. In 2006 the Desk worked an order for Paulson to buy protection on a supersenlor

tranche off a portfolio similar to the Reference Portfolio selected by ACA, and the ACI Transaction Is

another mean for Paulson to accomplish their trading objective: buying protection in tranched format on

the subprlme RMBS market.

The Desk expects to enter over the next few days Into a letter agreement with Paulson. Under such

agreement, Goldman will work an order for Paulson to buy protection on specific layers of the AC1 capital

structure (such layers, the Targeted Tranches") at or inside specific spread levels (the 'Strike Spreads).

If Goldman succeeds in placing a given Targeted Tranche inside the related Strike Spread, Goldman will

receive from Paulson a fee on the national amount of such Targeted Tranche distributed. Such fee-will

have a floor component (the 'Minimum Fee Rate") and an upside sharing component, under which

Goldman will share with Paulson any execution delivered at levels tighter than the Strike Spreads.

Using reasonable pricing assumptions for the super senior and the mezzanine layers of risk as disclosed

below, In conjunction with the Strike Spreads that we expect to negotiate with Paulson, we project the all-

in profit for this transaction to be between $1 5mm and $20mm.

Expected Expected
Ratings . Strike Spread Pricing Spread

Tranche (Moody's/S&P) (% p.a.) (% pa.)

Super Senior a Not Applicable 0.95% 0.50%

Class Al Aaa/AAA L+1.25% L+1.00%

Class A2 Aaa/AAA L+1.50% L+1.25%

Class B Aa2/AA L+2.40% L+1.75%

Class C Aa3/AA- L+2.90% L+2.50%

Class D A2/A L+5.75% L+5.00%

First Loss NRINR NA NA

V. Accountina Treatment

With respect to Goldman's accounting treatment. AC1 has been reviewed and approved by Mary Marr in

Accounting Policy, and the transaction contains the same structural provisions which were approved by

Accounting Policy for the prior ABACUS transactions. In particular, given that the junior-most class of

- ~-~ - - -~ - n6tes1rreachtransaction is exposed-o the substantlal-majortity of expected losses in the structure and - - - - --
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the expectation that Goldman will not purchase any of the junior-.most dass of notes. Accounting Policy is

comfortable that Goldman would not be required to consolidate the transaction. Similar to the prior

ABACUS transactions, AC1 uses the so-called Beneficial Interest Exchange (BIEY) Option structure

approved by Accounting Policy which permits Goldman to sell the initial triple-A collateral to the Issuer at

fair market value without requiring Goldman to consolidate the transaction. The BIE Option allows

noteholders to substitute the triple-A collateral securities held by the Issuer with other eligible securities of

their choosing, subject to approval of Goldman (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld).

Mary Marr in Accounting Policy has reviewed and approved this aspect of the transaction with respect to

regulatory and accounting considerations. To the extent Goldman was to purchase Notes on the Closing

Date, further review might be required to confirm the FIN 46 and FAS 140 analysis of this transaction. Tim

Saunders has received this memo and will sign off on the legal considerations prior to pricing.

P&L recognition and valuation adjustments for ABACUS transactions will follow the valuation adjustment

policy as approved by Brian Lee and Rob Leventhal in Controllers. As noted above, we expect to have full

capital structure price observability on the pricing date.

The CDS transaction will be marked to market, and P&L will be recognized reflecting observable spread

movements on the reference obligations. For example, a general widening of spreads, holding Implied

correlation constant, would result in the recognition of a gain on the transaction, and conversely a general

tightening of spreads would result In the recognition of a loss. Spreads on the reference obligations will be

marked to market by the secondary traders responsible for cash and synthetic trading of such securities,

and will be subject to price verification by Controllers. However, so long as Goldman's offsetting credit

default swap trades with Paulson remain outstanding, Goldman should remain mark to market neutral

following any such spread movements.

VI. Model and Bookina Policy

There is not yet an Industry standard model for ABACUS type transactions. FICC Strategies have

developed and Derivatives Analysis has approved a pricing model and tradable infrastructure specifically

for the ABACUS CDS transactions which are in compliance with Firm policy. The model reflects the

economic and legal structure of the reference obligations, the specialized credit events and settlement

mechanisms applicable to the ABACUS CDS transactions, and a correlation framework for the structured

product portfolios referenced in the ABACUS CDS transactions. This ABACUS CDS model is fully

consistent with the pricing model and Infrastructure which has already been put In place for single-name

credit default swaps on structured products. No model waiver will be required for this transaction.

As with the prior ABACUS transactions, the issuance of Notes will require the relevant Goldman affiliates

to enter into a new basis swap and a new collateral security put. These aspects of the ABACUS structure

are described in more detail in the Appendix. FICC Strategies has recently developed a pricing model for

the basis swap and the put options for ABACUS trades. This model has been blessed by FICC Strategies,

approved by Derivatives Analysis and affirmed by Model Control.

VII. Strencths / Issues to Consider

Strengths

* Franchise: This transaction is a new and innovative transaction for Goldman Sachs and the CDO

market; it is the first ABACUS transaction using a Portfolio Selection Agent, using an attractively

structured reference portfolio of Baa2 midprime and subprime RMBS obligations that will be

appealing to investors, in a challenging market environment. This transaction addresses the

objectives of multiple clients of the firm: It helps ACA Increase their assets under management and

their fee income; it enables Paulson to execute a macro hedge on the RMBS market; it offers to CDO

investors an attractive product relative to other structured credit products available in the market. Our

ability to structure and execute complicated transactions to meet multiple client's needs and

objectives is key for our franchise.

* Attractive RisklRetum Profile: Goldman is not taking any warehouse risk in this transaction. No

underlying risk Is ramped before the execution of AC1, and Goldman's profits come directly from the

purchase of credit protection on trenches of an RMBS portfolio (selected by ACA) from the CDO

- - market-and simultaneous re-offering of-such protection-under the same-terms for-a- pre-negotiated
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premium that will be payable by Paulson. Goldman is therefore acting as agent, but retains the
option to principal this AC1 transaction.

* Establish Leadership in Growing Market Segment Executing this transaction and others like it

helps position Goldman to compete more aggressively in the growing market for synthetics written on
structured products.

* Profit Assuming distribution in full of the super senior through A2IA trenches this transaction is
expected to generate, after fees and expenses, between $15 and $20 million in P&L.

Issues to Consider

* Potential Conflicts of Interest Although the reference portfolio has been selected by ACI as
portfolio selection agent, as in all the ABACUS transactions Goldman is acting as principal as a
protection buyer in these transactions (as well as taking other principal roles summarized in the
Appendix). The transaction disclosure notes the various capacities in which Goldman entities act as
counterparty to the transactions and the risk factors section notes the potential for conflicts of interest.
As with prior ABACUS transactions, we receive advice of outside counsel (McKee Nelson) regarding
disclosure in ABACUS securities offerings and all such disclosure will be reviewed and approved by
Tim Saunders In Legal.

* Expense and Protection Cost The AC1 transaction will entail non-refundable upfront expenses
which are expected to be paid from an upfront expense payment made by Paulson to Goldman
pursuant to the letter agreement expected to be entered into between Goldman and Paulson as well
as ongoing protection costs (inclusive of portfolio selection fees paid to ACA) that will match the
ongoing protection costs payable by Paulson to Goldman under our credit default swaps with
Paulson.

* Distribution Cannibalization: This transaction will be appealing to the same type of investors who
traditionally purchase mezzanine ABS CDOs. The firm Is currently prioritizing the sale of ABS CDOs
for which the risk has already been aggregated vs. CDOs that have not been ramped. For this
reason the AC1 transaction is only being showed to accounts that have already declined to
participate in other ABS CDO transactions where Goldman has taken warehouse risk.

* Contingent Market Value Risk on Collateral Securities: Similar to the prior ABACUS transactions,
In the event that some or all of the collateral securities need to be liquidated to fund protection
payments to Goldman under the credit default swap, or to fund certain other principal payments on
the notes, Goldman will be exposed to the risk that such collateral securities have a market value less
than par at the time of liquidation. This risk is mitigated somewhat by the facts that (1) the collateral
securities will be triple-A floating rate structured securities selected by Goldman, (2) Goldman may
select the particular securities to be liquidated and thus may select the securities expected to trade at
or above par at such time and (3) only a relatively small amount of securities are expected to be
liquidated at any given time. The exception to this third point is the case of optional redemption, which
is entirely at Goldman's discretion.

* Accounting: We do not expect any consolidation issues with respect to this transaction. P&L

recognition, valuation adjustment policies and infrastructure/control enhancements are continuing
subjects of discussion with Brian Lee and Rob Leventhal in Controllers.

6
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Vil. Appendix: Structural Summary

The Issuer wini enter into a CDS with GSCM (as protection buyer), as well as several other hedging

transactions with other Goldman entities as described below. Under the CDS, the Issuer will be obligated

to pay GSCM for credit losses experienced on the Reference Portfolio to the extent a relevant tranche is

impacted by such losses and the Issuer has sold protection to Goldman under the CDS on such tranche.

In exchange for the protection payments, GSCM will be obligated to pay a stated running premium to the

Issuer, which shall be used to make Interest payments under the notes.

No Goldman entity shall be required to own or be otherwise exposed to any of the reference obligations

as a condition for payment under the CDS.

The CDS will be cash settled immediately upon satisfaction of conditions to settlement after a credit

event. All credit events and related settlement mechanics are consistent with the current form of the

Standard Terms Supplement for a Credit Derivative Transaction on a Mortgage- Backed Security with

Pay-As-You-Go or Physical Settlement (Form I) (Dealer Form) and Form of Confirmation.

The Notes will be collateralized by relatively liquid triple-A structured product securities (none of which

shall be issued by the same issuer as any reference obligation). GSCM (as protection buyer) will have the

right to select the collateral securities, subject however to several constraints specified in the Offering

Circular. Note that selection of high-quality collateral is generally in Goldman's interest and that in this

respect our incentives are largely aligned with that of Noteholders. The collateral securities will be
reviewed by Credit prior to closing.

GSMMDP will enter into a basis swap with the Issuer, under which the accrued interest payments on the

collateral securities (which bear interest at rates indexed to LIBOR) will be paid to GSMMDP and

GSMMDP shall pay the related Issuer LIBOR flat. Noteholders will bear the credit risk of collateral

security non-payment, as failure of the Issuer to pay the accrued coupons on the collateral securities to

GSMMDP will be an event of default under the notes, and GSMMDP will not be required to continue

payments under the basis swap. Amounts owed to GSMMDP under the basis swap will be senior to

payments due under the notes. The combination of the LIBOR index payments by GSMMDP and the

CDS premium by GSCM will always equal the sum of ongoing expenses of the Issuer and interest

payments under the Notes.

The rating agencies require that noteholders be protected against market value declines in the collateral

securities, in the event that collateral must be liquidated to fund (1) cash settlements to GSCM, (2)

amortization of the Notes (other than a mandatory early redemption), or (3) an optional redemption of the

Notes if GSCM exercises its termination option under the CDS.

Goldman, Sachs & Co. (as collateral disposal agent) will select which collateral securities are to be

liquidated in each case above, and will be responsible for determining in good faith the strategy (in its

commercially reasonable discretion) likely to achieve the highest proceeds for the collateral securities to

be liquidated.

In the first circumstance (cash settlements under the CDS), Goldman will bear the risk that the collateral

has declined in value. When a loss amount is determined, a commensurate face amount of collateral will

be liquidated, and GSCM under the CDS will only be entitled to receive such proceeds received on such

liquidation.

With respect to the other two circumstances, GSI (as put provider) shall be required to buy the collateral

securities to be liquidated at par, if GS&Co. (as collateral disposal agent) is unable to obtain a price in the

market of at least par.

In the case of optional termination, the put is not really a risk to Goldman, since our decision to terminate

the transaction will by definition include both the value of the C0S termination and the value of the

collateral securities. We view the put more as a modest reduction in the value of our option to terminate

the CDS.

We believe the put risk arising from amortization of the notes (other than in connection with Goldman

terminating the CDS) is small for the following reasons:

* The notes cannot begin to amortize until after the super senior notional has been reduced to zero. We
do not expect any of the Notes to receive any principal payments for at least 4.0 years under base-

case prepayment assumptions.- 7
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* The amount of collateral required to be liquidated in any month is purely a function of reference
portfolio amortizations in that month, which Is likely to be small in relation to the principal balance of
the notes and should be smoothly distributed over time.

* Goldman (as protection buyer) has the right to direct reinvestment of any principal on collateral
securities. The initial collateral securities are expected to have approximately a 2- to 3-year weighted
average rife. In the future, prior to any amortization of the notes occurring, we could direct the trustee
to keep a suitable portion of the collateral invested in cash, incurring more negative carry on our
protection in exchange for negligible put risk.

The spread on the initial collateral securities is expected to be approximately 7-10 bps over LIBOR. It is
the put to Goldman which enables us to select high-quality collateral and earn this positive spread over
LIBOR in the ABACUS structure. For these reasons outlined above, we believe that this positive carry
generated by the put feature creates significant value for the synthetic transaction and more than
adequately compensates for the put risk.

Lastly, as noted above, in a mandatory early redemption of the Notes (arising from an adverse tax event
or from a default of one or more Goldman entities that are parties to the transaction), the put would not be
exercisable against Goldman, exposing noteholders to the market value of the collateral.

The transaction structure is depicted in the schematic below.

8
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Devtve Trades venus ASO
January 2006 -December 2W08

.00'..11prr ~ ~ ~ ~ 4/1/00 44,500.ID

EICM Z0044 AJ
BACM 2005-1 AJ

EACM 2005W4 AJ
B4CM 2DO5 AJ
BACM 2006-1 AJ
BSCMS 2005-Pw1o AJ
Escms 20D5PWR9 AJ

CD 2005CCD1 AJ
CD 2D06Cw2 AJ
OGCMT 205-C3 AJ
CSFB 2005.C5 AJ
CSFB 2005-CS AJ

GECMC 2005.04 Ad
GMACC 2006BC1 AJ
GSMS 20DG4 AJ
JPMCC 2005-LDP3 AJ
JPMCC 2005-LOP5 AJ
MLMT 205-MCPI AJ
WBCMT 2005DC17 AJ
WBCMT 2005.22 AJ

WBCMT 2005c23 Ad
BSCMS 2004-TI 6 A6
CSFB 2005C04 AS
CSMC 2006.01 4
LBUBS 2004-CS AS
MSC 20054HQ7 A4

WBCMT 20D4-C14A4
WBCMT 2005-C21 A4
BACM 2004-8 AS
BACM 2005-1 AS
BACM 2005-4 ASA
BACM 2005-5 A4
BACM 2005-1 A4
BSCMS 2D04-Ti6 A6
BSCMS 20DW-PW1O A4
8SCMS 200-PWW A4A
CD 20D5-CD1 A4
CGCMT 2005.C3 A4
OOMM 2005AIPS A4
COMM 20051PS AJ
CSFB 2005-C4 AS
CSFB 2005C05 A4
CSFB 2005-C6 A4
CSMC 200B0C1 A4
GCCFC 200SG3 A4
GCCFC 2005.GW3 AJ
GECMC 2D05-C1 AS
GECMC 2005CI AJ
GECMC 2D008C2 A4
GECMC 2005-C2 AJ
GECMC 2006-C3 A7A
GECMC 2005-C3 AJ
GECMC 2005.C4 A4
GMACC 2008-C1 A4
GSMS 205-GG4 A4A
JPM=C 20051LDP2 A4
JPMCC 200-S 2 AJ
JPMCC 20054D-P A4A
JPMCC 2005-LPDS A4
LBUBS 2004-CS AS
LBUBS 2005-CI A4
LBUBS 2005-C1 AJ
MSC 200SH07 A4
WBCMT2200C414A4
WBCMT 200C.17A4
WBCMT 2005-C21 A4
WBCMT 2005-22 A4
WEBCMT 200023 A4
MLMT 2005.MCP1 A4

0S847U�22 5092013386105
o0947uDS4 SD0201288S111
05947US60 SD9201B2 113

0G947U2T4 SDD2012BSS117
05947U7N2 SDD12881 19
07387BEE9 SDt2012S8121
073878AL7 SDB2012888123
12513EAKO S60201288B12s
12513XAH5 S0D2012B88127
l73D67HB8 SDO2012888131
225470A52 SD6201286133
225470NN9 S602012888135
3682ao8HZ SD60B12888137
3S1849R48 SD02012886139
35228CVX8 SDB2012888141
46S25YSMS S08201288S145
46S25YXV'D S0201288147
599!2HHM7 SDB2012886149
929768043 SD62012886151
92976BBR2 SD2012888153
9297680X7 SDB2012888155
07383FU71 SD0201288159
225458s6S 0S92012886183
225470F73 SD02G128881S5

52108HK78 509212888201
617451CLI SDBO2128821 1
92976MUK7 SDB2012888216
9297B87G2 509201288520O
05947UB72 SDB02029878M9A
05947um3 SDB2012987858A
05947UX37 50201298791 BA
05947U2R8 s592012987934A
05947U7L6 SDB20Z2987098A
0738*3 71 SD62012987940A
0738785 SD02012987943A
07387BAHS SD02012987947A
12513EAG9 S602012987952A
1 73067GTO SDB2012SS7954A
2OD47PAE7 SD920t2987959A
20047PAHO SDB2012987SBZA
225458S66 SD62019287971A
Z25470AP8 S6B201 2987973A
22547GNK5 SD02D29863B9A
225470F73 SDB20129a8D4QA
396785A4 S09201 2988042A
395789JW0 SD0201 298843A
38R280K9S SDB2012988045A
368280KTZ SD02012986C4BA
38828QMC7 SD02012988047A
3S8Z80ME3 SD8Z012988048A
368828PW0 S09201 29BB050A
36828ONZ5 SDB201 298852A
3S82800E9 SD62012938853A
361849098 SD2012988084A
3228CVU4 SDB201298685A
46625YNC3 SDB20123880808
48625YNFW sD02012988057A
466Z5YSG9 SD9201t298858A
45825YXP3 SD02012S88059A
52108HK78 SDB201298BO60A
52108H2U7 S0920129M8M01A
52108H2W3 SD92012988502A
617451 CL1 S09201 2986071A
929768UK7 SDB2201238874A
929766835 SD92012988077A
9297887G2 SD020129880844
929768BN1 D5201298B800A
92976BOTS SD60202986032A
s9g22HK4 SDB201 2388167A

- ~ ~ AL~~OW JL Ii4 IsbC .6O V -

wrRAL aTft Iq2i b s

4121r26 44,500(DD
42112008 44,5D,000
Q4/1nc0 445,0OD0

4121rc6 44,50,0WD
N21(2008 44.swOXD
4/2128 44s,000
4/21r2M0 44,iD.DW

(21/200S 44.500
4/21206 44.50O0
4N21noo 44,5DOOODO

4/128 44.50.000
4/21no008 44,swD00
4121/200 44.500.000
4/21/2008 44,500000

4/21Q2006 44,500,000

4(21(2008 44,500,000
4/2112OD8 4450,W000
4/21008 44.500.000
4r2112006 44,500.(W
4121/206 e4,500.000
4(2112006 44.500.0W
7121206 44.500,00D
4021(006 44.500,000

41211206 44,5X.OOD
412112006 44,500,000
4(212006 44,5X.OWO
7112(200 12,50.000
7m12(2006 12,500,000
711m22006 12,500.000
711 2noo8 12,500,OOD
71172)206 12.5D0,00
711212006 12,5D0D000

7n2n2oo 12,500,000
7/12(2006 12,500,00
7M12W200B 12,500,0DD

7I 2)2006 12.500.0CO
7112/206 42.500.000
7/12/200 15.000.000

7112(2006 13,0WO0OO
7112f2o0s 12,500,0
7/12/200 1250.OD
7(1212006 12.500.00

7112(206 42.500.000
7112O85 15.000,00D
71121200 42=,.ODD
7/1 2noos 15,000,ODD
7112006 48,500000

7/12/200 42,500.000
7/12(006 15.000.0CO
7/12noos 12,50.ODD
71212WM 12.500,OO
7112(200 12,500O.O
7/12Q200 42,5W,.OD

7112(2OS6 15,000.000
7n112006 123,0W,ODD
7/12Q2O6 12W,500.00
7/12Q2ODS 12,500DOC
7/122O6 42,505W0O0D
7/12/2006 15,000.000

7112(2006 12,00,0007/12/2008 12.500.000

7112006 12,500OD
7/12QO08 12,5W0OC0

7/1220 2,012,500,000

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS FCIC 000000543
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__- . S -S_

MKP 3A Al
UJ)KEF 2XS4-7A 1A2
WUKEF 2004-7A 1A2V

GLCR 2004-2A AINV
GLCR 2WD4.2A AIV
RFSF 20D4-lA Al NV
FESF 20D4-IA AV
MRCY2C04-I A1NV
MRCY 24-IA AIVA
DUNIL 2W4-1A A1NV
DUNHL 20D4-iA AlVA
RFVER 2005-IA Al
HUNTN 200-51A A1A
HUNTN 2WS-1A AiB
ORCHD 2005-2A Al
SOF 7A AlAN
SCF 7A A1 B
MDO ABACUSD4-1 S 02L9 00 K3J 1
MDO ABACUSO4-2 S 9HYC 00 K3J I
SAN 20WS-IA Al
COOL 20015A
ICM 2005-2A AA
ICM 2W5-2A AIB
MDO ABACUSOS-3 5 8SaZ 00 4LX 0
JPTR 2005-3A Al NW
JPTR 2005-3A A1VA
LEXN 200DSA Al AN
LEXN 2005-IA AiB
ORPT 2W0S1-A A1V
ORPT 2005-lA A1VB
ORPT 2005-1A A1VF
MOo ABACUS05-2 S C7FF 00 322
ALTS 2005-2A Al
MOo ABACUSS-C S SEU 00 H34 0
BROD2005-lACANA
BROD 2005-A AIBI
BROD 2005-lA AV
SHERW 2005-2A Al
KLROS 2006-2A Al NW
KLROS 200W-2A AIV
SCF 8A Al NW
SCF 8A A1AV
TDS FORTSI Al JD£ 500 ATU 0
MOO IVUTBO6l C T GSL4 00 R22 0
WESTC 20-lA AlA
WESTC 2008-IA AIB
MDO ABACUSO6-N S TUQ4 01 634 0
TRIAX 2005-2A AlBI
TRIAX 2006-2A A1B2
Domkllcan Repubbc
MDO ABAC07-18S 2SRB01 6340
ROMFIN A3
ORKN 2W05-1
INDE5SAAI
DUXEF 2W3-SA lAl
ICDO TOtd

G61 MAAO N 1
254403AJ5 NWQ*40741W80WB3M
264403AK2 NWQ4D75WS70W0000
37638VAG8 NULQ409H1ffED0D0W
37638VAA1
7611 2CAB4 NULtU409HOSDOD800C0
76112CAA6 NU = D

58936RAB3 NWQJ4102N0W8CCCC0

26545QA02 NUU04123N0080D
26545Q4A7 NUUQ41230008000WD
768277AA3 NUJ041294008XCC00
446279AA9 N1O5030K008
446279AC5 NU1 0MABW
6S571LUA7 3 D
$3743YAS2 NWQ504GD008CCCCW
83743YAH9 NWQ504EW8C0D
min NU:55JD3OW
mW NWuQ5C5GM000D1CBC1
80410RAA4 1 _
216444AA7 NUK0OD20AO
46426RAA7 BWQSC0J0S0D00D0
46426RAB5 B WLQ05066(008000000
mW5 NUU05074FOt3000DOOW
4820SAAA6 NUUQ507BC08W0C

5292CTAC0 F=1
529D02AE8 0NUU0Q509l 000
112 1A4 NWuQo510DLW608000000
619MAQ4 NUUQS1108NOD800
68619MALS NUt5101DP0080W
mulli NAO51A0030000
024914AA5 NWQ51M0L0DSW
m84A BULtQ511030030000BD0
112321AB8 BWQC51115Q08WD
112021AC4 BWLQ5111600D8WWWD
112CQ1AA8 SEDWQS11190080W000
S2437XAA6 BWQS0111400D8W
4985S8AC6 BWQ51kS2QL008DD
498588AA0 NWQ1512BMC083WDD0O
83743LACS NuWQ6013A008WWW00
83743LAA9 NULtItQ64MWSODBDOD0
mle SDB201 2930412
mulel NUWo605590240W0D
952186AA2 SDB503565139
952186AB0 SDB503565516

m NLW6Q90V/0D3WD0AD0
8960DSABS SD8504492883 I SDD504678635
896008AC3 SDB504493409 / SD5504678806
APO7787XX SD050528M014
mulfi SDB981652352A
XS01616208i8 NEEQ30405009W
686335AA8 NUw05022Aw0700
45343PAA3 NUU0402810D803WW
3.A02 A h4 HJnIQRFTF10

4/7/2004 140,000,W0-
8t12/20D4 129,650,C00
8J122004 100.00

10/122004 324,8W0. W
10112t2004 1W0,W0-
10261204 374.8W.000-
10t262004 100,000-

11N2W04 2998C0,000 -
11N20D4 100,08-

12t16Q2D04 3270W.000
12/16r204 250.0W-
1t192005 149,750.000
Y29Q205 406=500,0W
3291005 250,0W -
4t19QOD5 113.75D,0 0
5/25/2005 773,5WW0-'

5S25005 250,O00 '
6J820D5 1,760,W0W.0DO
6/8005 730.00DO00
6/S2005 267,75D.000

7122Q5 274,700.000-
7127005 213,750,000D
7127t205 50.000.00 '
7/28a200 1,200.000,0W0
8/10/205 1,299.50,000

G1M10=05 250,000
1025Q05 199=5W.W0
10Q512005 250,000
10Q5t20D5 2S0.0W-
1025/2006 649,750.000
10/5/2005 647.2500W0'
1012QOD5 1I,00W000.000
11/10/005 1,277,9.000
12t772005 48,W000.W

121312005 35450.000'
12V13/2D05 485.000.000 '
12/13/2005 25,000-'
12/15/005 322.250,000'

1/W20106 869,5WW0-
1/102006 250.000

1Y12006 344500,0-0
1Q5/200 250.000 '
3/8/2006 390,00WW,0-

519t2006 825,W0,000'
7/6/2006 11 7,950,00D
7/612006 1,187,850,00WD
9121/2006 329,000.00

12142006 1.499,850,000 -

12/142006 1,499,850,000
3216/2807 6,900,W0
312220W7 470,00W,0W
5Y1 12O7 234,838,910
7/1112007 6W00.000
4/4C208 2W0.0W,000
63'2008 70WW

*173. U 111 twmn3 dd 2W08 as ptfl dgo e Maln Latin 8DwV / atl Wr ItnafmadW cWpen1 W mtw r 2008

-7his tn1e -s bfl~a/J~. twii~1 / 2008 est~ut dtl Ma~, tED I/I taes~, 50044 w ntir W
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Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

LB 5: Does Goldman consider a "desk" to be the same as a "business unit?" If not,
what desk and business unit is responsible for each trade?

In response to the Staff's follow-up question, Goldman Sachs encloses a
spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS 0000087061) providing information on the
desks responsible for the trades identified in GS MBS 0000035877. Goldman Sachs does not
consider "desks" and "business units" to be the same; there may be a number of desks (e.g.,
Structured Products Trading) within a business group (e.g., Mortgages).

GS MBS 0000087065
Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs

PSIQFRGS0396
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Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

GSCM 6ACM 2004- PAJ
GSCM 6ACM 2005.1 At
GSCM BACM 2005-4 Al
GSCM BACM 2005-S A)
GSCM BACM 2006-1 Al
GSCM BSCMS 2004-TIT A
0SCM BSCMS 2005-PWI1
GSCM BSCMS 2005-PWRI
GSCM CO 2005-CD1 Ai
GSCM CD 2006-CD2 AJ
GSCM CGCMT 2005-3A
CSCM CSFB 200SC4 Af
GSCM CSFB 2005-CS Al
GSCM CSFB 2005.06 AJ
GSCM CSMC 2006-C A4
GSCM GECMC 2005WC4 A
GSCM GMACC 200Cl A
GSCM GSMS 20050GG4 A
GSCM JPMCC 2005-LOP3
CSCM *PMCC 2005-LOPS
GSCM LBUBS 2004-C6 AG
0SCM MLMT 2005-MCPi
GSCM MSC 2005-HO7 A
GSCM W6CMT 2004-C14
GSCM WBCMT 2005.C17
GSCM WBCMT2005-C21
GSCM WBCMT 2005.C22
GSCM WBCMT 2006-C23
GSCM BACM 2004.6 AS
GSCM BACM 2005-1 AS
GSCM MACM 2005-4 ASA
GSCM MACM 2005-S A4
GSCM BACM 2006-1 A4
GSCM 6SCMS 2004-T1S I
GSCM BSCMS 2005-PWtI
GSCM BSCMS 2005-PWVR
GSCM CO 2WS-CD1 M
GSCM CO 200W-CD2 A
GSCM CGCMT 2005-03 A
GSCM COMM 2005-LPS A
CSCM COMM2005LPSA
GSCM CSFB 2005-C4 AS
GSCM CSFB 2005-C As
GSCM CSFB 2005-C6 A4
GSCM CSMC 2006-C1A4
GSCM GCCFC 2005.003
GSCM GCCFC 2005003
0SCM GECMC 2005CtCA
GSCM CECMC 2005-C01
GSCM GECMC 2005.C21
GSCM GECMC 2005.C2A
GSCM GECMC 200S-C3 A
GSCM GECMC 20WS-C3A
GSCM GECMC 2005-C4A
GSCM GMACC 2005-C1A
GSCM GSMS 2005SGG4A
GSCM JPMCC 2005.LD P
GSCM JPMCC 2005&LDP
GSCM JPMCC 2005WLOP:
GSCM JPMCC 2005-LOPt
GSCM LBUBS 2004-C0 C
GSCM LBUBS 2005-Ct A
GSCM LBUBS 2005-Cl A
GSCM MLMT 2005-MCPI
GSCM MSC 2005-HO7A4
GSCM WBCMT 2004-C14
GSCM WBCMT 2005-C17
GSCM W6CMT 2005-C2
GSCM WBCMT 2005-C22
GSCM WBCMT 2006-C23
GStIL MOO ABACUS04-1

Ai
Ai

Pi
Ail

U
-4

M
I MA

A
.1

A

tA
As
Ai
A4A
MA

s 821L900 3 1

05947UD54
05947UXBO
05S47U2T4
05947U7N2
07383FU71
07367BEE9
07387BAL7
12S13EAK0
12513XAH5
171W7HB8
225458SB6
225470AS2
225470NN9
225470F73
3662BQQH2
361849R46
3622BCVXt
46t25YSM6
46625YXVo
52106HtK78
5tiO22HHM7
617451CL1
92976SUK7
02s766c43
929766702
92S76BBR2
92976OXO?
05647UB72
05947UD39
05947UX37
O5947U2Rtt
05947u7L6
07363FU71
07376BEB5
07387BA14S

s25l3EAGs
12513XAE2
173067GTO
20047PAE7
20047PAHO
225458s6
225470AP8
22547ONK5
22547cF3
39678SJU4
39679JYWWo
368280KR8
366280KT2
308260MC7
368280ME3
3682scPW0
368280NZs
366280ciE9
361849096
3s228CVw4
4862SYNC3
4662sYNFs
4662sYSGs
46625YXP3
5210tK8108
5210SH2U7
5210SH2W3
59022HHJ4
617451CL1
929766UK7
929760C35
09267t702
92976001N
s2s76BDTO
rmutti

S0B2012M6l100

SO1ZOI26B60 13

S0D2012869117
SDO20128B6119
SD02012866159
SDQ201266121
SDB20l2e8Ni23
S0D20126t6125
SDB201268Bt27
SD82012B86131
S0D2012B88163
S602012686133
SDQ2012688135
SDB2012BB6165
SD020128B6137
SD02012866139

,S602012888141
SDB2012B8614S
SDQ2012B86147
S0D2012B8t201
SDQ6012B86149
SDE201286121 1
SDB20128tMt21t
SDB2012886151
SDB2012866220
S0B2012866153
S082012666155
SO82012987509A
SDB2012607656A
SQ012987916A
Sd2012867934A
SD02012W87938A
S0D2012987940A
SD020129C7943A
SD020129B7S47A
6OB2012987952A
S062012988166A
SDQ2012987954A
S082012987956A
S602012987982A
60S20129B7971A
SDB2012ct7S73A
SDQ2012t66039A
SD82012986040A
SD6201298t042A
S082012988043A
S0B2012958045A
S0B20129846A
SDQB012S98047A
SDB20129BW04tA
I 082012996050A
SDB201296B052A
SDB20129t6053A
S0D20129BB054A
SOB2012D81t055A
SDB2012988056A
SD820129B8057A
S08012o5Bl05tA
SD02012966059A
S0B2012988060A
SD62012958BD1A
SDQ2012986032A
SD02012988167A
S092012988071A
SD9201 2968074A
SDB2012SS3077A
S0820129S8604A
SO620129188088A
SDQ2012988092A
NUUQSoroJW30000B00

__600 M M a c

41212006
412 112006
412112006
412 112006
41212006
42112006

412112006
412112006
412112006
4Q2l006

412112006
412112006
412112006
4Q12006
4/210064WRno06

412112006

412112006
412112006
412112000
412112006
412112006
41211206
41Q2006
4121006
412112006

412112006
711212006
711212006
7121006
7112Q0OO
7112Q2006
7112Q2006
711212006
7/1212006
7112Q2006
71122006
71121200B
7112Q2006

7112Q2006

711212008
7/1212006
712120063
7112006
7/1212006

7/12/2006
711212006
711212006

7/1127006

711212006
7112120067/1212006
711212006

7/1212006
7/1212006
7/l2/006
7/1212006
7/1212006
7/1212006
7/1212006
71212006

7/12200o6

7112Q006
71212006

71121200tt

7/121006

71812Q003

44,500,000 CMOS MortgPe deetK
44.500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk
44.500000 CMBS Mortgage denk
44,500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk
44,500,0W0 CMBS Mortgage deck

44,500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk
44.500.000 CMBS Mortgage deck
44,500,000 CMBS Mortgage deck
44.500S000 CMBS Mortgage desk

44.5W0000 CMBS Mortgage desk

44.500,000 CMBS Mortgage desk
44.500.W CMBS Mortgege desk

44.500.000 CM6S Mortgage desk
44.500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk

445W0.000 CMBS Mortgage desk
44,500.000 CMBS Mortgege desk
44.500.000 CMOS Mortgage desk
44.500.000 CMBS Mortgage dank
44.500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk
44.500.00 CMBS Mortgage desk
44.5WW000 CMBS Mortgage desk
445W00.w CMOS Mortgage desk
44500.000 CMBS Mortgage dec1k
44.500,000 CMBS Mortgage deck
44,500,0W CMBS Mortgage desk
44.500.000 CMBS Mortgage deck
44.500.000 CMOS Mortgage desk
12,500,000 CMBS Mortgage dank
12.500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk
12.500,000 CMBS Mortgage desk
12.500,000 CMBS Mortogge desk
12.500.000 CMBS Mortgage deck
12.500.000 CMBS Mortgage deck
12,500.000 CMBS Mortgage deck
12.500.000 CM6S Mortgage desk
12.500,000 CMBS Mortgage desk
12.500,000 CMBS Mortgage desk
12.500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk
12.500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk

421500.000 CMOS Mortgage desk
15.000,000 CMBS Mortgage deck
1.500.,000 CMBS Mortgage desk
12.500,000 CMBS Mortgage desk

12,500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk

12.500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk

4215000000 CMBS Mortgage desk
15,00.,000 CMBS Mortgage desk

425.00.000 CMOS Mortgage desk
1500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk

465000000 CMBS Mortgage desk
I11.00,000 CMBS Mortgage desk
421500,000 CMBS Mortgage desk
15,000000 CMBS Mortgage deck
12.500.000 CMOS Mongage deck
12.500,000 CMBS Mortgage desk
12.500.000 CMBS Mortgage deck
4215000000 CMOS Mortgage desk
15,000,000 CMBS Mortgage deck
12.500,000 CMBS Mortgage desk
12.500,000 CMBS Mortgage desk

12.500.000 CMOS Morigage dcsk

421500.000 CMBS Mortgage dsck
15.500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk
12,500.000 CMBS Mongage desk
13.500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk

12.500.000 CMBS Mortgage deck
12.500 000 CM65 Miortgege desk

15.500.00W CMBS Mortgage desk
12.500,000 CMBS Mortgage desk
12.500.000 CMBS Mortgage desk

1.780.000.00 COO Mortgage desk

PSILQFR.GS0397

G1 M55 000017061

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Terminated
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Tenninsted
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Terminated
Open
Open
Tenrinsted
Open
Open
Open
Open

Tenninteld
Open
Open
Open
Teorinated
Open
Open
Open
Open
Terninated
TerrrInated
Open
Tendinated
Open
Open
Open
Termineted
Open
Terndneted
Open

Temdo. led
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Tefrnunated
Terrmtnted
Open
TermInated
Open
Tenninated
Aesigned
Open
Teordnaeed
Open
Terminated

Assigned
Open
Open
Open
Terninated

2,601,902

2.447,500

2,405,711

2.345.192

6s7.500

733.126

667,500
2.33700

715,000

2.739.574

2,740.08

2.557.500

6A7.5002.337.500

687.500

677,687

6857.500

660,821

805.492,319

7/1512009

713112009

7/151009

7/1512009

7/1IS2009

7/1512009

713112009
713112009

7/3112009

7/1150009

7/1502009

8/402009

6/4/2009

6/412009

6/412009

7/15r2009

6/412009

7/1512009

61t60009
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NUUOSOCGIO03moB 101811003 730,WWWO CW
NUS05074FOO030D000 71262005 1,20.00OW COO
NUU0S5O12ACOO3000 102612005 1.000.000.000 COO
BUU0511030030000800 12172005 480,000,00 COO
NUUO WOWV0W30000AOO /212006 328.000.000 COO
S 5BS044926803 S S04878835 12141200 s5 0w.000 COO
SOB505260114 311012007 0,900w.00 COO
SDB981652i32A 3122007 470,000,000 COO
NEE03040500900 5t1112007 234,839,910 COO
NUU05022A00700 71112007 60.000,000 COO
NUU0402B10080000WC 412412008 200,000,000 COO
NUU3CO8FTW6W 81212008 175000000 COO

9,6808,239,910

NUUQS10itO600
BUU051119008000000
uu,05111500100

BUUOSt,116008000O00
NUUQliBO0420WDtAOO
NUU0407410080000B0
NUUQ4075Uti7050000
NUUQ41230008000000
NUU04123N00600
SD020129J0412
NUU04091NO0itOOWOO
NUUQ409HROOiO0000
NUU60i5590240000000
NUUW003OKoo6
NUUQSOt3OLOOO00008
BUU05000Jt08000000
BUUOSO0OKWO6000000
NUUO5O7COMWOO800
NUU050785W8w0
NUUQ512BMW8w00WW
BUU05120LW800
NUUQS091UOOi000000
NUU050tiVW8000wO
NUUQ403JDw08w0OOAo
NUU04102000800W0O
NUU04102NW08000000
NUU050Q5008000000
NUU051ODL00O8000
NUUOSIOOP00800
NUUQ51O0NOO800
NUUQ4091POFWOOWO
NUUo409HSW0OOWO00
NUU04125HW08000WWW
NUUQSOS5C008WWW000
BUUOQI 1 14W800
NUU05014U00800ww00
NUU10601J0A08000WO
NUUQS04GE00800
NUU05040GDW8000000
SOi504492863 I S0D5048786t35
SD8504493409 I S00504078606
508503565139
SD0503565510

1111012005 1.277tO00.000 COO
1211312005 250t000 COO
1211212005 J54.500,000 COO

1211312005 485.0W,000 COO
7)2212005 274.700.000 COO
81122004 1298.50.000 COO
011212004 100.000 COO

1211612004 250,000 COO
12612004 327.000W.000 COO

3)81200 390.000.000 COO
10112120o4 100.000 COO
1011210o4 324,00.000 COO

011912000 825.000,000 COO
312912005 400.500.000 COO
31290o5 250.000 COO
712712005 213.750.000 COO
7127)2005 50.000.000 COO
811012005 250.000 COO
811012005 1.299.500.000 COO
1110n2006 250,000 COO
111012008 869.500.000 COO

1012812005 1S9.500.000 COO
10251200s 250,000 COO

4172004 140,000.0W W COO
111212004 100.000 COO
111212004 299.800.000 COO
41191205 113,750.000 COO

101252005 250.000 COO
101252005 847.250.000 COO
1012515 649.750.000 COO
10126/2004 100.0i0 COO
1o12812004 374.860.000 COO
1119105 149.750.000 COO

0102005 207.750.000 COO
121112005 322.250.000 COO
112512006 250,000 COO
112512000 344.500,000 COO
5125105 250,000 COO
512512005 T731500.000 COO

1214142006 999850.000) COO
1211412008 1,499,850,000 COO
72612000 1.187,950,000 COO
7126n120 1.187l.850000 COO

18.388,i50,t00

~~~~~~tnr4~~~~~~~~~~~~~ag ei reimnarso#M
Mort gage desk
Marlasge desk
Mor1tg9e desk
Mortgage desk
Mredgo desk
Credit desk

Mortgage desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credft desk

Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Morti~pg desk

Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credil desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
CredIt desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk
Credit desk

Credil desk

Open
TermInated
TermInsted
Open
Open
Open
Open
Terminated
Temnhged
Temninabed
Open

Teminated . M13
TermInated- MU
Terminated -MU
Terminated. MU
Temnated -MU
Termineted- MU
Terminated- MU
Tem.nebted MU
Terminated -MU
Terminated -MU
Terminted -MU
Teriated-MU
Temlha-MLU
TermiNatd . ML3t
Terminaed- MU
Terminated -MU
Terminated -MU.'
Terminated- MU
Termnaded -MU
Terminated- MLU
Terminated- MU
Terminated -MU
Terminated -MU
Terminated -MU
Terminated -M13
Terminated- ML3
Terminated -ML
Terminated- MU
Tednaded- MU
Termdnated- MU
Teminated- MLJ
Terminated -MU
Tamnlnated -MU
Terminated -MU
Temilneted -MU.t
Temrrdnrted- MU
Terminate d- MLt
Terminated -M1.
Terminated -MU
Terminated -MU
Terminated -MU
Terminated- MU
Terminated -MU
Temthited- MLU

259,097.424

519.482.344
143.070.903

84,003.052
359,997.667
103.243,223

491.265.394
236.020

110.818.781
159.546,228

78.092.199
51.292.364

76,514
18,286

80.359.135
103.046,148

44,024
81.320.748

300.480.409
108.077.318

218.728
4s.463.760
10.873.209

220.832
369,371.511

227.493
341.855.112
33,634.883

169.871
0.847.722

53.601
85,181.973
19,911.650

247,024
180,36t6B01
161.330.5/7

76.111
121.450.544
47.540.568
40,006,197
88.070,504

192,111
82,470.848

142,942
120,810.907
t65,123.901
858.318.483
363.793,306
307.78.2s 5

I

61161200B

611612009

9/1012000
615/2009

3/1212008

1121 1 08
I1112112008'
1112112008'
I11/2112008'
11124M208
I 112112008'
111241208
1l12412008
1112112008'
111211m00
1112412008'
11121/2008

121211200 -

I11212000
I121124008'
11/21/2000a
11124112008'
1112112008'

11121r -

1112412008-
11121108'
111211200111
11124 1200
111021112008'
111242008
1112112008'
1112112008'
11124120008

1I i2112008112112008
1112412008

11121/2o08
1112112008'
1112112006'

111241200
1112112006'
1112412006'
I1112112008'

11121108.12117101)
111/2112008'
1112112008'

11124108.121171011 -

These des ee I d dun 2008 as prrt ar Mdn Lrne e/rea C so r b red r rr ir d i r 2001

-' This ride . r tsrrrrkrsed r 2008 0s ppr raf Ore MAdan Lerr5 e1 5.rOr .SI U orirtgnal nos sr eo redaop nlo sytered aboon

PSIQFRGS0398

GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
OSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL

GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
0SIL
GSIL
CSIL
GSIL
CSCM
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
OSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
OSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
OSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
GSIL
CSIL

MDO ABACUS04-2
MOO ABACUS0S-3
MOO ABACUSS-2
MWO AACUS0-C
MOO ABACUS06.
TRAX 2006 2A All
DominIan Republic
MO ABAC07-18!
ROMFIN AJ
ORKN 2005-1
INOES SA Al
OUKEF 2003-SA I

ALTS 2006-2A Al
BROO 2005-IA A
BROO 2005-IA Al
BROO 2005- IA AlI
COOL 200S-lA
OUKEF 2004-7A I)
DUKEF 2004.7A 1I
OUNHL 2004-IAAl
OUNHL 2004-1A Al
TDS FORTSI Al JI
GLCR 2004-2A AIN
GLCR 2004-2A All
MOO HOUTBO6I C
HUNTN 2005-IAA
HUNTN 2005-IA A
ICM 200-ZA A1A
ICM 2005-2A A18
JPTR 2005-3AAIV
JPTR 200WSA AIN
KLROS 2006-2A A'
KLROS 2006-2A A'
LEXN 2005-IA Al1
LEXN 2005-IA AlG
MKP 3A Al
MRCY 2004-IA Al'
MRCY 2004-A All
ORCHO 2005-2AA
ORPT 2005-IA Al
ORPT 2005-A Ail
ORPT 20051-A All
RESF 2004-lA A1I
RESF 2004-IAAI1
RIVER 2005-1A Al
SATV 2005-IA Al
SHERW 200S-2AA
SCF 6A AAV
SCF IA A NV
SCF7TAAIt
SCF 7AAIAN
TRIAX 2006-2A Al
TRIAX 2000-2A Al
WESTC 2008-IAA
WESTC 2008-IAA

S86QZ 00 4LX0
I C7FF 00 322 0
SSEMiW00H340
S TU04 01 t34 U

2BR6 01 034 0

IA

2v

IVA
NV
ES 00 ATU O

V
T 054 00 R22 0
A
a

/

4

'A
IV

F
a

V

II
12
A
a

r11511
mulU
multi
mult

iultl
89600$1AB5
APFO77XX
muli
XS018Q2O668
6S6J8S
4534IPAA3
264402AK4

02149WAAS
I 12021AA6

12021AB6
112021AC4
2106U4AA7
2644OW3
264403AK2
26545QAA7
26S4SQAt2
34958CAA2
37638VAA1
3763JVAG8
442451AA8
44Q279AA9
446279ACS
4842SRAA7
46426RABS
48206AAAS
46206AAC1
49856UAO
498856AC6
Q2902TAC0
52902TAE6
G8I77YAAO
56936RAAS

56936RA8J
6051UAA7
68619MAJO
68619MALS
66619MA04
761 12CAA6
701 12CAB4
768277AA3
804t0RAA4
12437XAAG
83743LAA9
83743LACS
63743YAB9
83743YAS2
89600UBS
89600UAC3
952168AA2
95216UAB0
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GOLDMAN SACHS/LLOYD BLANKFEIN
RESPONSES TO SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
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Confidential Treatment Reauested by Goldman Sachs

LB 9: Do the negative positions in GS MBS 0000038789 represent short positions?

No. The negative positions in GS MBS 0000038789 represent protection sold by

Goldman Sachs, and the positive positions represent protection purchased by Goldman Sachs.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

GS MBS 0000087088
Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

PSI_QFRGS0400
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Page 1 of 3

PrMleged and Confidential- Attorney aient Privilege

AIG Credit Protection
January 1, 2006 - December 31, 2008

Deal

5DB506413265

SDB506428762

SDB506485022

5DB506480246

5DB506483869

SD8506504143

SDB506591558

SDB506787402

5DB506835337

SDB506835310

SDB506835366

SD8506997016

5DB507681392

SDB507690665

5DB507701834

5DB507702114

5DB507707129

SDB507714559

5DB507730397

SDB507742454

5DB507836730

5DB508394922

SDB508420675

5DB508438416

5DB508475234

5DB508494972

5D8508549159

SDB508549986

SDB508521409

SDB509124043

5DB509126126

SDB509143043

SDB509186684

SDB509201519

5DB509232740

5DB509233251

SD8509244691

SDB509264289

5D8509278192

5DB509319658

5DB509474033

5DB509695059

5DB509752644

50D509738313

5DB509739755

5DB509816476

5DB509903675

SD8509919651

. . ; oi nal
-Traded

100,000,000

100,000,000

100,000,000

55,000,000

70,000,000

100,000,000

50,000,000

28,500,000

3,000,000

140,000,000

2,500,000

700,000,000

145,000,000

30,000,000

45,000,000

50,000,000

20,000,OO

25,000,000

10,000,000

100,000,000

(100,000,000)

20,000,000

90,000,000

40,000,000

55,000,000

80,000,000

50,000,000

10,000,000

30,000,000

25,000,000

25,000,000

75,000,000

25,000,000

20,000,000

25,000,000

25,000,000

200,000,000

200,000,000

150,000,000

25,000,000

(100,000,000)

(75,000,000)

100,000,000

90,000,000

25,000,000

50,000,000

30,000,000

15,000,000

PSI_QFRGS0401
GS MBS 0000038789

CDs

[Trade Date

7/27/2007
7/30/2007

8/2/2007

8/2/2007

8/2/2007

8/3/2007

8/9/2007

8/24/2007

8/29/2007

8/29/2007
8/29/2007

9/13/2007

11/8/2007

11/9/2007

11/13/2007

11/13/2007

11/13/2007

11/14/2007

11/15/2007

11/16/2007

11/27/2007

1/25/2008

1/29/2008

1/30/2008

1/31/2008

2/1/2008

2/6/2008

2/6/2008

2/6/2008

3/24/2008

3/24/2008

3/25/2008

3/26/2008

3/27/2008

3/31/2008

3/31/2008

4/1/2008

4/2/2008

4/3/2008

4/9/2008

4/24/2008

5/8/2008

5/13/2008
5/13/2008

5/13/2008

5/16/2008

5/20/2008

5/21/2008

.
.

.

� nnn nnn

nn 

nnn nm
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5/22/2008

5/29/2008

5/30/2008

5130/2008

.6/17/2008

6/18/2008

6/19/2008

6/20/2008

6/23/2008

6/23/2008
6/24/2008
6/25/2008
6/27/2008
7/22/2008

7/23/2008

7/25/2008

7/30/2008

8/1/2008

8/4/2008

8/4/2008

8/5/2008

8/5/2008

8/5/2008

9/13/2008

9/18/2008

9/19/2008

9/19/2008

9/22/2008

9/23/2008

9/25/2008

9/26/2008

11/10/2008

11/10/2008

11/10/2008

11/12/2008

11/13/2008

11/19/2008

11/20/2008

11/21/2008

11/26/2008

12/9/2008

12/9/2008

12/9/2008

12/10/2008

SDB509931923

5D8509989336

5DB925207681

5DB925207688

5DB925385261

5DB925401780

SDB925413246

SDB925461770

SDB925483016

SDB925488843

SDB925504839

5D8925529066

5DB925587707

5DB925865679

5DB925883371

5DB925903379

SDB925971987

SDB926005478

SDB926019724

SDB926019729

5DB926034774

SDB926036962

SDB926041326

5D8926432077

5DB926727961

SDB926745244

SDB926750305

SDB926814339

SDB926832889

SDB926887827

SDB926915189

SDB927797131

SD8927799036

SDB927799174

SDB927818877

SD8927843741

SDB927939880

SD8927976561

SDB927993686

SDB928045971

SDB928224278

SDB928227391

SDB928222015

SDB928271988

Subtotal COS

*downsized to 400MM 9/12/08

BONDS

Security Desaiption

AIG S.85 16Jan18

AIG 8.175 15May58 (38 CA 100.00)

AIG 8.175 15May58 (38 CA 100.00)

AIG 8.175 15May58 (38 CA 100.00)

PSI_QFRGS0402GS MBS 0000038789

Page 2 of 3

20,000,000

20,000,000

34,000,000

(20,000,000)

(10,000,000)

(25,000,000)

(75,000,000)

(45,000,000)

(80,000,000)

(170,000,000)

(75,000,000)

(50,000,000)

(25,000,000)

15,000,000

35,000,000

30,000,000

25,000,000

25,000,000

35,000,000

(21,000,000)

225,000,000

50,000,000

25,000,000

(300,000,000)

(50,000,000)

(100,000,0o0)

(100,000,000)

(75,000,000)

(25,000,000)

(25,000,000)

(25,000,000)

(50,000,000)

(50,000,000)

(25,000,000)

(150,000,000)

(90,000,000)

(35,000,000)

(185,000,000)

(25,000,000)

(45,000,000)

35,000,000

34,000,000

(20,000,000)

(40,000,000)

1,01 UgUUUIF�JU

---- k; . ~..
12/7/2007

5/20/2008

5/21/2008

6/2/2008

Notional

40,00,0-
40,000,000

41,000,000

18,500,000

20,000,000

A,0f0,WLW,%Mw

PI...: a- -.
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Page 3 of 3

6/18/2008
6/20/2008
6/26/2008
9/19/2008
11/13/2008
12/4/2008

12/5/2008

12/8/2008
12/9/2008
12/9/2008
12/10/2008

12/15/2008

12/16/2008
1417/2008

12/18/2008
- 12/22/2008

12/23/2008

AIG 8.175 15May58 (38 CA 100.00]

AIG 8.175 15May58 (38 CA 100.00)

AIG 8.175 15May58 (38 CA 100.00)

AIG 8.25 15Aug18
AIG 5.85 16Jan18
AIG 4.25 15May13
AIG 5.45 18May17
AIG 5.6 180ct16
AIG 5.05 1Oct15
AIG 8.25 15Aug18
AIG 4.25 15May13
AIG 4.25 15May13
AIG 4;9 2Jun14 '

AIG 4.9 2jun14 *
AIG 4.9 2Jun14 *

AIG 5.85 16Jan18
AIG 4.95 20Mar12
Total Bonds

20,000,000
10,000,000

20,000,000
61,940,000
15,000,000
10,000,000

5,000,000
5,000,000

17,000,000
(15,000,000)

5,000,000
5,000,000

22,000,000
20,000,000
36,000,000
7,000,000
8,690,000

372,130,000

* CAD denominated bonds, all others are USD

Common Stock _ __ ___

T ~ d.Segatent , jDescniption- ;

6/5/2007' AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (90,600)

6/6/20071 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (1,000)

11/7/2007 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (3,514,600)

11/8/2007 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (2,300,000)

11/9/2007 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP; INC (1,000,000)

11/26/2007 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC 2,500,000

11/27/2007 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC 510,060

11/28/2007 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC 1,000,000

11/29/2007 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC 1,000,000

12/20/2007 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC 900,000

1/24/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (1,000,000)

1/28/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (1,000,000)

2/1/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (1,000,000)

2/5/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (68,700)

2/6/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (1,500,000)

3/24/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (1,500,000)

3/25/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (1,500,000)

4/1/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (1,500,000)

5/5/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC (30,000)

S/9/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC 1,000,000

5/12/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC 1,000,000

4/25/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC 1,153,095

5/28/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC 1,477,821

4/24/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC 3,800,000

9/17/2008 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC 1,572,324

Total Stocks (91,600)

1 Equity trades were executed to sen " ommon itock postons sourced prior to the trades requened.

PSIQFRGS0403GS MBS 0000038789
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Page 1 GS MBS 0000035796

Current
Notional No CUSIP Effective Date

Temninatlon T ansacted ResfbI Issuer External Trade ID Countwpwty

-w1 .... lI -t-I- I Wm----- na I beus Nr.^ea .. Ld. Du_ Bank A-)

-_-- _____ -_ .^AxA-sf e Aee1- !R~R nA.7m7AnR 3and B-Der1 1 5C IOSI. Ltd SDB9800013_8 De- _vscLDN.OaalerIOSI.London ueub-he MOkAG

tt_ ________ __A__A. - 1.W( 5167T007M2AD8 123-Feb-06 18431 9 l5Adirondar ULE1. 1 9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~uov 0Allius Fndng Ltd
_.J~ . ---- f 5 0

LLAJOU2W-A It, I I w _ __ ..... _-.__ .- 4 <19.5~~~2,5W~ j2149WAD J3 -eb-G
I 10.000.000

20,C000C00

15,000,000

_ 10,000,00:,

9,552,699

19.682.881

15,000.000

10.000.00C
10.000.00C

0214 23-F eb-C6
05539MAD2 23-Feb-06

124670AC4 23-Feb-G

26450MAC1 23-Feb-C6
26_AAC1 3-Mar-GB

10-Jan-41

16-Feb-41

9-Mar45
9-Mar-45

13.

18C
I lae(

Al~us Funding Ltd

Al~us Fundn ULtd

BFC Geneses COO Ltd

C&dfl-Based Asset Servidng and So

Duke Funding Ltd_
Duke Funding Ltd

Eortlus Funitng Ltd

SIbosuuulao.3

SDB98w01437

SDB98=0W1506

5SD9800013681
SDB980001387 A
ISDBR91Cl 531

r 7rin6 ZA 5c i f -ou^.wt650- 9,332,61t34958CADO23-Feb-B 112-Jul41 L- tuw~onius F-ou g I

GEMST 2WS2A C _ 1OOWWt 100000C0t 6867VAE7 i23-Feb-06 9May 17

GEMST 10000000 36867VAE7 ;-Mer46B 10 .a 171
rFMST 2005-2A 3C loI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

GEMST 2005-3A1C
GST 2005-3A C(~

GEMST 2005-4A C

GSC 2005-AA IA

GSCSF 2W05-1A 1A3;

_i 1 oo0oo0 10 ,000. S6BAAJ 23-Feb-C6 26-Jul40 I 
1 7I

i n iocicooot 10,0W,00068AAJW1|3-Mar48 26-JuF4 17C

_. - 1o6o_0a000 1o ooo 000136888BAEO

_ _vUt0.o 1.000.08362470ACO

fio 10o000oI10. l0,000,U'3bZ410AC0

Gemstone CDO Ltd
Gemstone COO Ltd
~Gemstcrne COO Ltd

23-Feb-06 12-Feb-41 - 17tGemstone COO Ltd

3-Mar-6B 12-Feb-41 170 Gemstone COO Ltd

3-Mr- 12-Nov-45 . GSC ABS CDO Ltd

r2i-4 B 12-No-4 2001GSC ABS COO Ld

SDB980CO1540
SDB9800;1403

SD898W001543
SDB9BOC01 41 3
SDB980C01418
6D8980001553

3eutscheLoN-Deelar (GSI, London. DuutsonBflanI Av)

DeutsvheLDN-Deeler (GSI, London, Deutsche Bank AG)

DeutscheLDN-Dealer (051.Lon^don, Deutsche Bank AG)

DoutsdhoLDN-Doeaer (GS1. Lono.Deutsche BakAG)

TN- l(G1, London. Deutshe Bank AG)

i M OhLDN-Dealer (GSI. London, Deutsche Bank AG)

DeutscheLDN-Dealer (bSI, London, Dutsche Bank AG)

DhutscheLDN-Deaber (GS1. London. Deutsce Bank AG)

DeutsLhDLDN-Dealer (GS1. London, Deutsche Bank AG)

DeutscheLDN-Dealer (GS1. London, Deutsche Bank AG)

DeutsheLDN-Oe D ,_ on, Deutsch Bank AG)

DeutsAheLDN-Oealer (GSI, Londonr Deutsche Bank AG)

DeubrheLDN-Deahr (GSI, London. Deutsche Bank AG)

DeutschbLDN-Dealer (GSI. London, Deutsche Bank AG)

DeutscheLON-Dealer (6SI. London, Deutsche Bank AG)

DeutscheLDN-Deaklr (GSI. London, Deutsche Bank AG)

PSIQFRGS0405

Tn iche Notional

ALTS0i0C5-2A 1

BFCGE 206-1A
BCL 15A

DUKEF 2005-A

DUKEF 2005-9A
FORTS 2006-IA

.-- RO 2 U5Y i 1-ww- - __ . _. _ __
-

_ _ _ _ _ | _ . _ _ _ _ _ AA
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

LB 10: What does the term "financially sound" mean?

Goldman Sachs interpreted Question 10 posed to Mr. Blankfein to request

information on instances in which the firm accepted CDS termination payments from

"financially sound" counterparties in an amount that was less than what the firm believed that

it was contractually entitled to receive. By "financially sound," Goldman Sachs meant

counterparties that were solvent.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

GS MBS 0000087076
Confidential Treatment Requested
by Goldman Sacs
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Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

LB 11: GS MIBS 0000038857 lists a positions of (84,043,658) for Bear Stearns in
November 2007. Is this correct? If so, please explain the variation.

The data included in GS MBS 0000038857 lists Goldman Sachs' net common

stock positions in several companies, including Bear Stearns, held in Goldman Sachs'
inventory accounts that were included in the firm's balance sheet for each fiscal month-end
during 2007 and 2008. At the end of November 2007, these Goldman Sachs' accounts had a
short position of $84,043,658 in Bear Stearns common stock. This varied from the firm's
common stock positions in Bear Stearns for both the preceding month (October 2007) and the
following month (December 2007). Goldman Sachs' net cash position in Bear Stearns
common stock became shorter in November 2007 relative to October 2007 by approximately
$89 million, and became longer in December 2007 relative to November 2007 by
approximately $76 million. In both instances, Goldman Sachs' equity franchise desk's
exposure to Bear Steams common stock changed in order to hedge equity derivative exposure
to Bear Steams.

Confidential Treatment GS MBS 0000087067

Requested by Goldman Sachs

PSIQFRGS0410
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

LB 11(b): What proprietary units were involved in the trades outlined in GS MNBS

0000038753?

Goldman Sachs has certain business units that solely engage in proprietary trading

activities and are not customer facilitation in nature. These business units are principal equity

strategies, credit principal investing and macro proprietary trading businesses.

Supplemental Response Received From

Goldman Sachs

GS MBS 0000087089
Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

PSIQFRGS0415
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POLICY FOR APPROVING NON-CORE TRADING AND TRADING FLOW CHANGES - JUNE 6,2005

POLICY FOR APPROVING NON-CORE TRADING PRODUCTS

AND TRADING FLOW CHANGES

Effective Date: June 1, 2005
For: All Equities and FICC Franchise Traders

In the normal course of business, franchise desk traders may need to trade products outside of

their primary markets. In order to ensure the non-core trading is in line with division objectives

and the appropriate control infrastructure is established, approval is required.

The Equities and FICC Divisions have adopted the following policy for franchise desks to ensure

an adequate assessment of all requests to trade outside primary markets and/or to add positions in

similar products. Supporting these opportunities can result in changes to the existing trading flow,

as well as create unique or additional firm, regulatory, legal or compliance requirements.

This policy applies globally to all Equities and FICC requests.

A. Required Approvals
Trading positions in similar products. Franchise and/or flow traders are expected to only trade

products which fall within the scope of their primary markets. Primary markets in this case would

mean products for which the trader has market making responsibility, though it is permissible for

traders to take positions in similar products. For example, a yen trader may have positions in the

euro. Business approval as specified in this policy is not required for this case. However, if

infrastructure changes are needed (different trade entry system, new trading account, etc.) by

taking positions in similar products, then an infrastructure review (as noted below) is required.

Hedging. It is understood that more efficient hedging vehicles may exist in markets completely

different from the underlying franchise products.. For example, a trader making markets in oil

shares may want to hedge their positions with oil swaps. In these cases, business approval and

infrastructure review is required.

Trading products outside the scoDe of primary markets. Occasionally, traders may want to

trade products failing outside their primary markets. While this sort of non-core trading is

generally discouraged, traders may seek permission by following the approval procedure.

Business approval and infrastructure review is required.

B. Business Approval

For hedging and trading products outside the scope of primary markets, the desk supervisor must

receive prior approval from both the Divisional Risk Manager and a FICC-Equities Operating

Committee member. Requests for business approval should be provided in writing to the

Divisional Risk Manager, Legal and Compliance and include the following:

* A description of the non-core product to be traded

* List of impacted trading flows / systems

* A description of any unique requirements or constraints

Infrastructure Review

Upon receipt of business approval, the trader is required to engage their appropriate support area

contacts, complete an Infrastructure Control Assessment and inform their regional New Products

Committee.

.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I.

Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs
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Poucy FOR APPROVING NON-CORE TRADING AND TRADNo FLOW CHANGES - JUNE 6,2005

Traders are required to work with representatives from Trading Technology, Legal, Compliance,

Market Risk Management Analysis, Strategies, Controllers and Operations to complete the

checklist.

Please refer to Annex A for a list of the Divisional Risk Managers and regional New Products

Committees and Annex B for an example of the Infrastructure Control Checklist.

Once complete, the checklist will be reviewed by the appropriate regional New Products

Committee to ensure all appropriate impact areas are addressed and assist the desk in making sure

the necessary infrastructure changes are implemented and issues are resolved.

D. Implementation

The desk is responsible for ensuring that all approvals and. infrastructure control action items are

completed prior to the start of trading.

-2 -

Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs GWWRORBR8
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POUCY FOR APPRoviNG NON-CORE TRADING AND TRADING FLOW CHANGES-JuNE 6, 2 i = Redactdby thePermanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

ANNExA

Divisional Risk Manaaers Approval Chain

Bill McMahon (212in request

Bruce Petersen (21 _S . IVts LRisk
Manager'

Ed Wilson (212in
lop Committeei:

Menmber

New Products Committees

Americas New Products Committee Nev-aProducts
Committab

Barry Goldman (21 _.

Dirk Kranenburg (212 _

Walter Wanga (212 in

Tokyo Business Opportunity Review Group

Craig Crossman 8

Catherine Wedgbury 8

Kent Garneau 8

Hong Kong Asia ex-Japan New Business Initiative Committee

Craig Crossman 8

IanClay 8

Samantha Yang 8

Europe European New Business Initiative Committee

Robert Charnley 8 _

Stephen Davies 8 _

Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs GSfSfl! O93sgj 9
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Poucy FOR APPRovN NON-CORE TRADrNG AND TRADING FLOW CHANGES-JuNE 6,2005

ANNEX B

The following is an example of the Infrastructure Control Checklist:

M =1 Infrasbudure Control Checklist (draft)

_ New Business INon Core Tradng end Tradg Ftow Changes
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Know Your Customer Suitablity and Authority

KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER: SUITABILITY AND AUTHORITY

Effective Date: March 31, 2005 (revised from July 1996)
For: FICC Division

Sales and trading personnel have an obligation to Sk now their customers" before
recommending or entering into any securities transaction. This obligation includes the

duty to exercise due diligence to learn the essential facts regarding the customer and the

customer's orders and accounts.

Under GS&Co. policy and applicable reg ulations, before recommending a securities

transaction to a customer, sales and trading personnel must determine that the

transaction is suitable for the customer. In addition, the firm must determine that a

customer has provided sufficient evidence of its authority to enter into a transaction
(whether the transaction is recom mended or not).

In addition to considering suitability and authority issues in the context of each securities

transaction, you should observe the general trading patterns of each customer and

recognize any trading activity which is unusual for a customer because of the size of the

trades, the securities or markets involved, or any other reason. You should also be

aware of market 'rumors" about customers that may raise suitability or authority
concems.

Sales managers should regularly review sales activity for potential suitability problems.

Sales and trading personnel should bring to the attention of a sales manager any

unusual transactions, changes in client conditions or characteristics, significant losses

experienced by customers, or other events that may affect the suitability of securities for

a customer.

For a discussion of suitability requirements for transactions in municipal securities, see

the policies and procedures memorandum entitled Municipal Securities.

For information regarding the docum entation and other requirements and procedures
applicable to opening new accounts, see the policies and procedures memorandum
entitled Documentation.

In addition, various regulatory requirements may apply to the firm's communications with

customers generally or in connection with specific securities. See the policies and
procedures memorandum entitled Customer Communications/Correspondence.

A. Suitability/Know Your Customer Requirements
Traders and salespersons must comply with general 'know your customer' and

suitability requirements established by securities self-regulatory organizations,
including the NYSE and the NASD.

Sales and trading personnel should be prepar ed to explain the basis for their
suitability determinations and should consider, in consultat ion with their managers,
whether to document such determinations in special or unusual circumstances.

I ReaSonable-Rasis Suitability

The firm must have a reasonable basis to believe that the securities it
recommends are suitable for at least some customers, based on a careful review
and understanding of the terms and conditions of the securities being offered. In
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Know Your Customer Suitability and Authority

other words, the firm must have a reasonable basis to believe that the of fered

securities are reasonably suitable for investment in general. Of course, sales and

trading personnel must always understand the relevant features of any securities

in which they are trading, including the potential risks and rewards, so that they

are in a position to conduct an appropriate suitability analysis.

The concept of a 'recommendation' is discussed in Section A.3 below. See also

Section A.5 (regarding 'non-conventional investments") and Section A.6

(regarding options).

2. Customer-Specific Suitability/Know Your Customer Requirement

In addition, in recommending any securities transaction to any particular

customer (whether institutional or otherwise), sales and trading personne I must,

under NASD Rule 2310, have reasonable grounds for believing that the

recommendation is suitable for the customer. This determination must be based

on facts, if any, that have been disclosed by such customer regarding the

customer's other security holdings and regarding the customer's financial

situation and needs. The concept of a 'recommendation" is discussed in Section

A.3 below.

The NASD has cautioned against relying too heavily on a customer's financial

status as a basis for making a recommendation, since a customers net worth

alone is not necessarily determinative of whether a particular security is suitable

for that investor.

The NYSE's "know your customer" requirement under Rule 405 also requires

that the firm use diligence to learn the essential f acts relative to every customer,

every order, every cash or margin account accepted or car ried by the firm, and

every person holding power of attorney over any account accepted or carried by

the firm. The country of which a customer is a citizen is deemed to be an

"essential fact.'

(a) 'Institutional Customers"
If a customer is an "institutional customer," that is, any entity other than a

natural person, the obligation under NASD Rule 2310 to determine that a

recommendation is suitable for the particular customer is fulfilled when a

broker-dealer has reasonable grounds to conclude that:

* The customer is capable of independently evaluating investment risk.

AND

* The customer is making independent investment decisions.

Note, however, that the NASD has indicated that this guidance is more

appropriately applied to customers with at least $10 million invested in

securities. Where a customer has delegated decision-making authority to an

agent, such as an investment advisor or a bank trust department, the

obligations discussed under this section apply with respect to the agent.

(i) Capability to Evaluate Risk Independently

Sales and trading personnel should consider, based on the inf ormation

available to them, the custaintn's l pabilily to evaluate investment risk,
including the resources available to the customer to make informed

decisions. If a customer is either generally not capable of evaluating

investment risk or lacks sufficient capability to evaluate a particular
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Know Your Customer Suitability and Authority

security, then the firm's customer-specific suitability obligation is not

diminished by the fact that the member is dealing with an institutional

customer.

Relevant considerations in determining capability to evaluate investment

risk independently could include:

* The use of one or more consultants, investment advisers, or bank

trust departments.

* The general level of experience of the institutional customer in

financial markets and specific experience with the type of security

under consideration.

* The customers ability to understand the econom ic features of the

security involved.

* The customer's ability to independently evaluate how market

developments would affect the security.

* The complexity of the securities involved.

(ii) Exercise of Independent Judgment

Sales and trading personnel may conclude that a customer is exercising

independent judgment if the customer's investment decision will be based

on its own independent a ssessment of the opportunities and risk s

presented by the potential transaction, market factors, and other

investment considerations.

A determination that a customer is making independent investm ent

decisions depends on the nature of the relationship between the member

and the customer. Relevant considerations could include:

* Any written or oral understanding that exists between the member

and the customer regarding the nature of the relationship between

the member and the customer and the services to be rendered by

the member.

* The presence or absence of a pattern of acceptance of the

members recommendations.

* The use by the customer of ideas, suggestions, market views, and

information obtained from other members or market professionals,
particularly those relating to the same type of securities.

The extent to which the member has received from the customer

current comprehensive portfolio information in connection with

discussing recommended transactions or has not been provided
important information regarding its portfolio or investment
objectives.

(b) Customers with Less than $50 Million in Assets

Under NASD Rule 2310(b), in the case of a transaction recommended to any

customer (whether a natural person or otherwise) with total assets of under

$50 million, sales and trading personnel must, prior to execution, make a

reasonable effort to obtain information concerning:

* The customers financial status.

* The customers tax status.
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Know Your Customer Suitability and Authority

* The customers investment objectives.

* Such other information used or considered to be reasonable by sales

and trading personnel in making recommendations to the customer.

This requirement does not apply to:

* A bank, savings and loan association, insurance company, or

registered investment company.

* An investment adviser registered eith er with the SEC under Section

203 of the Advisers Act or with a state securities com mission (or

agency or office performing like functions).

(c) Individuals
Individual customers may be less sophisticated and less able to bear any

losses from risky securities. Reasonable efforts should be made to obtain

from these customers information regarding their financial background and

objectives, and special caution should be exercised to deter mine the

suitability of any securities for these customers in light of such information.

Even if a customer seeks to engage in, or has previously engaged in, highly

speculative or otherwise aggressive trading, sales and trading personnel

have a duty to refrain from making recommendations that are incompatible

with the customers financial profile and interests.

The NASD has expressed concern that some individual investors may not

understand the risks and costs associated with bonds and bond funds, and

has reiterated the responsibility of broker-dealers to take appropriate steps to

ensure that their customers understand the risks, costs, and benefits of these

securities.

3. "Recommendations"

The NASD's customer-specific suitability requirements apply only where the firm

recommends a securities transaction to a custo mer. Whether a particular

transaction is in fact "recommended' depends on an analysis of all the relevant

facts and circumstances.

* The suitability rule ordinarily would not apply when the firm acts solely as

an "order-taker for customers who, on their own initiative, effect

transactions without a recommendation from the firm.

* On the other hand, a broad range of circumstances may cause a

transaction to be considered recommended; this determination does not

depend on whether the salesperson classifies the trade as 'solicited" or

aunsolicited," nor does it depend on the mode of communication between

the trader or salesperson and the customer.

*The NASD has stated more generally that an important factor is whether,

in view of its content, context, and manner of presentation, a particular

communication to a customer reasonably would be viewed as a "call to

action" or suggestion that the customer engage in a securities

transaction.

* In general, the more individually tailored the communication to a specific

customer or a targeted group of customers about a security or group of

March 31, 2005 
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Know Your Customer: Suitability and Authority

securities, the greater the likelihood that the communication may be

viewed as a 'recommendation.'

• The suitability rule applies to all Orecommendations" made to customers

via e-mail or other electronic communications, including customer-specific

electronic communications encouraging the purchase of a security, or e-

mails to customers stating they should be invested in securities from a

particular sector and urging them to buy securities from a list with 'buy"

recommendations.

* Although the firm cannot avoid or disclaim away its suitability obligation

(and a particular communication may be deemed a 'recommendation"

notwithstanding the use of a disclaimer), the firm may properly disclose to

customers that information is not based on a custom er's particular

financial situation or needs, or that opinions or recommendations

expressed in research do not take into account individual investors'

circumstances and are not intended to represent "recommendations" of

particular securities to particular customers.

The NASD has also found that when a broker effects transactions in an account

over which it has discretion, the transactions are implicitly recommended.

Additional NASD guidance addresses the circum stances in which various online

services or products (e.g., Web sites with research or analytical tools) may entail

a 'recommendation." For further information regarding whether any activities may

constitute a "recommendation," consult the Compliance or Legal Departments.

4. Activities that May Raise Suitability or Other Issues

The NASD has identified certain activities that may raise special suitability or

other concems, including:

* Excessive trading activity in a customer's account ("churning" or

"overtrading"). Whether activity is excessive depends on the objectives

and financial situation of the customer involved.

* Trading in mutual fund shares, particularly on a short-term basis.

* Recommending' the purchase of securities in amounts inconsistent with

the reasonable expectation that the customer has the financial ability to

meet such a commitment.

* Recommending or accepting orders for new financial products -

members must make every effort to familiarize themselves with each

customers financial situation, trading experience, and ability to meet the

risks involved with such securities, and should make customers aware of

the pertinent information regarding the securities.

Other activities that may be fraudulent or impermissible are discussed in the

policies and procedures memorandum entitled 'Parkina' and Other Impermissible

Trading Activities.

5. Non-Conventional Investments

The NASD has expressed concern that investors, particularly retail investors,

may seek greater yields or returns through whal the NASu has termed "non-

conventional investments" ("NCIs") without fully understanding the risks

associated with these securities. For these purposes, NCIs include, among other

securities, asset-backed securities, equity-linked notes, index-linked notes, non-
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traded RE ITs, multi-callable step up notes, redee mable secured notes, auction

rate preferred securities, principal protected index-linked CDs, distressed debt,

derivative products, and em erging market debt securities. The NASD has noted

that NCIs may entail significant credit risks that are difficult to understand and

assess; may have less market liquidity, and may have less transparency as to

their pricing and value.

The NASD has noted that members should perform appropriate due diligence to

ensure they understand the nature of an NCI, as well as the potential risks and

rewards associated with it, in order to make a 'reasonable-ba sis" suitability

analysis (see Section A. 1 above) - even if the security is intended only for

institutional investors. The type of due diligence investigation that is appropriate

will vary from security to security, but certain common features that sales and

trading personnel should understan d include, but are not limited to:

* The liquidity of the security.

* The existence of a secondary market and the prospective transparency of

pricing in any secondary market transactions.

* The creditworthiness of the issuer.

* The creditworthiness and value of any underlying collateral.

* Where applicable, the creditworthiness of the counterparties.

* Principal, return, and/or interest rate risks and the factors that determine
those risks.

* The tax consequences of the security.

* The costs and fees associated with purchasing and selling the security.

Broker-dealers may in good faith rely on representations concerning an NCI

contained in a prospectus or disclosure document, but reliance on such materials

alone may be insufficient where the materials do not provide sufficient
information to fully evaluate the security's risks.

In addition, sales and trading personnel must make the types of customer-

specific suitability determinations described in Section A.2 above when

recommending an NCI to a customer.

6. Options on Fixed Income Securities

Special suitability rules apply with respect to customers trading securities

options. GS&Co. sales and trading personnel may not recommend any option

transaction to a customer unless there are reasonable grounds for believing

(based on information furnished by the customer after reasonable inquiry

concerning the customer's investment objectives, financial situation and needs,

and any other information known by sales or trading personnel) that the

recommended transaction is suitable for the customer.

In addition, sales or trading personnel may not recommend to the customer an

opening transaction in an option contract unless the person making the

recommendation has a reasonable basis for believing, at the time of the

recommendation, that:

* The customer has such knowledge and experience in financial matters

that the customer may reasonably be expected to be capable of

evaluating the risks of the recommended transaction.
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AND

* The customer is financially able to bear the risks of the recommended
position in the option contract.

For information regarding the special docum entation and disclosure requirements
and procedures applicable when opening new options accounts, see the policies
and procedures memorandum entitled Documentation.

7. Customers Subject to Specific Regulatory Regimes

Recommendations made to customers subject to specific regulatory regimes
may raise additional suitability concerns. In case of any questions or concerns
regarding such customers, trading and sales personnel should contac t the
Compliance or Legal Departments.

(a) Employee Benefit Plans
It is especially important to "know your customer' when dealing with
employee benefit plans. Such plans are usually subject to the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA") and the rules thereund er,
as well as rules and guidelines adopted by trustees or governing boards.
Under ERISA, a fiduciary of a plan (i.e., the person managing the plan's
assets) must diversify the assets of the plan to prevent large losses and must
discharge its investment duties "with the care, skill, prudence, and diligence
under the circumstances then prevailing that a prudent man acting in a like
capacity and familiar with such matters would use in the conduct of an
enterprise of a like character and with like aims...." See the policies and
procedures memorandum entitled Prohibited Transactions Under ERISA.

Although adherence to the "prudent man" rule cited above and other
investment requirements under ERISA is primarily the responsibility of the
pension plan's investment manager, salespersons and traders should be alert
to circumstances indicating the need to raise questions with their manager or
the Compliance or Legal Departm ents. You need to be sensitive to whether
you believe the strategies are inconsistent with these basic duties. Other
ERISA requirements discussed in the policies and procedures memorandum
entitled Prohibited Transactions Under ERISA also may affect GS&Co.'s
ability to enter into fixed income transactions with ERISA plans.

While public pension plans are not subject to ERISA, they are governed by
state and local statutory schemes. These schemes vary greatly, sometimes
including a "prudence" standard and at other tim es providing a list of
prohibited and permitted investments. As in the case of ERISA plans,
adherence to the investment standards applicable to public pension plans is
primarily the responsibility of the investment manager for the plan. However,
it is very important for GS&Co. that it not engage in any transaction with
these plans that is prohibited by local law. GS&Co. is on constructive notice
of these statutes, and there have been instances where broker-dealers have
been held responsible in connection with transactions that have exceeded
their authority. GS&Co. personnel should remain alert to circumstances
indicating the need to raise questions with their manager or the Compliance
or Legal Departments.
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(b) State and Municipal Counterparties

Special caution should be exercised when dealing with state and municipal

entities, even when such counterparties are sophisticated investors and

understand the risks involved in the transaction.

B. Power and Authority
Before entering into a securities transaction, it is essential that the firm take

appropriate measures to determine whether.

* A customer has the power, capacity and authority to enter into the proposed

transactions (e.g., there are no legal or regulatory prohibitions against the

customer entering into such transactions, such transactions are not prohibited

under the customer's organizational or other constitutive documents, etc.)

AND

* The individuals with whom GS&Co. is dealing have authority to act for the

customer in such transactions.

The appropriate measures to be taken will vary, depending both on the n ature of the

customer and the nature of the transaction. Factors which you should consider

include whether your customer is acting as principal or agent, whether the proposed

transaction falls within the institution's guidelines for permissible transactions, and

whether the transaction is perm itted by the regulators, if any, of that institution. In

considering whether the individual with whom you are dealing has authority, you may

look to evidence of actual authority or evidence of whether the person reasonably

appears to have been given authority to act on behalf of the institution he or she

purports to represent - e.g., whether the institution has held the individual out as

having authority or has knowingly permitted the individual to act on its behalf.

Sales and trading personnel should contact the Corn pliance or Legal Departments if

they have any doubts or questions regarding the power of a customer to enter into

transactions or the authority of the individuals with whom they are dealing to act on

behalf of the customer. Specific authority considerations for various categories of

customers are discussed below.

1. Governments and Public-Sector Entities

It is especially important to consider whether state and local governm ent entities,

including public pension plans, have the pow er to enter into securities
transactions and whether persons acting on behalf of such entities have obtained

proper authorization. State and municipal organizations are often prohibited from

engaging in certain types of transactions.

The power of an entity to enter into securities transactions generally flows from

is charter and by-laws or, in some cases, the law under which it was created.

Where sovereign or public-sector ent ities are concemed, a local or national

constitution; charter or statute in the case of a public corporation; or investment

management agreement, trust agreement, and related investment guidelines

may also be relevant. Be aware, however, that while reviewing these documents

is a necessary first step, the review should not end the inquiry. As additional

protection, consider obtainin thP npi nion of counsel to the entity or including

representations from the entity as to authority under applicable law in the

transaction documents.
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2. Cash or Margin Accounts; Agency, Estate or Trust Accounts

NYSE requires that certain information related to power and authority be

maintained by the firm in connection with certain cash or margin accounts carried

by the firm and certain agency accounts. For further information regarding
account documentation and related requirements, see the policies and

procedures memorandum entitled Documentation. Note in particular that when

estate or trust accounts are involved, the Legal Department should be consulted

as to the documents that should be obtained.

3. Financial Institutions

All transactions with federally insured depository institutions (i.e., commercial

banks, savings banks) must meet certain "written agreement' and related

requirements to be enforceable. These requirements are less stringent in the

case of 'securities contracts," 'forward contracts," "commodity contracts,'
"repurchase agreements," 'swap agreem ents,' and "fed funds' transactions. In

addition, the Federal Financial Institutions Examinations Council and other

regulatory agencies restrict the permissible transactions of depository institutions.

Sales and trading personnel should contact the Compliance or Legal
Departments if they have any doubts regarding whether a transaction with a

financial institution meets the applicable "written agreement' requirements.

4. ERISA Plans

For further information regarding power and authority issues arising in connection

with ERISA plans, consult the policies and procedure memorandum entitled

Prohibited Transactions Under ERISA.

5. Investment Companies

Investment companies must be specifically authorized under their constitutive

documents to enter into transactions with respect to the type of security involved.

GS&Co. must also be a permissible counterparty under those documents.

6. Insurance Companies

Insurance companies are subject to state regulatory requirements that vary by

jurisdiction. As a result, when entering into transactions with insurance

companies, sales and trading personnel should exercise s pecial care regarding

applicable laws or regulations that may limit or regulate the ability of the company

to engage in the transaction.
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Reapproval of Certain Governance Documents (Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, Policy on
Jan 2009 Board Reporting of Concerns Regarding Accounting and Other Matters and Policy Regarding Escalation

Jan 2009 to, and Retention by, the Audit Committee of Accounting Complaints and the Non-Management
Directors of Other Concerns)

Jan 2009 Corp Govm Annual Review of Code of Business Conduct and Ethics

Annual Review of Reporting of Concerns Regarding Accounting and Other Matters and Policy

Jan 2009 Audit Committee Regarding Escalation to, and Retention by, the Audit Committee of Accounting Complaints and
the Non-Management Directors of Other Concerns

May 2009 Board Approval of Amendment to Code of Business Conduct and Ethics

May 2009 Corp Gov IRecommendation to the Board of Proposed Amendment to Code of Business Conduct and Ethics

Appendix C: Firrnwide Business Practices Committee

BPC Charter
BPC Summary of MeetingslTopics (2003-2010)
Firmwide Business Practices Committee Presentation to Board (Sep 2009)

Appendix D: Samples of Training and Communications Efforts

New Hire Training (Materials used in June 2004 and Spring 2010)

Anti-Money Laundering and Communications Modules (sample screenshots)
Suspicious Activity Training

o Suspicious Activity Presentation Exemplar (GS Bank)
o Suspicious Activity Presentation to firm's Management Committee (May 2009)

GS MBS 0000038750
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Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.
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HEARING ON

WALL STREETAND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CLAIRE McCASKILL
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to
LLOYD C. BLANKFEEN

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREETAND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010

1) How many partners of Goldman Sachs had investments with Paulson & Co at the time
the Abacus AC-1 transaction was completed?

There were no Goldman Sachs partners who had investments with Paulson & Co. at the time
the ABACUS 2007-AC 1 transactions closed (April 26 2007). One retired partner invested
$20,000 in the Paulson Enhanced Limited Fund, a leveraged fund that focuses on mergers and
acquisitions, on May 23, 2007. No Goldman Sachs partners had investments with the Paulson
Credit Opportunities Funds at the time of the ABACUS 2007-AC 1 transaction.

2) How large was the short position that Goldman Sachs sold to Paulson & Co as a part of
the Abacus AC-1 transaction in relation to all short positions sold to other clients
through synthetic and hybrid CDO issuances in 2006 and 2007? Please express this as a
percentage.

The purchase of protection by Paulson & Co. from Goldman Sachs in conjunction
with ABACUS 2007-AC I represented approximately 18% of all short positions sold to clients
through synthetic and hybrid CDO issuances in 2006 and 2007.

3) Of clients to whom Goldman sold short positions from synthetic CDOs, as in the
Abacus AC-1 transaction, how many employed former directors or employees of
Goldman Sachs?

See 8.

4) Did any Goldman employees see their total compensation decline as a result of the
ultimate poor performance of the mortgage backed securities and collateralized debt
obligations that the firm issued in 2006 and 2007?

PSILQFRGS0435
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In general, Goldman Sachs' compensation structure is based on the firm's overall
performance, the performance of the specific business in which the employee works and the
personal performance of the employee. Further, the firm, and specifically the mortgage business,
aggressively managed head count commensurate with performance of the business from 2006
through 2008. For employees within the mortgage business involved in the structuring,
underwriting and trading of non-agency RMBS and CDOs, total headcount declined by
approximately 50% during the period of 2006 through 2008. Additionally, for non-partner
employees who remained with the firm during that period, compensation declined on average by
approximately 47%.

5) Please provide the context for the email in exhibit 77, in which a Goldman employee
reviewed pool of mortgages originated by New Century. Were these loans subsequently
packaged into securities? If so, how much of the pool discussed in exhibit 77 was "put
back," to use the phrase from the analyst writing the document?

The loans in Exhibit 77 were part of a securitization (GSAMP Home Equity Trust 2007-
NC 1) at the time the review described in Exhibit 77 was conducted. New Century, the loan
seller, provided contractual protection for early payment defaults ("EPDs"). The securitization
trust received the benefit of this EPD protection under the securitization documents. When an
EPD occurred on a loan, New Century was obligated to repurchase the EPD loan and the
securitization trust was entitled to the principal balance of and accrued interest on the EPD loan.
After being notified of the EPD event, New Century asked Goldman Sachs to provide a bid to
purchase the EPD loans from New Century once it repurchased the EPD loans. As is customary
for loan purchases, in order to ascertain a price for the EPD loans, Goldman Sachs performed a
review of the EPD loans as described in Exhibit 77.

All of the EPD loans discussed in Exhibit 77 (123 loans total) were repurchase obligations of
New Century. The "put back" notation in Exhibit 77 identifies loans that Goldman Sachs was not
willing to purchase from New Century as a result of review findings. However, New Century
was still obligated to repurchase the EPD loans that were in the securitization trust. Goldman
Sachs notes that due to New Century's financial difficulties and subsequent bankruptcy, New
Century never fulfilled their EPD repurchase obligation, and Goldman Sachs never purchased
any of the loans from New Century.

6) Did Goldman Sachs perform a review similar to that found in Exhibit 77 of the pools of
mortgages from which the Long Beach Mortgage Loan Trust 2006-A (LBMLT-A)
residential mortgage backed securities were created? If so, please produce those
reviews to the committee. How many loans showed evidence of potential fraud,
noncompliance, foreclosure, or other risk factors? How many problem loans ended up
in the pools for LBMLT-A that were then sold to investors? How were weaknesses in
the pools disclosed to investors?

Unlike the New Century loans discussed above, the LBMLT 2006-A securitization did not
include a provision whereby the originator or seller (Long Beach) was required to repurchase
EPD loans. Goldman Sachs, therefore, did not perform a review for LBMLT 2006-A similar to
that found in Exhibit 77 for GSAMP Home Equity Trust 2007-NC 1. The risks associated with
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the LBMLT 2006-A securitization were disclosed as part of the offering document at time of

issuance.

7) How many customers contacted Goldman Sachs asking to take a short position with

respect to housing related assets after your firm decided to make a concerted effort to

"reduce risk" which reducing your net long position with respect to the housing

market? To how many customers did you sell short positions? How many customers

were turned away? Do you feel that your need to "reduce risk," prevented your firm,

in its role as market maker, from serving customers who wanted to purchase short

positions?

Goldman Sachs does not maintain records indicating: (i) the number of customers in

aggregate who approached the firm during this period, seeking to sell cash assets or purchase

credit protection on mortgage-related products; or (ii) the number of customers seeking to

purchase credit protection on mortgage-related products who were "turned away" by the firm.

Goldman Sachs notes, however, that the firm sold credit protection of more than $100 billion

notional to over 500 customers, and that the firm is not aware of customers seeking bids or offers

(whether for cash assets or credit protection referencing such assets) who did not receive such

bids or offers.

Further, the firm's decision to "reduce risk" did not prevent it from serving its customers as a

market maker. Although the prices that Goldman Sachs quoted to buyers and sellers varied with

market levels, the firm continued to transact in mortgage-related products in response to client

demand. Indeed, acting in its capacity as a market maker in cash and derivative mortgage-related

products, Goldman Sachs stood ready on a daily basis in late 2006 and continuing through 2007

to provide bids or offers to customers on cash instruments and credit protection referencing such

mortgage-related instruments.

8) Of the customers to whom you did sell short positions how many were companies that

had hired former Goldman employees or with whom Goldman employees had
investments?

Goldman Sachs encloses (i) a spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS

0000038772) providing information on individuals employed by Goldman Sachs as a Managing

Director ("MD") in a front office division who left Goldman Sachs between January 1, 2000 and

December 31, 2007 for a position at one of the firms listed below (in Table A) to which

Goldman Sachs sold short positions on synthetic CDOs; and (ii) a spreadsheet (bearing

production number GS MBS 0000038773) providing information on private investments made

by Goldman Sachs MDs from January 1, 2000 through December 31, 2007 in any of the firms

listed below (in Table A) to which Goldman Sachs sold short positions on synthetic CDOs.I

IGoldman Sachs notes that the information in these spreadsheets was derived from data provided voluntarily by

former Goldman Sachs employees at the time of departure or from information voluntarily provided by Goldman

Sachs alumni.

Goldman Sachs also notes that (i) one former Goldman Sachs MD (Asif Khan) who worked on synthetic CDOs

while at Goldman Sachs was subsequently employed by a broker-dealer identified in this response as a firm that was

PSI_QFR_GS0437
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The firms to which Goldman Sachs sold short positions on synthetic CDOs that were
reviewed to provide the information in the enclosed spreadsheets include:

Aladdin Capital Management Nomura
Calyon Rabo Bank
Countrywide Financial Natixis
FBR Capital Markets Paulson
Fortis Piper Jaffray
FTN Financial RBS Greenwich
GSC Partners Wachovia
Investec The Winter Group
MacDonald Investments Washington Mutual
Magnetar Winchester Capital
Morgan Keegan

Certain broker-dealers were excluded when examining this information because a large
number of former Goldman Sachs employees have subsequently been employed by these firms,
and Goldman Sachs has assumed that information concerning the employment of former
Goldman Sachs employees at these firms would not necessarily be relevant to the
Subcommittee's inquiry. These excluded broker-dealers include: Bank of America, Barclays
Capital, Bear Stearns, Citigroup, Credit Suisse First Boston, Deutsche Bank, HSBC, JPMorgan
Chase, Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley and UBS. Should the Subcommittee
want this information, Goldman Sachs will attempt to compile and produce it to the
Subcommittee staff.

Goldman Sachs wishes to stress that it does not maintain a central repository of the requested
information and, accordingly, used various technologies and manual resources to generate this
spreadsheet for production to the Subcommittee in response to this Question. While Goldman
Sachs believes that the spreadsheet is reasonably accurate, Goldman Sachs cannot make an
absolute representation that it is complete or that there were not some inadvertent errors in its
preparation, especially given the expedited timeframe within which it was generated and
produced to you. Goldman Sachs also wishes to stress that the information used to generate this

spreadsheet for production to you was maintained and used for limited, internal firm purposes,
and not pursuant to or for purposes of regulatory or other reporting requirements, or for use by
third parties.

PSI_QFR_GS0438

not searched to provide the information in the enclosed spreadsheet and (ii) two former Goldman Sachs MDs
(Alfred Eckhert and Richard Hayden) who left Goldman Sachs prior to January 1, 2000 are currently partners at
GSC Partners.
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to

DAVID A. VINIAR
Executive Vice President and

Chief Financial Officer
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREET AND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to
DAVID A. VINIAR

Executive Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREET AND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010

Please provide answers to the following questions by June 15. 2010:

1. Exhibit 26 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, includes an email between
you and Gary Cohn. Mr. Cohn informed you that Goldman Sach's ("Goldman") SPG
Trading desk made $373 million while the CDO-CLO desk lost $230 million and the
Residential Credit desk lost $92 million. You responded by writing: "Tells you what might
be happening to people who don't have the big short."

Describe in detail what you meant by your response and describe the "big short" to which you
are referring, including the notional value of the position, when it was acquired, and when it
was sold or covered.

2. For the period between December 14, 2006, and December 31, 2007, identify the 5 dates on
which Goldman had the largest net short positions with respect to RMBS securities
(including the ABX), and the notional size of those net short positions.

PSIQFRGS0444
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Responses of Mr. David Viniar to the
SuDmlemental Ouestions for the Record of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investieations

1. Exhibit 26 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, includes an email
between you and Gary Cohn. Mr. Cohn informed you that Goldman Sachs's
("Goldman") SPG Trading desk made $373 million while the CDO-CLO desk lost $230
million and the Residential Credit desk lost $92 million. You responded by writing:
"Tells you what might be happening to people who don't have the big short."

Describe in detail what you meant by your response and describe the "big short" to
which you are referring, including the notional value of the position, when it was
acquired, and when it was sold or covered.

As I testified on April 27, 2010:

[W]hat I meant ... because I didn't give the full thought, which is: tells you
what might happen to people who don't have the big short, when they do have a
big long. This came, I believe, shortly after people had announced their second
quarter results. Quite a number of people had disclosed how big their long
inventory positions were and without basically balancing those positions, there
would be significant losses which is what proved to happen across the industry.

Although I was aware that Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman Sachs") had
obtained a significant short position in order to counterbalance its significant long mortgage-
related inventory positions, which reduced the Firm's overall exposure to the mortgage market, I
was not personally involved in the transactions. I also have no memory of any particular
transactions or the overall notional value of this position at any point in-time. I should add that
totaling up long and short notional amounts for different assets and then netting the total long
and short notional amounts will not reflect whether Goldman Sachs was net long or net short the
mortgage market, because different assets vary considerably in their sensitivity to changes in
market prices. Often, the only indicator of whether positions were net long or net short were the
profits earned or losses sustained on those positions.

It is my understanding that Goldman Sachs is discussing with the Subcommittee
staff how the Firm can provide the, additional information called for by this Question on a
schedule agreed with the Subcommittee staff.

2. For the period between December 14, 2006, and December 31, 2007, identify the 5 dates
on which Goldman had the largest net short positions with respect to RMBS securities
(including the ABX), and the notional size of those net short positions.

I do not know the information requested in this Question. I would not, in the
ordinary course of business, have requested aggregate net short data on a notional basis. To the
extent that this data can be compiled from Firm records, it is my understanding that Goldman
Sachs will work with the Subcommittee staff to provide a response on behalf of the Firm.
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FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to

CRAIG W. BRODERICK
Chief Risk Officer

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREET AND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to

CRAIG W. BRODERICK
Chief Risk Officer

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREETAND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010

Please provide answers to the following questions by June 15, 2010:

1. Exhibit 48 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is a copy of a presentation

that you made to the Goldman Sachs ("Goldman") Tax Department on October 29, 2007.

Your presentation addressed "events in the credit markets over the past few months, as well

as [Goldman's] own credit and trading performance."

In the fourth full paragraph on page 2, you wrote:

"So what happened to us? A quick word on our own market and credit risk

performance in this regard. In market risk -- you saw in our 2n' and 3Y quarter

results that we made money despite our inherently long cash positions - because

starting early in '07 our mortgage trading desk started putting on big short

positions, mostly using the ABX Index, which is a family of indices designed to

replicate cash bonds. And did so in enough quantity that we were net short, and

made money (substantial $$ in the 3' quarter) as the subprime market

weakened. (This remains our position today.)"

(a) What was the notional value of the net short positions put on by the mortgage trading

desk that you refer to in your presentation? For the period between December 14, 2006,

and December 31, 2007, identify the 5 dates on which mortgage trading desk had the

largest notional net short positions, and the notional value of those net short positions.

(b) In your presentation, you wrote that the mortgage trading desk "started putting on big

short positions. . .[a]nd did so in enough quantity that we were net short, and made

money (substantial $$ in the 3rd quarter) as the subprime market weakened." How much

money was made in 2007 as a result of the short positions put on by the mortgage

trading desk? Also, quantify "substantial" - how much money was made in the third

quarter of 2007? When stating those amounts, do not offset any money made by these

PSIQFRGS0447
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net short positions with any losses or gains from or with respect to other transactions or

assets.

(c) In addressing the short positions of the mortgage trading desk in the presentation

referred to above, you write: "we were net short, and made money (substantial $$ in the

3"d quarter) as the subprime market weakened. (This remains our position today.)" As

of the date you gave that presentation, what was the notional net short position of the

mortgage trading desk?
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Responses of Mr. Craig Broderick to the

Supplemental Ouestions for the Record of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

1. Exhibit 48 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is a copy of a

presentation that you made to the Goldman Sachs ("Goldman") Tax Department on

October 29, 2007. Your presentation addressed "events in the credit markets over the

past few months, as well as [Goldman's) own credit and trading performance."

In the fourth full paragraph on page 2, you wrote:

"So what happened to us? A quick word on our own market and credit risk

performance in this regard. In market risk - you saw in our 2nd and 3rd quarter

results that we made money despite our inherently long cash positions - because

starting early in '07 our mortgage trading desk started putting on big short

positions, mostly using the ABX Index, which is a family of indices designed to

replicate cash bonds. And did so in enough quantity that we were net short, and

made money (substantial $$ in the 3rd quarter) as the subprime market
weakened. (This remains our position today.)"

(a) What was the notional value of the net short positions put on by the mortgage

trading desk that you refer to in your presentation? For the period between

December 14, 2006, and December 31, 2007, identify the 5 dates on which

mortgage trading desk had the largest notional net short positions, and the

notional value of those net short positions.

I was aware that the Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman Sachs") had acquired a

substantial short position in order to counterbalance its long mortgage-related inventory positions

and reduce its overall exposure to the mortgage market. I was not personally involved in the

transactions through which that short position was acquired or covered, and have no recollection

of any specific transactions or the overall notional value of this position at any time during this

period. I was also aware that, while our VaR risk metrics showed us to be generally short, our

credit spread widening measures generally indicated the contrary.

The presentation offered a year-to-date recap of Goldman Sachs' performance

through the third quarter of 2007 and was, therefore, concerned primarily with quarterly trends or

results. My statement in the presentation that we were net short was based largely on hindsight

given the fact that the Firm had earned modest profits during a period of time during which the

mortgage market declined.

Regarding notional exposures, during this period, the ABX index and other

mortgage positions held by Goldman Sachs were constantly changing, sometimes on a daily

basis. Further, and importantly, any calculation of net short positions based on the notional value

of positions would be meaningless because prices of different instruments adjust differently

depending on their underlying credit and other characteristics. For example, a downward

movement in market prices resulting from overall credit deterioration would likely affect a

position referencing BBB rated securities far more than a position referencing AAA rated

PSIQFRGS0449
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securities. It is therefore not possible to ascribe a single notional value to the net short positions

referred to in the presentation. Instead, the overall magnitude of the net short positions would

have been assessed contemporaneously using available risk metrics (including the VaR and CSW

measures referenced above) together with a retrospective analysis of profits and losses and

market movements.

It is my understanding that Goldman Sachs is discussing with the Subcommittee

Staff how the Firm can provide the Subcommittee with additional information on a schedule

agreed with the Subcommittee staff.

(b) In your presentation, you wrote that the mortgage trading desk "started putting

on big short positions.. .[alnd did so in enough quantity that we were net short,

and made money (substantial $$ in the 3rd quarter) as the subprime market

weakened." How much money was made in 2007 as a result of the short positions

put on by the mortgage trading desk? Also, quantify "substantial" - how much

money was made in the third quarter of 2007? When stating those amounts, do

not offset any money made by these net short positions with any losses or gains

from or with respect to other transactions or assets.

I do not know the detailed information requested in this Question. Answering this

question will require Goldman Sachs to calculate information that, to my understanding, is not

readily maintained in the form the Question seeks. It is my understanding, however, that

Goldman Sachs has had discussions with the Subcommittee Staff and is working to provide a

response on behalf of the Firm.

(c) In addressing the short positions of the mortgage trading desk in the presentation

referred to above, you write: "we were net short, and made money (substantial $$

in the 3rd quarter) as the subprime market weakened. (This remains our position

today.)" As of the date you gave that presentation, what was the notional net short

position of the mortgage trading desk?

I do not know the answer to this Question and do not possess in my files the

detailed information necessary to respond. It is my understanding that Goldman Sachs is

discussing this Question with the Subcommittee staff and, to the extent that this information can

be calculated from Firm records, will provide a response on behalf of Goldman Sachs on a

schedule agreed to with the Subcommittee staff.

-2-
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

1. Exhibit 48 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is a copy of a

presentation that you made to the Goldman Sachs ("Goldman") Tax Department on

October 29, 2007. Your presentation addressed "events in the credit markets over the

past few months, as well as lGoldman'sl own credit and trading performance."

In the fourth full paragraph on page 2, you wrote:

"So what happened to us? A quick word on our own market and credit risk

performance in this regard. In market risk - you saw in our 2nd and 3rd quarter

results that we made money despite our inherently long cash positions- because

starting early in '07 our mortgage trading desk started putting on big short

positions, mostly using the ABX Index, which is a family of indices designed to

replicate cash bonds. And did so in enough quantity that we were net short, and

made money (substantial $$ in the 3rd quarter) as the subprime market

weakened. (This remains our position today.)"

(b) In your presentation, you wrote that the mortgage trading desk "started putting

on big short positions... .JaInd did so in enough quantity that we were net short,

and made money (substantial $$ in the 3rd quarter) as the subprime market

weakened." How much money was made in 2007 as a result of the short positions

put on by the mortgage trading desk? Also, quantify "substantial" - how much

money was made in the third quarter of 2007? When stating those amounts, do

not offset any money made by these net short positions with any losses or gains

from or with respect to other transactions or assets.

The Mortgage Department trades in both cash and synthetic products and

manages its exposure in an integrated way. As a result, reviewing net revenues on a gross basis

is not consistent with how the Mortgage Department is managed. The Mortgage Department

earned net revenues of approximately $900 million in 2007, of which less than $500 million

related to the non-agency residential mortgage business. Specifically, in the Third Quarter of

2007, the Mortgage Department earned net revenues of approximately $600 million, of which

approximately $550 million related to the non-agency residential mortgage business. The $550

million amount is comprised of losses of approximately $2.4 billion on loan and security

positions and gains of approximately $3.0 billion on derivative positions.

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS 0000038765
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to

DANIEL L. SPARKS
Former Partner

Head of Mortgages Department
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREET AND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.

to
DANIEL L. SPARKS

Former Partner
Head of Mortgages Department
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREET AND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010

Please provide answers to the following questions by June 15. 2010:

1 . Provide the following information regarding the sale of securities in each of the following

transactions (each of which is hereinafter referred to in this question as a "Transaction" or,

collectively, "the Transactions"):

Abacus 2007-AC 1;
Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1;
Camber 7;
Fort Denison Funding;
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1;
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2;
Point Pleasant Funding 2007- 1; and
Timberwolf I.

(a) Was Goldman Sachs ("Goldman") a placement agent?

(b) Who was the issuer of any securities; what was the issuer's relationship to Goldman;

who established the issuer; and who requested the establishment of the issuer?

(c) In the sale of any securities, how and by what means did Goldman bring the specific

securities to the attention of a client or potential investor? Identify each client or

potential investor to whom Goldman presented any of the Transactions, describe each

communication with that client, and state the substance of each communication. (In

lieu of stating the substance of a communication, you may provide a copy of the

communication.) If you are unable to provide complete responses to any of any of the

foregoing matters, identify the persons within Goldman who would be able to provide

the answers or information requested.

PSIQFRGS0453
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(d) Identify the persons within Goldman who would be able to provide copies of any
offering circular or memorandum, mortgage capital committee memo, pitch book or

marketing flip book or similar materials regarding the structuring or sale of interests
(including securities) in the Transaction.

(e) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman advise

potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to hold short positions with
respect to assets referenced in the Transaction being considered by any potential
investor?

(f) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman advise

potential investors whether Goldman held or planned to hold a net short position with
respect to RMBS related assets?

(g) In the Transactions in which Goldman acted as a placement agent, did Goldman advise

potential investors whether it had taken steps or planned to use the offering to reduce
its own inventory of RMBS or CDO securities or other holdings?

(h) Did Goldman conduct a suitability analysis in connection with soliciting clients or

potential investors to purchase securities issued in any of the Transactions? If so,
describe the suitability analysis conducted for each investor that purchased these
securities. Identify the persons within Goldman who would know if Goldman retained
a written record that reflects that such a analysis was conducted for any of these
Transactions and would be able to provide a copy.

2. (a) In what capacity did Goldman act for Paulson & Co. (together with any of its affiliates,
"Paulson") with respect to the Abacus 2007-AC I transaction or a Credit Default Swap
transaction that referenced the same entities or securities that were referenced in the
Abacus 2007-AC I transaction? Describe in detail Goldman's relationship to Paulson
with respect to those transactions, its obligations to Paulson, the nature and amount of

any fees or compensation received by Goldman from Paulson relating to those
transactions, and whether Goldman advised investors or potential investors in Abacus
2007-AC I of the existence and nature of its relationship with Paulson.

(b) If Goldman advised investors or potential investors of the nature or existence of the
Paulson relationship, identity who so advised investors or potential investors, the date
on which that person so advised investors or potential investors, the identity of the
investors or potential investors so advised, the manner (i.e. verbal or in writing) in
which the person was advised, and the substance of the communication (and, if in

writing, provide a copy of the communication). If you are unable to provide complete
responses to any of any of the foregoing matters, identify the persons within Goldman
who would be able to provide the answers or information requested.
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3. The attached document is a November 16, 2007, email from John McHugh to you. The

topic is "2008 FICC business plan presentation to Firm."

(a) Mr. McHugh starts his message by writing:

"Lahey's team is preparing Montag for this presentation on
Monday and Tom asked for more color in several areas. ... here's

what I've collected today, let me know if you want me to change
anything ... thanks."

At the end of the email, under the sub-heading "Prop vs Flow," Mr. McHugh writes

the following:

"Prop/flow components of SPG Trading will be roughly equal
Majority of CRE Loan Trading, Structured finance JV will be flow
revenue
Residential mortgage business will be more prop oriented due to
dislocations in the securitization market:

* Focus will be on establishing SSG JV (i.e., Litton purchase)
* Distressed asset (loan pools, portfolios) purchases".

With respect to this email and its contents:

(i) Did you understand "prop" to mean proprietary? If not, what did you understand
it to mean?

(ii) Did you understand "flow"' to mean flow business -- transactions that Goldman
facilitates on behalf of clients? If not, what did you understand it to mean?

(iii) Did you understand "Prop v. Flow" to mean the activities of SPG Trading that
would be associated with Goldman's proprietary activities versus SPG Trading

activities that would be associated with client-related activities? If not, what did

you understand "Prop v. Flow" to mean?

(iv) What did you understand the "Prop" components of SPG Trading to be?

(v) What did you understand the "flow" components of SPG Trading to be?

(vi) Did you understand the phrase "Prop/flow components of SPG Trading will be

roughly equal" to mean that the amount of proprietary activities of SPG Trading
were anticipated to be equal to the amount of flow activities? If not, what did you
understand the phrase to mean?
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(vii) Did you understand the phrase, "Residential mortgage business will be more prop
oriented," to mean that the residential mortgage business of SPG Trading would
be more oriented to proprietary activities than flow activities? If not, what did
you understand the phrase to mean?

(viii).Did SPG Trading plan or anticipate engaging in proprietary activities in 2008?

(ix) Did SPG Trading engage in proprietary activities in 2007? If so, what percentage
of its activities by dollar amount were related to proprietary activities? What
profits were derived from its proprietary activities in 2007?

(b) Earlier in the e-mail referenced in question 3(a) above, under the sub-heading
"Assumptions/initiatives in ABS p&l," Mr. McHugh writes the following:

* "Capturing greater cash and synthetic market flows from
weakened competitors

* Facilitating SIV/CDO liquidations and portfolio changes
* Good prop opportunity capitalizing on selling pressure, selective

distressed asset purchases
* Expect prop flow split to be roughly 50/50".

(i) Did any activities of the ABS desk in any way involve or utilize any SIV that was

in any way related to or affiliated with Goldman? If so, describe the activities,
any STV involved, the name and jurisdiction of incorporation of any SIV, the
assets held by the SIV and the value of any assets held by the SIV during the
period 2006-2008?

(ii) Did the activities of the ABS desk in any way facilitate SIV/CDO liquidations and
portfolio changes in instances in which the SIV, CDO or portfolio contained
assets provided or sold by Goldman? If so, for each SLV, CDO or portfolio
liquidated or changed, describe the activities involved, the name and jurisdiction
of incorporation of any SIV or CDO, the name of the sponsor, underwriter or
majority owner of the SIV, CDO or portfolio, the assets held, and the value of any
assets held, the assets provided or sold by Goldman, and the percentage of total
assets provided by Goldman during the period 2006-2008?

(iii) Did you understand the phrase, "Good prop opportunity capitalizing on selling
pressure, selective distressed asset purchases," to mean that selling assets and
purchasing select distressed assets presented good opportunities for Goldman's
proprietary activities? If not, what did you understand that phrase to mean?

(iv) Did you understand the phrase, "Expect prop flow split to be roughly 50/50," to
mean that the ABS desk's profits and losses were expected to be divided
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approximately evenly between proprietary and flow activities? If not, what did
you understand that phrase to mean?

(v) Did the ABS desk plan or anticipate engaging in proprietary activities in 2008?

(vi) Did the ABS desk engage in proprietary activities in 2007? If so, what percentage
of its activities by dollar amount were related to proprietary activities? What
profits were derived from its proprietary activities in 2007? If you are unable to
provide complete responses to any of any of the foregoing matters, identify the
persons within Goldman who would be able to provide the information requested.

4. For each quarter you were head of the Mortgages Department between January 1, 2006, and
December 31, 2008, estimate the percentage of transactions involving proprietary trading
versus customer flow. If you are unable to provide a complete response to this question,
identify the persons within Goldman who would be able to provide the answers or
information requested.

5. Throughout FY2007, it appears that Goldman's London office performed an analysis to
estimate the percentage of transactions in its fixed income business involving proprietary
trading versus customer flow. Did the Mortgages Department in New York perform a
similar analysis of the percentage or dollar amount of transactions involving proprietary
trading versus customer flow? If so, provide the following information.

(a) What was the analysis and resulting document called?

(b) How often was the document prepared, and to whom was it circulated?

(c) Did the document or its information become part of any larger document? If so what
was that larger document called, and to whom and how frequently was it circulated?

6. Exhibit 47 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010 is a draft of your
powerpoint presentation entitled, "Global Mortgages Townhall." It states that "the desk
benefitted from a proprietary position in CDO and RMBS single names."

(a) What did the term "proprietary position" mean?

(b) Describe precisely the proprietary position referred to in the powerpoint, including the
exact assets and total notional amounts involved.

(c) Identify by name and job title who authorized the acquisition of that proprietary
position on behalf of Goldman.

(d) Describe the transactions involved in acquiring that proprietary position, including the
source of the funding, the specific securities purchased or sold, the net profit or loss
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obtained from the transactions (including the nature and amount of any offsets applied
in reaching the net number), and the specific accounts used to record relevant
information.

(e) Explain how the desk "benefitted" from the proprietary position, including what
transactions took place, the net-profit obtained from those transactions (including the
nature and amount of any offsets applied in reaching the net number), and the specific
accounts used to record relevant information.

7. Did you prepare or authorize the preparation of a powerpoint presentation or other
summary document similar to Exhibit 47 for a Mortgages Department Townhall regarding
either:

(a) the fourth quarter of FY 2007; or

(b) the entire FY 2007?

8. Was a Mortgages Department Townhall Meeting held for either the fourth quarter of FY
2007, the entire FY 2007, or both? If so, what was the date and who were the speakers?

9. During your appearance before the Subcommittee on April 27, 2010, you engaged in the
following exchange with Senator Levin:

Senator Levin. By the way, that Anderson deal was downgraded from AAA to junk in
7 months. Did you make money on that deal, on the short position?

Mr. Sparks. Well, I know in the longs that we took, we lost money.

Senator Levin. I understand. I am asking about the short position you took.

Mr. Sparks. But on the shorts, Mr. Chairman, I do not know how much of it we had, if
any.

Senator Levin. Okay.

Mr. Sparks. And so I cannot - I just do not have that number.

Senator Levin. Do you want to check your records and tell us how much money you
made on that?

Mr. Sparks. I will. I will have to get back to you and work with the people at
Goldman. (Transcript, pp. 56-57)
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How much money did Goldman make from the short positions it held in the Anderson

transaction? When stating that amount, do not offset any money made from its short

positions with any losses or gains from or with respect to other transactions or assets.

10. During your appearance before the Subcommittee on April 27, 2010, you engaged in the

following exchange with Senator Levin:

Senator Levin. Mr. Sparks, turn to 173. This is an email message, November 2006,

between two Goldman employees in sales. It discusses selling Fremont securities. One

salesperson sends to the other a client's explanation of why they do not want to buy the

securities -- even after talking to Fremont, by the way. The client wrote: "...Fremont

refused to make any forward-looking statements so we really got nothing from them on

the crap pools" -- "the crap pools that are out there now." The salesperson wrote: "They

are concerned about all the Fremont exposure they already have, and they are going to

put Fremont 'in the box' for the time being." Were you aware of the poor reputation that

Fremont had, and that is, loans among the highest default rates in the country? Were

you aware of it at the time?

Mr. Sparks. Mr. Chairman, can I just read the e-mail?

Senator Levin. Exhibit 173. Do you see it? "Fremont refused to make any

forward-looking statements so we really got nothing from them on the crap pools that

are out there now." Do you see that?

Mr. Sparks. I do not want to slow you down. I have not read the whole thing, so I--

Senator Levin. I am just asking you, look at the bottom paragraph there, the last two

lines. "Fremont refused to make any forward-looking statements so we really got

nothing from them on the crap pools that are out there now." Do you see that?

Mr. Sparks. Yes, sir.

Senator Levin. Okay. Now, were you aware of Fremont's poor reputation at the time?

Mr. Sparks. This e-mail--

Senator Levin. Were you aware? Do you remember whether you were aware at the

time of their poor reputation? That is my question. Do you remember?

Mr. Sparks. Whether they had a poor reputation in November?

Senator Levin. Yes, with high default rates.

Mr. Sparks. Fremont originated subprime loans. People understood that.
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Senator Levin. Yes or no, were you aware of their poor reputation and high default

rate.

Mr. Sparks. I do not recall at that time. (Transcript, pp. 58-59)

(a) Were you aware during your employment as head of the Goldman Mortgage Desk that

Fremont had a reputation for issuing poor quality mortgage loans? If so, when did you

become aware of that fact?

(b) With regard to Fremont, New Century, and Long Beach Mortgage, identify any

assessments or reports regarding the condition of those lenders, or the quality of the

mortgage loans they originated, that you or personnel who reported to you received,

made, or sent to others within Goldman, provide the approximate date of those

assessments or reports, and describe the nature of those assessments or reports. If you

are unable to provide complete responses to the requests for information about such

assessments or reports, identify the persons within Goldman who would be able to

provide the information requested.

11. During your appearance before the Subcommittee on April 27, 2010, you engaged in the

following exchange with Senator McCaskill regarding Hearing Exhibit 103, an email

exchange between Mr. Mullen, Mr. Montag, Mr. Harvey Schwartz and you regarding the

sales effort for Timberwolf. Senator McCaskill quoted the following portion of the email:

"I doubt they will sell over weekend. And Harvey is concerned about

the representations we may be making to clients as well as how we will

price assets once we sell them to clients. I think we need to sort these

things out before we make sales."

Senator McCaskill then stated:

"What is clear here is that there did not seem to be a great deal of confidence

in the long side of this particular instrument. But the salespeople were being

pushed to move it, and, you know, it just looks like that you guys are not only

making the market, you are playing in the market and mucking it up. Do you

understand that?"

You responded:
0

"Senator, I just read this particular e-mail, and the issue that was being

discussed in this particular e-mail was when you make a sale on an illiquid

asset, what is your bid price, you show that client, because oftentimes you

marked it and sometimes you had financed it. So there is a bid-offer spread

with respect to securities and market makers, and my recollection of this

particular point was what are we going to show them as our bid after. that, and
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let us make sure we thought that through. And so on this particular e-mail,
that is what I recall." (Transcript pp. 122-124)

(a) Was it your belief or understanding that the "Harvey" referred to in the email was

Harvey Schwartz? If not, to whom did you understand "Harvey" referred?

(b) Your response to Senator McCaskill addresses concerns about pricing the assets in

Timberwolf. Describe your understanding of the concerns that "Harvey" referenced in

the email had about the representations Goldman may be making to clients.

12. Exhibit 86 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is an email dated September

19, 2006, from Peter Ostrem to the FICC-SPCDOGROUP. The email states:

"We have been asked to do a CDO of $2bln for the ABS desk. Approx.
$1.2bln will be CDS off single-names referenced from the ABS index 06-1
and 06-2. This is a trade we need to execute for the desk over the next 4-6
weeks and involves selling half the equity (at least 30mm to sell) and the

seniors and the mezz (at least half the BBBs to get true sale). I would like

everyone to work together on this one. We expect to charge ongoing 10bp
liquidation agent fees and 1-l.5pts upfront. Equity will be offered around
22% no-loss yield. Obviously important to overall SP floor and Sobel and
Sparks are focused on this happening. .

(a) Was the transaction described in this email carried out? Was the transaction Hudson

Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 ("Hudson Mezzanine")? If not, what was the name of the

transaction?

(b) Identify by name and job title the individuals in the Mortgages Department who were

involved in the origination, formulation, design, approval, or implementation of the

Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of securities issued by Hudson
Mezzanine, and the activities related to the transaction that each of them engaged in.

(c) Describe in detail any role you had in the origination, formulation, design, approval, or

implementation of the Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of securities issued
by Hudson Mezzanine.

(d) Describe in detail any role the ABS desk had in the origination, formulation, design,

approval, or implementation of Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of
securities issued by Hudson Mezzanine.

(e) Was the Hudson Mezzanine transaction a proprietary transaction?

(C What did you understand the phrase "for the desk" to mean?
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(g) Was the purpose of the transaction described in Mr. Ostrem's email to enable the ABS
desk to reduce cash or swap positions (and the risk associated with those positions) that
the ABS desk held? If not, what was the purpose of the transaction?

(h) Identify any committee or individual at Goldman that approved this transaction.

(i) Identify any employee of Goldman or its affiliates and any third parties who were
involved in the identification and selection of the assets referenced in the Hudson
Mezzanine transaction and describe in detail the nature of their involvement.

() List the criteria used to identify and select the assets that were referenced in the Hudson
Mezzanine transaction.

(k) Based on your knowledge or belief, identify the reasons why Hudson Mezzanine was "a
trade [Goldman] need[ed] to execute for the desk over the next 4-6 weeks."

(I) Based on your knowledge or belief, identify the reasons why the Hudson Mezzanine
transaction "involve[d] selling half the equity (at least 30mm to sell) and the seniors
and the mezz (at least half the BBBs to get true sale)."

(in) Was the Camber 7 transaction delayed to develop the Hudson Mezzanine transaction?
If so, explain why.

13. Exhibit 30 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, contains an email from you
dated August 14, 2007. It is entitled "Post." Included in the email is the following
paragraph:

"(2) AAA ABX and RMBS may be the best opportunity to make a bunch of
money. The losses implied from the ABX trading levels seem way too high
(over 30% cum losses). We've been covering, but we will likely come to you
soon and say we'd like to get long billions - and we'd stay short BBBish part.
The potential for large liquidations may continue to put technical pressure on,
but once it stops AAA should perform strongly."

(a) Was the transaction or series of transactions (hereinafter "transaction") that you
identified in your email ("we will likely come to you soon and say we'd like to get long
billions - and we'd stay short BBBish part"), or a transaction similar to the one you
identified in your email, implemented by Goldman? If so, provide the following
information.

(b) Describe the purpose of the transaction.

.(c) Describe in detail your role in this transaction.
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(d) Identify the assets involved.

(e) Identify any entity involved in the transaction and its role.

(f) Describe and state the notional value of each of the assets involved or referenced in the
transaction.

(g) Identify when the transaction took place.

(h) Identify the Goldman personnel who participated in this transaction and the roles they
performed.

(i) Identify the Goldman personnel who reviewed or approved this transaction.

(j) State the value when sold or, if retained, the current value of the assets involved in this
transaction.

14. Exhibit 55b from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is an excerpt from Mr.
Swenson's 2007 EMD Review. On page 2, in the last sentence of point 3 under the Self-
Review section, Mr. Swenson wrote:

"I oversaw and directed the covering of $9bb of AAA ABX that the
department was short and was able to monetize approx $250mm of p and I
for the origination businesses."

(a) Is the transaction addressed in Question 13 above related to the transaction addressed in
Mr. Swenson's 2007 EMD Review?

(b) If so, explain how they are related and whether they were separately implemented.

(c) If the transactions were not related, explain how they were different, and how the
transaction identified by Mr. Swenson was implemented.

15. Exhibit 34 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is a series of emails dated
August 21, 2007, and entitled "RE: Potential large subprime trade and impact on Firmwide
VAR." The first email in the chain, at the bottom of the page, is from Mr. Birnbaum. It
reads:

"- The Mortgages Department thinks there is currently an extraordinary
opportunity for those with dry powder to add AAA subprime risk in either
cash or synthetic form.
- We would like to be opportunistic buyers of up to $10Bln subprime AAAs
in either cash or synthetic (ABX) form and run that long against our $3.5Bln
in mezzanine subprime shorts.
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- Mortgage dept VAR would be reduced by $75mm and Firmwide VAR
would be reduced by $25mm.
- At current dollar prices, the implied losses at the AAA level are 2.5x higher
than the implied losses at the BBB level where we have our shorts (the ratio
is even cheaper for cash due to technicals). If AAAs were priced consistent
with BBB implied loss levels, they would be trading 5- Opts higher in
synthetics and 10- 15pts higher in cash.
- On the supply side, we think we can source these assets from SIVs, SIV-
lites, ABCP Conduits, Sec Lenders, total return accounts.
- On the demand side, we plan to share this trade quietly with selected risk
partners. We began doing so yesterday when we sold 1/3 of the AAAs
purchased off the [redacted] list to [redacted] and 100% of the AAAs from
[redacted] to [redacted] and [redacted]."

(a) Is the transaction addressed in Question 13 above related to the transaction addressed in

the email written by Mr. Birnbaum?

(b) If so, explain how they are related and whether they were separately implemented.

(c) If the transactions were not related, explain how they were different, and how the

transaction identified by Mr. Birnbaum was implemented.

16. A Goldman graph entitled "RMBS Subprime Notional History" is Exhibit 56(a) in the

Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010. It shows that Goldman had a net short position

of approximately $8 billion on a notional basis in November 2006 (hereafter the "short
position") on the ABX AAA index (hereafter "ABX AAA").

(a) When did Goldman's short position in ABX AAA first reach approximately $8 billion
on a notional basis?

(b) Who within Goldman had knowledge of the full extent of the notional short position in
ABX AAA during FY 2006 and FY 2007?

(c) Who was responsible for reviewing and approving the size of the short position in ABX

AAA?

(d) Whose capital was used to acquire the approximately $8 billion notional short position
in ABX AAA?

(e) Did you understand the short position to be a Goldman proprietary position?

(0 Did the approximately $8 billion notional short position in ABX AAA include the short
positions in ABX AAA held by the desks under the control of Messrs. Gasvoda,
Nichols, and Finck?
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(g) When did Goldman begin to monetize the $8 billion notional short position in ABX
AAA? How was this accomplished?

17. (a) In 2007, did the Mortgages Department cover the ABX AAA short position and then,
after August 1, go long on the ABX AAA?

(b) If so, identify the specific trades that resulted in the long ABX AAA position, including
the dates of the trades, the amounts involved, and the identity of each counterparty.

(c) Did the Mortgages Department hedge its long ABX AAA position? If so, how and
when?

18. Identify the greatest total notional amount by which the Mortgages Department went long on
the ABX AAA after August 1, 2007, and the date on which that position was reached.

19. Did the Mortgages Department monetize or unwind its ABX AAA long position during the
period August 1, 2007 through the end of FY 2007? If so, provide that date of each
transaction used to monetize or unwind the long position, and the notional amount by which
the long position was reduced.

20. Provide the total net profit or loss to the Mortgages Department from the ABX AAA
transactions during the fourth quarter of FY 2007.

21. Describe in detail your understanding (when you worked at Goldman) of Goldman's legal
duties of disclosure, pursuant to securities laws and regulations, including rules prescribed
by the SEC or FINRA, to purchasers of securities when Goldman acts in any of the
following capacities: (a) market maker; (b) underwriter; (b) placement agent; (d) broker
(when making a solicitation or recommendation of a security); or (e) a dealer. Include your
definition of a "market maker."

22. (a) Does the fact that an investor or a potential investor with whom Goldman is transacting
business is an "accredited" investor, a "qualified institutional buyer" or a "qualified
purchaser" (as those terms are used in the U.S. federal securities laws) affect the duties
and -obligations of Goldman when acting in any of the capacities described in Question
21? If so, describe how any of Goldman's duties when acting in any of these capacities
are affected by the status of the investor or potential investor.

(b) Does Goldman have a duty to conduct a suitability analysis when making a
recommendation to any of the types of investors listed in question 22(a)? If so,
describe the nature and extent of the analysis to be conducted.

(c) Does Goldman owe a duty to disclose any adverse interest that it may have when
recommending a security to any of the types of investors listed in question 22(a)?
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ELIZABETH S. WEINSTEIN
DANIEL V. SHAPIRO
ERIK M. ZISSU
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SARAH K. JACKEL

Senator Carl Levin, Chairman
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
Homeland Secuity & Governmental Affairs Committee
United States Senate
199 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-6200

Senator Tom Coburn, M.D., Ranking Member
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs Committee
United States Senate
199 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-6200

Dear Chairman Levin & Ranking Member Coburn:

Enclosed please find the answers of Daniel L. Sparks to the Supplemental

Questions for the Record submitted to him following the April 27, 2010 hearing. Mr. Sparks is

no longer employed by Goldman Sachs and therefore does not have access to the documents and

other sources of information that are needed to answer some of the supplemental questions (or to

refresh his recollection). He has tried to give the best answers possible with the information that

is available to him. Mr. Sparks continues to believe that a clear understanding of the causes of

the financial crisis is extremely important for our country.

echtman

PS:wr
Enclosure
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Responses to Supplemental Questions for the Record

1. Specific information regarding these transactions can be found in the disclosures

provided in the final offering memoranda (also called the Offering Circular, Private Placement

Memorandum or Prospectus and Prospectus Supplement, depending on the deal). Transactions

were often fluid, so early versions of flip books, term sheets and offering memoranda may not

reflect the final transaction. Goldman acted as a placement agent in connection with the

marketing and sales of the securities issued in these transactions. Generally, the issuer of the

securities was a special purpose vehicle created for the purposes of each transaction. Goldman

brought transactions to the attention of potential investors through a variety of means, including

emails (to individuals and via distribution lists), telephone calls, in-person meetings and mail.

Also, investors often approached Goldman with specific transaction characteristics and asked

Goldman to offer or create securities that met those criteria. Goldman typically provided all of

the short risk to these transactions, which would be disclosed in the offering memorandum as

part of the credit risk. Goldman could hedge or sell its short position, before or after the

transaction, separate from the deal. On some of these transactions, Goldman told potential

investors that it intended to hold portions of the CDO equity but that it was under no obligation

to do so. There were suitability requirements for the transactions. Typically, the investors were

large financial institutions, insurance companies, hedge funds, and other entities with significant

resources and access to pertinent information.

A clarification on the Timberwolf deal: There was much discussion at the hearing

about Tom Montag's email to me in which he referred to the Timberwolf deal with an expletive.

The email was written months after the transaction priced, and it probably reflected Mr.

Montag's overall assessment of the deal, including the net monetary loss to Goldman. A
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question at the hearing suggested that Goldman had sold $600 million of Timberwolf CDO

Securities after the date of the email. I believe that Goldman sold less than $10 million after the

email, and that the sales were priced at a substantial discount from face value.

2. I believe that Goldman entered into one or more separate credit default swaps

with Paulson & Co. effectively referencing certain securities from the Abacus-2007-ACI

transaction. The swap(s) allowed Goldman to hedge the short risk it was taking on as part of the

transaction. You should contact Goldman for further details. It was not Goldman's general

practice to identify buyers and sellers in a transaction to one another.

3. "Prop" or "proprietary" can mean different things to different people. Here, it

seems to refer to buying assets with the intention of holding them for a long period - months or

years. "Flow" or "flow business" seems to refer to trading with shorter holding periods. Defined

this way, both "prop" and "flow" trades can involve customers, although sometimes the term

"9proprietary" is used to describe business that does not involve a customer. (Sometimes

"proprietary" is used to describe any activity that involves use of a firm's own capital.) For 2008,

the anticipation was that the overall residential mortgage business, which included loans,

securities and derivatives (and not just SPO trading), would likely look to go long distressed

assets, resulting in a larger component of positions with a planned lengthy holding period than in

prior years. Goldman explored different strategies for doing so, including having businesses

outside the Mortgage Department participate more actively. To my knowledge, Goldman did not

operate its own SIVs; it did trade with SIVs, including buying assets from SIV liquidations.

"50/50" in the email seems to relate to revenue projections for the upcoming year. In a volatile

trading business, such projections are suspect.

2
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with synthetic reference assets, Goldman was the sole protection buyer (the party going short),

and this fact was disclosed as part of the credit risk on the deal. Goldman could trade or hedge

the protection if and when it chose to.

10. I was aware that Fremont, New Century and Long Beach were originators of

subprime mortgage loans, which by their nature have higher delinquency and default rates than

other types of mortgage loans. Goldman performed due diligence on these institutions and loan

packages; it should be able to provide relevant information. There was a question at the hearing

suggesting that Goldman had acted as underwriter for a Long Beach originated mortgage loan

securitization which contained 90% "stated income" loans and that this information was not

disclosed. The percentage of stated income loans was 64% and that fact was disclosed in the

publicly available offering documents; the nature of the loans was disclosed in the aggregate and

on a loan-by-loan basis. The offering materials also disclosed Long Beach's origination

practices and its stated income loan program. (This clarification is not meant to challenge the

basic point that income verification is a sound practice for loan originators.) At the hearing, I

was also asked how Goldman responded to a question relating to its getting comfort with New

Century's collateral. The customer's focus, I believe, related to New Century's ability to

perform on-going servicing, and not to the quality of the loans it originated.

11. The "Harvey" referred to in the email was Harvey Schwartz, who was then the

head of Fixed Income Sales. Harvey's concern seemed to be that markets were particularly

volatile, and therefore we needed to think through how we would adjust future client marks. At

the time, marks could change sharply due to changes in the ABX index, bid-offer spreads, other

CDO trade prices, and other events.

4
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4. I do not recall generally labeling Mortgage Department transactions as "prop" and

"flow."

5. As noted above, I do not recall tracking transactions as 'prop" or "flow." For me,

any such division would not be meaningful.

6. The presentation should have used the words "net short position," and not

"proprietary position." Goldman should have specific details regarding what its positions were at

the close of each day.

7. There was probably a Mortgage Department Townhall after the fourth quarter of

FY 2007. If so, there was most likely a PowerPoint presentation.

8. If there was a Mortgage Department Townhall after the fourth quarter of FY

2007, I would have spoken at it, if I was available. There were often a few other speakers.

9. I do not believe that one can meaningfully talk about how much money Goldman

made on any short positions related to the Anderson deal. As disclosed in the offering

documents, Goldman shorted 100% of the risk into the CDO. The CDO team then attempted to

cover this short risk with other parties, including the Goldman secondary trading desk. The CDO

team tracked its profit by deal - the difference between the purchase price of the CDO liabilities

and their sale price. By contrast, the secondary trading desk did not usually track profit by deal.

That is because any position that a trader takes affects his subsequent trading strategy. Thus, in

my view, one generally cannot calculate the profit that the secondary trading desk made related

to a CDO new issue; it would be a fictitious number.

At the hearing, it was suggested that Goldman was short 50% of the deal and did

not disclose its short position. As mentioned above, potential investors knew that Goldman

shorted 100% of the reference risks in the deal. In the Anderson deal, as in most Goldman CDOs

3
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12. The transaction referred to in the email was Hudson Mezzanine I. It was one of

many CDO transactions involving the CDO team and sold through the sales force. Goldman

should be able to identify team members. One goal of the transaction was to reduce a net ABX

long position for the SPG trading desk, and I helped formulate that goal. The transaction was

also designed to structure an ABX-based CDO in a way that would appeal to investors: some

customers wanted credit enhanced ABX risk; some wanted levered ABX; and some wanted

additionally diversified ABX. This was similar to all securitizations, the purpose of which is to

restructure loans, securities and/or derivatives in ways that appeal to investors. If the restructured

sale is not more efficient, the transaction will usually not occur. As with other deals, it was

disclosed that Goldman took on 100% of the short risk on this transaction. Goldman should be

able to determine whether the Mortgage Capital Committee approved the transaction. The

Hudson Mezzanine I transaction was done without a customer acting as a collateral manager or

selection agent. Goldman typically retained equity and other risks on CDOs, with the amounts

factoring in accounting issues. I do not recall the timing of the different deals. Because it was a

static synthetic deal without a manager and one which met specific investing demand, the

Hudson Mezzanine I transaction could move quickly. The actively-managed Camber 7 deal

grew from $500 million to $900 million during this period. The increase in size was beneficial

to the customer, which increased its fees and assets under management by 180% of the planned

amount.

13. 1 do not recall Goldman executing the specific transaction described in the email.

During this period, Goldman did purchase substantial quantities of RMBS and residential loans.

14. Mike Swenson should be able to better identify the transactions referred to in his

self review.
5
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15. I do not recall Goldman executing the specific transaction described in the email.

16. The graph contained in Exhibit 56(a) does not reflect the risk of the department,

which was net long in November 2006. Along with members of the risk team, I had knowledge

of, and was responsible for, all Mortgage Department risk, including the size of the position in

ABX AAA in FY 2006 and FY 2007. Goldman would be better able to answer specific details

asked for in this question.

17-20. The ABX index was used as a core hedge for many products. It therefore made

little sense to separately calculate ABX net revenue (or ABX risk), and we did not generally

focus on it. It would be counting only one side of our positions. I do not recall specifically what

our positions in ABX AAA were in 2007, and they could change daily. Goldman should be able

to better provide this information.

21. Broker dealers serve customers as market makers by providing them with

opportunities to buy and sell financial products. Market makers commit their own capital in

taking the opposite side of transactions from customers. A market maker has a duty to be honest

and fair with its customers and to transact at prices in the context of the market. Broker dealers

can be positioned differently than their customers, and it would be foolish to assume that

customers with different views are wrong. The broker dealer part of Goldman where I worked

was neither a fiduciary nor an investment advisor to its customers. I do not believe that a broker

dealer has a duty to disclose how it is positioned. As a practical matter, positions change often,

and different traders at a firm can have different positions in the same market. In my view, such

a disclosure rule would be unworkable. More fundamentally, each market participant should

make his own independent investment decision as to the positions and risks that he wants and at

what prices. With regard to its role as underwriter and placement agent, Goldman has a duty to

6
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disclose the material information that investors need in order to decide whether to invest in a

product. For mortgage backed securities, that disclosure usually focused on the assets involved,

the structural mechanics of the deal and the potential risks to investors. Goldman's Legal and

Compliance Department should be able to answer these questions more fully.

22. This question calls for a legal analysis and would be better directed to Goldman's

Legal and Compliance Departments.

7
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to
MICHAEL J. SWENSON

Managing Director
Structured Products Group Trading

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREET AND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010

Please provide answers to the following questions by June 15, 2010:

1. Exhibit 86 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is an email dated September
19, 2006, from Peter Ostrem to the FICC-SPCDOGROUP. The email states:

"We have been asked to do a CDO of $2bln for the ABS desk. Approx. $1.2bln
will be CDS off single-names referenced from the ABS index 06-1 and 06-2.
This is a trade we need to execute for the desk over the next 4-6 weeks and
involves selling half the equity (at least 30mm to sell) and the seniors and the
mezz (at least half the BBBs to get true sale). I would like everyone to work
together on this one. We expect to charge ongoing 10bp liquidation agent fees
and I- 1.5pts upfront. Equity will be offered around 22% no-loss yield.
Obviously important to overall SP floor and Sobel and Sparks are focused on
this happening. .

(a) Was the transaction described in this email carried out? Was the transaction Hudson
Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 ("Hudson Mezzanine")? If not, what was the name of the
transaction?

(b) Identify by name and job title the individuals in the Mortgages Department who were
involved in the origination, formulation, design, approval, or implementation of the
Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of securities issued by Hudson Mezzanine,
and the activities related to the transaction that each of them engaged in.

(c) Describe in detail any role you had in the origination, formulation, design, approval, or
implementation of the Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of securities issued
by Hudson Mezzanine.
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(d) Describe in detail any role the ABS desk had in the origination, formulation, design,
approval, or implementation of Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of
securities issued by Hudson Mezzanine.

(e) Was the Hudson Mezzanine transaction a proprietary transaction?

(f) What did you understand the phrase "for the desk" to mean?

(g) Was the purpose of the transaction described in Mr. Ostrem's email to enable the ABS
desk to reduce cash or swap positions (and the risk associated with those positions) that
the ABS desk held? If not, what was the purpose of the transaction?

(h) Identify any committee or individual at Goldman Sachs ("Goldman") that approved this
transaction.

(i) Identify any employee-of Goldman or its affiliates and any third parties who were
involved in the identification and selection of the assets referenced in the Hudson
Mezzanine transaction and describe in detail the nature of their involvement.

() List the criteria used to identify and select the assets that were referenced in the Hudson
Mezzanine transaction.

(k) Based on your knowledge or belief, identify the reasons why Hudson Mezzanine was "a
trade [Goldman] need[ed] to execute for the desk over the next 4-6 weeks."

(I) Based on your knowledge or belief, identify the reasons why the Hudson Mezzanine
transaction "involve[d] selling half the equity (at least 30mm to sell) and the seniors and
the mezz (at least half the BBBs to get true sale)."

(m) Was the Camber 7 transaction delayed to develop the Hudson Mezzanine transaction? If
so, explain why.

2. Exhibit 55b from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is an excerpt from your
2007 EMD Review. On page 2, in the last sentence of point 3 under the Self-Review section,
you wrote:

"I oversaw and directed the covering of $9bb of AAA ABX that the department
was short and was able to monetize approx $250mm of p and I for the
origination businesses."

(a) Describe the purpose of the transaction or series of transactions (hereinafter
"transaction").
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(b) Describe in detail your role in this transaction.

(c) Identify the assets involved

(d) Identify any entity involved in the transaction and its role.

(e) Describe and state the notional value of each the assets involved or referenced in the
transaction.

(f) Identify when the transaction took place.

(g) Identify the Goldman personnel who participated in this transaction and the roles they

performed.

(h) Identify the Goldman personnel who reviewed or approved this transaction.

(i) State the value when sold or, if retained, the current value of the assets involved in this

transaction.

3. Exhibit 30 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, contains an email from Dan

Sparks dated August 14, 2007. It is entitled "Post." Included in the email is the following
paragraph written by Mr. Sparks:

"(2) AAA ABX and RMBS may be the best opportunity to make a bunch of

money. The losses implied from the ABX trading levels seem way too high

(over 30% cum losses). We've been covering, but we will likely come to you

soon and say we'd like to get long billions - and we'd stay short BBBish part.

The potential for large liquidations may continue to put technical pressure on,

but once it stops AAA should perform strongly."

(a) Is the trade addressed in Question 2, above, related to the transaction addressed in the

email written by Mr. Sparks?

(b) If so, explain how they are related and whether they were separately implemented.

(c) If the transactions were not related, explain how they were different, and whether and

how the transaction identified by Mr. Sparks was implemented.
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4. Exhibit 34 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is a series of emails dated

August 21, 2007 and entitled "RE: Potential large subprime trade and impact on Firmwide
VAR." The first email in the chain, at the bottom of the page, is from Mr. Birnbaum. It
reads:

"- The mortgage department thinks there is currently an extraordinary
opportunity for those with dry powder to add AAA subprime risk in either cash
or synthetic form.
- We would like to be opportunistic buyers of up to $10Bln subprime AAAs in

either cash or synthetic (ABX) form and run that long against our $3.5Bln in
mezzanine subprime shorts.
- Mortgage dept VAR would be reduced by $75mm and Firmwide VAR would
be reduced by $25mm.
- At current dollar prices, the implied losses at the AAA level are 2.5x higher
than the implied losses at the BBB level where we have our shorts (the ratio is

even cheaper for cash due to technicals). If AAAs were priced consistent with

BBB implied loss levels, they would be trading 5-lOpts higher in synthetics and
10-I5pts higher in cash.
- On the supply side, we think we can source these assets from SIVs, SIV-lites,
ABCP Conduits, Sec Lenders, total return accounts.
- On the demand side, we plan to share this trade quietly with selected risk
partners. We began doing so yesterday when we sold 1/3 of the AAAs
purchased off the [redacted] list to [redacted] and 100% of the AAAs from
[redacted] to [redacted] and [redacted]."

(a) Is the trade addressed in Question 2, above, related to the transaction addressed in the e-
mail written by Mr. Bimbaum?

(b) If so, explain how they are related and whether they were separately implemented.

(c) If the transactions were not related, explain how they were different, and whether and

how the transaction identified by Mr. Birnbaum was implemented.

5. A Goldman graph entitled "RMBS Subprime Notional History" is Exhibit 56(a) in the

Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010. It shows that Goldman had a net short position
of approximately $8 billion on a notional basis in November 2006 (hereafter the "short
position") in the ABX AAA index (hereinafter "ABX AAA").

(a) When did Goldman's short position in ABX AAA first reach approximately $8 billion on

a notional basis?

(b) Who within Goldman had knowledge of the full extent of the notional short position in
ABX AAA during FY 2006 and FY 2007?
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(c) Who was responsible for reviewing and approving the size of the short position in ABX
AAA?

(d) Whose capital was used to acquire the approximately $8 billion notional short position
in ABX AAA?

(e) Did you understand the short position to be a Goldman proprietary position?

(f) Did the approximately $8 billion notional short position in ABX AAA include the short
positions in ABX AAA held by the desks under the control of Messrs. Gasvoda, Nichols,
and Finck?

(g) When did Goldman begin to monetize the $8 billion notional short position in ABX
AAA? How was this accomplished?

6. (a) In 2007, did the Mortgages Department cover the ABX AAA short position and then,
after August 1, go long on the ABX AAA?

(b) If so, identify the specific trades that resulted in the long ABX AAA position, including
the dates of the trades, the amounts involved, and the identity of each counterparty.

(c) Did the Mortgages Department hedge its long ABX AAA position? If so, how and
when?

7. Identify the greatest total notional amount by which the Mortgages Department went long on
the ABX AAA after August 1, 2007, and the date on which that position was reached.

8. Did the Mortgages Department monetize or unwind its ABX AAA long position during the
period August 1, 2007 through the end of FY 2007? If so, provide that date of each
transaction used to monetize or unwind the long position, and the notional amount by which
the long position was reduced.

9. Provide the total net profit or loss to the Mortgages Department from the ABX AAA
transactions during the 4th quarter of FY 2007.
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Responses of Mr. Michael Swenson to the
Supplemental Ouestions for the Record of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

1. Exhibit 86 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is an email dated
September 19, 2006, from Peter Ostrem to the FICC-SPCDOGROUP. The email
states:

"We have been asked to do a CDO of $2bln for the ABS desk. Approx. $1.2bln will
be CDS off single-names referenced from the ABS index 06-1 and 06-2. This is a
trade we need to execute for the desk over the next 4-6 weeks and involves selling
half the equity (at least 30mm to sell) and the seniors and the mezz (at least half
the BBBs to get true sale). I would like everyone to work together on this one. We
expect to charge ongoing 10bp liquidation agent fees and 1-1.5pts upfront. Equity
will be offered around 22% no-loss yield. Obviously important to overall SP floor
and Sobel and Sparks are focused on this happening..

(a) Was the transaction described in this email carried out? Was the transaction
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 ("Hudson Mezzanine")? If not, what was the
name of the transaction?

I was not in the "FICC-SPCDOGROUP" to which this email was sent and have
no recollection of having seen or received it around the time it was sent. However, based on the
description in the document, it appears that the transaction matches many of the characteristics of
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 ("HMI"). HMI was carried out.

(b) Identify by name and job title the individuals in the Mortgages Department who
were involved in the origination, formulation, design, approval, or implementation
of the Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of securities issued by Hudson
Mezzanine, and the activities related to the transaction that each of them engaged
in.

HM I was originated by the CDO Origination Desk, which was headed by Peter
Ostrem. I do recall interacting with Mr. Ostrem in connection with this transaction, including
discussing with him the possibility of packaging ABX securities into CDOs, as was being done
by competitors of Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman Sachs" or the "Firm"). I do not recall who
initiated the conversation. The ABS Desk, which I headed, supplied some and possibly all of the
securities for the transaction.

(c) Describe in detail any role you had in the origination, formulation, design,
approval, or implementation of the Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale
of securities issued by Hudson Mezzanine.

Please see my answer to Question I (b).
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(d) Describe in detail any role the ABS desk had in the origination, formulation,
design, approval, or implementation of Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the
sale of securities issued by Hudson Mezzanine.

Please see my answer to Question 1(b). In addition, after HMI was marketed,
certain parts of the structure remained in the inventory of the CDO Origination Desk at Goldman
Sachs. Late in the second quarter of 2007, those retained positions were moved to the ABS
Desk. The ABS Desk may have subsequently tried to sell some of those positions.

(e) Was the Hudson Mezzanine transaction a proprietary transaction?

I do not believe that HMI was designed as a proprietary transaction.

(f) What did you understand the phrase "for the desk" to mean?

As noted above, I was not in the "FICC-SPCDOGROUP" to which this email was
sent and have no recollection of having seen or received it around the time it was sent. In
addition, I do not know what Peter Ostrem meant when he wrote "for the desk." In reading the
email, it appears that the phrase could have a number of possible meanings, including Mr.
Ostrem's CDO Origination Desk

(g) Was the purpose of the transaction described in Mr. Ostrem's email to enable the
ABS desk to reduce cash or swap positions (and the risk associated with those
positions) that the ABS desk held? If not, what was the purpose of the transaction?

Assuming that the transaction described in Exhibit 86 is HMI, the transaction was
implemented by the CDO Origination Desk, headed by Peter Ostrem, and I believe that it was his
desk's purpose to identify and pursue a positive arbitrage opportunity. The ABS Desk benefited
from HMI because HMI provided a buyer for certain long swap positions held by the ABS Desk
at the time.

(h) Identify any committee or individual at Goldman Sachs ("Goldman") that
approved this transaction.

Assuming that the transaction described in Exhibit 86 is HM 1, I do not know
whether this transaction was approved by any committee or.individual at Goldman Sachs
because the HMI transaction was not implemented by the ABS Desk but rather the CDO
Origination Desk. However, I believe that the Mortgage Capital Committee ("MCC") typically
was involved in the approval process for new issue CDO transactions.

(i) Identify any employee of Goldman or its affiliates and any third parties who were
involved in the identification and selection of the assets referenced in the Hudson
Mezzanine transaction and describe in detail the nature of their involvement.

I do not recall who identified or selected the assets referenced in the HM I
transaction, although I believe it is likely that there would have been discussions between the
ABS Desk and the CDO Desk about the willingness of the ABS Desk to supply risk for the HMI

-2-
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transaction. Peter Ostrem would have had the ultimate authority to decide on the assets that were
included in the transaction.

(j) List the criteria used to identify and select the assets that were referenced in the
Hudson Mezzanine transaction.

I do not recall the criteria used to identify and select the assets referenced in the
HMI transaction. The desk responsible for designing this transaction, the CDO Origination
Desk, likely would have worked with the rating agencies and determined the criteria for selecting
assets. Those criteria would have related to, among other things, originators, servicers and
issuers of the underlying transactions but I do not recall specifics.

(k) Based on your knowledge or belief, identify the reasons why Hudson Mezzanine
was "a trade [Goldman] needledi to execute for the desk over the next 4-6 weeks."

I do not know why HM I was a trade that Peter Ostrem thought Goldman Sachs
"need[ed] to execute for the desk over the next 4-6 weeks." In general, I believe that when a
new issue CDO transaction is fully ramped (i.e., the warehouse is filled), it is in the interest of
the transaction originator and underwriter to complete the transaction as quickly as possible to
reduce its market risk associated with those assets.

(I) Based on your knowledge or belief, identify the reasons why the Hudson
Mezzanine transaction "involve[dJ selling half the equity (at least 30mm to sell)
and the seniors and the mezz (at least half the BBBs to get true sale)."

To me, "true sale" is an accounting concept but I am not certain of the specific
accounting rules that would apply to the transaction described in the email.

(m) Was the Camber 7 transaction delayed to develop the Hudson Mezzanine
transaction? If so, explain why.

I do not recall whether Camber 7 was affected by the development of HM 1.

2. Exhibit 55b from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is an excerpt from
your 2007 EMD Review. On page 2, in the last sentence of point 3 under the Self-
Review section, you wrote:

"I oversaw and directed the covering of $9bb of ABX AAA that the department
was short and was able to monetize approx $250mm of p and I for the origination
businesses."

(a) Describe the purpose of the transaction or series of transactions (hereinafter
"transaction").

In this excerpt from my EMD Review, I am describing my efforts to help the
RMBS Origination Desk cover a number of its short positions.

-3-
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(b) Describe in detail your role in this transaction.

As a market maker, the ABS Desk purchased the securities that enabled the
RMBS Origination Desk to cover some of its short positions.

(c) Identify the assets involved.

Though I cannot identify all such assets, I believe-that ABX 06-1 and 06-2 AAAs
were, at least, involved in these trades.

(d) Identify any entity involved in the transaction and its role.

I do not recall from whom the ABS Desk purchased the securities. Goldman
Sachs' trading records will likely provide responsive information.

(e) Describe and state the notional value of each the assets involved or referenced in
the transaction.

I do not recall the notional value of the purchased securities. Goldman Sachs'
trading records will likely provide responsive information.

(f) Identify when the transaction took place.

I do not recall when the trades took place. I believe that most if not all occurred
in the third quarter of 2007. Goldman Sachs' trading records will likely provide responsive
information.

(g) Identify the Goldman personnel who participated in this transaction and the roles
they performed.

I do not recall who executed the trades. I believe that I or Josh Birnbaum, Deeb

Salem, and/or Edwin Chin were involved, along with a number of sales people.

(h) Identify the Goldman personnel who reviewed or approved this transaction.

Responsibility generally resided with the trading desk and its supervisors, acting
within their risk and product limits.

(i) State the value when sold or, if retained, the current value of the assets involved in
this transaction.

I do not recall the value of the assets involved in these trades. Goldman Sachs'
trading records will likely provide responsive information.

3. Exhibit 30 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, contains an email from
Dan Sparks dated August 14, 2007. It is entitled "Post." Included in the email is the
following paragraph written by Mr. Sparks:

-4-
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"(2) ABX AAA and RMBS may be the best opportunity to make a bunch of
money. The losses implied from the ABX trading levels seem way too high (over
30% cum losses). We've been covering, but we will likely come to you soon and say
we'd like to get long billions - and we'd stay short BBBisb part. The potential for
large liquidations may continue to put technical pressure on, but once it stops
AAA should perform strongly."

(a) Is the trade addressed in Question 2, above, related to the transaction addressed in
the email written by Mr. Sparks?

I do not believe that I received this email. However, from its context, it appears
that it was not a transaction but, instead, a precursor to the transaction proposed in Exhibit 34
(the subject of Question 4, below). I am also not certain what is meant by "related to" in this
question. The decision whether to implement the trades referenced in Exhibits 30 and 34 did not
depend on the decision to implement the trades I described in the excerpt quoted in Question 2.

(b) If so, explain how they are related and whether they were separately implemented.

Please see the answer to Question 3(a).

(c) If the transactions were not related, explain how they were different, and whether
and how the transaction identified by Mr. Sparks was implemented.

I do not believe that I received this email. However, from its context, it appears
that it was not a transaction but, instead, a precursor to the transaction proposed in Exhibit 34
(the subject of Question 4, below). I do not believe that the transaction proposed in Exhibit 34
was implemented, as I indicate in my response to Question 4(c), below. In addition, it appears
from the context of Exhibit 30, that Mr. Sparks is proposing that Goldman Sachs acquire a longer
position in certain ABX securities. In my EMD Review, I am describing trades that were
designed to cover a short position held by the RMBS Origination Desk that served as a hedge.

4. Exhibit 34 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is a series of emails
dated August 21, 2007 and entitled "RE: Potential large subprime trade and impact on
Firmwide VAR." The first email in the chain, at the bottom of the page, is from Mr.
Birnbaum. It reads:

"- The mortgage department thinks there is currently an extraordinary
opportunity for those with dry powder to add AAA subprime risk in either cash or
synthetic form.

- We would like to be opportunistic buyers of up to $10BIn subprime AAAs in
either cash or synthetic (ABX) form and run that long against our $3.5Bln in
mezzanine subprime shorts.

- Mortgage dept VAR would be reduced by $75mm and Firmwide VAR would be
reduced by $25mm.
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- At current dollar prices, the implied losses at the AAA level are 2.5x higher than
the implied losses at the BBB level where we have our shorts (the ratio is even
cheaper for cash due to technicals). If AAAs were priced consistent with BBB
implied loss levels, they would be trading 5-l0pts higher in synthetics and 1O15pts
higher in cash.

- On the supply side, we think we can source these assets from SIVs, SIV-lites,
ABCP Conduits, Sec Lenders, total return accounts.

- On the demand side, we plan to share this trade quietly with selected risk
partners. We began doing so yesterday when we sold 1/3 of the AAAs purchased
off the [redacted] list to [redacted] and 100% of the AAAs from [redacted] to
[redacted] and [redacted]."

(a) Is the trade addressed in Question 2, above, related to the transaction addressed in
the email written by Mr. Birnbaum?

I am not certain what is meant by "related to" in this question. The decision
whether to implement the trades referenced in Exhibits 30 and 34 did not depend on the decision
to implement the trades I described in the excerpt quoted in Question 2.

(b) If so, explain how they are related and whether they were separately implemented.

Please see the answer to Question 4(a).

(c) If the transactions were not related, explain how they were different, and whether
and how the transaction identified by Mr. Birnbaum was implemented.

I recall Mr. Birnbaum proposing that Goldman Sachs acquire a longer position in
certain ABX securities. In my EMD Review, I am describing trades that were designed to cover
a short position held by the RMBS Origination Desk that served as a hedge. I do not believe that
Mr. Birnbaum's proposed transaction was implemented.

5. A Goldman graph entitled "RMBS Subprime Notional History" is Exhibit 56(a) in the
Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010. It shows that Goldman had a net short
position of approximately $8 billion on a notional basis in November 2006 (hereafter the
"short position") in the ABX AAA index (hereinafter "ABX AAA").

(a) When did Goldman's short position in ABX AAA first reach approximately $8
billion on a notional basis?

I did not develop this graph and I do not recall reviewing it in the normal course
of business. I do not believe, however, that the positions in the graph accurately depict the "Mtg
Dept - Mtg NYC SPG Portfolio" because such a chart would reflect the combined positions of
the desks headed by me (ABS Desk), David Lehman (CMBS Desk), and Jonathan Egol
(Correlation Desk), and at no time in 2006-2007 was that combined position short $8 billion in
ABX AAA. I do recall that the RMBS Origination Desk held short positions in ABX AAA that
totaled approximately $9 billion, but I do not know when that level was first reached.
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(b) Who within Goldman had knowledge of the full extent of the notional short
position in ABX AAA during FY 2006 and FY 2007?

I did not develop this graph and I do not recall reviewing it in the normal course
of business. I do not believe, however, that the positions in the graph accurately depict the "Mtg
Dept - Mtg NYC SPG Portfolio" because such a chart would reflect the combined positions of
the desks headed by me, David Lehman, and Jonathan Egol, and at no time in 2006-2007 was
that combined position short $8 billion in ABX AAA. I also do not recall who in Goldman
Sachs knew of the full extent of the notional short position in ABX AAA in FY 2006 and 2007.
Dan Sparks or any member of the ABS Desk would have had access to the information described
in this question, but I do not recall whether I accessed that information.

(c) Who was responsible for reviewing and approving the size of the short position in
ABX AAA?

I did not develop this graph and I do not recall reviewing it in the normal course
of business. I do not believe, however, that the positions in the graph accurately depict the "Mtg
Dept - Mtg NYC SPG Portfolio" because such a chart would reflect the combined positions of
the desks headed by me, David Lehman, and Jonathan Egol, and at no time in 2006-2007 was
that combined position short $8 billion in ABX AAA. I also do not know who in Goldman
Sachs was responsible for reviewing and approving the size of the hedge in ABX AAA. To the
extent any particular desk held a short position, I believe that it would have been, at a minimum,
the responsibility of the head of that desk to review that position.

(d) Whose capital was used to acquire the approximately $8 billion notional short
position in ABX AAA?

I did not develop this graph and I do not recall reviewing it in the normal course
of business. I do not believe, however, that the positions in the graph accurately depict the "Mtg
Dept - Mtg NYC SPG Portfolio" because such a chart would reflect the combined positions of
the desks headed by me, David Lehman, and Jonathan Egol, and at no time in 2006-2007 was
that combined position short $8 billion in ABX AAA. I also do not recall whose capital was
used or allocated to acquire the short positions. In general, without knowing the specific short
position of each desk, I do not know which desk's capital was used.

(e) Did you understand the short position to be a Goldman proprietary position?

I did not develop this graph and I do not recall reviewing it in the normal course
of business. I do not believe, however, that the positions in the graph accurately depict the "Mtg
Dept - Mtg NYC SPG Portfolio" because such a chart would reflect the combined positions of
the desks headed by me, David Lehman, and Jonathan Egol, and at no time in 2006-2007 was
that combined position short $8 billion in ABX AAA. In addition, the short position referenced
in this graph would not be a proprietary position because the short position was largely a hedge
against the long loan and securities positions held by the RMBS Origination Desk.
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(f) Did the approximately $8 billion notional short position in ABX AAA include the
short positions in ABX AAA held by the desks under the control of Messrs.
Gasvoda, Nichols, and Finck?

I did not develop this graph and I do not recall reviewing it in the normal course
of business. I do not believe, however, that the positions in the graph accurately depict the "Mtg
Dept - Mtg NYC SPG Portfolio" because such a chart would reflect the combined positions of
the desks headed by me, David Lehman, and Jonathan Egol, and at no time in 2006-2007 was
that combined position short $8 billion in ABX AAA. I also do not know whose short positions
could have been involved in the graph's depiction of short positions because I was not involved
in the development of this graph. To the extent the graph depicts the overall short position of the
Mortgage Department, it should include the short position of the desks in that department,
including the desk under the control of Mr. Gasvoda, under whom Matt Nichols and Greg Finck
worked.

(g) When did Goldman begin to monetize the $8 billion notional short position in ABX
AAA? How was this accomplished?

I did not develop this graph and I do not recall reviewing it in the normal course
of business. I do not believe, however, that the positions in the graph accurately depict the "Mtg
Dept - Mtg NYC SPG Portfolio" because such a chart would reflect the combined positions of
the desks headed by me, David Lehman, and Jonathan Egol, and at no time in 2006-2007 was
that combined position short $8 billion in ABX AAA. Also, please see my answer to Question
2(f), above. I recall that during the third quarter, the ABS Desk executed some trades to begin
monetizing the short position in the securities held by the RMBS Origination Desk. Within the
ABS Desk, I believe that I or Josh Birnbaum, Deeb Salem, and/or Edwin Chin were involved,
along with a number of sales people.

6. (a) In 2007, did the Mortgages Department cover the ABX AAA short position and
then, after August 1, go long on the ABX AAA?

Please see my answer to Question 2(f), above. I recall that the ABS Desk covered
a AAA short position that was held as a hedge by the RMBS Origination Desk. I believe that the
ABS Desk went longer ABX AAA after covering the short position that was held as a hedge by
the RMBS Origination Desk. I do not recall the extent to which the ABS Desk went longer ABX
AAA. Goldman Sachs' trading records will likely provide responsive information.

(b) If so, identify the specific trades that resulted in the long ABX AAA position,
including-the dates of the trades, the amounts involved, and the identity of each
counterparty.

Goldman Sachs' trading records will likely provide responsive information.

(c) Did the Mortgages Department hedge its long ABX AAA position? If so, how and
when?

From my perspective as head of the ABS Desk, I believe that the Mortgage
Department did not hedge the ABX AAA referenced in Question 6(a). However, the longer
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ABX AAA position acquired by the ABS Desk after covering the short position that was held by
the RMBS Origination Desk served as an offset to the short BBB ABX position held by the ABS
Desk and reduced the Mortgage Department's VAR.

7. Identify the greatest total notional amount by which the Mortgages Department went
long on the ABX AAA after August 1, 2007, and the date on which that position was
reached.

I do not recall the total notional amount that the Mortgage Department went long
on ABX AAA after August 1. To the extent that this information can be obtained from Goldman
Sachs' trading records, it is my understanding that the Firm is working to provide this
information to the Subcommittee promptly.

8. Did the Mortgages Department monetize or unwind its ABX AAA long position during
the period August 1, 2007 through the end of FY 2007? If so, provide that date of each
transaction used to monetize or unwind the long position, and the notional amount by
which the long position was reduced.

I do not recall how long it took the Mortgage Department to unwind its ABX
AAA long position or how it did so because the Department's positions changed daily (even
intraday) as trades were done and these positions were not segregated in a separate account. To
the extent that this information can be obtained from Goldman Sachs' trading records, it is my
understanding that the Firm is working to provide this information to the Subcommittee
promptly.

9. Provide the total net profit or loss to the Mortgages Department from the ABX AAA
transactions during the 4th quarter of FY 2007.

I do not recall the total net profit or loss to the Mortgage Department from ABX
AAA during that time period. To the extent that this information can be obtained from the
Goldman Sachs' trading records, it is my understanding that the Firm is working to provide this
information to the Subcommittee promptly.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
FOR MR. SWENSON'S RESPONSES
SUPPLIED BY GOLDMAN SACHS

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

1. Exhibit 86 from the Subcommittee's bearing on April 27,2010, is an e-mail dated September 19,2006,

from Peter Ostrem to the FICC-SPCDOGROUP. The e-mail states:

"We have been asked to do a CDO of $2bln for the ABS desk. Approx. S1.lbln will be CDS off

single-names referenced from the ABS index 06-1 and 06-2. This is a trade we need to execute for the

desk over the next 4-6 weeks and involves selling half the equity (at least 30mm to sell) and the

seniors and the mezz (at least half the BBBs to get true sale). I would like everyone to work together

on this one. We expect to charge ongoing 10bp liquidation agent fees and 1-1.5pts upfront. Equity

will be offered around 22% no-loss yield. Obviously important to overall SP floor and Sobel and

Sparks are focused on this happening..."

(a) Was the transaction described in this e-mail carried out? Was the transaction Hudson Mezzanine

Funding 2006-1 ("Hudson Mezzanine")? If not, what was the name of the transaction?

The facts reflected in the e-mail are consistent with the Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1

transaction.

(b) Identify by name and job title the individuals in the Mortgages Department who were involved in the

origination, formulation, design, approval, or implementation of the Hudson Mezzanine transaction,

or in the sale of securities issued by Hudson Mezzanine, and the activities related to the transaction
that each of them engaged in.

The names and job titles of the individuals in the Mortgage Department who were involved in the

Hudson Mezzanine 2006-I transaction are set forth in the marketing flip book and term sheet for the transaction,

which were previously produced to the Subcommittee (bearing production numbers GS MBS-E-001557726 - 59

and GS MBS-E-001557869 - 73). For the Subcommittee staff's convenience, additional copies of these materials

are enclosed herewith.

(c) Describe in detail any role you bad in the origination, formulation, design, approval, or implementation of

the Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of securities issued by Hudson Mezzanine.

Please see Mr. Swenson's response to this Question.

(d) Describe in detail any role the ABS desk had in the origination, formulation, design, approval, or

implementation of Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of securities issued by Hudson

Mezzanine.

The Structured Products Trading desk entered into credit default swaps with the SPV in the

Hudson Mezzanine 2006-I transaction that had the effect of reducing a long position in the ABX index held by the

desk.

(e) Was the Hudson Mezzanine transaction a proprietary transaction?

This transaction was not a proprietary transaction. The Mortgage Department does not engage in

proprietary trading.

(f) What did you understand the phrase "for the desk" to mean?

Please see Mr. Swenson's response to this Question.

(g) Was the purpose of the transaction described in Mr. Ostrem's e-mail to enable the ABS desk to

reduce cash or swap positions (and the risk associated with those positions) that the ABS desk held?

If not, what was the purpose of the transaction?

GS MBS 0000035873
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Please see Mr. Swenson's response to this Question.

(b) Identify any committee or individual at Goldman Sachs ("Goldman") that approved this transaction.

Typically, transactions of this type would have been reviewed and approved by members of the
Mortgage Capital Committee through either a formal or informal meeting. The Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1
transaction appears to have been reviewed and approved through an informal meeting, likely conducted by
telephone conference.

(i) Identify any employee of Goldman or its affiliates and any third parties who were involved in the
identification and selection of the assets referenced in the Hudson Mezzanine transaction and
describe in detail the nature of their involvement.

Goldman Sachs selected the portfolio of reference obligations because there was no collateral
manager or selection agent engaged for this transaction. As noted in our response to Question l(b) posed to Mr.
Swenson, the Goldman Sachs employees involved in the origination and structuring of the transaction are set forth
in the marketing flip book and term sheets for the transaction.

(j) List the criteria used to identify and select the assets that were referenced in the Hudson Mezzanine
transaction.

Please see Goldman Sachs' response to Question 1(i) posed to Mr. Swenson.

(k) Based on your knowledge or belief, Identify the reasons why Hudson Mezzanine was "a trade

IGoldmani needied] to execute for the desk over the next 4-6 weeks."

Please see Mr. Swenson's response to this Question.

(I) Based on your knowledge or belief, identify the reasons why the Hudson

Mezzanine transaction "involveld] selling half the equity (at least 30mm to sell) and the seniors and

the mezz (at least half the BBBs to get true sale)."

Please see Mr. Swenson's response to this Question.

(m) Was the Camber 7 transaction delayed to develop the Hudson Mezzanine transaction? If so, explain

why.

Goldman Sachs does not believe that the Camber 7 transaction was delayed to develop the Hudson Mezzanine 2006-

I transaction. Because the Hudson Mezzanine 2006-1 transaction (i) had a static portfolio, (ii) referenced the

highly-liquid ABX indices and (iii) did not employ a collateral manager, it moved quickly to market. The actively-

managed Camber 7 transaction, by contrast, took much longer to complete. During this period, however, Camber 7

grew from $500 million to $900 million.
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

5. A Goldman graph entitled "RMBS Subprime Notional History" is Exhibit 56(a) in the
Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010. It shows that Goldman had a net short
position of approximately $8 billion on a notional basis in November 2006 (hereafter the
"short position") in the ABX AAA index (hereinafter "ABXAAA").

(a) When did Goldman's short position in ABX AAA first reach approximately $8
billion on a notional basis?

On October 12, 2006, the Mortgage Department's ABX AAA position reached
approximately $8 billion on a notional basis. The majority of that position was held by the
Residential Prime and Credit Origination desks. The position offset long prime and subprime
whole loan inventory of approximately $10 billion. The two exposures would net to a long
position.

(b) Who within Goldman had knowledge of the full extent of the notional short position
in ABX AAA during FY 2006 and FY 2007?

(c) Who was responsible for reviewing and approving the size of the short position in
ABX AAA?

The Mortgage Department (as well as other trading businesses within Goldman
Sachs) managed the size of its exposures and inventory in line with risk limits established by
senior management. These risk limits ensured that regardless of the opinion of an individual
or a business unit about market direction, risk remains within prescribed levels. The specific
risk limits relevant to the Mortgage Department included VaR, credit spread widening and
balance sheet size.

The ABX AAA position was one of many positions incorporated into all of the
long and short exposures maintained by the Mortgage Department and reviewed by senior
leadership within the department. Risk was managed within the risk limits approved by the
Securities Division Risk Committee. Senior traders within the Mortgage Department and
Risk Management were generally aware of the increasing size of the short position (as well as
the offsetting long position) during this period.

(d) Whose capital was used to acquire the approximately $8 billion notional short
position in ABX AAA?

As a market maker, Goldman Sachs assumed risk positions and put its own capital
at risk. The firm's capital consisted of shareholder equity, supplemented by long-term debt
issued by the firm. Goldman Sachs has long had well-established procedures to set risk limits
by business units and to ensure that the firm has appropriate levels of capital to support those
levels of activity.

(e) Did you understand the short position to be a Goldman proprietary position?

Please see Mr. Swenson's response to this Question.

Confidential Treatment
Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS 0000038762
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(f) Did the approximately $8 billion notional short position in ABX AAA include the
short positions in ABX AAA held by the desks under the control of Messrs.
Gasvoda, Nichols, and Finck?

The majority of the approximately $8 billion of notional short position in ABX
AAA included hedges maintained by the Residential Mortgage Origination business.

(g).When did Goldman begin to monetize the $8 billion notional short position in ABX
AAA? How was this accomplished?

Commensurate with the reduction in long residential loan inventory, the Mortgage
Department began reducing its short ABX AAA position during the Third Quarter of 2007. This
was executed through trades, primarily with dealers, where Goldman Sachs sold protection on
ABX AAA.

6. (a) In 2007, did the Mortgages Department cover the ABX AAA short position and
then, after August 1, go long on the ABX AAA?

Yes. In the latter portion of the third Quarter of 2007, in conjunction with
reducing its long residential loan inventory, the Mortgage Department reduced its short ABX
AAA position and ultimately had a long ABX AAA position in the Fourth Quarter of 2007.

(b) If so, identify the specific trades that resulted in the long ABX AAA position,
including the dates of the trades, the amounts involved, and the identity of each
counterparty.

Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS
0000038761) providing information for ABX AAA trades executed in July and August 2007.

(c) Did the Mortgages Department hedge its long ABX AAA position? If so, how and
when?

The Mortgage Department's ABX AAA position was part of the Department's
exposures and was managed in conjunction with other positions held by the Department. For
example, in the Fourth Quarter of 2007, the Department was short single-name credit default
swap positions in lower-rated securities, which offset the long exposures including the AAA
ABX.
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7. Identify the greatest total notional amount by which the Mortgages Department
went long on the ABX AAA after August 1, 2007, and the date on which that position was
reached.

The largest notional long ABX AAA position held by the Mortgage Department

after August 1, 2007 was on September 25, 2007. The position was long approximately $1.8
billion notional.

8. Did the Mortgages Department monetize or unwind its ABX AAA long position during
the period August 1, 2007 through the end of FY 2007? If so, provide that date of each

transaction used to monetize or unwind the long position, and the notional amount by
which the long position was reduced.

The Mortgage Department reduced its long ABX AAA position from September

25, 2007 through the end of 2007. Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet (bearing production

number GS MBS 0000038761) providing information on trades during that period.

9. Provide the total net profit or loss to the Mortgages Department from the ABX AAA
transactions during the 4th quarter of FY 2007.

During the Fourth Quarter of 2007, the Mortgage Department lost approximately

$152 million on its ABX AAA position. These losses were offset by gains on other positions in

the mortgage department resulting in a gain of approximately $107 million in non-agency
residential mortgages for the Quarter.
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Book Leaf Extemal Trade ID Notional Net effect Trade Date

TGO2130 MDX ABX.HEAAA07-1 LPO JDD5O SDB982423739 25,000,000 25,000,000 30Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-1 5DO DZB5O SDB982423746A 25,000,000 25,000,000 30-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-1 5DO DZSO SDB982423753A 50,000,000 50,000,000 30-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABX HEAAA06-2 A50 KMURO SDB982423761A 25.000,000 25,000,000 30-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO7-1 LPO JDDSO SDB982423771A 25,000,000 25,000,000 30-Nov407
TG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 ASO KMYRO SDB982423772A 25,000,000 25,000,000 30-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-1 LPO JDD50 SDB982423797 10,000,000, 000 00,000 30-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-1 LPO JDD50 SDB982424148A 60,000,000 60,000.000 30-Nov-07
TGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO7-1 LU O 3BPRO SDB982424236A (25,000,000) (25.000,000) 30-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA07-2 SXO 6DUZO SDB982418814.1A (8,000,000) (8,000,000) 29-Nov.07
TGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO6-1 5DO DZB5O SDB982421393A 5,000,000 5,000,000 29-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-1 5DO DZBSO SDB982421417A 5,000,000 5,000,000 29-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO SDB981330261A (20,000,000) (20,000,000) 28-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA07-1 LPO EY820 SDB981330261A (100,000,000) 100,000.000 28-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-1 5DO A3VK1 SDB982129551A 500.000,000 (500,000,000) 28-Nov-07
.TG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA.06-1 5DO DZB5O SD8982129551A 340,000,000 340,000,000 28-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO SDB982418231A (55,OO,000) (55,000,0W) 28-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA.07-2 SXO 6DUZO SDB982418814A (7,000,000) (7,000,000) 28-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DUZO SDB982418841A (20,000,000) (20,000,000) 28-Nov-07
.TG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DUZO SDB982418886A 25,000,000 25,000,000 28-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5DO DZB50 SDB982419444A 160,000,000 160,000.000 28-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-1 5D0 A3VK1 SDB982151686A 50,000,o00 (50.OO,O0O) 26-Nov-07
TGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 50 DZ8SO SDB982414338A 25,000,000 25,000,000 26-Nov-07
;TG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-1 5DO DZBSO SD8982414376A 25,000,000 25.000,000 26-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5DO DXB5O SDB982414612.IA 18,000,000 18,000,000 26-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO6-1 500 DXBSO SDB982414612.2A 1,200,000 1,200,000 26-Nov-07
TG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA06-1 500 DXB5O SDB982414612A 800,000 -800,000 26-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 500 DXB50 SDB982414917.1A 1,681,000 1,681,000 26-Nov-07
ITGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-1 5DO DXBSO SDB982414917.2A 4,250,600 4,250,600 26-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-1 500 DXB50 SDB982414917A 4,068,400 4,068,400 26-Nov-07
ITGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 500 A3VK1 SDB982152284.3A 2,000,000 (2,000,000) 23-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 500 A3VK1 SDB982152284A 13,750,000 (13,750,000) 23-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 500 DZB5O SDB982152284A 7,015,000 7,015,000 23-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5D0 A3VK1 SDB982152284.1A 65,500,000 (65,500,000) 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 50 0DZB50 SD8982152284.IA 33,418,000 33,418,000 21-Nov-07
ITG02f3O MDX ABXHEAAAO6-1 500 A3VK1 SDB982152284.2A 13,000,000 (13,000,000) 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-1 5DO DZB5O SDB982152284.2A 6,633,000 6,633,000 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5DO A3VK1 SDB982152284.4A 5,750,000 (5,750,000) 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5DO DZB5O SDB982152284.4A 2,934,000 2,934,000 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5DO A3VK1 SDB982154232.1A 25,000,000 (25,000,000) 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5DO DZB50 SDB982154232.iA 5,000,000 5,000,000 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 500 A3VK1 SDB982154232A 25,000,000 (25,000,000) 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-1 5DO DZB50 SDB982154232A 5,000,000 5,000,000 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXAHEAAAO6-1 500 DZBSO SDB982403981A 5,000,000 5,O0O,000 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA06-1 500 DZB50 SDB982404054A 5,000,000 5,000,000 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.06-1 500DZ850 SDB982404645A 32,082,000 32,082,000 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.06-1 5DODZO85 SDB982404650A 6,367,000 6,367,000 21-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-1 5DO A3VK1 SDB982152736A 100,000,000 (100,000,000) 20-Nov-07
ITGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-1 5DO DZBSO SDB982152736A 95,000,000 95,000,000 20-Nov-07
lTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-1 5DO DZB50 SDB982400668A 5,000,000 5,000,000 20-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX A8XHE.AAA06-1 5DO DZB50 SDB982402100.1A 22,500,000 22,500,000 20-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-1 5DO DZB50 SDB982402100.2A 1,500,000 1,500,000 20-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5DO DZB50 SDB982402100A 1,000,000 1,0W,000 20-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-1 500DZB50 SD8982402340 30,000,000 30,000,W00 20-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO SDB982402373A 1,000,000 -1,00O,00 20-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA06-1 500DZ850 SDB982397281A 10,000,000 10,000,000 19-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA06-1 5DO DZB50 SDB982397317A 10,000,000 10,000,000 19-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 A50 CN3NO SD8982049765A 50,000,000 (50,000.000) 15-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-1 5DO A3VK1 SD8982118395A 25,000,000 (25,000,000) 15-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHEAAAO7-1 LPO 3BPRO SDB982377305A 25,000,000 25,000,000 15-Nov-07
ITG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.06-2 ASO KMURO SDB982377343A 10,000,000 10,000,000 15-Nov-07
1TG02130 MDX ABXHEAAAO6-1 5DO DZB50 SDB982377353A 25,000,000 25,000,000 15-Nov-07
1TG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 A50 CN3NO SDB982071617.8A 6,700,000 (6,700,000) 14-Nov-07
ITGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO6.2 A50 CN3NO SDB982136112.3A (6,700,000) 6,700,000 14-Nov-07
1TG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO SDB982375604.10A (3,520,000) (3,520,000) 14-Nov-07
1TG02130 MDX ABXHE-AA07-2 SXO 6DCZO SD8982375604.11A (1,452,000) (1,452,000) 14-Nov-07
1TGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.07-2 SXO 6DCZO SD8982375604.12A (623,000) (623,000) 14-Nov-7
lTG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA07-2 SX06DOCZO SDB982375604.13A (534,000) (534,000) 14-Nov-07
1TGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO SB982375604.14A (1.228,000) (1,228,000) 14-Nov-07

1TGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO SDB982375604.15A (430,000) (430,000) 14-Nov-07
1TG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO SDB982375604.16A (170,000) (170,000) 14-Nov-07
1TGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO SD8982375604.17A (72,000) (72,000) 14-Nov-07
41TGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO SDB982375604.18A (2,167,000) (2,167,000) 14-Nov-07
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WTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTG02130 MDX ABXHE.AA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
UTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTG02130 MDX A'XHE AAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO
WTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA.07-2 SX0 6DCZO
UTG02130 MDX ABXHEAAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO

MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA.07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA.07-2 SXO 6DCZO
.MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE-AAA.07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5DO A3VKI
MTG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-1 5DO DZB50
MTG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-1 5DO DZBSO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 SDO DZB50
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHHEAAA06-1 5DO DZB50
MTG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 A50 CN3NO
MTG0213O MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO7-1 LPO 3BPRO
MTGO2130 MDXABX.HE.AAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO7-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA.07-1 LPO 3BPRO
MTG02130 MDXABXHEAAA.07-1 LPO 3BPRO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.AAA06-2ASO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO6-1 5DO A3VK1
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-1 5DO A3VKi
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 ASO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHEAAA06-2A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABX.HE.AAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5DO A3VK1
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.06-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.AAA06-2A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-1 5DW DZ850
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5DW A3VK1
MTGO2130 MDXABXHEAA06-1 5DO A3VK1
MTGOi1 30 MDX ABXHE:AA06-1 5D A3VK1
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 500 DZB50
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-1 5DO DZB50
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO-1 5W0 DZB50
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 A5O KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO7-1 LPO 3BPRO

SDB982375604.1A
SDB982375604.20A
SDB982375604.21A
SDB982375604.22A
SDB982375604.23A
SD8982375604.24A
SD8982375604.25A
SDB982375604.26A
SDB982375604.27A
SDB982375604.28A
SDB982375604.29A
SDB982375604.2A
SDB982375604.30A
SDB982375604.31A
SDB982375604.32A
SDB982375604.33A
SDB982375604.34A
SDB982375604.35A
SDB982375604.36A
SDB982375604.3A
SDB982375604.4A
SDB982375604.5A
SDB982375604.6A
SDB982375604.7A
SDB982375604.8A
SDB982375604.9A
SDB982375604A
SD8982373754A
SDB982152647A
SDB9823631 18A
SDB982363126A
SDB982363608A
SDB982363698A
SDB982363768.IA
SDB982363768A
SDB982086848A
SDB982361590.IA
SDB982361590A
SDB982361775.1A
SDB982361775A
SDB982360432A
SDB982360810A
SDB982360818A
SDB982358934A
SDB982359139.1A
SDB982359139A
SDB982359182A
SD8982074489.0A
SDB982074489.1A
SDB982345508.1A
SD8982345508.2A
SDB982345508A
SDB982345628.IA
SDB982345628A
SDB981933829A
SDB982325793A
SDB982326288.1A
SDB982326288.2A
SDB982326288.3A
SDB982326288.4A
SDB982326288.5A
SDB982326288.6A
SD8982326288.7A
SDB982326288A
SDB982326532A
SDB982326537A
SDB982055840.OA
SD8982055840.1A
SD8982055840.2A
SD8982324825A
SD8982324966A
SDB982324975A
SDB982324991A
SDB982325164A
SDB9823i1050.1A

(2t934.000)
(628,000)
(644.000)
(541,000)
(202,000)
(110.000)

(98,000)
(105,000)

(14,000)
(92.000)

(141.000)
(1.194,000)

(67.000)
(22,000)

(1,367,000)
(23.000)
(38,000)

(482,000)
(24,000)

(668,000)
(94,000)
(46,000)
(39,000)

(1,015,000)
(1.163,000)

(748,000)
(741,000)

(25,000.000)
10.000,000

5,000,000
5,000,000

10,000,000
10,000,000
(18,000,000)
(1ZOOO.000)
50,000,000
(3,000.000)
(2,00OOO)

(18,000,000)
(12,000,000)

.(10,000,000)
(6,500,000)

(18,500,000)
10,W00.OOO
(2,500,000)
(2,500,000)
25,000,000

110,000,000
90,000,000

(11,000,000)
(9,000,000)
(5,000,000)
(7,193,000)
(2,807,000)

(100.000)
(100,000.000)

(110.000)
(90,000)

(9,030,000)
(20,000)

(1,650,000)
(1,000.000)
(1.700,000)
(1,400,000)

(10,000,000)
(20,000,000)

774,000
9,356,000
9,870,000

10,000,000
774,000

9,356,000
9,870,000

(25,000,000)
(375.000,000)

(2,934,000) 14-Nov-07
(628,000) 14-Nov-07
(644,000) 14-Nov-07
(541,000) 14-Nov-07
(202,000) 14-Nov-07
(110,000) 14-Nov-07

(98,000) 14-Nov-07
(105,000) 14-Nov-07

(14,000) 14-Nov-07
(9Z000) 14-Nov-07

(141,000) 14-Nov-07
(1,194,000) 14-Nov-07

(67,000) 14-Nov-07
(22.000) 14-Nov-07

(1,367,000) 14-Nov-07
(23,000) 14-Nov-07
(38,000) 14-Nov-07

(482,000) 14-Nov-07
(24,000) 14-Nov-07

(668,000) 14-Nov-07
(94,000) 14-Nov-07
(46,000) 14-Nov-07
(39,000) 14-Nov-07

(1,015,000) 14-Nov-07
(1,163,000) 14-Nov-07

(748,000) 14-Nov-07
(741,000) 14-Nov-07

(25,000,000) 13-Nov-07
(10,000,000) 9-Nov-07

5,000,000 9-Nov-07
5,000,000 9-Nov-07

10,000,000 9-Nov-07
10,000,000 9-Nov-07

(18,000,000) 9-Nov-07
(12,000,000) 9-Nov-07
(50,000,000) 8-Nov-07

(3.000,000) 8-Nov-07
(2,000,000) 8-Nov-07

(18,000,000) 8-Nov-07
(12,000,000) 8-Nov-07
(10,000,000) 7-Nov-07
(6,500,000) 7-Nov-07

(18,500,000) 7-Nov-07
10,000,W00 6-Nov-07
(2,500,000) 6-Nov-07
(2,500,000) 6-Nov-07
25,000,000 6-Nov-07

(110,000,000) 5-Nov-07
(90,000,000) 5-Nov-07
(11,000,000) 2-Nov-07
(9,000,000) 2-Nov-07
(5,000,000) 1-Nov-07
(7,193,000) 1-Nov-07
(2,807,000) 1-Nov-07

100,000 31-t-07
(100,000,000) 31-t-07

(110,000) 31-O-07
(90,000) 31-Ocd-07

(9,030,00) 31-Oct-07
(20,000) 31-Od-07

(1,650,000) 31-Oct-07
(1,000,000) 31-Oc-07
(1.700,000) 31-Oc-07
(1,400,000) 31-Od-07

(10,000,000) 31-t-07
(20,000,000) 31-Oc-07

(774,000) 30-Ocd07
(9,356,000) 3-Otd-07
(9,870,000) 3-Od-07
10,000,000 30-Oct-07

774,000 30-Oct-07
9,356,000 30-Ot-07
9,870,000 30-O-07

(25,000,000) 30-Oct-07
(375,000,000) 29-Od-07
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IATG02130 MDX ABX HEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
ATGO2130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO7-1 LPO 3BPRO
ITGO213O MDX ABXHEAAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO
kITGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO7-1 LPO3BPRO
'ATGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-1 UPO 3BPRO

iTGO2130 MDX ABX HE.AAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO
'ATGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO
OATG0213o MDXABX.HEAAAO7-1 LPO 3BPRO
ATGO2130 MDX ABXIHEAZAO6-1 500 A3VK1
fTG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO6-1 5DO A3VK1
4TG02130 MDX ABX HEAAA06-2 ASO KMURO

IATG02130 MDXABXHEAAAOv-1 5DO DZB50
4TG02130 MDX ABXHEAAAO6-1 500 DZB50

$ATG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO6-1 500 DZB50
OTG02130 MDX ABXMHE AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
'TGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.06-1 500 A3VKi
OTG02130 MDX ABXHEAAAO7-1 LPO 3BPRO
TG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.O6-1 500 DZB50
4TG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO

ATGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-1 500 DZB50
lTG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
1TG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA.Ov-2 A50 KMURO
ITG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO

UTG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA07-2 SXO G32NO
¶TG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA07-1 LPO 38PRO

ATG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO
IATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO
ATG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA07-2 SXO 6DCZO

ATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
VlTG02130 MDXABXHE.AAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO
¶TG02130 MDX ABXHEAAA06-1 5W A3VK1
ATG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO6-1 500 DZB50
%4TG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA06-2 A50 KMURO
fTG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO

.1TG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAAOv-1 5DO DZB5O
tTG02130 MDX ABX HEAAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO

-ATG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.07-1 LPO EY820
tTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-1 50 A3VKI
vTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-1 500 DZ850
iTG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO

vTG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA.06-1 500 DZB50
ATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA.07-1 LPO EY820

OTG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA07-1 LP0 EY820
ATG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA.07-1 LPO 3BPRO
ATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA07-1 LPO 3BPRO

ATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA07-1 LPO EY820
WTG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO

.ATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
1TG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA.06-2 A50 KMURO

ATG02130 MDX ABX HEAAA06-2 A50 KMURO
WTG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAOv-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO213O MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
OTG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA06-2 A50 KMURO
ATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO

lTG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
WTG02130 MDX ABX HEAAAOv-2 ASO KMURO
OTG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO

1TG02130 MDX ABX.HE-AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
%1TG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
fTG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
lTG02130 MDX ABX HEAAA06-2 A50 KMURO
4TG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
ATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO

fTG02130 MDX ABXHEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
ATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
$ATG02130 MDX ABX HEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
ATG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 ASO KMURO
,TG02130 MDX ABX.HEAAA06-2 A50 KMURO

OtG02130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
vTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
ATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
ATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
ATGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
ATG02130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO

ATGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO

SDB9823111 12A
SDB982312389A
SDB982312397A
SD0982312432A
SDB982312471A
SDB982312496A
SDB982312529A
SDB982312560A
SDB982122528A
SDB982125443A
SDB982306991.1A
SDB982308745A
SD8982308757A
SDB982305954A
SDB982306991A
SDB982152477A
SDB982295257A
SDB982295375A
SDB982292604A
SDB982293113A
SDB982293758A
SDB982288852A
SDB982289464A
SDB982123431A
SDB982286570A
SDB982286621A
SDB982287158A
SDB982287215A
SDB982287291A
SDB982281223A
SDB9821 17406A
SDB982117406A
SDB982279v33A
SDB982279635A
SDB982279821A
SDB982278379A
SDB982038368A
SDB982119249A
SDB982277371A
SDB982277660A
SDB982275253A
SDB982119037.1A
SDB982119037A
SD8982243442A
SD8982243451A
SDB982128v93A
SDB982238413.10B
SDB982238413.1 IA
SDB982238413.12B
SDB982238413.13B
SDB982238413.14A
SDB982238413.15A
SDB982238413.16B
SDB982238413.17A
SDB982238413.18A
SDB982238413.19A
SDB982238413.1A
SD0982238413.20A
SDB982238413.21A
SD8982238413.22A
SDB982238413.23A
SDB982238413.24A
SDB982238413.25A
SDB982238413.26B
SDB982238413.27B
SDB982238413.28B
SDB982238413.29A
SDB982238413.2A
SDB982238413.30A
SDB982238413.31A
SDB982238413.32B
SDB982238413.33A
SDB982238413.34A
SDB982238413.35A
SDB982238413.36A

(10.000,000)
4,600,000

850.000
3,000,000
1.250,000
1,750,000
7,250,000
6,300,000

25,000,000
25.000,000
(4.450,000)
25,000,000
25,000,000
(25,000,000)

(550.000)
20,000,000
5.000,000

35.000,000
(10,000,000)
(50,000,000)

5,000,000
25,000,000
25,000,000
(25,000,000)

(5,000,000)
25,000,000
25,000,000
(25,000,000)
(25,000,000)
25,000,000

200,000,000
25,000,000

(50,000,000)
(50,000,000)
50,000,000
10,000,000
15,000,000
50,000,000
15,000,000
15,000,000

(50,000,000)
10,000,000
5,000,000

10,000,000
5,000,000

25,000,000
300,000
600,000
200,000
200,000

2,800,000
800,000
200,000
400.000
700,000

1,500,000
100,000

1,200,000
500,000
100,000

1,200,000
400,000

5,500,000
200,000
300,000
300,000

2,200,000
1,100,000

100,000
400,000
300,000

1,300.000
900,000

1,300,000
400,000

(10,000,000) 29-Od-07
4,600,000 29-Oct-07

850.000 29-Od-07
3,000,000 29-Od4-07
1,250,000 29-Oct-07
1,750,000 29-Oc-07
7,250,000 29-Oc-07
6,300,000 29-Odc-07

(25.000,000) 26-O-07
(25.000,000) 26-Odc-07
(4,450,000) 26-Oct-07
25,000,000 26-Oct-07
25.000,000 26-Oc-07

(25,000,000). 25-Od-07
(550.000) 25-Od-07

(20,000,000) 24-Oct-07
5,000,000 23-Oc-07

35,000,000 23-Od-07
(10,000,000) 22-Odc-07
(50.000,000) 22-Oct-07

5,000,000 22-Od-07
25,000.000 19-Oct-07
25,000,000 19-Oct-07
25,000,000 18-Odc-07
(5,000,000) 18-Od-07
25,000,000 18-Oct-07
25,000,000 18-Oct-07 I
(25,000,000) 18-Od-07
(25,000,000) 18-Oct-07
25,000,000 16-Odc-07

(200,000,000) 15-Oct-07
25,000,000 15-Oct-07
(50,000,000) 15-Oct-07
(50,000,000) 15-Oct-07
50,000,000 15-Oct-07
10,000,000 12-Oct-07

(15,000,000) 11-Od-07
(50,000,000) 11-Oct-07
15,000,000 1 1-Oct-07
15,000.000 1 1-Oct-07
(50,000,000) 94-d-07
(10,000,000) 28-Sep-07
(5,000,000) 28-Sep-07
10,000,000 28-Sep-07
5,000,000 28-Sep-07

(25,000,000) 27-Sep-07
300,000 27-Sep-07
600,000 27-Sep-07
200,000 27-Sep-07
200,000 27-Sep-07

2,800,000 27-Sep-07
800,000 27-Sep-07
200,000 27-Sep-07
400,000 27-Sep-07
700,000 27-Sep-07

1,500,000 27-Sep-07
100,000 27-Sep-07

1.200,000 27-Sep-07
500,000 27-Sep-07
100,000 27-Sep-07

1,200,000 27-Sep-07
400,000 27-Sep-07

5,500,000 27-Sep-07
200,000 27-Sep-07
300,000 27-Sep-07
300,000 27-Sep-07

2,200,000 27-Sep-07
1,100,000 27-Sep07

100,000 27-Sep-07
400,000 27-Sep-07
300,000 27-Sep-07

1.300,000 27-Sep-07
900,000 27-Sep-07

1.300,000 27-Sep-07
400,000 27-Sep-07
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MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.AAAO6-2A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXCHEAkAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAkO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HEAAA0-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAA.06-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHEAAA06-2A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABX.HEAAAO6-2A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 ASO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAOS2MOA50KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 ASO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAkO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.06-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAOO-2 A5 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHEAAAO6-2A0 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAOO-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA-O6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHEAAAO6-2A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 A5O KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HEAAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA.O6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA.06-2 ASO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA.O6-2 ASO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA.O6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.AAAO6-2A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.AAAO6-2A50 KMURO
MTGO213O MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ADXHE.AAA06-2 A5O KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA.O6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.AAAO6-2AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO213O MDXABX.HE.AAAO6-2 ASOKMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.AAA06-2 ASOKMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.AAAO6-2A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAAO6-2 A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAoO6-2 ASO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE.AAA06-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.A.AAO6-2A0 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 ASO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.AAAO6-2A50 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHEAAAO6-2A0 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABX.HE.AAAO6-2AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABX.HEAAAO6-2A0 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.AAAO6-2A0 KMURO
MTGO2130 MDXABXHE.AAA06-2AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAAO6-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABXHE.AAA06-2 AO KMURO
MTGO2130 MDX ABX.HE-AAAO6-2 ASO CN3NO

SDB982238413.38A
SDB982238413.39A
SDB982238413.3B
SDB982238413.40A
SDB982238413.41A
SDB982238413.42A
SDB982238413.43A
SDB982238413.44A
SDB982238413.45A
SDB982238413.46B
SDB982238413.47A
SDB982238413.48A
SDB982238413.49A
SDB982238413.4A
SDB982238413.50A
SDB982238413.51B
SDB982238413.52A
SD8982238413.53A
SDB982238413.54A
SD8982238413.55A
SDB982238413.56A
SDB982238413.57A
SDB982238413.58A
SDB982238413.59A
SDB982238413.5B
SDB982238413.60A
SD8982238413.61A
SDB982238413.62A
SDB982238413.63A
SDB982238413.64A
SDB982238413.65A
SDB982238413.66A
SDB982238413.67A
SDB982238413.68A
SDB982238413.69A
SDB982238413.6A
SDB982238413.70A
SDB982238413.71A
SDB982238413.72B
SDB982238413.73A
SDB982238413.74A
SDB982238413.75B
SD8982238413.76A
SD8982238413.77A
SDB982238413.78A
SDB982238413.79A
SDB982238413.7A
SDB982238413.80A
SDB982238413.81A
SD8982238413.82A
SDB982238413.83A
SDB982238413.84A
SDB982238413.85B
SDB982238413.86B
SDB982238413.87A
SDB982238413.88A
SDB982238413.89A
SDB982238413.8A
SDB982238413.90A
SDB982238413.91A
SDB982238413.92B
SDB982238413.93A
SDB982238413.94A
SDB982238413.95A
SDB982238413.96B
SDB982238413.97B
SDB982238413.9A
SDB982238413A
LTAA0982233571

. w,uw

1.200,000
900.000
200,000
200,000
400,000

4,700,000
1,000,000
1,400,000
1,300.000

300,000
500,000

1,600,000
500,000

2,700,00O
700.000
300,000

1,900.000
2,200,000
1.400,000

100,000
2,500,000

600,000
900,000
100,000
300,000

1,000,000
6,000,000
1,200,000

900,000
200,000

1,100,000
300,000
500,000
700.000
600.000
100,000
300,000
200,000
300.000
200,000

4,600,000
300,000
400,000
900,000
700,000

2,700,000
400,000
600,000
800,000
100,000

1,700,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
400,000

1,300,000
1,500,000
2,800,000
4,700,000

700,000
300,000

1,100,000
1,300,000
1,400,000

300,000
200,000
400,000

2,400,000
100000,000

1,20, 27 -S-07

19200,000 27-Sep-07
900,000 27-Sep-07 |
200,000 27-Sep-07 4
200,000 27-Sep-07 4
400,000 27-Sep-07 4

4,700,000 27-Sep-07 4
1,400,000 27-Sep-07 4
1,400,000 27-Sep-07 4
1,300,000 27-Sep-07 4

300,000 27-Sep-07 4
500,000 27-Sep-07 4

1,600,000 27-Sep-07 4
500,000 27-Sep-07

2700,000 27-Sep-07

700,000 27-Sep-07

1,900,000 27-Sep-07
2,200,000 27-Sep-07 1
1,400,000 27-Sep-07 1

100,000 27-Se-07
200,000 27-Sep-07

600.000 27-Sep-07
900,000 27-Sep-07
100,000 27-Se-07
300,000 27-Sep-07

1,000,000 27-Sep-07
8,000.000 27-Sep-07
1,2OW.000 27-Sep-07

900,000 27-Sep-07
20,O000 27-Sep-07

1,00,000 27-Sep-07
300,000 27-Sep-07
500,000 27-Sep-07
700,000 27-Sep-07
600,000 27-Sep-07
100,000 27-Sep-07
300,000 27-Sep07
200,000 27-Sep-07
300,000 27-Sep-07
200,000 27-Sep-07

4,60,0O 27-Sep-07
300,000 27-e-07
400,000 27-Sep-07
900.000 27-Sep-07
700,00 27-Sep-07

2,700,O 27-Sep-07
400,000 27-Sep-07
600,000 27-Sep-07
800,000 27-Sep-07
100,000 27-Sep-07

100,000 27-Sep-07
400,000 27-Sep-07
300,000 27-Sep-07
200,000 27-Sep-07
400,000 27-Sep-07

1.00,000 27-Sep-07
1,300,000 27-Sep-07
1,500,000 27-Sep-07
24800,000 27-Sep-07
4,700,000 27-Sep-07

700,000 27-Sep-07
300,000 27-Sep-07

1,300,000 27-Sep-07
1,300,000 27-Sep-07
1,400,000 27-Sep-07

300,00 27-Sep-07
200,000 27-Sep-07
400,000 27-Sep-07

2,400,000 27-Sep-07
(100,000,000) 26-Sep07

- = Redacted by the Permanent
| Subcommittee on Investigations
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to

JOSHUA S. BIRNBAUM
Former Managing Director

Structured Products Group Trading
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREET AND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INyESTMENT.BANKS

April 27, 2010
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to
JOSHUA S. BIRNBAUM

Former Managing Director
Structured Products Group Trading

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREETAND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010

Please provide answers to the following questions by June 15, 2010:

I Is it, or was it, your understanding or belief that one or more individuals within Goldman
Sachs ("Goldman") believed that the ABS desk made money in 2007 primarily from a
single short trade (the "Trade")? If so, provide the following information.

(a) Identify by name and job title any individuals that you understood held that belief.

(b) Describe in detail the Trade to which you understood any such individuals to be
referring.

(c) State the notional value of the Trade.

(d) Describe in detail the assets or positions that were included or referenced in the Trade.

(e) Describe in detail how Goldman unwound or covered the positions acquired in the
Trade.

(f) State when Goldman unwound or covered the positions acquired in the Trade.

(g) State the amount of profit made, or loss avoided, by Goldman from the Trade.

If you are unable to provide complete answers to any of the foregoing questions, identify
the persons within Goldman who would be able-to provide the answers or information
requested.

2. Is it or was it your understanding or belief that by June 2007, all CDO and RMBS positions
retained by SPG Trading were identified and already hedged?
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3. Is it or was it your understanding or belief that after the Bear Steams Asset Management
(BSAM) unwind in 2007, SPG Trading initiated shorts on an outright basis, with no
accompanying CDO or RMBS retained position longs? If so, what was the dollar value of

the short position acquired as a result off that activity?

4. Is it or was it your understanding or belief that the shorts referenced in Question 3, above,
were not a hedge?

5. Exhibit 86 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is an email dated

September 19, 2006, from Peter Ostrem to the FICC-SPCDOGROUP. The email states:

"We have been asked to do a CDO of $2bln for the ABS desk. Approx.
$1.2bln will be CDS off single-names referenced from the ABS index 06-1
and 06-2. This is a trade we need to execute for the desk over the next 4-6
weeks and involves selling half the equity (at least 30mm to sell) and the
seniors and the mezz (at least half the BBBs to get true sale). I would like
everyone to work together on this one. We expect to charge ongoing lObp
liquidation agent fees and 1-1.5pts upfront. Equity will be offered around
22% no-loss yield. Obviously important to overall SP floor and Sobel and
Sparks are focused on this happening. . ."

(a) Was the transaction described in this email carried out? Was the transaction Hudson
Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 ("Hudson Mezzanine")? If not, what was the name of the
transaction?

(b) Identify by name and job title the individuals in the Mortgages Department who were
involved in the origination, formulation, design, approval, or implementation of the
Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of securities issued by Hudson
Mezzanine, and the activities related to the transaction that each of them engaged in.

(c) Describe in detail any role you had in the origination, formulation, design, approval, or

implementation of the Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of securities
issued by Hudson Mezzanine.

(d) Describe in detail any role the ABS desk had in the origination, formulation, design,
approval, or implementation of Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of
securities issued by Hudson Mezzanine.

(e) Was the Hudson Mezzanine transaction a proprietary transaction?

(f) What did you understand the phrase "for the desk" to mean?
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(g) . Was the purpose of the transaction described in Mr. Ostrem's email to enable the ABS
desk to reduce cash or swap positions (and the risk associated with those positions)
that the ABS desk held? If not, what was the purpose of the transaction?

(h) Identify any committee or individual at Goldman that approved this transaction.

(i) Identify any employee of Goldman or its affiliates and any third parties who were
involved in the identification and selection of the assets referenced in the Hudson
Mezzanine transaction and describe in detail the nature of their involvement.

(j) List the criteria used to identify and select the assets that were referenced in the
Hudson Mezzanine transaction.

(k) Based on your knowledge or belief, identify the reasons why Hudson Mezzanine was

"a trade [Goldman] need[ed] to execute for the desk over the next 4-6 weeks."

(I) Based on your knowledge or belief, identify the reasons why the Hudson Mezzanine
transaction "involve[d] selling half the equity (at least 30mm to sell) and the seniors
and the mezz (at least half the BBBs to get true sale)."

(m) Was the Camber 7 transaction delayed to develop the Hudson Mezzanine transaction?
If so, explain why.

6. During your tenure in the Mortgages Department at Goldman, did you ever intentionally
fail to respond to a request for a bid or an offer to purchase from a customer or another
broker-dealer? If so, explain the circumstances.

7. During your tenure in the Mortgages Department at Goldman, did you ever knowingly
make a non-competitive response to a request for a bid or an offer to purchase?

8. During your tenure in the Mortgages Department at Goldman, did you ever inform a

customer or a broker-dealer that Goldman did not make a market in any ABX product in
order to avoid selling or purchasing that product?

9. Exhibit 34 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is a series of emails dated

August 21, 2007, and entitled "RE: Potential large subprime trade and impact on Firmwide
VAR." The first email in the chain, at the bottom of the page, was written by you. It reads:

"- The mortgage department thinks there is currently an extraordinary
opportunity for-those with dry powder to add AAA subprime risk in either
cash or synthetic form.
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- We would like to be opportunistic buyers of up to $10Bln subprime AAAs
in either cash or synthetic (ABX) form and run that long against our $3.5Bln
in mezzanine subprime shorts.
- Mortgage dept VAR would be reduced by $75mm and Firmwide VAR
would be reduced by $25mm.
- At current dollar prices, the implied losses at the AAA level are 2.5x
higher than the implied losses at the BBB level where we have our shorts
(the ratio is even cheaper for cash due to technicals). If AAAs were priced
consistent with BBB implied loss levels, they would be trading 5-IOpts
higher in synthetics and 10-I5pts higher in cash.
- On the supply side, we think we can source these assets from SIVs, SIV-
lites, ABCP Conduits, Sec Lenders, total return accounts.
- On the demand side, we plan to share this trade quietly with selected risk
partners. We began doing so yesterday when we sold 1/3 of the AAAs
purchased off the [redacted] list to [redacted] and 100% of the AAAs from
[redacted] to [redacted] and [redacted]."

(a) Was the transaction or series of transactions (hereinafter "transaction") you proposed
in your email ("We would like to be opportunistic buyers of up to $10Bln subprime
AAAs in either cash or synthetic (ABX) form and run that long against our $3.5Bln in
mezzanine subprime shorts"), or a transaction similar to the one you identified in your
email, implemented? If so, provide the following information.

(b) Describe the purpose of the transaction.

(c) Describe in detail your role in this transaction.

(d) Identify the assets involved.

(e) Identify any entity involved in the transaction and its role.

(f) Describe and state the notional value of each the assets involved or referenced in the
transaction.

(g) Identify when the transaction took place.

(h) Identify the Goldman personnel who participated in this transaction and the roles they
performed.

(i) Identify the Goldman personnel who reviewed or approved this transaction.

(j) State the value when sold or, if retained, the current value of the assets involved in this
transaction.
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10. Exhibit 30 from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, contains an email from Mr.
Sparks, dated August 14, 2007. It is entitled "Post." Included in the email is the following
paragraph written by Mr. Sparks:

"(2) AAA ABX and RMBS may be the best opportunity to make a bunch of
money. The losses implied from the ABX trading levels seem way too high
(over 30% cum losses). We've been covering, but we will likely come to
you soon and say we'd like to get long billions - and we'd stay short BBBish
part. The potential for large liquidations may continue to put technical
pressure on, but once it stops AAA should perform strongly."

(a) Is the transaction addressed in Question 9, above, related to the transaction addressed
in the email written by Mr. Sparks?

(b) If so, explain how they are related and whether they were separately implemented.

(c) If the transactions were not related, explain how they were different, and how the
transaction identified by Mr. Sparks was implemented.

11. Exhibit 55b from the Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010, is an excerpt from Mr.
Swenson's 2007 EMD Review. On page 2, in the last sentence of point 3 under the Self-
Review section, Mr. Swenson wrote:

"I oversaw and directed the covering of $9bb of AAA ABX that the department was
short and was able to monetize approx $250mm of p and I for the origination
businesses."

(a) Is the transaction addressed in Question 9, above, related to the transaction addressed
in Mr. Swenson's 2007 EMD Review?

(b) If so, explain how they are related and whether they were separately implemented.

(c) If the transactions were not related, explain how they were different, and how the
transaction identified by Mr. Swenson was implemented.

12. A Goldman graph entitled "RMBS Subprime Notional History" is Exhibit 56(a) in the
Subcommittee's hearing on April 27, 2010. It shows that Goldman had a net short position
of approximately $8 billion on a notional basis in November 2006 (hereafter the "short
position") on the ABX AAA index (hereafter "ABX AAA").

(a) When did Goldman's short position in ABX AAA first reach approximately $8 billion
on a notional basis?
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(b) Who within Goldman had knowledge of the full extent of the notional short position in
ABX AAA during FY 2006 and FY 2007?

(c) Who was responsible for reviewing and approving the size of the short position in
ABX AAA?

(d) Whose capital was used to acquire the approximately $8 billion notional short position
in ABX AAA?

(e) Did you understand the short position to be a Goldman proprietary position?

(f) Did the approximately $8 billion notional short position in ABX AAA include the
short positions in ABX AAA held by the desks under the control of Messrs. Gasvoda,
Nichols, and Finck?

(g) When did Goldman begin to monetize the $8 billion notional short position in ABX
AAA? How was that accomplished?

13. (a) In 2007, did the Mortgages Department cover the ABX AAA short position and then,
after August 1, go long on the ABX AAA?

(b) If so, identify the specific trades that resulted in the long ABX AAA position,
including the dates of the trades, the amounts involved, and the identity of each
counterparty.

(c) Did the Mortgages Department hedge its long ABX AAA position? If so, how and
when?

14. Identify the greatest total notional amount by which the Mortgages Department went long
on the ABX AAA after August 1, 2007, and the date on which that position was reached.

15. Did the Mortgages Department monetize or unwind its ABX AAA long position during the
period August 1, 2007 through the end of FY 2007? If so, provide the date of each
transaction used to monetize or unwind the long position, and the notional amount by
which the long position was reduced.

16. Provide the total net profit or loss to the Mortgages Department from the ABX AAA
transactions during the 4th quarter of FY 2007.

4 O O
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SchulteRoth&Zabel l-lP
1152 Fifteenth Street, NW, Suite 850

Washington. DC 20005
202.729.7470

202.730.4520 fax

www.srz.com

Writer's Direct Number
202.729.7476

* Writer's E-mail Address
peter.white@srz.com

June 21, 2010

VIA EMAIL (mary robertson(thsaac.senate.gov)

The Honorable Carl Levin
c/o Mary Robertson, Chief Clerk
United States Senate
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Washington, DC 20510-6250

Re: Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations' Follow Up Questions

Dear Senator Levin:

Enclosed please find, on behalf of Joshua S. Birnbaum, responses to the questions posed
in your letter dated May 24, 2010 following the April 27, 2010 hearing. As you are aware,
Mr. Birnbaum is no longer employed by Goldman Sachs and therefore does not have access to
the documents and other sources of information needed to answer many of the supplemental
questions.

Should you have any further questions, please contact me.

Sincerely,/W

Peter H.White

Enclosure

DOC ID-I 1208193.1
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Responses of Joshua S. Birnbaum to
Additional Questions Posed by the

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

I do not believe that the profitability of the ABS desk in 2007 was driven primarily by a
single short trade, and do not know of anyone at Goldman Sachs ("Goldman") who
thought it was.

2. 1 do not know whether all CDO and RMBS positions retained by SPG Trading were
identified and already hedged by June 2007. 1 did not retain the records from my time
with Goldman relevant to making such a determination. In any event, as I testified, there
was significant debate within Goldman regarding the extent of our CDO and RMBS
exposures and how to hedge them in part because hedging in this space is not subject to
discrete, clear-cut mapping. Goldman would be better able to provide the details asked
for in this question.

3. In late June and July 2007, SPG Trading sold the ABX index and bought protection in the
single name market, thereby lessening that book's long exposure and increasing its short
exposures. Because I did not retain records from my time at Goldman, I do not know the
dollar value of the short position acquired as a result of that activity. Goldmah would be
better able to provide the details asked for in this question.

4. I do not know whether "the shorts referenced in Question 3" were a hedge because I do
not recall the extent of those positions or the other long investments Goldman held at that
time, and do not have the records necessary to make such a determination. Goldman
would be better able to provide the details asked for in this question.

5. I did not receive the email and do not know what is meant by the various phrases the
Subcommittee has quoted from that message. Though I do not have access to all of the
documents that might help refresh my recollection at this time, I believe the concept
referenced in this email became the Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 transaction.
Other than Peter Ostrem, who sent this email, I do not remember who else was involved
in the origination, formulation, design, approval or implementation of this transaction, or
in the sale of securities issued by the Hudson Mezzanine. I do not recall having any role
in that process, other than perhaps providing pricing for the ABX Index, and do not
remember whether anyone else on the ABS desk had such a role. I do not know who
approved the transaction or selected its referenced assets, or what the criteria for selection
were. I believe that the purpose of the transaction was to provide clients interested in
purchasing subprime risk exposure with a diversified portfolio that included CDS from
the single names that were included in the 06-1 and 06-2 ABX Index and other single
name CDS which, if attractive to investors, could also reduce the ABS trading desk's
long position in the ABX Index. I do not know what the Subcommittee means by the
term "proprietary," but this was not a proprietary transaction as I understand the meaning
ascribed to that term by Goldman and the broader Wall Street community. I do not
recognize the name "Camber 7."
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6. During my tenure at the Mortgage Department at Goldman, in connection with our role
as a market maker, we provided liquidity to customers who requested bids or offers in the
context of the market. I do not recall intentionally failing to respond to a customer
request for a bid or an offer. It would not be unusual for a broker to not respond to
another broker's requests and market practice does not dictate any obligation to provide
liquidity to counterparties that are not clients.

7. As I do not understand what is meant by "a non-competitive response to a request for a
bid or an offer to purchase," I cannot answer the Committee's question as posed.

8. I do not recall informing any customers that Goldman did not make a market in any ABX
product in order to avoid selling or purchasing that product.

9. The transaction I proposed in this email was not implemented. Its purpose would have
been to hedge our desk's existing mezzanine subprime BBB short position by purchasing
a significant AAA long position.

10. The transaction addressed in the email from Mr. Sparks dated August 14, 2007 was
related to the transaction addressed in Question 9, but I do not believe either was
implemented as described.

11. The transaction referenced in Mr. Swenson's 2007 EMD review was not related to the
transaction addressed in Question 9. The transaction referenced in the emails referenced
in Questions 9 and 10 proposed to purchase AAA long positions to offset existing BBB
short positions. The transaction described in Mr. Swenson's EMD review covered short
AAA positions held outside the SPG Trading group.

12. The graph entitled "RMBS Subprime Notional History" is misleading to the extent that it
purports to amalgamate positions that cannot be offset against one another from a risk
management perspective. See Transcript of Proceedings, United States Senate,
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, April 27, 2010, at 75-76. Combining these
very different positions in this way does not reflect the firm's position or what would
happen to the firm's profit and loss statement to the extent the market moved up and
down. I do not have access to the records necessary to determine when Goldman's short
position in ABX AAA reached any particular level on a notional basis, and do not believe
this number to be particularly meaningful from a risk management perspective. I cannot
answer the question further as I did not take those records with me when I left Goldman.
Goldman would be better able to provide the details asked for in this question.

13. I recall that the Mortgage Department covered many of its ABX AAA short positions in
mid 2007, but do not recall whether the Department went net long after August 1, 2007.
As I am not certain there was a long ABX AAA position after August 1, 2007, and as I
did not retain the relevant documents after leaving Goldman, I cannot provide the
information requested regarding trading and hedging activity. Goldman would be better
able to provide the details asked for in this question.

14. As I did not retain the documents relevant to this issue after leaving Goldman, I cannot
determine the greatest total notional amount by which the Mortgage Department went
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long on the ABX AAA after August 1, 2007. In fact, as mentioned above, I do not even
know whether the Department actually went long on the ABX AAA after August 1, 2007.
Goldman would be better able to provide the details asked for in this question.

15. Without access to the relevant records, I cannot answer whether the Mortgage
Department monetized or unwound some or all of its ABX AAA position between
August 1, 2007 and the end of the year. Goldman would be better able to provide the
details asked for in this question.

16. I do not know the total net profit or loss to the Mortgage Department from the ABX AAA
transactions during the fourth quarter of FY 2007. Goldman would be better able to
provide the details asked for in this question.
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Schulte Roth&Zabel iiP

1152 Fifteenth Street. NW. Suite 850
Washington, DC 20005

202.729.7470
202.730.4520 tax

www.srz.com

Writer's Direct Number Writer's E-mail Address
202.729.7476 peter.white@srz.com

October 20, 2010

VIA COURIER

The Honorable Carl Levin
Attn: Mr. Bob Roach
United States Senate
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
199 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-6250

Re: Supplemental Responses to Selected Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations Follow Up Questions

Dear Senator Levin:

We write on behalf of Joshua S. Birnbaum to supplement responses to certain questions

posed in your May 24, 2010 letter following his testimony at the April 27, 2010 hearing. During

Mr. Bimbaum's second interview with your staff on October 1, 2010, it was revealed that a draft

of a document Mr. Birnbaum wrote in 2007 (SPG Trading - 2007, GS MBE-E-01 5654036-50,

copy attached) was quoted extensively, without citation, in certain follow up questions posed to

Mr. Birmbaum (specifically Questions 14). Unfortunately, Mr. Birnbaum did not have a copy

of that document at the time he responded to the May 24 questions and, therefore, could not use

it to refresh his recollection of events that occurred several years ago. Curiously, nothing in the

questions indicated that your staff had incorporated quotations from a document, unlike the many

other questions posed where the your staff clearly indicated that it was quoting from documents
that had been provided to Mr. Birnbaum. We cannot understand what legitimate reason the staff
would have for neither providing the document nor even disclosing that it was quoting a
particular document in posing these questions. Without the benefit of that document, Mr.
Birnbaum was not able to answer all of the questions in his written responses. In fact, his
response to the questions at issue specifically noted that he did not have the documents necessary

to refresh his recollection.

Having now reviewed the document quoted in the questions posed, Mr. Birnbaum's
recollection is refreshed regarding certain events that occurred during 2006 and 2007.
Accordingly, even though nothing contained in the document is inconsistent with Mr.
Bimbaum's June 21, 2010 responses, we wish to supplement those responses as follows:
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Question: Is it, or was it, your understanding or belief that one or more individuals at
Goldman Sachs ("Goldman') believed that the ABS desk made money in 2007 primarily
from a single short trade (the "Trade")? If so, provide the following information.

(a) Identify by name andjob title any individuals that you understood held that belief

(b) Describe in detail the Trade to which you understood any such individuals to be
referring.

(c) State the notional value of the Trade.

(d) Describe in detail the assets or positions that were included or referenced in the
Trade.

(e) Describe in detail how Goldman unwound or covered the positions acquired in
the Trade.

(e) State when Goldman unwound or covered the positions acquired in the Trade.

69 State the amount ofprofit made, or loss avoided, by Goldman from the Trade.

Ifyou are unable to provide complete answers to any of the foregoing questions, identify
the persons within Goldman who would be able to provide the answers or information
requested.

Previous Answer: I do not believe that the profitability of the ABS desk in 2007 was
driven primarily by a single short trade, and do not know of anyone at Goldman Sachs
("Goldman") who thought it was.

Supplemental Answer: In late 2007, 1 drafted a deck of PowerPoint slides entitled
"SPG Trading - 2007" for possible use in the compensation process at Goldman. GS
MBS-E-015654036-050 (attached). We ultimately decided not to use that document in
connection with the 2007 compensation process and, at the time I responded to the
Subcommittee's written questions, I did not recall even having created an unused draft of
it. In that document, there was a slide dedicated to debunking the potential
misimpression about SPG Trading that "2007 was a unique event, desk made money
primarily from a single short trade, results not likely to be repeatable." GS MBS-E-
015654041. This is the document which the Subcommittee was quoting in Question #1
("desk made money in 2007 primarilyfrom a single short trade'). The document goes
on to state: "Revenues in 2007 were diversified across many different strategies
(directional both long and short, capital structure, index/SN [ABX Index/Single Names]
basis, tiering, idiosyncratic, flow trading). We switched direction several times with
well-timed calls relative to subsequent market moves." Id. Having now reviewed the
document quoted in this question, which was not available to me at the time I answered
the Subcommittee's questions previously, I stand by my prior answer.

2
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2. Question: Is it or was ityour understanding or belief that by June 2O07, all CDO and
RMBS positions retained by SPG Trading were identified and already hedged?

Previous Answer: I do not know whether all CDO and RMBS positions retained by
SPG Trading were identified and already hedged by June 2007. 1 did not retain the
records from my time with Goldman relevant to making such a determination. In any
event, as I testified, there was significant debate within Goldman regarding the extent of
our CDO and RMBS exposures and how to hedge them in part because hedging in this
space is not subject to discrete, clear-cut mapping. Goldman would be better able to
provide the details asked for in this question.

Supplemental Answer: As noted in my previous answer, because I did not have access
to the records in the possession of the Subcommittee and Goldman when I answered this
question, I did not know whether all CDO and RMBS positions retained by SPG Trading
were identified and already hedged, nor did I recall whether I held that belief as of June
2007. Without the benefit of the PowerPoint slides entitled "SPG Trading - 2007," my
initial answer was based on what I was able to recall. The staff recently showed me the
deck of"SPG Trading - 2007" PowerPoint slides that helped refresh my recollection. In
that document, which we ultimately decided not to use in the compensation process, I
stated: "By June, all retained CDO and RMBS positions [retained by SPG Trading] were
identified and already hedged." GS MBS-E-015654044. Having now reviewed the
document, I recall that I did believe, in late 2007, that all CDO and RMBS positions
retained by SPG Trading were identified and already hedged by June 2007. As I
testified, though, there was significant debate within Goldman regarding the extent of our
CDO and RMBS exposures and how to hedge them in part because hedging in this space
is not subject to discrete, clear-cut mapping.

3. Question: Is it or was it your understanding or belief that after the Bear Stearns Asset
Management (BSAM) unwind in 2007, SPG Trading initiated shorts on an outright basis,
with no accompanying CDO or RMBS retained position longs? Ifso, what was the dollar
value of the short position acquired as a result of that activity?

Previous Answer: In late June and July 2007, SPG Trading sold the ABX index and
bought protection in the single name market, thereby lessening that book's long exposure
and increasing its short exposures. Because I did not retain records from my time at
Goldman, I do not know the dollar value of the short position acquired as a result of that
activity. Goldman would be better able to provide the details asked for in this question.

Supplemental Answer: In late 2007, in the deck of PowerPoint slides entitled "SPG
Trading - 2007" that we ultimately did not use in the compensation process, I stated that
"SPG trading reinitiated shorts post BSAM unwind on an outright basis with no
accompanying CDO or RMBS retained position longs." GS MBS-E-0 15654044. Having
reviewed the document the staff did not previously identify, I can now recall that, as of
late June and July 2007, 1 believed that this SPG Trading activity resulted in the initiation
of shorts on an outright basis with no accompanying CDO or RMBS retained position
longs following the Bear Steams Asset Management unwind in 2007. Even without the

3
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benefit of the document quoted by the Subcommittee without citation in this question, my
previous answer was accurate.

4. Question: Is it or was it your understanding or belief that the shorts referenced in
Question 3, above, were not a hedge?

Previous Answer: I do not know whether "the shorts referenced in Question 3" were a
hedge because I do not recall the extent of those positions or the other long investments
Goldman held at that time, and do not have the records necessary to make such a
determination. Goldman would be better able to provide the details asked for in this
question.

Supplemental Answer to Questions 3 and 4: In late 2007, in the deck of PowerPoint
slides entitled "SPG Trading - 2007" that we ultimately did not use in the compensation
process, I stated that "SPG trading reinitiated shorts post BSAM unwind on an outright
basis with no accompanying CDO or RMBS retained position longs. In other words, the
shorts were not a hedge." GS MBS-E-015654044 (emphasis in original). Having
reviewed the document the staff did not previously provide me, I can now recall that, as
of late June and July 2007, I believed that this SPG Trading activity resulted in the
initiation of shorts on an outright basis with no accompanying CDO or RMBS retained
position longs following the Bear Stearns Asset Management unwind in 2007, and that
these short positions were not a hedge. At the time, as I previously testified, my desk
traded, within firm-established risk parameters, with a short bias, resulting in a net short
position for the SPG Trading desk. Opening Statement of Josh Birnbaum, United States
Senate, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, April 27, 2010, at 2-3. Even without
the benefit of the document quoted by the Subcommittee without citation in these
questions, my previous answers were accurate.

5. Question: Exhibit 86from the Subcommittee 's hearing on April 27, 2010, is an email
dated September 19, 2006, from Peter Ostrem to the FICC-SPCDOGROUP. The email
states:

We have been asked to do a CDO of S2bln for the ABS desk Approx.
$1.2bln will be CDS off single-names referencedfrom the ABS index
06-1 and 06-2. This is a trade we need to execute for the desk over the
next 4-6 weeks and involves selling half the equity (at least 30mm to
sell) and the seniors and the mezz (at least half the BBBs to get true
sale). I would like everyone to work together on this one. We expect
to charge ongoing l0bp liquidation agentfees and 1-1. 5pts upfront.
Equity will be offered around 22% no-loss yield. Obviously important
to overall SPfloor and Sobel and Sparks are focused on this
happening. . . "

(a) Was the transaction described in this email carried out? Was the transaction
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-1 ("Hudson Mezzanine')? If not, what was the
name of the transaction?

4
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(b) Identify by name andjob title the individuals in the Mortgages Department who
were involved in the origination, formulation, design, approval, or
implementation of the Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale of securities
issued by Hudson Mezzanine, and the activities related to the transaction that
each of them engaged in.

(c) Describe in detail any role you had in the origination, formulation, design,
approval, or implementation of the Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the sale
of securities issued by Hudson Mezzanine.

(d) Describe in detail any role the ABS desk had in the origination, formulation,
design, approval, or implementation of Hudson Mezzanine transaction, or in the
sale of securities issued by Hudson Mezzanine.

(e) Was the Hudson Mezzanine transaction a proprietary transaction?

(/) What did you understand the phrase 'for the desk" to mean?

(g) Was the purpose of the transaction described in Mr. Ostrem's email to enable the
ABS desk to reduce cash or swap positions (and the risk associated with those
positions) that the ABS desk held? If not, what was the purpose of the
transaction?

(7) Identify any committee or individual at Goldman that approved this transaction

(i) Identify any employee of Goldman or its affiliates and any third parties who were
involved in the identification and selection of the assets referenced in the Hudson
Mezzanine transaction and describe in detail the nature of their involvement.

0) List the criteria used to identify and select the assets that were referenced in the
Hudson Mezzanine transaction.

(k) Based on your knowledge or belief, identify the reasons why Hudson Mezzanine
was "a trade [Goldman] need[ed] to executefor the desk over the next 4-6
weeks."

(7) Based on your knowledge or belief, identify the reasons why the Hudson
Mezzanine transaction "involve[d] selling haf the equity (at least 30mm to sell)
and the seniors and the mezz (at least half the BBBs to get true sale)."

(mn) Was the Camber 7 transaction delayed to develop the Hudson Mezzanine
transaction? If so, explain why.

Previous Answer: I did not receive the email and do not know what is meant by the
various phrases the Subcommittee has quoted from that message. Though I do not have
access to all of the documents that might help refresh my recollection at this time, I
believe the concept referenced in this email became the Hudson Mezzanine Funding
2006-1 transaction. Other than Peter Ostrem, who sent this email, I do not remember

5
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who else was involved in the origination, formulation, design, approval or
implementation of this transaction, or in the sale of securities issued by the Hudson

Mezzanine. I do not recall having any role in that process, other than perhaps providing

pricing for the ABX Index, and do not remember whether anyone else on the ABS desk

had such a role. I do not know who approved the transaction or selected its referenced
assets, or what the criteria for selection were. I believe that the purpose of the transaction
was to provide clients interested in purchasing subprime risk exposure with a diversified

portfolio that included CDS from the single names that were included in the 06-1 and 06-

2 ABX Index and other single name CDS which, if attractive to investors, could also

reduce the ABS trading desk's long position in the ABX Index. I do not know what the

Subcommittee means by the term "proprietary," but this was not a proprietary transaction

as I understand the meaning ascribed to that term by Goldman and the broader Wall

Street community. I do not recognize the name "Camber 7."

Supplemental Answer: The previous answer is accurate. I do not recall having an
active role in the origination, formulation, design, approval or implementation of Hudson

Mezzanine Funding 2006-1, or in the sale of securities issued by that transaction. Having

reviewed additional documents regarding the transaction, it appears that I passed along
information and a point of contact for the transaction to another Goldman employee, and

that I may have also provided pricing levels for the ABX Index, which may have been

used by the Goldman employee(s) in charge of pricing the transaction. I am not sure how

others at Goldman prioritized the motivations for performing the Hudson transaction, but

I continue to believe the purpose was as I described above. I, along with most other Wall

Street professionals I know, define the term "proprietary trading" to include only those
trades which involve no customers. Under that definition, street facing desks like
Goldman's ABS and CDO desks do not engage in proprietary trading.

12. Question: A Goldman graph entitled "RMBS Subprime Notional History" is Exhibit

56(a) in the Subcommittee 's hearing on April 27, 2010. It shows that Goldman had a net

short position of approximately $8 billion on a notional basis in November 2006
(hereafter the "short position') on the ABXAAA index (hereafter "ABXAAA").

(a) When did Goldman 's short position in ABX AAA first reach approximately $8
billion on a notional basis?

(b) Who within Goldman had knowledge of the full extent of the notional short
position in ABXAAA during FY 2006 and FY 2007?

(c) Who was responsible for reviewing and approving the size of the short position in

ABXAAA?

(d) Whose capital was used to acquire the approximately $8 billion notional short

position in ABXAAA?

(e) Did you understand the short position to be a Goldman proprietary position?

6
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69 Did the approximately S8 billion notional short position in ABXAAA include the
short positions in ABXAAA held by the desks under the control of Messrs.
Gasvoda, Nichols, and Finck?

(g) When did Goldman begin to monetize the S8 billion notional short position in
ABXAAA? How was that accomplished?

Previous Answer: The graph entitled "RMBS Subprime Notional History" is misleading
to the extent that it purports to amalgamate positions that cannot be offset against one
another from a risk management perspective. See Transcript of Proceedings, United
States Senate, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, April 27, 2010, at 75-76.
Combining these very different positions in this way does not reflect the firm's position
or what would happen to the firm's profit and loss statement to the extent the market
moved up and down. I do not have access to the records necessary to determine when
Goldman's short position in ABX AAA reached any particular level on a notional basis,
and do not believe this number to be particularly meaningful from a risk management
perspective. I cannot answer the question further as I did not take those records with me
when I left Goldman. Goldman would be better able to provide the details asked for in
this question.

Supplemental Answer: The previous answer is accurate. To explain further, the graph
entitled "RMBS Subprime Notional History" is misleading in the context for which it
was used at the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations ('PSI") hearing for two
reasons. First, the graph fails to include non-synthetic positions, like cash and loans,
some of which were hedged by the short positions noted in the graph. As these excluded
positions are long positions, this graph is an incomplete depiction of the risk position held
in the Mortgage Department at any given time, overstating the extent to which the
Department was short the market. Second, as noted previously, the graph purports to
amalgamate positions that cannot be offset against one another from a risk management
perspective. As such, I believe that this graph is not particularly meaningful from a risk
management perspective and does not accurately depict how long or short Goldman or its
Mortgage Department was during 2007. While the chart which is PSI Exhibit #162
(Goldman Sachs Mortgage Department Total New Short Position, February - December
2007 in $ Billions (Including All Synthetic and Cash Positions in Mortgage Related
Products), Prepared by the U.S. Senate PSI, April 2010) appears to fix the first of these
problems, even it does not account for the second problem, as it too amalgamates
positions that cannot be offset against one another from a risk management perspective.
For example, one cannot tell from this amalgamated position alone whether the firm
would make or lose money in a declining market.

We appreciate this opportunity to supplement the record. Should you have any further
questions, please contact me.

Sincerely,

WrnW t/KL
Peter H. White
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SPG Trading - 2007

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS-E-015654036
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Highlights: Revenue
* YTD: $3.OBln, with revenue growing steadily over the year with little

fluctuation. RMBS-related revenues: #1 on the street by a wide
margin. #2 in the world behind Paulson Partners.

SPG Trading YTD PnL
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Highlights: Franchise

* #1 Franchise on the street, perceived as the thought leaders by the
customer base.

* Largest market share: est 30-40%

* Voted #1 franchise in ABS CDS based on Risk Magazine end user
survey of institutional investors.

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS-E-015654038
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Highlights: Assumed
responsibility for CDOs

* SPG Trading assumed responsibility for the CDO business and risk
while the market was collapsing, helping mitigate losses and reduce
risk (Warehouse and retained positions) before our competitors.

* Results out of DB, Citi, UBS, Bear, Lehman, etc. all bear evidence
that we were far ahead of our competition in marking down positions
and moving CDO risk before the market cratered and came to a
standstill post-BSAM.

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS-E-015654039
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Potential qualifications
* 1. "2007 was a unique event, desk made money primarily from a

single short trade, results not likely to be repeatable."

* 2. "SPG trading would not have been permitted to be as short, if
management was not attempting to offset risk in retained longs in
other parts of department."

* 3. "Revenue was achieved taking very significant risk. Results less
impressive when risk-adjusted."

* 4. "Discussing a HFE (hedge fund equivalent) percentage payout is
inappropriate because much of the revenue came from the
franchise, i.e. sitting in the seat."

* 5. "Cannot pay SPG trading team based on stand-alone p&l, must
consider the results for the entire mortgage department."

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS-E-015654040
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Responses to qualifications
* 1. "2007 was a unique event, desk made money primarily from a

single short trade, results not likely to be repeatable."

* FALSE. Revenues in 2007 were diversified across many different
strategies (directional both long and short, capital structure,
index/SN basis, tiering, ideosyncratic, flow trading). We switched
direction several times with well-timed calls relative to subsequent
market moves (Graphs #1, #2). Most of these opportunities are in
place for 2008. Revenue projection for 2008 is $1.2 Bin reflecting a
diverse set of opportunities. The opportunity set is much more than
simply buying/trading distressed.

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS-E-015654041
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Graph #1
Graph #2: RMBS Subprime Notional History
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Graph #2
Graph #1: RMBS Subprime Notional History
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Responses to qualifications
* 2. "SPG trading would not have been permitted to be as short, if

management was not attempting to offset risk in retained longs in
other parts of department."

* FALSE. This statement is inconsistent with how the position
evolved. By June, all retained CDO and RMBS positions were
identified already hedged. As Graph #1 indicates, SPG trading re-
initiated shorts post BSAM unwind on an outright basis with no
accompanying CDO or RMBS retained position longs. In other
words, the shorts were not a hedge.

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS-E-015654044
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Responses to qualifications
* 3. "Revenue was achieved taking very significant risk. Results less

impressive when risk-adjusted."

FALSE. SPG Trading's largest down day in 2007 was ($38mm) and
SPG trading NEVER came close to losing more money than the
daily VAR (Graph #2). In fact, to lose more money than the daily
VAR 1 out of 20 times, SPG trading reported VAR would have to be
27% of the what has been reported. The ratio of profit / empirical
VAR likely higher for SPG Trading than for the firm as a whole.

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS-E-015654045
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Graph #3
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Responses to qualifications

* 4. "Discussing a HFE (hedge fund equivalent) percentage payout is
inappropriate because much of the revenue came from the
franchise, i.e. sitting in the seat."

* FALSE.
close to

If the seat is so valuable, why did no other street firm come
our performance?

GS MBS-E-015654047
Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs
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Responses to qualifications
* 5. "Cannot pay SPG trading team based on stand-alone p&l, must

consider the results for the entire mortgage department."

* TRUE. SPG trading recognizes that compensation needs to fit
rationally within the confines of the Mortgage Department
compensation pool.

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS-E-01 5654048
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Proposed Mortgage Department
Compensation Breakdown

- SPG trading accounts for 250%-300% of the department's revenue.
* SPG trading seeks ' 150mm total comp pool, or roughly 40%-50% of

the estimated department-wide pool.
* 141 mm equates to a 4.0% payout on estimated revenues.
* The 4 businesses consisting of SPG Trading, CDOs, Resi Prime,

Resi Credit account for 76% of dept revenue. Total proposed
compensation for 4 businesses = $240mm = 66% of dept revenue.

* Proposed net profit = $441 mm vs $316mm in 2006.
* Proposed net profit margin = 36% vs 35% in 2006.

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS-E-015654049
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Proposed Mortgage Department
Compensation Breakdown
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to

FABRICE P. TOURRE
Executive Director

Structured Products Group Trading
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREET AND THE FINANCIAL CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
FROM

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

to
FABRICE P. TOURRE

Executive Director
Structured Products Group Trading

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARING ON

WALL STREET AND THE FINANCL4L CRISIS:
THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT BANKS

April 27, 2010

Please provide answers to the following questions by June 15. 2010:

1. (a) In the sale of the securities in the Abacus 2007-AC 1 transaction ("transaction"), was
Goldman Sachs ("Goldman") a placement agent?

(b) Who was the issuer of any securities; what was the issuer's relationship to Goldman;
who established the issuer; and who requested the establishment of the issuer?

(c) In the sale of any securities, how and by what means did Goldman bring the specific
securities to the attention of a client or potential investor? Identify each client or
potential investor to whom Goldman presented the transaction, describe each
communication with that client, and state the substance of each communication. (In lieu
of stating the substance of a communication, you may provide a copy of the
communication.)

(d) Provide copies of any offering circular or memorandum, mortgage capital committee
memo, pitch book or marketing flip book or similar materials regarding the structuring
or sale of interests (including securities) in the transaction. It is not necessary to provide
duplicates of the same material, but provide the identity of all persons who received such
material.

(e) Did Goldman advise potential investors whether it had taken steps or planned to use the
offering to reduce its own inventory of RMBS or CDO securities or other holdings?

(f) Did Goldman conduct a suitability analysis in connection with soliciting clients or
potential investors to purchase securities issued in the transaction? If so, describe the
suitability analysis conducted for each investor that purchased these securities. If
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Goldman retained a written record that reflects that such a analysis was conducted
provide a copy.

2. (a) In what capacity did Goldman act for Paulson & Co. (together with any of its affiliates,
"Paulson") with respect to the Abacus 2007-AC I transaction or a Credit Default Swap
transaction that referenced any or all of the same entities or securities that were
referenced in the Abacus 2007-AC I transaction? Describe in detail Goldman's
relationship to Paulson with respect to those transactions, its obligations to Paulson, the
nature and amount of any fees or compensation received by Goldman from Paulson
relating to those transactions, and whether Goldman advised investors or potential
investors in Abacus 2007-AC 1 of the existence and nature of its relationship with
Paulson.

(b) If Goldman did so advise investors or potential investors of the nature or existence of the
Paulson relationship, identity who so advised investors or potential investors, the date on
which that person so advised investors or potential investors, the identity of the investors
or potential investors so advised, the manner (i.e. verbal or in writing) in which the
person was advised, and the substance of the communication (and, if in writing, provide
a copy of the communication).

3. During your appearance before the Subcommittee on April 27, 2010, you engaged in the
following exchange with Senator Levin:

Senator Levin. You did not disclose to ACA that Paulson was on the short side of this
deal. Is that correct?

Mr. Tourre. I did mention to ACA that the expectation was that Paulson was going to
buy protection on senior layers of risk in the transaction.

Senator Levin. That they were going to be only on the short side.

Mr. Tourre. Yes. (Transcript, pp. 210-211)

Describe in detail what information was provided to ACA regarding the fact that Paulson was
going to be only on the short side, identify to whom at ACA the information was provided,
and identify each Goldman representative who provided that information.

4. (a) Did you or any representative of Goldman state to ACA that Paulson would not be an
equity investor or otherwise not take any long position in or with respect to the Abacus
2007- AC I transaction?
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(b) If your answer to Question 4(a) is "yes," describe in detail what information was
provided to ACA, identify to whom at ACA the information was provided, and identify
each Goldman representative who provided that information.

5. Provide a list of any Abacus bonds, from Abacus 2007-ACI or other Abacus transactions,
that Goldman repurchased from the market. List each bond by name, size, and the party from
whom it was repurchased.

6. Provide a list of all CDOs containing bonds from Abacus 2007-AC 1 or other Abacus
transactions. List each bond by name, size, and the CDO that purchased the bond.

7. Provide any document possessed by, generated by, or provided to you related to obtaining a

credit rating related to any Abacus transaction by any credit rating agency, including any

correspondence, emails, memoranda, or other analysis or exchanges of information.

8. Describe in detail your understanding of Goldman's legal duties of disclosure, pursuant to

securities laws and regulations, including rules prescribed by the SEC or FINRA, to
purchasers of securities when Goldman acts in any of the following capacities: (a) market

maker; (b) underwriter; (b) placement agent; (d) broker (when making a solicitation or
recommendation of a security); or (e) a dealer. Include your definition of a "market maker."

9. (a) Does the fact that an investor or a potential investor with whom Goldman is transacting
business is an "accredited" investor, a "qualified institutional buyer" or a "qualified
purchaser" (as those terms are used in the U.S. federal securities laws) affect the duties
and obligations of Goldman when acting in any of the capacities described in Question

8? If so, describe how any of Goldman's duties when acting in any of these capacities
are affected by the status of the investor or potential investor.

(b) Does Goldman have a duty to conduct a suitability analysis when making a
recommendation to any of the types of investors listed in Question 9(a)? If so, describe
the nature and extent of the analysis to be conducted.

(c) Does Goldman owe a duty to disclose any adverse interest that it may have when
recommending a security to any of the types of investors listed in Question 9(a)?
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Responses of Mr. Fabrice P. Tourre to the
Supplemental Ouestions for the Record of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

1. (a) In the sale of the securities in the Abacus 2007-ACI transaction ("transaction"), was
Goldman Sachs ("Goldman") a placement agent?

As explained in the ABACUS 2007-AC I offering circular, which I believe was
produced previously to the Subcommittee staff, Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman Sachs") acted
as the Initial Purchaser and underwriter, Goldman Sachs Capital Markets, L.P. acted as the
Protection Buyer and Basis Swap Provider and Goldman Sachs International acted as the
Collateral Put Provider. I do not know if Goldman Sachs was considered a "placement agent."

(b) Who was the issuer of any securities; what was the issuer's relationship to
Goldman; who established the issuer; and who requested the establishment of the
issuer?

The co-issuers of securities for the ABACUS 2007-AC I transaction were
ABACUS 2007-AC I, Ltd. and ABACUS 2007-AC I, Inc., special purpose vehicles ("SPVs")
established by or at the request of a Goldman Sachs affiliate for the purpose of the transaction.

(c) In the sale of any securities, how and by what means did Goldman bring the specific
securities to the attention of a client or potential investor? Identify each client or
potential investor to whom Goldman presented the transaction, describe each
communication with that client, and state the substance of each communication. (In
lieu of stating the substance of a communication, you may provide a copy of the
communication.)

In connection with ABACUS transactions, both the syndicate group and the sales
force within the Mortgage Department assisted in distributing offering materials to Goldman
Sachs clients and potential investors. In addition, Goldman Sachs salespeople were sometimes
approached, via phone or e-mail, by clients or potential clients interested in purchasing
securities. Offering materials were often transmitted via e-mail, and hard copies were also often
sent via U.S. Mail or Federal Express. With respect to the ABACUS 2007-ACI transaction,
ACA Management LLC ("ACA") was contacted to serve as portfolio selection agent and
potential investor. I also recall that IKB Deutsche Industriebank AG ("IKB") was approached to
determine their interest in potentially investing in the transaction. As I did not work in the
syndicate or sales aspect of Goldman Sachs' business, I do not know the identity of each client or
potential investor to whom Goldman Sachs presented the 2007-AC I transaction. To the extent
that such communications are memorialized, they would likely be in documents maintained by
Goldman Sachs. I believe that some of these documents have been produced to the
Subcommittee by Goldman Sachs.
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(d) Provide copies of any offering circular or memorandum, mortgage capital
committee memo, pitch book or marketing flip book or similar materials regarding
the structuring or sale of interests (including securities) in the transaction. It is not
necessary to provide duplicates of the same material, but provide the identity of all
persons who received such material.

I believe that the requested materials previously were produced to the
Subcommittee staff.

Neither I nor, to my knowledge, Goldman Sachs recorded in a single file or
central location each instance in which offering materials were transmitted to potential investors.

Regarding the mortgage capital committee memo, I do not know the identity of all
persons who received this memo. A partial list of intended recipients may be found on the memo
itself, which I believe has already been produced to the Subcommittee.

(e) Did Goldman advise potential investors whether it had taken steps or planned to use
the offering to reduce its own inventory of RMBS or CDO securities or other
holdings?

I recall that the ABACUS 2007-AC I transaction was not planned to reduce
Goldman Sachs' "inventory of RMBS or CDO securities or other assets." Although the SPV in
the ABACUS 2007-AC I transaction ultimately purchased the collateral securities from Goldman
Sachs, the firm retained material economic interest in those securities.

(f) Did Goldman conduct a suitability analysis in connection with soliciting clients or
potential investors to purchase securities issued in the transaction? If so, describe
the suitability analysis conducted for each investor that purchased these securities.
If Goldman retained a written record that reflects that such a analysis was
conducted provide a copy.

I do not know the specific information sought in this Request. I believe that
Goldman Sachs did, however, establish suitability requirements for transactions involving
mortgage-related products, and I have no reason to believe that these requirements were not
adhered to in connection with the ABACUS 2007-AC I transaction. Generally, the investors
with whom Goldman Sachs transacted in these products were large, global financial institutions,
insurance companies and hedge funds with significant resources, relationships with multiple
financial intermediaries, and access to extensive information and research flow. Further, as I
testified to the Subcommittee, the only two investors in 2007-AC I, ACA and IKB, were
institutions with significant resources and extensive experience in this market. Indeed, at the
time of 2007-ACI, each institution had managed more than $16 billion of CDOs or CLOs. ACA
and IKB were also both longstanding clients of Goldman Sachs and had each invested into
numerous ABACUS-type transactions with Goldman Sachs prior to 2007-AC 1.

2. (a) In what capacity did Goldman act for Paulson & Co. (together with any of its
affiliates, "Paulson") with respect to the Abacus 2007-AC1 transaction or a Credit

-2-
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Default Swap transaction that referenced any or all of the same entities or securities
that were referenced in the Abacus 2007-ACI transaction? Describe in detail
Goldman's relationship to Paulson with respect to those transactions, its obligations
to Paulson, the nature and amount of any fees or compensation received by
Goldman from Paulson relating to those transactions, and whether Goldman
advised investors or potential investors in Abacus 2007-AC1 of the existence and
nature of its relationship with Paulson.

Goldman Sachs, as market maker, was facing Paulson & Co. ("Paulson") as a
counterparty in several credit default swap ("CDS") transactions in which Paulson purchased
credit protection on layers of risk referencing a portfolio of Baa2-rated RMBS from the 2006 and
2007 vintage. Goldman Sachs received upfront and running premium payments from Paulson as
compensation for this protection. Goldman Sachs partially offset the credit risk taken in these
transactions by buying CDS protection from ACA (intermediated by ABN Amro) and the SPV on
the same portfolio but with either different attachment/detachment points or different settlement
mechanics. Upon almost simultaneous execution of these CDS transactions, Goldman Sachs
recognized trading revenue of approximately $15 million. A detailed description of the ABACUS
2007-AC 1 transaction is set forth in the Mortgage Capital Committee Memorandum regarding the
ABACUS 2007-AC 1 transaction and Goldman Sachs' Wells Submissions to the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which I believe have already been produced to the Subcommittee.

Regarding my personal knowledge about whether Goldman Sachs advised
investors or potential investors of the existence and nature of its relationship with Paulson, please
see my response to Request 2(b).

(b) If Goldman did so advise investors or potential investors of the nature or existence
of the Paulson relationship, identity who so advised investors or potential investors,
the date on which that person so advised investors or potential investors, the
identity of the investors or potential investors so advised, the manner (i.e. verbal or
in writing) in which the person was advised, and the substance of the
communication (and, if in writing, provide a copy of the communication).

Because communications with investors or potential investors were made by
many different people within Goldman Sachs, I do not know all of the detailed information
necessary to respond to this Request. I do not know what information other individuals at
Goldman Sachs provided to potential investors regarding the nature or existence of the Paulson
relationship, who they communicated it to, or how they communicated it. I believe, however,
that ACA, which invested in 2007-AC 1, was fully aware of Paulson's role in suggesting
securities for inclusion in the portfolio. Also, as I testified to the Subcommittee, I informed
ACA that Paulson was expected to buy credit protection on some of the senior tranches of the
2007-ACI transaction. I further note that, as disclosed in the ABACUS 2007-ACI offering
circular, Goldman Sachs Capital Markets, L.P., was the original protection buyer for the 2007-
ACI transaction but could enter into offsetting hedging transactions to convey to other parties
the credit protection it purchased via CDSs with the ABACUS 2007-AC 1 SPVs.

-3-
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3. During your appearance before the Subcommittee on April 27, 2010, you engaged in the
following exchange with Senator Levin:

Senator Levin. You did not disclose to ACA that Paulson was on the short side of
this deal. Is that correct?

Mr. Tourre. I did mention to ACA that the expectation was that Paulson was going
to buy protection on senior layers of risk in the transaction.

Senator Levin. That they were going to be only on the short side.

Mr. Tourre. Yes. (Transcript, pp. 210-211)

Describe in detail what information was provided to ACA regarding the fact that
Paulson was going to be only on the short side, identify to whom at ACA the information
was provided, and identify each Goldman representative who provided that information.

As I testified on April 27, 2010, although I do not recall the exact words I used, I
did inform Laura Schwartz at ACA that Paulson was expected to purchase credit protection on
some of the senior tranches of the ABACUS 2007-AC I transaction, which necessarily meant that
Paulson was expected to take some short exposure in the deal. As I further testified to the
Subcommittee, I never told ACA that Paulson would be an equity investor in 2007-AC I or take
any long position in the deal.

Moreover, the negotiations for this transaction occurred during a six-month period
between January and June 2007. Until the CDSs between Paulson and Goldman Sachs actually
closed in April and June 2007, Paulson was not obligated to purchase credit protection on any
specific tranches or indeed on any tranches at all, and Goldman Sachs was not obligated to sell
the protection to Paulson. Market conditions were volatile throughout this period, and all parties
were free to change their views and intended positions until the transactions actually closed.

I do not know what other representatives of Goldman Sachs may have discussed
with ACA.

4. (a) Did you or any representative of Goldman state to ACA that Paulson would not be
an equity investor or otherwise not take any long position in or with respect to the
Abacus 2007- ACi transaction?

I do not recall stating to ACA that Paulson would not be an equity investor or
otherwise not take any long position with respect to 2007-ACI, nor do I recall ACA ever asking
me if Paulson intended to take an equity or long position in the deal. As I testified to the
Subcommittee, I am surprised-that ACA could ever have thought that Paulson intended to take an-
equity or long position, given that numerous drafts of the offering documents, as well as the final
versions of those documents, made clear that the equity tranche was not being offered.
Moreover, as far as I am aware, Paulson's expectation was always to purchase protection on
senior layers of risk and I conveyed this expectation to Laura Schwartz at ACA.

-4-
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As I further testified to the Subcommittee, ACA had every opportunity to ask
questions about Paulson's position to Paulson's representatives directly. Indeed, representatives
of Paulson participated in all my meetings with ACA. Moreover, ACA and Paulson had several
discussions about the transaction and at least one meeting without any Goldman Sachs
representatives present.

I do not know what other representatives of Goldman Sachs may have discussed
with ACA.

(b) If your answer to Question 4(a) is "yes," describe in detail what information was
provided to ACA, identify to whom at ACA the information was provided, and
identify each Goldman representative who provided that information.

Please see my response to Request 4(a).

5. Provide a list of any Abacus bonds, from Abacus 2007-AC1 or other Abacus
transactions, that Goldman repurchased from the market. List each bond by name, size,
and the party from whom it was repurchased.

I am not aware of the ABACUS bonds that Goldman Sachs as a firm repurchased
from the market, but I believe that Goldman Sachs could address this question. As such, this
Request is properly directed to Goldman Sachs.

6. Provide a list of all CDOs containing bonds from Abacus 2007-AC1 or other Abacus
transactions. List each bond by name, size, and the CDO that purchased the bond.

I am not aware of the CDOs containing bonds from 2007-AC I or other ABACUS
transactions, but I believe that Goldman Sachs could address this question. As such, this Request
is properly directed to Goldman Sachs.

7. Provide any document possessed by, generated by, or provided to you related to
obtaining a credit rating related to any Abacus transaction by any credit rating agency,
including any correspondence, emails, memoranda, or other analysis or exchanges of
information.

I do not personally maintain in readily accessible form the requested documents;'
this Request is more properly directed to Goldman Sachs and my understanding is that Goldman
Sachs is working to address this Request.

8. Describe in detail your understanding of Goldman's legal duties of disclosure, pursuant
to securities laws and regulations, including rules prescribed by the SEC or FLNRA, to
purchasers of securities when Goldman acts in any of the following capacities: (a)

1 I also note for the record that I am currently on paid administrative leave from Goldman Sachs
International and I am not reporting to my office or performing my regular duties.
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market maker; (b) underwriter; (b) placement agent; (d) broker (when making a
solicitation or recommendation of a security); or (e) a dealer. Include your definition of a
"market maker."

Regarding Goldman Sachs' legal duties of disclosure, I am not a lawyer and am
not qualified to describe the legal duties of Goldman Sachs as a firm. Goldman Sachs has a
well-established institutional review process for securities offerings that includes review of
potential transactions by its Legal and Compliance departments, and I always relied on that
process to ensure adequate legal disclosures.

However, my personal understanding of a "market maker" is a financial
intermediary that stands ready to make an offer to buy or sell a given financial instrument
whenever a seller or a buyer enters the market. A market maker connects buyers and sellers -
and thereby provides critical liquidity - through its willingness and ability to commit its own
capital in taking the other side of transactions that its customers wish to execute. While the
transactions executed by a market maker are often initiated by a customer looking to make a
specific purchase or sale, a market maker may also frequently propose transactions to its
customers, based on their previously expressed investment interests or needs.

As I testified on April 27, I believe that, in my capacity as a market maker, I had a
duty to serve my clients, and with respect to Goldman Sachs' role as market maker, Goldman
Sachs has a duty to show prices to its clients and offer them liquidity.

With regard to the role of an underwriter and placement agent, I believe that
disclosure with respect to the assets and the structure of the transaction is required, and that the
specific information that underwriters and issuers have a duty to disclose is governed by
disclosure rules that are meant to provide an investor with what they need to make their decision
in investing in that particular product. But, as noted above, the precise nature of those disclosure
obligations are best addressed by others within Goldman Sachs.

9. (a) Does the fact that an investor or a potential investor with whom Goldman is
transacting business is an "accredited" investor, a "qualified institutional buyer" or
a "qualified purchaser" (as those terms are used in the U.S. federal securities laws)
affect the duties and obligations of Goldman when acting in any of the capacities
described in Question 8? If so, describe how any of Goldman's duties when acting in
any of these capacities are affected by the status of the investor or potential investor.

As noted above, I am not a lawyer and thus not in a position to speak with
authority on the legal duties imposed on Goldman Sachs to transact business in the
circumstances described above. However, I do know that Goldman Sachs has a duty to be
truthful. In addition, I believe that for the sophisticated investors who dealt with my desk, such
as ACA and 1KB, we were able to show them more sophisticated potential trlansactions.
However, to the extent that this request calls for a legal analysis of the implications of
"accredited investor," "qualified institutional buyer" and "qualified purchaser" status under state
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and federal securities laws, this Request is better directed to the members of Goldman Sachs'
Legal and Compliance Departments who covered my desk.

(b) Does Goldman have a duty to conduct a suitability analysis when making a
recommendation to any of the types of investors listed in Question 9(a)? If so,
describe the nature and extent of the analysis to be conducted.

I believe that Goldman Sachs has implemented controls to ensure that certain
restricted transactions are sold only to certain types of investors, but I was not personally
involved in such analysis. However, the investors with which I did business were all
sophisticated institutions with significant resources and expertise in the relevant markets. As I
noted in Mny response to Request 9(a), I believe that sophisticated investors, such as those I dealt
with on my desk, may be shown more sophisticated potential transactions. To the extent that this
Request calls for a legal analysis under state and federal securities laws, it is better directed to
Goldman Sachs' Legal and Compliance Departments.

(c) Does Goldman owe a duty to disclose any adverse interest that it may have when
recommending a security to any of the types of investors listed in Question 9(a)?

As an initial matter, I am not clear about the definition of "adverse interest" as
used by the Subcommittee in this Request. In the absence of such an understanding, I am not
certain that I can properly address the Request. Moreover, as I am not a lawyer, this Request is
better directed to Goldman Sachs' Legal and Compliance Departments.

However, as a general matter, my understanding is that Goldman Sachs regularly
discloses certain conflicts of interest that arise when Goldman Sachs assumes multiple roles in a
transaction. I believe that such disclosure may sometimes include a description of certain
adverse interests. For example, in the 2007-AC 1 transaction, a Goldman Sachs affiliate,
Goldman Sachs Capital Markets, L.P., was disclosed in the offering documents as the Protection
Buyer that bought CDS protection from the SPV; this role as Protection Buyer meant that a
Goldman Sachs affiliate had an interest adverse to investors in 2007-AC 1, and this adverse
interest was fully disclosed.

Regarding Goldman Sachs "recommending" a security, I am unclear about the
definition of "recommending" as used by the Subcommittee; as I understand the term, however, I
do not know whether Goldman Sachs' "recommendation" of a security impacts its duties of
disclosure.

-7-
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

1. (a) In the sale of the securities in the Abacus 2007-ACI transaction ("transaction"), was
Goldtnan Sachs ("Goldman") a placement agent?

Goldman, Sachs & Co. acted as the Initial Purchaser and underwriter, Goldman
Sachs Capital Markets, L.P. acted as the Protection Buyer and Basis Swap Provider and
Goldman Sachs International acted as the Collateral Put Provider

(b) Who was the issuer of any securities; what was the issuer's relationship to
Goldman; who established the issuer; and who requested the establishment of the
issuer?

Please see Mr. Tourre's response to this Question and Goldman Sachs' response
to Question 2(a) posed to Mr. Blankfein.

GS MBS 0000035872
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

Tourre I (c) & (d):

1. (c) In the sale of any securities, how and by what means did Goldman bring the specific
securities to the attention of a client or potential investor? Identify each client or potential
investor to whom Goldman presented the transaction, describe each communication with
that client, and state the substance of each communication. (In lieu of stating the substance
of a communication, you may provide a copy of the communication.)

1. (d) Provide copies of any offering circular or memorandum, mortgage capital
committee memo, pitch book or marketing flip book or similar materials regarding the
structuring or sale of interests (including securities) in the transaction. It is not necessary to
provide duplicates of the same material, but provide the identity of all persons who
received such material.

Blankfein 2(b):

2. Provide the following information regarding the sale of securities in each of the
following transactions (each of which is hereinafter referred to in this question as a
"Transaction" or, collectively, "the Transactions"): Abacus 2007-ACI; Anderson
Mezzanine Funding 2007-1; Camber 7; Fort Denison Funding; Hudson Mezzanine
Funding 2006-1; Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2; Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1; and
Timberwolf I.

(b) In the sale of any securities, how and by what means did Goldman bring the specific
securities to the attention of a client or potential investor? Identify each client or
potential investor to whom Goldman presented any of the Transactions, describe each
communication with that client, and state the substance of each communication. (In lieu
of stating the substance of a communication, you may provide a copy of the
communication.)

The requested materials for ABACUS 2007-AC I were previously produced to the
Subcommittee staff. The following chart sets forth the production numbers of the requested
materials.

Transaction Document Production Number
Offering Circular GS MBS-E-013100361 - 13100556
Term Sheet GS MBS-E-019710908 - 19710916;

GS MBS-E-002507886 - 2507894
Flip Book GS MBS-E-005954146 - 5954211;

IGS MBS-E-002407580 - 2407645
Mortgage Capital Committee Memo GS MBS-E-005974542 - 5974549

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs GS MBS 0000038837
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As discussed with the Subcommittee staff, Goldman Sachs also encloses a CD-

ROM containing e-mail (bearing production numbers GS-MBS-E-021019055 - 21020015) from

October 1, 2006 through December 31, 2007 reflecting communications concerning potential

investors to whom Goldman Sachs marketed ABACUS 2007-AC 1I Goldman Sachs notes that

in general the firm marketed CDOs solely to qualified purchasers within the meaning of

Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 144A, and that the firm's salespeople discussed

securities via phone or e-mail with clients or potential clients known to have an interest in the

particular products in which they dealt. Marketing materials were often transmitted, upon

request, to interested clients or potential clients via e-mail. Hard copies were sent via U.S. Mail

or Federal Express.

Goldman Sachs also notes that it previously produced to the Subcommittee a

spreadsheet (bearing production number GS MBS 0000038771) listing investors to whom

Anderson Mezzanine Funding 2007-1, Camber 7, Fort Denison Funding, Hudson Mezzanine

Funding 2006-1, Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006-2, Point Pleasant Funding 2007-1 and

Timberwolf I were marketed.

To locate these communications, Goldman Sachs reviewed e-mail sent to or from the Exchange
user accounts of Goldman Sachs employees from the period October 1, 2007 through December
31, 2007 containing the search terms "collateral disposal agent" and "ABACUS."

GS MBS 0000038838Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs
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Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

6. Provide a list of all CDOs containing bonds from Abacus 2007-AC1 or other Abacus
transactions. List each bond by name, size, and the CDO that purchased the bond.

Goldman Sachs encloses a spreadsheet, which sets forth the initial and current
mortgage-related CDOs underwritten by Goldman Sachs (bearing production numbers GS MBS
0000035823) which include bonds from Abacus 2007-ACI or other Abacus transactions.

GS MBS 0000035875
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Current balances

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

CDO Asset Details (Current)

Type at ICIIDEFAULT
cyeolltea COO Deal I usp LAG

ABS
ABS

ABS
'ABS

CMOS

CMBS
CMBS
CMOS
CMBS
CMBS

CMBS

CMBS
COo
COO

CDOO
COO
ABS
ABS

ABS
ABS
A8S
CMSs
CM8S
CMBS
CDO

ADIR052
AOIR052

ALTIUSI
ALTIUSI
ALTIUS3

ALTIUS3
ALTIUS3
ALTIUS3

ALTIUS3
ALTIUS3
ALTIUS3

ALTIUS4

DAVIS03
DAVISQ3
DAVISO4

OAVIS04
DAVISO7

DAVISQ7
DAVISQ7
FORTIUl
FORTIUI

FORTIU2
FORTIU2
FORTiU2

GSTFIN

00256GABi
00256PAC9

00256GA81
00256GAC9

00257AAC1
00257AAD9
00257HAB8
00257HAC6
00257HAD4

00257HAE2

00257HAG7
002578AF9
002550AA9

00256LAC8
002550AA9
00256LAC8
00257AAA5
00257AA83

00257AAC1
00256PM3
00256PAB1
00257HAHS
002563A80

002563AC8
00256GA81

CMBS HOUTB061 00257AAAS

N
N
N
N
N
N
V
V
V
V
Y
Y
V

N
N
N
N

N

N

Description

ABAC 2005-4A AZ
ABAC 2005-4A C
ABAC 2005-4A A2
ABAC 2005-4A S

ABAC 2006-1 OA -C Lbor.0.52% 1 02045

ABAC 2006-10A -0 Llbor+0.65% 1/2045

ABAC 2006-13A -S Lbor+0.43% 0912046

ABAC 2006-13A -C Llbor+0.46% 0912046

ABAC 2006-13A -0 Llbor+0.50% 0912046

ABAC 2006-13A -E Ubo"0.65% 09/2046

ABAC 2006-13A -G Libor+0.80% 09/2046
ABACUS 2006-17, Ud. (ABAC 2006-17A E)

ABACUS 2004-1 Ud (ABAC 2004-IA A)

ABACUS 2005-3, Ltd. (ABAC 200W-3 CS2)

ABACUS 2004-1 Ltd (ABAC 2004-1 A)

ABACUS 2005-3. Ltd. (ABAC 2005-3 CS2)

ABAC 2W6-1 OA -A Libor+.4o% 1 02045
ABAC 2006-1CA- B Lbor+0.47% 10t2045

ABAC 206-10A -C Lbor.0.52% 10/2045

A8AC 2005-4A -0 Libor+2.50% 08t2046

ABAC 200S-4A -E Libor+5.0% 0812046
ABAC 2006-13A -H Llbor+1.30% 0912046

ABAC 2W6-NS1A- J Libor+1.80% 0842046

ABAC 2006-NS1A- K Llboe+2.20% 0812046

ABACUS 2005-4, Ltd. (ABAC 2005-4A A2)
ABACUS 2006-10, Ltd. (ABAC 2006-10A A)

Current Face | Intex Deal Intex Tranche| RATNG RATNG RATNG SVNTH Closing

_Aount Name I Nae T De

30,000000.OCABAC054 A2

15,000.000.C A8AC054 -C

20C000,000.OC ABAC0Si A2
40o000000.C ABAC054 8
4,750,000.00ABAC01O .C
5,250,000.00ABAC0O6O D

11718,750.0CABAC0613 'B

5,931,250.00ABAC0613 C

2,000000.0 ABAC0613 D
7.925,000.00ABAC0613 E

2,95W000.00 ABAC061i3 G
13,500.000.&OABAC06i .E

9,687,959.33 ABAC041 A

5W00.000.00 ABACO53 .C
24.219.898.32 ABAC04i I A

8.0000WW.OOA8AC053 ,C

40C00C000.OCA8AC06106 A
15,000.W COC ABAC0610G 8

SW00,0C.W A8AC0610 C

4,500.000.00ABACO4 'ID

2.5.00,.W ABAC054 El
4,000,000.OGABAC0613 H

5.000.000.0 ABAC06NI , J

2.0CO.0W0.00 ABACC6NI 1(K

1 ,000,000.OC ABACO54 A2

43.000,W O.C ABACO610 A

JR a --- e N
NR
NR
NR
NR
NA
NA
CCC

CCCCcc
CCC

CCC
CCC
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
MA

NA

,NA
NA

CCC
NA
NA

NA
NA

Baa3I
Bal
8aa3
Bal
82
B2

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
C

Ba2
B1

B2
Baa1
Baa1
C

C

C
Baa3

Ba2

.CCC- Intex N
CCC- 'ntex N
CCC- Intex N
CCC- Intrex N
CCC- Intex ,N

*CCC- Intex N

CCC Intex N
,.CCC I'ntex N
CCC Intex N
CCC Intex N
CCC Intrex N
CC intex 'N
CCC- Intex N
CCC- Intex N

CCC- ,Intex I.N

CCC- Ine-
CCC- .Irrtex 'N

CCC- Inlex N
CCC- Intex 'N

CCC- tntex *N

*CCC -Intex 'N
CCC Intex N

CCC ,Intex N

CCC- Intex N

17-Jun-10 15-Nov405

17-Jun-10 15-NovA05
17-Jun-10 24-Aug.05
17-Jun-10 248Sug-05

17-Jun-10 28-Sep-06

17-Jun-10 28-Sep4-

17-Jun-10 28-Sep-06

17-Jun-10 28-Sep-W06
17-jun-10 28-Sep4.6

17-Jun-10 28-Sep-06
174un-10) 28-Sep406
17-Jun-10 31 -May-07

.17-Jun-10 21-Oc-04
17-Jun-10 21-Octd04

17-Jun-10 6-Apr-05
17-Jun-10 6-Apr-45

,174un-10 S-Dec.08

.17-Jun-10 S-Dec-06
17-Jun-10 S-Dec-0

-17-Jun-10 '8-Mar-OS
17-Jun-10 8-Mar-06

1
17-Jun-10 7-Dec-06

,17-Jun-10 7-Dec406
17-Jun-10 7-Dec-06
174un-10 20-Oct-05

' 17-Jun-10 2-May-06

PSIQFRGS0546

_, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, _, ,, , _, _ , _
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Current balances

PSIQFRGS0547
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Closing balances

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachs

CDO Asset Detals (Original)
- --dlll COO--~l.-n I I I OBFAULT FLA.0 Owac.lagla

'ArtRo2 OD2SBOABI ,N ABACUS 20054. Ld. (ABAC 20054A A2)
-OIR05 002j~p~9 ' N - ABACUS 200-4. Ltd. (AAC 205-4A C;

AL~nijSi OD2560ABi - .N ABACUS 2005.4, Ld. ABAC 2004A A2)

A.nui .oD~ssG~s N ~ ~ 5ACUi2005-4. Ltd. (ABAC 200S-4A B)
ABAC2005i(oA. CL1,wr452% I12045

ALTOSi -OM7AA9 N ABAC 2008-iIA- 0 Ubws.0.S5% 10/204i

ALusJ O159ABt N ABAC 200C IA- A2 Lo-O.o 0S/2045

ALnUSi '02554CS ; N AAC 2006.1 IA- B UhLe.048% 09/2045

ALTIUS3 o 0025BW4 N ABAC 2i0os1 A *C LUbs 0 0aS 9r2041

ALTIUSS 60287HaMV N - ABAC 200S-13A -B LUe.04A3% 09m2046

ALIUS3 0W257tVICS N ABAC 2006-t1A -c Ub.h 46% 09i2046

ALTIUSi -00257Ao4 N ABAC 2005-1iA 0D LUSr.s 0% 05004S

ALTIUSSi 5 H' A'i N ' ABAC2006tIA -EBUlt.065%0612048

ALlIUS3 0625i7A07 N ABAC 2006-13A -OLUr 0.00% 0904

ALTIUSJ 0026SOA6 - N ABAC 200S.14A-A2Ubaw-0.% 102045

ALn1Us3t - id00A4 ,N ASAC 2006.14A.lBaL.0.70%102045

ALTnUSi '00217UA5 . ABAC 20S0-14A -C LUws.10% 10043S

ALTIUS4 ,0i251AF9 N ABACUS 200S.17. Ltd. (ABAC 200B-17A El

DAVISl0 00255 N' h ABACUS 2004.1 LU (ABAC 2004-IAA)

OAVI's04 0i25ZW N , ABACUS 2004-1 Ld (AAC 2004(-IAA

D'AVIStl7 '0027AAA5 N AMAC200-S10A. A LU0,S6%100045

-DAV150s7 W0257AAB t N ABAC 2006. IA DA -B L047% 101t204 5

ttAVISOi 0057ACI N - AAC 2008-10-C cLUbwr)0_52% 100045

DAVtSOi -0217BAB1 N AMAC 2006-12A -A2 ULa.6S% 0712030
DAVISO? 00257BACS N ' ABAC 2i006I2A * BLUr.72% 07/20

DAVMS17 002570AA9 -N AMAC20ttl; 2A-CLl-B0% -0?712M

DAVlSO7 -002S7iBI N ABAC 200B-iA .A2 Lbw'.o2% Wm4

DAVIf§7 217gAC6 N AMAC 20s-ISA- AS Lh0.60%r 04t46

DAVIA07 - b57LPA1 N ABAC 2008-ISA .C5 Lr.I.67%o0412041

FORTIUl 00256AA- N AMAC 20054A -0 UDLtw2.50% 012046

FoRnUi 00256PABI ,N ABAC 200S.4A -E 1.11r5.0% 0L12046

FORgnu W25i7WA N ABAC 2006-lIA .0 Lboa3.30% 0094045

FoRnIu2 W 00257HAH54 N ABAC 2006-I:A -H Lg.O0% 002046

FORTI2 00i263A!5 .N AhAC 2004NS IA -J Ub-1.t0% 0/2046

FORTIU2 002S3ACa Ni ABAC200-NS1A-KI L22Motu2049

GsCA0osi W257AAG2 d ANACUS3200S.10.L4t MAC2006-10G)

GSTFIN 00216G0a1/ N ABACUS 205-4. LU. (AC 2005-4A AZ)

NOUTBOeI OO2S7AAAi N ABACUS 2006.10. Lt. (ABAC 2006.10 AJ

LOCHS W257AAF4 .N AAC 200SllA- F Uh1wr0.5% 100045

LOCHS 0b257HAF9 N ABAC 20061 3A -F Lbor.0.70% 00046

TuBI 'W25S;AO0 ,N ABAC2006HOGIAC
TIUBwI 'o2561A/e6 N A3AC266SMOIAO

I Cun1 Faew A r|.J Iraas god u _M | I " o''
. - - ---- I _- -A I- --------- ---I _c I ,A

2e,000000.00 ABAC054 A2

40.006.0W0 ABACO64 B

5,2s0,001XI0ASAC0BI0 o
2 0.000. 00.00A B A c 06II A l

16.3?0.000.00ABAC06ii B
i.i750,000.00'ABACIi ' C

-1i,7is75e. w'A5ACo0 i B
s 'P.2sw; BAC 063l 'c

2,00.000.00)'A AC0513 .0

- 7J026.0 6i.00 A A1 06 372.5O.000.00 ABACO017 E
20 s.000 .00 00A 1/ACO BI4 ' G P

--200001 Bei AiCO 14 ~ B

20w.00000000A-BAC04l4 - t
13.500C.5000,ABC0617E

30.000.SW0-00.0 MAC 4iA
40.000.w000 IABAc0i .
Io~dw~wwa;wi7=-sl lo

So10. t0i ABAC0BIO C

l4zo00.0o0o0iBA1Coi2 !C

- 0 ,10 0.00 000 A S A C O BIS - - - B U12.O OOOW.WjASACO12 'C

0.500.000.6 0A& C0ll A2SSsUt
__20.00.00.00 'M4ACO6S '- ~ -' ,A3iSU1/O

20.000.000 C A IA 001 - -C_6ER ESSl

4 5.OW.00 Wi /A AB 54 D.

2.50.000.00ABACOS4 01
10.000 it.00 0 SA ACOB1I 1'D
4,BD0.00W.W ABAC003 -Z N

1~oo ~oi.o86 ;As~coe/.4 - 1

2.000w,0w.w ACOSNI K
4 5w000000eABACOS1i G /

;- -oee000.000 0,As cosI - A P

10.000.0000 ABAcOBiso F
7.weeo.w 000ABACe-cI3*___,
5 000.00.00;ABAC 06HIi
' B l.000.000.00,oaAc es0 ~ ~ A02

| RAI1NO RATINQ11000 RAINO P _ _ II~ ~ ~ M RAMA~FTH Inl 7M.B l/Q4

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
MA
NA
NA
NA
NA

MA
NA
AA

NA
A

AAi
NA
AAA
PA
PA
NA

NA
NABAA

NA
NA

NA

NA
NA
BA
NA
NA
NANA
NA
N/A
NA

Aa~

tAS

AO3

Ah

P.A2
A2

Al

Ad

AA2
Ad.

Al
Ass

AwI
Ad

Ais

ADS

' . .

gol

Bawl

A 1

BAw2Ad

As

BalBaol
AS'

*A2

P2a,

A2
A2

.AAA
AM
AAA

AA

AMA.

'A.-
AAA

PA-
AA.
AA
AA

A.
ASA

AA.
A-

.A-
AA
AAA
AAA
AA.
AN
AMA
AAA
A.

AAA'AAA

,BB

BB-a

'BBB
BBS
BBS.

A.
AMA

A

A-

Inhmt~ -N

htws N
h e.. N
he w s N

hews .N
Iwo..t N
Ientt N
Intta N

hnews N
gala N
gtal. N

hnws N
gnala N

Inuwa N

galax N
g ala N
lsagS N
hala N
gala N
he w s N

galaX N
hews N

gala N
htala N

Odal

he w s N
hewsn N
galza N
hgala N
hews N

W.a N
Ihea N

ii U 4S.4 I $oi44,
29'Ojayzd6 1"24.AB
n2toub4s ikaf
29 uo4. 24-Au0
2n49547 2-Sep494

2%-JWI-O 265e-O
29-Jag 28 w-
294on4-7 2-4e
294.1604 2i4l>

294.;47- -2t&6qF4S

264an.07 2 tCP40Ai.& 28-Sep-OB
29.J.047 _2B-Oapo4S

29-JaW47 *26bO-0ip
29.jm07 - 28-Sp,0294 ns47 2-Sp40L

294 n4.07 i.eos'09
10Mg07 SI-MayO?

1IOct.07 54Oaa0;0-12,WMi ' 21 0d4;i

10Oct07 -SOtl,0

* 1.Ond.7 So.,,46
10"B07 U0 I
1401o7 Ui0.04s
10Oct47 0.0000

10.0047 1O4B '

12.Jss-0 94 s '-

9.14T47 7-CaDO

94fty-7 ,74s'

B-6Aw47 7-0.44

~ua47 74-Oa40
2144ay47 10-Jan47
24-pr.0 20045i
4046 244.746

MayT4l 40d46

-g7 27-iw47,
30.Wg7 27-Wai-f',

GS M1S 0000035823
Page 3

PSI_QFR_GS0548

CUBS
CulsCMBS

CIUBS
CUBS
Coo
CUB9S
RMBS
RUBS
RUBS
CUBS
CUBS
CUBS
C/ABS
CMBS
RUBS
RUBS
RUBS
,CMBS
Coo

Coo
ABS
AES
ABS
Coo
COO
COO
Coo
CWOCoo

COO
ABS
ABS
RUBS
CUBS
CUSS
CUBS
COO
CWO

CuBS
ABS
ABS
COO
COO

'Uh _ _ .. _ _
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SPG Trading
Mortgages weeKly metrics 3U-November-40uu
INTERNAL USE ONLY

Desk WTD PWA Variance % 07 YTD YTD Anni '2006 FYE- 07 YTD YTD AnnI 2006 FYE

SPG Trading (Swenson, Lehman, Birnbaum)
CMBS Securities ' (20,598) (1,356) 1420% (91,087) (89,368) 29,623 101,024 101,024 61,419

CMBS Synthetics 22,067 7,033 214% 387,762 380,446 18,688 n/a -

CRE CDO 0 51 -100% 2,651 2,601 3,283 n/a -

ABS Securities (67,379) (20,081) 236% (1,111,597) (1,090,624) 20,602 307,997 307,997 141,613

ABS Synthetics 75,446 63,873 18% 3,396,855 3,332,763 36,150 n/a

Property Derivatives : 0 0 n/a 0 n/a 0 n/a -

Correlation 27,304 21,270 28% 1,133,355 1,111,971 118,519 162251 162.251 76,226

Gross Total 36,840 70,790 -48% 3,717,939 3,647,789. .226,865 571,272 571,27Z. 279.258

Exit Price , 0 0 n/a 0 n/a (52,958) - n/a

Transfers 8,11 (8) -98111% 7,682 7,537 (10,50 -/a

Net Total "4953 70,782 36% 3,725.621 3 655 326 -163.403 571,272 571.272 279,268

Adaal P&L as of 29-Novambar-207e 
As.o 23 Novmber-207 (,Weok kag)

!Desk I VDA I aace7 YD n,7 Y 07)rFE

CDOICLO 3 (3,150)1 (33 516)| -91%/o (1.745.974) (1,713;031) 173,863 71 877 71,877 149,023

Actual PSL Bs of 29-ftowsober-2007 A: or 23-Novombor-2007 (wee Ia)

VaR St TSt SdVo _
SPG Trading 83.2 596.0 1 (172)!

As of 29-Noftmbor-27 / VOR Is nor OMdfio due to pofto#0 d"vooflOtiOn burfrt

SPG Tradinq o 5953 10000 I (345)
As oM29-No'.mbar-2OO7

Rilsk, and 8.1.00. Sh.t hIndu. SP CDOs

| .-. - Redacted by the Permanent
Subeimmittee on Investigtioms I

ABS Cas - - -i- in romit data As fast money shorts couoled with dealer selling pushe the market wider.

In ABX, the desk had $700mm in total flows (US ouys 53uumm, Jo seila 15 uu ..l. ...... r. ... . ../

short interest. Post remits, we have seen short covering from macro accounts. We have also seen several capital structure trades put on as macro players speculate on convergence.

ABS Single-Names
Single-name volume remained light this week. The desk saw roughly $SOOmm in BWIC/OWIC activity. We continue to see large amounts of short interest even at these all time wides with many line items trading north of 90 points upfront.

Dealers remain risk-averse in terms of offering protection.

ABS Indexntnetowdnspcfclycrsa'atsThdekswoe 
1binnnrscahufrte

In cash trading, we saw active selling up the capital structure. Real money accounts continue to sell short, AAA securities. Non-resi ABS continues to widen, specifically cards and autos. The desk saw over $1bn in non-real cash up for the

bid. Overall, the lack of liquidity has increased frustration amongst investors.

weeK.senior tranche and the S1.iZn Hudson Mezz I super senior, - - w - .... .... . .

In cash CDOs, a number of trustees have put out bid lists relating to CDOs experiencing events of default, to judge liquidation value. We hay

Friday MS asked us to Indicate the bid side for the full size of the $1.8bn ABX Quadrant super

e been hit on small pieces (trading has been sporadic).

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Report Footnote #1515

�_CKA0QE:_niRrArAA1

I

_ 
.

. _

| � 

.

lmdffimlw���

-vM1- ------------o
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North America Mortgages

CDOICLO SPO Trading SP Syndicate
David Rosenbium Mike Swenson MD ABS Finance

MD David Lehman MD
Peter Ostrem MD Josh Birnbaum MD Bunty Bohra

MD

Curtis Probst
MD

1 - Redacted by the Permanent I
Subcommittee on Investigations

Pr.p.ord at th. t.qa.Wt f Couno..

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldman Sachis GS MBS-E-007818849

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Report Footnote #1531I.
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From: O'Brien, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 11:26 AM
To: Cassidy, John
Cc: Peterson, Linda
Subject: RE: Conduit Sellers and u'writing guides - - INTERNAL

John - Do you have a full list of all approved Conduit accounts? It's important that I get all on here, and looks like two caine up
today that are not:

CLC Home Loans and
Comuinity First Bank.

From: O'Brien, Brian 1 5 Redacted by the Permanent
Sent. Tuesday, June 27, 2006 11:00 AMt| Subcommittee On Investigatons
To: Cassidy, John
Subject: FW: Conduit Sellers and uwridng guides - INTERNAL

FYI - it's a read only file.

<< File: GSMC Conduit - Sellers and UW Guides 2006.xls >>

From: Gething, Christopher
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 10:56 AM
To: O'Brien, Brian; gs-whole-loan-florida; Hood, Kris
Cc: Aamino, Marc
Subject: RE: Conduit Sellers and u'writing guides - INTERNAL

Let's get this to Flamino as well and let him decide how to distribute

From: O'Brien, Brian
Sente Monday, June 26, 2006 11:22 AM
To: gs-whole-loan-florida
Subject: RE: Conduit Sellers and u'writing guides - - INTERNAL

'The following file should be used by all .IM's and CRM's to identify:
* Active Conduit Sellers
a Which underwriting gpidelines are used for each Seller (and guideline exceptions).
* Sampling amounts for each Seller.

___ie b Brian\Conduit. Underwriting\Conduii UW to sellers uides

\GSMC Conduit -Sellers and UW Guides 2006.xls> Please open as a READ-ONLY and do not save the
docu:rlrent. It shouldu never be distributed externally.

If anvone on this list needs the file, but cannot access this link then please let ine know.

thanks

* Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Confidential Treatment Requested by Gold Report Footnote #1533 GS MBS-E-004060914
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Mortgages Organizational Structure

Andrew Bristow
I London I

Brad Gillman
I Brazil I _ - Redacted by the Permanent

Subcommittee on Investigations

Public

Private

Above the wall

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Confidential Treatment Requested by Gold Report Footnote #1539 GS MBS-E-010872812
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RMBS

Trustees:
Bank of New York
Citibank
Deutsche Bank
HSBC
JPMorgan Chase Bank
LaSalle Bank
U.S. Bank
Wachovia Bank
Wells Fargo Bank

Rating Agencies:
S&P
Moody's
Fitch
DBRS
*lf multiple, separate by comma

Collateral Type:
Alt-A
HELOC
Option ARM
Prime Fixed
Prime Hybrid
S&D
Seconds
Subprime

ConfidenUal Proprletary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Report Footnote #1541

GS-PSI-001 72
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RMBS

TrnsacUon Name:
Closing Data
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

FFML 2004-FF3
May 27, 2004

FFMLT Trust 2004-FF3
Deutsche Bank

S&P, Moody's, Fitch
Subprme

FFML 2005-FF2
April 28..2005

FFMLT Trust 2005-FF2
Deutsche Bank
S&P. Moody's

Subprlme

Capital Structure: Trench*
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
B-1
B-2
B-3
x
P
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$982,174,000
S199,443,000
$64,957,000
$58,365,000
$95,775,000
$79,813,000
$23,944,000
$21,549,000
$19,156,000
$17,558,000
$15,963,000

100%
$1

NIA

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
R-1
R-2
x
P

Orig. Balance
$783,060,000
S329,624,000
$174,940,000
S91,981,000
$65,240,000
$59,151,000
$34,794,000
$29,576,000
$28,705,000
$25,226,000
$22,617,000
$20,007,000
$14,788,000
$13,048,000
$17,397,000

$100
$100
N/A
NIA

GS-PSI-00173
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

FFML 2005-FFF
September 29, 2005

FFMLT Trust 2005-FF8
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moodys

Subprime

FFML 2005-FFA
July 21, 2005

FFMLT Trust 2005-FFA
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moodys

Seconds

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-I

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
B-I
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
R-1
R-2
R-3
x
P
C

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$304,713,0W
$388,977,000
$105,951,000
$197,892,000
$131,311,000
$101,834,000
$31,778,000
$46,945,000
$18,778,000
$20,945,000
S15,889.000
$12,278,000
$14,444,000
$20,945,000

$50
$100
$50
N/A
N/A
N/A

Tranchn

A-I
A-2A
A-2B
M-1
M-2
M-3
M4
B-I
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
x

X-1
P

R-1
R-2

Orun Rnlane
$300,687,000
$146,433,000
S92.053,000
569,618,000
S40,364,000
$16,294,000
$14,813,000
$15,553,000
$1 1 .109,0O
$14,442,000
$11,850,000
$7,406,000

$740,622,812
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

GS-PSI-00174

l |Xahw -aw.
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RMBS

Transacton Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

FFNT 2005-FFII
January 23, 2006

FFMLT Trust 2005-FF11
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprime

FFML 200-FF13
September 28, 2006

FFMLT Trust 2006-FF13
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprime

CapitaW Structur: Tranche
A-t

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-1
B-2
B-3
R-1
R-2
R-3
x
P
C

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Odlg. Banc
$240,920,000
$162,968,000
$65,054,000
$82,808,000
$71,578,000
$46,612,000
$15,412,000
$21,803,000
$9,398,000
$9,773,000
$6,768,000
$5,263,000
$4,887,000
$7,518,000

$50
$100
$50

$21,051,171
N/A
N/A

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M4
M-7
M-8
M-9
B-1
B-2
R
RC
RX
x
P

Orl. Balance
$241,582,000
$266,689,000
$121,873,000
$115,439,000
$48,975,000
$41,491,000
$38,379,000
$22,820,000
$19,190,000
$19,190,000
$17,634,000
$17,115,000
$14,003.000
$11,410,000
$10,373.000
$10,373,000

$50
$100
$50

$20,745,778
$100

GS-PSI-00175
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RMBS

Trauaclon Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

FFML 2006-FF3
February 23, 2006

FFMLT Trust 2006-FF3
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subpnmwe

FFUL 2006-FF4
March 30, 2006.

FFMLT Trust 2006-FF4
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprfm

Capital Structure:
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
B-1
B-2
R

RC
RX
x
P
C

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

TrmnehaOrl. Baluic
$241,651,000
$280,279,000
$245,124,000
$31,616,000
$33,712,000
$30,737,000
$17,847,000
$16,361,000
$14,872.000
$14,377,000
$12,890,000
$10,411,000
$7,932,000
$6,941,000
$9,915,000

$50
$100
$50

$16,856,656
$100
NtA

A-1
A-2
A-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-6
M-6
M-7
M-8
B-1
B-2
R

RC
RX
x
P
C

Orh. Balance
$631,866,000
$517,371,000
$67,566,000
$54,894,000
$49,556,000
$29,734,000
$25,922,000
$24,397,000
$22,872,000
S21,348,000
$18,298,000
$12,961,OO
$15,248,000

$50
$100
$50

$32,783,744
.$100
$100

GS-PSI-00176

, ,,A,,_, D, ___ ___
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

FFML 2006-FF6
May 16, 2006

FFMLT Trust 2006-FF6
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprime

FFUL 2007-FF8S
April 26, 2007

FFMLT 2007-FFB-SS
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Seconds

Capital Structure: Tranche
Al
A2
A3
A4
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
B1
x

C
R

RC
RX

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Tranche
A

Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
x
P
xi
R

Org. Balance
$144,738,000
$59,157,000
$64,915,000
$30,598,000
$23,930,000
$18,551,000
$5,008,000
$5,009,000
S3,710,000
$3,154,000
$1,855,000
$3,710,000
$6,678,790

$100
$100
$50

$100
$50

OrIg. Balance
$295,150,000
$32,394,000
$9,740,000
$17,997,000
$8,257,000
$7,622,000
$6,987,000
$12,280,000
$33,030,324

$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00177
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REBS

Transacion Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GPMF 2006-OH11
December 29, 2005

GreenPoInt Mortgage Funding Trust 2006-OH1
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

GSAA 2004-3
May 28, 2004

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2004-3
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Ttanche
A-1
A-2
A-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
R

RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Propnetary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig, Balance
$261,887,000
$109,1 19,000
$65,472,000
$12,948,000
S3,532,000
$2,589,000
$2,590,000
$2,590,000
$2,354,000
$3,060,000
$2,355,000

$100
$100
$100
N/A
$0

Tranche
AV-1
AF-2
AF-3
AF-4
AF-5
M-1
M-2
B-1
B-2
x
P
R

Oill. Balance
$156,061,000
$96,886,000
$30,018,000
$62,106,000
$38,340,000
$14,395,000
$11,644,000
$7,409,000
$3,176,000

N/A
$0
N/A

GS-PSI-00178
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2004-4
June 28, 2004

GSAA Horne Equity Trust 2004-4
JPMorgan Chase Bank

S&P, Moody's
Alt-A

GSAA 2004-6
June 29, 2004

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2004-5
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
Al

A2A
A2B
M-1
M-2
M-3
x
R
p

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentialty Rules

Or4g. Balance
$145,084,000
$102,801,000
$42,282,000
$6,431,000
$9,411,000
$4,704,000
$2,980,872

$100
$100

Tranche
AV-1
AF-2
AF-3
AF4
AF-5

AV-2
M-1
M-2
B-1
B-2
x
P
R

Orig. Balance
$106,867,000
$67,382,000
$21,554,000
$44,497,000
$26,700,000
$11,319,000
$8,669,000
$6,540,000
$5,932,000
$1,825,000

N/A
$0
N/A

GS-PSI-00179
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RIMBS

TransactIon Name:
CosIng Data
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 20044
July 29, 2004

GSAA Horne Equity Trust 2004-6
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

GSAA 2004-7
August 31,2004

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2004 7
Deutsche Bank
Moodys, Fitch

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Trancha
A-1
A-2
M-1
M-2
M-3
x
P
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

.f B alance
$124,177,000
$ S75,359,000
$6,312,000
$4,708,000
$3,423,000

N/A
$0

N/A

Tranche
AV-1
AF-2
AF-3
AF-4
AF-5
M-1
M-2
B-1
B-2
x
R

Orig. Balance
S107,665,000
$65,734,000
$26,718,000
$45,360,000
$27,275,000
$5,598,000
$3,875,000
$3,301,000
$1,581,000

N/A
NIA

GS-PSI-00180
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 200448
September 23, 2004

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2004-8
Deutsche Bank
S&P. Moodys

Alt-A

GSAA 2004-0
October 28, 2004

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2004-9
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moodys

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
Al
A2

A3-A
A3-B

Ml
M2
B-1
B-2
P
x
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

OrIg. Balance
$96,837,000

$139,498,000
$197,534,000
$7,165,000
$12,093,000
$9,247,000
$7,351,000
$2,845,000

$0
NIA
N/A

Tranche
A-1
A-2
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
B-1
B-2
P
x
R

Orig. Balance
$217,272,000
$114,355,000
$25,668,000
$20,739,000
$6,161,000
$5,133,000
$4,928,000
$3,491,000
$4,107,000

$0
NJA
N/A

GS-PSI-00181
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Data
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2004.10
November 24, 2004

GSM Home Equity Trust 2044-10
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

GSAA 2004-11
December 30, 2004

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2004-11
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
AVI
AF2
AF3
AF4
AF5
Ml
M2
81
B2
B3
x
P
R

Confidential Propritary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentlality Rules

OrIg. Balance
$128,552,000
$83,109,000
$18,644,000
$48,836,000
$31,016,000
$14,301,000
$10,905,000
$8,938,000
$2,682,000
$4,290,000
$8,257,500

$0
$0

Tranche
1A1
2A1
2A2
2A3
Ml
M2
B1
B2
x
P
R

Ori. Balance
$141,041,000
S188,816,000
$100,000,000
$11,112,000
$13,885,000
$11,251,000
$8,379,000
$4,309,000
$3,112,161

$0
$0

GS-PSI-00182

-
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2004-CWI
April 29, 2004

GSAA Trust 2004-CW1
JPMorgan Chase Bank

S&P, Moody's
Alt-A

GSAA 20044NC1
February 28, 2004

GSAA Trust 2004-NC1
-Deutsche Bank

Moody's, Fitch
Alt-A

Capital Snucture: Tranhe
IA-1
IA-1
lIA-2
IIA3
A-R
A-X
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

n, - R.InceOft Balance
$16,718,000

S100,000.000
$102,068,000
$15,000,000

$190,424
$23,934,320
$8,629,000
S2,626,000
51,751,000
$1,376,000
$875,000
$875,953

$0

AV-1
AF-2
AF-3
AF-4
AF-5
AF-6

AV-2A
AV-2B

M-1
M-2
B-1
B-2
x
P
R

S48,56,0UUU
$17,874,000
$34,264,000
$20,851,000
$23,009,000
S16,056,000
$71,370,000
$17,835,000
$11,584,000
$10,860,000
$7,963,000
$2,896,000

N/A
$0
N/A

GS-PSI-00183

Tnehr
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2005-1
January 28,2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-1
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

GSAA 2005-2
January 28, 2005

GSAA Horne Equity Trust 2005-2
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
AV1
AV2
AF2
AF3
AF4
AF5
Ml
M2
B1
B2
B3
x
P
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Informatlon
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiallty Rules

.Orig. Balance
$144,436,000
$40,000,000

$123,802,000
532,913,000
$76,351,000
$46,389,000
$16,494,000
$12,370,000
$6,185,000
$5,154,000
$5,154,000
$6,186,980

SO
$0

Tranchs
1A1
1A2
2A1
2A2
2A3
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
B1
B2
B3
B4
x
P
R

Orig. Balance
$89,370,000
59,930,000

S188,756,000
$57,207,000
S48,160,000
$17,191,000
515,226,000
$8,596,000
58,595,000
$8,595,000
S7,367,000
$6,140,000
S6,140,000
$4,912j000
$6,385,000
$8,595,811

so
$0

GS-PSI-00184

-
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2005-3
February 25, 2005

GSAA Horme Equity Trust 2005-3
HSBC

S&P, Moody's
Aft-A

GSAA 20054
March 30, 2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-4
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

AR-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
Al
A2
A3
Ml
M2
BI
82
B3
x
P
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confldentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$214,158,000
$63,889,000
$6B,764,000
$19,177,000
$9,781,000
$4,219,000
$1,342,000
$1,918,000
$2,301,932

$0
$0

Tranche
Al
A2
A3
A4
AS
A8
Ml
M2
B1
B2
B3
B4
x
P

RI
R2

Orig. Balance
$185,000,000
$56,332,000
$59,769,000
$6,640,000

$214,912,000
$23,879,000
$16,958,000
$11,306,000
$6,248,000
$2,975,000
$2,975,000
$2,975,000
$5,058,322

$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00185
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RMBS

Trnsaction Name:
Closing Data
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 200545
April 28, 2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-5
HSBC

S&P, Fitch, Moody's
Alt-A

GSAA 2005-6
May 27, 2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-6
HSBC

S&P, Moody's
Aft-A

Capital Structure: Tranchs
Al
A2
A3
A4
Ml
M2
M3
M4
B1
B2
B3
x
P

R-1
R-2

Org. Balance
S392,187.000
S91,518,000
S77,000,000
$59,755,000
$27,234,000
$17,807,000
$15,712,000
S3,491,000
$3,491,000
S3,491,000
53,491,000
S3,146,730

$100
$100
$100

Tranch. Orla. Balance

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Al
A2
A3
Ml
M2
M3
M4
B1
B2
63
B4
x
P
C

R-1
R-2

$588,972,000
$187,119,000
$214,886,000
S31,186,000
$6,990,000
$10,753,000
S5,376,000
$5,376,000
$5,376,000
S5,376.000
$5,376,000
$8,609,664

$0
$0

$ $100

$100

GS-PSI-00186
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RMBS

TranscUion Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2005-7
June 29, 2005

GSAA Horne Equity Trust 2005-7
HSBC

S&P, Moody's
Ait-A

GSAA 2005-8
June 29, 2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-8
Deutsdie Bank
S&P. Moodys

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
AV-1
AF-2
AF-3
AF-4
AF-5
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M4
B-1
8-2
8-3
8-4
x
P
C

R1
R2

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$306,700,000
$163,242,000
$46,526,000
$66,316,000
$64,754,000
$10,085,000
59,389,000
$4,868,000
54,888,000
S4,173,000
$2,086,000
$2,086,000
$1,738,000
$1,738,000
$3,477,000
$3,483,643

$100
$100
$100
$100

Tranche
Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
Ml
M2
M3
M4
81
52
83
84
x .
P
C

R-1
R-2

Orin. Balance
$159,755,000
$48.442,000
$55,732,000
$256,500,000
$28,500,000
$20,230,000
$4,831,000
$7,850,000
$3,321,000
$3,019,000.
$3,019,000
$3,019,000
$4,529,000
$5,136,376

$0
$0

$100
$100

GS-PSI-00187
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RMBS

Transactlon Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2005-0
July 28, 2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-9
HSBC

S&P, Moody's
Alt-A

GSAA 2005-10
August 26,2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-10
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

Capitel Structure: Tranche
1A1
1A2
2A1
2A2
2A3
2A4
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
81
B2
B3
B4
x
P
C

R-1
R-2

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$119,458,000
$13,273,000
$393,886,000
$125,468,000
$132,504,000
$14,722,000
$11,621,000
$8,608,000
$4,304,000
$4,304,00W
$4,304,000
$4,304,000
$4,304,000
$4,304,000
$4,304,000
$4,304,000
$6,890,883

$100
$100
$100
$100

Tranche
1A1
2A1
2A2
2A3
2A4
2A5
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
B1
B2
B3
B4
x
P
C

R-1
R-2

Orlo. Balance
$149,186,000
$254,412,000
$57,699,000
$6,412,000
$36,079,000
$4,010,000
$25,109,000
$23,457,000
$13,876,000
$12,224,000
$11,233,000
$10,241,000
$9,250,000
$8,259,000
$7,598,000
$15,197,000
$16,523,860

$100
$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00188
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RMBS

Transactlon Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2005.11
September 29, 2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-11
Wachovia

S&P, Moody's
Alt-A

GSAA 2005.12
October 28, 2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-12
HSBC

S&P, Moody's
Alt-A

Capital Structure: Trenchc
1A1
1A2
2A1
2A2
3A1
3A2
3A3
3A4
3A5
Ml
M2
M3
M4
BI
B2
B3
B4
x
P
C

R-1
R-2

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

.Org. Balance
$103,804,000
$11,534,000
$99,780,000
$11,087,000
$300,000,000
$33,334,000
$168,833,000
$53,085,000
$62,868,000
$23,668,000
$7,737,000
$7,282,000
$4,551,000
$4,551,000
$4,551,000
$4,551,000
$4,551,000
$4,557,243

$100
$100
$100
$100

Tranche
AV-1
AF-2
AF-3

AF-3W
AF-4
AF-5
AF-6
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
x
P
R1
R2

Orlg. Balance
$253,054,000
$21,174,000
$18,492,000
$75,000,000
$64.211,000
$42,067,000
$52,666,000
$7,105,000
$7,105,000
$3,979,000
$3,694,000
$3,694,000
$2,842,000
$2,558,000
$1,989,000
$2,842,000
$3,126,000
$2,847,284

$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00189
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

Capital Structure:

GSAA 2005-14
November 22, 2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-14
Wachovia

S&P, Moody's
AHt-A

Tranche
A

1A2
2AI
2A2
2A3
2A4
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
51
52
B3
x
P

R-1
R-2

Orla. Balance
$168,059,000
$18,674,000
$393,599,000
$134,713,000
$133,800,000
$14,887,000
$18,554,000
$8,349,000
$4,638,000
$4,638,000
$4,638,000
$4,638,000
$4,638,000
$4,638,000
$4,638,000
$4,644,183

$100
$100
$100

Confidential Proprietary Business Infornation
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

RMBS

GS-PSI-00190
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2005-15
December 29. 2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-15
HSBC

S&P, Moody's
Alt-A

GSAA 20054MTRI
October 28. 2005

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2005-MTRI
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
1A1
1A2
2A1
2A2
2A3
2A4
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5

51
B2
83
x
P

R-1
R-2

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$168,059,000
$18,674,000

S393,599,00W
$134,713,0O0
$133,800,000
$14,B67,000
$18,554,000
S8,349,000
$4,638,000
54,638,000
$4,638,000
$4,638,000
$4,638,000
$4,638,000
$4,638,000
$4,644,183

$100
$100
$100

Tranche
Al
A2
A3
A4
AS
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
B1
B2
B3
x
P

R-1
R-2

Orig. Balance
$239,254,0W
$66,874,000
$7,431,000

$77,094,000
58,566,000
$7,202,000
$6,548,000
S4.385,000
$6,329,000
$2,837,000
$3,055,000
S2,183,000
$2,401,000
$2,404,480

$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00191
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RMBS

Trunlactlon Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agendaes
Collateral Type

GSAA 2006-1
January 27, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-1
U.S. Bank

S&P, Moody's
Alt-A

GSAA 2006-2
February 6, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-2
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
B-1
B-2
B-3

.P

R-1
R-2

Confidential Proprietary Business Inforrnation
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$498,836,000
$165,814,000
S176,445,000
$19,606,000
S13,658,000
S4.554,000
$4,554,000
$4,554,00W
$4,554,000
$4,555,000
$4,556,000
$4,555,000
S4,554,506

$100
$100
$100

Trancho
IA1
1A2
2A1
2A2
2A3
2A4
2A5
M-1
M-2

. M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-1
6-2
B-3
B-4
x
P
R

RC

Orig. Balance
$148,331,000
$16,482,000
$444,704,000
$85,046,000
$9,450,000
$48,946,000
$5,439,000
$41,283,000
$38,225,000
$23,445,000
$20,387,000
$19,367,000
$17,839,000
$16,820,000
$14,271,000
$10,704,000
$20,386,000
$38,228,439

$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00192
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Data
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2008-3
February 24. 2008

GSAA Home Equity Tnrst 2006-3
U.S. Bank

S&P, Moody's
Alt-A

GSAA 200S-4
March 2, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-4
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
Al
A2
A3
A4
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
x
P
R

RC

Confidential Proprietary Business Infonmiation
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Ora. Balance
$548,029,000
$186,047,000
$190,366,000
$21,152,000
$16,624,000
$5,038,000
$5,038,000
$5,038,000
$5,038,000
$5,038,000
$5,038,000
$5,038,000
$5,038,000
$5,041,393

$100
$100
$100

Tranche
1A1
1A2
2A1
3A1
4A1
4A2
4A3
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6

4A-IO
P
R

RC

Orin. Balance
$223,080,0W
S24,787,000
$81,053,000
$101,396,000
$201,218,000
$84,122,000
$116,253,000
$22,304,000
$13,828,000
$8,921,000
$6,691,000
$4,906,000
$3,570,172

$285,340,000
$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00193
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agendes
Collateral Type

GSAA 2006-5
March 30, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-5
U.S. Bank

S&P, Moody's
Alt-A

GSAA 200656
AprIl28, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-6
U.S. Bank

S&P, Moody's
Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
1A1
2A1
2A2
2A3

- 2A4
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
B-1
B-2
B-3
x
p
R

RC
RX

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Od1g. Balance
$186,376,W00
$569,877,000
$178,462,000
$193,964,000
S21,552,000
$22,819,000
$9,866,000
$6,168,000
$6,168,000
$6,168,000
$6,168,000
$6,168,000
$12,334,000
$7,402,284

$100
$100
$100
$100

Tranche
AV-1
AF-2
AF-3
AF-4
AF-5
AF-6
AF-7
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4

-M-5
M-6
B-i
B-2
B-3
B-4
R

RC
RX
x
P

Orig. Balance
$198,417,000
$28,298,000
$69,317,000
$58,335,000
$34,500,000
$38,886,000
$4,321,000
$6,399,000
$6,162,000
$3,792,000
S3,317,000
$3,317,000
$2,371,000
$2,371,000
$2,371,000
$2,371,000
$3,081,000

$100
$100
$100

$6,399,528
N/A

GS-PSI-00194
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RMBS

Trnaacdion Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Aqencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2006-7
Apnl 28. 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-7
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Alt-A

GSAA 2006-8
April 28, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-8
Deutsche Bank
S&P. Moody's

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranchs
AV-1
AF-2
AF-3

AF-4A
AF-4B
AF-5A
AF-5B

M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
B-1
B-2
B-3
R

RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

OrIg. Balance
$193,351.000
$133,519,000
$43,105,000
$82,067,000
$9,119,000
$36,832,000
$14,409,000
S8,504,000
$5,484,000
$2,744,000
$2.744,000
S2,744,000
$2,744,000
$2,744,000
$3,072,000

$100
$100
$100

$5,487,316
$100

Tranche
1A1
2A1
2A2

2A3A
2A3B
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
B-i
B-2
B-3
R

RC
RX
x
P

Org. Balance
$199,053,000
$599,904,000
$189,774,000
$197,853,000
$24,265,000
$16,309,000
$16,309,000
$9,133,000

$16,309,000
$6,524,000
$7.828,000
$6,524,000
$6,524,000

$100
$100
$100

$8,485,206
N/A

GS-PSI-00195
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RMBS

Tramnction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 20064
May 26, 2006

GSAA Homs Equity Trust 2006-9
U.S. Bank

SIP, Moody's
Alt-A

GSAA 2008-10
June 29, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-10
Deutsche Bank
S&P / Moodys

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1
A-2
A-3

A-4-A
A-4
M-1
M-2
M-3

- M-4
M-5
B-1
B-2
B-3
R

RC
RX
x
P

ConfidentIal Propritary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$724,918,000
$237,590,000
$255,442,000
$244,624,000
$27,181,000
$28,726,000
$14,363,000
$10,373,000
$12,765,000
$7,980,000
$7,980,000
$7,980,000
$7,980,000

$100
$100
$100

$7,979,637
N/A

Trancho
AVI
AF2
AF3
AF4
AFS
AF6
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
B1
B2
B3
B4
x
P
R

RC
RX

Orig. Balance
$296,280,000
540,496,000

S117,039.000
$67,727,000
S60,523,000
$64,679,000
$9,158,000
$8,454,000
$4,931,000
$4,579,000
S3,874,000
S3,523,000
$3,523,000
$3,523,000
$3,523,000
$3,523,000
$9,160,209

N/A
$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00196
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 200611
June 30, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-11
Deutsche Bank
S&P / Moodys

Alt-A

GSAA 2008-12
July 28, 2006

GSM Home Equity Trust 2006-12
U.S. Bank

S&P / Moody's
Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranchs
IIAII
2A1
2A2

2A3-A
2A3-B

Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
BI
B2
B3
R

-RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orbg. Balance
$242,367,000
$707,406,000
$221,428,000
$240,727,000
$26,748,000
$27,013,000
$13,118,000
$7,719,000
$7,719,000
$7,719,000
$7,719,000
$7,719,000
$16,208,000

$100
5100
$100

$10,034,369
$100

Tranche
Al

A2A
A2B

- A3A
A3B
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
B-1
B-2
B-3
x
P
R

RC
RX

Orig. Balance
S567,989,000
S165,021,0W
S18.336,000

S195,407,000
S21,712.000
$13,975,000
$9,317,000
$10,352,000
$6,211,000
$10,352,000
$5,177,000
$5,177,000
$6,212,069

WA
$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00197
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Transaction Name:
Closing Data
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2006-13
August 25, 2006

GSM Horne Equity Trust 2006-13
Deutsche Bank
S&P I Moody's

Alt-A

GSAA 2006-14
August 25, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-14
LaSalle Bank

S&P / Moody's
Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
AVI
AF2
AF3
AF4
AF5
AF6
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
B1
B2
B3
R

RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Tranche
A-1
A-2

A-3A
A-3B
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
B-1
R

RC
RX
B-2
x
P

OrIg. Balanc
$181,651,000
$34,050,000
$78,527,000
$61,50,000
$60,721,000
$46,272,000
$7,439,000
$3,720,00W
$2,976,000
$2,480,000
$3,223,000
$2,480,000
$2,976,000
$2.480,000

$100
$100
$100

$5,455,599
$100

Orig. Balance
$726,454,000
$221,318,000
$277,524,000
$30,837,000
$19,325,000
$9,995,000

$12,661,000
$6,664,000
$12,661,000

$100
$100
$100

$6,664,000
N/A

$100

GS-PSI-00198
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2006-15
September 28, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-15
Deutsche Bank
S&P / Moodys

Alt-A

GSAA 2006-16
September 28, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-16
Deutsche Bank
S&P I Moody's

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
AVI
AF2

AF3-A
AF3-B
AF4
AF5
AF6
Ml
M2
M3
M4
Ms
M6
B1
B2
B3
B4
RI
RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Tranche
Al
A2

A3_A
A3_B

Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
B1
B2
B3
R

RC
RX
x
P

Orig. Balance
$222,508,000
$39,820,000
$78,811,000
$8,757,000
$62,948,000
$48,004,000
$51,206,000
$6,286,000
$2,736,000
$2,736,000
$2,736,000
$2,736,000
$2,736,000
$2,736,000
$2,736,000
$2,736,000
$2,736,000

$100
$100
$100

$4,103,164
$100

Orig. Balance
$797,539,000
$216,239,000
$302,442,000
$33,605,000
$18,878,000
$18,153,000
$10,165,000
$9,440,000
$14,522,000
$8,711,000
$7,262,000
$7,262,000

$100
$100
$100

$7,987,705
- $100

GS-PSI-00199
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2006-17
October 30, 2006

GSM Home Equity Trust 2006-17
Deutsche Bank
S&P I Moodys

Alt-A

GSAA 2006-18
November 30, 2006

GSM Home Equity 2006-1 8
Deutsche Bank
S&P / Moody's

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
Al
A2

A-3A
A-3B

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
B1
B2
B3
R

RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$589,300,000
$155,750,000
$223,873,000
$24,875,000
$13,899,000
$13,365,000
$7,484,000
$8,950,000
$5,346,000
$5,346,000
$5,880,000
$5,348,000
S5,346,000

$100
$100
$100

$6,415,901
$100

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-3A
A-3B
A-4A
A-4B
A-5A
A-SB
A-6
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-1
B-2
B-3
R

RC
RX
x
P

Oria. Balance
$218,347,000
$25,075,000
$2,787,000
$76,557,000
$8,507,000
S50,337,000
$5,593,000
$25,963,000
$6,491,000
$48,629,000
$11,047,000
$7,707,000
$4,367,000
$3,597,000
$3,083,000
$2,826,000
$4,109,000
$2,570,000
$3,340,000

$100
$100
$100

$4,881,756
$100

GS-PSI-00200
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2006-19
November 24, 2006

GSAA Home Equity 2006-19
U.S. Bank

S&P / Moodys.
Alt-A

GSAA 2006.20
December 29, 2006

GSAA Horns Equity 2006-20
U.S. Bank

S&P / Moodys
Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
Al
A2

A3-A
A3-B

Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
B1
B2
B3
R

RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orlg Balance
$452,682,000
$129,034,000
$172,006,000
$19,112,000
$11,231,000
$10,399,000
$8,239,000
$4,574,000
$4,160,000
S4,160,000
$4,160,0O0
$4,991,000
$4,160.000

$100
$100
$100

$4,991,428
$100

Tranche
1A1
1A2

2A1A
2AIB
MA
A4B
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
B1
B2
B3
P
x
R

RC
RX

Orig. Balance
$584,602,000
S158,240.000
$144,680,000
$16,076,000
$276,744,000
S30,750,000
$23,925,000
$12,285,000
$6,467,000
$6,467,000
$6,467,000
$6,467,000
$6,467,000
$6,467,000

$100
$7,112,705

$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00201
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

* GSAA 2008-SI
December 28, 2006

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2006-Si
Deutsche Bank
S&P I Moodys

Seconds

GSAA 2D07-1
January 30, 2007

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2007-1
U.S. Bank

S&P / Moody's
Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
I-A-1
I-A-IO
I-M-1
I-M-2
I-M-3
I-M-4
I-M-5
I-M-6
I-M-7
I-B-1
I-x

l-X-1
I-P
l-R

Il-A-1
Il-M-1
Il-M2
Il-M-3
ll-M-4
Il-M-5

Il-X
Il-X-1
Il-P
I-R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Tranche
tA1
1A2

2A1A
2A1 B
A4A
A4B
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
B1
B2
B3
R1
RC
RX
x
P

oft Balanrce
$240,924,000
$147,920,000
$32,770,000
$6,520,000
$15,048,000
S5,350,000
$5,350,000
$4,180,0O
$5,183,000
$5,183,000

$334,385,335
$100
$100
$100

$42,135,000
$6,533,000
$5,576,000
$1,716,000
$3,267,000
$1,319,000
$65,991,160

$100
$100
$100

Orig. Balance
$515,268,000
$199,818,000
$82,495,000
$9,167,000

$158,851,00
$17,651,000
$13,715,000
$12,659,000
$7,913,000
$5,802,000
$5,275,000
$5,275,000
$5,275,W0
$5,275,000
$5,275,000

$100
$100
$100

$5,275,378
$100

GS-PSI-00202
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Truste
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2007-2
February 23, 2007

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2007-2
Deutsche Bank
S&P / Moody's

Alt-A

GSAA 200743
February 23, 2007

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2007-3
U.S. Bank

S&P I Moody's
Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
AV1
AF2
AF3

AF4A
AF4B
AF5A
AF5B
AF6A
AF6B

Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
B1
B2
B3
R

RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$240,623,000
$32,032,000
$115,086,000
$53,131,000
$12,000,000
$48,351,0W0
$5,373,000
$50,658,000
$5,629,000
$7.627,000
$6,711,000
$4,271,000
$3,661,000
$3,661,000
$3,661,000
$3,051,000
$4,576,000
$3,051,000

$100
$100
$100

$7,017,029
$100

Tranche
1AIA
1A1B
1A2

2A1A
2A1B
A4A
A4B
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
B1
B2
B3
B4
R

RC
RX
x
P

Orig. Balance
$561,842,000
$62,428,000

$209,413,000
$100,000,000
$11,112,000
$233,360,000
$25,930,000
$17,544,000
$16,895,000
$7,142,000
$6,499,000
$6,499,000
$6,499,000
$6,499,000
$6,499,000
$6,499,000
$7,148,000

$100
$100
$100

$7,798,289
$100

GS-PSI-00203
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Transaction N :
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2007.4
March 29, 2007

GSAA Horne Equity Trust 2007-4
Deutsche Bank
S&P / Moody's

Alt-A

GSAA 2007-5
Apri 30, 2007

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2007-5
Deutsche Bank
S&P / Moody's

Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tnncha
Al
A2

A-3A
A-3B

Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
B1
B2
B3
R

RC
RX
x

. P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
S535,274,000
S143,692,000
S201,942,000
525,381,000
512,648.000
511,189,000
55,831.000
S4,866,000
54,886,000
S4,866,000
54,866,000
S4.866,000
56,811,000

$100
$100
5100

55,837,672
$100

Tranche
1AVI

1AF2A
1AF2B
1AF3A
1AF3B
1AF4A
1AF4B
1AF5A
1AF5B
1AF6

1AF7A
1AF7B
iM1
1M2
1M3
1M4
1M5
1M6
1B1
1B2
153
IR

1RC
1RX
1x

Org. Balance
5144,477.000
S25,614,000
52,847,000

S39,256,000
59,815,000
547,947,000
55,328,000
523,661,000
S2,629,000
S8,000,000

S20,407,000
S5.102,000
S6,116,000
S3,057,000
S2,159,000
S1,975,000
51.260,000
51,260,000
51,260,000
S1,260,000
$1,619,000

$100
$100
$100

54,676,370

GS-PSI-00204
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Transaction Nams:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 20074
May 30, 2007

GSAA Horne Equity Trust 2007-6
Deutsche Bank
S&P / Moody's

Alt-A

GSAA 2007-7
June 28. 2007

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2007-7
U.S. Bank

S&P / Moody's
Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
1A1
1A2
2A1

3A1A
3A1B

A4
A5
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
Me
Bi
B2
R

RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senata Confidentiality Rules

OrIg. Balance
$275,766,000
$102,718,000
$112,825,000
$78,936,000
$8,771,000

$113,496,000
$67,202,000
$15,096,000
$7,344,000
$5,301,000
$4.081,000
$4,081,000
$2,857,000
$4,081,000
$4,896,000

$100
$100
$100

$8,568,478
$100

Trancha
AA1
1A2
2A1
A4
AS
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
BI
B2
R

RC
RX
x
P

Orig. Balance
$161,141,000
$63,314,000
$110,428,000
$72,188,000
$45,231,000
$8,998,000
$4,620,000
$3,161,000
$3,162,000
$1,945,000
$1,702,000
$2,432,000
$2,918,000

$100
$100
$100

$5,107,189
$100

GS-PSI-00205
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agendes
Collateral Type

GSAA 200748
July 30, 2007

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2007-8
Citibank

S&P / Moody's
Alt-A

GSAA 2007-9
September 28, 2007

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2007-9
Citibank

Fitch / S&P
Alt-A

Capital Structure: Tranche
Al
A2
A3
A4
Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
B1
B2
B3
R

RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produoed Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Org. Balance
S118,546,000
589,339,000
$91,082,000
$33,219,000
$6,658,000
$3,419,000
$2,519,000
$2,158,000
$1,440,000
$1,440,000
$1,440,000
$1,260,000
$1,800,000

$100
5100
$100

$5,578,664
$100

Tranche
A1A
AlB
A2A
A2B
A3A
A3B
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

A-PO
A-IO
R

RC
P

Orig. Balance
$188,341,000
$12,842,000

$148,538,000
$10,128,000
SB1.312,000
$4,181,000
$10,662,000
$5,898,000
$2,495,000
$2,949,000
$2,495,000
$2,722,759
$1,120,302
$3,890,509

$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00206
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAA 2007-10
October 30, 2007

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2007-10
Citibank

Fitch / S&P
Alt-A

GSAA 2007411
February 28, 2007

GSAA Home Equity Trust 2007-SI
Deutsche Bank
S&P / Moody's

Seconds

Capital Structure: Tranche
A1A
A1B
A2A
A2B
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

A-PO
A-I
R

RC
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Tranch.
A-i
A-IO
R
x
P
X-1

.Orl. Balance
$40,846,000
$3,380,000

$104,748,000
S8,668,000
$4,852,000
52,554,000
$1,021,000
$1,277,000
S1.106,000
$1,277,337
$499,776

$6,838,067
$100
$100

$1,000

0r~. Balance
$277,251,000
$114,658,000

$100
$21,189,360

$100
$100

GS-PSI-00207
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agendes
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2004AHL
October 28, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-AHL
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprime

GSAMP 2004-AR1
July 12, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-ARI
Deutsche Bank

S&P, Moodys, Fitch
Subpnime

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1A
A-1B
A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
N
x

R-1
R-2

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

.0,g. Bjaane
$148,594,000
$37,149,000
$77,099,000
$41,803,000
$23,637,000
$74,388,000
$28,585,000
$24,359,000
S7,209,000
$5,965,000
$4,971,000
$4,972,000
$5,965,000
$27,913,000

NIA
N/A
NIA

Tranche
A-1A
A-1B
A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
x
P
R

Orig. Balance
$639,127,000
$27,023,000
$218,483,000
$45,774,000
$60,000,000
$52,160,000
$31,421,000
$21,367,000
$15,711,000
$15,711,000
$25,137,000
$16,339,000
S16,339.000
$12,569,000
$15,711,000
$12,568,000

N/A
N/A
N/A

GS-PSI-00208

-
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2004-AR2
August 31, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-AR2
Deutsche Bank

* Moody's, Fitch
Subprime

GSAMP 2004-FMI
January 28, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-FMi
Wells Fargo

S&P, Moody's
Subprnme

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1A
A-1B
A-2A
A-2B
A-3A
A-3B
A-3C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
x
P
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
M-1
M-2
M-3
B-1
B-2
B-3
x
P
R

Orig. Balance
$273,942,000
$30,438,000

$267.588,000
$29,732,000
$78,744,000
$53,228,000
$20,661,000
$45,885,000
$31,715,000
$18,054,000
$14,637,000
$15,126,000
$16,102,000
S16,589,000
$12,198,000
$9,759,000
$14,638,000

N/A
N/A
N/A

.Org. Balance
$374,015,000
$191,161,000
$45,858,000
$49,959,000
$42,273,000
S13,450,000
$11,529,000
S 1.529,000
$11,529,000
S17,293,884

N/A
N/A

GS-PSI-00209

-
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Transaction Nans:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2004-FM2
March 30, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-FM2
Wells Fargo

S&P, Moody's
Subprime

GSAMP 200444E1
April 30, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-HE1
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moodys

Subprime

Capital Structure: Tranchs
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-3A
A-3B
M-1
M-2
M-3
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Org. Balance
$241,162,000
$271,687,000
$30,188,W0
$210,187,000
$44,069,000
$67,695,000
$55,159,000
$17,550,000
$15,044,000
$14,542,000
$13,037,000
$12,536,000
$10,029,496

NIA
N/A

Tranche
A-lA
A-1iB
A-2A
A-2B
M-1
M-2
M-3
M4
B-1
B-2
B-3
A-IO

A-INV
x
P
R

Orlg. Balance
$251,136,000
$27,905,000
$115,639,000
$16,549,000
$37,023,000
$31,735,000
$9,256,000
S9.256,000
$7,405,000
$7,405.000
$6,347,000

$188,497,000
$528,911,975

100%
$1
$1

GS-PSI-0021 0

-
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Transactin Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2004H4E2
July 30, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-HE2
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprlme

GSAMP 2004-NC1
April 29, 2004

GSAMP Tnrst 2004-NCI
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprtrne

Capital Structure:
A-1
A-2

A-3A
A-3B
A-3C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
x
P
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentlaltty Rules

Orlg. Balance
5284,714,000
$236,934,000
$117,719,000
S45,371,000
532,809,000
S58,510,000
531,750,000
S13,607,000
513,607,000
S13,607,000
59,072,000
$9,071,000
520,411,000

100%
N/A
N/A

Tranche
A-1
A-2
A-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
B-1
B-2
B-3
N
x
R

Orig. Balance
S201,244,000
S70,956,000
551,672,000
S27,673,000
$23,573,000
$7,174,000
$5,125,000
54,715,000
55,124,000

S20.574,000
N/A
N/A

GS-PSI-00211
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2004-NC2
October 28, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-NC2
Deutsche Bank

S&P, Fitch
Subprime

GSAMP 2004-OPT
December 28, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-OPT
Deutsche Bank

S&P, Moody's, Fitch
Subprime

Capital Structure: Tranche
A -1A
A-1B
A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
M-1
M-2
M-3
B-1
B-2
B-3
N
x

R-1
R-2

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

OrIg. Balance
$263,769,000
$29,308,000
$67,249,000
$49,195,000
$25,730,000
$38,007,000
$13,536,000
$7,810,000
$4,425,000
$5,206,000
$4,688,000

$25,811,000
N/A
N/A
N/A

Tranche
A-I
A-2
A-3
A-4
M-1
M-2
M-3
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4

* x
P
R

Orig. Balance
$354,000,000
$110,970,000
$71,427,000
$37,929,000
$43,424,000
$34,320,000
$9,805,000
$7,004,000
$7,004,000
$6,304,000
$7,004,000

$1
$1

N/A

GS-PSI-00212

-
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Transaction Name:
Closing Daft
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2004-SDI
July 30, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-SD1
Wachovia

S&P, Moodys
Subprine

GSAMP 2004-SEAI
March 30,2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-SEAI
Wachovia

S&P
Subpnme

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1
A-2
A4
A-4
A-5
M-1
M-2
B-i
B-2
B-3
x
p
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Ortg. Balac
$59,000,000
$24,140,000
$16,094,000
$43,000,000
$43,000,000
$27,212,000
$14,322,000
$4,774,000
'$3,581,000
$3,580,000

100%
$100
$100

Tranche
A-1A
A-1B
A-2
M-1
M-2
B-1
B-2
B-3
x
p
R

Orig. Balance
$82,409,000
$15,790,000
$17,329,000
$7,702,000
$2,246,000
$842,000
$642,000
$642,000

$128,365,405
$1
$1

GS-PSI-0021 3

-
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Tnrstee
Rating Agencies
Corlaeral Type

GSAMP 2004-SEA2
June 29, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-SEA2
JPMorgan Chase Bank

S&P, Moodys
Subprfme

GSAMP 2004-WF
November 23, 2004

GSAMP Trust 2004-WF
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprime

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
M-1
M-2
M-3
M4
M-5
B-1
B-2
A-IO

x
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Infonmatlon
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orla. Balance
S52,000,000
$355,360,000
$69,040.000
S46,554,000
$43,450,000
$15,518,000
$10,863,000
$9,931,000
$11,794,000
$6,207,000

$220,093,000
100%
N/A

Tranche
A-1A
A-1B
A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-20
M-1
M-2
M-3
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
x
P
R

Orin. Balance
S145,492,000
$36,373,000
$42,349,000
$27,782,000
$13,777,000
S100,000,000
$31,321,000
$16,426,000
$4,381,000
$4,381,000
$4,380,000
$4,381,000
$4,380,000

100%
N/A
NIA

GS-PSI-00214

-
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2005-AHL
May 26, 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-AHL
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprime

GSAMP 200S-A4L2
December 28, 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-AHL2
LaSalle Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprime

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1
A-2
A-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
M4
M-5
M-6
B-I
B-2
R-1
R-2
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Inforrnation
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
S269.282,000
S145.242,000
S77.440,000
$46,190,000
S31,620,000
$9,300,000
$7,749,000
$5,580,000
$5,270,000
$4,340,000
$6,200,000

$100
$100
N/A
N/A

Trancho
A-IA
A-IB
A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M4
M-5
B-i
8-2
B-3
B-4
R-1
R-2
R-3
x
P
C

Orig. Balance
$108,759,000
$27,190,000
5156.886,000
$65,607,000
$63,603,000
$25,693,000
$43,526,000
$11,317,000
519,152,000
$8,995,000
$8,415,000
$6,094,000
$5,803,000
S5,804,000
$5,803,000

$100
$100
$100

$17,700,621
N/A
N/A

GS-PSI-0021 5

-
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 20054-EI
January 27, 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-HEl
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subpnrme

GSAMP 2005-HE2
March 30, 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-HE2
Deutsche Bank
S&P. Moody's

Subprlme

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1A
A-1B
A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
x
P
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

O1g. Balance
S248,741,000
S62,185.000
S91.591.00W
549,331,000
S25,890,000
$147,210,000

554,086,000
$44,216,000
$11,844,000
512,238,000
59,475,000
57,896,000
S9,475,000

NtA
N/A
N/A

Tranche
A-1
A-2
A-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
B-1
B-2
5-3
B-4
R-1
R-2
x
p

Orig. Balance
S297,636,000
$169,463,000
579,117,000
S49,720,000
$40,265,000
511,555,000
510,154,000
58,403,000
58,754,000
59,804,000

5100
5100
N/A
N/A

GS-PSI-00216

-
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Transacion Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

G$AMP 2005-HE3
June 30. 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-HE3
Deutsche Bank

S&P, Moody's, Fitch, DBRS
Subpnrne

GSAMP 2005-HE4
August 25. 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-HE4
Deutsche Bank

S&P, Moody's, Fitch
Subprime

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1A
A-IB

. A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
B-1.
5-2
B-3
R-1
R-2
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Ortg. Balanee
$256,997,000
$64,249,000
$382,945,000
$197,691,000
S93,421,000
$96,487,000
$75,117,000
$20,722,000
S19,427,000
$18,780,000
$16,189,000
$14,894,000

$100
$100

$38,206,194
N/A

Tranche
A-i

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
R-1
R-2
R-3
x
P
C

Orio. Balance
$371,030,000
S385.189,000
$255,843,000
$93,538,000
$57,881,000
$54,951,000
$37,366,000
$26,376,000
S26,376,000
$23,446,000
$24,911,000
$18,316,000
$19,782,000
$18,317,000

$50
$100
$50
N/A
N/A
N/A

GS-PSI-00217
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 200541HE5
November 22, 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-HE5
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moodys

Subprlme

GSAMP 200544E
December 29, 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-HE6
LaSalle Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprime

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-8
M-7
M-8
B-1
B-2
R-1
R-2
R-3
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orlg. Balance
$405,564,000
$148,016,000
$45,362,000
$53,218,000
$46,405,000
$36,888,000
$33,660,000
$23,516,000
$16,600,000
$16,599,000
$14,294,000
$15,217,000
$11,527,000
$11,528,000
$10,144,000

$50
$100
$50

$33,680,672
$100

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
B-1
B-2
R-1
R-2
R-3
x
P
C

Orbg. Balance
$341,242,000
$137,997,000
$71,348,000
$18,060,000
$31,355,000
$29,032,000
$20,516,000
$15,097,000
$15,097,000
$13,161,000
$12,774,000
$9,290,000
$10,839,000
$10,065,000

$50
$100
$50

$46,356,023
$100
N/A

GS-PSI-00218
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 200SNCt
February 25, 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-NC1
Deutsche Bank

S&P, Moody's, Fitch
Subprime

GSAMP 2005-SS
Apil 7, 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-Sl
Deutsche Bank
Moody's, Fitch

Seconds

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1
A-2
A-3
M I
M2
M3
B-1
5-2
5-3
B-4
x
N

Ri
R2

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Tranche
Al
Ml
M2
B1
B2
B3
R

Ouig. Balance
$189,636,000
$129,754,000
$49,572,000
$45,170,000
$23,298,000
$4,754,000
$4,755,000
$4,755,000
$4,754,000
$4,750,000

N/A
$28,053,000

NIA
N/A

Orip. Balance
$187,366,000
$21,530,000
$19,993,000
$16,917,000
$4,742,000
$5,510,000

$256,315,158

GS-PSI-00219
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2005-S2
May 13,2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-S2
Deutsche Bank
Moody's, Fitch

Seconds

GSAMP 2005WMCI
September 28, 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-WMC1
Deutsche Bank
Moodys,- S&P

Subprime

Capital Structure: Tranche
A

M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
B-1
B-2
5-3
x

X-1
P
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules .

OrI2. Balance
$315,407,000
$38,966,000
$28,359,W0
$11,040,000
$8,226,000
$8,443,000
$8,659,000
$8,494,000

$432,954,843
$0
$0
$0

Tranche
A-I
A-2
A-3
A,4
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-I
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
R-1
R-2
x
P
C

Orig. Balance
$331,764,000
$117,392,000
$123,367,000
$116,671,000
$64,542,000
$20,762,000
$30,239,000
$13,089,060
$13,540,000
$10,381,000
$8,124,000
$9,478,000
$8,124,000
$9,930,000
$11,735,000

$100
$100

$13,539,989
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00220
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2005-WMC2
November 23, 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-WMC2
Deutsche Bank
Moody's, S&P

Subprime

GSAMP 200-SWUC3
December 28, 2005

GSAMP Trust 2005-WMC3
Deutsche Bank
Mocdy s, S&P

Subprime

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1A
A-1B
A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-I
B-2
R-1
R-2
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Inforrnatlon
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

OrIg. Balance
$266,290,000
$66,572,000
$261,433,000
$190,321,000
$66,596,000
$80,187,000
$28,355,000
$37,570,000
$16,822,000
$17,944,000
$13,458,000
$12,897,000
$12,337,000

$100
$100

$52,710,111
$100

Tranche
A-1A
A-11B
A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-I
B-2
B-3
R-1
R-2
x
P

Orig. Balance
$238,899,000
$26,545,000
$159,198,000
$121,835,000
$12,360,000
$52,207,000
$15,074,000
$26,104,000

11,397,000
$10,295,000
$6,617,000
S8,456,000
$6,986,000
$7,353,000

$100
$100

$31,986,672
$100

GS-PSI-00221
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2006*FM1
April 27, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-FM 1
Deutsche Bank
Moody's, S&P

Subprime

GSAMP 2005-M
September 29, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-FM2
Deutsche Bank
Moody's, S&P

Subprme

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
R

RC
RX
x
P
C

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$245,164,000
$250,071,000
$110,276,000
S101,913,000
$42,914,000
$34,648,000
$30.849,000
$18,034,000
$16,611,000
$16,136,000
$14,713,000
$13,763,000
$12,340,000
$9,492,000
$8,543,000
$9,492,000

$50
$100
$50

$14,237,951
$100
S100

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
B-1
B-2
x
P
C
R

RC
RX

OrIg. Balance
$351,611,000
$225,825,000
$95,613,000
$99,392,000
$53,666,000
$34,230,000
$29,631,000
$19,414,000
$16,349,000
$15,837,000
$15,838,000
$14,305,000
$11,750,000
$9,196,000
$6,131,000
$10,217,000
$12,772,822

$100
$100
$50

$100
$50

GS-PSI-00222

-
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 200-FM3
December 21,2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-FM3
Deutsche Bank
Moody's, S&P

Subprime

GSAMP 2001-E1
February 17, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-HEI
Deutsche Bank
Moody's, S&P

Subpnime

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M8
M-9
B-1
B-2
x
P
C
R

RC
RX

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

OrIg. Balance
$257,050,000
$154,772,000
$59,281,000
$63,186,000
$37,996,000
$28,759,000
$268601,000
$12,581,000
$11,504,000
$11,143,000
$7,190,000
$8,627,000
$4,674,000
$7,908,000
$8,627,0O0
$8,831,000

$12,221,818
$100
$100
$50

$100
$50

Tranch.
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M5
M-6
M-7
M-8
B-1
B-2
B-3
R

RC
RX
x

. P

Orig. Balance
$210,928,000
$300,225,000
$85,326,000
$95,696,000
$30,102,000
$38,167,000
$35,268,000
$21,258,000
$18,842,000
$17,876,000
$15,943,000
$15,460,000
$13,528,000
$10,629,000
$11,595,000
$10,629,000

S50
$100
$50

$55,213,918
$100

GS-PSI-00223

-
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2006-HE2
April 6, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-HE2
U.S. Bank

Moody's, S&P
Subpnme

GSAMP 2006-HE3
May 26, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-HE3
LaSalle Bank

Moody's, S&P
Subprime

Capital Stucture: Tranche
A-1
A-2
A-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
CE
P
R

RX

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

.Oflg. Balance
$282,460,000
$181,748,000
$21,OD5,000
$24,214,000
$22,327,000
$13,207,000
$12,264,000
$11,321,000
$10,377,000
$11,635,000
$10,377,000
$7,547,000
$7,233,000
$6,289,000
$6,918,615

$0
$0
$0

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3

M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
B-1
B-2
R

RC
RX
x
P

OrIg. Balance
$304,472,000
$517,353,000
$176,107,000
$151,980,000
$49,697,000
$63,053,000
$59,063,000
$35,916,000
S31,926,000
$29,531,000
$27,137,000
$25,540,000
$22,348,000
$19,156,000
$19,155,000
$17,559,000

$50
$100
$50

$46,292,971
$10D

GS-PSI-00224
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 200841E4
June 29. 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-HE4
LaSalle Bank
Moody's, S&P

Subprime

GSAMP 200-E5
August 25. 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-HE5
LaSalle Bank
Moodys, S&P

Subpinme

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-8
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
B-1
B-2
R

RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
S352,415,000
S208,415,000
S94,519,000
$87,368,000
534,923,000
$40,100,000
$37,055,000
521,319,000
$19,289.000
$18,781,000
515,200,000
$1,551,000

$16,243,000
$14,720,000
5$11,167,000
$10,152,000
510,152,000

550
$100
S50

S21,827,150
$100

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
B-1
B-2
R

RC
RX
x
P

Ortg Balance
S241,582,000
5266,689.000
S121,873,000
$115,439,000
S48,975,000
541,491,000
S38.379,000
S22,820,000
S19,190,000
S19,190,000
$17,634,000
517,115,000
S14,003,000
$11,410,000
S10,373,000
510,373,000

550
$100
550

520,745,778
$100

GS-PSI-00225
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 20064iE6
September 14, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-HE6
U.S. Bank

Moody's, S&P, Fitch, DBRS
Subprime

GSAMP 2006-HE7
October 31, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006--HE7
LaSalle Bank
Moody's, S&P

Subprime

Capital Structure: Trancdu
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
B-1
B-2
B-3
CE

CL-R
CL-RX

P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orb. Balance
$300,148,000
$64,689,000

$104,712,000
$41,994,000
$26,834,000
$32,608,000
$12,568,000
$11,888,000
$13,927,000
$8,152,000
$8,152,000
$6,793,000
$12,228,000
$11,889,000
$10,869,000

N/A
$50
$100
$100

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
B-1
B-2
R

RC
RX
x
P

Orlo. Balance
$333,098,000
$184,027,000
$46,214,000
$73,637,000
$43,787,000
$34,900,000
$39,317,000
$13,695,000
$16,787,000
$16,345,000
$10,161,000
$10,602,000
$7,069,000
$11,486,000
$1 1,927,000
$11,928,000

$50
$100
$50

$18,554,474
$100

GS-PSI-00226
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RMBS

Transactlon Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2006-HES
December 27, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-HE8
LaSalle Bank
Moedys, S&P

Subpnme

GSAMP 2008NCI
February 28, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-NCI
U.S. Bank

Moody's, S&P
Subprinme

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-i

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
W1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M8
M-9
B-1
B-2
R

RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Odg. Balance
$353,741,000
$230,823,000
$65,795,000
$85,335,000
$33,516,000
$45,700,000
$41,593,000
$25,161,000
$21,567,000
$20,539,000
$16,431,000
S12,837,000
$8,729,000

$11,811,000
$16,945,000
$14,892,000

$50
$100
$50

$21,840,703
$100

Tranche
A-1
A-2
A-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
CE
P
R

RX

OrIg. Balance
S310,299,000
$224,955,000
$42,565,000
$23,213,000
$21,784,000
$12,857,000
$11,070,000
S10,714,000
$9,642,000
$9,285,000
$10,000.000
$6,428,000
$5,357,000
$7,142,000
$8,928,486

$0
$0
so

GS-PSI-00227
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RMBS

TransacUon Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2008NC2
June 29, 2008

GSAMP Trust 2006-NC2
Deutsche Bank
Moody's, S&P

Subprlme

GSAMP 200641
January 27, 2006

GSAMP Tnust 2006-Si
Deutsche Bank
Moody's, Fitch

Seconds

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
B-1
B-2
x
P
R
C

RC
RX

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
M1
M-2
M-3
M4
M-5
M-6
B-1
B-2
x

X-1
P
R

Orla. Balance
$239,618,000
$214,090,000
$102,864,000
$99,900,000
$42,998,000
$35,700,000
$28,649,000
$16,748,000
$14,986,000
$14,545,000
$13,663,000
$12,341,000
$11,019,000
$7,052,000
$6,170,000
$8,815,000
$12,341,301

$100
$50

$100
$100
$50

Orig. Balance
$273.339,000
$53,999,000
$13.500,000
$47,546,000
$41,087,000
$12,662,000
$13,695,000
$12,146,000
$9,561,000
$9,819,000
$8,786,000
$20,672,865

$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00228

-
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 20064S2
March 30, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-S2
Deutsche Bank

Moody's. S&P, Fitch
Seconds

GSAMP 2006-S3
April 27, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-S3
Deutsche Bank
Moody's. S&P

Seconds

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1A
A-B18
A-2
A-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
B-1
B-2
x

X-1
P
R

Confidential Proprletary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

OrIg. Balance
$130,000,000
$32,500,0W
$243,151,000
$100,000,000
$79,333,000
$16,682,000
$35,217,000
$12,975,000
$15,570,000
$11,863,000
$21,131,000
$12,604,000
$12,6C4,00W
$17,794,403

$100
$1WD
$100

Tranche
A-1
A-2
A-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
B-1
B-2
x

X-1
P
R

Oril. Balance
$240,613,000
$74,961,000
$19,989,000
$47,196,000
$12,603,000
$23,721,000
$11,367,000
$10,625,000
$7,907,000
$9,885,000
$12,849,000
$8,401,000
$14,085,219

$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00229

-
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2006-S4
June 9, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-S4
Deutsche Bank
Moody's, S&P

Seconds

GSAMP 2006-S5
August 18, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-S5
Deutsche Bank
Moody's, S&P

Seconds

Capital Structure: Tmnche
A-I
A-2
A-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
B-I
B-2
x

X-1
P
R

RC

Confidential Proprietary Business Inforxnation
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

OrIg. Balance
$340,283,000
$100.116,000
$20,295,000
$70.148,000
$12,725,000
$29,691,000
$12,724,000
$11,746,000
$10,441,000
$10,440,000
$12,399,000
$8,809,000
$12,724,566

$100
$100
$100
$100

Tranche
A-1
A-2
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
B-I
B-2
x

X-1
P
R

Orig. Balance
$164,416,000
$67,155,000
$27,789,000
$8,601,000

$15,879,000
$7,609,000
$8,436,000
$7,278,000
$4,962,000
$6,451,000
$5,624,000
$6,616,322

$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00230

-
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAUP 2006-S6
October 20, 2006

GSAMP Trust 2006-S8
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Seconds

GSAMP 2007.FMI
January 30, 2007

GSAMP Trust 2007-FMI
Deutsche Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprime

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1A
A-1 B
A-IC
A-2
A-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
x

X-1
P
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Infonmation
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Ortg. Balance
$76,000,000
$19,000,000
$95,531,000
$62,603,000
$19,053,000
$35,241,000
$8,324,000

$13,281,000
$6,376,000
$7,260,000
$5,667,000
$5,844,000

$354,180,830
$100

.$100
$100

Trancha
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
B-I
B-2
x
P
C

R
RC
RX

Orig. Balance
$315,873,000
$131,536,000
$28,394,000
$46,057,000
$28,008,000
$31,825,000
$28,289,000
$12,376,000
$12,377,000
$10,962,000
$8.133,000
$7,426,000
$6,011,000
$6,719,000
$10,962,000
$8,487,000
$13,790,579

$100
$100
$50
$100
$50

GS-PSI-00231
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agendes
Collateral Type

GSAMP 2007#M2
February 21, 2007

GSAMP Trust 2007-FM2
Deutsche Bank
S&P. Moody's

Subprlme

GSAMP 2007411
January 31, 2007

GSAMP Trust 2007-Hl
LaSalle Bank

Fitch, Moody's
Subpnene

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-I

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M4
M-5
M-6
M-7

M-8P
M-8D
M-9
B-1
B-2
x
P
C
R

RC
RX

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Or.g. Balance
$351,823,000
$230,215,000
$62,864,000
$83,578,000
$45,285,000
S42,570,000
S44,072,000
$16,527,000
$17,027,000
$15,025,000
$11,018,W00
$12,020,000
$4,106,000
$3,907,000
$12,019,000
$14,524,000
$14,023,000
$21,034,651

$100
$100
$50

$100
$50

Trenche
A-1A
A-1B
A-IC

A-2A1
A-2A2S
A-2A2M

A-2B
A-2C
M-1
M-2
M-3
M4
M-5
M-6

-M-7
M-8
M-9
R

RC
RX
x
P

Orig. Balance
$39,569,000
$26,640,000
$10,651,000
$42,000,000
$30,472,000
$10,157.000
$61,559,000
$12,480,000
$11,532,000
$10,622,000
$6,069,000
$5,615,000
$5,614,000
$5,007,000
S4,553,000
$4,248,000
54,401,000

$50
$100
$50

$12,291,039
$100

GS-PSI-00232

-
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAIIP 2007-HEI
February 23, 2007

GSAMP Trust 2007-HEI
LaSalle Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subprlme

GSAMP 20074HE2
April 20, 2007

GSAMP Trust 2007-HE2
LaSalle Bank
S&P, Moody's

Subpnme

Capital Structure: Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
B-1
B-2
R

RC
RX
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Blance
S205,454,000
S149,399,000
544,191,000
S59,585,000
S15,726.000
S25.691,000
S32,668,000
S13,367,000
512,063,000
514,019,000
59,129,000
S9,129,000
58,150,000
$9,129,000

S10.772,000
S9,455,000

550
$100
550

524,125,896
5100

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M4
M-5
M4
M-7
M4
M-9
R

RC
RX
C
x
P

Orig. Balance
S370,801,000
S216,267,000
S50,045,000
574,161,000
S28,668,000
.542,961,000
539,423,000
524,261,000
S21,228,000
519,206,000
517,184,000
518,196,000
$16,173,000
515,162,000

550
$100
550

5100
557,114,094

5100

GS-PSI-00233
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RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

GSAMP 20074461
August 30, 2007

GSAMP Trust 2007-HSBC1
Deutsche Bank
S&P. Moody's

Subprime

GSAMP 2007.NCI
February 20, 2007

GSAMP Trust 2007-NC1
LaSalle Bank

S&P, Moody's
Subprime

Capital Strcture: Tranche
A-1
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
R

RC
RX
C
x
P

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Orig. Balance
$522,538,000
$6,361,000
$12,403,000
$12,722,000
$11,449,000
$11,132,000
$9,859,000
$6,679,000
$7,633,000
$6,360,000

$50
$100
$50

$100
$28,992,502

S100

Tranche
A-1

A-2A
A-2B
A-2C
A-2D
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
B-1
B-2
R

RC
RX
x
P

Orla. Balance
$479,787,000
$482,234,000
$145,757,000
$196,365,000
$79,824,000
$76,022,000
$75,106,000
$40,301,000
$38,469,000
$34,805,000
$24,730,000
$22,898,000
$15,571,000
$21,982,000
$32,058,000
$26,562,000

$50
$100
$50

$39,384,621
$100

GS-PSI-00234
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GSR 2004-2F
January 30, 2004

GSR Mortgage Loan Trust 2004-2F
Wachovia
S8P, Fitch

Prime Fixed

Tranche
I-Al
I-A2
I-A3
I-A4
I-A5
I-A6
I-A7
Il-Al
II-A2
Il-A3
Il-A4
Il-A5
Il-A6
III-Al
III-A2
III-A3
IlI-A4
III-A5
III-A6
IV-Al
IV-A2
V-Al
VI-Al
VII-Al
VII-A2
ViII-AI
IX-Al
X-A1
XI-A1
XII-Al
XIlI-A1
XIV-Al

I-B1
1-82
I-B3
'-B4
I-B5
I-B6
Il-B1
Il-B2
I1-13
Il-B4
1145
11-B6
R

A-X
A-P

Orig. Balance
$23,285,625
$23,285,625
$38,809,375
$16,715,000
$35,673,000
$12,972,000
$14,483,000
$100,000,000
$38,461,538
$40,156,188
$40,156,188
$38,505,188
$18,152,624
$100,000,000
$40,769,230
$53,120,438
$53,120,438
$38,096,500
$21,050,062
$76,198,000
$76,198,000
$35,524,000
$94,581,000
$53,305,000
$53,305,000
$32,814,000
$14,146,000
$41,137,000
$27,838,000
$55,415,000
$43,680,000
$45,060,000
$9,103,000
$2,896,000
$1,654,000
$1,241,000
$827,000
$827,817

$1,057,000
$528,000
$395,000
$264,000
$264,000
$131,965

$0
$4,724,122
$929,495

GSR 2004-3F
February 27, 2004

GSR Mortgage Loan Trust 2004-3F
Wachovia
S&P, Fitch

Prime Fixed

Tranche
I-Al
IIA-1
IIA-2
IIA-3
IIA-4
IIA5
IIA-6
IIA-7
IIA-8
IIA-9

IIA-10
IIA-1 1
IIA-12
IIIA-1
IIIA-2
IIIA-3
IIIA-4
IIIA-5
IIIA-6
IIIA-7
IIIA-8
A-P
A-X
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

RMBS

Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

Capital Structure: Orig. Balance
$37,754,000
$85,576,000
$19,449,090
$31,137,000
$21,213,000
$5,675,000

$38,353,334
$38,353,334
$16,000,000
$15,444,734
$19,562,932
$26,277,000

$500,000
$87,000,000
$32,842,500
$36,845,894
$36,845,894
$30,332,571
$19,995,535
$19,578,582

$440,418
$114,266
$862,716

$7,606,000
$2,788,000
$1,775,000
$1,268,000
$1,014,000
$760,550

$0

GS-PSI-00235

-
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Transaction Name:
Closing Date
Issuer
Trustee
Rating Agencies
Collateral Type

Capital Structure:

GSR 20044
February 27, 2004

GSR Mortgage Loan Trust 2004-4
Wachovia
S&P, Fitch

Prime Hybrid

Tranche
1A1
2A1
2A2
2A3
2A4
2A5
3A
3A2
3A3
4A1
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

. B6
R

Orig. Balance
$61,126,000
S25.000.000
S50.000,000
$50,000,000

S112.438,000
$112,438,000
$45,000,000
$37,914,000
$37,914,000
520,551,000
$6,862,000
$722,000
S541,000
$361,000
$361,000
$181,353

$100

Confidential Proprietary Business Inforrnation
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

RMBS

GS-PSI-00236

-
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RMBS

Trouaatin Norm:
OWMg DRaK

Tnft:
Ra"r AQWA-d
Colstl Typr.

Capitw Struure:

CSR 2904-
APrU 30, 2004

GSR Motf Lown Trust 2007-5
JPMwgan Ch1s Bank

S&P. U
Prima Hylrd

T mid
lA1
1A2
1A3
2A1
3A1
3A2
3A3
IAX
2AX
Bl
B2
83
84
85
B6
R

-t -
S610.000.000
51.702,000

S88,621.000
$192.070.000
99.403,000

S36A18000
S32.113.000
$165,323.000
$192,070,000
$10XO000
$4,123,000
5Z199,000
$1.925,000
$1,649,00
$1,099.886

5100

G5R 2Z04Wf
May 27. 2004

GSR MOrtap Lnh Trust 2004-6F
Wadchts
S&P. FftRh
Prbme Fhed

Trench.
A-1
lW2
UA-A
IWI
RA-2

ILA4

iUt"
IILA-2

lilA-S
IUA-4IIIA.5-
U - S

VA.1
A-P
A-X
81
B2
B3
84
8B
B6
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

$24.017,000
S3,180,000
SX3107.0X0

5139,9a4.000
$17.870000
S12.b70,000
S21.659.000
S25,453,000

S64.000
51.000,.

535.246,0D
S70.,00.000
S20.461,538
S11.700,000
S13,817,000
S34,032.267
S5235.733

565829,000
543.263.000

$115.381
S3.031,408
$58510.000
S2.711,000
S1.356.000
S1.084,000
51.085.00O

S542,329
SO

GS-PSI-00237
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RMBS

CkWM Dat:

TnTustee:
R Ag:d-
C dftwt Type:

C Shwre.

GSR 2004-7
June 30. 204

GSR Mmtgs Low TOS 2004-7
JPw ~Chs Bank

saP
Prnu Hytrd

Tr--wie
lAl
1A2
1A3
2A1
3W1
4"1
81
B2
B3
84
BS
B8
R

VMRU-
- 125.590.000

812.580.0s0
S105.000.000
$9.0899000
$237.742.000
596.059,000
S11,899,00D
54.899.O0o
S2COM
52.1 00.000
51.749.000
S1,060.537

5100

GSR 20"04F
Jty 30. 2004

GSR wtgag Low Tnar 2004-8F

Wacdva

S&P. Fth
PrFw FPBd

Trnndce
LO,
1W2
UA.1
RA-2
"A3
lILM1
ItIA2
WLA-3
A-X
B1
82
B3
B4
BS
B8
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

aft Banc

M185.993.000
53.932.co

S133.700,000
S33.425,000
S59.159.000
S81,1 1,0D0
S52,740.000
$1,129,000
$161,308

S6,345.000
$1.969.000
S1.531,000
S875.000
S875.000
S438,507

SO

GS-PSI-00238

-
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RMBS

Trawuactio Nun.:
dtosb Date:
ts~uer.
Trusts.:
Ralg DAgwd-
Collarll Type:

Captal Sttu :

GSR 200a
July 30. 2004

GSR Mortgag Low Tnrst 2007-9
Wadhovia

S&P. Moodys. FR
Pdme Hrid

Truldce
IA1
1AX
1A2
2A1
3A1
3A2
4A1
841
SA2
SA3
SM
WS

SA
847
SA8
6A1
7A1
B1
82
83
84
B5
B6
R

S30AMOO
S30,DOD000
S41.207.000

6232.398,00D
51552950DO.

S4.760,000
S90.71 1,OC
S37,692,000
5445000
$20,439.000
$16,080.010
S12.319.000
S21 ,3.JOOD
S25=,000
S1.840.000

$144,471.000
S51.075,000
S18.460.000
S9,208,000
S4.846A.0
S3.877,000
S1.938,000
S3,878,611

$100

GSR 2004-F
Augud 25.2004

GSR UMIPP Low Tnig 2004-1OF
Wachavle
S&P, Fitd
PAne Fbed

Truci
1W1
IA42
1A-3
14
1A6
18
1A7
2A41
2A2
2A-3
24-4
246
3A1
4A41
SA1
2A1
7A1
2W1
842
843
91
A-P
A-X
B1
82
83
B4
9S
B6
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

of Balnc
650,000,0Do
S2,027.000
628.475.000
$14,051.OCO
S64,617,000
5540000O,
S647,000

S8,228,000
$6822.000
S10.0O.000

S138.953,000
5408,000

583,664.000
S5,21 1 ,O
S21.434,000
$142.480,000
6192,798.000
S147,700,000
S36,925,00
S69.955,000
S36.928.000
S1 .9D6.837
S223,222

512.145,000
14.832.000
52,418,000
S1,812.000
S1.811,000
S1.206,819

S0

GS-PSI-00239
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RMBS

08R 2004-11
Ahgst 27. 2W4

GSR I1dftgans Lown Trust 2007-11
Wedmhb

SaP. M
Pft Hybrid

1Tar- Wm
I1A
1A2
2A1
2A2
2A3
3A1
4A1
581
B1
82
B3
B4
BS
B6
1AX

2AXI
2AX2
R

1381,870.000
SSO.WW,OW
S200.0W.Ow
S2W.OW00
1197041iOW

s28.884=
S12475,000

S108,128,000
322AUAW
19.801.0w
S4.901.000
S5S13.0W
14.2800
S2.451,068
S60,0WO

12W00.OOD0
12C0.0000W

S100

OSR 290412
o_ 29, 2W4

GSR Loan Trust 20D4-12
U.S. Brk

Moy Fi
PNb Hybri

Tronmche
IA1
1U2
2AR
2A1
2U
2A3
3A1
3U2
3A3
3A4
3A5
3A8
1B1
1B2
1133
1B4
1B5
1B8
2B1
282
2B3
2B4
2B5
2B8
1AX

2A1X
2A2X
2A3X
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Tnmaction Nw:
Ckaf Dle:
hau.r
Tnrste:
Ratng Agwide
Codhterl Type:

C qt Stmbffe:
S299.849.000

S8.518.000

S98.813.000
$150.000,000

80OW.000
S90.841,000
S35,117.000
S13.505.0W
S38S19.000
S32,825,000
S8.879.000
S818000W
U36585,000
S2.770,000
$1,467.000
1815.00o

S2.118.679
11273,000
S8.607,000
S3.082.000
S2,055,000
S1,370.000
S2.397.983

S321.29.000
196,813.00
1150.000,00o
160.000.0G0

$100

GS-PSI-00240

-
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RMBS

T rewstin Naim:
closing Oata
lsuer.
Tnates:
Rabngr-
Codlater Type:

Capial Sbudlr:

GSR 2004-IS
Odob& 29, 2004

GsR I~tpp Lon Trua± 2004-13F

S&P. Mody
prm fted

GSR 2004-14
Novemr 260 2004

GS Mvtgag Lm Tnrt 2004-14
U.S. Ba

S&P, My
Prime Hybid

Tratche Oig.Bnd Trrdw OfBalan

IA-I
2A-i
2A-2
2A3
3A1
3A-2
343
4A-1
4A42
A-P
A-X
S1
B2
B3
94
B5
98
R

--- --- --

s100.000.00

s29,168,686
$29 ,53,000
$85.00.0000

519ss,000
$97,37,000
$97,379n0

$40.902
$249,347

54350,000
S1.006,000
SS2,000
$336,000
$167,000
S335,918

so

AR
SAI
iAX
2A1
2AX
3A1
3A2
3AX
4A1
SA1
sMx
SA2
laX
1B1
132
1B3
164
1BS
198
291
2B2
2B3
294
2B5
266
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

$100
$10".77.000
s109.377.000
S201.853,000
$201,853.000
$119.431.000
$75.000,000
$194,431 .000
543,651.000
$100,000,000
$S1OO000000
S92,21800
$16,482,00O
$9,8.0,000
54,120.000
S2,472,000
$2,307,000
$1,848,000
$s01,ss6

seuo18.000
54,494.000
$3,595,000
$1,797,0O0
S1,573.000
61.1 25.047

8100

GS-PSI-00241
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Trbnsacdon Name:

bsuer,
Truntey:
Rating Ageridew
COWtts Type.

Cap1si Stnbuto~r:

SR 2004-15F
DOceber 17, 2004

GSR mortgag. Loan Trst 2004-1 F
wsi

saP. M
Prim Med

Tranc.
IAl
1A2
1A3
1A4
2A1
243
2A3
2A4
3A1
3A2
4W1
SA1
-Al
7A1
7A2
AX
AP
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B8
R

S88,047.000
$19A854s00o
$11,378,000

$391 =~

$75,423,000
$91.099.000
$15,183,188
$13,373,000
S44,939,000
$44,939.000
$38,507,000

540.123.000
$12,052,000
$12,0s2,00o

$895,4g8
$888,183

S8,492.000
$2.743,000
S1,097,000
$1,372,000
S82,000
$549,590

$0

GSR 205-IF
Janary 31, 2005

GSR Mt" Loan Trus 20C I F
Wadxhia
S&P. Fb
Prne Fbaed

.T I
IA-1
1A-2
1A-3
1A4
146
144
1A-7
1A.8
M-9
2lA
2A-2
2A3
3A-1
342
3A-3
4A1
4A2

AX
AP
81
82
83
B4
B5
88
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

$79.000,000
$17,489,000
S10,79O,000
S25.439,000
$19,857,000
S24.080.0C0
$38,817,000
S345,000
$389,0OD

$145,000,000
S32,302,0C0
S19.700,000
$143,000,000
$41,708,333
S58,327,000
$57,599,000
$57,599,000
$149,83

$1.Q,0s989
$9,885,000
$4,150,000
S2.767,000
$1 383.000
$1S729000
$1,038,251

SD

GS-PSI-00242

-CagAd SbXuls:
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RMBS

GSR 205-2'
Febnwy 25. 2005

GSR U=Igp Loan Tns 2005-2F

*ssP, Ftch

Pri FUW

Trardho
11
142
143.
14
145
1A8
241
242
243
341
322
A-P
A-X
B.1
8-2
5-3
8-4
G-5

RI
R2

$13,167.000
589.774.000
523X25ODO
S23258,000

12.4Z66.000
57,209.000510.00.000

$30.625,000
545.880.000
513.172.000
S13172.000
51.199.835
5127208

S5,431.000
51.961.000
51.207.000
5754.000
$452XD0
5754,798

so
$8

M 30.2005

GSR Mortgag Ln Trud 2005-3F

Ffch Moo~
Prime Fboad

Tr~rt
1411A-I
iA.2
143
1A-4
1r4
iA-5

iA.8
IA-7

IA-S
140

IA-11
IA-12
1412
1413
1414
14r15

1417
241

243
244
246
AP

A-1
A-2

29-3

A-8
9-5

B-4

C
RI
R2

Confidential Proprietary Business information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Trummicdon NN-0:
Cstg Dga:Cbsus oW

Trixsae:

Conatmar Type:

CaOW Structuris: 526,522,000
S40.888.000

53.128.000
51.120.000
5848,000

$1.112.0C0
S2.988.000

W4.00,000
58.780,000

$24.087.088
58.049.140
$2.709,794
$6.00.000
S53.899.000
513.474,750
520,058.000
517.792,000
51290C0

S983.827
525,360

S8.739,000
S1,853jDOO
51,179.000
ss74.000
5505.000
5674,619

so
so
s0

GS-PSI-00243

-

- .
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RMBS

MR 205nW
PI) 2i. Zo05

GSR Muip Low Tnust 205-sF

S&P. Moodyh
d Fbad

.T1rwm

IAI
MlI
3Al
4"1
4A2
4A3
4A4
4C
4A5
SAl
5A2
SA1
AX
AP
81
B2
B3
84
Bs
Bs
R

-

s20.5a3.ooo
S100230.000
54923Z000
S40.333000
521.BB7,000
535000
510.02000
540,Bs9.478
51.849.522

5142,047.000

531.558000
5414279

51,913,141
ss8a31.000
S2,549.000

$1.275.000
51,019,000
S7B5,397

SO

OSR 205W
May 2B. 2005

GSR ptigap n Trust 2005-sF
Wadiovia

S&P. fmwdy's
PFtma Fhwd

Trd
IA-1
142
241
242
243
2A.4
2A,5

246
247
248
249

2410

2A12
2A13
2A14
2A15
2A418
2417
21A8
2419
341
322
3A3
3A4
345
348
3A7
4A41
442
443
4A4
445
4A-
447
448
5A-I
6A,1
7A1
7A,2
BA1
842
843
8S4
84-5
848
847
8488
849
aA-iD

SA,10
*AP

A.X
B-1
9-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
e-B
x
C

RI
R2

Confidential Proprietary Business information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Tmruadian Nae:
Cbftg Dao:

Tn :e.
RaIse Agardet
Coblb"al Typo:

Capital Sbhidur S28.202,000
S5.351.000

532.844.000
535.488.000

S138.0000.D
58.170.000
518.714.000
57,721,000
53,000.000

541 802.000
58,000.000
52s.77s,4es

$56214.588
s1 .977.948

517,00,000
56.400.000

$828*,71
5148.25
525,142

527.942,000
512.959.000
590.570.000
$2.942,125
513.358,B75
513.358a7s
P14,517,000
51.001.000

S201.751,250
S201,751250
s100.000.000

S3.249.000
514.374.00
51.110.000

5127,063,000
$7,579,750
58.913.000

574,022=00
$7.064.000
57.064.000

5154.000.00
$25.000.000

S225,845.000
5389.845,000
525.000.000
549.147.000
549,147,000
52.233.954
S2,000000
S7,591.00o

5488232
524,570.000
510.057.000
s5s028.000
54,190.000
53.352.000
s2,517,s94

so
so
so
so

GS-PSI-00244

-
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RMBS

Trurssbten uns:
C v Da
Isuer.
Truste:
Rating Aard:
Codatera Type:

Ca stu:

8 2tOW
June 30. 2005

GSR Mormtga Lan Trust 2005-8F
Wadmvte

saP. -
Prito Fixed

1A4
IA-2
1A-3
14
1A45
1A
1A-7
2A-1
2A-2
3A4
3A-2
3A3
3A4
348
3A8
3A-7
348
3A9
3A-10
3A.11
3A12
3A-13
3A.14
3A-15
3AI6
3A-17
3A-18
3A-19
3420
441
4A-2
4A.3
A-P
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4

B-S
x
C

RI
R2

0dw Banc

6177.153.875
850.0001000
825.369.125
825.,125
848.830.000
S31.272000
S2259,000
258343.000
25.43000

S45,0000oo
$30,00C,000
S43,000,000
S30,000,O0
815,884,000
S88,000,000
S86,000,000
S3237,000
S89237.000

W86.08000
S31.038.875
S31,038,875
S100.00.000
63Z878,000
852.150.000
SS2,383.000
S23585.000
#23,588,125
S29,490.0C0
S2.130.000
W20.000OCO

S20.000.000
$5.048.000
8716232

S15200.000
S7.124,000
S3325,000
S3,325,000
S2,849,000
S1.425,783

SO
SO
SO
S0

eGR 2ou-F
Au 26,2005

GSR Mortgage Loan Trust 2005-7F
Wnfovf

S&P. Mod'
Pne Fhad

Tmndw
IA-I
IA-2
IA-3
2A-1
2A-2
234
2A-4
2A-5
3A46
2A-7
3A41
3A-2
3A-3
3A-4
3A-S
3A8
3A-7
3A48
340

3A-10
3A-11
3A-12
4A.1
4A-2
A-P
G-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
95

x
C

RI
R2

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

S13.807.000
S1 ,515,000
$1,515n.00

S83.000.000
S2.714288
$14285.714
S14285,714
S26.879,000
S29.530.000
S2.190.00
20.,000.000

835000,000
820.000.ODO
S35,0000OO0
S10,142.000
*2,608.000

S105.000.0o0
S20,125,000
S33250.000
$18.380.000
S1212.000
S1,000.000
S8,707,000
S8.707,000

S11.045
S7.826.000
S2.537.000
S1268.000

1t26,.000
S834,000
S636,750

SO
SO
80
SO

GS-PSI-00245

-
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RMBS

M 2arF
Odober 26. 2005

GSR Morgag Loan Tust 2005-8F
Wchoaa
S&P. Rtal
MF FRw

Tranche
lA-I
2AP1
242
243
245
2A-5
2A6
2A.7
2A8
3A1
3A-2
3A43
314
3A-5
3A6
3A-7
'A-I
4A.1SA-I
5A-2
6-1
7A-1
A-P
A-X
6-1
B-2
6-3
8-4
5

X
C
RI
R2

S3.721.00
557 .40.0W
S35,130AW
$57.429.000
SG1 A".000
581.884.000

569.045,000
532.769.0W0
52 .000
8250.000

525A.000W
s25o.0000
5165.35OO.
534.319.000
S20.42.000
51.493000

5100.95.000
S39063.000
539,063,000
538.242.0W

5107.712.00
530,82

S2.763.432
513.573.0D
S5,744,000
52.872.000
52,872,000
s5872,ano
ss8025A

so
50
SO
SO

Ga8 20054s
Deownbr 29. 2006

GSR MmIgags Low Tnut 20S-9F
U.S. Bank
S&P. Rich

Prbn Mod

1A.1IA-2
142
1A3
IA-4
IA-S
146
IA-7
1A-8
IA-9

IA-11
1A-12
IA-13
IA-14
lA-15
IA.16
21A-
2A-2
24-3
24
2P45
24-6
2A-7
241

342
3A-3
441
4A-2
542
GA-2

VA-I
7A2
I-AP
2-AP
1-AX
2-AX

1-82
1-32

13S3

2-81
2-S2
2-83
1-44
1-85
1-6
2-84
2-85
2-8
I-RI
1-R2
2-RI
2-R2
3-R
X

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Trwtsacn t alM:
CkasbV DatW

Tnabw:

Colaterl Type:

Ca$t Sbwe oft Btnc
S265.973.0O
530000.0&
S30.000,000
57,012.00D
$488.00o

$2D3.073.00W
5125.832OOO
545.692,0W
579.940.0W
$78,341,00
S42.846.000

s21,191.0o
$21,658.0W
517,91,000
51,244.0W
8270,0WO

592.404,565
5175,000.000
S53.065,000

19.926.414
518.244.393
s15.512.9sa
$1,077.630
S7,095,042

$17,629.000
$17.629.000
S17,629,000
$42.898.000
$2,613.000
M5.429,000
54269,000
515,576,000
51,092,0W
323.892.520
523.692520
$1.,200541
5182.012
2526,602

5147.187
514,397,000
54.113.000
5Z742,000
SZ52,000
51240.000

SM1.0W0
$1 .713,000
S1.028.000
51,715.711
$551.000
5344000
5416.447

so
so
so
so
so
so

GS-PSI-00246

-
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RMBS

Tnwvctbn Um:

Tnme:
PaUMi Agsnrse:
Cdlalat Type:

Cap Sbuctlll

GSR 2aosoR
Januwy 31. 2005

GSR MUdgage Loa Tnat 2005AR
U.S. Ban
S&P. Rt

P bybdd

Trwiche
AR
A

2A1
3W
3A2
4A1
4A2
81
82
B3
84
BS
B8
R

$100
$211,732,00D
$154,594,000
$193,750,000

$88,008.800
$573 000
$12,688800

$2,067,000
$2,057.000
$1,371,27

$100

aSR _o&AR2
Mod 31,20D5

GSR UMwg Lmn Trial 205-AR2
U.S. Bam*

S&P. Moodos
PHr

.Trd

IAI
1A2
1A3
2A1
3A
4A1
SA1
R

RH

RS
181
1B2
1B3
184
1BS
1B8
291
2B2
2B3
2B4
2B5
288
R

RH
RS

Confidential Proprietary Business Infornation
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

.Ofb Bdfm~
$88.117.000
172.225,000
$8,208.000

$222.753.000
$50,985000
$138,791,000
$181,957,000

$100
$100
$10

$10,648,ODO
$7,454,000
$4,814,000
$4,259.000

$1,775,131
$1S.05,000
$927,000
$484.000

$556,000
$93,000

$185,758
$100
$100
$100

GS-PSI-00247

-
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RMBS

Truiaadtbn -1:
Cloakh Datir.
hnAu.
TnzetW
Ra&ng Apendwc:
Cotaar Type:

CaW Sure:

GM 2tl0541
May 27. 2a5

GSR MWxag Loan Tnnt 2D05-AR3
U.S. Bank

S&P. M
P h How

T nt.
IAI
2A1
3A1
3A2
4A1
SA1
BAA
GA2
7A1
8Al
a42
1B1
182
1S3
194
1B5
186
2S1
2S2
2B3
284
285
298x
R

RSR
RH

w Bd
5133284.ODO
S189,57t,000
5181.240,000
520,13s800
S278,440.000

S380,482.000
$s11.188.00

S4.039.000
587,807.000
53.955.100
V.790.000
u2.544.A0
$1271.000
$1.431.A0o
S1.272.000

S795,489
528.335,000
$13.2M2000
57.234aoo

54.220.0za
$3.014.910

S317.958.489
5100
$100
$100

GSR 2005AR4
Juw 30, 2005

GSR Iigag Lown Tnzst 2005-AR4
U.S. Bank
S&P, Fic

Pd= Hyd

Tnanchb
IA1
2A1
3A1
3A2
3A3
3A4
3A5
4A1
SAI
SA1
1B1
1B2
183
184
IS5

1B8
281
282
2B3
2B4
2B5
288
x
R

RT1
RT2

Confidential Propnietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

570.927.000
5132.33.000
528,000.000
550.000.9000
S3,500.000

s205.630.A00
s5.208.00
$42.548.A0
U230,375.030
5411.116.000
s14.8680.a
$6.044.000
$3,9886.000
$3,022.0
52.581.000
51.727,144
$5.498.000
52.538,000
51,289.000
S1.057.A00
s84s.000
S635219

$411.115.0OD
5100
5100
S100

GS-PSI-00248

-
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RM8S

GSR 200A5v
Augst 26. 2006

GSR Mlgap LWan Trust 2006-AMt
U.S. Bank

S&P. Rtd, DBRS
Prkm H

2A1
2A2
2A3
2A4
2A5

4A1
B1
82
93
B4
B5
B6
R-1
R-2

GSR 200AM
Sepmber 30, 2005

GSR wItpp lo n Tiust 2006ARS
U.S. Bank

S&P. Rtch, DBRS
Pdnis Hy

Trandw
IAI

1A2
1A3
lAS

2lA
2A2
3A1
3A2
4A1
4A2
4A3
4A4
4A5
81
92
93
84
96
98
RI
R2

-
5140A211 OM
525.000,000
S1,998,000

5273.002.0Wo
$245.63.000
$91.897.000
S112212,00
S167,173.0C0

26,938,000
S9,345.00
54.397.000
54.947.000
S3.848.0W
52.201.858

S100
$100

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Tradsaui Nrin:
aoskr Dat:

Trustw
Ratng Agendae:
Coftwal Type:

Capwa Structue:
. ft B dwc

5659,193,00
S22.634.000
S60.000.000
590,000,0O

S1,069.165.00
096,015.000
5398,180(000
512.708.000

S125,000.000
8.081,00W

S175,492.000
S34,552.00D
S70,00,00o
S63.241,000
S14.010.000
S5,604,000
S4203,00
S420,0W0
52.800.665

5100
$100

GS-PSI-00249

-
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RMBS

Onsg Date:

Trustee:

Coast" Type:

Capl StDW:

dsR M0SoAR7
O b 31. 200s

GSR M*tga Loan TNd 200D-AR7
U.S. Sank
S&P. Fi

Prime d

Trandm
IAI
1A2
2A1
2M2
3A1
4A1
4A2
SA1
5A2
GAl
181
1B2
183
1t4
1B5
188
291
2B2
293
294
2B5
216
R

RTI
RT2

Oft Bdw
$114.52.000
54379,000

S43s0.000
51s.634,000

5107.172.000
5132,045.000
$55048.00

$141,747,000
55,41 7.000

5776,7e,.000
,s16.484,000
se,4eseoo
14.400,000
$3.492,000
52,494.000
S1.996.047

511,197,000
54,796,000
S2,799,000
S2,400,000
$1,1599,00
51,200,356

5100
5100
5100

SR 2054EL1
Dember 29. 2005

GSR Trist 200564EL1
oetsche Bah

S&P, Moodys
HELDC

A-I
A-2A
A.2B
WtI

M-2
M-3
M4
M.5

8-1
8-2
B-2
R-1
R-2
R-3
x
S

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

5370.4e9.000
5183,150,000
s68,078,000
s47.736,000
S38.485000
S11.102,000
510.731.000
58,5 1.000
58.141,000
562*1,000
53,000,000
$4,401.000

so
so
so
$0
50

. GS-PSI-00250

-.

.
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RM8S

TrfwacdIofi Mi:
Chmxg Dat:

Tnmtae
Raeng Agend9s:
CdIoal Type:

Clp~ SbUh:

0SR 206-IF
Januay 30. 2006

GSR Mwtpp Loan Tnt 2006-1 F
U.S. Bank

5&P, Moody s, Rtch
PFhm Fixed

T w
lA-1
IA-2
143
1A4
1A6

IA.7
1A8

IA-lO

1A12
1A-t2
1413
1414
IA-15
1A-16
1417
2A-1
242
2A-3
2A-4
2A4
2A-
247
2AB
240
2A-10

2A-1 2
2A-13
24-14
2415

2A417
3A1
342
441
4A-2
443
4A-4
4A-S
440
447
5S1
542
543
5A4
5A40
5A40
547
S54
5A9
6A-1
6A2
843
741
742
1-AP
2-AP

1411
1431
182
1-83
2-41
2-81
2-82
2433
1t-4
1I-5
1488
2-84
2-86
2-88
R

1-RC
2-RC
x

$103.270.00
stiO070.0O
110.383.000
S12M.23.000
s11.818.18B
S66.000.015
16.271.8BO

54.DOD
$19,542.O00
S11..OZD

571.654.000
110.690.0K
15.427,0K
$5.542.0Z
19.3040KO

515ZO.O
53.043.00D

S228.937.O0
$100.000000
$16.868.888
138.01 1,00D
$14,331,DCD
s1.0O4.000

S.SDOCD,O
S50,000.000
110.965.000

5770,000
576S.0O

V516139000
125,41 1.000
S13269.0K
512,142.000
542,417,000
S2.070.0K

539.904.000
S39.964.00
5134.763.0OO

18.010.000
$54W.7iO
12.253.so
512.500.0K
$10.753.000
52B.063.000
S1100000.000
S19.920.000

$129.587.000
S37.000
121.096.000
118.203,000

141,722.000
S200.8O8.0o0
53.1520KW
540.394,.0
140.394.000

sso.ooo
518,311.000
518.311,0oz
$2.124269
S238.095
224=09

$10.184.000
9AI15.000
M6e00.0

S2.1 17M0
.28.000

18,470.000
12.9865.00
S11.87.000
11,693.000
$1.270,0KO
s11696.737
11.078.000
S808.000

SA1.81.68
so
so
so
so

08M 200K-V
FeMiy 24, 2006

GSR Mtag Low Tnrst 200B-2F
U.S. Bank
S&P. Flc

Pdbn Fbxed

Tnuish
1A1
2A1
ZA2
W3

2A4
2A6
2AS
2A7
2As
2As
2A10
2A11
2A12
2A13
2A14
2A1s
2A18
2A17
2A18
2A19
2A20
3A1
3A2
3A3
3A4
3AS
3A8
4A1
4A2
SA1
8A.
7A1
AX
ml
B1
02
B3
04
B5
BB
RC
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

138,766,000
5110.830.00
120.000.000

8.560.000
18284.000

$169.44.000
$9,703.000
S690.000

$2.498W0K
1109.0oc

5917.000
52.842.274
S10240,72B
S2n.923.0K
$1,995,000

s39.778.000
57.949.0K
532.865.0O
147.725,000
14 .0K.000
54 .0K.000
$86,0K0K.00
110.750.000
$32.338.00
512,843,000

5857,0K0
1115.000.0K0
149.148.000
149.148,000
511,4220KD
120,514,000
S46.652.0K

1783.584
8.493,000

19228000
14.429.000

2s583.000
51,845.00K
11.107.0D
Si1848.497

so
so

GS-PSI-00251
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RMBS

Trwtnadln -1:
cabng Dale
Isrmr.
Tnrtee:
Rnfg A-
CaWrW Type:

Capftai Strcure:

(MR 2MG-3iF
March 30,208

GSR Mtgagp Loan Trust 2DO-3F
U.S. Bantk
S&P. Fneh
Pir Rbod

Trauhe
17t
172
1A3
1A4
1A5
1A8
1A7
2A1
2A2
2A3
2A4
2A3
2A3
2A7
2As
3A1
3A2
3A3
3A4
3AM
3AM
3A7
3AM
3A9
3A1O
3AI1
3A12
3A13
3A14
3A1s
3A81
3At7
3At8
4A1
SA1
U2
A-P
A-X
ml
Bt
B2
B3
B4
B5
86
R

RC

S10.105.0OW
137.383.000

3,e15.000
S3.896.000
17.T11.00D
S4,6910,0

320,0CO
6174AI88,000
$122,054,0O0
$133,060.000
$11,068,000
817.88.000
S5,850.000

S32,757,000
12.221,000

S239,78,00o
45.359,00o
13.771.916

S1.4370A00
15.06.416
1455M9.000
St.437.0Do

S105.796.000
$106,796.000
s8s818332

8182.200
$67,047,000
S189,6000
$10,000

S9,480,000
S44,930.000
S3.046,000

576e,26,000
8127.059.000
"49.351.0o
s49.835sco

186,872
53es80

$6.012.O00
s.o018,000

84.007.000
12,*71,000
S1,869.000
S1.0OI1000
S1.673,234

so
SO

0= 2049-r
Aprg 28. 2006

GSR Mxtp p Loam Trust 208-4F
U.S. Bwdh
S&P. Ff
Prbe Fbnd

T _
IAI
2A1
2A2
2A3
2A4
2AS
2A8
2A7
2AS
2A9

2A10
2At I

3A2
4AI
4A2
SA1
SA2
SA3
34
SAS

3m

SA8

SA81
3M

tA1
tA2

SAP

5AIO
SAI

SA

6A2

GA3

B-4

B65

8
RC
R

Confidental Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Oft Banc
132.589,000

1145.607.000
S109,412.000
58,3886,QDo
S39.957.0Qo
842W.6.o00

86.843.000
SIO1697.000
S10,937.000
821.634.000
$13588,.000
1875.000

S195,374.000
3,638,000

882.074,00
882.874,0O0
$86,719,000
S81.137,0O0
s15.710.000

120,053000
124.474.000
136.663.000
S6.044.000
S.179,.O0

112.223,000
$8.151,000
15.208,000
S10,000,000
172.647.0O0
87.068.000

S113,975
8408,722

812.,55.000
85,149.000
$3.218,000
S2.574.000
S2.252.000
81,612.86

80
so

GS-PSI-00252

-
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RMBS

Trrmafhm, Marne:
Cloig Date
b#Kc
Tn:tse
Rating Agendas:
Cobtaral Typu:

Ca Sbudur:

T~~~t csGMR 2a0014ff
May 26.2008

GSR MWoW Loan Tnnt 200F-5F
US. rm*
S&P. r-

Prn d

Trartche
IAl
2A1
2A2
2A3
2A4
2A5
2A8

3A,2
3A2
3A3
3A5
3AS
3A

3M7

4A1
4A2

343

AP
AX
M-1
9-1
B-2
B-3
S-4
8-5
8-6
RC
R

GSR 2D064F
June 30. 2008

GSR MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST 2006-6FO
U.S. Bank

FRch Moody's
r . d

06ig Bahr
157343.000
$67,875.0W
110.417,000

m28.000
$13.960.000
S33.212.000
S2.307,0W

S207.14b,000
sa39saw

-207.148.0C0
S207.146.0W0
6179.529.520
$179,.N,832
$27.819,468
122.407.000
122.407=000
S24.388,000

1255214
S19.3O9

S3.881.000
S8.978.000
$3,101,000
12.087,000
S11292000
1775.000

$1294.070
SO
S0

Tiwidim
IA1

2A22A2
2A3
2M
2AS
3A1
3A2
3A3
3A4
3AS
4A1
4A2
AP

AX
M-1
8-1
B-2
8-3
8.4
B6

RC
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Informnation
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiaiity Rules

$11,875,000
S103.000.000
17,725,00
S44.722.000
134.481.000
$2Z470,000
1300000

S1B4,510,357
S1S4,510,357
S12.654.843
S12,654.643
S23.322.000
S23322,000

118S8S0
$29-50

S3,321.000
$15756,000
S2.658000
S1,549,000
1s8.swo
se4.000
S888.331

SO
SO

GS-PSI-00253

-
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RMBS

TrwrasLon " :
aCWM Dzew
tasuar.
Tn:
RAwi
Conlatu Type:

Cafw Sudme:

GSR 2006-7P
July 28, 2008

GSR Moap Loan Tnus 2006-7F
U.S. Bak

S&P, Mod^ FR
Pds" hxed

Trund,
IA-I
241
2A-2
2A-3
244
2A-S

2A-7
2A-8
2A-9
2410
241 1
2A-12
2A4132412
3A-1
322
343
3A-4
3A-5
3A8
3A7
348
441
44-2
4A43
4A,4
4A45
4A8
447
4A48
44,9
4A410
4A-1 I
4A12
4A413
4A414
541
5A42
A.X
U-1
B-1
8-2
8-3
8-4

rn-S

x
RtC
B5

$6 620 000
$10059&,000
S73.S19,000
S38,S80,000
535,159,000
S2S.127,200
S28,127200
$7.031,80
$7,031,800

S18.719,000
$8,728,0D0
57.993.000
59,4Do.o0o

S880.000
S77,984,000
S77,984,000
$3,117,000
s25s851.000
$78.3420O0
$42.71 ,O0
$2.990,000

5 ,000
950.000,OO
569,625,O0
$83,214,000

$498,0OO
6S,238000
$2i528,000
513.014.000
S1,0017,07
$911.000
8.270.000

$9.430.000
$13,014,000
S13,014,000
$2,917,569
s582886,000
S82,6888000

$72,287
$8,712,000
$7,319,000
S3.859000
S1,829,000
$1,219,000
$914,000
$919,387

so
$0
$0

GM 200Wo
Ahgt 25,20D5

GSR 1otgqs Lon TNst 200D-SF
U.S. Bak

S8P. Wmoy Ftch
Pm Ftxad

Tanehe
IA-1
2A41
321
3A42
3A43
3A4
3A.6
3A8
3A7
348
3h9
3A10
3211
4A41
442
4A.3
4A4
448
448
447
4A-8
4A9
4410
4411
4412
4A413
4414
4415
4A418
4417
4A418
4419
4A420
4A21
541
5A2
AX
-i

8-1
8-2
S-3
8-4
8-5
B-8
x

RC
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Oft Balace

S3.388,000
$78,088,000
S88.973.000
S88,973,000
S.000.000

S20000,000
S102,878,000
S47,130,000
$3,809,000
$3,073.000
53,770,400
S47.130,000
S47.130.000
S54.420.0Dt
560,000,000
$830,000

$,409,000
S3.635,000
$279,815

S68.422.000
$4,494,000
U2,184.000
S188,481

S3.635,000
$8.000

$58,422,000
S58,42,000
5S184,000
$2,184.000
864,221.000

S64,221.000
S64.221.000
$88,830,000
S4.940,078
581.799,000
S81,799.000

$35,0D4
$1,870.000
58.711,000
S3.733.000
U2,488,000
S1,244.000

1,244,00
$1,247,486

$0
$0
$8

GS-PSI-00254
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RMBS

Trunsmadlof NHn :
COsg Da:
bausc
Trust.:
Raft Agenes:
CdOstrll Type:

Cafl Sulwutn

08R 2W64F
Octdobr 30 2008

GSR Mortpag Loan Trust 2006-8F
US. Bank

S&P, Moody Fitch
Prn. Fbod

Tr. to
IA-I
2IA1
3A41
4A41
4A-2
4A-3
4A.4
4A5
5A1
5A,2
5A-3
54-4
6A-I
6A.2
7t1
84A1
9A1
A-X
M-1
B-i
B-2
B-3
84
G-5
84
RC
R

Oft BakC
S5.480.0

$102.032.000
S506,770.000
63038*3.000
s2s4.73a.214
5284.738.214
$21.90Z768
S21.902788
S1268252.000
S1968 000
370.000.000
S2.635,000
S90.220000
$90.220000
$8.013.000
550.491,000
682.1' 288
S1,284.57

51 1.728.000
$17.238.00
S7.584,000
$4.137.000
S2.758.000
12.088000
52.780.849

50
so

GMR 2aO-10F
Deownber 29. 2006

GSR Ma19 Loon Trust 2008-1 OF
U.S. SWnk
S&P, Fih

Prbne Fsd

Trud
1A1
241
2A-I
3A.1
4A41
442
443
581
81
AX
M-1
8-1
8.2
8.3
8-4

84
RC
R

Confidental Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Oft BMW=
sa8451,00
$48.780,000

$204,541.000
$88,737.000
6881.737,000
S3A,5000
S27.210.000
$31.938,000

s3a.50o
$4.717,000
$55358.000
52.788.000
$1.500.000
S1,071,000

$842.000
S1.074.413

so
so

GS-PSI-00255
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RMBS

T _wacb I m:
Cbhg Date-

Trustow
Rafng Ageans
Coilat Type:

Ca tc Sbus:

oSR2t ZNs
January 30, 2006

GSR MntgW Lan Trust 2006AR1
U.S. a"
S&P. FSh
fRt Hyd

Trundis
IAI
1A2
2A1
2A2
2A3
2A4
2A5
3A1
3A2
81
82
B3
84
9S
86
RC
R

.f Baac

S131,839,000
S6.520.000

5400,0W0,90
$383"S36,90
568841,900

5150.668.000
S493000
59448,0W

K4MA6000
531.0590W
510,8040W
55.O1,000
6.077,000

S4.061.000
53,376.498

S100
5100

GSR 200AM
Aprl 28. 2006

GSR Mmpp Loan Trust 2008AR2
Ckbw

S&P, FM
Pane Hybp

Trmmeha

2A1
2A2
2A3
3AI
3A2
4A1
4A2
341
5A2
lx
181
182
183
281
282
283
184

15

284
2A5
288
R

IRC
2RC

Confidential Propnetary Business Infonnaton
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Oft Batec
SSO 873.000

5104,564,000
$19.98.000
$8,159,000

Sm8647.W
511,011,000
5190.796.000

59,435.000
S287.21 S000
S14204.000
585,685688
52284,000
$1,002,000

SS57,000
519.044.000
$7254,000
54,534,000
S501.000
S278.000
S390,688

S4.081,000
S3.174,000
S2,721,016

5100
51OO
5100

GS-PSI-00256
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1
RMBS

Trarzacton Nwo:
Cbosg Dal
bWI:
Trunsa:
RFtb Agwd-
Conawma Typa:

Capta Strjctua

mSR 2D0OAI
August 24. 2006

GSR Moflga Loan Tut 2008CAl
Dautdrhe Baf
S&P. M
Op6n ARM

I-A-I2.T-

2-A-I

2-A-S
311

3-A-2

M-1

M2
M3
M4
U-5
M6
M.7
M8
MW9
R
RC
RX
p
x

5744,970.000
S848.4a5s000
S353.527.000
1212.117,000
S148.888.000
$38,722.000
82.1s95 OO

544 OuD000
118.140.000
#31.098.000
512.957.000
12,958000

S12.987.000
112.9b7.000
512,9s8.000

S100
1100
$100
5100

528,506.312

GR 2407-IF
FdWUNy 26. 2007

GSR Moip Loan Trust 2007-1F
U.S. Bank

S&P. modta, Ftrh
PFm FRoad

Tranch.
IA-i
2A-1
2A2
2A3
2A4
2A46
2A-
2A-7
2A8
2A4

2A-10
3A-1
3A-2
3A3
3M
3A5
3A4
3A-7

3S9
3"13A-10
3A-I1I
3A-12
3A;13

- 3A-14
34-15
3A-I8
4A-1
4A-2
A-X

WI
B-I
8-2
9-3
W-4

-Be
x

RC
R

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

52.320000
S670.3.000
5497,s3a.000
S38.22.000
S124,215.000
598001000

1310.270.00
1187.568.00
518 sa9D9.0
$19.313,000
$538,058,000
6214,978.676
$157.52.000
S14,481.0W0
5132,127.000
512.314.000

5163.000,000
1153.000,000
550,000.O0
S142,670,000
513.972.500
50,o000oo0

5142.670,000
S10.112N00

1142670.000
1132.127.000

S5.505.291
$165.077,000
5165.077.000

1289,488
$10.462.000
516,867.000
18.032.000
54,016.000
$3.212.000
S1.808.000
$2.413.39s

SO
SO

5100

GS-PSI-00257
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RMIBS

GZR 27i-2F
M 30, 2007

GSR Mtgae Lon Trw1 2007-2F
US. 8a8k

MNac F1bch
PFi Fbwsd

Truldi
141
1A-2
14A3
1A4
185
2A41
24-2
2A-3
24-4
2A48
2A-S

2A47

24r8
2A-9
2A10
341
342
3A43
3A-4
3A45
344
347
348
34-9

3A410
44-1
4A42
A-X
M-1
8-1
B-2
B3
B4
8B-

R
A-P
x

RC

$101,801,000
S75.440.000
$84981 ,Ooo

$1B,9B8,000
$1372,000

$200,7B8,W00
5152s973.000
$182,5B4,000

S9,811,000
S12,441,000
$2,8300o0O

538,58,000
S2.788000
s94,5ss,000
S88,405,000

$241,703,000
8173.545,000
8185,328.000
$11,783,000
S19,817,0
$8,04,000
$45,084,000
$3,267,000
$89,073,000
S84.472,000
$54.907.000

S54,07,000
8192.376

$4.393.ODO
s8,1u3000
$3.783,000
S$196,000
$1,254.000
$941,000

$1.254.730
$100

S89.793
$09,9so

so

1SR 2U73F
AprI 30,2007

GSR Mortga Lon Tmd 2007-3F
U.S. Bmak

Pdmn Fbed

Trmiho
IA-I
1A-2
IA-3
14
148
241
2A42
24-3
2-4
2A-6
248
2A7

248
24
2A-10
3A-1
3A-2
34-3
3A4
348
3A4
3A-7
348
4A-1
4A2
AX
8.1
13-
8-2
B-3
8-4

B-6
R

RC

IConfidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Transadbn M1m:
CS D
InL-m:
Trustee:
RPath k-
CoDatel Type:

Captwal Sm~ume:
$S3,113,000
53s.76s.000
$6,732,000

$9.917,000
$708,000

S263,277,000
$185,501 ,000
$197,628,000
$12,027,000
$17,121,000
S6,094,000

$47,292,000
$3,383,000

8114,758,000
S70.743.000

$370,744,000
s281.0730oo
8282,541.000
$18,532,000
S34.054.000
S16,522.000
S89.228,000
$4,923,000

S87.882.000
88702,000

S248,093
88,409.000
S10,431.000
$4,635,000
S3.091.000
S1.646,000
S1.159,000
S1,645,684

8100
SD

-

GS-PS1-00258
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RMBS

Trunsctfn No":
Cbm9ig Date

bsur.
Tnt..:
RaIng Agences:
Cobltlal Type:

Capfsi Sbucture:

GSR 20074F
June 20. 2007

GSR Mwtpe Loan Tut 2007-4F
U.S. Bak
S&P. F

Pene Flxed

Trrcthe
1A-1
2A1
2A-2
2A-3
2A-4
248
2AG
2A-7
2A8
341
3A-2
3A-3
344
3A45
3A46
3A-7
3A8
3A49
3A-10
3A-11
4A-1
4A-2
541
841
741
MA
S-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
Bf-
A-P
X
R

RC

S27.034.000
5160,449.0DO
S112.720.000
1120.8B7,000

18.107.000
16,6311.000
S7,472.000

S29.851000
S2.239.000

$100.00.000
$182.099,AOD
181.4.000
5100,154,0GO
St8.37o.000

S4.431,000
145.000 000
S8,510.000
$3.476,.0

S2505695.30S
177,848,000
77,646.000

S12,891.000
S45U244,000
$19AMO0
$1,1903000

S1 .082.000
S5.135,0DO
$2766.W000
92.370.000
S1.185.0DO
$1.975.749

S90.993
$245.20

$100
SO

OSR 2WTSW
Decembr 28.2007

GSR Mug" Loan Trust 2007-SF
U.S. 8ank
S&P, Rh

Pum Fbxd

41
A1
A42
M1

B-I
B-2
B-3
8-4
B4
BS-
R

RC

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

S667.024.000
S28.215.000
S10.128,000
54,341,000
$4.702.000
S2,532,000
S2,894.000
S2.170,.000
1.,447.809

S11
V100

GS-PSI-00259
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RMBS

GSR 2C07AR
January 31, 2007

GSR LgsgS Loan Trust 2007-ARI
Odeubm Bans

S&P. Rb*
Phkm Hyrd

Treacho
1A1
1A2
2A1
2A2
SA1
3A2
4A1
4A2
SA1
5A2
GAl
eA2
B1
92
83
B4
BS
s8
R
RC

GSR 20D74R2
May 24. 2007

GSR tpp ln TLusl 2007-AR2
Deutdw SW*

S&P, Fr
Pdne Hybd

74245.000
U3.49,000

31.080,259.000
880.1768000

SiGo,z21M0o
S7.443.,00

2,819.000
S131,ee9,000

6.127.000
589.171.000
$4,142.000

$39,359000
$13,085,000

7.851.00O
$5.234.000
84,361.000
54,385,182

8100
8100

IAI
1A2
2A1
2A2
3A1
3A2
4A1
4A2

5A1A
SA1B
5A2
LAl
LA2
B1
82
83
B4
B5
Be
R

RC

Confidential Proprietary Business Infonnation
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Trguaslo Name:
aCosig Dat
bsrur.
Trusts.:
Raing
Coalataral Type:

Capital Stucture: 8419,625.000
824.143.000
s12.612.000
58.717.000

82.M8.000
543865,000
$1.640.000
856.038.000
S317,898.0oo
$14,073,000
s89.703.000
$3,376,000
$19,916,000
S9.293,000
55,311.000
S5.310,000
53.983.0D0
S2.86.049

$100
$100

GS-PSI-00260
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RMBS

GMSR 21074ELI
Apil 17, 2007

GSR Trust 2007-HELI

saP. u
HELOC

Tnnchs Oft Balance
A $132,937,000
R $100
x $100
S $100

X-1 $100

GSR 20a7-OAI
May 8, 2007

GSR Mwtp Lowi Trusf 2007-OA1
Deutmdu Bank

S&P, Moodys
Opt ARM

Tranch
IA-1
IA-2
2A.1
2A-2

2A-3A
2A4B
2A4
2A-M
UI1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5

N-6

M.8

M-9
u.10
R

RC
RX
XP

Confidental Proprietary Business Inforrnation
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Transaction N-:
Chmhg Date:

TrusteTnzsa:
Raln Ag:
Colaral Type

Cqapi structureu
$374,616,000
$93,654.000

$156,221.000
$74,739.0C0
$93,896,000
S10,433,000

S200,000,000
$59,477,000
$18,718,000
$19,024,000
$8,341,000
$8,918,000
S9,224,000
$4,012,000
$8,070,000
55.765,000
$4,038,000
$2,082,000

$100
$100
$100

$6,341,774

GS-PSI-00261
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RMBS

Triacmle NMm:
C9 Dat:

bsuer
Trusts:
Rft Agel8:w
Coaterwl Type:

Capfta S bnratur:

GSR 20D72
Octobr 29. 2007

GSR Motgg Lown Tust 2W7-OA2
Deutsche Baw*
S&P. ,
Opt ARM

Tranche
1A.1
2A-1
A-2
lx
2X
B-I
B-2
8.3
B-4
B-6

B-7

P-1
P-2
R

RC

100.308,00

72s31.000
S232WsD7AW
8131.749.000

s9,736.OOD
Wm=77.DW
s52=1.0W
S8677.0w
88.1380WD

89.312.00
5228.00D
88.48.2

S10
8100
£10
810

NCAwfr 208ALT2
Odc 30. 2006

New Cntry Aflanale Mortgag Loan Trust 2006-ALT2
U.S. Bank

S&P. 1,
ANA

Trmnehe
AV-1
AF-2
AF-3
AF-4
AF-5
AF-8A
AF46B

M-1
M-2
UM3
MA4
B-I
8-2
S-3
R

RC
RX
x
p

Confidential Proprietary Business Infonrnaton
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

Or"g Bulace,

8166161.000
838791.000

581.742ODW
$6s2swsow
839.880.000
84.398.000
U8,751,00O
83.492,000
S2.329,000
83958w000
82.32sww0
82.329000
82-1a.3O2

S10
8100
8100

S2.328.818
8100

GS-PSI-00262
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RMBS

Trarsaction Namos:
C Date:

Trustee:
RPng A:sies:
Codtabn Type:

Cqal Sbudu

STAMN 2D071
Fdbruw 23. 2007

STARM Mon Low Trust 2007-1
Deutsche Ban

S&P, Ft
Pbrk RA

Tranche
IAI
1A2
2A1
2A2
3A1
3A2
3A3
B1
82
B3
B4
95
B6
R

RC

563302n000
53v323.X000
W3052002300

S16.009.000
S93.57.000
531252.00
S6A2.000

$13.28.000
S40 A66.00
S3271.000
S1.soa.w
S1,635.000
S1.3S3.429

$100
S100

SWARW 29674
Septvbsr 24.2007

STARM Mortge Lom Trust 2007-4
Deutsdis Bsr*

S&P, Mo1'. FRtch
PbrneyWw

Trench
IAI
1A2
2A1
2A2
2A3
2X

3A1
3A2
4A1
4A2
M
B1
B2
B3
B4
85
Be
R

RC

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

S196.56.000
S1.341.000

575.2335000
596.418.000
S1 1.638,000
596.41 .000
S391,616.000
S2,702.000

S102.139.0W0
U,965,000
S23.942.000
S4.431.000
U6.996,000
S2.721,000
54.275.000
S1.166,000
53.109.952

5100
$100

GS-PSi40263

-
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RMBS

Trnumcdin Nm.:
Cb - g OaS:

Truatm:
Rft Apngdg
CoRlalWa Type

Captd Sa

FHLT 2004-A
Febuay 20, 2004

Frwuwa Hatm Lan Tnst 2004-A
HSBC

S&P. Mmds
Supk

M1ASS CBS
0.mmbu 7.200B

C-BASS Tnsi 2006-CB9
LaSat Bar*

IMod^ FftK D8RS
5-

Trundm oft Bdowe Tranche Ot B Oahu

A-IB
A-2
A-3
W1
M-2
M-3
B-i
B-2
B-3
x
p
R

S23837,000
S237239,000
$189,451,000
S58,419,000
$47,87,000
$104,04,000
S14,E05,000
$10,832.000
S10,432,000

WIA
$100
NWA

A-I
A-2
A-3
A-4
M1
U-2
M-3
M.4
WS
W4
U-7
We
M-9
B-1
B-2
B-3

CE-i
CE-2
R

RX
p

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules

$330,834,00
$72,092,000

$118,880,000
SB2,49B,000
S28281,000
$22,030,000
$13,758,000
$1 ,B48,000
$12,2.000
S39554,00
$9,172,000
S8,790,000
$S,115,00D

$13,37B.000
$4,9BB,000
$7.B44,000

$13,375.922
s100
$100
$100
S100

GS-PSI-00264

Lss S79X 77R nm
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Grand Total 3.661.5

I = Redacted by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Confidential Treatment IS MBS 0000021129
Requested by Goldman Sachs Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Report Footnote #1542

Sum of Orig Face (mm) I
Risk Taker/ Customer Total
ACA Management
AIG (AIGFP)
AIG (Banque AIG)
AIG (Global)
Aladdin
Allied Irish
Anglo Irish
Bank Hofman
BAWAG
BSAM7
C-BASS
Church Tavern
CNCE
Commerzbank
Credit Suisse
Deutsche Bank
Faxtor
GIB
Greywolf
HBK
Highland Capital
IKB
Koch Global
Merrill
New Bond Street
Nordea
NY CDO DESK
Oppenheimer
Princeton Advisory
Security Benefit Ufe
TCW
Tricadia
Vanderbilt
Wachovia

42.0
149.7
205.0

18.6

la
IMI
IM

760.2
so
am

IMI
IM
M

96.5
� IMI

IM
M
MI
250.'6

a
M
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-- --- A-.. I

FDeal .
ABACUS 06-81 MR
ABACUS 06M11 MR
ABACUS 06.11 MR
ABACUS 0611 MR
ABACUS 06-11 MR
ABACUS 06.11 MR
ABACUS 06.11 MR
ABACUS 0641 MR
ABACUS 06.11 MR
ABACUS 06.11 NR
ABACUS 06-11 HR
ABACUS 06-11 HR
ABACUS 06-1I NR
ABACUS 06-14 HR
ABACUS 06.14 NR
ABACUS 06.14 NR
ABACUS 06.14 NR
ABACUS 06.15
ABACUS 06-HGSt
ABACUS 06-INDX;
ABACUS 07.ACI
ABACUS 07-ACI
ABACUS 07.ACI

= ~ 7 P ~ a FseO(MM)
A-1 CDS- 64bps *41.25
A-I COS- 54bps 41.25
A-2 COS- 62bps -22.97
A.2 COS- 62bps .22.97

B COS- 120bps -10.63
l COS- 120bps -10.63
a CDS- 120bps .10.63
C COS- 230bps 4.25
C CDS- 230bps 6.25
C CDS- 230bps -625
D CDS- 405bps -5.94
O COB- 405bps -5.94
0 CDS- 406bps -6.94

A-2 CDS- 70bps -38.68
R B CDS- 105bps .8.68
R ' C CDS- 200bps .25.16
t D CDS- 400bps -15.72

C CDS- 185bp -6.81
SS COS- 22bps -1032.00

2 SS CDS- 22bps -60.00
SS COS- 85bps M1000.00
A2 CDS- 14 1bps .142.00
Al CDO- 116bps 450.00

Trada Date :.'.sont DMtO -
9118t06 9J28606 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
918/06 926t06 DEUTSCHE AG LONDON
V =18106 9266 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
V1W6 9/26/0 DEUTSCHE AG LONDON
9/1808 9126016 GSC Eliot Bde9 Master Fund I. Ud.
9t1UD6 916106 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
W1806 926806 DEUTSCHE AG LONDON
9/18/06 926/ GSC Eliot BMge Master Fund 1, Ud.
V18t06 9/60 MAGNETAR CNS UF LTD
9/I8t6 926/06 DEUTSCHE AG LONDON
918G=6 9/2606 GSC Eliot Bridge Master Fund I. Ltd.
2/IS/O 9126/ MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
918ft6 926/06 DEUTSCHE AG LONDON
10/10/6 10/1306 MAGNETAR CNS UF LTD
10)10/06 10t13/06 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
10/10/06 10t13106 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
10/0106 10/1306 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
11/606 11/13/06 GSC Eliot Bdds Master Fund 1. Ltd.
9/1506 9/20/o6 PAULSON CRED OPP MST
927/06 10/4/06 PAULSON CRED OPP MST
5131107 5/31/07 PAULSON CRED OPP MST
5/31107 4/26/7 PAULSON CRED OPP MST
4/10/7 4n26/07 PAULSON CREO OPP MST
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1 -0.-_... % - . .. em-. v~rinm TrJirnos m .m'i sno ei - . ---. -- - - - IABACUS 041 OCWASLos 80ftps ,wv 300 or"10 ¶0/810 01 Dawot Aeusa/ar P.50 LABACUS 04-1 be Loss1A SOOIp nmsra 4.50 026105 WIN=10 OSCOd DotBd Master Fund I. L1ABACUS 0I Fbll Lse I LI#bpS PM/ag 10.00 340 3/310
ABACU 04-1 5rdSOO Lou 17a. umrzt 12.50 12130 12MS
ABACUS 04-1 55 2sn 1760.00 Sr" 6e1w01
ABACUS 04-2 Ss M2Ips sno 730.0 5OWS 6BMO APABACUS 06.2 Fbatlo 15901bps noa 3.00 10/2005 lIB/OS GSC Ebt Brsdp Fird 1.LSt.ABACUS 0 S2M5 toss 837p ssu 4.20 0C125 I 1 G0 Dot _rotg F tt Pistdl. LtdABACtUS 052 FUl Lau 159bps itu 5.00 10/1815 SUM215 Bo ere SuiwSndRhdPajlt, FtPnd LtLABACUS052 S o et LOUs 87 bps r t/ 7.00 10/1810 5 I U 2CO Bo Stose grSb dR1 n 85 Pe0 M Fond Ltd.ABACUS 05-2 SS 13bps uh 1000.00 10S7WOS 10IN05 AOFPABACUSOS-3 SS 12bps oo/ag 1200.00 7A45 7128105 AIGFPABACUS05SCII FP3 Loss tnOS p ros 15.94 1/0105 t2/7105
ABACUS 05.81 Sod Lou 1150brps wad 15.94 1/1145 12W7D5 _ABACUS 05-CI SS 1Sup kaugk 4. IUm115 12/7405 AASACUS OS-I E COS.15 *30W .00 IWOS0 111308 OWC EflBWgOas WWFwdL LId.ABACUS05.15VW AI CM;55bps 54.5 11U1845 IU2146 aur Steams No S 0t CleO Strsatgs Erdftt Low/aged M t&S Pund L.ABACUS08.151V2 SS COS-22p 2IS15.00 111174 I/IT/OS
ABACUS OS E CDS- 60bps 2.30 11710B 1111748
ABACUS 064 E CV ;601p 2.70 11/17/U 111175
ABACUS O0 FL F CoS. 200bp 0.46 7l2? 2/1610
ABACUS O8 FL F 0D6 2050bpS 4.50 2/7106 2711W
ABACUS 08 55 SS Cos. 22bp 199.C4 lIUIT/OS 1m280ABACUS 06S4S1 FL CD05-00bp 2.80 1 U7 10 8 IS= jb t SW iS Partmdm Mle FuS Led.ABACUS 5B440S Ss CDS27bp 450.00 1 107 1I 348ABACUS 05.44051 SS C 27bp 450.00 llt00 11131t
ABACUS 08444 S Ss C1-21.sbps 660.00 10/2410 l0/3
ABACUJS 05-N02 SS COS-21.5bps 1.00 /IS 81108 S Y PepABACUS07ACI .2 SS CO0 17p 09W.09 5131107 531W7 AB tAme-L
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ABACUS 206-14 10126 Y 7 U
ABACUS 20,31 I 91200d
ABACUS 2DD0-IS 10D Q2006

ABACUS 2006-6 112007. Hig hO GreS

ABACUS 2006DHGS1 11 V2D CO,12

ABACUS 2006.12 4/2006 No Grace
ABACUS 20DfiA 482002,11616
ABACUS 20D17 ACI 4ZOD07 Mezrn

[TRAD3E OM":~ B:

f.jE~/la.Vur@: i am-~ '1? :.--. Dcr. Fa:cY- Dffn-To elO.Ie1BSe.E/.I hTr/.CO)Sf'l~..'.'5i-/ 4:;Damon~~~~~~~~~A IC IAWUl.. -~~of:awi~-.x

zsw25.00
t2.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
15,00
15.00
2S.00
6.00
2.000
2SD00
30.00
10.00
6.44

lZW0

20.00
2S.94
20.00
25.94
12.50
19.38
18.75
1875
15.00

40.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
14.90
30.00
10.10,
10.00

12.00
20.50
8.75

109.00
11B72
27.00
0.00
5.93
5000
2.00
52.9
4.00
7.92
4.00
3.03
7.00
1.00
2.95
4.OD
1.00
3.93
4.00
4.00
4.94
0.00
5.00

2.914
11.00
904
7.95

0.98
20.00
20.00

20.00
*.00

2 85
10.00

60.00
10.00
20.00
zs.00
20.00
10.00
37.50

6131/06

8121106
6.20011BQUDS

6128106

9230106

3 1 2

8118/0

Y16v06

i(IMM

8211806

816109128106

snsc06
1D/27/D

4125/0
4125006
412506
4/10/0

415/084/5/06

65809

a5600
84190

619/0

819/06

819106

601060

61Y066
61Y066
819/00
818/08
4/9fCB
aws"

daat
SWDB

811912
619100

&1=6

"1906

as=B

a91B

6191006

Swett
am/06

61109=
8127106
127AD6

91274

grGms

91201104

101281016
9120116

8120106
91201C6

J770/06
9120/069C/OmS
W=s

2/2610 T nu0 C l y d 111w165
6G26r/0 FAXTOR
61a26s0 Trust Companllyof dtI§ Weas
6128/6 WACHOVIA SECURITIES
626/06 WACHOVIA SECURITIES

9a12w/ KOCH GLOBAL
41A280 BEAR STEARNS AS6sm u waremar
4/106 1KB DEUTSCH
4128/6 BEAR STEARNS Asset UWADM05e1
Y7/22S DEUTSCHE BANK
Y522/6 LIBERTY HMA
312a/0 DEUTSCHE PtY
8123/06 NEW BOND ST
421/06 COUMERZBANK/
812/06 IKB DEUTSCH
120/06 IKB DEUTSCH

S91A2 N COO DESK
1 /1106 NY COO DESK
S`-=6 COO DESk

120/0S Aladdin
tY3DfC6 - OPPENHEIUER

-2aC Araddin
9/28/0 NY COO DESK
9/2010 AlaSddh
1 7/06 NY COO DESK
8120/0 AkeddiS
5/12/06 ACA MOUT UL
4127f6 CHURCH TAVERN
4127/06 DEUTSCHE AU
427/0 PRINCETON AfDnooy
4/27/06 VANDERBILT
QV27/06 Tnust Companyf 0the6 West

4/27/06 Tlusl CoGRany 4/ didO WOW
427107/ Danis Situfr VII (TCW)
41271C6 Trust Company GI Ifh Wesl
4/7/T=6 Da,4s S/are VIn fTCW)
417/06 Trust Company afd/re WOsI
4127/08 Trust Company 4/ the West
81716 RABOBANK
9/7/06 ALTIUS III WAREHOUSE
987/86 CREDIT SUISI
8/7/06 DELAWARE
9/7/06 ALTIUS II WAREHOUSE
917/06 DELAWARE
S/D768 ALTtUS 1O WAREHOUSE
9/7f00 DECLARATION
6/7/Ds DELAWARE
987/06 ALTIUS III WAREHOUSE
S97/00 PRINCETON A6eso5ry
917/06 CATAUIOUNT
8I/70 DEUTSCHE BANK

D17feB PRINCETON Advisory
9/7/06 ALTIUS III WAREHOUSE
9/7/06 CATAMOUNT
8/7/06 UBS GLOBAL (UK1
71706 CATAMOUNT

9/7/08 LI8s OLOBAL (UK)
97/06 WAREHOUSE
9/7/06 CATAMOUNT
9/7106 UBS GLOBAL (UK)
8f7/06 CATAMOUNT
807106 DECLARAlON
917/6 UBS GLOBAL (UK)
9w7/08 UBS GLOBAL (UK)
9/7/06 UBS GLOBAL (UK)
9/7/06 U8S GLOBAL (UK)

1If19/06 ALADDIN CAPITAL
tor196 ALADDIN
10(19106 AfADDIN
10111f06 Trust Comropanfy of 1re Wir
10U11fCS Trus Company1 of M0 W.sR
t15/10 Trust Company of 91 West
1U11f106 Davts Square VI fTCW)
10/0/0 [KB DEUTSCH
*V /11l/ DanIs Squa Vn (TCW)

u0111/06 Dan/n Squiru VII (TCW)
1/11 /06 TnusI Comp"any d UV WOn
10111/06 Davds Squas VII (TCW)
09/11/06 TrusI Company o t10 West
1011i/06 TnU!lComIrt0lnyf 4/106W esl
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Fc0tfs I Funding. LWL 0308106 Umrwe
Dan89 Swira8 FUndirV VI. USLt. W = High GraSe

Houl Bay 200C-1 USd. 05- 206 Higp Graft
Braami/k FundIM Ltd. 0811IN 1/ zzamke

Was Coasl FlxllO 1. UL& 07/26 HN Grace
Acas DI Fundk. USd 0. 86 Hih Gre
Lo0 o%0 Utd. 10/66 CD002
Hals0 Ngqh Gr08e Fundbg 2006.1. Utd. 11 106 1High Grace

Mt w **r Funding 2008-1. ULd. I2KI516 L4ezzanine,
a Squarea F ag VI. Lid. 12/05/06 Hign Grace

FotbA 1I FndL Utd. 12J0710S U darlne

GSC ABS Furwig 2006D3g. Ltd. 01011087 HMOh ande
h n uaine Fundng 2006.2. Lld 02/07 UMzzoni,*

Pod Dedson Fur,&S Ud. 02114107 CDD02

Camber 7 PIC 022M7 U.zzme
Anc880 za0rin0 Funding 2007-I. Ld. 0312017 MU0 aQne

15en501w11. Utd. 027107 C002

Po" Pleasant Funclig 2007.1. ULi. /8107 C:02
65 IV Fwu. Ld. OS31107 Hlgn Gd

-ABACUS 20054-3
ABACUS 2005.3
ABACUS 2005-3
ABACUS 2005-3
ABACUS 2006-3
ABACUS 2005-3
ABACUS 2005-3
ABACUS 20D053
ABACUS 2000.3
ABACUS 20D5-3
ABACUS 2005-4
ABACUS 2005-4
ABACUS 2005-7
ABACUS 20fS CBI
ABACUS 200D5CBI
ABACUS 20D0 11
ABACUS 2006D11
ABACUS 2006-11
ABACUS 206 11
ABACUS 2006C11
ABACUS 2006.11
ABACUS 2006D11
ABACUS 2D06. I1
ABACUS 200D- II
ABACUS 2fX-Il I
ABACUS 200- 11
ABACUS 2COb I 2
ABACUS 2006C12
ABACUS 2006-12
ABACUS 2D006.2
ABACUS 20D6.12
ABACUS 2006-12
ABACUS 200612
ABACUS 2006.12
ABACUS 200612
ABACUS 200D612
ABACUS 20061 2
ABACUS 2006.12
ABACUS 2006.12
ABACUS 20DD613
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 2006 13
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 2006-13
ABACUS 20DO13
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 200D613
ABACUS 2006-13
ABACUS 20D0613
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 2006 13
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 2006 13
ABACUS 200B-13
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 2006-13
ABACUS 20D0- 1 3
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 2006 13
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 2006.13
ABACUS 2006D13
ABACUS 200D613
ABACUS 2010613
ABACUS 200Df 14
ABACUS 200D614
ABACUS 2006D14
ABACUS 2006-15
ABACUS 2006.15
ABACUS 2006.15
ABACUS 2COB-15
ABACUS 2006.15
ABACUS 200D615
ABACUS 2006D15
ABACUS 2005 IS
ABACUS 200_- IS
ABACUS 2005 IS
ABACUS 2006.15

Ai
C 5SF2
DSRF

O SF12
* OSR2

o SR2
o SR3
a
D
6
Al
Al

A1 S12

B
C
Al
Al
A2
A2
A2

A2 SR2
B
a
C
C
D
0
Al
Al
AI

Al
Al
A2
A2
8
B
C
C
D
A

a
B
B

C
D
D
0
E
F
F
F
F
G
G

H

JJ

K
K
L
NLAN
A2
B
C

C SR2
D SB2

A2
A2
62
A3
A3
A3
A3
B

iOD OO

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
OD.28

iO.28
100.00
100.113
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00,
100.00
1 00.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
105.00
100.002

100.00
90.58
96.89
66.88
98.89
99.89
100.00
10D.00
100,00
100.00
100.00

I100.00)
10D000
10D.00
100.001W.00
100.00
100.00

I 100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00,

woDW

100.00
100.00
100.0010o.w

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
I00.00

I ODI.D

100.00
0100.0

100.00
100.010
100.00
100.00
100.00
1 00.00
100.00
100.00,
100WOD

100.00
100.00
100.00
1W.00

100.(0,
100.00
1 00.00,
00D.00

100.00

100.00
10.00
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Al|LSAC llUlS xs;-,.I ; -: n

ABACUS 200-15 B
ABACUS 200i-15 C
ABACUS 2o8i-S C
ABACUS 2C06U-S C SRI
ABACUS 2008-15 C SRI
ABACUS 200i-IS C SR2
ABACUS 2006-I5 D
ABACUS 2006-S OSRI

ABACUS 2Di -15 0 SRI
ABACUS 200-15 D SR2
ABACUS 200b-8 Al
ABACUS 20084 Ai
ABACUS 200L-8 A2
ABACUS 2008-8 A2
ABACUS 2008-B A2
ABACUS 2D00-8 A3
ABACUS 2008-8 B
ABACUS 2008-8 C
ABACUS 200i-8 0
ABACUS 2008-8 Al
ABACUS 2008-9 A2
ABACUS 2D00-9 a
ABACUS 2001-9 C
ABACUS 2008-HOSI Ai
ABACUS 20tHGS I A2
ABACUS 2D06-MGSI MASS
ABACUS 200D-HGS1 AUSS
ABACUS 28-NHGSSI B
ABACUS200-HGSI B
ABACUS 2C006HGS1 B
ABACUS 2DD6-NCSI C
ABACUS2008-HGSt C
ABACUS 200D-HGSI D
ABACUS 2006-HGS1 E
ABACUS 20t8-HOSI F
ABACUS 2K07-ACI Al
ABACUS29D7-ACI A2
ABACUS 2007-AC' A2
Altus III Fundin. Lid. AIA
Allius 1II Ftntinig Ltd. AiA
Anius III Fur.ng Ltd. AlA
AnSts [II Fundong. Ltd. AlA
Aniut I11 Funding. Lid. AIA
Anbs III Fundir. Ltd. AlA
Attus III Funding. Ltd. ASIB-B
Ank11e II Funittg Ltd. AIB-IF
Anys 111 Fund4t8 Ltd. A1B-2 Untt
AlO*tO III FldMig. Ltd. AIB-3
Ads III Funtng ULtd. AIB -V

Aftts III Funding. Ltd. A2
Alt/ts III Funding. Ltd. A2

Adult III Funding. Ltd. A2
Anius III Funding. Ud. A2
Abius tl Furing. Ld B
AAtS III Fundis. ud. B
Altus El Fundtng. Ltd. B
Allts El Funding. Ltd. B
Aniia III Fundt.g. Ltd ti
Atttd III Funding. Ltd. -B

Aiitu III Fundkig. Ltd. . C
ABius Ml Furding. Ltd. C
Altiut III Funding. Ltd. C
Ants III Fundtlg. Lid. C
AlBiut ItI Funding. Ltd. D
55510 tIt Fuedxtwm Ltd. D
AUlts lo Funding, Ltd. 0
Adios 111 Funding. Lid. D
AUles nl Funding. Ltd. Ineann Noites
Aside III Funding. Ltd. Incee Notes
A585n 111 Funding. Ltd. tmtce Noles
Aliuts 1II Funding. Ltd. S
Aftlus IV Funding. Ltd. AIB
AAts IV Funding. Ltd. A F
Antls IV Fundng, Ltd. AlV
Altius IV Funding. Ltd. A2A
Anius IV Funding. Ltd. A2B
Al/ IV Fundtng. Ltd. A2B
Anilts N Funding. Lid. A2B
Adtius IV Funding, Ltd. B
AaU/s IV Funding. Ltd. B
Alst IV Funtdtg. Ltd. B
Anius IV Funding iUd. C
Alius IV Funding, Lid. C
AttA IV Fundhlg. Ltd. C
Antn IV Funding. Ltd. 0
Altus tv Funding. Lid. D
AinO Iv Fundlr~t Ltd. D
Altns IV Fwudh, Ltd Itt-cot Nodes
Altus NV Funding. Lid. tneomIt Notes
Ad/t NV Funding. Ltd. Income Notes
Ana n0on Mezz/ares Funtdig 2007-1, Ltd. ASA
Andarson Mazerene Funding 2007-. Ltd. AIA
Anderson Mnzzadn8 Funding 20i07-I. Ltd. ASA
Ano son izzMureAs, Funding 2007-I. Ltd. AlA

Ancdlerort meauzz S Funtngt 2007-1. Lt AlA
Anderson Mn UaninS FuntAig 2007-1. Ltd. ASA
An95rson MeWtzzann FundiP g 2007-I. Ltd. AlA
Andelson M8zzatinl Fun0hng 2W7-8 Ltd. ASA

AnaGUIon nM0ZZbt1i Funding 2007-1. Ltd. A51
Andeoiln Maemlene Funding 2007-1. Ltd. ASI
An115son Mezzo" Funding 2007-S. Ltd. A2
Ana10son Mezzanine Futnhg 2007-IX Ltd. A2
Andeson Mizza/Ine Fund/hg 20071. Ltd. A2
Antdets0n MezzIanin FundIng 2007- 1. Ltd. B
Anderson MUeZzanin Funtdng 2B7-t. Ltd. B
Anderson MentIt Funditg 2007-.1 Ltd. C
Andur8InIMezzanine Fur1lry 2O7-I. Ltd. C
Anderson Memzzaie Funding 2007- I. Ud. 0
Anderson Mezzane Fur"dg 2007-1. Ltd. 5nc,1 Notes
Anda85on Mezzianie FundiSg 2007-1. Ud. S
Brnad.4c, FWdIng. Ud. AlA
Stacttwck Funcgua. Ltd AA
BrloodCA Fwxftng Ltd AlA
Broldsik Funding. Ltd. AIB

Pffte';:7;: .Oda ysE ;fi -b~ E a XSI U trc wrmx

I00.00
100.00
100 00

100.00
I00.00
100.01)
100.00

100-00

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.0D

I00.01
10D000
100.00
100.00
100.010
10D000
1 D000
10D.00
10D000
89.73
88.05
100.00

Itoo~on

100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00100.00

1 00.00-08.58
100.00
100.00

100.00
100.001000.

100.00
I10D.0010000
100.00
100.00
100.00

ItOOd0.0Kt

100.00

100.00100 00

1 00.00

100.00
i0o.00
100.00
10O.Ot

100 00
I00.00
10000
100.00
10D.D0
ISOD00

I00.00
91000
100507
100.00
100.00.

81o.00
100.00

ss.n
99.25

100.07
100.00
100.OD
100O.00

100.00

100.00

100.00
100.00

82.88
872.3
87.130

10,00
100.00
100,00

100.00

75.80
500.00

I tt.21

72.50

500.00
100.00

87.38ot
100.00
88.54 O~

*oo-o3
87o.24

*00.00
100.a0
*00.00
100.00
*00.00
100.00

6.00
37.50
20.00
21.15
20.00
21.15
2.85
11.15
1.15
3.50
2.5s

20.00
30.00
2100
4.00
8.00
27.50

20 00
32.50
4.00
25.00
40.83

35.84
23.44
99.00
94.50
67.50
67.50
20.25
10.00
5.00
10.00

8.00
15.00
5.40
50.00
42.00
100.00
10.00
10.00
I 1 0.00
25.00
15.00
60.00
490.95
489.95
300.00
250.00

0.10
00.00
15.00
10.00

45.00

20.00
5.00
12.50
10.00
28.00
12.00
5.00
4.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
3.00
5.00
2.02
17.50

644.85
64485

0.30
50.00
12.50
30.00
12.50
36.00
20.00
10.00
I i.63
3.00
4.88
5.103.80
3.90

3.00
2.75
2.75
2.00
5.20
10.26
5.12
0.64
1.64
2.54
13.74
90.88
2.00
51.00
15.00
5.00
10.50
5.00
37.70
10.00
6.78

11.09
20.94
2.78
50.00
10.00
37.00
552.50

W70001sran

9t20108
20106

ar908

9t20t0t

B2/1710

I l&U6

92/1708

FrtOB

4180
7/4108
7/4108

7/14,018711)3

711)01081 ir70

2)207

11)1708

111108D
4/22107

4/10107

ward"

3110MO7

waQ0000
80)2008

tatOB

98r820085

8/11 108

2n0tos
2n5tos

9/8108i

B/50

801081

7l 80/0

1/1/tO

Q18113tOB

I/I/OB

11/17=0
U12t0

8/8/12007

802D7

t118O07
5/1tD07

tlaW7

Yl Bt207

85/0S7

01510S7
911/207
5151007

9tY200B

5/18507

511/7107Bt/10107
8/12107

8/2107
9112107

3121107

3/~20/07

9tltOB

Y211207

9ttitOB

3/12007

.WI)D7

Y23107

4112908
9112O

4125108
4B12B

a0/I/0 T*e Celnsp w// West

ionI1I08 03.4 S 1 [lt rTCWl
I10/1 Trial Conqdry ol the WOW
UYI 1IOS NY COO DESK

I0 7IIO Trust Comt Of t0e Wes
It/11108 TnS Compary of the WeM
,oilJim Tr110 Conipany ofe f WOs
10/I11S Tnst CA."" el the We/ s
12N2M00 Trn Cornparry 01 8 Wem
Sor 1106 1 Toust Contpent olf Wesl
4128/08 REAR STEARNS Asset Manegeere
415a80 PRINCETON Adescy
4/28/0 CHURCH TAVERN
428108 HBKIK INVS LP/
4/2/0 PRINCETON Aridwy
Y140S [KS DEUTSCH
2114/8 IXB DEUTSCH
Y14100 WB DEUTSCH
4/a28 PRINCETON A eSt

129107 WACHOVIA SECUIRmES
8)310 8C8 DELUTSCH
S)10 tKB DEUTSCH
8a/3 IXB DEUTSCH
I i30IOS BEAR STEARNS Assal MaIager
I 13010 BEAR STEARNS Ae Managennur
11)30I08 BEAR STEARNS Assal Mantgerner0
217/17 BEAR STEARNS Assel MaUageainl

,11 t0lS BEAR STEARNS ASe U4MsegedOe
n1il0S CREDIT SLUISSE

W2t0S SECURITY BENEFIT LIFE
11/01083 SECURITY BENEFIT LIFE
3/27107 rdnenwl I, Ltd.
Y27/07 Tkrnere I. Ltd.
S I/00 BEAR STEARNS Asset Msanagmel .
11/30os BEAR STEARNS Asset Maeedgent
412/7 IKB DEUTSCH
48/07 ACA MUT LL
412807 DID DEUTSCH

882008 51 Aff1an DOveo18n* Bank
Y207 Anderson D0etais Sap Collateral
8/28/2008 Barlays 8o/Bal

/28/200 Evelrnen
802SQ008 UBIA CSpall

28/2008 Meldopoltat, West
/28/200 C/BC. XL. GS Fundis Group

8/28/2008 CIBC. XL. GS Fundig Group
8/28./2000 tS AIO Iancee
822008 Natitnat Auslala Bank
W28/2006 CIBC, XL, GS Frft Glost
8/210 ARAB BANKING CORP.
8128.10 . LB Seal
98/88 NORTHERN ROCK
88a1 TPG-AXON CA
828A/0 DILLON READ
/2S810 DYNAMIC CREDIT PARTNERS
/2810 ERSTE BANK
/2108 MERRILL LYNCH / NIR's COO

9/28106 NORTHERN ROCK
80108m ROYAL BANK 0o Cenaed (UK)
8128/0 AOZORA BANK
8/28/0 DYNAMIC CREDIT PARTNERS
828/t06 EVERGREEN
8/28/86 NORTHERN ROCK
912B106 Foe Denb/on Fu55111 Bass)
8/25/08 Metn Lpld (Galway Ftn*tg- Buis)
8M"80 NORTHERN ROCK
/28 RETAINED

1 1/27/8 Meddlst
8/2586 Mouho
9828/0 RETAINED
11/Y2007 U81A Capial
012107 C/BC. XL. GS Furti" Group
5Y31107 CIBC. XL GS FunorBg G/cup
5931107 CISC. XL., GS Futeditg Group
Y)3U/07 ARAB BANKING CORP.
5)31/07 AXON CREDIT
9f311D7 CHINA CONSTRUCTION BANK
5/3117 INTESA SANP
81/i07 AOZORA BANK
9/31107 CHINA CONSTRUCTION BANK
9/12107 FIRST COMMERCIAL BANK
617107 AOZORA BANK
951107 BT FUNDS MO
6131107 GENERAL 70TRS PENSION

O31107 ALADDIN CAPITAL
5Y31107 RETAINED
5/31/07 YAMATO LIFE
53/1107 ALADDIN CAPITAL
5Y31U07 RETAINED
Y31/07 YAUATO UFE
IO/1I07 CAPITAL INTERNATIONAL
I/III07 CAPITAL INTERNATIONAL
9/14107 EIGER CAPITAL
9114107 EIGER CAPITAL
91181D7 EIGER CAPITAL

0n/107 EIGER CAPITAL
IUIYS07 UAGNA ASSET
3/2007 RETAINED
419/07 BENEFICIAL LIFE
3/2007 RETAINED
322107 MONEYGRAU
3/28/7 PIUCO -USA
3Q1L27 PRINCETON Advisory
Y23)07 MONEYGRAM
3//7 RETAINED
328107 GREYWOLF CAPITAL
3/207 RETAINED
32Y07 GSCP (NJ)
/20/07 RETAINED

4118/7 USIA CAPITAL
5Y11/06 saw Stetars
5/11108 Abu ttOn1 t5-Mrnlel
YIU1106 RETAINED
511106 Peteton Partners
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"Of Trade Oade .

Bromadalcr Fraig. Lid.
Broatswick Furfi Ltd.
Snissic Fund~lg Lid.

Broad*. Foadrug Lid.
Broauick Funds% UP.
Broadaick F,.rdM Lid.
Broadaick Funding. Lid.
Brdadeidi Ptdn. Uid,

8rowwck FuxeVr. ULd
Brtadtc Fndng. Ltd.
Bricaftek Frundng. Lid.
8rrdick Furng. Lid.

SmadIck Fundir4 Lid.
Bread k Fundirg, Lid.

8rad rick Furd La.
Broatrdi Funding. LICL
Brraes FiadAg uad

Oloadalek Fund . Lid.
Breadwick FweWi. Lid.
ercadwick FurdwS Ltd
B rradOis F vnft. LM.
Broadeick Frrd Ltd.

Brpadoia F rdI. Lid.
Brrdisc F rd Ltd.

Carr ro 7 PIC
Cantor 7 Pic
Carnetr 7 Pt
Cantoer PIC
Camnor 7 pie
Cantor 7 pIc
Cantso 7 ple
Cambnr 7 PIC
Canto 7 PIC
Canor 7 plc
Canto, 7 prr
Cante 7 PIC
Cantor 7 pIc

Cantor 7 Pt
Carter 7 pic
Canto 7 ptc
Cambvo 7 pIC
Cateor 7 PIC
Canto, 7 plc;
Cantr? 7 Ptc
Catoer 7 PIC
Canbtr 7 pic
Carbtr 7 plc
Canltor 7 PIC
Canto,?7 pie
Canto, 7 ptc
Cerntrv 7 Pt
Camr,,bo 7 plC
Combr 7 Plc
Ceunter 7 PlC
Camter 7 plc
Camnbor 7 pc
Canbor 7 plc
Cantbo 7 PlCCantore 7 PC
Carnto 7 plC
Canto, 7 PIC

Cember 7 ptc

CantOr 7 Pt:
Canto, 7 PlC
Cantor 7 plC
Canr, 7 PIC
Davis Sqro Funte g VI.
Davis Sqeare Funing VI.
Daves Square Fund~ing VI.
DasIs Square Fna,4al VI.
Davis Square Fundirg VI.
DavIs Square Fundkrg VI.
Davis Square Fer tnr VI.
Doris Squa Fundin VI.
Davis Square Frurg VI.
Davds Square FLnX" VI.
Oasis Square Funding VI.
Davis Square Furning VI,
Davis Squaro Funrra VI.
Davis Square Fundin VI.
Davis Square Futr VI.
Davts Square Funtrrg VI.
Davis Square Fuie/ng VI.
Dai Square Funtn V
Davis Square FundinS VI.
Davis Square Funer VI,
Davis Square Funttirg VI.
Dai Square FurrOV VI.
Davis Squae Furti VI.
Davis Suare Fudrr VI.
Davis Square Furswn VI,
DorM Square Fundlng VI.
Davis Square Fundbn VI.
Davis Square Furdirg VI.
Davis Square FunDLrQ VI.
Davis Square Fhrdrn VI.
Davis Square F vedirg VI.
Davis Square Frndis5 VI,
Davis Square Fundrg VII
Davis Square FPadlrg VS]
Davis Square FuArg VII
Davis Square Funding VII
Davis Square Frnding VI
Davis Sruare Fundirn VII
Davis Square Fundig Vill
Davis Square Fsntr VI]
Davts Squar Firndrg VI]
Davis Squaro Frngf Vll

Davis Square Furx VII
Davis Square FundisO VII
Davis Square Fiedal VII
Davis Square Furtv VII
Davis Square Fnceno VII

A2 I 00 00
AS 100,00
AS 100J00
A2 100.00

aS 100.00
a 100.00
a 100.00
B 100.00
B 10.00
B 100.00
B 100.00
C 100.00
C 100.00
C 100.00

D 100.00
D 10100
D 100.00
D 100.00
D 100.00
D IOO00
D 100.00
D 100.00
D 100.50
E 100.00
S tX.00
Al 100.00
Al 100.00
A2 100.00
A2 100.00

A2 100.00
AS 100.00
A3 100.00
A3 99.0B
A3 100.00
A3 100.00
B 100.00
B 100.00
B 1W.00
8 100.00
B 100.00
B 100 00
a 100.00
B 100.00
B 100.00

B 100.00
c 100.00
C 100.00
C 100.00

C 100.00
C 100.00
C '00.00
C 100.00
C 100.00
D 100.00
0 100.00
O 100.00
D 100.00
D 08.30
D 100.00
D 100.00D 100.00
e 97.B8
E 54.9S
E 100.00

Irrornre NOtes 100.00
Income Nties 451.00

_ Incm Noles WPM0Ivsre N0165 100.00
. 5 100.00

Lid. AILTA 100.00
Lud. AILTB 100.00

Lid, AILTO 100.00
Ud AILTS 100.00
Lid. A2 100.00
Lid. A2 100.00
Lid. AS 100.00

iUd. A2 100.00
Lid. A 100.00
Lid A 100.00

LUd. AS 100.00
Lid. B 100 00
Ld B 100.00
Lid, B 100.00

Lid. B 100.00
Ltd. B 1W.00
Lid. B 100.00
Lid. B 100.00

Lld. B 100.00
Lid. B 100.00
Lid. a 100.00
Ld. B 10000
Lid. B 100.X
Lid. B 100.00
Ltd B 100.00
Ltd. C 100.00
LUd. C 100.00
Ud. C 100.00
Lid. C 100.00)
Lid. Combo 100.00
Ltd. D 00.00
Lid. E-2 10.000
Ltd. AIA 99.45
Lid. A1A 9s.7a

Ltd. AIA 99.37
Ltd. Ale 100.00
Ltd. A2 99.01
Ltd. AS 100.00
Lid. A2 W00.0

Lt Ld. A2 100.00
LId. A3 99.44
Lid. A3 10.00

Lid. A3 100.00
Lid. AS 100.00
Ltd. AS 100.00
Ld A3 100.00

1 id. A3 95.39

90.00
5D.00

5.00
65.00
10.00
17.00
5.00
5.00
0.00
7.50
25.00
7.50
5.00
5.00
6.00
11.00
1.00
2.00
5.00
3.00
2.00
50.01
15.00

365.00
120.00
50.00
5.00

20.00
25.00
7.00
30.00
20.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
8.00
10.00
6.00
7.50
7.00
10.00
10.00
7.50
8.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
3.00
4.00
21.00
12.30
10.00
3,00
5.00
4.00
7.50
2.95
10.00
3.00
2.00
1.60
7.65
1.35
13.23
12.42
1SS50

274.00
20.00)
250.0030.00
17.00
10.00
I a.co
18.0D
5.00
10.00
7.00)
4.00
5.00
4.90
20.00
0.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
15.00
7.00
4.50
10.00
4.00
10.00
0.01)
15.00
0.00
4.00
19.00
25.00
2.90

620.00
150.00
000.00
50.00
40.00
30.00
10.00
20.00
4 00
10.00
00.00
25.00

SolD7.00

3.00
6.00

4/12/06

4/12/06nzoos4/12/0
4/12/0
4/`12106
d/12104n2006
4/12106

4/12106

4/12106

4/120064/12/0

411 2=0

4112/06

412./6
4152106

4112106

1,2510
112510
1125/017
M15107

i/25107
115107
1125107
1125/0
1/2S107
1125107
1120/07
1129/07
1125107
1125107
1125107
1/2S107
1125/07
1125107
1/25/07
i125/07
1129107

1/25107
5112507
1125107

5115071)
1/25107

3/1509
3/11006

3/110/0

3/1206
3/10106
3/10108
211016

3/1106

3/10100
3/10106
3/10M0

3/1010
3/1 010

3/101O0S

3/11000
3/10/06

412/y06
3/1010

523/207

1112106

111716M

4242/07

¶1/3/06

111206

4124/07

1 1V0W US P r rnasv
5/1 2/0 StniahrMIf dto

Y111/06 DatdOh Bart
1 11/06 Chsa4r Tavem
YlU06 m UBS Pt pIW bW.esturds

5111/06 Churtc Taverm
Yl U05 LIBS Principal twOltifrs

S/1110 Vandartbi
Y12V16 StanishhUnonn
Y1 I/6 M-110L 54nch
us 11/0 Ouwche Bak to WCosta
511YII6 KBC F hsadW

l/1110C8 ODulscre Bauk lo Whrerion
5S/ Il GSCP (N

*11/06 his
W1 1/06 Doutscho Ba0k
Y 1106 Boar Slare

5111/06 Bais Gtlall
Yl 1/06 KGI Adinnee

5111J06 for DOrreon COO -warelOhaso ms
Yl11/06 Bolt Si cpac
14/6 DOthSCIe Batnk

W 1t/06 PasDon Pa1110s5
Ylt ti6 Peisrtrn Partners
20a107 CI8C (ACA Credi)
2/2B0C7 RABOBANK
2/20107 AXON CREDIT

2120107 BABSON CAPITAL
2QV07 RABOBANK
2/21007 UBS AG
2R8107 BABSON CAPITAL
212Y007 BANK OF CHINA
212Y07 NEW BOND ST
22107 SOLENT CAPITAL
2120107 BANK OPCMtNA
2/20/07 C-BASS
212B107 DB 7WIRN
21297 FAXTOR SECS
2a017 ING INV MGM
2/2B107 ISCHLIS CAPITAL
2207 NIR CAPITAL
2129107 STATE STREET
2/20V07 TERWINCAPITAL
20/07 WACHOVIA SECURITIES
212/7 ACA MGMT Li
212017 COMMERZBANK
2120107 DOLLON READ
229/207 E'TRAOE
212017 GSCP (NJ)
22/07 INVESTEC BAUL
212917 RETAINED
212017 WACHOVIA SECURITIES
22A017 ACA MGuT UL
212607 CHURCH TAVERN
220107 CPU ADVISER
2120/07 GSCP (NJ)
2W07 IVY ASSET MANAGEMENT
W2/207 -SENECA CAPITAL
W21107 - WACHOVIA SECURITIES
W07 WASHINGTON SQUARE

2M1907 CPU ADVISER
5S107 MORGAN STANLEY
2aw017 RETAINED
2W907 CITIBANK (Caernidge Place)
UIYW07 MORGAN STANLEY
2M07 RETAINED
2W07 MBLA CAPITAL
23W106 Sadiet Geneoale
Y3006 BUO Fiwanaal
3/31VD6 BSque AIG
3130106 Larnesbanik- LRI
33506 CanrteM
3/35/06 RBS
3/30 leo
31M Balere

3356 Aqpo Irih Boan
3/30/06 GIB Bahlain
V31V06 L - LRI
y30/ Tsrmwu Capitle
3/306 ING InvesDrnlnl Managentue
3/XI6 DOra0lan
33/06 Prinleton Adry Group

V06 PS Captal
-31V Chaos Grwup

Y3S06 DeoliIcl
330/06 ABS
Y30 LISS P diw Invessa lnc 0

3/06 VanrsWbW
3316 Solent Capial
310106 RBC
Y331016 Ang19 Irish Bert
Y306 RETAINED
Y306 Euarsoirm
3a06 LIBS Ptrncpal Ivstmrnats

Y2/0B Hoau Bay CO
3/3/06 Arr51s 1ris BaW*
Y3t0W06 Fubmo LiLe
Y306 Sanrtedrw Partnere
3/310 RETAINED
5124/07 BNP PARIBAS
512Y07 HSBC BANK
524/07 SOCIETE GENERALE [FGIC Cre010)
125VI6 BMO Finandgal
Y12/07 AC CAPITAL
125106 ARAB BANKING CORP.
126107 LANDESBANK
12/6 NORTHERN ROCK
3/507 DEERFIELDCAPITAL
12/VO6 EIGER CAPITAL
12hlO8 NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK
12/506 NORTHERN ROCK
12/5/ REDWOOD TRUST
12/5/06 ROYAL BANK di Canada (UK)
4127107 SECURITY BENEFIT LIFE
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I~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~0 100 .0 1//0 011 111 .~.4

os Sgip Fw51dig Vn .uL
Davis Squar Funding VD. LII.
Da ,S Sp FunS dg VDI. uL .
Davis Sq0rFo Fuvn V. .u IL
Davis Fqho Fvu, 11 VIa Ud.

Davis Suo Funding VII. LtdL.
Doas So F5unding VD, LII.
Davis So, Funding Vua. LIL
Davis S5uao Furning VD, UL .
DavIs Squam FwukV VI, Ltd
Dars Squat Funding VD. UI .
Davis Square Furing V, .ua.
Davis Squno Fuvdng VII. Ltd.
Davis Scu9m FIr4 VD. UL .
Dafs Squall Fung VI. LID.
Davis SCIOSe FundiO VII. ULd.
Davis Square Fwi VII. u d.
Forl DenOson Fundig. Ud.
Fon t Daiuo Funding. Lid.
Foan 0erio0 FD ding. s Ua .
Fon l Dah dson Furng. ua .
Fon l Dsrlon Furig. Ud.
Fort Denison Fundg. Ltd.
Foil Denson Funding. LiI.
Fon Dendowl Funding. LId.
Foil Denson FudnO. UL.
Fon Danison Fundi. L1O

Folt OeroiIn Fsodg Ud II
Fanl De4100 Funlding. LILI

Fon Danson Fud Ua .
Fon Denlor, Fuirg. Lid
Fonkis I Fun1ing. Lid.
FomIus I Funding. Liu .
Foius I FuninOg. Lid
Fortlu I FPuding. Ltd.
Folis I Fundinga Ld
FonIbJ I Fuld/Il, LiU .
FoOlh i I Fwdog. Ua .
Foillus I Funding, LId.
FonloS I Funding, LId
Foil/os I Fwdig. UI
Fonku s I Funding. Ua .
Foitus I FaUaing. UI.
Fonlius I Fundig Ltd.
FonlU I Funding. LIa .
Foillus I Fuling, Ltd.
Fonils I Fundng. Ltd.
Fortus I FunlOng. LIa.
Folius I Fusndog. Liu.
FouMs 11 Funing, Lua
Fonlhus 0 Funding. LIu.
Forius 1I Fungf. HD.
Fonilnu n1 Funding. Ltd.
Forl/us 11 Funding. Ltd.
Forlho 1I FundPhg. Lto.
Fonius, u Fundong. UL
Fonlsz 0 Fundig, Ltd.
Foriks u Fundng. LId.
Fodib s a Funding. LUd.
FoiuLs i Fundoing. LID.
Foil/us I Funding. Ltd

Fonfu 11 Ftwna , Ltd.
Fonius 11 Funding, Liu
Foniud 11 Fundihg. LI.
Fonris 11 Funoing. Ud.
Fonka 1I Fuondlg. Ud.
Fonius It Funding, UdL
Foil/us 11 Funding. LiD.
Foll/Us II FP010/n6 Ud.
Fonio it Funding, LID.
Fonius 11 Fund64l. Ud.
Fonibus 1I FunIO'. Ud.
Foius 11 Funding. Ltd.
Fonius 11 Fundiwitt, LII.
Forlius It Funri uaL
GSC ABS Funding 2006G3g. Lid.
GSC ABS Fundig 2006-3g. Lid
GSC ABS FuldIng 2006-3g.-Lid.
GSC ABS Funding 206-3g. LUd.
GSC ABS Funding 2008-3g. Liu.
GSC ABS Funh9g 200-3g. Lid.
GSC ABS Funding 2006-3g. LII.
GSC ABS FunOing 2006-3g. Lt.
OSC ABS Funding 2006a-3g, LId.
GSC ABS Findig 2006-30. Lua.
GSC ABS FwiSdn 2006-3g. Lid.
GSC ABS Funding 20068-3g. LiU.
GSC ABS Funding 2006-3g. LIIL
GSC ABS Fudng 2006-3g. Ltd.
GSC ABS Funding 2006-ag. LIm.
GSC ABS Funding 2006-3g. LIu.
GSC ABS Fun"O 2006-3g. LId.
GSC ABS FPudsg 2006-3g. UL.
GSC ABS Funding 200S3,g LW.
GSC ABS Funelig 2000-3g. Ltd.
GSC ABS Funding 2006-3g. Lid.
GSC ABS Funding 2006-3J. LU.
USC ABS Funding 2006X3g. LIUL
GSC ABS Fundg 2006-3g. LiI.
Houl Say 2006C1 LIU
HoulS By 2006-1 Lid.
Hout Bay 200D-1 LII.
Hoa Bay 2006HI Lid.
Hlmo Bay 2006-I LiI.
Hodl Bay 20D6-1 LIo.
Hodl Bay 2006S-1 Lid.
Holm BAy 200-11 ua.
.iul Bay 2006-1 LiI.
Houl Bay 2006-1 Ltd.
Ho11 Bay 2006-1 LII.
HoulBSay2006I Lid.

Houl nBy 2006-I UL.
loal Boy 2006-I LII.
Houl Bay 2006-1 Li.
HOW01 Bay 20D6-1 LItd.

BB

C
C
C

CombO Nne1
0
D
0
E

E
B
S
Al
A2BA
A2B
A2B
A2B
B
B
B
B

C Loan
Inctirr Notes
Income "aes

S
Al
A2
A2
A2
AS
B
B
B

B
B

C
C

D0
D
E
S

Al
A2
A2
A2
A2
B
B
9
C
C

ComIo Note

0
0
D
0
E
E

Inono 11 No0
Ineotme Noe
leco Nntes

Incomle NotN
Income Notes

S
AIA
AIB
AIB
AIB
Al B
AILTO

A2
A2

AB

B

CC
C

CC

0D
D

Income Nntes
111011 Nnoes

I11010 Notes
Al
Al

A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2

B
B
B

tB.O
*WO

100.00
I00.00
1M000
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00

100100.00
100.00
100.00
400.00OD.70
lCO.OO
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
1 00.00)
100.00
10D.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.1K0
100.00
I00.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
I00.go
100.00
100.00
100I00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
07.22
09.67
66.64
100.00
99.64
100.00
97.01
02.60
100.00
26.00
64.20
100.00
100.00
100.OO
100.00
lCC.00
100.00
83.11
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100,00

05.OD
06.00
60.00
100 .00
100.00
100.00
69.07
100.00
99.65

90.00

533'33
33.13
MO.D0

l0W.00

OD OD

100.'00

Iw.co

ZS5.C
100.00

r W.W

100.04
lW.0O
IOD.7

100.00
100.0

l7.00
97.00

67.0D
100.00
-D00.0
100.000
100.00

100.00
6s.93
00.C0
100.00

07.62

100.00cs

100.CO

9.O 113106 12aslo FORTIS SECURITIES
10.0 11/3100 12.i KOCH GLOBAL
6 .00 *IN06 06 12aS I16 NO RTHERN ROCK
11.00 I IY06 125006 RETAINED
15.00 l 0 121VY 6 KOCH GLOBAL
9.00 W I r0 1210106 NORTHERN ROCK
6.00 11/06 1200106 RETAINED
9.00 1If3Y06 12f 1YD ROYAL BANK o Con000 (UK)
5 .00 I /2 6 1210106 BANK OF PANSPIN
5.00 II /3106 1i2/06 NORTHERN ROCK
3.00 11/6/06 121S06 REDWVOOD TUST
W100 IU1Y06 1215006 RETAINED
0.60 2D2fo7 V2/07 LOEWS CORP
4.00 11/3010 12*5V06 LoGos Corpotallon
4.07 I1/36 12106 RETAINED
20.00 1/am06 121506 RETAINED
225.00 1112,107 24107 CIBC (ACA C1008)
60W 0 VM107 2147 L BSSAG
60.00 1110107 a /l4 407 Na1010 Atisdm 6ar1
105 0 1110107 VlID7 PRINCETON Adulsory
0.00 111007 2/I4107 WEISS PECK / Robo
4.00 1110107 2/14107 OPPENHEO4ER
10.00 29107 2ISID 7 OPPENHEIER
7.00 1110107 2/14107 RETAINED

20.00 1110F07 2/14/07 WEISS PECK I Rotco
64.00 10107 2/14/07 SUBC (NY)
16.50 11 0107 2V14/07 Basis Capiae
13.50 110107 f1O107 RETAINED
5.30 101007 2/14/07 RETAINED

390.00 2/9106 3ya6 Hypo RE (,ia TRS R h0 Golnrln an d 01rci0 I p10101/oin fron, A
2000 2/9f06 3f0f06 Fonfs 60001111er0s
14.00 516106 5/22/06 Wchavia, Securei
10.00 29106 3/6106 AJgto I10n Basna
40.00 2/91 0 3YV06 Deatsc, Bar
6.00 26VS 06 3/6106= W v Swmees
12.00 2/9/6 Y9106 Prineton Advisory Giop
10.00 2/9/06 Y0 UBS Pb irros Investments
500 2av /06 Y3w0 Fonts Di10e0r00ons
14.00 2/006 YefO6 ChwrCh Tnnnt
10.00 VS0" YafD6 Arngo Irish Ba1k
4*00 2/S96 3Yam LI5 PieLincil 61n0s1ul01er

11.00 /9106 Yaw06 Deutrch0e Bsna
18.00 2/9106 3V06 Corolneabze*
o.00 Y 316106 3WM 00 COO Warehouse (Omhn Fon Deniscn COO)
4.00 V /11/06 1 /6106 " Halyon
500 2/9108 3106 Dynaunc Cndit Partners
11.S 0 7/1106 7/21/06 Ha01 BeyC CUD GUS eonalerai
32.00 IV4106 IV2706 CIC Funding . CIFG Cbrdit
10.00 11/306 1217A06 W 0S FINANCIAL
10.00 Y2107 Y7107 UONEYGRAU
10.00 f23107 S/20/07 OPPENHEIMER
S.00 1If/3106 V 17/06 RETAINED
15.00 926W07 101107 DYNAMIC CREDIT PARTNERS
0.0 Y2/07 Y7107 MONEYURAM

25.00 113/06 12'7ft 6 RETAINED
10o00 l3106 127106 CATHAY UNITED
3.00 113006 12*7t6 UBSGLOBAL
10.00 1/YO6 1217106 ANGLO IRISH
11100 I 3/06 217106 CDUO/IERZBANK
S.00 121106 l2r22106 Foil USwso Funding (Basis)
3050 3/2807 4/4107 MARINER BRIDGE
4*0- . I/U310 12/710D6 Maerril Lynhl (Basis CDO- Gal"y,
I.oD 11/3/t6 12n7/9 DYNAMIC CREDIT PARTNERS
I.0W I IfV06 127106 Merrill Lynd (Basis CDO- Galfiy)
I D0 11N3106 l127F0S Trust Como"aodf the Wer
4 00 INO31 I6V27106 UBS GLOBAL (UK)
5.00 llV06 IV7106 ALADDIN CAPITAL
4.00 11/24,06 12/7/06 MARINER BRIDGE
3.00 11/ 306 2 a 7fD6 Tustl Coompany d f 0th West
0.26 11/3/6 127106 UBS GLOBAL (UK)
4.72 11/306S 12/7f06 UBSGLOBAL(UK)
5.14 Y16/07 3v01o7 An/00son Debuti Swop C00ate0l
7.57 3/22/07 327107 Dltau S-wap Collateal -GS CODO
35.00 12/7/06 1/18107 CHEYNE CAPITAL
32.00 3/907 Y14107 AC CAPITAL
100.00 127106 i/2So71 NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK
00.00 1/24/07 I/0/7 NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK
10.00 W /26107 I131/07 NORDEA BANK
100S.O0 V7/07 6/W10/7 110000 Snbroy

3.00 10/5107 1010/s07 CAPITAL INTERNATIONAL
7.oo I10017 10016J 7 CAPITAL INTERNATIONAL
104.00 12/806 U/16107 SUBC
25.00 12806 I/16107 AOZORA BANK
31.00 12/J7/0 I/VID07 ROYAL BANK 01 Canada (UK)
40.00 12/7/6 1/1/07 SOLENT CAPITAL
24.60 1271016 111tf07 RETAINED
3.00 1/2607 l/i3/07 SOLENT CAPITAL
10.00 1/0f07 1/1V7 7TRW Coi pyof 0D1 Wesl
3.00 2/7/07 2a12/07 Trust1 Comnpany 1I Wesl
7.00 4W12/07 4/16007 WELLS FARGO
2.00 S0107 S/1407 WESTLB
16040 12/7/06 1116V07 RE7AINED
1.00 12O7n/6 I1/1007 Trust Coniary of the Ws0
0.00 IVII/D6 1VM7 VANDERBiLT
4.00 127/F06 1/18007 GSCP (NJ)
7.00 12f7/06 VIV3167 LOEWS CORP
0.00 12f7f06 I/1V107 RETAINED

800D.00 D 1106 6106 Riobaot, t(Aa TRS 0h G11 0/ ann oro Cedit 10ot00ion tiin

475.00 Sf1/0 /206 GS Funding GroU I GS Log Coodit Risk
10.00 W 30106 S5im RBS
10.00 3Y/010 5/3106 DF0fnriaeh vu
22.50 3/30106 Y510 Sdani Ca
1S.00 5/6/06 5Y15/OS Bank0tr0s1
40.00 Sl10/06 0/2310 Vocal Capital
20.00 W S246 /2St6 Highiliod C0F40a
5.00S W 31106S 0/051 OppDnrionvl
4.50 6f21f06 0/61f6 040a010'
5.00 W 9/07 61/07 D0a0d00
15.00 S/307 6/4/07 Veclo1 CoDial
2S.00 3/30106 YM26 SdOnt Car
5.00 W 330f16 5/2/0 Oppnn0irn
7.00 Y30/06 S/16 fMarry4 LYtL0h
7.00 3/306 Y20 CALYON -PA
6.00 330/06 M2fO Deoeild
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Holm 0a00556.1 Lt.
Houd say 20061 LUd
HMl Bay 20051 Ltd.
HuAl Bay 200I UXL
Hlou Bay 2006-1 LU.
Haul Say 2106-1 LU.
Hmd BayO2OC1-L Ud.
Hudson ifl5h G0ada Fwlrcx 200, UI. Ld.
Hudson 1 Grade Funding 2006-I, Ltd.
Iu5on K1115 G/d FUPhing 2005/1. Ltd.
Hitln Hll Ho G0ada Fu g 2005/1. U.
Hudsonl High Grade Fundsg 00I. LUd.
Hudso nHigh Grade FUPdiq Wo06I. ULK
udiwa rHgl/ iGsbd Futdir 2D0I.l Ud.

Hucson H1ih Gorai Furdig 200I1, Ltd.
Hudll 165g/ Grade Fundadig 20 I. Ud.
Hudson H0lgh G tad S 200SrI. Ld
HudSa K60 Glad. FU=I/ 2006-I1 LitL
HudsoF lIHo Gada Fundir4l 2006I. LU.
Huds0on H1i Grade Ftodsg 2006.1I Lid.
Hudso Ho Gluda Fwvn 2006-1 Ltd.
Hudson HO G/ade Fuing 2005/1. Ud.
Hudson High G/ada FitCbn 2D06-1. Ud.
1-bison 1*N Grad. haftn 2005/1 US.
KH0 1Mgt1 G0ade FUng 25I/. ULd.
Hudson H1IM1 Glada Fuing 2061. Ld.
Hudson Ho Gratda Fuig 200-1. Ld.
Hudeon Hip Gra1t Fusing 2006.1, U.d
Hulton 166 G/ada Fuing 20 1, Lid.
Hudson Koh Grade Fwiq 200/ 1, LUd.
HudsCn High G/ada FwurV 200Z1. Ud.
Hudson MarMAU FPnding 2Wlil. i.
Hudson MUlhzz Funi 200& 1, LUd.
Hud11n Mezna/i FuanS W5I1. Lid.
Hudson UAezz&/* FulVng 20S05/ LU .
Hudson MoZZanne Ftr16 o000. Ud.
Hudson rt 2/zzS Fun:V 2006-I. U.d
Hudson Mzzanin Fundg 2006- I. LU.
Hudson Mozzanine Fusing 2006-I, Lid.
Hudson Mzzanin Funding 2L0051, Ld.
Hudson Mezn/Ste Furs9 2006/I. Ltd.
Hudson MarA Furig 2005/1. US.
Hudson Mezzatsib Fusng 2006.1. LUt.
Hudson Menzvins, Fuing 20D6-i Lid.
Hudson Mazinae Fuding 2006 I. Ud.
Hudson MUmzzani FuPdb 20061, LI .
Hudson Matuaite Fundigs 200D/1, Lld.
Hudson Mezzanino Fudng 2006HI, LUL
HudAo Mazzara Funicg 200;1, Lid.
Hudsen dezanre. Fundaig 200C1, Lid.
Hudson Mezzani Furndig 2006-1, Lid.
Hudson Mezzanine Furidivig 2006.1. LEd.
Hudson MazraIine Fundir 2006.1. Lid.
Hudson MeZzanine Funding 2006-I. Ld.

.Hudson Mazzanew Fundinl 2006. 1, LdW.
Hudson Mazze Fur"a 20061I, Ld.
Hudson Mezzanse Funding 2008-1, U.d
Hudson Mazuntl Fundie 200S 1. Lid.
Hudson Maozzanie Fundnfg 2006-I. LUt.
Hudson Mezzel/S Fundhig 2006-1. Ud.
Hudson Mezzanine Funrdg 2006-, Ltd.
Hudson Mezznine Fundig 200661. LUd.
Hudson Mozatanns Fundsg 2006.1. LW .
Hudson Mezzane. Funding 2005/1. LId.
Hudson MalAnna FundeNg 2006- 1 td.
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2005/1 Ltd.
Hudson Mezzanine Fundng 20D5H1. LUd.
Hudson Mazyanire FundIng 2006t1H LId.
Hudson Mezzainhe Funding 2006-1. Lid.
Hudson Mezzanine Fundig 200651. Lid.
Hudson Mazza/i. Funding 2006-1. Lid.
Hudson Maeanine Fundidg 200l1. Lid.
Hudson Mezzanne Fundng 2006-. LUd.
Hudson Meza/dnhe FuLdhll 2006-1. Ltd.
Hudson Ma/zzla/e Funding 2006-. Ld.
Hudson Mezzanine Funding 2006.1. Ud.
Hudson MUzzote Fundig 2006.1. Ud.
HuNs/o MouellaU FUNdig 20065/. Lid.
Hudson Menz-e Fudi 2005/I. Ud.
Hudson MezzanSin Funding 2006.1. Lid.
Hudson Mazzoarie Funding 2006.1 Lid.
Hudswn UMaturit Fund1 2006.2. Ud.
Hudwn Mal/uSine Funding 2006-2. LId.
Hudson Mazzanine Fundig 20062. Lid.
Hudson Mazzeal Funding 200B/2. Ud.
Hudson Mozzd/i Fundig 2005/2 Lid.
Hudson Mezzanine Fundin 2005/2. US.
Hudwon Mezzanin Fundin 2005/2. Lid.
Hudwon Ma/zcarn Fundding 2006.2. US.
Hudson Mault/S Fualig 200652. Ud.
Hudson Ma/uzanh/S Funding 2005/2 Ud.
Hudson MazZanit/ Fundeing 2002. Ud.
Hudson MonadnireZ Funlidig 200562. Ltd.
Hudson Ueanhare Fundh9 200642. Ltd.
Hudsw Maezxurd FundinV 2006-2 LId.
Hudeon UezManhe Fundirg 200652. Ld.
Hudson Mezzan/S Fundn 2005/2. Ld.
Hudson Moonalrd Fundhgt 2005/2. Ld.
Hudson Mezzanine Fundirg 2006-2. Ld.
Hudson MUzonin FundiSg 200652. Lid.
Hudson Maxz/z/e Funding 2006-2. Ltd.
Locwsong. Ltd.
Ldcison Ltd.
LooIsong. Ud.
LoKliog. Ud.
Loclsoig. Ud.
LO .LUd.
Locrisong. US.

|DsuI -P 10,F ':Tradg!0stei S6,F-,T .C i/ ? 5l._' S;

D
0
D
E
S

SUl
Al
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2

aS
B

C
C
C
D
D
0

V1C/ Not/s

con/S Notes
In/ama Notes

S

S

S
S
AR
AB
AB
AB

AS

AF

AF
B
B

B

B
B
BB
R
C
C

C

C
0
D
D
D
D
D
0
E
E
6

Incrne Notes
ISoml Notes

no NoSes
Inclne No1es

Income Notes

Irnone Notes

11co0s0 Noles

S
S

S

S

S

s

S

S
S

SI. Stwa

Al

Al

A2

A2

6

C

CC
C

D

E

rcome Notes
Ince/ne Noles

1conw Notes
111011/ N~e/a

S
S
A
A
A

6

B

R

55./b
100.00
100,00
100.00
100.00
100.00

*00.09
100.00

I9DOO156,0l
100.00
100,00
10D.00
100.00
100.O0
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
10.00
100.00
10D00
100.00

100 00
10000

100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
10000
100.00
100.00
100.01
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

97.56
93 90

99.77
99.77

100.00
99.04

10.00
99.04
99.04
99.04
83.23
100.00

96.00
100.00
100.00

95.00
E0.00

95.00
E6.00

65.00
95.00

80.31
93.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
10o000

1 0000
100.00

10000
i00.00
0.20%
96.5'
100.00
100 00
100.00

99.92
99.92
S9E92
1000.0
100.00

100.00
98.21

10000
5,16
100000
100.00

86.0010..00
00,010

100000
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
95.76
100.00

t0.00 31330roll
5.00 3/2010
2.00 /06
4.00 320/0
3.00 3/20/00
10 00 230/6

1275.00 126/0
88.7 low0
10.00) 6/26/1
5.00 6/26/0
10.00 6/26/00
10.00 )2/06
10.00 5/`26/11
12.00 9/29/06
16,75 9/2910
10.00 Or/29)10
15.00 6/2/06
5.00 6/2ro9
8.00 1122/0
7.25 9r26/0
5.00 629106
5.00 g/29)0
2.75 6/2910
1.00 10112/S
3.00 9DS121
3.50 10112/516
3.79 VI16O0
06 11/6/06

0.70 11/2910
6.16 9/2/06
i0.00 1r25/0

10.00 10126su
60.00 10/25/0
15.00 19/2/0
4.00 10s250
55.00 II/Islo6

8S.00 10r25s0

40.00 10125/SEI
15.00 1/25/0
20.00 102506
40.00 10125/0
86.00 l0125s/
1io00 10/25/E
S.00 I12/0
10.00 10Q/2/S0
14.00 I/ 1107
10.00 10125/06
15.00 12/16/
6.00- 214007

15.00 10125/01
7.50 I1/25/06

124560 10/25/00
5.00 10125/06
5.00 o6/B07
7.00 iI10Em
3.00 10/20106
4.00 1125/6
5.00 3121107

55.00 I105/06
13.00 l10o10
15.00 IO25B
2.00 10125/0
6.00 12s111016
5.00 10/25/0
I.00 1/3107
3.50 4/116107
5.00 I0/25/06

5.00 10 26/0
3I.00 1 OQYOB
2.00 0r25/06
1.20 12r2s06
1.005 122r2Y
0.32 12/15/0
0.39 III"?0
1.00 I/3007
037 2/1 5107
10.00 1215061

30.00 102fi06
1.33 10/25/06

1200.0 12/6/06
125.00 2/21107
115.00 $212/106
29.00 12/21106
20.00 1221106
11.33 12/21106
201.00 I o21106
12.00 12)21/06

12.00 12/2 UO12.00 1 )21.106

6s00 12)21/09

4.79 2)13Y07
13.21 12)211065
2.00 12121,06
2.00 12V21/06
3.00 1/24107
6.00 12r21106
2.50 12/32m0
2.50 1 2/210
3.61 3/W6107
4.301 3/22007
11.00 g/7106
2.00 6/7/56
5.00 9f106
15.00 91/706
B.OO I9I6/05

1o.0 1/16107
10.00 9W7m1

/w6 UBS Pmlpw Waszm
WZ2/6 UBS Pnll b r-esurir
SIM16 Fort D son COO
S/2IM RETAINED
S// Dynaric CredS Panns
5.1216 INVeslec
59210B RETAINED
%1)10 L USS

1/1106 BI5/Owater
11t16 CvoIp lot ING
I 11l106 Drnns CoedS Paners
1111106 ING Casale
111,106 Tnrst Cowiqany ol Is Wosw
1111106 CHINA UINSHIN
i1/1D6 Ch'g/09fr IUNG
11)1A1 OPPENHEIMER
I1/110 Tnzl Cosrpan ol IPe Wos
11/1106 VANDERBILT
I 11106 Ciuvp lo ING
111106 Daws Scpaeoa VII (TCW)
111i DILLON READ
I IIII6 Fen Danson Fu'dng (Basss)
11 Mer Unill Lplh Bfasis CDO- GatwaY)
1111106 RETAINED
I VI06 Ass/SC O 4/01 s (Taiwan Pt9I5l)
IIIID Clinton Group
11/1D6 RETAINED
320.07 Dobal Swap Coalaeral -GS COO
11 A6 Houi Bay DefauiI Swap Coblaera
12/4106 How Ray Debitt Swap CoUIsteEl
11/1106 USIA Captal
IVSID6 'CHURCH TAVERN
12/5/06 CIThiROUP ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS
125VI6 Naonal Auralas BRank
IVJ606 PRINCETON Adtsoy
i250016 REDWOODTRUST
12/5106 GSC 06-3g Delaual Swap Collateral
IVYS0 UBS AG
IVSOS CHURCH TAVERN
I25106 FAXTOR SECS
12I06 KOCH GLOBAL
12)016 PRINCETON Adisoe
1215106 RETAINED
12/6/06 SECURITY BENEFIT LIFE
12156 SOLENT CAPITAL
12/S/06 Trust Company oa (Ie West
1/17/07 Trust Corpan ol me Wesl
IV5106 VANDERBILT

122M6 COMMERZBANX
V20107 0IULON READ
125106 GSC 06-3g
115106 PRINCETON Adolory
12/506 RETAINED

)5w06 FORTIS BANK
6V/107 GREYWOLF CAPITAL
1 2S5OS GSCP (I)
12SIOE GSCP (NJ)
12/506 IXIS FINANCE
4/6107 MARINER 3RIDGE
1215/06 RETAINED
12151 DYNAMIC CREDIT PARTNERS
12SwS RETAINED
I V5w05 Trusl Corwany of Ine WesI
1217106 Sank Loean TAdkg Desk
12510 BEAR STEARNS Ass/S Mauuag/Si/l
1/4107 COLONIAL

4116107 DILLON READ
1215/06 GREYWOLFCAP1TAL
12V506 MARINER SEC
i2/V06 SALOMON SMITH BARNEY (ESAM O4 Trada)
12V5/06 TrnIs ConYany of th West

/1407 Delaull Swap Coneleral GS CDO
V1/407 Dalafi Swap Coallaral GS COO

12V2D106 Hout Bay Dnabunt Swap C Isral
1/607 HAd Bay Dnaul Swap Colaleral
21W07 Hou1 Ray Default Swap ColalalaJ

2)21107 Ho.4 Say Daefau Swap Colhatral
12/20106 HUDSON HG DEF SWAP COLL
12W506 UaIA Capitl
12V5106 RETAINED
12/51 Morgan Slanley Prop
2/26107 RABOBANK
VVl/07 RETAINED
2/6107 CHURCH TAVERN
216/07 RABOBANK
2/607 CHURCH TAVERN
2/61D7 ING NV MOM
2/6/07 RETAINED
21/07 DILLON READ
216/07 DIVERSEPORT
21/1(17 RETAINED
V14107 Fan Denison FundPng (BSais)
2)/T RETAINED
2/V07 1II OFFSHORE
2/6/07 RETAINED
2/607 COLONIAL
2/6/07 111 OFFSHORE
21/E07 PROPHET CAP
2117 RETAINED
3207 Andrseon Defult Swap Colalaral
2/27/07 Default Swap CoSalal- G5 COO
s1o4106 iKOCH GLOBAL
1014/06 PRINCETON Advisory
W4/06 RETAINED
tQ10406 DECLARATION
1014/06 INVESTEC
125M/7 JP MORGAN
1014/106 KOCH GLOBAL
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Deatdi0S4~~~~YTL -; ~ ~Caa- ~J-Re' Er.a.resl;e8 Etk:e Cmow~~3~
Lodsong. Ltd.
Lod= Wt.

Lochsong, Ltd.
Lodisog Ltd.
LochscM Lid.
Lochisang, ULd
Lotrasog. LtUd
Lotisong, Lid.
Lowng, Ltd.
Loctlsong, Lid.
Locthsong. Ltd.
tLoctmaor Lid.
Lo tbsont. Ltd.
Poht Pleasant Fundig 2Kt7 1. Ud.
POWn Pieasr Funding 2007-1. Ltd.
Poit Pleasnt Fuding 2Kt071, Ltd.
Poht Pleesas Funt 2007- 1. Ld
Poiea Pleasant Fund4ng 2I07-1, Ud.
PokW Pleasant Funding 2007-1. Ltd.
Poinl Plbasant Ftwdlt 2X7.-1. Ltd.
Pohl Pleasat Funding 207-1. Ltd.
Pohrt Pleasant Funding 2007-1. Ltd.
POWt Pleasant Futnd/s 2007-1. Ltd.
Poin Pleasant Funding 207-1, Ltd.
Pohrt Pleasant Ftnsdng 2O7.1, Ltd.
Polm Pleasant Funding 2071. Ltd.
Point Pleasant Funing 2007-1, Ltd.
Point Pleasant Funding 2C07-1. Ltd.
Point Pleasant Funding 2007.1, Ltd.
Pont Pleasant Funding 2007- 1. Ud.
Pokt Pleasard Ftrudng 2007.1. Ltd.
Poht Pleasant FundfI 2007-1. Ud.
Poit Plesnt Fundhng 2007-1. Ld.
Pokt Pleasant Futtdhg 2007-1. Ltd.
Poket Pleasant Funding 2007-.1 Ltd.
Pokt Pleasant Fueding 2007.1, Ud.
Tarnenool 1. Ud.
Tbntbrwod 1. Ltd.
TkrbewOnt 1, Ltd.
rimbenene 1. Ud.
rinditenwA 1, Ud.
Tknrl/e0w l, Ud.
Tinborwod l. Ltd.
Ienbetwof I, Ud.
Tirberwott 1. Ltd.
Thtbetnett 1. Ltd.
Tindienvoll 1. Ud.
reobetwo I. Ltd.
Thnbeleitea 1. ULtd.
rTnoera I. Ltd.
Tinberndmi I Ltd.
Tlaberwolt 1, LW.
Terrenolt 1. Ltd.
reibenese 1, Ltd.
Tinotwof l. Ltd.
Tinftbenotl 1. Ud.
Tmotberwol 1. Lid
west Coast Funding l. Ltd.
West Coast Fundoing 1, Lid.
West Coast Funding 1, Lid.
West COas FundIng 1, Ltd.
West Coast Fwding Ltd.
West Coast Fending 1. Ltd.
West Coast Fueding 1. Ltd.
West Coast Futndig l. Ud

West Cos Funding l. Ltd.
West Coast Funding IL Ud.
West Cost Funding I. Ltd.
West Coast Fundwig , Ld.
West Coast Fund/sg 1, Lut.
West Coast Funding 1. Lid.
West Coast Funding 1. Lid.
West Coast Funding 1. Ud.
West Coast Funding 1, Ltd.
West Coast Funding 1, Ltd.

.West Coast Fundin 1, Ud.
West CoWa Fundi. 1 Ltd.
West Coast Funding 1, Ltd.
West Coast Fundong 1, Ltd.
West Coast Funding 1, Ltd.
West Coast Fundhig 1. Ltd.
West Coast Funding 1. Lid.
West Coast Funding 1. Ltd.
West Coast Funding 1. Ltd.
West Coast Fundin .Ltd.
West Coast Funding 1. Ud.

B
B
C
C
0
0

E
F
F
S

Saior Swap
Al
Al
Al
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
AZ

C
C
C
C
0
0
D

Income Noles
Income Notes

S
St. Swap

AIA
AlA
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I.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

A8AC06-Il NR A-I CDS-54bps -4125 9/11W07 9/26/06 MAGNETARCNSMFLTD
A8AC06-11 NR A-2 CDS 62bps -22.97 9Y1807 9126/6 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
ABAC06-tl NR 8 CDS- 120bps -10.63 9126/06 9r26/06 MAGNETARCNS MFLTD
A8ACD6-11 NR C CDS. 230bps *625 9i26t06 9/26/06 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
ABACD6- 1 NR D CDS- 405bps *5.94 9/26J06 91261C6 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
A8AC06-11 NR A-1 CDS- 54bps -41.25 9/18/07 9/26/06 DEUTSCHE AG LONDON
ABAC46-II NR A-2 CDS- 62bps *22.97 91191107 9W26/D6 DEUTSCHE AG LONDON
ABAC06-11 NR B CDS- 120bPs -10.63 9t26/06 9/26/06 DEUTSCHE AG LONDON
AllACO6-11 NR C CDS- 230bps *6.25 9Y26t06 9/26/06 DEUTSCHE AG LONDON
ABAC06-11 NR D CDS- 405bps -5.94 9/26/06 916/06 DEUTSCHE AG LONDON
A8AC06-14 NR A-2 CDS- 70bps -36.66 iO'0DS6 10113/T06 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
ABAC06-14 NR B CDS- I15bps -36.68 1Yl00/06 10113/06 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
ABAC06-14 NR C CDS- 200bps -25.16 1t01Y306 10/13/06 MAGNETAR CNS MF LTD
A8AC06-14 NR D CDS- 40Dbps -15.72 10/13/06 10/1 306 MAGNETAR ONS MF LTD
ABAC06-15V2 SS CDS-22bps 315.00 11/17106 11/17106 CIBC-Lonxdon
ABAC06-HGS2 SS CDS- 27bps 450.00 11/3/07 11/3IY6 CIOC London
A8AC06-INDX2 SS CDS- 22bps -060.00 9/27/06 10/4/D6 PAULSON CRED OPP MST
ABAC06-INDX2 SS CoS- 21.5bps 660.00 012/06 0/3/06 CIBC- London (GSI, London. Canadian Impnial Bank ofCornmerce -London)
A8AC07-AC1 Al CDS- 116bps -50.00 4/10/07 4/29107 PAULSON CRED OPP MST
ABAC07-ACI A2 CDS- 141bps -142.00 5/31/07 4126/07 PAULSONCREDOPPMST
ABAC07-API SS CDS- 85bps -100)0.00 531/07 5/31/07 PAULSON CREDOPP MST
ABAC07-ACI v2 SS C0S 67bps 909.09 5131/07 5131/D7 ABN LON
ABACUSD6-8 FL F CDS 2050bps i.So 2/7106 2116/D6 OVT FUND, LP
ABACUS06-8 FL F CDS- 2050bps *0.46 7/2/7 2/16/D6 QUINTESSENCE FUND LP
ABACUS06-8 SS SS CDS- 29bps 199.64 11/17/06 11/28606 Morgan Stasney- Prop
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From: Sparks, Daniel L
Sent: Tuesday, October 17, 2006 10:48 PM
To: Montag, Tom
Subject: Re: 3 things

Stacy and tom c co-ran it (stacy more irp and tom more struct.prod) - there was some
tension between the 2. When tom was moved there was some concern as stacy had not been
involved in the past. She has really done well.

Josh should be the one on the bubble for us and he has had a rough couple as months. But
he has handled it very well and is a key person for our franchise. I don't think those 2
months should confuse his value to the firm. He will make us a bunch of money. I may be
able to manage through it if he does not make it, but he is so focused on it, he is well
known to hedge funds and competitors, and I'd rather not take the risk.

----- Original Message -----
From: Montag, Tom
To: Sparks, Daniel L
Sent: Tue Oct 17 22:28:05 2006
Subject: Re: 3 things

Thanks

Yours is a critical business for the future and we want the top guys engaged and satisfued
so let's make sure we do that. Thought some room in there so let's see what u can do.
Who had jovb before stacy and what is she up to

Josh slipped a bit with the abx position etc. Is that inappropriate

Tom

----- Original Message -----
From: Sparks, Daniel L
To: Montag, Tom; Sherwood, Michael S
Sent: Wed Oct 18 10:09:48 2006
Subject: 3 things

1. Comp today - I understand that the department increase is not consitent with that of
other departments in relation to revenue growth. I also got the point that we were
probably increasing some of our mid-level people by more than necessary and I'm adjusting
that. The things I am struggling with are that the structured products business is growing
and up a fair amount (should be mid-20s), and that when we went through our more senior
people, there seemed to be general agreement that the numbers ,were appropriate. However,
when we knock $X million off, that group will be the ones to absorb most of the burden.
We'll do our best with your guidance.

2. Josh for EMD - he is an extraordinary commercial talent and a key franchise driver.
Josh has reported to me for just this year, but I have been very impressed with his
maturity, teamwork and leadership - the areas of question in the past. He is a great
trading talent, product innovator and he is driving our US property derivatives. I thought
he cross-ruffed around 41, and I know there are other considerations. But he is a guy
worth considering adding another spot for.

3. Stacy - she has recently taken over managing the sales group for structured products
and I just wanted you to know that she is doing a very good job.

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ruzika, Richard
Monday, February 05, 2007 12:00 PM
Cohn, Gary
RE: Are you living Morgatages?

Yes -- keep in mind it is just two months -- You asked me to be patient until Jon was moved to the bank before stepping

in. In some respects this is trickier than if we were just beginning to build the business from scratch. The business is

unfortunately being overshadowed by our ABX position and our sub prime exposure, so it feels bad right now. You know

and I know this position was allowed to get too big - for the liquidity in the market, our infrastructure, and the ability of our

traders. That statement would be the same even if we had gotten the market direction correct -- although the vultures

wouldn't be circling. You also know that we probably would have gotten the position correct had I been involved a year

ago -- I probably would have gotten short to protect our warehouse and general hedge against the business given our

outlook in the space. None of that matters now --we are where we are so I am sure you only care about what am I doing

to get the business contained and then in position to grow.

In a nutshell:

First and foremost I am supporting Dan and his guys. There is a long way to go with all of them, they aren't and weren't

equipped to handle the market. I am going to get them there or upgrade them -- we are going to hire to help Dan.

We are building out a risk platform -- Margaret Holen was my strat -- now she will be moved to fill Jay Dweck leaving.

Weinstein will come over but there will be an obvious transition period.

I have a working model of the risk program which we are using for our sub prime risk -- the first that they've had.

I am moving CLOs to Credit.

Senderra -- Brad Bradley -- we will build out our origination platform with this group and will do so as prices continue to

fall.

I could have answered your question with a simple Yes -- there's more to list but you get the picture... I also am

leveraging Tom and his experience in this space. Sat with him Friday night to take him through the platform and game

plan. -- I don't want to be short -- I want to neutralize the risk and shed our basis risk.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cohn, Gary (EO 85830)
Monday, February 05, 2007 8:22 AM
Ruzika, Richard
Are you living Morgatages?

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

x-gs-classification:

Montag, Tom
Thursday, December 07, 2006 10:10 PM
Viniar, David
RE:

Internal-GS

on with sparks now--makes me mad because they should have kept doing it ugh

Viniar, David
Thursday, December 07, 2006 9:42 PM
Montag, Tom
RE:

I agree. Sparks is now doing a good job of communicating on position.

Montag, Tom
Thursday, December 07, 2006 9:30 PM
Viniar, David

on ABX having numerous conversations--i dont think we should panic out but we certainly didnt do
good job of keeping pressure on
anything you want or need

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
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From: Montag, Tom
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2007 3:53 PM
To: Sparks, Daniel L
Subject: RE: Current Outstanding Notional in SN ames

so if I make you sell a whopping 800 out of 3 billion which is less than 30% how can anyone complain--the
position is huge and outsized

From: Sparks, Daniel L
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2007 3:51 PM
To: Montag, Tom
Subject: RE: Current Outstanding Notional in SN ames

That's why we say we are short (long protection) about $3BB single names - the correlation is very high

From: Montag, Tom
Sent. Thursday, August 23, 2007 3:45 PM
To: Sparks, Daniel L
Subject: RE: Current Outstanding Notional In SN ames

if you take the 13 out of each side its
11.8 by 8.8 which is 3 billion long
what does the 11.8 in theory hedge or part of it that net leaves us in reality short

From: Sparks, Daniel L
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2007 3:42 PM
To: Montag, Tom
Subject: RE: Current Outstanding Notional In SN ames

Meaning the 10 we spoke about - exact cusip long and short, but at different running premiums that creates 10

From: Montag, Tom
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2007 3:39 PM
To: Sparks, Daniel L
Subject: RE: Current Outstanding Notional in SN ames

what does explicitly mean? 1 3bb by 1 3bb offset--what does that mean

From: Sparks, Daniel L
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2007 3:37 PM
To: Montag, Tom; Mullen, Donald
Cc: Swenson, Michael; Lehman, David A.; Bimbaum, Josh
Subject: RE: Current Outstanding Notional In SN ames

All synthetics
Positions are in terms of protection (so negative means long risk, positive means short risk)
13BB by 13BB explicitly offset (Josh mentioned in out meeting)
Rest are comparable, but try to buy protection on worse deals vs writing protection on better deals

From: Montag, Tom
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2007 3:29 PM
To: Sparks, Daniel L; Mullen, Donald
Cc: Swenson, Michael; Lehman, David A.; Bimbaum, Josh
Subject: RE: Current Outstanding Notional in SN ames

I Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
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what are the longs? are these comparable? are these all synthetics ?

From: Sparks, Daniel L
Sent Thursday, August 23, 2007 3:19 PM
To: Mullen, Donald; Montag, Tom
Cc: Swenson, Michael; Lehman, David A.; Blrnbaum, Josh
Subject: FW: Current Outstanding Notional In SN ames

Per your earlier question about absolute longs and shorts in single names:

A
BBB
BBB-

Notional Long Notional Short # of cusips
3,686,600,000 -2,337,750,000 385

10,419,693,103 -8,753,543,403 703
10,767,733,239 -8,877,635,250 638

2
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From: Silva, Ralph
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2007 7:30 PM
To: Broderick, Craig; Smith, Sarah; Beshel, Liz; Berry, Robert; Lee, Brian-J (Fl Controllers);

Holloway, Mark W
Cc: Josselyn, Kenneth
Subject: Trilateral Commission Document

Attachments: Tri-Lateral Combined Comments 11 13 2007.doc

I am attaching bullet points for tomorrow's meeting, incorporating comments from each of you. I won't attempt to collect

additional input or distribute additional drafts. if you'd like to amend your points, please do so in the document and carry

your own copy to tomorrow's meeting. Please note below the remaining holes in our script, together with my suggestions

on addressing them.

Page 3, A. 2., the second bullet - Brian, please note we've assigned this one to you, with bullets provided by Sarah

Page 8, #6, second bullet(How will your business strategy or model change as a result of this experience or because of

other business concerns you see going forward?) - we have no answer in the script, but could Sarah or Craig reiterate

that we won't be making big changes?

P. 17 - 18 D1-5 - Craig, you'll be covering all credit questions except as noted

P. 20 - #2, bullets 2-3 - ABCP backstops, and capital & earnings volatility - Liz, for continuity, are you comfortable taking

these 2?

P. 21, # 5 - re: granularity of risk - Craig & Robert, can you comment on this one?

P. 21, #6 - accounting and disclosures - Sarah and Brian to comment.

Tri-Lateral
)mbined Comments

This message may contain information that is confidential or proprietary. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately and delete

this message and any attachments. Follow this link for further information on confidentiality and the risks inherent in electronic communication:

httpj//www.es.com/disclaismer/ernail/
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This note outlines a preliminary exploration of the strengths and weaknesses of

financial institution risk management practices revealed by the recent market turmoil. It is

too early to draw definitive conclusions about banks' and investment banks' risk

management practices, as the sufficiency of their liquidity and capital buffers can be judged

only after the current episode has run its course. Nonetheless, it is not too soon for firms

and supervisors to begin thinking about issues that may warrant exploration in the coming

months. The broad questions we wish to address can be framed as the following:

1. In senior management's opinion, what worked well, what did not work well in

terms of the firm's overall risk management during the recent period?

2. What changes are firms making to their processes or practices as a result?

3. Row well did stress tests and limits perform as measures and mitigators of risk,

respectively? Did internal processes estimate the nature and scale of any losses

appropriately?

4. How effective were internal reporting mechanisms in identifying and
highlighting key drivers of risk and losses?

5. How effective were hedging strategies in responding to rapidly changing
conditions? To what extent did the firm's planning contemplate both the scale

and speed at which liquidity conditions deteriorated?

6. How effective were firms in identifying both direct and indirect exposures

(whether or not involving contractual obligations) to other sources of risk and

potential concentrations of risk, including exposures to structured investment

vehicles, alternative investments, or mutual funds, among others?

The discussions with firms will cover five areas of interest:

A. Senior Management Oversight
B. Liquidity Risk Management
C. Market Risk Management
D. Credit Risk Management
E. Economic and Regulatory Capital and Related Issues

While the questions below are organized by risk category for practical reasons,

supervisors expect firms to manage risks in an integrated manner across businesses and risk

dimensions. As such, we intend to form observations about risk management practices,

including the quality of stress testing and scenario analysis, on a corporate-wide basis. The

supervisors will share among the participating Agencies their understanding of firms' risk

managing practices. Each of the Agencies will be reminded that information shared during

these discussions will be treated as confidential supervisory information.
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1 On balance, GS' risk management policies and procedures have worked well
throughout the year, and, in particular, over the past several months: a we had more
than adequate funding, b our risk models served as effective means of identifying
and quantifying exposures and c our price verification procedures helped us identify
issues early so we could act accordingly.

2 The recent turbulent markets have caused us to re-think some of our methods for
quantifying exposures - however, none of the changes represents a material deviation
from current practice. Today we'll discuss some of those changes.

3 We first observed disturbing trends in the performance of sub prime debt in late
December, early January and began marking down positions at that time. As a result,
we became concerned about our long exposure and acted quickly in a number of
ways, including putting hedges in place. We.followed these trends closely and
continued to mark down sub prime positions throughout 2007. As it turned out this

time period represented a narrow window of opportunity to create effective hedges
and as a result we were able to maintain a short throughout the year.

4 The press and others have discussed an anticipated Q4 write-down for GS. Our
remaining long sub prime exposure totals $695 million, inclusive of whole loans and
CDO positions. However, we're net short - as we have been throughout 2007.
Accordingly, we have nothing to write down.

5 We supplemented our risk reporting packages as necessary and discussed our
mortgage book at every Risk Committee meeting throughout the year. We've made
several presentations to the Board regarding mortgage exposures and will make
another tomorrow.

6 In summary, the process by which we mark all our positions to market on a daily basis
- and the process for an independent verification of those prices - are quite simply the
key to our risk management processes.

2
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Risk Appetite

o Did the effects of recent market turbulence on your key measures of risk and

performance (e.g., profit/loss, firm-wide liquidity levels, capital buffers, etc.)

fall within the Board's and senior management's stated policies for risk? Please

describe any material differences with previously existing policy, limits, etc.

CBroderick
- with some exceptions, general answer is that we did not end up with positions that

were greater than our mgmt / board thought appropriate
- in risk terms, we managed positions very actively such that we took down multiple

positions as they got larger;
- not to say we didn't have limit excesses (Robert to discuss, also CSVV); but sr

mgmt participated actively in all of the significant exposure management including
decisions on when / how to reduce positions, and in the case of lending the actual
approval of transactions

LBeshel
Yes, they did. With respect to Treasury:
- GCE remained above MLO and above our GCE target of $55-60bn. MLO

assumptions broadly held up. We were able to raise liquidity through efficiency
projects rather than drain the GCE

- Cash capital ratio generally remained above I.Ox. It dipped below in September,
but we issued $1 Obn of LTD in October to bring it back up

- CSE Tier I capital ratio remained at or above our minimum targeted level
- Quarter-end EDL ratios were at or below maximum target levels
- Share repurchases were adjusted to maintain target equity capital ratios

RBerrv
To discuss history of VaR and CSW

2. Communication with Board/Senior Executives

o At what point were senior executives or the Board of Directors made aware of

specifics surrounding the impact that the market disruption may have on the

firm's business? What led to the decision to communicate the relevant issues to

Directors or senior executives?

RBerry
There is constant communication from the revenue side and the control side of the firm
with the 30th floor. In addition David/Jerry co-chair FWRC and Lloyd/Gary regularly
attend.

CBroderick
Sept '06 Risk presentation (including special topics on Leveraged Finance,
Derivatives Prime Brokerage and Systemic Risk
March '07Subprime Mortgage Business presentation

. Sept '07 Residential Mortgage presentation

3
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o What special sessions, if any, were held with the Board of Directors/senior

executives, or what reports were shared, to ensure that they understood the

specifics related to valuation issues, conduits, structured investment vehicles,

leveraged lending, etc.?

BLee
- Quarterly PV presentations to the Board
- Weekly Risk Committee Meetings, attended by DViniar and GCohn, and often
LBlankfein
- Recent meetings with Lloyd & Gary re: pricing

o What role, if any, did the Board/senior executives play in re-assessing the firm's

risk appetite and strategy?

RBerrv
Limits are set by FWRC. Decisions regarding e.g. short positions in mortgages taken
by business units but with full knowledge of the 3 0 th floor.

C Broderick
FWCC approves each significant financing transaction

4
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3. Senior management reporting and analysis

o Did senior management reporting systems provide accurate and timely insight

into material changes in the firm's risk profile? What ad hoc reporting, if any,
was prepared to supplement standard reporting packages?

RBerry
Key risk measures are computed on a daily basis - including day-on-day and other time
comparisons - and communicated to most senior management. Measures are
themselves highly responsive (volatilities and correlations are re-estimated weekly,
credit risk is linked to traded spreads).

Changes are often made to the risk packages in response to senior
management/FWRC interest as businesses and markets change (e.g. breakout of
Acquisition Commitments from Mortgages, addition of Insurance as a Industry risk in
JTD report, breakout of Index vs. Stock in Equity Topsheet, refined Loan Commitment
pages).

Ad hoc analysis is done on a daily basis generally in response to business unit
managers - examples during this period included more granular breakout of CSW by
credit quality, marginal contributions to VaR and hedge analysis in Mortgages, credit
and Equities.

MRMA produces a Quarterly Risk Review where a conscious effort is made to include
new and topical analysis alongside mile-stoned changes in standard measures.

The 2007 Q3 report included breakout of changes in VaR due to position changes and
due to market changes (Static VaR), examination of change in convexity position of
Equities Division (Top Sheet), update of basis risk in Mortgages (CSVV) and curve
positions in Credit, concentration in Financials/Energy in Emerging Markets, and Maya
position in Commodities.

o How timely was senior management made aware of the implications of the
rapidly changing market environment on the firm's own exposures? Was senior
management accurately informed of the scale of exposures?

RBerrv
Communication is constant.
Management participated in many of the important decisions

o At what point and how did senior management become aware of valuation
uncertainties, if any? For example, did external or internal auditors raise issues
regarding the valuation of certain positions? How did senior management reach
decisions on valuations that affected results? What role did senior management
play in overseeing the valuation process and ensuring that it was appropriate?

BLee
Senior management heightened their focus on the mortgage department and its
inventory during the first quarter of 2007 when the non investment grade ABX
index began showing volatility as hedge funds began utilizing it to express
bearish views on the US housing market. Concerns were further exacerbated by
declines in home price appreciation and pricing pressure on subprime
mortgages.
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This focus resulted in periodic meetings with senior management including; the

CFO, divisional risk heads, division heads, desk management and controllers.

We use fair value to measure our financial instruments, which is fundamental to

our risk management process and financial statements. It is essential for us to

understand the value of what we hold so that we can manage the associated risk.

Due to reduced liquidity, determining fair value is more challenging; however,

we still look to the significant amount of available evidence and extrapolate as

appropriate. If there is a question on price transparency, senior management

may require traders to execute trades to substantiate their valuations. We also

back test marks against actual trades to ensure accuracy.

4. Conflicts of interest

o Did the firewalls between the firm's operations with access to public versus

private information lead to any challenges in gathering and interpreting

information to understand market events or their implications for key customers

or counterparties? If so, how were these addressed?

CBroderick
* Managing this is always a challenge; however these issues were fully

addressable w/o non-public, counterpart-specific discussions
• Where firewalls really affected us were on our hedging decisions; this meant for

example that we generally hedge bank loans via indicies, and derivatives via

NCLs

5. Immediate responses

o Please describe the decisions that senior management undertook (and their

timing) once it became aware of the significance of the market disruptions.
Examples might include seeking specific analyses of the situation through

customized stress tests, etc.; changing the firm's limits; altering management

reporting or other MS processes; altering management structure; etc.

LBeshel
- Raised long-term debt at beginning of year to stay ahead of growth in cash capital

requirements. Also raised new unsecured debt during the strained period when
possible

- As a general policy, we term out secured funding for less liquid assets in a normal
environment to mitigate rollover risk in a crisis. As the market began to get more
challenging, we termed out even more secured funding and raised new secured
funding when possible

- Addressed a variety of internal funding efficiency issues to boost liquidity and create
a report to track progress

- Created a new 'days to zero" liquidity report
- Cut back share repurchases to preserve cash and capital in the early period of

uncertainty
- Increased focus on maximizing distributions of excess capital from subsidiaries
- Partnered with businesses to come up with structured funding solutions for bank

loans
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- Maintained a heightened dialogue with businesses to ensure that business
selection decisions appropriately incorporated the scarcity of funding
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BLee
First quarter 2007:
Shut down residential mortgage warehouses
Increased protection for disaster scenarios via RMBS and CDO CDS
Increased long correlation position
Continued vigilant EPD identification and workout
Reduced loan positions through securitization and sale

Second quarter 2007:
Terminated CDO warehouses
Took significant mark to market losses on long mortgage and CDO positions
Further shorted synthetic CDOs and RMBS
Actively manage counterparties for disputed margin calls or payment failures

Third quarter 2007 through current:
Actively managed risk exposure to hedge funds
Begin covering of short mortgage positions
Opportunistically look to buy assets
Increased hedging of leveraged loan commitments
Focus on generating additional liquidity sources

RBerrv
Heightened dialogue at all levels, and between revenue and control.
[Limit History]
Global Alpha onto firmwide systems?

CBroderick
* Heightened dialogue at all levels, and between revenue and control.
• Overall: tightened credit terms with counterparts including revised limits,

strengthened stress tests; specific hedge fund close out scenario analysis
conducted & reviewed at Risk Committee

* Increased focus on collateral calls and position marks
* Leveraged Finance: increased hedging, strengthened stress tests, revised credit

approval terms; additional focus on distribution

o Were any changes made in management or senior staff during this period?

RBerrv
The mortgage business was moved into the Credit World
Marc Spilker, Jon Sobel into GSAM

o Did you encounter any material operational challenges (e.g., back office
processing, etc.) during this period that affected your ability to assess exposures,

analyze, or manage exposures or your ability to complete increased trading or
processing volumes? If so, how did you address those challenges?

RBerry
There was one day when SecDB coincidently broke down CRAIG to comment
on collateral impact
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CBroderick
* Several situations where systems' capacities were stretched resulting in late

processing / credit info / collateral calls

* But in each case the delays were short (within same day) and work-arounds

for collateral were arranged (prioritized, manual calculations) so that we

were not put at risk
* We are focusing now on significantly upgrading our system capacity to

handle much larger trading volumes

o To what extent were your decisions motivated by concerns about reputation in

the market place?

LBeshel
- Decided to scale back CP balances (flat Q/Q) given that Bear Steams got credit for

reducing is balances
- Decided to allow funding trades with conduits to roll off so as not to be perceived as

causing any conduits to go under
- Decided not to participate in M-LEC (partly because we don't really see the benefit)
- Decided not to access the Fed discount window jointly with MS/MER to finance CP

inventory
- Decided to invest in GEO?

RBerrv
We continued to do client business? i.e., we preserved, not hoarded, liquidity

and risk capital.

CBroderick
* Very focused on reputational issues; tried hard to be a good corporate

citizen, maintaining financing and derivatives lines in the vast majority of

cases; being scrupulous about our marks; keeping our regulators posted on

issues

6. Lessons learned/changes as a result

o What changes have been, or will be, made in your risk management structure or

processes as a result of this experience?

RBerry
It is too premature to make far-reaching changes (if any). Our risk management

structure and processes generally performed well and as designed.

GSAM
MRMA above the wall?

CBroderick
We constantly tweak our risk organization, processes and procedures and this will
continue. We brought out a new alert system for troubled counterparts. We
upgraded our reporting template. We will continue to make these changes, but in
general things worked well and no radical changes are required
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o How will your business strategy or model change as a result of this experience
or because of other business concerns you see going forward?

CBroderick
* No fundamental changes - we are generally ok with results
* We will be opportunistic as we always are, and may find selective

investments attractive (eg the Litton mortgage servicing platform from
CBass)

* Other changes may be imposed on us from the market, eg the asset backed
CP market; or by a need to be prudent risk managers, eg reviewing our
underwriting practices for monoline insurance cos

1. Liquidity Planning/Stress Testing

o By what process does your institution assess the appropriate level of excess
liquidity reserves to maintain? What are the key factors that drive these
decisions?

LBeshel
- GCE target is decided by Global Treasurer with input from senior Treasury

personnel, Funding Desk, and Finance Committee
- Factors that drive the decision include:

- MLO model
- Market color provided by Funding Desk
- Known one-off funding gains/drains
- Subjective assessment of condition of GS in relation to the crisis

o How effective were the types of scenarios employed in liquidity stress tests and
contingency funding plans in helping you prepare for the recent financial market
liquidity strains? Did the scenarios reflect the potential for general market
disruptions as well as firm-specific scenarios?

LBeshel
- We manage to a general market disruption in which GS is specifically affected.

Recent strains were not nearly as severe as what we manage to
- Treasury has participated in one-off scenario exercises, including a sub-prime

meltdown, hedge fund failure, and pandemic outbreak
- Scenario planning can only take you so far. More important in a crisis is to have

good communication lines both intemally (Treasury, Funding Desk, businesses)
and externally (creditors, rating agencies) and robust reporting.

o How appropriate were the assumptions incorporated into contingency funding
plans and stress tests? How well did market events vis-A-vis off-balance sheet
exposures, securitization, funding concentrations, cross-currency exposures, and
general market liquidity correlate with those assumptions?

LBeshel
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Our scenario planning incorporates more severe stresses than we experienced.

Events that were as or less severe than our assumptions:
- Some loss of secured funding, but in line with expectations
- Difficulty rolling unsecured funding, although LOC usage actually increased
- No material derivatives collateral outflows (MTM or downgrade)
- No increased requirements at exchanges and clearinghouses
- No material withdrawals of free credits in GSI

Events that were more severe than our assumptions:
- Conduit funding less robust than anticipated
- Credit origination commitments posed greater liquidity risk than planned for (we had

focused on one month, but crisis lasted longer)
- Possibility of having to provide liquidity support to GSAM funds
- Collateral disputes with derivative counterparts greater than anticipated

o How well did your quantitative measures and limits on its liquidity perform

during this period? What impact, positively or negatively, did any limits

mandated by regulations have on your actions during this period? What

changes, if any, will the firm make to its efforts to measure its overall levels of

liquidity?

LBeshel
- Measures performed well. GCE remained above MLO, and cash capital ratio

remained above 1.0x
- Not aware of any regulatory mandates that affected the firm's actions
- No plans to change how we measure liquidity (i.e. definition of GCE or cash

capital), but do plan to reassess certain liquidity risks as noted below

2. Securitization and Syndicated Financing

o How are the risks of timing mismatches between the origination of assets and

the subsequent packaging and sale of assets considered in contingency funding

plans?

LBeshel
- We do not rely on securitization to manage through a liquidity crisis. We assess

liquidity assuming we maintain our current inventory levels
- Our liquidity planning incorporates severe draws by clients on warehouse lines we

have provided

o Does your liquidity analysis process capture and report the level of committed

pipeline credit?

LBeshel
- Yes.
- However, we will likely reassess liquidity risk of credit origination commitments in

light of our recent experience, as noted below

3. Support for Conduits/SIVs/SPEs
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o In what ways did your liquidity risk management reflect the possibility of
supporting sponsored investment funds and/or securitization programs,
including those that you had no contractual obligation to support?

LBeshel
- Not applicable

o A priori, how well-developed and comprehensive were your ongoing risk
measurement and monitoring of these entities?

LBeshel
- Not applicable

4. Support for other vehicles such as money market funds

o In what ways did your liquidity risk management reflect the possibility of
supporting other vehicles such as money market funds? What support, if any,
did the firm actually provide?

LBeshel
- Large investment in GEO was an attractive opportunity, not a bail-out
- We monitored GSAM money market fund but did not need to provide support
- Liquidity planning did not incorporate the possibility of providing support to GSAM

money market fund, but have since added a $2.5bn buffer for this risk in the MLO
model

5. Pricing of Liquidity Commitments

o What factors were considered in the pricing of contingent liquidity facilities?
With the benefit of hindsight, was such pricing appropriate?

LBeshel
- We have traditionally not charged businesses for GCE, in order to keep the cost -

and therefore the control - at management level. We are moving toward charging
businesses for the portion of MLO that is pre-funding specifically attributable to a
business activity.

- Except for WS commitments, we currently do not charge for pre-funding for lending
commitments. We recognize this is inappropriate and plan to change it in the near
future

- We do control the size of liquidity commitments through our risk management
infrastructure(Capital Committee, etc.)
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6. Legal Entities

o To what extent were liquidity risk considerations factored into decisions on the
booking of business in a particular legal entity, vs. such other considerations as
tax, accounting, or regulatory differences? Were restrictions of the full transfer
of liquidity capabilities across various parts of the organization appropriately
considered?

LBeshel
- Liquidity risk typically not the driver of deciding where to conduct business. Tax,

regulatory, or operational issues are more commonly the driver
- In whatever entity we conduct business, we put in place a liquidity risk management

strategy (MLO models for broker-dealer entities, funding plans in BRICK countries,
etc.)

- We monitor amount of GCE held in GSI and GSJCL above their stand-
alone requirements

- We consider trapped cash capital in our cash-capital planning

o What was the impact of actions taken by affiliates on regulated entities?

LBeshel
- Certain efficiency projects were designed to untrap liquidity in regulated entities

(GSI client money deposit to GSoHG, repayment of GSI accrued sub-debt interest)

7. Risk Measurement and Limits

o Did internal liquidity metrics, limits, and monitoring systems provide "early
warning" that the availability of market liquidity was materially changing from
historic norms?

LBeshel
- Because our funding book has long duration, our experience in this crisis was that

we did not immediately see the impact on our funding, but instead saw the impact
by watching others' experience in the markets and press.

- Do not have specific limits or monitoring to identify when market liquidity is drying
up - we carefully watch trends and activity in the markets broadly (look for appetite
for collateral types, pricing changes, maturity changes, etc.)

- Primary means of identification is communication between Treasury and the
Funding Desk, external funding counterparties and GS senior sales/trading and
control personnel, Committee meetings, and the CFO's view

o During the period of stress, did you capture and aggregate exposures with
sufficient granularity (i.e., risk factor, product type, counterparty type) for
liquidity risk management purposes?

LBeshel
-Yes, we break down the causes of contingent liquidity outflows (unsecured funding

rollover, secured funding rollover, buyback risk, derivative outflows, etc.)
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o Was the MIS provided to senior management sufficient and comprehensive?

LBeshel
Yes. Reporting provided to senior management included:

- Funding Snapshot
- Liquidity Dashboard
- Finance Committee packet
- Weekly funding summary

8. Management of Liquidity Events

o How were contingency funding plans and stress tests utilized during market
events?

LBeshel
- Recent market events were not so severe as to require putting in motion the

Liquidity Crisis Plan
- However we did consult our plan as we created a menu of various alternatives to

generate liquidity outside of the funding markets.

o Was there an effective communication infrastructure to measure, monitor and
control your liquidity positions (for all material legal entities, jurisdictions,
foreign branches and subsidiaries)?

LBeshel
Yes.
- Frequent calls between Global Treasurer, senior Treasury personnel, Funding Desk
- Effective use of email distributions for sharing of information, such as steps being

taken to boost liquidity, credit origination pipeline, etc.
- Robust liquidity reporting

o Did senior management intercede to allocate/ration liquidity?

LBeshel
Yes.
- Maintained heightened dialogue with businesses to ensure that business selection

decisions appropriately incorporated the scarcity of funding
- Capital Committee vigilant about approving new commitments

9. Lessons Learned
o Do you plan to make changes to liquidity risk management or contingency

funding plans as a result of the recent market-turmoil?

LBeshel
Yes, we plan to:
- Continue to fortify our already-strong funding position by funding

wherever/whenever possible, paying up for term and continuing to diversify our
distribution, particularly for lower-grade collateral

- Reassess liquidity risk of credit origination commitments and other contractual
commitments

- Incorporate possibility of providing liquidity support to GSAM funds in our planning
(have already added $2.5bn as a buffer)
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o What are the implications of recent events on the future composition of your
pools of liquidity resources?

LBeshel
No impact.
- GCE will continue to be composed of securities of the highest quality.
- Will continue to not use committed credit facilities as a source of backup liquidity

1. Value-at-risk

o What was the incidence of VaR and limit breaches during this period? What was
done to bring exposures under limits and was it effective?

RBerrv
[Get history]
Exposures were managed responsibly by the business units within agreed limits.

Highs were set in Mortgages, Credit Products, Credit Origination, EPG and GSP.
Benign P&L allowed for a disciplined but measured response.

Shorts in Mortgages and Credit Products tended to hedge long market exposure in
Credit Origination and Equities. As a result 'diversification" reach a high of 63%.

o Did valuation issues impact VaR calculations?

RBerrv
To the extent that mark downs reduce positions size (which reduces risk) and
conversely to the extent that wider spreads provoke higher volatilities, valuation
impacts VaR in our models.

o Have you made any changes to your risk management program/VaR models as a
result of these back-test exceptions?

RBerrv
No specific changes.
- Our models already are highly reactive to changes in volatility - we use a

20%/month decay.
- We examine all backtesting exceptions at the 95% and 99% 1-day level for

"red flags" - P&L driven by missing positions or risk factors - none
apparent.

- There was considerable work done around mortgages to validate distributional
assumptions as prices plunged - in general return volatility remained
proportionality to spreads.

- Certain assets were re-mapped as data became available [e.g. as we shorted
single-name A Mortgage CDS we did not have time series history; instead
these were initially mapped to ABX BBB index scaled by spread - this is
ongoing and routine]
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o How significant would the difference be between VaR measured using the
benign historical period vs. the data we have now?

RBerry
If we apply Q2 volatilities/correlations to Q3 positions, period end Firmwide
VaR would have been 95 vs. 131 (38% higher); Interest Rate Category VaR
would have been 55 vs. 109 (98%); Equity Category 66 vs. 102 (54%);
Mortgage business 40 vs. 75 (87%); Credit Products 26 vs. 77 (196%).

As an anecdote, the 2006 Y/E Mortgage business VaR was 14mm and the ABX
BBB was 189bp. As at end of August the ABX was 3156bp and the VaR of the
11/24 positions would have been 531 mm.

2. Scenario analysis/Stress tests

o Were your scenario analyses and stress tests adequate for assessing risk
exposure during the recent period?

RBerrv
Yes
- in particular CSW very granular by business e.g. SPG vs. cash, RMBS vs.
CMBS

o How well did business line and corporate-wide stress tests identify the impact of
recent market events?

RBerrv
It is impossible to predict exact moves
- and not everything moves together (for example CMBS to date and Emerging
markets), but the exposures are listed and broken out in sufficient granularity to
identify impacts.

o What lessons have you learned from recent events about your stress testing
techniques?

RBerry
We already prefer single asset stress tests that do not depend on correlation
assumptions between markets. We make no assumptions about liquidity. We
breakout impacts to a granular level (we don't rely on a single number - or for
that matter a single tool).

We will further drill down on Basis risk e.g. Country, Industry, Cash,
Derivative, Index.
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3. Risk reporting and aggregation

o During the period of stress, was the MIS provided to senior management
sufficient?

RBerrv
Yes

o Did you capture and aggregate exposures with sufficient granularity (i.e., risk
factor, product type, counterparty type) for market risk management purposes?

RBerrv
Yes

4. Valuation practices

o What mechanisms did the firm have to assess whether valuation methodologies
were accurate/appropriate reflections of market valuations and to identify when,
if at all, a breakdown in accuracy was likely to occur?

BLee
* Within Controllers, a dedicated group performs an independent price

verification of the mortgage inventory. The team has extensive experience in the
valuation of mortgage related products.

* The collaboration with this team and desk management has ensured market
movements are reflected in pricing on a timely basis and at times has lead to the
remarking of positions.

• The team employs the following primary strategies in their price verification
process:

- Trade comparison: Available trade data are dissected for their
parameters which are applied to the cash and derivative positions
with similar collateral and/or risk profiles.

- Fundamental analysis: Various analyses which examine the
underlying position characteristics are utilized to derive fair value.
Note that these characteristics are corroborated to the market.
Examples include discounted cash flow (DCF), option adjusted
spread (OAS) or securitization analysis.

- External price compares: Where available, prices received from third
party vendors are attained, validated and utilized.

- Collateral analysis: Disputes surrounding margin calls of mortgage
derivative contracts are closely examined to glean-an indication of
market levels.

These marks are reviewed with auditors and regulators on a recurring basis.
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o Was your valuation methodology for particular instruments consistent across the
firm?

BLee
* We maintain a central Controllers Pricing & Valuation Group (CPVG) which is

responsible for the consistent application of fair value across all inventory
within the Trading Division through centrally managing the price verification
process and opining on determination of fair value.

* Within the mortgage department specifically, as part of our price verification
procedures, we focus on consistency across inventory (cash and derivatives),
client prices, and repo. In this regard, we are developing reports which will
monitor consistency at a cusip and capital structure level.

o To what extent have you had problems valuing structured credit products, loans
and loan commitments?

BLee
Although it has been more challenging, due to reduced liquidity, especially
surrounding bid versus offer, we identify and fixate on areas and products where
transparency exists. We then reverse engineer the parameters witnessed in
transparent products so they can be applied to less liquid inventory. Thus there
exists meaningful market data to ensure that our determination of fair value is
reasonable.

o What changes, if any, do you plan to make in your valuation practices/controls
in light of recent turmoil?

BLee
As the market has changed, our process has evolved throughout the year and we
continue to look for ways to enhance. The following are examples of additions
made during the year:
- Worked closely with Markit and Fitch, third party composite vendors for

derivative pricing, as they have struggled to keep up with the market moves.
Specifically, we have provided recommendations surrounding the cleansing
of the prices submitted as well as recommended incorporating durations (as
well as spreads) into the information they provide.

- Developed a tool to allow for the review of thousands of ABS CDS positions
to ensure consistency and appropriateness of marks as well as identifying
outliers for investigation.

- Utilized a creation value analysis whereby the underlying assets comprising
a CDO portfolio is valued based upon sector, vintage, and rating and then
allocated across the CDO liabilities as appropriate.

- Created models independent of the trading function to value scratch and dent
loan inventory.
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5. Hedging

o How well did your market risk hedging approaches perform?

RBerrv
See above.

o To what extent is the liquidity of a hedge incorporated into market risk
management practices?

RBerryr
We assume unchanged positions through all our stress tests. Most stress events
are accompanied by a lack of liquidity.

o How will hedging strategies and techniques related to market risk change in
light of the recent turmoil?

RBerrv
Will probably think more about liquidity and crowded trades - and techniques to
identify such.

1. Accuracy of potential exposure measures and stress testing

o How did estimates of potential exposure to credit risk / credit-related losses
compare to actual levels during the recent period?

o Which kinds of stress testing frameworks (e.g., single risk factor versus
complex) proved most reliable in estimating actual or mark-to-market losses?
Where stress tests misjudged the size of losses, were the deviations still within
an acceptable margin for error?

o To what degree did stress tests accurately anticipate correlations across asset
classes?

2. Risk reporting and aggregation

o During the period of stress, did you capture and aggregate exposures with
sufficient granularity (i.e., risk factor, product type, counterparty type)? For
complex instruments, did the aggregation capture underlying risk factors
effectively? Was the MIS provided to senior management sufficient for
understanding the underlying changes in the market environment?

3. Hedging, provisioning, and reserving

o How effective were your credit risk hedging strategies during the recent market
volatility?
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o How will hedging strategies and techniques related to credit risk change in light
of the recent turmoil?

4. Counterparty Credit Risk Management

o Describe the events and circumstances surrounding requests for additional
margin during recent events. Were the initial margins set appropriately from the
outset? How did they change? What methodologies were used? Were margin
calls met in a timely manner?

o Have any classes of counterparties posed particular counterparty risk
management issues?

o In your view, what has been the role (if any) of hedge funds in the recent market
turmoil?

5. Syndicated lending

o What mechanisms did you have for tracking the dimensions of pipelines and
was the tracking effective? What were your limits (if any) on pipeline
commitments? Did you experience any limit breaches related to your pipeline
commitments?

o How much did underwriting standards and associated risk premia change as a
result of the long period of relatively benign economic conditions and low
market volatility? To what extent did your underwriting standards for loans
intended to be distributed differ from those standards used for loans intended to
be held?

6. Subprime lending

o For originators of subprime mortgages, how have underwriting standards
evolved in recent years? How dependent were subprime-related businesses on
market liquidity?

BLee
* As home price appreciation continued to rise, subprime mortgage lenders aimed

to provide affordability products including interest only, forty and fifty year
amortizations and negatively amortizing loans.

* Additionally, originators looked to provide financing to previously under
represented borrowers including stated income from which various
documentation types manifested.

* Unlike the prime mortgage market which is dominated by large banks, the
subprime mortgage market was dominated by companies which trafficed
exclusively in subprime origination (New Century, Ameriquest, etc.). From a
financing perspective, these subprime originators were reliant on liquidity to
fund their origination pipeline as well as to purchase their inventory for
dispersion in the secondary market.
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o For investors in securities backed by subprime mortgages, how have due
diligence and risk assessment practices evolved in recent years? When making
investment decisions on subprime-related securities, how dependent were
investors on rating agencies?

BLee
* Due diligence processes are dynamic in that new findings and ever-changing

markets result in constant changes in practice.
* Specifically, prior to acquiring any residential mortgage loans, we will conduct a

thorough review of the seller including reviewing select financial information
for credit and market risk assessment, undertaking a review of the underwriting
standards employed by the mortgage originator, engaging in senior management
discussions, conducting an operational review and performing background
checks.

* In addition to the review of the seller, we review residential mortgage loans in
advance of acquisition. The scope of the due diligence we perform depends on
the credit quality of the mortgage loans and our past experience with the loan
seller. Due diligence may include: review for adherence to the seller's
underwriting and compliance standards, examination of loan documents,
verification of recorded liens, review of insurance certificates and requesting
independent valuations. We may increase that sample or drop loans from the
pool as a result of due diligence findings.

* As the subprime market has continued to deteriorate, we have been more
conservative in our due diligence process both in assessing sellers and in
reviewing/dropping loans. Additionally we have limited our subprime
purchases through conservative bids as well as electing not to bid.

* Investors in subprime related securities, especially higher rated bonds, have
historically relied significantly on bond ratings particularly when securities are
purchased by structured investing vehicles.

* It is important to note that loan level information is available to investors upon
request as well as through tools available in the market including Intex.
Assuming the investor is sophisticated enough to parse through loan level
information; they would be able to stress assumptions used by the rating
agencies. (Although they do not have property addresses and borrower social
security numbers.)
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1. Internal capital assessments

o How did the capital planning process assess the appropriate level of regulatory
and economic capital to hold?

LlBeshel
- We believe CSE regulatory capital requirement is conservative and therefore a

reasonable proxy for required economic capital
- Projections of required CSE capital always consider the market environment
- We enhanced our projections to more accurately capture expected and potential

increases in required capital from new credit commitments and drawdowns on
existing commitments

- We target CSE regulatory capital ratios substantially above the regulatory minimum
and expect the cushions we hold would enable us to maintain the necessary levels
of regulatory capital in the event of potential losses and/or increases in RWA

- During periods of high uncertainty and stress we generally manage to the higher
end of the target range

2. Capital & CDO/CLO businesses

o To what degree, in recent years, had risk capital been allocated to the CDO and
leveraged-lending/CLO businesses?

LBeshel
- We don't limit businesses by allocating risk capital as such
- We manage capital usage by imposing limits on balance sheet limit, VaR, credit

risk, and certain other factors
- For performance measurement, we attribute regulatory capital to businesses

o Were your liquidity backstop facilities to ABCP programs (SIVs) priced
correctly for internal risk management and capital attribution purposes? Did the
pricing appropriately reflect the structures' funding strategies?

o Did your risk management tools (including economic capital models) accurately
reflect changes in the actual degree of correlation in losses?

3. Capital & earnings volatility

o Did your stress tests identify the impact on earnings (and if impacted, capital) of
the market turmoil? Are you anticipating making any changes in your stress
tests as a result?
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4. Capital planning

o Did the firm's capital planning process include consideration of potential
uncertainties in the valuation of the firm's holdings of, or exposures to, complex
financial products (CDOs, etc.)?

LBeshel
-Our projections of required CSE capital were enhanced to more accurately reflect

expected and potential increases in required capital from new credit commitments
and drawdowns on existing commitments

o How were potential on-boarding requirements of pipeline exposure, contingent
liabilities, etc., incorporated within the capital planning process?

5. MIS

o During the period of stress, did you capture and aggregate exposures with
sufficient granularity (i.e., risk factor, product type, counterparty type,
geographic location) for capital planning purposes? Was the MIS provided to
senior management sufficient? What, in particular, were the areas where the
MIS reports were found to be deficient?

6. Accounting & Disclosure

o Are accounting rules applicable to off-balance sheet vehicles sufficiently
transparent? Do they adequately reflect the risks to sponsors of such vehicles
and providers of credit and liquidity support?

o Would better disclosure for securitization pools reduce the risk that a
deterioration of credit quality in one market segment leads to a general
withdrawal of liquidity?
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2007 Fixed Income, Currency and Commodities Annual Performance Review Process

FIXED INCOME, CURRENCY AND COMMODITIES INDIVIDUAL REVIEW BOOK

Reviewee: Salem, Deeb A

Title:

Review Criteria:
Business Unit:

Department:
Region:

Date of Hire:

Primary Manager:

Co - Manager 1:

Co - Manager 2:

Co - Manager 3:

Co - Manager 4:

Mentor:

FICC-Vice President
Mortgages

SPG Trading

Americas
16-JUL-01
Swenson, Michael J

Lehman, David A

Birnbaum, Josh S

THE PURPOSE OF THIS REVIEW MATERIAL IS FOR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT. IT IS NOT INTENDED
FOR DISCLOSURE OUTSIDE THE FIRM.

Title Description: VP=Vice President/Executive Director, AS=Assoclate; AN=Analyst; EX=Exempt; NX=Non-Exempt

As you review feedback information, you should be alert to instances in which an individual has received an unusually negative comment or

low score on the "Compliance" or "Diversity and Equitable Treatment" questions. Please consider whether the response requires follow-up,

including consultation with a more senior manager, a Compliance professional, Employee Relations representative or other individuals.

i Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Confidential Proprietary Business Information
Produced Pursuant to Senate Confidentiality Rules
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Date Report Processed: September 06, 2007
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2007 Fixed Income, Currency and Commodities Annual Performance Review Process Reviewee: Salem, Deeb A

Table of Contents

1. Reviewer Information

II. Performance Review Rank

Ill. Review Category Rating Comparison

IV. Distribution of Ratings

V. Detailed Reviewer Feedback

VI. Self Evaluation

Vil. Written Comments

Vill. Training Transcript

Report Configurations

1. Peer Group = all employees who share the same title, across the division, as the reviewee and are rated on the same review criteria.

2. All averages in the report do not include ratings from the self evaluation.

o Goldman, Sachs & Co. Page 2 of 24 Date Report Processed: September 06, 2007
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From: Case, Benjamin
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2007 3:51 PM
To: Kang, Connie; Shimonov, Roman
Cc: Lehman, David A.
Subject: FW: INTERNAL USE ONLY: GS Cashflow/ABACUS CDOs Mentioned in S&P Report on

CDO Exposure to Subprime RMBS

Attachments: ArticlePDF.pdf

From: Case, Benjamin
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2007 7:13 PM
To: Maltezos, George ( GSJBW ); Hamis, Kate ( GSJBW ); Rolleston, Jeremy ( GSJBW)
Cc: Lehman, David A.; Egol, Jonathan; Bieber, Matthew G.; Chaudhary, Omar; Lee, Jay; Sugioka, Hirotaka
Subject: FW: INTERNAL USE ONLY: GS Cashflow/ABACUS CDOs Mentioned in S&P Report on COO Exposure to Subprime RMBS

INTERNAL USE ONLY

George,

Below are some talking points for you related to today's price movements for Basis. Please note that the price
moves sent to Basis (and the notes below) reflect the S&P actions that were announced this morning, but did not
take into account the Moody's actions that were announced very late in the day here. We are still in the process of
working through the Moody's actions.

Point Pleasant
- 19% of the total portfolio was listed in the attached S&P paper as having "material exposure" to the 612 RMBS that
S&P placed on negative credit watch today (and stated on a conference call that they would be downgraded within
days). If a portion of the assets with material exposure PIK (due to OC tests failing in the underlying CDOs from the
RMBS downgrades and resulting (C haircuts), the Point Pleasant BBBs will be shut off from cashflow.

Timberwolf
- Approximately 25% of the total portfolio was listed in the attached S&P paper as having "material exposure" to the
612 RMBS that S&P placed on negative credit watch today (and stated on a conference call that they would be
downgraded within days).

Fort Denison
- 17 RMBS assets (21% of the overall portfolio and 43% of the total RMBS component of the portfolio) were placed
on negative credit watch today. In addition, 10 CDO assets (10% of the overall portfolio and 23% of the total CDO
component of the portfolio) were on the list in the S&P paper. Asset downgrades in the Fort Denison portfolio cause
a diversion of all principal proceeds and a portion (approximately 40%) of excess interest proceeds away from the
equity to amortize down the Class C Loan. Depending on the amount of principal amortization on the asset portfolio
in each period, this will cause an overall reduction of projected payments to the Fort Denison equity by 45-60%.
Additionally, if/when the CDO assets in the portfolio PIK (due to OC tests failing in the underlying CDOs from to the
RMBS downgrades and resulting OC haircuts), that will cause additional reduction in payments that will be borne by
the equity.

Redacted bribhe
Permanent Sobcommittee on Investigations
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From: Egol, Jonathan
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2007 10:46 AM
To: ficc-nmtgsales; ficc-fisales; ficc-creditsales
Cc: Mullen, Donald; Sparks, Daniel L; Brafman, Lester R; Saunders, Tim; ficc-mtgcdstrat; ficc-spgtrading; ficc-spcdo
Subject: INTERNAL USE ONLY: GS Cashflow/ABACUS CDOs Mentioned in S&P Report on CDO Exposure to Subprime RMBS

INTERNAL USE ONLY

From the tape:
*S&P IS REVIEWING "GLOBAL UNIVERSE" OF SUBPRIME CDOS
*S&P SAYS 218 CDOS HAVE SUBPRIME BONDS THAT MAY BE CUT
*S&P SAYS 168 RATED CDOS ARE BACKED BY BBB SUBPRIME BONDS

In connection with today's S&P report today on subprime RMBS criteria changes and

associated credit review, the following Goldman Sachs CDO transaction have been
flagged by S&P as having exposure to subprime RMBS. S&P has stated that is reviewing
the global universe of CDOs for such exposure. Full report (PDF) attached.

ArticlePDF.pdf

Mezzanine ABS Cashflow CDOs:

* Fortius II

* Hudson Mezz I

High Grade ABS Cashflow CDOs:

* GSC ABS Funding 2006-3g

* West Coast Funding I

ABACUS Synthetic ABS CDOs:

* ABACUS 2006-11

* ABACUS 2006-14 i _ Redacted by the Permanent

* ABACUS 2007-ACI Subcom t oI atiom

......................................................................................................................................

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
85 Broad Street I New York, NY 10004
tel: +1 212 357 3349 | mobile: +1 917in 1 fax: +1 212 428 1247
e-mail: jonathan.egol@gs.com

Jonathan M. Egol
Structured Products Trading

..................................................................................................................... ................

© Copyright 2007 The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

See htto:/Alww.gs.com/disclaimer/email-salesandtradino.html for important risk disclosure, conflicts of interest and other terms and conditions
relating to this e-mail and your reliance on information contained in it. This message may contain confidential or privileged information. If you are
not the intended recipient, please advise us immediately and delete this message. See htto:f/lNwow.as.com/disclaimer/email/ for further information
on confidentiality and the risks of non-secure electronic communication. If you cannot access these links, please notify us by reply message and
we will send the contents to you.

This material has been prepared specifically for you by the Fixed Income Trading Department and is not the product of Fixed Income Research.
We are not soliciting any action based upon this material. Opinions expressed are our present opinions only. The material is based upon
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information which we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. Certain
transactions, including those involing futures, options and high yield securities, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.
We, or persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this material, may from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell, the
securities, futures, options or other instruments and investments identical with or related to those mentioned herein. Goldman Sachs does not
provide accounting, tax or legal advice; such matters should be discussed with your advisors and or counsel. In addition, we mutually agree that,
subject to applicable law, you may disclose any and all aspects of this material that are necessary to support any U.S. federal income tax
benefits, without Goldman Sachs imposing any limitation of any kind. This material has been issued by Goldman, Sachs & Co. and has been
approved by Goldman Sachs International, which is regulated by The Financial Services Authority, in connection with its distribution in the United
Kingdom and by Goldman Sachs Canada in connection with its distribution in Canada. Further information on any of the securities, futures or
options mentioned in this material may be obtained upon request and for this purpose persons in Italy should contact Goldman Sachs S.I.M.
S.p.A. in Milan, or at its London branch office at 133 Fleet Street

This material does not evidence or memorialize any agreement or legally binding commitment between any parties and does not constitute a
contract or commitment to provide any financing or underwriting. Any financing or underwriting is subject in all respects to internal credit approval
at Goldman Sachs, and is subject to, among other things, the completion of documentation in form and substance satisfactory to Goldman Sachs.
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How Did GS Avoid the Mortgage Crisis?
Our Response

Mortgages is an important business for Goldman Sachs. However, it is typically the smallest of five main businesses within FICC
and therefore, on a relative basis, it has been a smaller contributor to overall Fixed Income revenues than for many of our peers.
We always proactively manage the risk of our businesses, and our mortgage business was no different. We were actively
managing our mortgage exposure throughout 2006, and towards the end of the year we became increasingly concerned about the
sub-prime market. As a result we took a number of actions at that time and into early 2007 to reduce our risk. In the first quarter of
2007 we stopped our residential mortgage warehousing efforts, shut down our CDO warehouses, aggressively reduced our
inventory positions, reduced counterparty exposure and increased our protection for disaster scenarios.

Key to our ability to do this was our extremely robust mark to market philosophy. You simply cannot manage risk effectively if you
don't know what positions are worth. An accurate daily marking process makes difficult decisions considerably easier, as you
tangibly feel the cost of inaction everyday as the market declines. We have extensive price discovery and valuation resources and
don't subscribe to the notion that there are instruments that can't be valued.

So, we knew the value of what we had and managed our risk accordingly. However, one should not be lead to believe that we
went through this period unscathed and somehow significantly profited from a "bet" on the downturn in mortgage markets. The
actions that I outlined led to significant write-downs in the value of our long mortgage inventory over the course of this year.
We mentioned during our second quarter conference call that a weak quarter in Mortgages contributed to lower results in our FICC
businesses. A better characterization of the situation is that we effectively avoided greater losses by taking these proactive steps
and in fact during the third quarter we were able to make money on mortgages as a result of our net short position. As a
consequence, we believe that we are well-positioned to opportunistically participate in the inevitable restructuring of the mortgage
market.

Ultimately, our ability to be proactive was a function of our people and our risk management culture. Given the complexity and
diversity of risks in our business, we believe that it is critical to provide our teams with the confidence and support necessary to
identify and escalate issues as soon as possible and to prioritize the interest of the entire firm over any individual objectives. In
addition, we think it is important for senior leadership to be actively engaged in the business flows and decision making process, in
times of calm as well as crisis.

I
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Quarterly Breakdown of Mortgage P/L
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| - = Redacted by the Permanent
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GS Subprime Mortgage Business
Subprime Risk: Current Position as of 11/2/07

Mortgage Department
SUBPRJME
Securities (IG)
Subs & Residuals
Loans
Single-Name Synthetic Risk (Net)
TABX & Trenched Synthetic Risk (Net)
Net

ALT-A
Securities (IG)
Subs & Residuals
Loans
Synthetic Risk (net)
Net

SCRATCH & DENT
Loans

CDOs / TRANCHE RISK
Securities
Single-Name Synthetic Risk (Net)
Tranched Synthetic Risk (Net)
Seasoned Super Senior Shorts
Net

Current Notional (Bn) Market Value (Bn)
2.3 1.2
0.1 0.1
0.3 0.3
2.7 1.6

(3.1) (0.9)
2.3 2.4

4.3
0.3
0.1

(1.7)
3.0

0.9

2.1
(1.2)
(5.4)
(3.5)
(7.9)

3.8
0.2
0.1

(1.3)
2.8

0.5

0.3
(0.4)
(3.0)
(3.4)
(6.4)
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Subprime Mortgage Business Comparisons
MER, C, UBS releases compared with GS Position as of 11/02/f07

Merrill Lynch
1 Goldman Sachs

Subprime $5.7Bn US Subprime mortgage related exposure $2.4Bn US Subprime mortgage related market value

CDOhNarehouse $1 5.2Bn ABS CDO related exposure ($6.4Bn) ABS CDO related market value

Citigroup2 Goldman Sachs

:. . :r : 2: p7 2 2: .,: .. 5. .4': 4 '

Subprime $11 .7Bn US Subprime mortgage related exposure $2.4Bn US Subprime mortgage related market value

COO $43Bn exposure to senior CDO tranches ($5.1 Bn) market value of senior CDO tranches

UBS' Goldman Sachs

Subprlme $16.8Bn Subprime Securities $1.2Bn Subprime Securities market value

CDO $20.2Bn notional exposure to senior CDO trenches ($5.1 Bn) market value of senior CDO trenches

' Golmnan Sachs Sutbprime exposure Includes our net exposure to aubplrine bans, bonds, and derivatis whie our COO/Warelouse exposure Includes our net exposure to COO bonds and dervatives. GS does not hav any
current CDO wareouss exposur. W am Interpmtlne ML' Jexposumr tobe net market vrlue and sm mportn the same nmeasumr fr GS.

' Goknan Sachs Subprirme exposure Includes cur net exposure to subprins loans, bonds, and dervatives whide our COO exposure Includes our not exposure to senior COO bonds and dertvatves. We am / n erpretlng
Cltlgroupt exposure to be net market value and are reportIng the same neasure for GS.

f Goldan Sachs Subprlmne exposure Includes our net exposure to sutfprme loans, bonds, and dertvathws whIte our COO exposure Includes our net exposure to senior COO bonds and drivatives Wo aom Interpreting UBSs
Sutprle exposume to be net market volue and their COO exposure to be notional and am ropordng the sarme nmeasums for GS.
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Ruzika, Richard
Friday, May 11, 2007 9:59 PM
Sparks, Daniel L
Re: You okay?

Get Elisha on it too. He is very good at getting the math right. One thing you don't want
is multiple write downs. Whatever it is get it out there in total.

__________________________

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -----
From: Sparks, Daniel L
To: Ruzika, Richard
Sent: Fri May 11 19:33:32 2007
Subject: Re: You okay?

Cdo positions and market liquidity and transparency have seized. I posted senior guys that
I felt there is a real issue. I'm going to make a change in the responsibility of the
business away from ostrem to david lehman (with swenson helping).
We are going to have a very large mark down - multiple hundreds. Not good.

Mullen has been really good - dug in, thoughtful, balanced. I hate that he has to deal
with this out of the shoot. We had a meeting today with viniar, don, mcmahon, my team,
controllers, gary on the phone to walk through situation. The market has seized up so much
that levels are very hard to determine for the complex products - which also are difficult
to model for value due to market changes.

That's a long way of saying that I feel the way I probably should right now in light of
the situation, but the team and I have our heads in the game.

Thanks for reaching out

----- Original Message -----
From: Ruzika, Richard
To: Sparks, Daniel L
Sent: Fri May 11 18:30:55 2007
Subject: You okay?

Dan. Anything I could do to help?

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

.Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Confidential Treatment Requested by Goldr Wail Street & The Financial Crisis
Report Footnote #1571

GS MBS-E-019659221

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
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From: Burchard, Paul
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2007 1:49 PM
To: Egol, Jonathan; Wiesel, Elisha; Lehman, David A.; Sparks, Daniel L; Swenson, Michael;

Birnbaum, Josh; Primer, Jeremy; Turok, Michael
Cc: Brafman, Lester R
Subject: RE: Gameplan - asset model analysis

Here are the asset model results including both A2 and B tranches of Timberwolf, looking at both 1.5x and 2x spread
shock scenarios for the CDOs (corresponding to median CDO spreads of 900 and 1200, respectively, for this portfolio).
Again, best estimate of correlation is 20-50% range.

CDO Spread Shock Model Price 30% Model Price 50% Model Price 70% Model Price 100%
TWOLF 2007-1 A2 1x 72 72 72 73
TWOLF 2007-1 A2 1.5x 51 54 56 59
TWOLF 2007-1 A2 2x 37 41 44 48
TWOLF 2007-1 B 1x 42 49 56 68
TWOLF 2007-1 B 1.5x 28 34 40 52
TWOLF 2007-1 B 2x 21 25 30 41

Will look at Point Pleasant next.

-----Original Message-----
From: Egol, Jonathan
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2007 8:06 AM
To: Wiesel, Elisha; Burchard, Paul; Lehman, David A.; Sparks, Daniel L; Swenson, Michael; Birnbaum, Josh; Primer,
Jeremy; Turok, Michael
Cc: Brafman, Lester R
Subject: RE: Gameplan - asset model analysis

I think we can look at the 2x CDO CDS scenario Paul provided below as a proxy.

----- Original Message-----
From: Wiesel, Elisha
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2007 7:57 AM
To: Egol, Jonathan; Burchard, Paul; Lehman, David A.; Sparks, Daniel L; Swenson, Michael; Birnbaum, Josh; Primer,
Jeremy; Turok, Michael
Cc: Brafman, Lester R
Subject: RE: Gameplan - asset model analysis

Can we not incorporate the cds bid/offer by running Paul's analysis on #2 below at shocked RMBS cds levels?

----- Original Message-----
From: Egol, Jonathan
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2007 5:28 AM
To: Burchard, Paul; Wiesel, Elisha; Lehman, David A.; Sparks, Daniel L; Swenson, Michael; Birnbaum, Josh; Primer,
Jeremy; Turok, Michael
Cc: Brafman, Lester R
Subject: Re: Gameplan - asset model analysis

This correlation analysis does not incorporate 2 things:
- cds bid/offer
- cashf low triggers (underlying level)

For names where the underlying longs were externalized, the cdo cds offered side spread is going to be close to 2x the
current marked spread for many underliers. It will be important to use the cdo cds trading franchise to source hedges at
the bid side of the market.

| Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Wall Street & The Financial Crisis
Confidential Treatment Requested by Gc Report Footnote #1572 GS MBS-E-001865782
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The downgrade sensitivity of the underlying cdo cashflow triggers means that there is some (hard to quantify) probability
that some or all names essentially jump to default.

----- Original Message -----
From: Burchard, Paul
To: Wiesel, Elisha; Lehman, David A.; Sparks, Daniel L; Swenson, Michael; Birnbaum, Josh; Egol, Jonathan; Primer,
Jeremy; Turok, Michael
Cc: Brafman, Lester R
Sent: Mon May 14 00:45:22 2007
Subject: Re: Gameplan - asset model analysis

One point of this correlation analysis is that it provides a relative value argument about how to hedge the cdoA2 risk. It
indicates (as the desk is aware) that it is currently cheaper to buy protection against the cdoA2 at the cdo level than at the
rmbs level. To the extent that we can put on this hedge, we can recover the higher (72 cent) price, no matter how bad
rmbs looks.

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -----
From: Wiesel, Elisha
To: Burchard, Paul; Lehman, David A.; Sparks, Daniel L; Swenson, Michael; Birnbaum, Josh; Egol, Jonathan; Primer,
Jeremy; Turok, Michael
Cc: Brafman, Lester R
Sent: Mon May 14 00:01:17 2007
Subject: RE: Gameplan - asset model analysis

David - We spoke briefly to Ben and Edwin earlier this evening and asked them if it would be possible to come up with
CDS marks for any missing BBB/BBB- RMBS deals as well as a heuristic for marking any high-grade tranches by
vintage. As Paul says below, this would really help us run results through the asset model (as well as through the NAV
analysis we'd discussed doing) for CDOs. I realize this might be painful (several thousand underlying RMBS deals might
need to be marked) but we'd like to come back to you when we have some stats on what we're missing and brainstorm
on a good way to do this.

From: Burchard, Paul
Sent: Sunday, May 13, 2007 11:05 PM
To: Lehman, David A.; Sparks, Daniel L; Wiesel, Elisha; Swenson, Michael; Birnbaum, Josh; Egol, Jonathan; Primer,

Jeremy; Turok, Michael
Cc: Brafman, Lester R
Subject: RE: Gameplan - asset model analysis

We can estimate the value of the Timberwolf CDOA2 by applying a correlation model (the asset model). We have
three questions to answer:

1. Based on marks for the single-A CDOs under the CDOA2, what should be the value of the Timberwolf CDOA2?
2. Based on marks for the RMBS under the single-A CDOs, what should be the marks on the CDOs that went into

(1)?
3. In both (1) and (2), what market evidence do we have for the correlation that takes us from underlier valuation to

the valuation one level up?

In brief, the answers we find are:

1. Based on current single-A CDO marks, the A2 tranche of Timberwolf would have a price of 72 cents on the dollar.
The price is not sensitive to correlation at these levels.

2. Based on a small sample of single-A CDOs for which we have complete underlier marks, we believe that the risks
of the RMBS underliers are frequently not fully reflected in the marks on the CDOs. If the trends in this small sample are
extrapolated, the fair spreads on the CDOs could even be double where they are marked now; if that were the case, the
price of the A2 tranche of Timberwolf would actually be 35-41 cents on the dollar, depending on the correlation.

3. Recent Abacus CDOs and CDOA2 have been marked with correlations in the 30-50% range. Median sector marks
for mezzanine CDOs imply a correlation of 22%.
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Clearly, the next step is to get marks on more of the RMBS underliers in order to be able to run more of the CDOs in
Timberwolf through a model.

For (1), we find the following relationship between price of the A2 tranche of Timberwolf, and the correlation. The
results are also shown when all the underlier spreads are multiplied by a factor of two, based on the results of (2).

CDO Underlier Spread Multiple Model Price 30% Model Price 50% Model Price 70% Model Price 100%
TWOLF 2007-1 A2 1 72 72 72 73
TWOLF 2007-1 A2 2 37 41 44 48

For (2), we have the following comparison between current spread marks on single-A CDOs, and Gaussian copula model
spreads computed from the current spread marks on their underliers (mostly RMBS). The first three CDOs are
Timberwolf underliers. In general, this analysis shows that at current underlier marks, single-A CDOs are equity-like
(long correlation). However, per (3), market-implied correlations are low, in the range 20-50%.

CDO Sector Mark Model 30% Model 50% Model 70% Model 100%
ABAC 2006-HG1A C CDOA2 Mezzanine 5201667 1336 1077 710
ADROC 2005-2A C CDO High Grade 275185201 192140
CAMBR 7A C CDO Mezzanine 6651096 938804579
FORTS 2006-1A C DO Mezzanine 440527527499425
HUDMZ 2006-1A C CDO Mezzanine 160* 1643 1378 1168 880
HUDMZ 2006-2A C CDO Mezzanine 250* 2209 1794 1490 1105

*No trades currently on these ref obs, so marks may be stale.

From: Lehman, David A.
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2007 7:37 PM
To: Sparks, Daniel L; Wiesel, Elisha; Swenson, Michael; Birnbaum, Josh; Egol, Jonathan; Primer, Jeremy;

Burchard, Paul; Turok, Michael
Cc: Brafman, Lester R; Lehman, David A.
Subject: Gameplan

Following up from this afternoon's meeting -

We are going to better evaluate the CDOA2 risk using three distinct frameworks

1) Blended scenario analysis using HPA (Primer)
2) Risk neutral/correlation framework, consistent with our current synthetic ABS CDOs (Burchard)
3) Simplistic loss assumptions on underlyings / Market Value Coverage (Turok)

Let's look to have something on #1 and #2 to discuss Monday. # 3 will likely take some more time give the low
coverage.. .Turok, pis let us know if you can cuff #3 with our current coverage.

To quote Elisha -

"Am thinking we want a concise write-up of each methodology (one paragraph), with a rank-ordered list of
assumptions that show directionality and estimated impact of each assumption. Also think we want to see results of
bounding analysis in writing using each methodology, with a description of what knobs we turned, and how far, to come
up the bounding analysis."

In addition, the specific trading desks are taking a more detailed look @ the ABS/CMBS/CLO/Option Arm/SP
CDO assets in the warehouse and in the retained position account (outside of the CDOA2).

PIs add/comment if there is anything I missed

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
85 Broad Street I New York, NY 10004
Tel: 212-902-2927 1 Fax: 212-493-9681 I Mob: 917-863-4678
e-mail: david.lehman@gs.com
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Goldman
Sachs

David Lehman
Fixed Income, Currency & Commodities

Disclaimer:

This material has been prepared specifically for you by the Goldman Sachs Fixed Income Structured Product
Group (SPG) Trading Desk and is not the product of Fixed Income Research. We are not soliciting any action based
upon this material. Opinions expressed are our present opinions only. The material is based upon public information
which we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as
such. Additionally, the material is based on certain factors and assumptions as the SPG Trading Desk may in its absolute
discretion have considered appropriate. There can be no assurance that these factors and assumptions are accurate or
complete, that estimated returns or projections can be realized, or that actual returns or results will not be materially
different than those presented. Certain transactions, including those involving ABS, CMBS, and CDOs, may give rise to
substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. The SPG Trading Desk may have accumulated long or short
positions in, and buy or sell, the securities that are the basis of this analysis. The SPG Trading Desk does not undertake
any obligation to update this material.
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From: Wiesel, Elisha
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2007 7:50 AM
To: Bimbaum, Josh; Burchard, Paul; Lehman, David A.; Sparks, Daniel L; Swenson, Michael;

Primer, Jeremy; Turok, Michael
Cc: Brafman, Lester R
Subject: Re: DRAFT: Modelling approaches for Cash ABS CDO/CDOA2

Thanks Josh. We ended up sending a much tighter version of the "modelling approaches"
email up the chain, Gary asked to discuss live but that hasn't happened yet (when I saw
him yesterday at another meeting he said he would reach out on this topic when he had
time).

Lester also asked me yesterday for a high-level slide on why these positions are generally
speaking hard to model (in the context of what sounds like the same big-picture posting up
the chain that you're recommending), we'll be drafting something on that today. I think
the high-level description of what these positions are/the cdo-squared correlation
insensitivity/the indications of interest that we're seeing which you provide below is an
excellent start towards explaining where we are.

Do we want to broadcast re-mark numbers, though, at this point on the back of the ABACUS
approach -- or hold off until we have vetted numbers for the whole book based on all three
approaches? My thinking was that we have a few more days, according to latest
understanding from the meeting in NYP/50A on Monday, and so should use them to sharpen as
best we can (and incorporate all three approaches). Very open to your thoughts, and those
of others on this thread.

----- Original Message ----
From: Birnbaum, Josh
To: Wiesel, Elisha; Burchard, Paul; Lehman, David A.; Sparks, Daniel L; Swenson, Michael;
Primer, Jeremy; Turok, Michael
Cc: Brafman, Lester R
Sent: Wed May 16 00:21:26 2007
Subject: RE: DRAFT: Modelling approaches for Cash ABS CDO/CDO'2

I agree with the path of the multiple approaches, the content so far and the suggestions
from the group. I haven't been in all the meetings so I could be off base here but I was
wondering if it makes sense to have some brief big picture
explanations/statements/conclusions so far (or even a graphical depiction of RMBS -> CDO >
CDO'2) for senior folks and controllers who are less familiar with these products.

Maybe some points like:

- A RMBS CDO, ignoring all the bells and whistles, is tranched from RMBS single names, and
its fair value, similar to a corporate CDO depends on one's assumption for correlation of
losses between the underlying deals. We have some transparency on CDO spreads with X
trades occurring per week in single name CDOs. Most trade spots indicate that CDOs tend
to trade tight relative to an empirical view of a reasonable range on the correlation of
losses between RMBS deals. We are marking our single name CDOs at these trade spots.
When we don't have a trade spot on a CDO name, we can reasonably infer a price by applying
an implied correlation from other similar CDOs to the underlying RMBS single names for the
deal in question. We have good transparency on most RMBS single names as that market
trades actively on a daily basis.

- A RMBS CDO'2, is tranched from RMBS CDOs. Analagous to the CDOs, the fundamental value
of the CDOA2 will depend on how losses are distributed amongst the CDOs, i.e. how
correlated are the CDOs? For our largest CDO^2 positions, conveniently the valuation is
relatively CDO deal correlation insensitive and the primary issue is simply the value of
the underlying CDOs. We are seeing indications of interest, not firm bids, on 2 of our
larger CDO'2 positions in the context of our valuations from the table below (show Paul's
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table for 2 timberwolf bonds, along with "bids").

From: Wiesel, Elisha
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2007 7:55 AM
To: Burchard, Paul; Lehman, David A.; Sparks, Daniel L; Swenson, Michael;

Birnbaum, Josh; Primer, Jeremy; Turok, Michael
Cc: Brafman, Lester R
Subject: DRAFT: Modelling approaches for Cash ABS CDO/CDO'2

Working group --

This is a draft of the email Gary requested at Friday's meeting. We've focused on
explaining the modelling approaches we feel we could meaningfully employ over the next 10
days in valuing all of the CDO and CDO-squared positions in the warehouse and retained
portfolios, as well as the work remaining to make that happen. Am considering further
edits to the table which would describe the model inputs (as separate from market inputs),
and how we'd propose stressing them to obtain valuation bounds. Please read and share
feedback/suggested edits.

* * *

Gary,

As requested, here are some thoughts on the modelling approaches available to us in
SecDb for valuing the CDO and CDO-squared positions in the warehouse and retained
portfolios.

No one approach is complete, but it turns out that the approach most recently
developed ("blended HPA scenario") is closer to the LEH bottoms-up approach than I'd
understood at the time of our meeting on Friday -- what's missing is not a bottoms-up
style empirical analysis, but a framework in SecDb for the CDO cash-flow waterfalls, and
loan-level data for many of the RMBS. There is no easy way to tackle the former, but we
compensate for the latter by using representative collateral pools by vintage. We've also
described the risk-neutral model ("asset model") which we currently use in production for
our synthetic ABS CDO (ABACUS) transactions. Although this model was built for synthetic
deals which have significantly less complexity to their CDO-level cashflows, we do have
working experience of the model which will be valuable in calibrating results. Lastly, we
also include two "static" methodologies, a simplistic NAV analysis which is driven by
market-observed bond prices, as well as the trading/structuring desk's Excel spreadsheets
which fully represent the cash-flow properties at both the ABS and CDO levels.

All of the SecDb-based approaches below suffer from not properly assigning value to
over-collateralization that builds up over time in the deals. They also all fail to
detract value from the likelihood of ratings downgrades and forced liquidation. We don't
have any good solutions yet to these two issues. It's also worth noting that all these
approaches currently would fail to automatically assign 100% correlation to the
overlapping RMBS deals included across multiple CDOs, ie; the (very common) case where CDO
#1 and CDO #2 share an RMBS underlier -- we believe we'll be able to fix this in at least
one of our approaches.

Our plan over the next few days is to work with Trading to get rough CDS marks for
each underlying ABS deal which we can use to drive the first two approaches, while
searching for good heuristics towards representative collateral selection for the third
approach. We also want to highlight that in working full-bore on these positions, there
is a loose end we will not be able to get to by quarter-end. This is a $50M notional PIK
swap (derivative) that was recently traded for which we do not have any models, and for
which the models discussed below will not help us tackle.

Please let us know if you have any questions, we're happy to convene a group of
Strats and Traders to walk you through any questions that you may have.

Elisha
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* * *

Comparison of proposed modelling approaches:

asset model NAV analysis blended HPA scenario Excel model (desk)
Loss model asset value NAV based empirical bond level CDR
Correlation model gaussian copula none HPA copula none
Overlap capture (CDO^2) no no, for now no no
ABS Cash flow waterfall simplified attach/exhaust full (Intex) full (imported
from Intex)
CDO cash flow waterall simplified attach/exhaust attach/exhaust full
CDO collat within CDOs yes yes no, for now yes
Market Inputs underlier CDS spreads underlier prices Implied HPA, loan-level static
data ?
Dynamism full simulation static simulation with static flows static
Collateral representation homogeneous, assumed none vintage representatives none

usage by quarter-end CDO and CDO^2 debt, approximation of equity everything
Residential component

roadblocks for quarter-end underlier spreads underlier spreads heuristics for
representative collateral selection Excel does not scale

Description of proposed modelling approaches:

Asset Model: The asset model for CDOs is a correlation model that drills down two
layers of structure to the values of the assets backing the loans underlying the ABS
underlying the CDO. Loans default when the asset value becomes zero. The price it
computes is an average over a large number of scenarios of correlated asset values, where
the correlation between loans in the same ABS is highest, followed by loans in the same
market sector but different ABS, followed by two loans in different market sectors. The
market inputs to the model are CDS spreads at the ABS level; from these are calculated the
initial asset values and the correlation between loans in the same ABS. If there are
market observations of CDO spreads, these can be used to calibrate the correlation between
loans in different ABS; otherwise, that correlation becomes an exogenous input. The main
simplifications made in the model are (1) to use approximations of the cashflow waterfalls
at both the ABS and CDO levels, and (2) to treat the loans behind each ABS as homogeneous.
This is the model currently used in production for pricing synthetic ABS CDOs and and ABS
CDS.

NAV Analysis: A static NAV or market value analysis uses market prices (expressed as
a discount to par) to directly imply projected loss amounts on any given underlying bond.
We describe the cashflow waterfalls with a static description of the attachment/exhaustion
points at every layer of the CDO'2 capital structure. There is no explicit model for the
correlation of losses at any layer. By applying the market-implied losses to the static
attachment/exhaustion points at each layer of the structure, we can estimate what the
losses will be at the top layer of the capital structure. Note that this approach is
common in corporate cash CDO's, and a similar framework is being used in discussions with
clients. Simplifications: Simplified model for lowest level loss assumptions as implied
from the market. Ignores all actual cashflow waterfall features at every layer of the
capital structure, including credit enhancement and triggers. Has no notion of how to
correlate loss assumptions at any level.

Blended HPA Scenario: One method we use for evaluating CDO structures is called
blended scenario analysis. It starts with running static HPA scenarios through an
empirical, loan-level model for RMBS underliers, and saving the cash flows. These cash
flows are combined using an HPA distribution that is centered on an average HPA implied by
RMBS market pricing. Variation of losses across RMBS underliers is captured by the
empirical model itself and also by imposing deal-specific loss variation. The risk-neutral
volatility of losses can be calibrated to the pricing of relatively liquid correlation
trades such as TABX. Implementing deal-specific loss volatility involves a Monte Carlo
evaluation of a CDO tranche in which different HPA-based static cash flows are chosen from
the stored collection for each RMBS tranche at each iteration. The main advantages of
this approach include its realistic RMBS scenario modeling, explicit sector-wide HPA
dependency with vintage year differentiation, the absence of any need for marks on all
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underliers, and its relative simplicity. The drawbacks include the need for loan-level
data, no of handling of actual CDO cash flow waterfalls, no handling of non-subprime
assets (CMBS, CDO, Prime MBS), and the pre-production nature of the software that carries
it out.
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From: Sparks, Daniel L
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2007 4:03 PM
To: Montag, Tom
Cc: Mullen, Donald
Subject: RE:

I think we should take the write-down, but market at much higher levels. I'm a little

concerned we are overly negative and ahead of the market, and that we could end up leaving

some money on the table - but I'm not saying we shouldn't find and hit some bids.

-Original Message-----
From: Montag, Tom
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2007 3:44 PM
To: Sparks, Daniel L
Subject: Re:

What do u think. T

----- Original Message -----
From: Sparks, Daniel L
To: Montag, Tom
Sent: Mon May 14 15:36:49 2007
Subject: Re:

In large meeting on marks now - base case from
Strat needs more time.

traders is down 382 - some more work to do.

In base case, timberwolf aaa's at 65. Fortress looking in low 80's.

In meeting now - sales, controllers, strat, trading (mort and credit)

----- Original Message -----
From: Montag, Tom
To: Sparks, Daniel L
Sent: Mon May 14 15:27:22 2007
Subject:

Update?
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From: Schwartz, Harvey
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2007 7:37 PM
To: Montag, Tom; Sparks, Daniel L; Mullen, Donald
Subject: Re: Lester Called

If transaction is consistent with mtm than no issue.. .by definition.

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

- Original Message -----
From: Montag, Tom
To: Schwartz, Harvey; Sparks, Daniel L; Mullen, Donald
Sent: Fri May 11 19:27:33 2007
Subject: Re: Lester Called

Yes. But if we find value from fortress or whomever in size that should provide the value
base. No?

Great trip down here btw. Great to see alex in his element-impressive and igor Also hung a
bit with assg team Which was good. Pablo will be great with these guys. Don lovw for u to
come down some time clients nice guys and lots of interesting-albeit somewhat illusionary-
opportunities

… ----- Original Message -----
From: Schwartz, Harvey
To: Montag, Tom; Sparks, Daniel L; Mullen, Donald
Sent: Fri May 11 19:04:36 2007
Subject: Re: Lester Called

Yes.

But don't think we can trade this with our clients andf then mark them down dramatcially
the next day. That is what I was told there was a risk of..but perhaps miscommunicated to
me. Needs to be a discussion if that risk exists. Really shouldn't be a big issue or
impact our process.

If folks disagree happy to discuss, Naturally.

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -----
From: Montag, Tom
To: Sparks, Daniel L; Schwartz, Harvey; Mullen, Donald
Sent: Fri May 11 19:01:29 2007
Subject: Re: Lester Called

Of course we should but this is how we find value by showing assets and seeing where bid
comes. If fortress can value bad debt from they can do this. They don't look
to us for guidance they pay what they think its worth. Is there a different issue? We
will value where the market shows us it is if we find a bid won't we?

----- Original Message -----
From: Sparks, Daniel L
To: Schwartz, Harvey; Mullen, Donald :_-
Cc: Montag, Tom - = RedactdbythePermanent
Sent: Fri May 11 18:47:57 2007 Subeommitteeon Investigations
Subject: Re: Lester Called
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Sounds fine

…---- Original Message -----
From: Schwartz, Harvey
To: Mullen, Donald; Sparks, Daniel L
Cc: Montag, Tom
Sent: Fri May 11 18:16:38 2007
Subject: Re: Lester Called

Don't think we should slow or delay and discussions. However we need to huddle quickly
before hitting bids I think.

Is that not an option?
__________________________

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -----
From: Mullen, Donald
To: Sparks, Daniel L
Cc: Montag, Tom; Schwartz, Harvey
Sent: Fri May 11 17:46:13 2007
Subject: Re: Lester Called

I doubt they will sell over weekend. And harvey is concerned about the representations we
may be making to clients as well as how we will price assets once we sell them to clients.
I think we need to sort these things out before we make sales.

----- Original Message -----
From: Sparks, Daniel L
To: Mullen, Donald
Sent: Fri May 11 17:25:33 2007
Subject: FW: Lester Called

There are some people working on Timberwolf - Forterss is continuing to work, Basis sales
person feels there is a decent chance (but it will be a week out as they are traveling).
Also, Cornac team working on it. If we get strong bids, can't we hit them?

From: Lehman, David A.
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2007 4:58 PM
To: Sparks, Daniel L; Swenson, Michael; Birnbaum, Josh
Subject: Lester Called

He wants to us to talk with him or Mullen before we sell any of our retained
positions

I posted Ben and Bieber

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
85 Broad Street I New York, NY 10004
Tel: 212-902-2927 I Fax: 212-493-9681 I Mob: 917- _
e-mail: david.lehman@gs.com

Goldman
Sachs

David Lehman
Fixed Income, Currency & CommoditiesReatdbthPrmnt

Subcommittee on Investigations

Disclaimer:
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This material has been prepared specifically for you by the Goldman Sachs Fixed
Income Structured Product Group (SPG) Trading Desk and is not the product of Fixed Income
Research. We are not soliciting any action based upon this material. Opinions expressed
are our present opinions only. The material is based upon public information which we
consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should
not be relied upon as such. Additionally, the material is based on certain factors and
assumptions as the SPG Trading Desk may in its absolute discretion have considered
appropriate. There can be no assurance that these factors and assumptions are accurate or
complete, that estimated returns or projections can be realized, or that actual returns or
results will not be materially different than those presented. Certain transactions,
including those involving ABS, CMBS, and CDOs, may give rise to substantial risk and are
not suitable for all investors. The SPG Trading Desk may have accumulated long or short
positions in, and buy or sell, the securities that are the basis of this analysis. The SPG
Trading Desk does not undertake any obligation to update this material.
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From: Alexander, Lee
Sent: Sunday, May 20, 2007 8:31 PM
To: Mullen, Donald; Sparks, Daniel L
Cc: Brafman, Lester R; Kaprelian, Michael
Subject: Viniar Presentation - Updated

Attachments: Mortgages V4.ppt

Please see attached for the Viniar Presentation. Don - We sent this to you via car '-l5mins ago. Waiting to get a confirm from the
driver that it has been dropped off.

Lester and I will dial into the call at 9pm.

Dial in information is:
Dial-In Information: 888-446-9291 code:756062

Mortgages V4.ppt

Thx

Confidential Treatment Requested by GS MBS-E-010965211
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Mortgage Department

May 2007
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Mortgage Department
Executive Summary

* The Mortgage Department is concerned about the following risks:

* Retained Positions in the CDO Origination Business

* Market Value of CDO Debt and Equity is $4.262bn

* $2.6bn represents High Grade Super Senior positions

* Desk is specifically concerned about CDOA2 positions which represent $637mm
of Debt. The complex structure of these positions make them difficult to value and
distribute.

* Warehouse Collateral in the CDO Origination Business

* Market Value of $1 .458bn

* Desk is specifically concerned about $742mm of Structured Product CDOs.
Currently, there is limited liquidity and price transparency in this space.

* SPG Trading Book

* Short position of $2.8bn in Structured Product CDOs, of which $2.4bn is in single
A or Lower tranches

* Desk is specifically concerned about the basis risk between the short in this book
and the warehouse collateral. Although they are the same product, there is
limited overlap between the two books.

* Non-CDO PnL Items
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Mortgage Department
Retained Positions

* The desk is most concerned about the CDOA2 positions, comprised of the
recent Timberwolf and Point Pleasant transactions.

* The lack of liquidity in this space and the complexity of the
extremely difficult to value.

product make these

"S" tranche
"S" tranche

Mezz AAA
AA
Equity

#1 Mezz AAA
#2 Mezz AAA

A
BBB
Equity

Timberwolf
Timberwolf
Timberwolf
Timberwolf
Timberwolf

Point Pleasant
Point Pleasant
Point Pleasant
Point Pleasant
Point Pleasant
Point Pleasant

* Notional and Market Value in MMs

Aaa 9.0

Aaa 8.3
Aaa 285.0
Aa2 107.0

10.8
Total 420.1

Aaa 127.5
Aaa 75.0
Aa2 50.0
A2 10.1

Baa2 10.5
10.1

Total 283.2

TOTAL 703.2

100.00% 9.C
100.00% 8.
91.34% 260.'
88.72%. 94.E
85.00% 9.1

381.7

94.78% 120.E
92.24% 69.2
89.41% 44.7
71.88% 7.
76.72% 8.1
58.00% 5.E

255.E

637.1
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Mortgage Department
Timberwolf I CDO12: Overview of Capital

HG. ABS
RMBS CDO (14%)

Ong/Enhan

21%

17%

14%

12%

11%

9%D1
Mezz. ABS
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Note: Current RMBS enhancement levels are approximately 4 to 6% higher as a result of excess spread building up within the structure 4
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Mortgage Department
Point Pleasant CDOA2: Overview

RMBS

of Capital Structure
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Mortgage Department
Warehouse Positions

* The desk holds $1.458bn in Warehouse Collateral related to 3 CDO
transactions

* Current valuation policy is to mark to viable securitization valuation or cost. As
securitization is no longer a viable exit, the warehoused collateral will be
marked to market on an individual basis.

* Biggest driver of the mark to market is the $742mm Structured Product CDO
collateral which has limited price visibility

* Details of the Warehouse Collateral are represented below:

SPG Trading I Controllers
Market Proposea Average Proposea Average

Sector Value Price Writedown Price Writedown Price
CLO 69.5 100.00% (2.0) 97.07% - 100.00%
CMBS/CRE CDO 121.8 100.00% (5.3) 95.65% (3.0) 97.54%
RMBS - Other 183.7 100.00% (15.8) 91.43% (8.0) 95.65%
RMBS - Subprime 341.3 100.00% (27.2) 92.02% (9.0) 97.36%
SP CDO 741.8 100.00% (169.6) 77.14% (153.0) 79.37%

Less: Warehouse reserves 82.0 82.0
Less: SMBC Funding facility 12.0

Total 1,458.1 (125.9)1 (91.0)
* Market Value and Proposed Mark in MMs

6
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Mortgage Department
SPG Trading

* Over the past year the Secondary trading desk has built a short position of
$2.4bn in Single A or below Structured Product CDOs

* During this time period, Single A CDO prices are -20pts lower (from $100 to
$80)

* As the market for securities in this space has declined, the desk has
recognized the following PnL related to CDOs:

CDO PnL SPG Trading
CDO

OriginationlRetained Warehouse Total ABS / Correlation
MTD (25.7) (21.2) (46.9) 14.7
QTD (172.3) (155.8) (328.1) 196.8
YTD (226.5) (231.5) (458.0) 262.8
* in MMs

7
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Mortgage Department
SPG Trading Valuation Methodology

* CDOA2

* Use of rough modeling tools/frameworks such as risk neutral pricing and
initial HPA/empirical analysis

* Trader views of where risk should trade in the context of the market,
incorporating the current fundamental and technical backdrop

* Customer feedback/potential indications of interest

* Non - CDOA2

i Market observables on debt securities (CDOs, CMBS, RMBS, CLOs)

* Blended scenario analysis on retained SP CDO equity positions,
incorporating downgrade triggers and cashflow waterfall structure

8
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Mortgage Department
SCT Modeling Procedure

Step 1: Value RMBS Underliers

* Pricing feeds taken from 3r party pricing service (IDC) first and then from SPG trading to backfill

* IDC pricing vs. SPG Trading were very close in most cases

* Step 2: Run Net Asset Value ("NAV") Analysis and Simulation Analysis on CDO residual position and
CDOA2 underlying CDOs

* NAV analysis prices a CDO's asset pool (using prices mentioned in Step #1) and then layers that
aggregate asset value over the CDO's capital structure in a sequential fashion

* Simulation analysis runs multiple possible outcomes with the goal of determining how a portfolio's
aggregate value should be allocated across the tranches of a given CDO structure. Often value in a
CDO is not allocated in a purely sequential fashion and simulation analysis can expose the
relationship better in many cases than NAV analysis alone

* Step 3: Create a rule based system to choose simulation based valuation output vs. NAV based output &
implement approximations for line items where simulations and / or NAVs could not be executed

* For line items where simulation analysis and NAV analysis could both be run, a simulation based
valuation was used

* For line items where only NAV analysis could be run, NAV level was used subject to a valuation floor
and cap

* For line items where neither NAV nor simulation analysis could be run, the weighted average price of
successfully priced line items with similar asset characteristics was used. If no comparable line
items were available (approx 15% of the 250 line item portfolio), the desk used a degree of
subjectivity in determining price

* Step 4: Based upon implied ATM spreads calculated in Step #3, run an additional simulation analysis and
NAV analysis on both CDOA2 transactions (Point Pleasant and Timberwolf)
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Mortgage Department
Mortgage Strats Modeling Procedure

* The asset model is a 2-layer correlation model designed for pricing synthetic CDOs of
structured product securities. Correlations at each level are calibrated from the variation of
market spreads across the capital structure. Underlying asset values driving the valuation
are calibrated from market spreads at the second level; a basis in asset values may be
inferred from market spreads at the top level.

* Advantages:
* Simultaneously models 2 layers of structure, capturing interaction between 2 levels of

correlation

* A large number of correlated loss scenarios are simulated

* Credit curves for underlying assets 2 layers down are based on a Merton-style asset
value model, suitable for asset-backed loans typically at this level

* Handles synthetic CDO features such as individual callability of blocks of tranches and
modified sequential paydown

* Handles key features of structured product underliers such as RMBS stepdown

* Disadvantages:

* Designed for synthetic CDOs, does not currently capture some features of cash flow
CDO such as oc/ic triggers and ratings downgrade triggers

* Does not capture rate convexity for rate sensitive mortgage products

10
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Mortgage Department
Controllers Valuation Methodology

* Due to the current lack of liquidity in the CDO squared market, the retained
CDO squared inventory is unverified.

* Accordingly, feedback from the ongoing discussions with clients to distribute
the retained inventory is essential to determining the appropriate valuation for
quarter end.

* Previously, we verified CDO squared inventory to comparable market
transactions. Market transactions included data from new underwritings from
competitors and/or firm transactions.

'1*
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Mortgage Department
Alternative Valuations

Retained Positions l (129.3) (216.3) (303.4) (543.3) TBD TBD
- COO Debt 4,150.3 (117.0) (187.3) (257.8) (473.3) 7BD TBD
- CDO Equity 111.6 (12.3) (29.0) (45. 7) (70.0) TBD 7BD

Warehouse Collateral 1,458.1 (107.2) (125.9) (144.6) N/A N/A (91.0)

*In MMs

|tit "1I~iX .Mii~lllu} m w Ifill:
MeA6A Tim..vd.f 2. .. 91. 34V m p/ 75CCOYC 6.OCPY/ 3a19Y | a CIOP, Y 2a0 87.79'/ 4
AA Tirrdf 107.C 88 72°o 5aCoW/ &ICC' 40DIO/c 32 g 31/P/

#1 MrnAAA PtrtReat 127-9 94.780/c 8a0/ CCP / a a)CXX 4685°? 92aY/P
#21VtM AA Ptint Reta 75.( 9240/ 7500/P 7faC(P 6CfY/ Za62°/ [5OCC 2ao 91.3/c 42420
AA .'irt R 1t a).C 8.41V0 eaaCrP 5a2W 4w/C4P/ 240W 40'/ 16O 72SP/c
'Nctiao in MAs

Note: Model A represents SCT and Model B represents Mortgage Strats
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Mortgage Department
Next Steps

* Unwind the warehouses

* Independent teams to continue to value retained positions

* David Lehman & Michael Swenson (SPG Trading)

* Will Roberts, Jerry Ouderkirk, Doug Weaver (SCT Trading)

* Dedicated Mortgage Strat support, led by Elisha Wiesel

* Distribution team to continue to work with targeted investors, led by Stacy
Bash-Polley (Elisha Wiesel further working with legal on viability of
disseminating information to investors)

* Basis Capital

* Fortress

* Polygon

* Winchester Capital

* SPG Trading to gather observable prices on underliers to improve accuracy of
valuation models

* Justin Gmelich will continue to work with Controllers to resolve discrepancies
for non-CDO PnL items

13
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Mortgage Department
Non-CDO PnL Items

Subprime Residuals
Alt A Residuals
Second Lien Residuals
HELOC Residual
Scratch and Dent Residuals
Scratch and Dent Loans
CDS Duration
* Estimate in MMs

SPG Trading
Estimate

(40) to (50)
(25) to (30)

(21)
(5)
(5)

TBD
100 to 125

Controllers
Estimate

(5)
8

TBD
(5)
(5)

TBD
100 to 125

14
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Mortgage Department
CDO Debt - Retained Positions
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.- _ = Redacted by the Permanent I
Subofmmittee on Investigation

Mortgage Department
CDO Debt - Retained Positions (cont)
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I - ~= Redacted by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Mortgage Department
CDO Equity - Retained Positions
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Mortgage Department
Timeline - Timberwolf & Point Pleasant

* Timberwolf (Greywolf)
* 7/21/06 - Engagement letter signed

* 9/5/06 - Warehouse begins ramping

* 12/13/06 - Warehouse 50% ramped

* 3/2/07 - Revision to engagement letter - Greywolf commitment to purchase
BBB and single A tranches

* 3/13/07 - Pricing

* 3/27/07 - Closing

* Point Pleasant (Dillon Read)

* 6/2/06 - Engagement letter signed

* 9/14/06 - Warehouse begins ramping

* 12/14/06 - Warehouse 50% ramped

* 3/5/07 - Commitment letter signed with Natixis for Super senior

* 4/10/07 - Pricing

* 4/18/07 - Closing
19
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I - ~= Redacted by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Mortgage Department
Distribution
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I - = Redacted by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Mortgage Department
Distribution (cont)
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Mortgage Department
CDO Derivative Positions

Notional Exposure
Warehouse Closed Deals

Trade Type Model Status Net Long Short Long Short Stated P&L
Collateral Put Off-Label 2,674.1 - | 2,674.1 0.2
Supersenior Total Return Swap Off-Label 1,665.0 -- 1,665.0 - (1.1)
Supersenior Tranched Swap Fully Approved (825.0) - 825.0 (2.4)
Mtg Index Product Fully Approved (625.0) 450.0 1,075.0 (38.7)
Interest Rate Swap Fully Approved (540.0) - 540.0 - - (1.5)
Mtg Default Swap Fully Approved (398.7) 611.8 - 7,965.7 8,976.1 (31.4)
PIK Swap Not Modeled 50.0 - 50.0 - 0.0
Equity Total Return Swap Off-Label (17.0) - 17.0 (9.7)
CLO Equity Principal Protection Fully Approved 13.9 13.9 - (0.0)
Total Return Swap? Unknown - . - 274.7 274.7 0.4
Mtg Synthetic CDO Fully Approved 22.5 22.5 0.0

Notes:

* "Long" notional exposure means long bonds (long treasuries in the case of interest rate swaps)

* "Off-Label" model status means fully approved model being used outside its originally intended scope, and so not
capturing some important features of these trades

* Collateral Put is writing protection against short AAA floaters (used to collateralize funded tranches built off synthetic
portfolios)

* Supersenior Tranched Swap is selling the top 2/3 of one of the two supersenior tranches held in Supersenior Total Return
Swap form.
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Mortgages CDO Origination
Executive Summary

* Based upon the inability to place the liabilities of the Timberwolf and Point
Pleasant CDOA2 transactions, the Mortgage trading desk assessed the current
valuation of retained positions and the ability to securitize current CDOA2
warehouse collateral.

* The inability to securitize CDOA2 warehouse collateral will result in the unwind
of the warehouse facilities, which will move the collateral from a mark to model
valuation to a mark to market valuation.

* The initial estimate on May 11th of the mark-to-market P&L impact of this
revaluation of retained positions and change in valuation methodology is shown
as follows:

Market Value ($mm) A B C
Retained Positions:

Debt - CDO 4,053 (121) (196) (273)
Equity - CDO 113 (12) (24) (36)

Warehouse Collateral 1,493 (116) (160) (202)

Total 5,659 (248) 380 511

2
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Mortgages CDO Origination
Retained Positions

As of May 1 1th, the desk held $4.166bn in Retained positions related to CDO
Debt and Equity. Breakout of this balance by type and the anticipated
writedowns are shown below:

Market Value($mm) A B C
Debt - CDO

CDO-squared 637 (111 (166) (221)
Mezz 622 (11) (26) (42)
High grade 2,793 1 (3) (9

Total 4,053 121) _ 196 . (273 )

R most ~~~~~~~~~~~ffill"INE Ut | H.175[1-Atn1 0
Equity - CDO

2001-2005 Mezz 1 (3) (4) (5)
2002-2004 High Grade 5
2005-2006 High Grade 33 (5) (7) (8
2006 Mezz 32 (4) (9) (14
CDO- squared 32 0 (4) (9)

Total 113 (12) (24) (36)

TOTAL 4,166 (132)1 (220) (309)

* The anticipated writedowns are driven by Mezz AAA and AA tranches of
Timberwolf and Point Pleasant CDOA2 structures ($(159.3)mm - Scenario B).
These deals were priced the wk of 03/16 and the week of 04/13, respectively.

* Due to the lack of liquidity in the marketplace for these structures (i.e.
Timberwolf and Point Pleasant last traded on 04/23 and 04/24, respectively),
the desk has proposed writedowns to reflect current market conditions.

3
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Mortgages CDO Origination
Warehouse Positions

* As of May 11th, the desk was in the midst of ramping up 4 CDO warehouses.
At this time, the warehouse collateral was valued with the assumption that a
CDO was a viable exit. Thus, inventory warehoused was marked to model by
comparing asset and liability spreads, including the desired equity yield. To the
extent that the current CDO liability spreads were wider than the cost on an
aggregate basis, the estimated loss was reserved.

* As securitization is no longer a viable exit, the warehoused assets will be
marked to market on an individual basis. Current market value of all
warehouse collateral is par. Anticipated writedowns are as follows:

Write Average Write Average vvrnte Average
Sector Market Val ue($mm) down Price down Price down Price
CLO 70 (1) 98% (2) 97% (3) 96%
CMBS/CRE CDO 122 (4) 96% (5) 96% (6) 95%
RMBS -Other 184 (15) 92% (16) 91% (17) 91%
RMBS - Subprime 341 (26) 93% (27) 92% (29) 92%
SP CDO 777 (145) 81% (185) 76% (222) 71%

Less: Warehouse mark-to-model reserves 75 75 75

Total 1,493 | (116)1 1 (160)1 | (202)1

4
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Mortgages CDO Origination
CDO Origination Risk vs. SPG Trading Risk

Origination - Long 2.6bn of CDO Risk

* Our CDOA2 collateral was ramped prior to the market widening and marked
to model - average ramp period is 6-9 months

* Our CDOA2 deals, Timberwolf and Point Pleasant, priced in March with
demand only for the super senior tranche

* The complexity of the CDOA2 product and the poor demand for CDOs in
general has made this risk difficult to sell and the desk expects it to
underperform

* SPG Trading - Short $2.8bn of CDO Risk
* Over the past 6 months, Single A CDO prices are -20-25pts lower (from

$100 to $75-80)

* SPG Trading Shorts were marked to market as prices declined

5
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,Mortgages CDO Origination
Timberwolf I CDOA2: Overview of Capital Structure

HG. ABS
CDO (14%) Timberwolf I CDO^

RMBS

'17% ~~~~~~~2.6%

14% .%

12% 08

'11%
'9% ~~CDO (86%)

6%23

5% 4

4% 9

_ _
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Mortgages CDO Origination
Point Pleasant CDOA2: Overview of Capital Structure

HG. ABS
CDO (50%) Point Pleasant CDOA2

RIVBS
114%

21% 1 _

17% | 2.6%

i 11 | 11 - i 11 1 4% 9 % 1.3%

0.6%

11%
Mezz. ABS

9% ~~~CDO (50%)

9%

5% 4

4%

-I
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Mortgages CDO Origination
Action Steps - May 11th

* Unwind the warehouses

* Form three independent teams to value retained positions independently

* David Lehman & Michael Swenson (SPG Trading)

* Will Roberts, Gerald Ouderkirk, Doug Weaver (SCT Trading)

* Dedicated strat support, led by Elisha Wiesel

* Distribution team headed by Stacy Bash-Polley and Scott Wisenbaker

8
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Mortgages CDO Origination
Anticipated Writedowns (in MMs)

WiitlMl lllilDS B Bl I.MP 5 IflhIlirl F &IiV#, W. iki'1 Pi{ 14S !tfl

Retained Positions . (117)

ISM N a-iilt. lltlt..I:rwl.,I; t14:l1110t1 I-tIN II

Warehouse (126)1

Total (243) !
' Warehouse p&l shown using scenario B level of $126mm

(187)

illt--Il,,- j~.i-.,I111iii
(258

11111 111.1 11111UIII I . 1i 1D I Fiill 1hha1i1f1hiI
i:~ ll I 'XiR 3i i1 kiiti2 L;ti2.Ai~Lt

(126)

(313)

(126)

(384)

(126)

(126)

(126)

(126)|
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- Redacted by the Permanent
- .SSubomnlimtee on Investigations

Mortgages CDO Origination
CDO Debt - Retained Positions

Super Senior Davis Square VII A1la Aaa High grade
Super Senirr GSC 200B-3g Al e Asa High grade
Super Senirr Hudsn Mz 062 Ai Aaa Mezz
Super Senirr Sumrrer Street 04-1 Al Aaa Mezz
Super Senior Anderson Al-a Aaa Menz
Super Senibr Anderson AI1b Aaa Mezz

Uezz AAA Adiro~ndcak 2D05-1 A2 Aaa High grade
Mezz AAA Furlus 11 A2 Aaa Mezz
Mez AAA Mainsail A2 Aaa Hih grade
Men AAA Bemous A2 Aaa High grade
MeAAA .:TUi,..:t -.. , A2.I A ......nd. ...... 2...

Men AM Pdirt Plusuout Al An-M ~O.uquared:.. :12T.Y5
MezMA .... ... .. i Pea. anl. ' .... .... : A.ia CDO ... red' . .. .

AA Frtus 11 B Aa2 Men
MA Atius 4 B Aa2 High grade
MA Fur Denison B Aa2 Men I
MA Summer SRreet 041 A3 Aa2 Mnzz
PA Avebury B Aal HNh grade
PA Anderuon B Aa2 Menz 37.7

MA HuduurMz Ob-1 B Aa2 Men 51.0
PA Hudson Mz 06-2 B Aa2 Men 24.5

M., ,.-, ,,Fl, t ..... . ...-

50 0505 30 rAW7MONEYGRAM I
,,-..:; :.; .:!:;: ! : :!: '< !::. !!:. .': ,:-' !- !:!:!.!!-:!:,'::!:.: ! ,:.-
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[ = Redacted by the Permanent I
Subcommittee on Investiatios|

Mortgages CDO Origination
CDO Debt - Retained Positions (cont)

If ~l~tl.-111M"'ltlu", tE I iOWNSW MMM
Allus 4
Cooeidge
Dvis Square VII
GSC 200E-3g
START 2XSCA D
LEXN 20073A E
Anderson
Huduon Mz 05-1
Hudsrrn Mz 06-2

Davis Square VII
Alteus 4
GSC 2C06-3g
Adirondack 2005-2
Altbrs III
Hout Gay
G-Strero

Pub-um 2001-1
TABS 2006A 82
GSFIN 2001A D
STAK 20032A 8
COOL 251A D
ACABS 20051A 81L
tNDE7 7A E
DVSO 20055A D
Hudson HIh Grade

Hudean Mz OE-1
Hudson Mz 09-2

Hudson Mz 06-2
.. .. ... ..... ..

TIM Structured Finanre

Camber 7
Glader 250053
Hudson Mz 09-1
Phoenix 2

C
C
C
C
C

0CH00,

C
C
C

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D0

0
Ci
COH5

COHE3

COHS
COHE3
CCHSI

COHB
D

D

D

E

:.!..::.::

B

.E

D

E

a

A2 Hgh grade
A2 High grade

A3 Mre
A2 High grade
A2 HihAgrade -
A2 Men
A3 Mm __

A2 Mem 5 91.7% 85.7% B1.7%
A2 Mr 109.5 67.00% 734 600% 55.0% 500%

.2 ..qu.red . -10.1. - 7 7 5P 50EN -- 7. -' ' -UM

Baa2 Hth grade
Baa2 Hoh grade
Bra2 Hth grade
Bra2 High grade
Br-2 Hih grade
Baa2 High grade
Baa2 High grade
SWa2 CO0squarad
Baa2 Me,

N Baa2 Men
4 Baa2 High Grade

Bea2 Men
N Eaa2 Me

Bra2 Mm,
N Baa2 Man
4 Bra2 Hgh Grade

Baa2 High grade
Baa2 Mezn

Baa3 Manz

Baal Mem

Ea1 Menzr___________
ba1 Me_
Sal Mem 11.0 5ZS0 5A 47.0% 42.0% 37.0%
8.2 Mez

4,421.8 S 4,180.3
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EBBB

8E3

Bas

BEam

333
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BE3
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BB3

E889

33

889
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m = Redacted by the Pennanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Mortgages CDO Origination
CDO Equity - Retained Positions

2032 2X4 Hbh Grade Putm S ure Pmdur 2VX2-1Vt
20024 High Grade Dws SqSre Forsiw 2 .Ltd
20322004 Hih Grade S Crrad Mare Furdra LUd
20322004 HohGrad. D.+. Sq..rFurdohV III Ltd _

2X5-230 Hlgh Grade Alutd I Fu-dhg Uo Ltd
205D2X06 Hbh Grade Dwis S oqwur Fur~hg V Ltd.
2D5-2008 High Grad.e G-~ Square Fardn Vl Ltd.
20)D5-20 High Grade KW Bayd L -d.
2005 20( Hah Grade HLrOa H oh Grade
200556 Hioh Grade ADerr Squarer VUl
205I2. Hah Grade GSC ASS Funclin 2X03-30, Ltd
2005-2DO Hih Grade D e Cl Flp dirU UdI
20(521 H2 h Grao ACordaodk 20051 Furd nL td
20502XM HMoh Ghloe : D is Scuare FuLto IV. Ll.
2XS2X3 Hioh Grad G tra Fwrdrrg.
2(0 Yi2X3 High Graoe AirMrdack 205.2 Funong Ltd
20352M Hioh Grade Aftlm 4 FuaruLt %d. I-
2X2moW High Gride Attur IIllFurdir ud.

200 2X35 Me ~ NYLIM SU7rord COD0 20011 LtdU
2X01Mez Camber 111 pie
20X1 dW2S Me= Co.lidge Fur Lt Ud. j
2001 WS0 Me7 Fcrtius I Fund_ Ltd,

2XS6 Mr Fortlus 11 Fwrdin o. Ud
2XSO ve Hudson MrnaUire W3-r2 Ltd.
2MGOMeu Hudson Mrrarp20061, Lld. 2.5 57% 14 80.0% 4100% 300%
2X3 M=z Camb.r7
2036 etz Ardblson 20.9 57% 11I.9 Df5.0% Al.US /.

Cqu-ared Lhon- Ltd.

Troal $ 1700 S 111J.

X efrcra r e

O=X
Da0ls Sqore V
Dus4 Sdour Vl
Dau. Souare VIl

wait Coast
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Mortgages CDO Origination
Next Steps

* Continue working with targeted investors

* Basis Capital

* Fortress

* Polygon

* Winchester Capital

* Elisha Wiesel and SCT Trading will continue to refine models

* SPG Trading to gather observable prices on underliers to improve accuracy of
valuation models

13
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Mortgages CDO Origination
Additional PnL Items

SApnnre RePsdls
AtAR desiddls
Sxod Uien Pesiduls

ELOC Resdiua
Soact and Dart Residuls
Scatdc and Deft Loans
CDS Dxaon

Desk Eshinte
(40) to (50)
(25) to (30)

(21)
(5)
(5)

TBD
100 to 125

Ccnrdler Esnme
(5
8

TBD
(5)
(5)

TBD
100to 125
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Mortgages CDO Origination
Market Value & Retained Positions as at May 18th
Warehouse Positions

Anticipate ritedowns
Sector Market Value(Smm) A cteo w

CLO 70 (2) (2) (2)
CMBS/CRE CDO 122 (4) (5) (6)
RMBS - Other 184 (15) (16) (17)
RMBS - Subprime 341 (26) (27) (29)
SP CDO 742 (155) (170) (184)
Less: Warehouse mark-to-model reserves 82 82 82
Less: SMBC Funding facility 12 12 12

Total 1,458 (107) (145)

Retained Positions .
Anticipated Writedowns

Market Value(Smm) A J B U
Debt- CDO
COO-squared 637 (116) (154) (192)
Mezz 658 (4) (25) (45)
High grade 2.855 4 (9) (21)

Total 4150 (117) (187) 58
W . S 0 n 1114 r.|tT111;"JF T ift 5 ilig VI , ;r -iJt.-l FEi I. bI:E.|' } }

Equity - CDO
2001-2005 Mezz 1 (4) (5) (6)
2002-2004 High Grade 5 (1) (2) (3)
2005-2006 High Grade 35 (7) (12) (17)
2006 Mezz 29 (1) (6) (11)
CDO-squared 32 | (4) (9)

Total 112 (12) (2) (46)

. ,
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_- = Redactd by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Mortgages CDO Origination
Distribution

Deal

TimnbAOK I

Timeolf I

TirmnHlf I

Point Pleasant2007-1

Timbervolf I

Tinm off I

Tirnrof I
Point Pleasant 2007-1

Point FReasant 2M7^1
Tntolf I

Tirneotf I
Tirrberolf I
Timrtvzf I

Tnimtbrvolf or Pt. Peasant
Point Fleasant 2MA7-1

TintroHf I

Tirmemolf I

Tranche

MeZZAaA

AA-Rated

MezAAA

MbzAMAMbzzAAA

A-FRated

MezAAA
A-raed

A-Rated
MezzAAA

AA-Rated

MezPAMA

AARated

Defcon Con arits
Looking at pacdage of A2 and B dasses. Initially indcated lcw$80s on AZ 7as on B nmxieling deal is

1 difficult / Dailmani still pushing
Looking at padage of A2 and B dasses. Initially indicated bNW$80s on A2, 70s on R rnxeling deal is

I difficult / Davilman still pushing
Looking on a financed basis - Indicative temens _cncrned about

1 corelationourlevel,
Engaged and looking -has been offered boncs at 450 on A2, 700 rn B/

2 Potential $50rnTA-,Z $50m B, sulbed to financing -accunt is out of the ofice / feedback d o 521

2 Potential $50rrrnA-2, $50nrn B, sulbect to financing - account is out of the offie / feedback/o 5/21
re-enaed -trying to get ans~w by GS qtr end Asked/receied additional information today / they are still

3 vworking / Penick to folloaup early nexdeek
3 Looking

3_~
3 Looking

3 Potential interest on AAs (already c#1 AAAs) / trying to see if theygo dovm in cap. Strunture QowDelta)
3 Need lookthru analysis / Strats are working on it
3 Looking

Checking -Tadf hgher detathan Point Pleasant giun headine risk wt Dllon Read - ant lookflu
3 analysis on Timbrrf / Srats are vwking on it /

3-
3 Looking -ask~ed for rnaterials and rawdata Ihad caI I oN dlab

3

3-
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Fortress

Fortress

Stark

Wnichester

Basis

Basis

AIG
Fdelity

IS Renum
Mller Anderson

Od Lane
Fequot

Sandrian

UBS PRc
DB~a

Bliot

FPlygon

Sales

Davilman

Dailmian

Gadd

Radtke

MalteZDs

Maltezos

Penick
Martin

Arslan
Brazil

Gilligan
Grinstein
braal

Kelly

Kely
oohen

Grinstein

Raazi
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I = Redacted by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Mortgages CDO Origination
Distribution (cont)

Trane De cn . Corwrts
4 VWlgl gohuxj Ilckdth anaysis -aom there / Sats arezarvng an it
4 SartAir48-1000dmfcrmneAAA
4_

Fairt Reasant 207-1

Tirmbwif I

Pbirt Resant 2007-1
Rrrtim rf I
Poirt Reasant 237-1

Tintbexdf I
Tinmb df I
Point Ressart 2O7-1
Tinmrvdf I
Fairt Rleasant 307-1
Paint Pieasant 2Ma7-1
Paint Reasant 207-1

Timberva I
Timbervcdf I
Pcint Reasant 20F7-1

NbzAzA 4 ,
4 Lowvelta -Need I_ anas / Srat are a1ng mit

4
MezMA 4 will dovak in the L+01CC0 a0ext ($71-65 -passed cn GSdf at 8M

4 Futrt anys needed
4 LD Dwta- have never Bogt CDCX2
4 Staraki+800- 1±0nbforr MA

IbAzA 4 ttial likely beaer fe c
NbzzAA 4 Ne a loo-thrjh of the uridgling 'tI/ stras aevcairg an it

4 Loirng - sent fird OCCYPrdio
Loodng -rny re far a sni 1axt for their CDO bjket in teir oan deds linited room in their

4 Bike- siI sizeif thecae
4 Locldng-

K4=AAA 4 \ryLNDeta
NezAAA 4 ylIDelvta

4.5

IAezzMA 4.5 LDwta -CEt modet CD02
A-rated 4.5 lled at sirge As newiss- still red finel feedbak- Iodelta

ChiJngr- i
4.51Tir-Tib df nmxe likelythen Paint Reasart 4en heaine risk wt hllmn Reed

5 0 -donot buy CID)2
MmezAAA 5 remed frim list - eriot been 4n IeMs
MmzzAAA 5 O5 t -too nich oerap Fairt Reasat
NezzAAA 5
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SalesAccurt

DACapital
Blict

Krrrnan
Grinstein

Havard Rsdtke
Hgh~and Rbeti

JR tp
NS Prop

Princeton
9nith Bedan
Zais

Proidere

Vanebit
Hyprion
Pazmx
PawnaX
Badaxock
Ointon
HaErdirg

MIL Br
CB4SS
Blingtan

iner
TPGkAxan

Krem~an
Matin

Ferte/Rillips
nrrtin
Ginstein
Gadid
Reinstein

Gadd
VIlirg

Matias
MNaias
Ferte/Rillips
Vera
Harback

V~lilirg
Pinkas
SuxYl~aine

FertVRlillips
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